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Abstract 
USES OF ENGLISH IN A MULTILINGUAL BRITISH PEERGROUP 
This research is innovative in its intensive focus on a multilingual peer-
group in Britain. It studies a group of twenty-three boys of Indian, 
Pakistani, Afro-caribbean and Anglo parentage by means of interviews, 
questionnaires, participant-observation and radio-microphone recording. 
It addresses two main issues. 
The first issue situates the study within quantitative sociolinguistics. 
Following Le Page, the research asks: how is it possible to examine the 
social distribution of speech variants given the flexibility and muta-
bility of group affiliation? Two empirical approaches are recommended: 
network analysis gives leverage on interactional association, and Identtty 
Structure Analysis assesses psycho-social identifications. The conceptual 
compatibility of these approaches is carefully stated, and a critique made 
of closely related sociolinguistics (Milroy and Giles). A demonstration 
analysis is conducted on two phonological variables, incorporating a 
critical evaluation of this methodology and suggestions for future use. 
The second theme concerns a form of secondary Foreigner Talk: what 
is happening when members of the multilingual peer-group deliberately 
speak Indian-accented English? Interactional sociolinguistics forms the 
initial reference-point, and a clarified elaboration of Gumperz's dis-
tinction between metaphorical and situational code-switching is developed, 
capable of addressing issues of social power, growth and marginalisation. 
Data on this rhetorical Indian English are examined in the light of this 
model, and then analysis shifts towards more macro perspectives, aligning 
itself more with the ethnography of speaking. It investigates perceptions 
of genuine Asian English speakers locally, and proposes that for bilinguals 
these vary systematically according to domain (local domains having been 
previously identified) • An outline is given of the impact of migration 
on the status of English, together with the colonial legacy of racist 
attitudes towards non-Anglo English in the dominant society. Finally 
an attempt is made to explicate the peer-group's use of secondary 
Foreigner Talk within this local and national matrix. 
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13.3 [ t] x CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 'TEACHERS' 
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13.5 [ + ] X CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION WITH 'TEACHERS I 
13. 6 [ ŸĚ] x CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH INGROUP 
ADULTS 
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TRANSCRIPTIONAL CONVENTIONS (see esp. Appendix 20) 
1. Segmental notation as in IPA Chart (revised to 1979), p.35 
2. Prosodic notation 
Nuclear tones: 
, low fall tone 
/ low rise tone 
high fall tone 
/ high rise tone 
V fall rise 
f\. rise fall 
> mid-level tone 
Secondary stress: 
Other: 
high secondary stress 
1 low secondary stress 
,, 
very high secondary stress 
" very low secondary stress 
'i. falling head 
,/1 rising head 
0 
stress as indicated by prosodic marker immediately 
preceding 
high pre-head 
low pre-head 
tone group boundary 
very short speech pause 
• • • longer speech pause 
1. 
f. 
dec. 
ace. 
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lenis enunciation 
fortis enunciation 
decelerated tempo 
accelerated tempo 
3. Further transcriptional conventions 
[ laughs ] 
word 
( ( ) ) 
In Part II, 
ĜŸĚ
[ ŸĚ
phonetic transcription, when encompassing 
phonetic symbols 
'stage direction' (i.e. non-verbal actions) 
when encompassing normal orthography 
speech inaudible 
speech hard to discern, analyst's guess 
comments from analyst (e.g. translation) 
sections of transcription within which 
rhetorLcal (NP) (VA)E is used. Sections wLthin 
this arrowed bracket are transcribed in more 
detail. Outside this bracket, more normal 
orthographLc conventions will prevail (e.g. , 
instead of • to Lndicate very short pause) • 
utterance Ln rhetorical (NP) (VA)E 
utterance in rhetorical creole 
utterance in Punjabi, or Punjabi-English 
mixed code 
means the variable TH 
means the TH variant of that variable 
THE INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ALPHABET (Revised to 1979) 
Drttlt:l, l'aluto-
fidul•ial Lnlriotlcntul Alt'<'ol(lr, or Retrojlc·x alveolar . 
ŨGẀVWĤWŨŨWŬȘŬŨWŸŲĚ
ŸĚ
"'"'"' 
1-·-r Ill 
'lJ n 'l 
1'/u,it'C p h t d t •t 
ŸĚE'- 1------ -
ĦŸĚ (Mulia11} 1 }'rimlit't' 
;.., 
(.1/etltan} 
ŸĚ Approximant 
"-: .. 
ŸĚ Lutaal 
- ;; Jo'nculit•e 
< ·li 
.: lAteral 1 C_! (A pproximanl} 
Trill 
ŸĚ
T"l' or Flap 
;;.; I:.)etlil'C 
·ŸĤ
C ŸĚ ij llll]•lotive 
ĶŸĚZ' ŸĚ(M<dian) Click 
ȘĴĦŊŸŸĚ
- Lateral Click 
lli.\CHITH'S 
Voicclc-. n ŸĚ
:Voiced t ŸĤ
ŸĚĻŸŮÙŲŠWȘKÙĚtb 
.. Brcathy-voiced ŸĚŸĚ
• llo·ntalt 
• ÒŠÒÙŸŨÙŴŨĚ1 
, l'nlntahzctl ŸĚ
• Vclntizc<l or Pharyn-
geahzcd I, t 
, Syllahic I) I 
+ 
p' 
0 
·or. Sunultancous l!f (Lut see 
abo under the bending 
ĻȚȚŲŸȘŠWŤVĞĚ
p r V 0 11 8 I 
• ŸĚ r 3 
u 
" 
t' 
6 
ŸĚ
• Or , Jto isct) C•, !• 9 Vf 
• or, ),owcrc<.l C•, 9, ŸĚ11 
• Advanced u+, y 
- or· Jlctractc<.l j, i-, ! 
"l'••ntrulizetl ij 
• Nu•olizccl d 
•, I, 11 r-colourecl a• 
: LouJ.: n: 
• llulf-long u· 
• Non·syllahic 11 
• More rouncletl o• 
• Less rounded yr 
HŚŇŲẀŸĚvoit.ll 
J { 
h 
I l 
r 
r t 
ci 
-· 
t 
ŸĚ
OTillm SYMBOLS 
u, J Alveolo-pnlntnl fricotiveH 
ŸĦĚŸĚl'alatnliwl J, 3 
r Alveolar fricative trill 
J Alvrulnr lateral flap 
fj Hnnnltnneuu• I nrul x 
f• Variety of J resembling s, 
etc. 
l = ŸĚ
U=Q 
s = Variety of a 
;r = r-coloured e 
l'aluttd l'el"r Uvulctr Lal1illl- Labial-
l'awtal l'clttr 
-------1------r----
Jl !l N 
c J k 9 q 0 kl> gr, 
9 i X y X u M 
i Uj 'I '11' 
£. 
R 
R 
k' 
g 
Jo'ro11t Back VOWELS Front Back 
w I Close I y u u 
y Q 
0 y lllulf-close IJ 0 
a 0 
... 11/ alf-open 00 0 
Ill • 
a a J Open G: D 
Unroundcd Rounded 
l'llaryngcal Glutltd 
------,------
? 
li ŸĚ h 6 
ŸĚ
STHEHS, TONE (PITCH) 
' VWŲKGŸŸĦĚplaced at heJ.:in-
niug of ŸŨŲŤVV•·•ŨĚsyllulolc : 
0 SI'CUJU)ary btrc'M : - high 
level pitch, high tone: 
_ low level: ' high ri•ing: 
, low ri,iug: • high Culling : 
, low falling: • ŲÙVŬĤ£ŸÍÍJĚ
• fnll-ri>c. 
Al•'FHICATES can Le 
written aq dtgraphs, as 
ligatures, or with slur 
marks; thus ts, tf, d3: 
tr tf <13: fs iJ tf3. 
c, J may occasionally be 
used for tf, dJ. 
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NAMING LANGUAGES, ETHNIC GROUPS, IIIDIVIDUALS AND INSTITUTIONS 
A variety of terms were used by informants to describe their 
languages: e.g. English, Punjabi, West Indian, Pakistani, 
Indian (see also section 17.3). In the text I mainly refer to 
English, Creole, Punjabi and Pakistani. In particular, the use 
of these last two ŲŤŰẀŸŲŤVĚelaboration. In general, Punjabi is 
used to refer to the home language of informants of both Indian 
and Pakistani parentage (on issues of language ŪŠÜŸŪŦĚin this 
context see Shackle 1979; Alladina 1985:461; LMP 1985:19,20). 
Sometimes in conversation with ethnically ÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸĚkids, I 
referred to 'Pakistani' as a language (see Chapter 3). I TŸTĚ
not consistently refer to Urdu since many of them saw Urdu as a 
High variety separate from what they spoke with WUŤŸŲĚparents. 
On many occasions the purpose was not to discuss that distinction 
but to leave it open to ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚto report on whichever was 
ŠŮŮŲŬŮŲŸŠWŤĚto the topic; to permit WUŸVHĚ Pakistani was a con-
venient cover term. 
A large number of terms were used to refer to social 
ŦŲŬẀŮŸŪŦVĦĚ In referring to particular informants (and other 
youngsters), WUŤŸŲĚŤWUŪÙȘŸWXĚis often ŸŪTŸȘŠWŤTĚin the text ŴŸWUĚ
'i' ĜŅŪTŸŠŪĞHĚ 'p' (Pakistani), 'e' (white English) and 'w' (West 
Indian). All these terms have local currency. 'm' ŸVĚused to 
ŸŪTÙȘŠWŤĚmixed parentage. 
Each of the main informants are ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙŤTĚwith a capital 
letter. Thus informants are identified as e.g. Ai (or just A), 
and Rw (or R). Other individuals are specified by numbers: 
e.g. 03e, 12i, 12e etc. Adults are prefixed ŴŸWUĚMr, Mrs or 
Miss. 
In general, where local ÙŪVWŸWẀWŸŬŪVĚare referred to, these 
are given ȚŸȘWÙWÙŬẀVĚnames. This does not apply to state spon-
sored town and country-wide ÙŪVWÙWẀWŸŬŪVĦĚ
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PART I 
INTRODUCTORY 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In the first instance, this research is innovative in commitment 
to the intensive investigation of the multilingual Br1tish peer-
group. To date in Britain, language generally in the adolescent 
peer-group, and peer-group mult1lingualism in particular, have 
been under-researched, despite sociolingu1sts often recognising 
the peer-group 1 s importance as a key socialising agency 
(Bernstein 1960,1971; Halliday 1978:97,126,159; Hudson 1980; 
Romaine 1984a). In England two studies have closely examined 
hi-dialectal peer-groups via case study methods over a sub-
stantial period of time (Cheshire 1982; Hewitt 1982) but nowhere 
1n the UK literature on ethnic minority bilingualism have peer-
groups been given comparably susta1ned empirical attention. Cer-
tainly there has been a good deal of research on young ŤWUŪŸȘĚ
m1nority bilinguals and some has focused on their attitudes, re-
lations and language use w1th agemates (most notably perhaps 
Durojaiye 1971; Dickinson et al. 1975; ĻŦŪŸUŬWŲÍĚ1979; Smith 
1979), but, like much of the rest of the Br1tish literature on 
ethnic minority b1lingualism among young people (Ganguly 1980; 
Garton 1980; Mercer, Mercer and Mears 1979; Miller 1983; 
Linguist1c Minorities ProJeCt 1983,1985; for rev1ews see 
Rampton 1981; Taylor and Hegarty 1985), these have not entailed 
the prolonged first-hand involvement of the researcher with his/ 
her informants in the field. Where interviews have been used in 
addit1on to quest1onnaires as a means of data collection, there 
have not been more than two and none of the studies mentioned 
above have involved participant or naturalistic observation 
(though Agn1hotri does make two ŮŠŲŤŪWUŤWŸȘĚreferences to the 
use of rad1o-m1crophones 1979:114,159). Thus the interactional 
detail and complexity of multilingualism among young people has 
received inadequate attention and there is a dearth of ethno-
graphic material to complement and illuminate macro-socio-
linguistic and survey perspectives (F1shman 1968:516, 1972:186; 
LMP 1985:108). Some recent studies of adult migrants have used 
or are us1ng more ethnograph1c research methods (Tosi 1984 on 
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Italians; Gumperz, Jupp and Roberts 1979; Simonot 1982 on 
Asians; Perdue (ed.) 1982) and one comparable study focuses 
on children and young people (Chana and Romaine 1984; Romaine 
1984b). In the Chana and Romaine study however, the research 
site is the home, and in this it is in line with the more general 
trend of research to concentrate on home and school domains. 
This tendency is also evidenced in more educationally oriented 
studies (for a critique of these, see Rampton 1983; Taylor and 
Hegarty 1985). Some of these have used observational methods to 
describe peer-group interaction in the classroom (Hester and 
Wight 1977; Brown 1979; Wiles 1981; Coates 1985) and a few 
have also observed behaviour in the playground (Lucas 1972; 
Payne 1985; Clarke et al. 1985:Ch.13). However, their per-
spective is primarily pedagogic and their treatment of socio-
linguistic themes incidental: they are not systematic attempts 
to study language in terms of the preoccupations and soc1al po-
sitions of its users. Indeed quite generally one may say that 
in view of the extent to which it can serve as an alternative 
point of orientation, often opposed to school and home 
(Hargreaves 1967; Labov 1972b:Chs 6 and 7), this lack of re-
search into the peer-group represents a critical ommission in 
our understanding of multilingualism in British society. 
So the research here is unusual in the sustained involve-
ment it entails with a multilingual adolescent peer-group. Its 
methodology employs a variety of approaches to data collection, 
and participant observation forms an important strand. 
Analysis, however, requires definitions, and the second 
contribution of this research is to address the issue of defi-
nition in a way that 1s relevant to quantitative sociolinguistics 
generally. More specifically, it develops a methodology which 
makes the flex1bility and dynamism of group membership its 
central tenet. Although criticising and reshaping influential 
formulations about its relationship to language, the research 
here takes network analysis and combines it with a social psycho-
logical procedure called Identity Structure Analys1s. In this 
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way, group affiliation defined as interactional association can 
be measured alongside group membership viewed as psycho-social 
identification. The theoretical compatibility of these two 
analytic techniques borrowed from social anthropology and social 
psychology respectively ŸVĚcarefully stated, and they are then 
combined in a small dernonstrat1on study focusing on the soc1al 
distr1bution of two phonological variables across the peer-group 
from which my informants were drawn. 
This investigation forms Part II of the thes1s. The main 
question it asks - how can one analyse demographic variation in 
speech given to mutability and flexibility of group affiliation -
was formulated prior to engagement in the field, and coming to 
rest on patterns of association between var1ous quantified ind1-
ces as well, its analysis and frame of reference are ultimately 
nomothetic and etic. However, its extral1nguistic 1nd1ces are 
constructed out of an account of local socio-cultural domains 
and an attempt to identify people, groups and values significant 
to each informant. So a concern with local em1c organisation re-
curs through Part II, and quantif1cation 1s grounded on quali-
tative enquiry. Substantive features of the environment in which 
peer-group life 1s located do not get lost in the course of the 
dialogue here with 'secular linguistics'. 
Part III addresses language in the peer-group in a largely 
different d1sc1plinary id1om. Instead of focusing on the 1ndi-
vidual as the main language bearing unit and try1ng to account 
for the spread of linguistic similarities and differences 1nter-
individually as in Part II, the concern shifts towards language 
use collectively produced and shaped by social, ideological and 
h1storical processes. Certain descript1ons and constructs de-
veloped earl1er play an important role in th1s section, but much 
of the discursive tone is more consistently ethnographic and in-
ductive than before, all of the central research problems 
emerg1ng during and after field-work, not before. It 1s not 
d1screte phonolog1cal items but a speech var1ety which compr1ses 
the language data here: more specifically, the concern is w1th 
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Indian-accented, second language speaker English. What is oc-
curring when peer-group members fluent in English pretend to be 
speakers of WUŸVĚnon-proficient variety? What views of people 
genuinely non-fluent in English does it accompany? How does 
rhetorical ('secondary') foreigner talk of this kind within the 
multilingual peer-group connect with racist dominant ideologies? 
A variety of sources from within the broad data base are con-
sulted in order to investigate this rhetorical code from a number 
of angles, and to build up a preliminary picture of its place in 
the local sociolinguistic economy. 
To a degree then, Part III is orientated towards the eth-
nography of speaking. At the same time, important parts of it 
can be called 'interactional sociolinguistics' since a meta-
language focusing on socio-cognitive speech processing is laid 
out in order to account for interactional data coherently. More 
VŮŤȘŸȚÙȘŠŨŨXHĚ the distinction between metaphorical and situ-
ational codeswitching is elaborated, worked through empirically 
and extended in a way that clarifies its conceptual relevance 
to processes such as self-assertion, learning and marginal-
isation. So, if Le Page is the pivotal reference in Part II, 
Gumperz figures most prominently in Part III. 
To commence however, the remaining two chapters in Part I 
present the location in which the field-work is set, and after 
that an overview of the methodology that the field-work entailed. 
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THE LOCATION OF THIS STUDY 
2. The Location of This Study 
In this chapter, I propose to give a brief sketch of the town 
and neighbourhood in which my study is located. I shall also 
describe the peer-group and individuals on which it focuses. 
This will be brief for two reasons. Firstly, because th1s re-
search does not aim to survey an area in such a way that its 
conclusions can be confidently generalised to other parts of 
the UK carefully 1dentified as comparable: no rigorous efforts 
will be made to establish how far Bedford is representative of 
other towns in Britain, how far the neighbourhood of the research 
is representative of Bedford, and how far the informants finally 
selected are representative of the neighbourhood. Secondly, cer-
tain features of the social landscape are defined in detail later 
on, when they form an integral part of the analysis of language. 
There the description of language behaviour is intimately linked 
I 
with, for example, a model of soc1o-cultural doma1ns and an ac-
count of patterns of social association. So the wider social 
setting certa1nly doesn't form an inert backdrop to the 
linguistic investigation in what follows. This chapter however 
sets out some elements in the location which it is useful to bear 
in mind but which will not be invoked as pivotal to the socio-
linguistics. 
2.1 The Town 
In giving this account of Bedford, my primary source will be 
Jeffcoate and Mayor (1982). However, Tosi (1984:43) sets the 
tone qu1te well: 
'At first sight, Bedford is a typical English 
town of the South Midlands (50 miles north of 
London): a population of 80,000, several hundred 
commuters to London, and a qu1et river flowing 
placidly under arched br1dges, close to the pic-
turesque market square and the busy High Street. 
But behind the market square and the river banks, 
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captured in the postcards for visitors to the 
town that gave John Bunyan a birthplace and a 
jailhouse ••• urban development incorporates 
the most ethnically mixed community in 
Britain.' 1 
Bedford's connection with India in particular is a long one: 
'Not only did some of those who had made their 
fortunes in the East India Company invest their 
money in Bedfordshire Estates, but also later 
many Anglo-Indians (in this case, meaning 
British residents in India) who had served the 
Raj, and could not afford to settle in 
Cheltenham, chose Bedford for retirement 
because its Harpur Trust schools offered a 
cheap public-school [= private] education for 
their children. To accommodate them, over 5000 
houses were built in Bedford between 1871 and 
1914, most of them big enough to take large 
families and their complement of servants' 
(Jeffcoate and Mayor 1982:9). 
Migration into Bedford was also motivated by industrial ex-
pansion: for example, when Alien's engineering works moved to 
Bedford in the 1890s, a large number of Londoners moved there 
with it (Greenaway 1980:12), as well as a lot of people subse-
quently from Wales, Ireland and the North East of England (Brown 
1970:Ch.1). During the Second World War, it received many 
evacuees from the Blitz, and immediately after, a further influx 
occurred from other parts of England into the professions and 
skilled jobs (Brown 1970:26). A major consequence of the War 
was a change in the expectations and aspirations of workers in 
and around Bedford, particularly with regard to employment in 
the local Brick industry. After the War the London Brick Company 
was no longer able to recruit sufficient British labour, 
'even from areas of unemployment such as Mersey-
side and Tyneside, to do the unpleasant jobs 
(often involving shift work) they were adver-
tising. To meet the demands of the post-war 
reconstruction programme, they were obliged to 
ŸẀŲŪĚto "replacement labour" from abroad. Two 
categories of workers were to fulfil this 
function -political exiles from Europe, and 
economic migrants from Europe and the New 
Commonwealth' (Jeffcoate and Mayer 1982:9). 
Roughly in sequence, this resulted in the arrival of people 
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from Poland, the Baltic States, the Ukraine and Yugoslavia; 
then Italy; then the West Indies (approximately half from 
Jamaica; others mainly from Barbados, Grenada, Nevis and 
St Kitts); then India; Pakistan and finally Bangladesh. 
According to Jeffcoate and Mayor, people from Italy and Asia 
came via chain migration (1982:11-13; also Tos1 1984), which 
means that many migrants had local connections with one another 
in their countries of origin. 
Very roughly speak1ng, after indigenous Bedfordians (itself 
a rather mixed category - see above), the largest ethnic groups 
now are Italians (Tosi reports 7000 first generation Italians in 
1981 (1984:50), Indians (3000 according to Purewal 1976, 90% of 
those Punjabis) and Afro-caribbeans (in 1970, 2000 according to 
Brown (1970)). However, Jeffcoate and Mayor point out that 
simple facts and f1gures on the ethnic composit1on of Bedford's 
population do not exist, relevant statistical data be1ng either 
unavailable, unreliable or obsolescent. Their estimate is that 
between a quarter and a third of the town's population are of 
overseas origin, and they report Local Education Authority 
statistics for 1979 (reproduced overleaf) wh1ch 1nclude data on 
British-bern minority pupils. 
It is widely reported that over fifty nationalities are 
represented in Bedford. 
As far as residential settlement is concerned, Jeffcoate 
and Mayor report: 
'The tendency for the different communities 
to reside in separate enclaves remains marked, 
but less so than in other towns. Research 
into minority-group housing in Bedford 
currently being undertaken by the Open 
University Urban Research Group suggests that 
nearly half of all Indian, West Indian and 
Italian residents now live in census 
enumeration d1stricts with a low density of 
ethnic minorities' (1982:23). 
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NUMBERS OF ETHNIC-MINORITY PUPILS IN BEDFORD 1979 
Africa (African origin) 
Africa (Asian origin) 
Bangladesh 
Caribbean (including Guyana) 
China, Hong Kong, Vietnam 
Greece 
Turkey 
Eastern Europe 
India 
Italy 
Pakistan 
Other European countries 
Other non-English speaking countries 
Total 
As a percentage of whole school population 
46 
54 
70 
849 
40 
21 
4 
161 
1288 
1032 
286 
90 
41 
3982 
31% 
Source: Bedfordshire Schools and Special Services 
Sub-committee 1980 
(Reproduced from Jeffcoate and Mayor 1982:7.) 
This means that the distribution of minority children in the 
town's schools is uneven: 
'Lower schools serving areas of primary 
settlement have percentages in the seventies, 
eighties and nineties, while those in the so-
called "white highlands" of Manton, Putnoe 
and Brickhill ••• often have proportions of 
below five per cent' (1982:24). 
What about race-relations in Bedford? Again Jeffcoate and 
Mayor produce what seems to be a fair summary: 
'So far as we could establish, Bedford has 
never been the scene of serious inter-ethnic 
violence or disturbance. In addition, we 
have been able to charter the course of 
marked improvements to the minorities' situ-
ation s1nce the War, and to record instances 
of inter-ethnic friendship, good neighbourli-
ness and cultural inter-change. On the other 
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hand, we have also had to report the persistence 
of inequity and injustice in employment and 
housing, and signs of prejudice, animosity, and 
resentment among both "natives" and "migrants". 
Our abiding impressions, perhaps, were of 
the continuing absence of immLgrants and their 
descendants from positions of power and influ-
ence, and of the divisions and barriers in-
hibiting significant socLal contact between the 
different groups. A town one third of whose 
population is generally held to be of immigrant 
origin can claim only two JPs from the ethnic 
minorities and only one Councillor, one police 
officer, a handful of social workers and health 
visitors and 30 teachers. SimLlarly, although 
social mixing certainly occurs at school, 
college and work and more superficially in 
shops, parks and cafes, deeper relationships 
are to some extent circumscribed by ethnic and 
kinship barriers' (1982:45). 
In Part II of this thesis, I shall look at interethnic mixing 
amongst my informants in some detail, and sLnce the tLme when 
Jeffcoate and Mayor carrLed out their research, the detaLlS of 
minority representation within domLnant institutions may have 
changed a little. However, it is worth briefly describing some 
of the institutLonal discrimination that Jeffcoate and Mayor 
report, which though I myself did not Lnvestigate four years 
later, is unlikely to have altered much between the periods 
of their field-work and mine, and with deepenLng recessLon 
may indeed have worsened. 
On housing, Jeffcoate and Mayor write: 
'1971 Census data showed that all of the principal 
mLnority groups were under-represented ŸŪĚthe 
town's council house stock and on the waiting list, 
and that those who had been housed had been accom-
modated in older purpose-built housing or in spe-
cially purchased miscellaneous dwellings within 
the primary areas of settlement ••• The Open 
University Urban Research Group's evaluation ••• 
at the end of the decade concluded that, although 
"more minority households" had been introduced 
"to better accommodation, disadvantages persisted 
for Asians and West Indians, but not for Italians 
and East Europeans." "Coloured minorities" were 
partLcularly disadvantaged in terms of the pro-
portion of post-1964 and newly constructed stock 
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allocated to them and were twice as likely as 
whites to be allocated pre-1945 stock even 
though they were in significantly greater 
housing need.' (1982:24) 
With regard to employment, 
'At the time of the 1971 census, New Common-
wealth heads of household in Bedford were al-
most three times as likely as other workers in 
the town (including European immigrants) to be 
in unskilled jobs, twice as likely to be in 
semi-skilled jobs, three times less likely to 
be in professional and managerial jobs. Only 
in skilled manual jobs was there approximate 
parity. More recent figures, obtained by the 
Open University's Urban Research Group in 1980, 
show no change in the situation ••• The distri-
bution of white and New Commonwealth workers 
across the categories is very similar to that 
which obtained in 1971. Moreover, the national 
figures given for comparison reveal that Indian 
workers and, to a lesser extent West Indians in 
Bedford are significantly more likely than their 
compatriots elsewhere in England to be in un-
skilled jobs and significantly less likely to 
be in non-manual jobs' (1982:14). 
It should be added that much of the manual labour in and around 
Bedford entails difficult work in unpleasant conditions (1982:14, 
15); and that 'the Job Centre staff acknowledge that a black 
applicant needs to have higher qualifications than a white appli-
cant to get a similar job' (1982:17). There are no grounds for 
assuming that the disproportionate unemployment amongst black 
minorities nationally is not also found in Bedford. 
Bedfordshire Local Education Authority has a stated commit-
ment to multicultural and antiracist education, and often there 
is a high level of commitment to racial equality amongst teaching 
staff. Bedford was also the site of an EEC Mother-Tongue 
teaching project from 1976 to 1981 (teaching Italian and Punjabi) 
and some local schools have initiated classes in minority 
languages. Doubtless as is also the case in housing and employ-
ment, the situation in the education system is complex,but while 
parts of the service try to improve conditions, some political 
decisions and organisational practices clearly appear to be 
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racially discriminatory in their effects. The rather obtuse 
organisation of upper school catchment areas looks as though 
it has been motivated by considerations of race (Jeffcoate 1984: 
101); the complaint can be made 'that voluntary-aided (Roman 
Catholic) schools have all too often effectively excluded Asian 
and West Indian pupils and been complicit 1n manoeuvres by wh1te 
parents to avoid their children attend1ng multi-ethnic schools' 
(Jeffcoate 1984:105); and 'the number of minority-group children 
attending the four Harpur Trust schools, and the other private 
establishments in the town, is neglig1ble' (Jeffcoate and Mayor 
1982:25). 
At an 1nstitutional level then, as elsewhere in Britain, 
Afro-caribbean and Asian ethnic minor1ties encounter inequalities 
of opportunity. If these are some of the structural features of 
inter-ethnic contact, what of the general 'emotional climate' of 
race relations in the town? White English-speaking incomers to 
Bedford from before the War recall a cold reception from locals, 
and the reports are that successive groups of post-war migrants 
have been generally made to feel unwelcome by people other than 
their employers (Jeffcoate and Mayor 1982:10). However, 
'Being a county town rather than the inner-city 
area of a large conurbation, Bedford has not 
(so far) experienced the multiple deprivat1on 
or the grosser manifestations of racism which 
many would regard as central facets of the lives 
of ethnic minorities in Britain' (Jeffcoate and 
Mayor,p.6). 
Though the influence of the National Front is apparently growing 
(ib1d., p.46), people's perceptions of active racism seem largely 
confined to a focus upon local skinheads and there is a general 
feeling that the situation in Bedford is a lot better and a lot 
quieter than, for example, in Luton and London, two of the 
nearest large towns. And as Jeffcoate and Mayor point out, 
there are plenty of instances of interethn1c amicability. 
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2.2 The Neighbourhood 
It is worth now shifting the focus from the town as a whole down 
to the particular neighbourhood in which this study is situated. 
The neighbourhood in question developed in the late nineteenth 
century when a lot of two and three bedroomed terraced houses 
were built to accommodate workers for growing local industry, 
and these form a major part of its housing today, together with 
more recent further additions in terms of council housing. It 
has always been a mainly working-class area, with a great di-
versity of skills among its res1dents, and while Bedford was 
still a predominantly agricultural and professional town, this 
area earned its livelihood largely in eng1neer1ng and manufac-
ture. For many years it has had a pronounced sense of its own 
identity, rather separate from the rest of the town, and nowadays 
residents are very aware of outside derogation and hostility to 
it as an area with a very racially mixed population. It has been 
one of the neighbourhoods to which migrant groups have first 
moved in purchasing property of their own and it comprises a 
large number of people of Italian, Afro-Caribbean, Pakistani 
and Indian origin in addition to Angles. Its shops are run by 
and provide for Angle, Italian and Asian communities, and in 
2 1984-85, in the middle school attended by all my informants, 
the ethnic composition was roughly as follows: 
COUNTRY OF PARENTS' ORIGIN NUMBER % 
Bangladesh 34 12.4 
England 55 20.1 
India 77 28.2 
Italy 2 0.7 
Singapore 5 1.8 
Pakistan 76 27.8 
West Indies 24 8.8 
The tiny number of children of Italian descent at this school 
reflects the way in which these children mainly go to the 
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voluntary-aided Roman Catholic middle school nearby. 
My impression is that people in the area feel that they all 
get on pretty well and that many are proud of this. There may 
be some interethnic suspicions amongst adults (and children) and 
a degree of fairly covert complaint. However, in general there 
is an atmosphere of live and let live, wh1ch was evidently 
mobilised into robust corporate polyethnic act1v1ty in the suc-
cessful defence of a local school against the threat of closure. 
Certainly amongst my informants, the general feeling was that 
there was virtually no racism in their neighbourhood or in their 
school, which they nearly all thought was a good school and at 
which most seemed very happy and were/would be sad to leave. 
Racism was generally perceived elsewhere in the town, in adjacent 
neighbourhoods, in schools outside that catchment area and 
amongst skinheads encountered in tr1ps to the town centre (there 
being no serious skinhead presence reported in the ne1ghbourhood 
here). 
So, if Bedford 1s in some respects untypical of other areas 
in Britain with a high minority population, the neighbourhood in 
wh1ch my study is located is/is felt to be untypical of the town 
as a whole, at least as far as the climate of race-relat1ons is 
concerned. But of course, it too is affected by processes of 
institutional discrimination. 
2.3 The Peer Group 
Let us turn to the particular social group with whom my research 
was carried out. This was a group of twenty-three 11 to 14 year 
old boys, all living within about half a m1le of each other, many 
l1ving in the same or adjacent streets. Ten were Muslims of 
Pakistan1 extraction, seven were Jat Sikhs of Indian extraction 
(in fact one of these was born and had t1es in Singapore) , and 
six were Christ1an, two of Afro-Car1bbean descent, three of Anglo 
descent (in fact one of these half North-American) and one of 
mixed Afro-Caribbean and Angle parentage. They all attended the 
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same middle school in one corner of the neighbourhood, although 
they were in three different year groups. In fact during the 
period of field-work, the oldest age-group (whose role in the 
data collection process had by then been by and large completed) 
moved on to an Upper School nearby, to which most of the others 
would also go in due course. These twenty-three informants did 
not form a single unified clique with, for example, a clear core 
and periphery and none would consider all of the others as 
friends or associates. However, there were extensive direct 
links both within and across year groups and local themes, 
values and ideas had ample opportunity to reach most of them. 
In this sense it is reasonable to describe them as a peer-group 
in the singular. 
Diagrams 2.1 to 2.4 show the reciprocally acknowledged 
links of kinship and friendship 3 existing between my informants. 
Taking school year groups first, the following connections can 
be shown: 
DIAGRAM 2.1 RECIPROCALLY RECOGNISED KINSHIP AND FRIENDSHIP 
LINKS IN THE OLDEST AGE GROUP 
kinship link 
----- = ȚŲŸŤŪTVUÙŮĚ link Q = informants 
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DIAGRAM 2.2 RECIPROCALLY RECOGNISED KINSHIP AND FRIENDSHIP 
LINKS IN THE MIDDLE AGE GROUP 
DIAGRAM 2.3 RECIPROCALLY RECOGNISED KINSHIP AND FRIENDSHIP 
LINKS IN THE YOUNGEST AGE GROUP 
Within each age/year group then, some people have more con-
nection with others, but generally there are recognised links 
between a great number of the informants, and each group can be 
described as a dense network. There are also a good many links 
between age groups: 
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DIAGRAM 2.4 RECIPROCALLY RECOGNISED LINKS OF KINSHIP AND 
FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN AGE GROUPS 
Oldest 
age group 
Middle 
age group 
Youngest 
age group 
2.4 The Individuals 
Finally, an account needs to be given of something of the indi-
vidual backgrounds of my informants. All are British (though 
some may have dual nationality), nearly all were born in Bedford 
and the vast major1ty have had all their education in Bedford -
everyone had at least all their middle school education in the 
same school (from the age of 9 till 13). Most have had some 
experience of other countries (all overseas trips had entailed 
visiting kin), and nearly all can be classified as working class. 
Parental occupations are not germinal to the sociolinguistic 
analys1s below, and were not systematically investigated (in such 
a way that, for example, the Registrar General's classifications 
could be used). Also there are obviously general problems in as-
sign1ng people to socio-economic classes on the basis of occu-
pation (see e.g. Coupland 1981) and this is especially true out-
side mono-cultural settings where e.g. discrimination can mean 
that people with education and train1ng to a high level are 
forced to take JObs wh1ch hugely under-utilise their skills, 
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and where different status systems (and forms of employment) may 
operate intra-ethnically. Even so, a rough and impromptu account 
of parents' work indicates that although a number were unem-
ployed, the majority were involved in various types of manual 
ŨŸŬŸĦĚ
ØŸŨŤĚ2.1 presents some background information on each in-
formant. It may strike the reader that this selection of in-
formants constitutes a very unbalanced sampling of people from 
(fixed) ethnic categories: the methodology developed in Part II 
however, permits an exploration of language in a multi-ethnic 
context despite this. 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter has briefly sketched some of the background of the 
setting in wh1ch this study is located, focus1ng on four levels -
the town, the neighbourhood, the peer-group and the individuals. 
(More detailed and r1gorous analyses of local social life will 
accompany the sociolinguistic investigations later on.) 
Bedford is a pleasant county town w1th quite a long h1story 
of in-migration from different parts of Britain and the world, 
and currently about two thirds of its population are of UK ex-
traction and one third of overseas origin. Incoming minor1ties 
have usually had a fairly cold reception and there is evidence 
that institutional inequalit1es are persistent as far as Afro-
Caribbean and Asian ethnic minorities are concerned. However, 
compared with other parts of Britain, the level of rac1al tension 
in the town seems to be low. 
The ŪŤÙŦUŞŬŸUŬŬTĚin which the study is s1ted is predomi-
nantly working class, very ethnically mixed and has always had a 
strong sense of its own distinct ident1ty. My 1nformants are 
twenty-three 11 to 14 year old Bedford1an boys from several 
ethnic backgrounds: they do not constitute a single clique (a 
gang) but can be considered (part of) a single peer-group 1n so 
TABLE 2.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON EACH INFORMANT 
Informant Other in- Living and Country of Parental occupations 
and ethnic Age in formants travel parents' (F = father 
classifi- 1984- to whom Birthplace Education outside origin M = mother) 
cation 85 closely Britain 
related* 
Ai 11-12 Bi Bedford All in India, India F:light industry worker 
Ci Bedford aged 2 M:light industry worker 
Bi 13-14 Ai Bedford All in India, India F:light industry worker 
Ci Bedford aged 6 M:light industry worker 
Ci 13-14 Ai Bedford All in India, India F:heavy industry worker 
Bi Bedford aged 2 M:light industry worker 
Di 13-14 Ei Singapore All in Singapore, Singapore F:heavy industry worker 
Fi Bedford India be- M:light industry worker 
fore 5 yrs Ul Ul 
old 
Ei 13-14 Di Bedford All in India, India F:heavy industry worker 
Gi Bedford aged 10 M:light industry worker 
Fi 12-13 Fi Bedford All in India as a India F:unemployed 
Bedford baby, and M:ancillary worker 
also aged 4 
Gi 12-13 Ei Bedford All in India, aged India F:heavy industry worker 
Bedford 2 and 8 M:light industry worker 
Hp 11-12 Bedford All in Pakistan Pakistan F:professional 
Bedford five times: M:housewife 
last trip 
aged 7 
(contd) 
TABLE 2.1 (contd) 
Informant Other in- Birthplace Education ÒÙẂŸŪŦĚand Country of Parental occupations 
and ethnic Age in formants travel parents' (F = father 
classifi- 1984- to whom outside origin M = mother) 
cation 85 closely Britain 
related* 
Ip 11-12 Bedford All in Pakistan Pakistan F:unemployed 
Bedford aged 2 M:home worker 
and 7 
Jp 12-13 Bedford- In Bed- Pakistan, Pakistan F:unemployed 
shire ford from the M:housewife 
since the age of 3 
age of 8 until the 
age of 8 
U1 
Kp 12-13 Pp Bedford All in Pakistan PakJ..stan F:unemployed 0'\ 
Bedford when very M:housewife 
little, 
and aged 12 
Lp 12-13 Mp PakJ..stan All in Pakistan Pakistan F:unemployed 
Bedford aged 0 to 4 M: housewife 
Mp 13-14 Lp Bedford All in Pakistan F:transport worker 
Bedford M:housewife 
Np 13-14 Op Bedford All in Pakistan, Pakistan F:heavy industry worker 
Pp Bedford when very M:housewife 
small and 
aged 11 
Op 12-13 Np Bedford All in Pakistan Pakistan F:heavy industry worker 
Pp Bedford when very M:housewife 
small and 
aged 9 
TABLE 2.1 (contd) 
Informant Other in- Birthplace Education Living and Country of Parental occupations 
and ethnic Age in formants travel parents' (F = father 
classifi- 1984- to whom outside origin M = mother) 
cation 85 closely Britain 
related* 
Pp 13-14 Op Kp Bedford All in Pakistan Pakistan F:heavy industry worker 
Np Bedford aged 8 M:housewife 
Qp 13-14 Pakistan All in Pakistan Pakistan F:heavy industry worker 
Bedford aged 0 to 4; M:housewife 
also aged 11 
Rw 11-12 Sw Bedford All in Grenada F: ? 
Bedford M: ? 
U1 
-....1 
Sw 12-13 Rw Bedford All in Grenada Grenada F:light industry worker 
Bedford aged 4 M:ancillary worker 
Tm 12-13 Bedford All in Grenada and F:unemployed 
Bedford England M:housewife 
Ue 12-13 Bedford All in North England F:self employed craftsman 
Bedford America M:ancillary worker 
aged 9 
Ve 12-13 Bedford All in England F:light industry worker 
Bedford M:housewife 
We 12-13 Bedford In Bedford North England and F:unemployed 
since age America and North M:ancillary worker 
of 8 West Germany America 
aged 1 to 6; 
then 6 to 8 
(contd) 
TABLE 2.1 
Informant 
and ethnic 
classifi-
cat1on 
02w** 
(contd) 
Other in- Birthplace Education 
Age in formants 
Living and 
travel 
outside 
Britain 
Country of 
parents' 
origin 
Parental occupations 
(F = father 1984-
85 
11-12 
* 
** 
to whom 
closely 
related* 
West 
Indies 
M = mother) 
'Closely related' here means a brother, or 'first cousin' (i.e. son of 
a parent's sister or brother). Wider kinship connections are indicated 
in the preceding section, and the focus here on this definition may 
show an ethno-centric orientat1on to English kinship systems. However, 
these relationships do not form any significant strand in the analysis 
to follow. 
02w is a boy of Afro-Caribbean parentage who was not fully involved as 
an informant in this research. But he participated in one interview 
with Hp, and he is mentioned here because he contributed some of the 
speech data analysed phonetically later on. 
tJ1 
CXl 
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far as there are many direct links between them and plenty of 
interpersonal channels by means of which ideas, values and 
themes can pass between them. 
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NOTES 
1. Whether and how far this is strictly true I am not sure. 
Other regions also make this claim. 
2. In Bedford, there are Lower schools for 5 to 9 year olds; 
Middle schools for 9 to 13 year olds and Upper schools for 
13 to 16 year olds (with sixth forms as well). All the 
schools in this neighbourhood are co-educational. 
3. K1nship here refers to relationsh1ps between people recog-
nised as brothers, uncles, cousins and 'kind of cousins'; 
friendship encompasses 'best friend', 'good friend' and 
'quite a good friend'. In fact beyond what emerges from 
this reciprocal naming procedure, within wider kinship 
networks I,J,K,N,O and P have connections with one another, 
as do D,E,F and G. 
3. General Methodology 
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CHAPTER 3 
GENERAL METHODOLOGY 
Having given a general account of the siting of this research, 
it is now necessary to give some account of the methods which 
it entailed. A variety of approaches to data collection were 
employed during field-work and this produced a large data base 
which it has been impossible to analyse in its entirety. How-
ever, it has provided an opportunity to invest1gate particular 
issues from several angles, and in what follows selective parts 
of the data base are drawn on in order to illuminate the major 
thematic concerns. This means that detailed and critical expo-
sitions of particular aspects of the total methodology will be 
given later, in the course of addressing substantive questions. 
Here however, a briefer overview will be given, building up to 
a sketch map of the empirical issues that the methodology po-
tentially allows us to examine. After that a description of 
my own role as field-worker will be given, and the chapter will 
conclude with a note on the link between data collection and 
the different disc1plinary orientations of the two main parts 
in this thesis (the first being towards quantitative socio-
linguistics, the second towards interactional sociolinguistics/ 
the ethnography of speaking). 
3.1 An OVerview of Methods of Data-collection 
As has been indicated in the preceding chapter, the research 
focused on twenty-three boys aged 11 to 14. The research design 
was intended to collect data on patterns of language in use, at-
titudes to language, patterns of bilingual code selection, social 
network structure, psycho-social identification with groups, 
demographic background and school performance. Data on these 
issues was drawn from six sources: interviews, questionnaires, 
diaries, participant observation, radio-microphone recording 
and school records. 
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Field-work was sited around a youth centre (in which several 
clubs had their meetings), two schools (one used by me much more 
extensively than the other) and a holiday summer school (sited in 
the main school, which was also close to the youth centre). The 
period of intens1ve data collection with the central informants 
lasted about seven months (from July 1984 to February 1985) al-
though this had been preceded by four months part1cipant ob-
servation once or twice a week at the youth centre and an on and 
off association with the neighbourhood since 1978. A number of 
these points require expansion, starting with the recru1tment of 
informants. 
My plan was to commence field-work during a holiday summer 
school, several of which are run in Bedford for four weeks dur1ng 
the school vacation and which are voluntar1ly attended by 8 to 
13 year olds. These summer schools 1nvolve a lot of games, 
outings and some project work: their atmosphere is a good deal 
more informal than ordinary school (for a fuller account see 
section 6.3.4). Kids are recru1ted through their middle and 
lower schools: the Commun1ty Relations Association organising 
them sends out l1sts and kids are asked by their teachers if 
they want to go. There is a large uptake, although boys of 
Indian and Pakistani parentage were heavily over-represented 1n 
1984 in the summer school I attended (there were very few girls, 
or youngsters of Anglo and Afro-caribbean parentage) • Youngsters 
say that they decide whether or not to go depending on what their 
friends are going to do, and the oldest friendship cluster de-
scribed in the preceding chapter (compr1sing B,C,D,E,M,N,Q,P) 
d1d in fact all attend the summer school, several together with 
younger kin who later provided the basis for recruitment of the1r 
friends (these younger kin were L,O and A). 
My initial approach entailed contacting the middle school 
(in which much of the work was subsequently sited) in June, and 
talking to the Head of the fourth year (1.e. the Senior Teacher 
in charge of the oldest age group at the school) about who was 
going to attend the summer school. From the list she provided 
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I selected three whom I already knew a little and altogether, I 
eventually spoke to four boys about my project, asked them if 
they would help me and gave them letters of explanation for their 
parents (see Appendix 1). 
once these four had been recruited, twenty more informants 
were voluntarily recruited through friendship and kinship ties 
over the following months (one dropped out early because he moved 
to another school). My preliminary interviews with each covered 
the following points: 
0 what had they already been told about my project? 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
this preliminary discussion didn't commit them to it 
the topic of my project - languages 
- the different languages 
around 
- different types of language 
- how languages fitted in with 
life in Bedford 
- the language they used -
which, where, whom with, 
what it felt like 
I showed an example from the language diary (if they 
were bilingual) 
the number of sessions it would involve (five or six) 
anonymity and confidentiality 
no tests, no right or wrong answers, not hard 
the letter for their parents (see overleaf) 
when our first proper meeting would be, and with whom. 
The intention was to recruit a majority of informants of 
Asian extraction, together with a smaller number of youngsters 
of Anglo and Afro-Caribbean descent. 
A helpful way of outlining the method in which different 
components of the f1eld-work procedure were designed to fit to-
gether, is to introduce them under headings designating the types 
of data that they were intended to yield. 
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Dear Mr 
Institute of Education 
University of London 
20 Bedford Way 
London WC 1 H OAL 
(and my own address) 
I have been a teacher for Bedfordshire Education ĻẀWUŬŲŸWXĚfor 
the last 5 years, and this year I am working at the ŅŪVWŸWẀWŤĚ
of Education in London. I am working on a proJect on languages 
and over the next few months, I plan to talk to some school 
students about the languages around them. I have talked to 
Mrs ___ _ 
possible for 
and I am now ŴŲÙWŸŪŦĚto ask you if it ÜŸŦUWĚbe 
to help me in this project. I hope to 
carry out my work around the school campus, and I plan to start 
at Summer School. 
Could you please return the slip below to say if this ŸVĚalright. 
If you have any queries, please get in touch with me at my home 
phone number above. 
Many thanks, 
M B H Rampton 
It is alright for to take part ŸŪĚthis project. 
YES 
NO Signed Date 
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1. Data on Language Attitudes 
a. Attitudes to Punjabi and its varieties were elicited 
conversationally in an interview on the topic (the 
'attitudes to Punjabi' interview). 
b. Attitudes to English and its varieties were elicited 
in another interview (the 'attitudes to English' 
interview) • 
c. Language preferences, and self ratings in proficiency 
in English and Punjabi were also elicited orally 
(during two different sessions). 
[d: data on attitudes to language and perceptions of varying 
proficiencies were also sometimes elicited during the 
ISA procedure (see below).] 
[e: the language diaries also sometimes revealed data on 
language attitudes.] 
2. Self-report Data on Patterns of Bilingual Code Use 
a. Informants were asked about the selection of language 
in conversation to and from all named members of their 
social network (called the 'LUI' (language use by inter-
locutor) procedure). 
b. They were also asked about language selection accord1ng 
to different settings (= 'LUS': language use by 
setting). 
c. They were asked about their language selections over 
the last 24 hours (= 'oral diary'). 
d. They were given diaries in which they could also report 
on their language selection (='written diary'). 
3. Social Network Data 
a. The main people in each informant's network were 
elicited by means of a questionnaire followed up with 
conversation. In addition to naming,these network con-
tacts were class1fied in terms of their frequency of 
interaction with the informant, the nature of the re-
lationship (kin, friends etc.), age, gender, residence 
and degree of liking. This elicitation was called 'LTT' 
(=List of whom you Talk To). 
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b. The people in each informant's network were also classi-
fied in terms of their ethnic group membership and rated 
with regard to the extent that each seemed typical of 
his ethnic category (called the 'JUNE' procedure -
Judgments of Network Ethnicness) • 
[c. They were also class2fied in terms of ŲŤȘŸŮŲŬȘŠŨĚcode 
use, elic2ted in the paper-focused conversation const2-
tuting the 'LUI' procedure outlined in 2a above.] 
d. The settings which each informant frequented were 
elicited, partly through a discussion focused on a 
list of commonly frequented locations. 
e. Informants were asked to fill in a large matrix, which 
revealed which of their network associates were seen in 
which setting {= 'ISM', the Interlocutor x Setting 
Matrix). 
4. Data on Psycho-social Identifications with People and Groups 
a. The main empirical lever on patterns of psycho-social 
identification was 'Identity Structure Analysis' (ISA), 
a procedure developed by the social psychologist Peter 
Weinreich. My adaptation of this entailed 
(i) one interview focusing an how informants viewed 
themselves (called the 'ISA Personal' interv1ew); 
(ii) another interview focusing on how they viewed 
their social environments (this interview is called 
'ISA Groups'); 
(iii) a sess2on in which informants filled in rating 
booklets, largely constructed on the bas2s of what 
emerged in the ISA Personal and ISA Group inter-
views. 
b. In addition, informants were asked to ind2cate the 
var1ety of ways in which they would categorise them-
selves in terms of ethnic and other group membership, 
and also to rank these group memberships in terms of 
the2r personal importance to them (='GSC', Group Self 
Categorisation) • 
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5. Data on Linguistic and Social Interaction 
Naturalistic data on informants' social and linguistic 
interaction in peer-group settings were elicited 
a. by means of radio-microphones, worn by informants at 
Summer School, at school dinner breaks and at the Youth 
Clubs; 
b. by means of participant observation, at the Youth Club 
Centre and Summer School; 
[c. since all interviews were taped, these also provided 
linguistic and interactional data.} 
6. Demographic Data 
a. Information on date of birth, address and free dinners 
were obtained from school records. 
b. Data on religion, parental occupations and parents' 
countries of origin emerged in the course of interviews. 
7. Educational Performance Data 
a. Previous schools, performance in recent NFER (standard-
ised) tests (in Maths, English, Verbal Reasoning and 
non-Verbal Reasoning) and placement in sets for Maths 
and English were ascertained from school records. 
b. Each informant's performance in sports and teachers' 
views of their behaviour at school were ascertained by 
interviewing the Deputy Head, the Head of Year and 
Class and Sports teachers. 
This account illustrates how the methodology constituted a broad, 
often recursive trawling operation around a few general themes, 
usually producing several angles on each. Rather than engage 
here with the details, a fuller account of each is given in 
Appendix 1. 
A small pilot conducted in a school in Luton at which I had 
taught, had been previously carried out during May 1984. This 
involved two boys and two girls of Pakistani extraction, and had 
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only included - and was only 1ntended as a rehearsal of - the 
methods outlined under 1 to 4 above (the methods devised for 
eliciting data on language attitudes, bilingual code selection, 
social network and identification with people and groups). This 
had led to some minor revisions of wording (for example, the 
prototype versions of LTT (see 3a above) were slightly altered, 
as were a few of the settings described under 3d) but the main 
benefits were in terms of streamlining the procedure (e.g. 
cutting out some very tedious questioning about language use to 
each network associate in every setting where they were en-
countered) and achieving the best sequence amongst components. 
As far as sequencing was concerned, there were two consider-
ations: the main one was to keep the level of interest high 
amongst informants. This meant that paper-focused elicitations 
should be properly interspersed with purely oral TÙVȘẀVVŸŬŪVĚand 
that elicitations aimed at issues of 'factual' deta1l didn't out-
weigh ŬŮŮŬŲWẀŪŸWÙŤVĚfor more expansive reflection. The second 
sequencing concern was to get practice and confidence in 
managing the rather snowballing methodology, in wh1ch one source 
of data would feed into the next. In addition to becom1ng pro-
ficient in this, I was also more practised and relaxed in inter-
viewing at the end of the pilot, as well as being very fam1liar 
w1th the key questions I had prepared for the main interviews. 
The sequence of components that was eventually devised for 
the main field study was as follows: 
1st session 
(in pairs) 
2nd session 
(singly) 
3rd session 
(in pairs) 
r 
Preparatory talk 
The Attitudes-to-Punjabi interview and Language 
preference ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪĚ
_Oral d1ary 
r The Attitudes-to-English interview _ (Oral diary) 
4th session 
or 4th and 
5th sessions 
(singly) 
.th session 
(singly) 
.th session 
(In pairs) 
.th session 
(singly) 
.th session 
(singly) 
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r 
The ISA Personal interview 
[ 
Discussion of frequented settings 
_ _ LTT tidying and checking 
[ Group Self Categorisat1on (GSC) Judgments of ethicness of network associates (JUNE) 
Interlocutor x Setting Matrix 
(Written diary given out) 
[ ISA Groups interview 
r 
ISM check 
Bilingual code selection by interlocutor (LUI) 
and setting (LUS) 
_ L proficiency question 
[ ISA rating booklet 
plus 3 sessions of radio-microphone recording at 
any point. 
This sequence was by no means invariant, though some elements 
obviously had to come before others (e.g. LTT before ISM). In 
addition to preparing a new instrument or feedback on the basis 
of another that had been completed, every interview was annotated 
within about a week of its occurrence us1ng a protocol based on 
an ESF Field Manual1 (Perdue (ed.) 1980) (see Appendix 1). The 
radio-microphone data was normally roughly indexed within a few 
days in terms of speakers, location, noteworthy language and 
incident,and data quality. 
Most of the interviews took place in the middle school which 
all my informants had attended and in which the holiday Summer 
School was sited. They took place in a self-contained office at 
the end of the administrative corridor, a music practice room or 
in an empty classroom that was used for resources. Informants 
came during their hour long lunch breaks, during morning assembly 
times (from 8.55 to 9.30), and occasionally during their once 
weekly religious educat1on lessons. It was not always possible 
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to fit a session neatly into these time periods, and so some were 
temporarily interrupted with, for example, informants returning 
in their morning break time to complete an ŤŨÙȘÙWŠWŸŬŪĚprocedure. 
However, none of the major interviews were interrupted in this 
way, only the paper-focused sessions. 
Despite the heavy programme, informants generally appeared 
to enjoy it a good deal (though see section 7.2 below) and the 
vast majority completed it all, with a few even giving additional 
interviews where there seemed to be particularly topics worth 
pursuing. A number seemed sad when they had done it all. 
Table 3.1 sets out the data obtained for each informant. 
As a result of this methodology, the data base offers access 
to a wide variety of issues relevant to language and it allows 
one to examine the individual's ŨŬȘŠWŸŬŪĚ in the ÜẀŨWŸĤTÙÜŤŪVÙŬŪŠŨĚ
sociolinguistic space around them. Diagram 3.1 maps out the 
issues that in general were addressed with each informant. 
Diagram 3.2 shows how different parts of the methodology directly 
address informant perceptions of various ŲŤŨŠWÙŬŪVUŸŮVĚbetween 
the components of the sociolinguistic landscape (it does not 
refer to information ŴUŸȘUĚŸVĚnot mediated by informant percep-
tions -e.g. observational data). In total, it affords a fairly 
broad and flexible view of the ways in which informants see 
language (and ethnicity) in their locality. 
3.2 Reliability, Validity and the Field Worker's Role 
Questions of reliability and ẂŠŨÙTŸWXĚ (once ŠŦŠŸŪĞĚwill be con-
sidered in TŤWŠŸŨĚŸŪĚŲŤŨŠWŸŬŪĚto the specific research problems 
addressed in the analyses in Parts II and III. There, ŲŤŨÙŠŞÙŨŸ­
ty and validity in the use of particular segments of the data 
base will be TŸVȘẀVVŤTĦĚ Here however a few general comments are 
in order. 
ŃŸŲVWŨXHĚ the breadth of the data base allows discussion of 
Ai 
Bi 
Ci 
Di 
Ei 
Fi 
Gi 
Hp 
TABLE 3 .1 DATA OBTAINED FOR EACH INFORMANT 
LANGUAGE 
Key: a - Attitudes to Punjabi interview 
b - Attitudes to English interview 
a - Language preferences and 
Language proficiency 
d - LUI and LUS 
e - Oral diary 
f - Written diary 
g - LTT and Settings 
h - ISM 
i - JUNE 
PSYCHO -
s SELF-REPORTED SOCIAL NETWORK 
BILINGUAL USE nCATION 
a b () d e f g h i j k t m 
(la) ( lb) (le) (2a+b) (2c) (2d) (3a+d) (3e) (3b) (4a (i)) (4a (ii)) (4a (iii)) (4b) 
I I I I I X I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I X I I I I X X I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
j - ISA Personal interview 
k - ISA Groups interview 
1- - ISA rating 
m - GSC 
n - Radio-microphones 
o - Participant observation 
p - Demographic data 
q - Educational performance 
I = obtained 
(I) = obtained in part 
X = needed but not obtained 
= not thought necessary 
DEMOGRAPHIC AND 
NATURALISTIC 
Im'ERACTION 
n 0 p q 
(Sa) (Sb) (6) (7) 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
<I> I I I 
<I> I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
(contd) 
....... 
..... 
TABLE 3.1 
LANGUAGE 
2 (contd) 
SELF-REPORTED 
ATTITUDES BILINGUAL USE 
a b a d e f 
(la) ( lb) (le) (2a+b) (2c) (2d) 
Ip .; .; .; .; .; .; 
Jp I I I I I X 
Kp I I I .; X X 
Lp I I I I I I 
Mp I I I X X X 
Np I I I X I I 
Op I I I I I I 
Pp I I I I I I 
Qp I .; I I X I 
Rw <I> I I 
Sw <I> I I 
Tm <I> I X I 
Ue cl> I I I 
Ve (I) I I 
we cl> I X 
Ole (I) I 
Olw (I) I 
02w 
ĤĤĤŸĚ
SOCIAL NETWORK 
g h i 
(3a+d) (3e) (3b) 
.; I I 
I I I 
I I .; 
I I I 
I I X 
I I X 
I I I 
I I I 
I I X 
I I X 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
PSYCHO-
SOCIAL 
IDENTIFICATION 
j k l m 
(4a (i)) (4a (ii)} (4a (iii)) (4b) 
I I I I 
I I I I 
.; I I I 
I I I I 
I I I X 
I I X I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 
NATURALISTIC 
INTERACTION 
n 0 
(Sa) (Sb) 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
(I> X 
I I 
I I 
<I> I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
(I) 
(I> 
DEMOGRAPHIC AND 
EDUCATIONAL 
PERFORMANCE 
p q 
6 7 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I .; 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
<I> 
<I> 
-...J 
IV 
INSTITUTIONS 
School 
Other schools 
The ESL Centre 
Local posh schools 
Other neighbourhoods 
Different settings and 
activities: home 
visiting 
etc. 
GROUPS 
Pakistanis 
Indians 
West Indians 
Italians 
Angles 
Bangladeshis 
(Aunts and 
uncles) 
(Friends) 
INDIVIDUALS 
Ingroup adults 
Teachers 
(Uncles and Aunts) 
(Friends) 
(Cousins) 
Punjabi and varieties 
Indian English 
'Normal' English 
Caribbean English 
Bengali 
Posh English 
(Other varieties 
DIAGRAM 3.1 THE DIMENSIONS OF SOCIOLINGUISTIC SPACE AROUND EACH INFORMANT TO WHICH 
THE DATA-BASE PERMITS ACCESS 
ŸĚ
w 
INSTITUTIONS 
AND 
SETTINGS 
frequented 
settings (3d] 
0 oral and written 
diaries [2c+d] 
o JUNE 
[3b] 
GROUPS 
0 ISA [4a) 
0 GSC [4b] 
INDIVIDUALS 
0 Attitudes to English and 
Attitudes to Punjabi interviews [la+lb] 
0 ISA ŲŠŸÙŪŦVĚon 'speaks normal 
English' vs_ 'don't know much E' [ld] 
0 Oral and written 
diaries [2c+d] 
Language attitudes 
interviews [la+b] 
0 Proficiency and 
preference ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪVĚ
[le] 
0 ISA ratings of 'me 
speaking English' vs 
'me speaking Punjabi 
/West Indian' [ld] 
LANGUAGES 
-....! 
ŸĚ
0 Oral diary and 
written TŸŠŲXĚ [2c+d] 
0 ISA ratings of pro-
ficiency in English 
[ ld) 
DIAGRAM 3.2 HOW DIFFERENT COMPONENTS IN THE EMPIRICAL METHODOLOGY GIVE ACCESS 
TO INFORMANT PERCEPTIONS OF LINKS BETWEEN THE ELEMENTS IN THE 
SOCIOLINGUISTIC SPACE AROUND THEM 
0 Language attitude 
interviews [la+b] 
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specific themes or elements to be properly contextualised. The 
broad vista it offers provides a chance to avoid overstatements 
about the importance and scope of any single phenomenon selected 
for analytic attention. It agitates against exaggerated claims. 
Secondly, its breadth permits several perspectives on any 
single phenomenon (it is ȚŨŤẄŸŞŨŤĚ in this sense) which in turn 
means that analysis can develop or achieve a degree of reliabili-
ty through methodological triangulation. In addition to inter-
informant comparison, field-work in fact affords two further 
types of check. First there is a kind of triangulation across 
time, by virtue of the recursive features of the data collection. 
After that, data collected through several different methods can 
be analysed in terms of WUŤŸŲĚrelevance to a single theme. 
But perhaps the most important influence on the validity and 
reliability of the data is the nature of the relationship between 
informants and researcher, and it is now worth considering my 
role as field worker within the local socio-cultural environment. 
This can be usefully addressed first by describing my rather 
hybrid combination of roles (the activities they entailed, how 
informants appeared to perceive them) and then by giving an 
account of the ways I tried to manage them, and the role con-
gruence or conflict I felt. 
In addition to being white, male, middle class and about 30, 
the three more specific (institutional) roles which I occupied 
during field-work were those of ex-teacher, voluntary youth 
worker and student of languages. 
The role of (ex-)teacher was probably weakest. I was known 
to have been a teacher in the past, I had a lot of freedom of 
movement around the middle school and a certain amount of inter-
actional contact with staff (which purely for the purposes of the 
research, I kept to a fairly instrumental minimum). But in ad-
TÙWŸŬŪĚto the siting of many interviews on school premises, per-
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haps the involvement of paper and pencil activities made my 
work seem teacherly (though I often stressed to informants 
that it was they that had the knowledge, not me). As far as 
I know I was hardly ever referred to as Mr Rampton in the third 
person amongst peers (one person was corrected by an informant 
for doing so within my earshot) and to teachers, informants and 
their fr1ends generally referred to me as 'Ben Rampton' or Ben. 
However, at an extremely approximate guess, I was addressed as 
'Sir' about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of the time. Generally 
I did my utmost to avoid organisational activities in wh1ch any 
coercion might be required. Certainly, apart from getting them 
there and back at the appointed times, a trip to Alton Towers at 
the end of field work with a group of the naughtiest boys was 
truly shambolic and (I like to think) very different from how 
things used to turn out when I was a full-time teacher. Even 
so, though I didn't have a teacher's disc1pline, I was clearly 
someone who knew the ropes in school organisation, as, for ex-
ample, in the laying-on of minibuses, insurance and letters home 
with regard to day-trips to international cr1cket matches (which, 
in contrast, have run very smoothly for three years with a dif-
ferent group of informants). 
This non-coercive organisational role to some extent over-
laps with the role of youth worker, and informants quite often 
inadvertently addressed me by the first name of a white youth 
leader working at the Youth Centre. In general I was addressed 
by my first name, as is the custom with adults at the Youth 
Centre. In that setting, my two main occupations were serving 
behind the snack bar, which provided excellent opportun1ties for 
observation, or playing five-a-side soccer in the gym, which in 
addition gave me a chance to show that I could perform well in 
an activity rated highly in the male peer group. In general, 
when not playing soccer, I kept a fairly low profile at the 
Youth Centre, particularly w1th older club members (15+). 
The third role, which I always explained as my raison d'etre 
to e.g. Youth Club leaders and to anyone who asked, was as a stu-
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dent of languages doing a project. Informants themselves were 
clearly aware of this, as when, for example, my activities were 
described as 'professor-work', or when one kid told another to 
be more serious ŸŪĚan interview 'because we want Ben to pass'. 
I was quite often asked when my exam was. It was in this role, 
after some contact with them at earlier Summer Schools and at 
the Youth Club, that I had most intensive interaction with in-
formants. They were helping me and as far as knowledge of local 
affairs was concerned, were clearly in the VẀŮŤŲŬŲTŸŪŠWŤĚpo-
sition. This relationship was sometimes overtly construed as 
between 'mates• and 'friends' and while I benefited from what 
they knew, they got some enjoyable and interesting conversations 
as well as perks, such as outings and ŬȘȘŠVŸŬŪŠŨĚtimes out from 
assembly and lessons. Towards the end of field-work, one boy 
(01p) came up to me and asked if he could join my 'club'. 
This last remark indicates the way in which momentum and 
motivation was sustained, though clearly my research role was 
not completely ẀŪŬŞWŲẀVŸẂŤĦĚ I was not doing participant ob-
servation in its purest form. In fact, the hybrid fusion of 
these three roles developed particularly easily during the 
1984 Summer School. There were teachers there called Sir and 
Miss but not taken as seriously as main school teachers and 
only semi-committed to school type work; there were also older 
local kids (15+) addressed by first names taking roles as 
teaching assistants. Timetabling was extremely impromptu. In 
this relaxed climate of loose definitions, my own hybrid role 
could emerge ŴŸWUĚease, combining a teaching background, the 
facilitation of organised recreation (fixing up and umpiring 
sports) with a lot of discussion about languages and the locality 
away from main classes. 
To summarise the ways in which my hybrid role in the field 
contributed to the quality of the data collected, I would say 
that as ex-teacher and part-time voluntary worker in the neigh-
bourhood, I had a recognisable biography, useful organisational 
capabilities and some independent and recognisable involvement 
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and familiarity with the locality in general and parts of peer-
group recreation in particular. As a student of language in 
Bedford, there was a rich vein of material for engagement with 
youngsters in conversation. On these grounds, it is unlikely 
that I was seen either as a distant authority figure, an alien 
intruder, a complete naif, or a person with whom it was boring 
(and disadvantageous) to talk. This is likely to increase the 
validity of what I was told, in terms of its openness, conviction 
and honesty. 
However, one problem about my role, and a vital caveat about 
all the data still need to be mentioned. 
The problem was as follows. During 1978 to 1980, my main 
job had been in the ESL Centre, which is quite heav1ly stigma-
tised as being someth1ng like a school for mad children. While 
some ex-pupils appeared to feel no shame (probably due to success 
since leaving) , others certa1nly did and on occasions I collabor-
ated with them in denying that that had been where I had taught 
them. In general I felt it important to de-tag myself of this 
association, being unsure of how it would influence the way 
people saw my research (maybe seeing 1t as defic1ency oriented) • 
In order to do so, I adopted three strategies. Firstly, I played 
up my exper1ence working at the mainstream Middle and Upper 
schools. Secondly, working at the Summer Schools was in part de-
signed to loosen and overlay this connection with more recent as-
sociations. Thirdly, I worked with informants who had a lot of 
l1nguistic self-confidence (and competence) and who had generally 
arrived at the Middle school after I had left the ESL Centre 
close to it. My view is that this was successful but the reader 
should perhaps bear this problem in mind during Part III of this 
thesis in wh1ch reactions and v1ews about non-proficiency in 
English become the central topic. 
The vital caveat concerning all the data derives directly 
from the scope of the hybrid role I played during field-work. 
My own experience, and the range of my personal movement during 
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field-work lay across the more informal settings at school and 
the more organised parts of peer-group recreation. As a field-
worker I operated in interethnic contexts and hence, to the 
extent that my own slot w1thin the local socio-cultural environ-
ment affects the quality of the data, there are grounds for 
having less confidence in those aspects of the data base which 
relate to sociolinguistic life at home and in the adult ethnic 
community. 
This is certainly not to reject that data altogether, and 
reports about intra-ethnic activity inform sections of the analy-
sis below. However, these reports may very well reflect the 
subtle influence of the interethnic domains in which the elici-
tation is set, and a truer and fuller account of intra-ethnic 
experience might well derive from research set w1thin those 
spheres. 
It is necessary to recognise that the research here is po-
tentially stronger with regard to racially mixed settings, and 
partly for this reason the largest part of what follows concen-
trates on the sociolinguistics of life in the interethnic peer-
group. 
3.3 A Note on Disciplinary Siting and Data Collection 
What you call your research affects how you gather data for it. 
As was made clear in the introduction, my research addresses 
both quantitative sociolinguistics and the ethnography of 
speaking. This means that overall my methodology is something 
of a hybrid. Certain elements are oriented towards the col-
lection of quantifiable detail identified beforehand, in a 
roughly hypothetico-deductive idiom (e.g. much of the social 
network data elicitation); others are much more open-ended, 
encouraging informant and researcher reflection and giving scope 
for lines of enquiry to develop inductively (e.g. the language 
att1tude interviews and participant observation). 
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This produces strengths and weaknesses. An ethnographic 
perspective increases the local socio-cultural validity of the 
extralinguistic (and linguistic) variables ÜŠŪŸŮẀŨŠWŤTĚin quanti-
tative sociolinguistics, as well as encouraging greater delicacy 
and differentiation with regard to statistical operations them-
selves. At the same time, the formulation of hypotheses prior 
to entry to the field ensures a thoroughness and systematicity 
in data collection which would not be possible if research in-
struments had not been devised or selected prior to contact with 
informants. 
There are however drawbacks. The local familiarisation 
that ethnography requires cuts back the number of informants that 
one can sample. Equally, the demands of completing a preset 
data-collection programme can agitate ŠŦŠŸŪVWĚthe researcher's 
taking breaks during field-work in order to reflect, draw the 
data together and work out the kind of theoretically ÜŬWŸẂŠWŤTĚ
sampling that will guide the next stage. 
All of this influences what follows, though the 'negative' 
effects of this UXŞŲŸTÙVŠWÙŬŪĚneed to be outlined here because 
they partly affect the structure of the analyses below. 
Ultimately, the relatively small number of informants in my 
sample fits happily with the attention in Part II to quantitative 
methodology and its theoretical underpinnings. However, it might 
have raised problems if I had been interested in e.g. 'dialects 
in Bedford'. On the other hand, had the field work entailed 
periods of analytic recess, local interpretations and reactions 
to the ethnographic corpus in Part Ill could have been more ex-
tensively elicited and the ethnography itself might have been 
more complete. In ŸWVĚpresent (preliminary) state, it instead 
prompts quite an elaborate and more academically focused con-
sideration of the socio-cognitive processing of language. In 
this way, field-work procedures are one contributory reason for 
the ambiguous siting of Part III between the ethnography of 
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speaking and interactional sociolinguistics (the assumption being 
that the latter can be distinguished from the former largely in 
its concern with modelling situated speech processes). 
Having said all this, we can now proceed to Part II. 
NOTES 
1. Most interviews 
recorder with a 
loaned from the 
London. 
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were recorded, using 
separate microphone. 
Phonetics Department 
a UHER CR 240 cassette 
These were very kindly 
of University College 
2. Table 3.1 also refers to three boys who d1d not form part of 
the core of informants but who attended interv1ews w1th 
friends who were. 
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PART II 
TOWARDS A DYNAMIC ACCOUNT OF GROUP AFFILIATION 
AND DEMOGRAPHIC VARIATION IN SPEECH 
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CHAPTER 4 
4. INTRODUCTION 
This part of my thesis can be viewed as a pilot study orientated 
towards a quantitative exploration of how ŤWUŪŸȘĚgroup affili-
ation affects demographic/social variation in speech. Recently, 
this has become an increasingly complicated subJect to examine 
as more VŬŮUÙVWŸȘŠWŤTĚnotions of ŦŲŬẀŮĤÜŤÜŞŤŲVUŸŮĚpenetrate more 
extensively into the realms of quantitative sociolinguistics. 
So what follows does not offer conclusions about their relations 
to language: instead, the ensuing chapters may be regarded as a 
case study in methodology, an attempt to develop a ȘŬÜŞÙŪŠWŸŬŪĚ
of quantitative measures geared to conceptions of group affili-
ation which reckon with its mutability and ŴUŸȘUĚin particular 
construe ethnicity as more than merely fixed at birth. Admitted-
ly these chapters conclude with an empirical ŠŪŠŨXVŸVĚbut the 
substantive results of this are tentative - the main claim of 
this empirical component is as a working-through of certain in-
vestigative procedures, and as a pointer to directions for future 
research, which in a number of respects might need to be rather 
differently designed from the outset. 
So, the plan of the following chapters will be as follows. 
The first chapter (Chapter 5) undertakes at some length to clear 
the ground theoretically: it outlines several different con-
ceptualisations of 'group' and places the current study in the 
context of quantitative sociolinguistics more generally. It 
introduces Identity Structure Analysis, the main ŤÜŮŸŲÙȘŠŨĚlever 
on group affiliation as psycho-social identification, and de-
scribes the ways in which it may be mapped in with social network 
analysis: their conceptual relat1on to one another and to 
language is covered ŸŪĚsome TŤWŠŸŨĦĚ
After these (qu1te lengthy) theoretical preliminaries, at-
tention shifts to construction of quantitat1ve measures and to 
the procedures of data elicitation. Operationalising social net-
work involvement is the issue to be addressed first, and this 
entails a fairly extensive discussion of local sociocultural 
'domains' since the 'multiplexity' or 'strandedness' of network 
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ties is to be analysed in terms of domain coparticipations. What 
domains can be identified and which (more immediately tangible) 
'settings' can be allocated to each? Segmenting social life into 
major institutions/activity fields is a dicey and approximative 
business, and in the context of the current study this requires 
fairly extensive reference to secondary ethnographic sources. 
Once this has been completed, attention then shifts to the re-
liability of the data on who sees whom where and only after this 
has been examined, are indices of social network involvement con-
structed and informants scored. 
Once network involvement has been quantified, the means of 
eliciting patterns of psycho-social identification are described: 
in so far as Identity Structure Analysis (ISA) entails a 
relatively fixed procedure, the business of making my use of it 
accountable needn't be conducted at quite the same lengths that 
my appropriation of network analysis requires. Even so, its 
success in indicating psychological orientation depends heavily 
on the quality of the personal constructs elicited, which in turn 
is influenced by ŤŨÙȘŸWŠWÙŬŪĚmethodology. This therefore 
requires careful exposition and an account is also given of the 
people and groupings selected for particular attention. Questions 
about how ISA output data are best interpreted will also be ad-
dressed. 
Network analysis and ISA represent two of the approaches to 
group affiliation being used in this research: the third variable 
to be quantified will be language itself. Two phonological vari-
ables are outlined, together with the reasons for their selection: 
the choice of speech data for transcription is explained, together 
with the steps taken to control for lexical incidence and for the 
overrepresentation of particular phonetic environments in the 
composite scoring of variants. Once that is completed, a pilot 
analysis is conducted on some of the relationships (between tbese 
variables) that appear in the empirical data, and Part II ends 
ŴŸWUĚsome observations on methodology and proposals for future 
research. 
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This then is the plan of Part II. We can now turn to 
the first section, Chapter 5, which lays out the theoretical 
assumpt1ons upon which the methodology will be based. 
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CHAPTER 5 
5. THEORETICAL BASES AND EMPIRICAL POSSIBILITIES FOR THE 
INVESTIGATION OF GROUP AFFILIATION AND SOCIAL VARIATION 
IN SPEECH 
The key issue to be discussed and analysed here will be the 
notion of 'group' and group-affiliation: since descriptions 
of demographic variation in speech require methods of social 
classification by means of which informants can be grouped 
and/or differentiated, there has been quite a good deal of 
discussion of these notions within 'secular linguistics•. 1 
It is worth now turning to consider some of this discussion, 
to recap on a number of important points made in this con-
nection and also to place the current enterprise in a more 
precisely defined context. 
5.1 ŐŬȘŸŬŨÙŪŦẀÙVWÙȘĚMŸVȘẀVVÙŬŪĚof Grouping in the Study of 
Social Variation in Speech 
The ways in which speakers can be assigned to various groups 
and categories have received quite a lot of consideration and 
some of the problems associated with a variety of different 
approaches have been well recognised (cf. e.g. Romaine 1980; 
Hudson 1980:Ch.5). 
(a) A first basic problem concerns the very use of groups as 
the basic unit of sociolinguistic analysis: assigning speakers 
to subgroups in order then to describe language in terms of 
group means (as outlined in e.g. Trudgill and Chambers 1980:62, 
63) is quite commonly criticised for the extent to which it con-
ceals variation within subgroups (e.g. Milroy 1980:132,133; 
Hudson 1980:164). For example, Coupland remarks of his own data 
that on average there is as much variation between individuals 
within (socio-economic) groups as there is between the most repre-
sentative members of adjacent groups, and he proceeds to observe 
that ĜŸĞĚ researchers generally fail to report intragroup vari-
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ation, and that (ii) broad classificatory strata mislead if they 
are taken to indicate a homogeneous phonological style for a 
group (Coupland 1981:131,132). It may also be observed of the 
practice of using group means that while it may help to detect 
demographic patterning in speech variation at quite a macro-
sociolinguistic level (Milroy 1980:133), there remains a sub-
stantial quantity of within-group variation which this procedure 
is too cumbersome to relate to demographic patterns: in other 
words, it is obviously rather indelicate in addition to being 
potentially misleading. 
(b) Another problem quite commonly raised focuses on grouping 
procedures from an extralinguistic perspective. Some studies 
have constructed composite indices of, for example, social class 
membership on the basis of occupation, income, education etc. 
(e.g. Trudgill 1974; Labov 1966) and these have been recognised 
as conflating social dLmensions that often have ŸŪTŤŮŤŪTŤŪWĚef-
fects on language (Hudson 1980:174). Even if composite indices 
are avoided, the question arises: how far is any group discrete? 
The likelihood that group ÜŤÜŞŤŲVUŸŮĚis generally graded, a 
matter of more or less rather than either/or, means that the 
assignment of speakers to categories may introduce a good deal 
of arbitrary TÙVWŬŲWŸŬŪĜÑẀTVŬŪĚ1980:174; Milroy 1980:133). 
(c) A third problem in the study of social variation ŸŪĚspeech 
concerns the epistemological status of the group classifications 
chosen as independent variables - are they merely observer cate-
gories (etic) , or do they reflect categorisation operative within 
the ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸWÙŤVĚbeing studied (Milroy 1980:14; Trudgill 1974:33). 
Studies using ŤWŸȘĚVŬȘŸŠŨĚȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸŤVĚmay obviously produce results 
of interest to researchers, but without extensive revamping, 
they cannot generate further and more delicate exploration of the 
socio-cultural organisation of speech ŴŸWUÙŪĚa given community, 
VŸŪȘŤĚ the basic vocabulary in which they are framed centrally 
records the relationship between analyst and community: in con-
trast, an analysis using emic independent variables obviously per-
mits a view of the ÙŪWŲŠĤȘŬÜÜẀŪŸWXĚoperation of socio-cultural 
systems less extensively contaminated by the observer and without 
ŸĚ
mixing analytic and member idioms ŴÙWUŸWUŤĚ first order data 
itself (cf. Hymes 1980:96). 
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(d) A fourth problem is not unrelated to the third, and could be 
construed in terms of the influence of social survey research 
rather than anthropology in secular linguistics (Wallman 1980:6). 
Speech makes/is/derives from daily social relat1onships, yet the 
characterisation of speakers in terms of SES, gender, race gives 
an indication of the speakers' social relatedness at only a very 
abstract level, in terms of a comparatively general theory of 
society. While as representative units speakers may be assumed 
to function in some wider social system, the empirical local 
connections within which the speaker is embedded form no part of 
the label that the analyst attaches to them. In other words, 
speakers only have a social life as coins (of different though 
predetermined values) in some currency system selected/per-
ceived/invented by the analyst, and their identity is only ever 
relational within an a priori framework. (Cp. Le&ch's remark: 
'the typically anthropological assumption [is] that a social 
field does not consist of units of population but of persons in 
relation to one another' (cited in Wallman 1980:6,8)). 
This is clearly true of the use of extralinguistic variables 
such as social class, education etc.: it is however also true of 
more ethnographically delicate descriptions of the social attri-
butes of speakers such as Gal's index of peasantness (1979:137-
138) and Cheshire's index of vernacular culture involvement 
(Cheshire 1982), which are still not framed in terms that 
speakers themselves would use to describe their relationships 
(e.g. in terms of who sees whom) but again in terms of an in-
tangible analytic theory regarded to be relevant to the social 
system that they are taken to belong in (this line of criticism 
is explored in Gal 1979:Ch.5). In consequence research only pro-
duces pictures of how a set of linguistic indicators tie up with 
a set of economic, social or cultural indicators, an account of 
how the researchers' phonological or grammatical schemata match 
up with their (or the Registrar-General's) socio-economic or 
cultural schemata (cf. Le Page 1978). The intention is to com-
prehend language and social organisation but insufficient empiri-
cal attention is paid to who tangibly does what with whom, and 
the particular social relationships in which speakers are really 
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involved LS left out of the way they are categorised (cf. Hudson 
1980: 30) • 
Awareness of these problems has produced a variety of re-
sponses, several of which are worth highlightLng as particularly 
relevant to the current enterprLse. 
The inclus1on of Standard deviations along with group means 
is obviously one (minor) response to (a) (Hudson 1980:164; 
Milroy 1980:121); a more significant one is to shift the locus 
of linguistic description from the subgroup to the individual 
(Le Page 1978; Hudson 1980; Milroy 1980:133, Ch.6). There are 
statistical options which can be used in order to avoid con-
structing composite indices of at least some category memberships 
(e.g. SES), and in response to the problem of assigning speakers 
to categories which may in reality be non-discrete, one research 
tack has been to study relatively homogeneous groups and to 
identify demographLc variation in speech in terms of the degree 
to which speakers can be conceptualised as either central or 
peripheral. This is represented in Labov's sociometric account 
of adolescent peergroups (Labov ÍĲİÎŸĞHŇŠŨGVĚ index of peasant 
status Ln Oberwart (1979), Cheshire's (admittedly rather dLffuse) 
composite vernacular culture index as applied to teenage boys in 
Reading (1982), and Milroy's use of network analysis within sex, 
area and age subgroup (Milroy 1980:132-135;153ff). With regard 
to the emic-etLc issue, in all three studies cited above (as well 
as in others), working within small fairly close knLt groups also 
helps researchers try to Ldentify extralinguLstic variables with 
some local currency, since the opportunities for getting to know 
informants well are likely to be greater where the sample size is 
smaller. 
The fourth problem requires more particular solutLons, and 
as indicated above,cannot be dealt with by attempts to define 
degrees of group belonging in terms of the extent to which 
speakers manifest characteristics which, in the eyes of the re-
searchers, seem highly 'typical' of the groups in question. How-
ever, one of the approaches which encodes empirical social re-
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lationships in the basic definition of a speaker is obviously 
network analysis, which although by no means unproblematical, 
clearly characterises people in terms of their local associations, 
not in terms of their identity as units/coins in a social system 
conceived of at a high level of abstraction (at least, it does 
not do so in the first instance, cf. Mitchell 1969:44ff) •2 Net-
work analysis is one important step towards describing the con-
nections between speech and social relatedness in greater empiri-
cal detail, and indeed it also introduces a more complex model of 
how a speaker's social position (defined in terms of their social 
ties) influences their acquisition and use of language (see below 
5.3; also Gal 1979:140ff). 
Another approach to the fourth problem is Le Page's, who 
again conceives of speaker relationships as being crucial to 
language, but this time concentrates on their cognitive repre-
sentation.3 Indeed in this respect, within quantitative socio-
linguistics Le Page's theoretical writings are probably the most 
important and sustained contribution to the question of what 
extralinguistic categories to correlate with speech. Le Page 
has repeatedly argued for a social psychological notion of group 
membership, and for a view of class, ethnicity etc. as socially 
constructed, dynamic and emergent, not pregiven and permanent 
elements within an external, pre-existing reality. Thus re-
searchers are not only presented with the initial problem of co-
ordinating their extralinguistic categories with their in-
formants': in their descriptions they must also avoid reifying 
whatever categories do emerge, and give full recognition to the 
negotiability and fluidity of group membership as features of the 
social life under examination. 4 
The empirical implications of Le Page's formulation are not 
easily handled however: Le Page's own endeavour which entailed 
trying to define VŬȘŸŠŨĚgroupings inductively on the basis of 
ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚclusterings emerging from statistical analysis of 
selected variants in the speech of large numbers of informants, 
did not fulfil its theoretical aspirations (McEntaggart and Le 
Page 1982:123; Le Page and Tabouret Keller 1985:180). 
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And Milroy, while giving recognition to the significance of 
Le Page's theoretical contribution, is forced to conclude: 
'correlating language scores in a systematic 
way to the various aspects of a speaker's 
social identity is complex, and is not often 
attempted ••• no method of analysis Ln the 
present state of knowledge is likely to 
capture completely the complexity of the way 
speakers use variability' (1980:115). 
While not completely dispensing with pregiven categories (see 
Chapter 10), the methodology and empirical exploration in the 
current enterprise adopt several of the strategies developed in 
response to the problem of group membership which have been out-
lined above: it takes the individual speaker as the basic socio-
linguistic unit; it focuses on a relatively small group of 
speakers who can be designated as a single peergroup; it employs 
network analysis; partly through fairly sustained involvement 
with informants in the field, and partly through a reading of 
relevant ethnographic literature, it strives to use emic classifi-
catLons (wLthout claiming completely emic status) • In these re-
spects, it falls in line with a number of (relatively recent) 
developments from the Labovian baseline of urban dialectology. 
However, its central objective is to outline and explore a quanti-
tative method capable of handling Le Page's theory empirically, 
and in this respect, it aspires to being usefully Lnnovative. 
Before describing and then giving some empirical illustration 
to this method, it is however important to elaborate differing 
conceptualisations of the notion of 'group' and in the process, 
opportunities for blending 'secular linguistics'/urban dialectolo-
gy (as represented by Milroy) with e.g. the social psychology of 
language as represented by Giles all under the umbrella of Le 
Page's hypothesis and riders (see below), will emerge. Indeed, 
one of the advantages of Le Page's approach is to bring some 
unLty to an otherwise highly heterogeneous 'sociolinguistLcs' 
(Trudgill 1978:Ch.l). 
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5.2 Two Notions of Group 
A number of writers (though generally ŸĚquantitative dialectolo-
gists) distinguish group in two senses (e.g. Fishman 1972:22-28; 
Brown and Levinson 1979:298-300; Turner and Giles 1981:2-7). In 
the first, 'group' is conceived in concrete terms of who interacts 
with whom, probably within a shared locality (Fishman's inter-
action networks and experiential group membership; Hymes' 
'community' (1974:51)). In this sense group is a zone or mesh of 
face to face contacts. In the second conceptualisation, 'group' 
is viewed as a psychological construct and any given group ac-
quires its definition from the relations of contrast and comple-
mentarity that it forms with others around it (indeed, 'group' as 
a kind of semiotic unit). Fishman describes this as 'referential 
group membership' and in contrast to the first notion, group-
membership in this sense must be an insider/participant perception. 
In the interactive sense of group, the 'groupness' or unity of a 
set of people can be something merely attributed to them by the 
researcher, since people may interact frequently with little sense 
of 'felt collectivity'. 
These two conceptualisations of group lend themselves to 
rather different types of study: the interactive conception of 
group seems to accompany within group studies focusing on pro-
cesses of cultural transmission, while the cognitive notion of 
group takes an intergroup perspective and attends to the use of 
cultural forms in the maintenance of symbolic boundaries. Within 
anthropology, Earth's distinction between the morphological study 
of culture and the functional study of ethnic boundaries reflects 
this distinction (and empirical slant) (1969; see also e.g. 
Mitchell 1974), and it has clear general implications for language. 
Both Gumperz and Fishman have found the distinction useful in ac-
counting for changing conceptualisations of ethnicity and group 
membership as their socio-linguistic focus shifts from small scale 
rural societies to large scale urban ones: for example, Gumperz's 
'old interactive ethnicity ••• supported both regionally and 
interpersonally through reinforced social networks which joined 
people through clusters of occupational, neighbourhood, familial 
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and political ties' is contrasted with the 'new reactive ethnicity 
depending less upon geographic proximity and shared occu-
pations and more upon the highlighting of key differences sepa-
rating one group from another' (Gumperz and Cook-Gumperz 1982:5; 
cf. ŃŸVUÜŠŪĚ1972:22-28; and ultimately Durkheim's mechanical vs 
organic solidarity (Gumperz and Hymes 1972:456)). But beyond this 
historical characterisation of macro VŬȘÙŬŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚprocesses, 
the distinction is theoretically useful in ȘŬŪVÙTŤŲŸŪŦĚmacro 
sociolinguistic situations synchronically. 
For example, if in a bilingual immigrant context, an ethnic-
ally accented variety of the majority language largely reflected 
exclusively eo-ethnic interaction, and not identification with 
the ingroup, one might suppose it to be relatively transitional, 
perhaps reflecting processes of assimilation. In WUŸVĚcontext, 
ŸWĚmight be a source of 'linguistic ŸŪVŤȘẀŲÙWXGĚ (in fact, a prob-
lematic notion - see below Ch.22), or at best the obJect of tacit 
unarticulated prestige. The ÙTŤŪWŸWXĚmarking function might be 
preserved in the minority language, ŴŸWUĚthe two languages being 
fairly TŸVWÙŪȘWĚin their roles. On the other hand, if the ac-
cented variety of the dominant language did appear to function as 
an ethnic marker, one could then ask 'what kind of ethnic iden-
tification does it represent?' What are its goals and what per-
ceptions of intergroup status relations does it derive from (this 
question might be fruitfully posed in terms of Tajfel's perceived 
stability and ŨŤŦŸWÙÜŠȘXĤ cf. e.g. Tajfel (1978))? Does it re-
present rejection of the dominant group, conflict, competition, 
ŠVŮŸŲŠWÙŬŪVĚ for structural incorporation but cultural autonomy or 
what? How are each of these related to language: does the 
'Mother Tongue' still retain its identity marking function? What 
are the prospects for the accented variety? What kind of ŮŲŤVWŸŦŤĚ
does it carry - overt prestige articulated in terms close to the 
TŬÜŸŪŠŪWĚvalue system, or an overt ŮŲŤVWŸŦŤĚTŤȚŸŪŤTĚin ŬŮŮŬVŸWÙŬŪ­
al terms? Can we see a process by which previously negatively de-
fined ȘUŠŲŠȘWŤŲŸVWÙȘVĚare being revalued? - etc. etc. (cf. e.g. 
Richards 1972; Paulston and Paulston 1980; and indeed, the macro 
VŬȘÙŬŨŸŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚwork of Giles et al. (e.g. Giles (ed.) 1977)). 
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The question arises, how far has this duality in the term 
'group' been recognised and systematically examined in micro 
sociolinguistics involving more delicate analyses of demographic 
variation in speech? The distinct1on has in fact been clearly 
formulated, but empirical studies have not to my knowledge suc-
ceeded in systematically maintaining it. 
Le Page's hypothesis and riders makes the d1fferentiation 
conceptually: 
'The individual creates his systems of linguistic 
behaviour so as to define himself both idiosyn-
cratically and in relation to other people; so 
as to resemble those of the group or groups with 
which from time to time he wishes to be identi-
fied, to the extent (a) that he is able to 
identify those groups, (b) that he has sufficient 
access to them and the ability to analyse their 
systems, (c) that his motivation is adequate, 
(d) that he is still young enough to change his 
behaviour and (e) that society provides him with 
feedback indicating what chance he has of success 
in his proposed identity' (1980:123-124). 
'Group' in the sense of cognitive category is the ȘŬŪŸNŪĚof the 
main hypothesis and rider (a) in particular, whereas the first 
part of (b) - access - addresses 'group' in the sense of inter-
actional involvement (though of course it could also apply to TV, 
radio, and written media etc.). 
And indeed there are classic empirical studies of long 
standing by Labov himself which incline towards one conception or 
the other. The sociometric study of the Jets, Cobras and Thunder-
birds leans towards interactive group membership, while his ac-
count of Martha's Vineyard is framed more in terms of group 
identif1cation. Yet in these studies while the drift is more 
towards one or the other, the two notions of group are not held 
either theoretically or empirically distinct and the difference 
between them gets blurred. 
For example, in the Martha's Vineyard study amidst dis-
cussion of reference groups (1972a:38), projective personae 
(p.37), psycho-social or1entation (pp.25,39) and intergroup 
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differentiation in general, we also learn that the main phono-
logical innovators are 'close knit' (p.37), so we cannot ulti-
mately say whether ingroup interactional or intergroup reactive 
processes are most strongly implicated. The same is true of the 
sociometric study, where the results are conceptualised in terms 
of both cognitive category identification and shared interaction-
al exper1ence. On the one hand, Labov talks of linguistic forms 
as 'symbolic representations of the value systems' wh1ch dis-
tinguish groups (1972b:282), and membership of the Jets and 
Cobras is clearly a highly self-conscious affair: their groups 
have names, adults cons1der them hoodlums, the establishment 
takes exception to them and 'the neighbouring groups of their 
own age are even more hostile' (1972b:281). Obv1ously the Jets 
and Cobras occupy highly defined positions in local people's 
cognitive representation of the area's soc1al space and gang 
membership is responsively self-conscious. On the other hand, 
'the remarkably consistent grammar of the Jets is the result of 
ten years of their continuous interaction w1th each other and 
with other groups in the BEV system' (1972b:283): here the 
factor under cons1deration appears to be quantity of contact, 
and elsewhere, membersh1p is descr1bed in terms of shared activi-
ty (or 'multiplexity'): 
'Groups of Jets can take over empty apartments, 
commandeer rooftops to fly pigeons, steal 
clothes and other loose goods, and get high 
together.' (1972b:282) 
Jets and Cobras appear to be high contact groups in which 
linguistic conformity to group norms may emerge through a process 
of unconsc1ous osmosis as much as through intentional 'acts of 
identity' (=the psychological 1dentificat1on effects). 5 
Of course, in both the Martha's Vineyard and South Central 
Harlem research s1tes, both group processes may overlap and 
1nteract, and of course a single cultural or linguistic item can 
be both p1cked up/inherited as a result of intensive interactive 
contact and reflect active symbolic identification with the in-
group. But equally, they need not, and as the discussion above 
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in relation to accented minority English was intended to indicate, 
the theoretical implications of language as the product of 
'closed networks' are different from those of language as strong 
symbolic boundary-projection. Perhaps this point requires a 
little further emphasis and clarification, so that its signifi-
cance beyond processes at 'macro' community level are clear. 
One important implication of distinguishing the two senses 
of group is epistemological. As has been suggested above, group-
ness in the first sense is most often an observer's category 
while in the second it is essentially a participant's. This 
means that one can construe their relationship in terms of the 
etic-emic distinction (e.g. Hymes 1980:93; Erikson 1981). If a 
consistent scientifically consensual (= 'objective') framework of 
analysis could be established, this might presumably enable one 
to explore the systematic relationships between different/similar 
types of scientifically defined social ties/contacts, and the 
ways in which members construe and use them in terms of 'we-ness'. 
More importantly for the sociolinguist however, the lessons of 
phonology should provide a strong reminder that accounts of group-
ness derived only from observer perception of who-sees-whom, pro-
vide very inadequate grounds for discussion of 'identity', 
'solidarity' and 'group-membership' as part of local socio-
cultural systems. 
The second benefit to derive from differentiating the two 
notions of group, lies in the ŬŲŸŤŪWŠWÙŬŪĚof the first (= inter-
action) towards behaviour, and the second towards attitudes. 6 
One of the reasons why the interactional conception of group is 
most likely to be etic is that it stresses activity, which, being 
exterior, is ŲŤŠTŸŨXĚobserved. However, if the analyst manages 
to ȘŬĤŬŲTŸŪŠWŤĚhis/her accounts of VŬȘŸŠŨĚcontacts with the in-
formant's (thus providing an emically valid description of a 
person's ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪŠŨĚties), analysis can start to investigate 
in a limited but nevertheless significant way, the TŸŨŤÜÜŠĚof the 
ÙŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨĤÙŪĤVŬȘÙŤWXĦĚ At any one moment, group or network as a 
behavioural entity would comprise the situation in which an indi-
ẂŸTẀŠŨĚ found himself - his group/interactional location - while 
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ŠWWÙWẀTŸŪŠŨĚaccounts could investigate questions of individual 
social aspiration/commitment. Behavioural actions get inter-
subjective recognition and hence groups perceived as patterns 
of habitual interaction/social activity have a degree of rela-
tive stability as a result of the publicness and exteriority 
that is a central feature of behaviour (cf. Le Page and 
Tabouret-Keller 1985:181). In contrast, though very probably 
behavioural in origin and also in formulation (Mead 1934), atti-
tudes are stored privately within the mind, are less accountable 
and have therefore more scope for autonomous movement. 
So both in terms of being clear about what your ŤÜŮÙŲŸȘŠŨĚ
data allows you to say, and also in terms of its potentiality 
for ÙŨŨẀÜŸŪŠWÙŪŦĚa little bit of the human drama (as this relates 
to language), the TÙVWÙŪȘWŸŬŪĚbetween ÙŪWŤŲŠȘWŸẂŤĚ involvement and 
social category alignment is a productive one. How has it fared 
in more recent empirical quantitative VŬȘÙŬŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘVĹĚ
5.3 Milroy and Giles 
Since Labov's early work, two separate strands have developed 
within sociolinguistics (broadly defined) , with each ŤÜŮŸŲŸȘŠŨŨXĚ
addressing themselves to one or other of the two senses of 
'group' outlined above. One of these strands is represented by 
Milroy, the other by Giles (who, although not strictly within 
secular linguistics, is quite frequently ȘŸWŤTĚby 'secular' 
linguists (e.g. Russell 1982; Bell 1984; Le Page and Tabouret-
Keller 1985) and who forms a very useful counterpoint to Milroy). 
In order to follow the empirical course of this distinction and 
also because they are clearly both pivotal fLgures, it is con-
venient to compare them, and then indicate some of the deficien-
cies in each that emerge from their juxtaposition. 
Milroy's network analysis in essence deals with groups as 
interactional units. Her focus is upon the social contacts ex-
perLenced by the indLvidual, and group membership is described 
from an observer's perspective as a graded phenomenon, in terms 
of how closely ŸŪẂŬŨẂŤTĚpeople are with others in their local 
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environment. The endeavour is to link up language with an ac-
count of social integratedness/inclusion, and at least in Milroy 
(1980), there is no systematic investigation of network members' 
relationships with and attitudes towards people identified as 
being outside the community (i.e. outgroups). Milroy's empirical 
assessment of network is behavioural (1980:141). 
In contrast Giles ties language up with a social psycho-
logical account of group identification. For Giles, a group is 
a much more distinct and bounded entity, which a person may see 
himself as either included in or excluded from (for a fuller ac-
count see Giles and Johnson 1981). The term 'group' is substi-
tutable with 'category', and the aim is to investigate the 
linguistic consequences of the cognitions 'them' and 'us'. While 
ŴÙWUŸŪĤŦŲŬẀŮĚcognitions are by no means neglected (e.g. the work 
on the subjective Vitality Questionnaire, Bourhis, Giles and 
Rosenthal 1981), the major focus is on relations between groups. 
Finally Giles and his associates are predominantly concerned with 
perception - with perceived ethnolinguistic vitality, perceived 
group boundaries etc. (e.g. Giles and Johnson 1981; Thakerar et 
al. 1982). 
Now each in fact has deficiencies, which in principle any-
way, the other could remedy. I shall start by fairly briefly 
considering Giles', and then go on to Milroy's at greater length 
(partly because her conceptualisations are more flawed in re-
lation to these two notions of group, and also because she 
figures much more prominently within 'secular linguistics', to-
wards which my own study is oriented) • 
In Giles' work, there is little sense of people having 
shared histories of social interaction (i.e. group membership 
defined in terms of interactional involvement) and as a result, 
very little attention is given to the legacy of communicative 
practices which group ÜŤÜŞŤŲVUŸŮĚŸŪĚthis sense bestows, and which 
speakers and hearers bring to their communicative situations (cp. 
e.g. Gumperz and Cook-Gumperz 1982:Ch.I). Milroy's network indi-
ces do represent an attempt to differentiate people in terms of 
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such interactional h1stories, and to relate these to d1fferent 
cultural practices (if only at the phonological level). For 
Giles 'groups' are not really sign1ficant for the1r cultural 
inheritance, but rather as key cognitive units in the 'on-line' 
processing of speech: generally, speakers and collectivities 
are given only broad class/age/sex/ethnic/occupational desig-
nations, with the result that they can be said to have recog-
nised social histories only to the extent that such general 
classifications adequately describe the social experience of 
people inside them. It would be unfair in the extreme to de-
scribe Giles' preoccupations as a-social, but nevertheless the 
particularities of any socio-cultural context are generally dealt 
with programmatically as the analysis rapidly pushes through to 
the ways in which these illuminate a variety of theoretical 
systems (e.g. social identity theory, accommodat1on theory) 
(cf. the comments of Le Page and Tabouret-Keller 1985:3). Simi-
larly, the experimental laboratory is by no means Giles' only em-
pirical arena, but the pace of extrapolation from data to theory 
does look as if its insp1ration is experimental. In contrast to 
M1lroy, whose enterprise entails observation resulting (in 
reality if not in aspiration) in particular description, Giles' 
approach comprises empirical elicitation and eclectic synthesis 
with a view to generalised prediction (Giles 1979:252; Giles 
and Johnson 1981:214). It will be argued below that Giles' 
notion of the 'sociolinguistic automaton' can be used to charac-
terise Milroy's speakers: however, in reply, it is worth 
pointing out that Giles' own speakers tend to be sociolinguistic 
and socio-cultural non-entities and amnesiacs. 
So Giles could do with some of the contextualised detail of 
Milroy. In contrast, Milroy's theoretical extrapolations are un-
warranted by her data-base, because it conta1ns no ind1cation of 
local cognit1ve category memberships. This is a po1nt that needs 
to be made 1n some deta1l. 
It has already been po1nted out that Milroy's network indi-
cators are behav1oural: further to that however, we must assume 
that they are only et1c since no evidence is offered that the way 
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in which Milroy segments community life for the purposes of 
measurement, correspond to local definitions of settings and 
7 
roles. For example, in the second indicator - 'Hav1ng sub-
stantial ties of kinship in the neighbourhood' (1980:141-2) -
assessments are presumably made on the basis of 'objective' 
physical proximity and this must be taken as an etic measure at 
odds with the 'cognit1ve geography' of at least one of the com-
munities, since we are told earlier on how the displaced resi-
dents from the Hammer orientate themselves both psychologically 
and interactively to a neighbourhood in which they no longer live 
(1980:81). In other words, neighbourhood membership as measured 
here does not match neighbourhood membership as these 'community' 
members see it. 
Another example of the etic, non-ethnographic nature of 
Milroy's network index is the unproblematised inclusion of work 
as a significantly different sphere from the neighbourhood (such 
that a person who works with people from his area is held to be 
more significantly involved than someone who doesn't). Earlier 
in the text we were told that community members are socio-
economic marginals (Ch.4) which presumably means that they will 
not be very susceptible to the institutional ethos of work. If 
that is the case, how far can going to work with someone be as-
sumed to be qualitatively different from standing on a street 
corner with them - how far can sharing a place of work be taken 
to thicken multiplexity by adding a new role-relationship? Simi-
larly, we learn that local socio-cultural definitions merge home 
and street (1980:93); in which case, how far would local people 
say that those employed as street-market fruit vendors(or barmen 
or street sweepers) (1980:74,75) were engaged in a different 
'activity field' (Boissevain 1974) from the home, and thus in 
what sense can these occupations be defined as adding multi-
plexity, as this would be perceived by local people themselves? 
Using etic indicators is not on its own a flaw (see Mitchell 
1969:44ff;34-35; also Hymes 1974:22ff; and e.g. below 5.6.3). 
However, in the light of the interpretations that Milroy draws 
from her empirical data, it turns out to be so. This will emerge 
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in due course, as Milroy's failures to recognise the lLmitations 
of her data are outlined. 
Firstly, attention needs to be drawn to her equivocation 
over the extent to wh1ch Network Analysis as she uses 1t empiri-
cally represents members' 'affect' and psycho-social orientation 
to the community. Towards the end of Milroy (1980), 1t is ad-
mitted that these network measures 'cannot claim unfortunately 
to reflect consistently an individual's attitude to status or 
solidarity ideologies', and that it cannot be said to reflect a 
person's personal affinities to the vernacular culture 'in any 
consistent or reliable way' (1980:200). On another occasion 
however, it is said that devis1ng a reliable measure of attitudes 
was not only difficult but also unnecessary because network score 
'might be described as an objective correlative to ••• subJective 
attitudes' (1980:140), and an unproblematical relationship be-
tween a person's objective position and their subjective per-
ceptions/representations is further assumed when it is sa1d that 
network analysis brings 'in the dimens1on of individual choice' 
(albeit it 'in a necessar1ly lim1ted way') (1980:115) (also Le 
Page and Tabouret-Keller 1985:184). In view of the network index 
being almost exclusively behavioural (and anyhow what is the evi-
dence for the voluntar1ness of 'voluntary' in the (little used) 
fifth indicator p.142), Milroy (1980) clearly gives no empirical 
evidence of affect and attitude; in view of its eticness, it 
cannot even claim to give a picture of the ways and extent to 
which people might feel they have social t1es in the locality. 
In fact, the index can only be v1ewed as giving leverage on local 
socio-cultural perceptions, whether conform1st or non-conformist, 
if one accepts the validity of some kind of network law such as 
'where associat1on, there affect', a po1nt on wh1ch a number of 
anthropologists express scepticism (Bo1ssevain 1974:32,46; 
Saifullah Khan 1974:185,352; Wallman 1980:33; Epste1n 1969:95; 
M1tchell 1969:28) and with which e.g. proverbial wisdom is often 
at odds ('familiarity breeds contempt'). 
The problem becomes more serious than this however when 
Milroy d1scusses her results 1n terms of variables symbolising 
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e.g. levels of integration into the community (1980:157,163; 
also Hudson 1980:179; indeed Le Page and Tabouret-Keller 1985: 
185). In the first place there is no empirical evidence that 
such linguistic items are salient to community members (cf. 
Romaine's review 1980b:267 and e.g. Labov 1972a:Ch.6 on sub-
Jective reaction tests) or that these variables are more than 
informative, unintended signs (Brown and Levinson 1979:325; 
maybe they would need to be 'communicative signs proper, that 
are not only intended but are intended to be seen as intended', 
before one could call them 'symbolizing' (cf. e.g. Mead 1934: 
4 7)) • 
Second and more importantly, the network index itself gives 
no leverage on what these variables might symbolise since it is 
framed in terms which, as far as we can see, are extrinsic to 
local socio-cultural cognitions and categories of identity. By 
the same token, discussion of solidarity must be seen as essen-
tially unrelated to the empirical research, since cognitive 
group-memberships central within the community are completely 
unspecified - an empirical examination of solidarity necessarily 
entails the identification of category-memberships with emic 
currency. 
Finally, the book's central consideration of norm-enforce-
S 
ment must likewise be viewed as only aprioristic, drawing on 
other network studies but ŦŸẂÙŪŦĚit no systematic ŤẄŠÜŸŪŠWÙŬŪĚin 
the light of the Belfast data. For example, one instance of norm-
enforcement is reported (pp.60-61) in which a Ballymacarrett 
youngster adopts a less vernacular phonological style and is re-
buked by his friends ŴŸWUĚ 'Come on, you're not on television now 
you know'. Clearly the group has a sense of ȘŬŨŨŤȘWŸẂŤĚidentity 
but there are ŸĚgrounds for assuming that the identity being 
threatened (and then reaffirmed) is co-terminous with the resi-
dential proximity, kinship, gender and occupational eo-partici-
pation that are represented in Milroy's network indices. The net-
work measure surely subsumes a host of different identities - a 
point on which Milroy appears to agree (p.115) and which follows 
naturally from Le Page's (and Giles') conception of multiple cate-
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gory membership - and it is thus perfectly possible that the 
incident in question hinges on a sense of group-belonging largely 
alien to most of the neighbourhood in which they live. It 
could, for example, be some illegal identity (1980:61) which was 
actually opposed to/by most of the other people in the locality. 
The central po1nt is that norm-enforcement exists in relation to 
the values which people adopt (or address) as they take up/switch 
between the mult1ple identities/category-memberships available to 
them (cf. Ervin Tripp 1969:151-153), and thus norm-enforcement is 
a complex socio-cognit1ve activity requiring much more delicate 
analysis than Milroy gives it, if claims are to be made about its 
empirical portrayal. 
This is not adequately recognised. Milroy outl1nes the 
first criterion used in the selection of indicators to be em-
played in constructing the network scale, as follows: 
'They [the 1ndicators] must reflect the condit1ons 
which have repeatedly been found 1mportant 1n a 
wide range of network studies, 1n predicting the 
extent to which normative pressures are applied 
by the local community (and of course accepted by 
the individual); it is specifically the capacity 
of some k1nds of network to mainta1n consensus 
which may be signif1cant here' (1980:141). 
The formulation here in effect impl1es a direct link between 
material social conditions/env1ronmental circumstances (in the 
sense of what the composition of your neighbourhood is, whom you 
work and spend your leisure with etc.) and norm-enforcement: the 
nature and functioning of local categories of identity are not 
admitted as a level of analysis and there is thus no chance to 
exam1ne the organ1sation of a variety of norms w1thin the local 
area in terms of their content, distinct1veness and the latitude 
of acceptable behaviour around them (McKirnan and Hamayan 1980). 
If one takes 1n the first instance, norm-enforcement as a be-
haviour and v1ews 1t as the dependent var1able, Milroy's analys1s 
is clearly determinist1c and reductionist, 1n light of the etic 
nature of her indicators: it reads 'people who l1ve w1th lots of 
kin, go to work with neighbours etc. enforce norms more than 
those who don't' (cp. Her1tage 1984:Ch.2; also the remarks above 
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on sociolinguistic automata). 9 With this in mind, the dubious-
ness of Milroy's claims about the causal relation between network 
structure and variable language behaviour also then emerges 
(Milroy 1980:136; 1983:104). Her chain of reasoning runs: 
network structure --+ norm-enforcement --+ language behaviour 
(dense, multiplex ---+ strict norm- homogeneous speech ---+ 
enforcement 
(sparse, uniplex lax norm- heterogeneous speech). ---+ ---+ 
enforcement 
It is hard to take for granted the operation of something (norm-
enforcement) which hasn't been either adequately conceptualised 
or itself empirically addressed, and if one proceeds on such an 
insubstantial basis, one straightforwardly confuses the empirical 
product (i.e. speech data) with the means/processes by which it 
was generated (viz norm-enforcement). If she chooses, Milroy is 
of course fully entitled to speculate about norm-enforcement in 
the abstract, but any claims to have demonstrated its operation 
(such as might flow from the criterion above) are without 
foundation. There are alternative explanations possible for the 
correlation of speech with network structure (and after a very 
brief summary of the argument so far, these can be addressed). 
So, so far both Giles and Milroy have been identified with 
different conceptualisations of 'group', and each has been criti-
cised precisely because each lacks the notion of group with which 
the other is operating. Finally, it is worth turning to their 
potential complementarity, and this can be done by considering 
the ways group in each sense can purport to affect language. 
A picture of interactional contacts such as network analysis 
produces can tell one roughly about the kinds of linguistic item 
that a person is intensively exposed to, and also what forms they 
have a chance to pick up in so far as language learning is con-
sidered from a fairly mechanical perspective in terms of the time 
and ŮŲŠȘWŸȘŤĚ that it requires (cf. Labov 1968:111 cited in 
Afendras 1979:662; Faerch and Kasper 1983:53 on automatisation; 
and Le Page's rider (b) (and (d)) 1980:123-124, p. q5' above). It 
10 
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also ŦŸẂŤVĚan ÙŪTÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚof the nature of the audiences to which 
speakers habitually shape their utterances (cf. Volosinov 1930, 
in Innis 1985:58; Gal 1979:131-132 (for a more symbolic 1nter-
actional formulation p.141)). Ervin Tripp (1969:146) writes: 
'It seems that people talk like those w1th whom 
they have the closest social ties. We do not 
know ŮŲŤȘŸVŤŨXĚwhy this is the case: ŸWĚmay be 
that the features of social relationships wh1ch 
bring about this result are not the same for 
all types of speech similarity. In soc1al net-
works and groups, there is a UŸŦUĚfrequency of 
interaction. The high attraction of others in 
the group or network means that they not only 
serve as models but can also act as reinforcing 
agents in their responses to speech, affecting 
attitudes toward features in the community 
repertoire. In add1tion, there might be 
secondary reinforcement in sounding like a 
valued person.' 
One would want to challenge this by say1ng that frequency of 
interaction depended on the type of network, and that even in 
closed networks, high attraction could not be taken for granted 
(see above). However, in general Ervin Tripp's statement con-
tains a healthy degree of vagueness and uncerta1nty (e.g. re the 
probably differing relationship of network to different levels/ 
types of speech) and this is appropriate to the central fact that 
the data of network analysis are VŬȘŸŠŨĚassociations potent1ally 
comprising a large variety of linguistically consequential af-
fective and role relationships which in their entirety the 
analysis can't possibly itemise (Mitchell 1969:10,11,22). It is 
also worth noting the fairly casual (and definitely non-
behaviouristic) use of the term re1nforcement, which in contrast 
to Milroy's ĜŪŬŲÜĤĞŤŪȚŬŲȘŤÜŤŪWH ÍŸÙÜŮŨÙŤVĚin a suitably undefined 
way everyday processes of tacit rec1procal accommodation, which 
are also much more easily tied in with processes of language ac-
quisition than Milroy's view of the key network mechanism (cf. 
d1scussion of prescript1on in language pedagogy). 
Group in the sense of cognitive category membership would 
seem to have a rather different influence on language. From an 
acquis1tional point of v1ew, an assessment of what group member-
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ships were important to an individual could indicate their 
psychological susceptibility to the speech models perceived 
around them, and how far a kind of socio-affective filter 
might operate in picking up and screening out the linguistic 
data that various social entities provided (as well inhibiting 
or encouraging its ŲŤŮŲŬTẀȘWŸŬŪĞĦĚ
In this sense a person's categorisations and evaluations 
could be seen as 'canalising' their linguistic development 
(cp. Barth 1969:15; Kelly 1963:46-50; Bannister and Fransella 
1980:17; cp. Giles and Byrne 1981). With regard to language 
usage rather than acquisition, Giles et al. have obviously de-
veloped an elaborate account of how category memberships af-
fect linguistic self-projection/accommodation within inter-
actional dyads (e.g. Giles and Smith 1977; Giles and Johnson 
1981; Thakerar, Giles and Cheshire 1982); beyond these and 
ŬẀWVŸTŤĚthe experimental laboratory, a full account of the 
categories that a person identified with and saw around them 
could provide a delicate characterisation of the successive 
interactions ȘŬÜŮŲŸVÙŪŦĚthe mesh of linkages making up their 
network. Such a task would in fact be so immense as to be 
impossible, but if, for example, one concurred with Tajfel 
(1981:229,239) and Giles and Johnson (1981) that strong iden-
tification with a category-membership would lead to its trans-
situational salience and projection, one might feel entitled 
on the basis of an empirical assessment of even one category 
identification, to predict something about the nature of the 
interactional contents ŮŠVVŸŪŦĚgenerally across a personal 
network. Finally, if one really wanted to examine the en-
forcement of linguistic norms within closed networks, the ad-
dition of Giles' account of language and category membership 
would provide an improved (though without ethnographic exem-
plification, still crude) framework for doing so, since it 
focuses on the identity projection and on the psycho-social 
susceptibility (Ryan and Giles 1983) that are both necessarily 
entailed in any 'norm-enforcement' that meets with success. 
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So group-as-interaction/Milroy/network analysis and group-
as-cognitive-category/Giles offer differLng but complementary 
perspectives on language acquisition and use, a point that is 
in fact to some extent self-evident in the way in which they 
relate to different parts of Le Page's hypothesis and riders. 
Now that the task of conceptual ground clearing has been 
completed, drawing attention to the deficLencies and dangers 
as well as the differences and complementarities of these two 
approaches to group membership, the task of outlining a 
methodology that is geared to systematLcally exploring each 
can be commenced. I shall start by outlining an empirical 
lever on cognitive category-membership - Identity Structure 
Analysis (ISA). 
5.4 Identity Structure Analysis (ISA) 
Identity Structure Analysis (henceforth ISA) has been developed 
by Peter PŤŸŪŲŤÙȘUĚas a theoretical and empirical approach to 
psycho-social ÙTŤŪWŸWXHĚ to the ŠȚȚÙŪŸWÙŤVĚand overlaps that an 
ÙŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨĚfeels with regard to the people and groups around 
him (e.g. PŤÙŪŲŤŸȘUĚ1979a; 1979b; 1980). My use of ISA ŴŸŨŨĚ
in fact be very simple, but it is worth setting out some of 
its fundamental assumptions, not only in order to establish 
the ȘŬŪVWŲŠŸŪWVĚwithin which any of my own theorisation of 
ISA results would need to operate, but more importantly per-
haps, to suggest its striking prima facie appropriacy to 
VŬȘÙŬŨŸŪŦẀÙVWÙȘĚconcerns with identity as developed in par-
ticular by Le Page (who is taken up in e.g. ÓŸŨŲŬXĚ1980; 
Trudgill 1980; Romaine 1982; Hudson 1980 amongst others 
(see references in Le Page and Tabouret-Keller 1985:116)), 
but also by Giles. 
I shall first very ŞŲŸŤȚŨXĚoutline a little of what I 
understand to be ISA's antecedents and then define some of its 
key concepts. After that I shall descr1be the way in which it 
could help to ŤÜŮŸŲÍȘŠŨŨXĚ1dentify VŮŤȘÙȚŸȘĚquestions formulated 
by Le Page and Giles. 
5.4.1 
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12 Some of the Background to ISA 
Weinreich identifies two of the major strands behind ISA as being 
personal construct theory (e.g. Kelly 1963; Bannister and 
Fransella 1980; Fransella and Bannister 1977) and psycho-dynamic 
identity theory (e.g. Erikson 1968). Personal construct theory 
appears to influence ISA's account of the basic and formal princi-
ples of cognitive organisation, as well as its empirical method, 
while psycho-dynamic identity theory appears to have influenced 
ISA's model of psycho-social processes. 
Personal Construct Theory in fact seems quite user-fr1endly 
to anyone doing sociolinguistics for several reasons. In the 
first place it conceives of personality as being the way in which 
one makes sense of the world (Bannister and Fransella 1980:17) 
and of man as centrally an 'inquirer'. Constructs are thecate-
gories that we use to segment and interpret our experience, and 
they are built up and modified as we encounter events that repli-
cate (to a greater or lesser degree) our prior experience (B&F 
1980:18,24,25; cf. e.g. Heritage 1984; Hudson 1980). Secondly, 
a lot of attention is paid to the 'grammatical' organisation of 
constructs: constructs are held to comprise two poles and are 
arranged in hierarchies (B&F 1980:20); the sem1otic nature of 
constructs becomes apparent when it is emphasised that a con-
struct is not a 'thought' or a 'feeling' but a 'discrim1nation' 
(B&F 1980:32). Yet a person's construct system is by no means 
completely logical or consistent (the 'fragmentation corollary' 
B&F 1980:26; cf. Le Page and Tabouret-Keller 1982:181 on the 
fragmentariness of grammatical systems), and context-specificity 
is a feature of constructs (the 'Range Corollary' B&F 1980:23). 
Thirdly, the individual has to be the locus of description since 
'persons differ from each other in their construction of events' 
and no two people are identical in their construct systems (B&F 
1980:19,20; cf. Le Page 1978:1,2 and Hudson 1980:12 on the 
uniqueness of an individual's grammar), although people are by 
no means entirely different (B&F 1980:27; Le Page and Hudson 
again). Lastly, the theory emphasises the importance in empiri-
cal work of using an informant's own constructs, their own ways 
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of thinking and talking about things (B&F 1980:65) and WUŸVĚ
clearly makes it useful in cross-cultural studies (Weinreich 
1980:iv). 
Weinreich writes of Personal Construct Theory that 
'Whilst self in that theory is regarded as the 
ŞŠVŸVĚprocess, because of its emphasis on con-
structs and construing, it had not developed 
the more macroscopic concepts concerned ŴŸWUĚ
identity conflict, antagonisms towards certain 
groups and allegiances towards others• (1980: 
iii). 
For these •macroscopic' concepts, he turns to Erik Erikson and 
here notions of identification enter the account. PŤÙŪŲŤŸȘUĚ
describes Erikson's view of adolescence: 13 
'Erikson sees as one of the main "tasks" of 
adolescence: "to re-synthesize all ȘUŸŨTUŬŬTĚ
identification in some unique way and yet ŸŪĚ
concordance ŴŸWUĚthe roles offered by some 
wider section of society" ĜNŲŸÛVŬŪĚ1968:156). 
Identity formation "arises from the selective 
ŲŤŮẀTŸŠWÙŬŪĚand mutual ŠVVŸŸŨŠWÙŬŪĚof ȘUŸŨT­
hood ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪVĒĚ (Erikson 1968:158). He 
is circumspect about viewing the process of 
identification ŸŪĚall or none terms, saying 
that "children at different stages of their 
development identify with those part aspects 
of people by which they themselves are most 
immediately affected" (1968:158) .• 
(1979b:157,158). 
Several things can be drawn out from this: firstly, that 
the notion of identification is a TXŪŠÜŸȘĚone: ÙTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪVĚ
are susceptible to change and modification, a personal history 
perspective is clearly well integrated (e.g. Erikson 1968:21; 
contrast Giles as described on pf q(\ - \00) J and shifts in 
identification are by no means smooth, as Weinreich ŤÜŮUŠVŸVŤVJĚ
'in broadening 'your• set of ŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪVHĚ
there will necessarily be an element of 
reJection of ȘŤŲWŠŸŪĚfeatures of other people 
who form the wider net of those 'you• identify 
with' ĜPŤÙŪŲŤŸȘUĚ1979b:160; Le Page and TK 
1985:184-5). 
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Yet these processes can definitely not be seen as essentially 
pathological ĜPŤÙŪŲŤŸȘUĚ1979a:89; Le Page and TK 1985:184) and 
hence Weinreich recommends that the general term GÙTŤŪWŸWXĚ
conflict' be used sparingly (1979b:106). Secondly, the process 
is socially located, and this can be amplified with a quotation 
from NŲŸÛVŬŪĚon growth: 
'The ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸWXĚsupports such development to the 
extent that it permits the child, at each step, 
to orient himself towards a complete "life plan" 
with a hierarchical order of roles as repre-
sented by individuals of different ages. Family, 
neighbourhood, and school provide contact and 
experimental identification with younger and 
older children and with young and old adults. 
A child, in the multiplicity of successive and 
tentative identifications, thus begins early to 
build up expectations of what it will be like to 
be older, and what it will feel like to have 
been younger - expectations which become part of 
an identity as they are step by step, verified 
in decisive experiences of psycho-social 
"fittedness".' (Erikson 1968:161}. 
Lastly, identifications with the people around are not total, but 
instead partial, being ŴŸWUĚaspects of them rather than whales 
(and in this sense the notion of category eo-membership used 
extensively above (p q3ff meets with some refinement). 
This is particularly important in Weinreich's own ŠTŠŮWŠWŸŬŪĚof 
NŲŸÛVŬŪHĚ since he draws in Construct Theory and characterises 
personal constructs as the ŞŠVŸȘĚ frames through which different 
aspects of people and groups are discerned and then organised 
in the processes of self-alignment and self-distancing consti-
tuting self-definition/identity. 
With this clarification of some of its background as-
sumptions, we can now turn to a fuller specification of ISA itself. 
5.4.2 Key Concepts in ISA 
Some of the 'flavour' of ISA has been suggested, and now more 
VXVWŤÜŠWŸȘĚŤẄŮŬVŸWÙŬŪĚis in order. 
The basic concepts in ISA are the self, ẂŠŲŸŬẀVĚothers (both 
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of these being called ŤŪWŸWÙŤVĞ ÍÏĚ and constructs, which are the 
ways in which individuals interpret the world (in fact, since all 
three are items in a person's mental landscape, there is no es-
sential difference between entities and constructs (cf. e.g. 
Salmon 1976:25): however, the TÙVWÙŪȘWŸŬŪĚis methodologically 
and conceptually very convenient) • The self is analysed in ISA 
into several components: the ideal self - 'me as I would like 
to be'; the past self- 'me as I used to be'; and the current 
self- 'me as I am now'. This already introduces a self-
perceived historical/autobiographical dimension and the scope 
for exploring TÙVŮŠŲŸWÙŤVĚand overlaps between e.g. past and 
ideal selves begins to emerge. Additional selves can be intro-
duced and in ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲHĚ 'me as others see me' ('self for others'), 
which clearly introduces a social dimension and both acknowledges 
the importance of and provides a chance to explore the ways an 
ÙŪTŸẂÙTẀŠŨĚthinks others regard him (cf. Erikson 1968:156; 15 
also Le Page's rider (e) on feedback, e.g. 1980:124,pq) ŸĞĦĚ
ISA doesn't only ÙŪẂŤVWŸŦŠWŤĚ the relationship between 'selves' of 
course, but also explores the relationship between self and other 
entities (individual and group) , with constructs ŮŲŬẂÙTŸŪŦĚthe 
basic vocabulary in which ŲŤŨŠWŸŬŪVUÙŮVĚof similarity and differ-
ence between all these entities in the cognitive landscape are 
investigated. 
These are the fundamental components in ISA and of course it 
needs to be stressed that its value as a way of exploring identity 
centrally depends on the entities and constructs being of symbolic 
/psychological s1gnificance to the ÙŪTŸẂÙTẀŠŨĚ in question. With 
that in m1nd, we can start to elaborate 1n more (though not ex-
haustive) deta1l the concepts and measures bu1lt up from these 
core elements (these are comprehensively and in the ma1n very 
clearly set out in e.g. Weinreich 1980:10-20, which is included 
as Append1x 2) . 
One of the most important concepts is the 'ideal VŤŨȚĤŸÜŠŦŤGHĚ
which We1nre1ch defines as follows: 
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'A person's ideal self-image is defined as his 
construal of "me as I would like to be". The 
person's ideal self-image is the totality of 
all that to which he aspires and includes all 
the characteristics, skills and values he would 
wish to possess' (1980:10). 
In empirical terms a person's ideal self-image is explored by 
asking them to focus on how they would like to be, and then 
asking them to consider the applicability of a variety of quali-
ties and attributes to this conception that they have of them-
selves in the ideal (these qualities and attributes generally 
have emerged from a prior interview with the respondent, and 
have prima facie personal significance to them of one kind or 
another). In ISA terms, respondents rate/indicate the extent 
to which a number of constructs describe the entity 'me as I 
would like to be'. From this the 'ideal self-image' is deduced, 
and this consists of the nature and intensity of the qualities 
that the informant indicates as matching his ideal self. So, 
for example, having previously elicited the constructs 'tall-
short' and 'fat-thin' from the informant, the analyst first pre-
sents them to him/her with the chance to differentiate their 
degrees of relevance (as well as to indicate their total irrele-
vance). When the rating procedure is completed, analysis would 
locate the ent1ty 'me as I would like to be' on the informant's 
rating sheets and, it would then ascertain that the informant's 
'ideal self-image' consisted of being quite thin and quite short, 
or very tall and a little bit fat, or that one or both of the 
constructs had no bearing at all on his ideal self, etc. 
From this notion of the ideal self, Weinreich then proceeds 
to define an individual's 'positive' and 'negative values': 
'A person's positive values are defined as those 
personal characteristics and guidelines for 
behaviour which he aspires to implement for 
himself in accordance with his ideal self-image.' 
( 1980:11) • 
Empirically his positive values are taken to be those qualities 
and features which the informant aligns w1th the entity 'me as I 
would like to be', so that in the trivial examples above, in the 
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first case 'quite thinness and quite shortness' would be positive 
values, in the second 'very tallness and a little bit fatness'. 
In fact, one may have reservations here about Weinreich's use of 
the term 'value', and what he calls 'positive values' should 
probably more parsimoniously be called 'attributes-one-would-
16 
personally-like-to-possess'. This is because 'value' connotes 
moral and cultural systems which are much larger and more dif-
ferentiated than the personal aspiration being ŤÜŮŸŲÙȘŠŨŨXĚad-
dressed here and a simple example illustrates the difficulty of 
Weinreich's usage. If I am a teacher and I rate my ideal self 
highly on the construct 'in command', it does not follow that I 
would necessarily appreciate the quality ·ŸŪĚcommand' in my 
pupils: a virtue in one person can seem a defect in another, 
and the use of the term 'value' to describe what may be a highly 
contextualised judgment is potentially misleading. However, this 
criticism can be regarded as essentially terminological (though 
it needs to be made early on to prevent confusion when it comes 
to the theoretical interpretation of results): Personal Construct 
Theory's 'range' and 'fragmentation corollaries' (see above) 
clearly address this issue and in fact Weinreich himself builds 
into the ISA computational procedure a measure VŮŤȘŸȚÙȘŠŨŨXĚ
designed to broadly identify constructs which are likely to be 
positively valued in relation to one entity and negatively with 
respect to another ('Structural Pressure on Constructs' 1980: 
17-19). So the procedure is by no means incapacitated by this 
criticism, and we may proceed with its exposition. 
'Negative (or contra-)values 
A person's negative values are defined as the 
contrasts of his positive values, that is, those 
characteristics and patterns of ŞŤUŠẂŸŬẀŲĚ from 
which he would wish to dissociate' (1980:11) 
It is worth suggesting that these might be more precisely called 
'qualities/features ŴUŸȘUĚthe informant would personally not like 
to possess', but beyond that the centrality of the ideal self to 
both positive and negative 'values' becomes apparent: while 
positive values are those sides of bipolar constructs which in-
formants associate with 'me as I would like to be', negative 
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values are their equivalents on the opposite poles. So that if 
I say I aspire to fatness, fatness is described by Weinreich as 
a positive value and thinness a negative or contra-value. 
From these definitions of 'positive values' and 'negative 
values', there emerges 
'Positive role model (and reference group) 
A person's positive role model (reference group) 
is defined as some other person (group) construed 
as having many of the attributes and values to 
which he aspires, that is, ones associated with 
his ideal self-image; 
Negative role model (and reference group) 
A person's negative role model (reference group) 
is defined as some other person (group) construed 
as possessing many of the attributes and contra-
values from which he wishes to dissociate, that 
is, ones aligned ŴŸWUĚhis contra-value system.' 
(1980:12). 
Empirically, ŮŬVÙWŸẂŤĚrole models/reference groups are taken to 
be those that are ȘŬŪVWŲẀŤTIŦŸẂŤŪĚconstruct ratings comparable 
to 'me as I would like to be', whereas negative ones are the 
opposite of ideal-self construals, and it is worth adding here 
that the ISA procedure allows for up to fifty entities (indi-
viduals, groups, events, issues of symbolic importance) to be 
processed by the computer at any one time (though in practice, 
fifty is likely to be too many for respondents) . Thus a wide 
range of significant others can be included. 
Greater specification of the ŲŤŨŠWŸŬŪVUÙŮĚbetween entities 
and the ideal self-image is given in terms of the following: 
GŅTŤŠŨÙVWŸȘĚÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚ (positive role model 
and reference group) 
The extent of a person's idealistic identification 
with another is defined as the degree of VÙÜŸŨŠŲÙWXĚ
between the ŰẀŠŨÙWŸŤVĚhe attributes to the other 
and those he would like to possess as part of UŸVĚ
ideal self-image. 
ĿŬŪWŲŠĤŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚ (negative role model and 
reference group) 
The extent of a person's contra-identification with 
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another is defined as the degree of similarity 
between the qualities he attributes to the other 
and those from which he would wish to dissociate' 
(1980: 13) • 
These descr1ptions are fairly self-explanatory, and follow logic-
ally from the exposition above. Empirically, ISA provides a 
computational procedure which produces indices to ind1cate the 
different degrees of identification (both contra- or idealistic) 
that any individual entertains towards the entit1es w1th1n his 
psycho-social field. Thus, ISA quantifies the extent to which a 
person aspires (or doesn't) to be like his mother, his father, 
his friends, politicians etc. etc. 
These are concepts pivot1ng on the 'ideal self'. As indi-
cated above however, the ISA procedure also entails informants 
expressing themselves with regard to 'me as I am now', and 'me 
as I used to be'. 
'Current self-image 
A person's current self-image is defined as h1s 
construal of "me as I am now"; 
Past self-image 
A person's past self-image is defined as h1s 
construal of "me as I used to be" . ' ( 1980: 12) 
Each of these prov1des the anchor for an analysis of the differ-
ent types of identification that an individual may have with the 
entit1es around him. 
'Current identification 
The extent of a person's current ident1f1cat1on 
with another is defined as the degree of 
similarity between the qualities he attributes 
to the other, whether "good" or "bad", and those 
of his current self-image. 
Past identification 
The extent of a person's past identif1cation with 
another is defined as the degree of s1m1larity 
between the qualities he attributes to the other, 
and those of his past self-image.' (1980:13) 
The use of the terms 'good' and 'bad' obviously raises the same 
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objections as 'value', since by 'good' and 'bad' Weinreich is 
referring to qualities as these stand in relation to the ideal 
self-image. But in practice this is a relatively fussy criticism 
since 'goodness' and 'badness' are not relevant to current and 
past identification anyway. Otherwise the similarity of the pro-
cedure here to the way in which idealistic identification is cal-
culated makes it easy to comprehend how these are operationalised, 
despite the selves which form the pivots for each type of identifi-
cation measurement being different. 
Two more relatively basic concepts in ISA are worth outlined 
here. The first of these is 'identification conflict', which can 
be defined both in relation to the current and the past self-
images: 
'Identification conflicts 
In terms of the person's current self-image, the 
extent of his identification conflict with another 
is defined as a multiplicative function of his 
current and contra-identifications with that other. 
(A similar definition holds for identification 
conflicts in terms of the person's past self-image 
by substituting past for current identification) ' 
(1980: 14) • 
In other words, if a person has (current) conflictual identifi-
cation with regard to a particular entity (person or group) , he/ 
she would on the one hand regard them as similar to him/her in 
some respects while at the same time seeing in them qual1ties 
from which he/she would wish to be personally dissociated: if 
both current and contra-identification with those others grew 
simultaneously, so would the identification conflict experienced 
17 in relation to them. 
'Ego-involvement 
A person's ego-involvement with another is defined 
as his overall responsiveness to the other 1n 
terms of the extensiveness both in quantity and 
strength of the attributes he construes the other 
as possessing' (1980: 16) • 
Empirically, this is a measure of how much of a response a par-
ticular entity elicits from a respondent, and an index of ego-
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involvement is calculated on the basis of (a) the number of 
constructs that the informant sees as relevant to the entity: 
(b) strength of the ratings on construct scales and (c) the 
importance that the informant attached to the constructs in-
volved when s/he gave them an 'ego-rating' (Weinreich 1980:A6; 
see below Ch.8.3 for a clarification of (b) and (c)). A person's 
ego-involvement w1th an entity can be rephrased as its psycho-
logical salience for him/her. 
These are the ISA concepts of wh1ch I shall make most use, 
and Appendix 3 consists of an extract from Weinreich (1980) 
wh1ch explains in detail how the quantitative indices used to 
represent these concepts are calculated. In fact, there are a 
number of other concepts which have been omitted here - e.g. 
self-involvement, evaluation of others, ambivalence and ego-
ambivalence towards an ent1ty, self-esteem, overall identity 
diffusion - and this is because, as I stated at the outset, my 
own use of ISA will be relatively simple, descriptive and static. 
I shall not be investigating the interactions of the elements 
outlined above in any complexity, or attempting to characterise 
with any sophistication the psycho-social dynamics on wh1ch ISA 
offers an empirical angle, whether these are to be exam1ned at 
the level of the group or of the individual (for a full b1blio-
graphy of studies using ISA, see Weinreich 1980, 2nd edn). 
However, instead of merely turning straightaway to my own 
small empirical exploration, it is worth considering some socio-
linguistic themes in the light of what has been outlined above, 
since I think that ISA has the potential to be very useful, par-
ticularly in quantitat1ve soc1ol1ngu1st1cs. 
18 5.4.3 The Scope for ISA in Sociolinguistics 
A number of compatibilities have already been suggested between 
the psycho-soc1al approach in ISA, and Le Page's theor1es (e.g. 
on the fragmentar1ness of many construct systems and Le Page's 
conception of linguistic knowledge; on the uniqueness of the 
ind1vidual's construct and lingu1st1c systems and the consequent 
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need to start description with the individual; on the relevance 
of the 'me-as-others-see-me' entity to Le Page's feedback rider). 
A few more conceptual resemblances merit attention before the 
prima facie empirical utility of ISA to Le Page's approach is 
suggested. 
In all of the main ISA concepts outlined above, the focus of 
attention is on a relationship between others and the self - even 
measures such as 'evaluation of another' rely for their definition 
on some aspect of the informant's image of his self. Comparably, 
Le Page (1986:6,7) writes as follows about his enterprise: 
'The question of personal identity is supremely 
important to us as human beings 
Basically we are concerned here to try to estab-
lish as clearly as possible the foundations on 
which the interlocking human identities of self 
and group rest. We are confronted with the 
absolute basic duality in mankind's nature, in 
that we are gregarious, and that ••• the identity 
of the individual is realised through his re-
lationship to social groups.' 
In Le Page's conception, every speech act is addressed to an 
audience which comprises not only an alter but (presumably by 
virtue of the reflexity of talk (Mead 1934:Pt II)) also an ego -
an image of the self, the purpose being to explore the relation-
ship between self and other. The relationship between others and 
the self are obviously the staple of ISA. 
The notions of growth in Weinreich and Le Page's approach 
are very similar: compare the quotations from Weinreich and 
Erikson on pp. 110 ŸŅŨŨĚ above with Le Page: 
'I wish to be able to describe the behaviour 
of this girl ••• in such a way as to reveal 
something of the process of growing up in a 
fluid multilingual society, of choosing an 
identity and a social role; to say something 
about the way in which the concept of what it 
means to be a Belizean in this newly-independent 
country is developing, is revealed by linguistic 
symptoms and so on. I wish to do so in such a 
way that I may reveal something of general value 
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about the way in which societies come into ŞŤŸŪŦĴĚ
jell; and then TŸVVŬŨẂŤĚ •.. This child's be-
haviour is idiosyncratic at each stage of her 
development, but each stage reflects something 
of the stereotypes she has created in her mind 
about her own VŬȘŸŤWXĦĚ As she gets older, the 
stereotypes change, and probably harden. She is 
like other members of her peer group, but not 
ÙTŤŪWŸȘŠŨĚto any of them. By being half ÓŤẄŸȘŠŪĚ
and half Creole she straddles the two maJor 
cultural groups in the ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸWXJĚ their ŐŮŠŪŸVUĚ
is broken Spanish and their Creole is broken 
Creole. Truly therefore, both their languages 
and their identity are emergent.' (1978:1,2). 
Le Page's stereotypes are of the same phenomenological order as 
Weinreich's entities and constructs; for both growth is seen ŸŪĚ
terms of ȚŨẀŸTĚexperimental ŮŠŲWĤÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪVHĚ stabilising to 
some degree when some GŮVXȘUŬĤVŬȘŸŠŨĚfittedness' is (temporarily) 
found. And while Le Page expresses it here in social terms 
('societies come into being; jell; and then dissolve'), else-
where his ŪŬWŸŬŪĚof focusing and diffusion are clearly stated as 
internal processes (Le Page and Tabouret-Keller 1985:181). They 
find a VŬŮŸVWÙȘŠWŤTĚ (and ŬŮŤŲŠWÙŬŪŠŨŸVŤTĞĚ analogue in ISA 
ŪŬWŸŬŪVĚof identity diffusion and ÙTŤŪWŸWXĚ foreclosure. The 
former is conceived of dispersion and magnitude (spread and in-
tensity) of a person's identity ȘŬŪȚŨŸȘWVĚ (see above), or 
'as a function of the extent to which the 
ŸŪTÙẂÙTẀŠŨGVĚ identifications with others 
straddle values associated both with people 
he would mostly ŴŸVUĚto emulate and ŴŸWUĚ
those he would more ŨŸÛŤŨXĚŴŸVUĚto reject' 
(Weinreich 1979b:160). 
In other words, when a person sees attributes in the people he 
likes which are however also evident in those he wants to dis-
VŬȘŸŠWŤĚ from, there may be problems forming a coherent 'value' 
system. In contrast in ŸTŤŪWÙWXĚ foreclosure (which admittedly 
seems to be a rather extreme condition) , 
'The conflicts and confusions have been lessened 
by avoidance. The individual's sense of 
direction and self is forever fixed, as ŸWĚ is in 
response to a withdrawal from conflict areas a 
rigid closing off of ŮŬVVŸŞÙŨÙWÙŤVGĚ ĜPŤŸŪŲŤŸȘUĚ
1979b:159, ȘŸWÙŪŦĚHauser). 
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The comparability between Le Page's account of what happens at 
the level of language and ISA's account of process at the level 
of identity are striking: since Le Page is eager to extrapolate 
from linguistic data to psycho-social processes, in principle 
ISA would appear to offer an excellent method for investigating 
the extent to which a shift in levels is empirically justified. 
Beyond, or indeed founded on their theoretical compati-
bility, it is important to stress the empirical convenience of 
ISA with regard to Le Page's theoretical extrapolations. For 
example, according to McEntaggart and Le Page (1982), their 
hypothesis demands that all social and psychological factors be 
taken into account at once (1982:123) and indeed data is col-
lected on a larger number of factors such as location, age, sex, 
religion, political activism, wealth, self-reported ethnicity 
etc. (1982:118). The next stage is identify1ng correlations 
between these and speech and it is after that that the theoreti-
cally crucial operation takes place, which involves deriving 
hypotheses and suggestions about people's aspirations and iden-
tifications from the emerging correlations. What matters most 
to Le Page is obviously not so much the 'object1ve' facts of an 
individual's relative social position (cp. Milroy for that), as 
the way in which they represent this to themselves cognitively. 
Without requiring a great deal of prior sociological analy-
sis of the environment, ISA goes to the perceived reality 
directly, and it explores this empirically. Rather than a 
person's aspirations and identifications being the subject of 
the researcher's suggestions and inferences, the informant in 
ISA is afforded a chance to express these himself in some detail 
when he/she is given the rating booklet (cf. below Ch.8.3). And 
because the constructs used in the rating procedure have been 
carefully elicited through conversation, when Weinreich's method 
then proceeds to produce quantified indices, these do not 
straightforwardly involve a choice 'between statistically com-
parable but dehumanised answers, and linguistically and socially 
informative conversations' (Le Page and McEntaggart 1982:115). 
It no longer seems true that 
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'a high level of VWŠWŸVWÙȘŠŨĚsophistication 
seems to militate against anything except 
rather superficial observations' (1982:115). 
Of course both the intrusion of a pencil and paper methodology 
and the ŤŪVẀŸŪŦĚcomputational procedures raise problems about 
the 'emicness' of the ŤÜŤŲŦŸŪŦĚpicture (see below 5.6.3). Never-
theless ISA would seem to offer scope for substantial methodologi-
cal advance for 'acts of identity' VŬȘÙŬŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘVĦĚ
It is important however not to allow this very striking com-
patibility of approaches to occupy one's vision entirely, and to 
ignore the extent to which ISA could be usefully brought to other 
studies concerned ŴŸWUĚlanguage and socio-psychological identity. 
Giles and his associates develop the ȚŬŨŨŬŴŸŪŦĚtheory of the 
relevance of group membership to language: 
'individuals are more likely to define an encounter 
ŴŸWUĚan outgroup person in interethnic terms and 
to adopt VWŲŠWŤŦŸŤVĚ for positive ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚ
TÙVWŸŪȘWÙẂŤŪŤVVĚwhen they: 
1. identify strongly with their ŤWUŪŸȘĚgroup which 
ȘŬŪVŸTŤŲVĚ language an important dimension of 
its identity; 
2. make insecure ÙŪWŤŲŤWUŪŸȘĚȘŬÜŮŠŲŸVŬŪĚ (for ex-
ample, are aware of ȘŬŦŪŸWÙẂŤĚŠŨWŤŲŪŠWŸẂŤVĚ to 
their own group's status position); 
3. ŮŤŲȘŤŸẂŤĚ their ingroup to have high ethno-
linguistic vitality; 
4. perceive WUŤŸŲĚ ingroup boundaries to be hard 
and closed; 
5. identify strongly with few other VŬȘŸŠŨĚcate-
gories; 
6. perceive little overlap with the outgroup 
person in terms of other social category 
memberships; 
7. consider the social identities deriving from 
other social category memberships are rela-
tively inadequate; 
8. perceive their status ŴŸWUÙŪĚthe ethnic group 
to be higher than their intragroup status in 
their other social category memberships.' 
ĜŇŸŨŤVĚ and Johnson 1981:240). 
(When the focus shifts from ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚto large scale ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚ
processes and the WŬŮŸȘĚbecomes the likelihood of a migrant minori-
ty group achieving native-like ŮŲŬȚÙȘŸŤŪȘXĚŸŪĚ the dominant group's 
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language, 6 is dropped and 5,7 and 8 are comb1ned (G1les and 
Byrne 1982)). In fact, this list is not quite as parsimonious as 
Le Page's and the relationship between the variables it outlines 
is not entirely clear. Certainly their presentation as a list of 
separate propositions suggests that each is discrete and at the 
same level of abstraction, whereas in fact strength of identifi-
cation in proposition 1 can be seen to some extent as superordi-
nate, others 1n varying degrees proposing angles from which this 
can be viewed. For example, with regard to proposition 4, Giles 
and Johnson talk of 'strength of boundaries', and by this they 
mean the cross-situational relevance of a particular category 
membership: yet this is elsewhere straightforwardly linked with 
strength of identification (1981:233; Tajfel 1981:239,229; 
see also Giles and Johnson (1981:236) on 'hard boundaries' 
leading to 'strength of identification' as well). Propos1tions 
7 and 8 also look like angles on proposition 1, although else-
where discussion of boundaries (this time in terms of 'value') 
is framed in terms of ethnolinguistic vitality (G&J 1981:234) so 
here it looks as though proposition 4 is replicating/defining 
proposition 3. Giles' propositions lack Le Page's tidiness: 
they are however explicitly provisional and maybe they can be 
preferred in so far as they explicitly include perceptions of 
the socio-structural environment within which intergroup rela-
tions are set (e.g. in proposition 2, which focuses on the per-
ceived stability and legitimacy of the intergroup context) • 
Whatever the merits or demerits of these two influential 
formulations of the relationship of identity and cognitive cate-
gory membership to language, ISA can be a useful too119 to Giles 
as well as to Le Page, as can be briefly indicated below. 
Propos1tion 1: ... strength of identification with their 
ethnic group which considers language an important part of its 
identity. ISA indices offer measures of the strength of past, 
current and idealistic identification, and inclusion of constructs 
relating to language (e.g. 'should maintain home language' -
'should learn English') could address the question of whether 
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language is 'cons1dered' an important element of identity (while 
obviously not exhausting the issue of their interrelationsh1p!). 
Proposition 3: ••• perceptions of high ingroup ethno-
linguist1c v1tality. The approach of Giles et al. to perceived 
ethnol1nguist1c vital1ty is through the 'Subjective Vital1ty 
Questionnaire' (e.g. Bourhis, Giles and Rosenthal 1981): the 
kind of questions it asks could of course be transformed into 
bipolar constructs and used in the ISA rating procedure. There 
are certainly problems attendant upon supplying (rather than 
eliciting) constructs to informants, but if these could be over-
come and the personal significance of the 'SVQ' questions as-
sured, ISA could provide data on ethnolinguistic vitality as per-
ceived in a var1ety of groups. 
Proposition 5: .•• strong identificat1on w1th few other 
social categories. ISA of course provides a way of exploring 
how much and 1n what ways a person identifies with a range of 
entities. 
Proposit1on 7: ..• inadequacy of the social identities 
deriving from other social category membersh1ps. This could 
certainly be addressed by ISA if adequacy was conceptual1sed in 
terms of 'identificat1on conflict'. Thus a person might have 
strong current identification with a range of ent1ties (e.g. 
ethnic ingroup, professional ingroup, religious 1ngroup etc.) 
but where any of these also 1nvolved strong contra-identification 
(and hence identification conflict) these could maybe be con-
ceptualised as 'inadequate' (though here it seems very poss1ble 
that the different social psychological theories with which Giles 
and Weinreich operate, might clash rather substantially). 
Proposition 8: •.. perceptions of intra-ethn1c status, com-
pared with intragroup status in other social category-memberships. 
ISA gives respondents four opportunities to express their views 
of how others see or used to see them (two relating to the 
present, two to the past). Thus a person could report on 'me as 
my ethnic group sees me' vs 'me as my professional colleagues see 
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me', and e.g. the evaluation indices with regard to each could be 
taken as an indication of the status that the informant felt ac-
corded to them within each group. 
Quite how ISA might approach Giles et al.'s other propo-
sitions is not as clear (e.g. proposition 2 and 4), though the 
selection of apposite constructs could represent one approach 
(e.g. to address the question of 'legitimacy' subsumed in 2, 
something like 'deserve their advantages' vs 'don't deserve 
their advantages' might do). My purpose is not to seek a precise 
operationalisation of these propositions, and in fact there is 
one difference between Giles' approach and Le Page's which is 
particularly important as far as the relevance of ISA is con-
cerned. For Giles and Johnson, the basic identity perception 
appears to be 'I am a---', whereas for Le Page (and Weinreich) 
it is much more 'I am like---'. The first of these formulations 
ties in with the prLmary attention which Giles gives to interac-
tional dyads: speakers are implicitly viewed as stepping in and 
out of the ethnic and social roles which constitute the re-
stricted range appropriate to and available within VŮŤȘŸȚÙȘĚ
interactions. Here language usage signals which category-member-
ships speakers are taking up, and the empirical task of tying 
language up with a particular identity is comparatively straight-
forward since understanding the interactional context gives the 
analyst clues as to what the relevant identities are at that 
time. In contrast, the 'I am like ---' formulation is not geared 
in the same way to the analysis of specific interaction: it is 
more geared to growth and development and in Le Page's work, to 
the demographic distribution of linguistic forms which results 
from the differing patterns of identification that arise amongst 
a range of individuals over a broad expanse of space and time. 
Within the short course of single interactions, people may take 
up identities wholesale (become X's), but their development over 
a longer ŮŤŲŸŬTĚwill result from a more general appraisal of 
these temporary ŤẄŮŤŲŸÜŤŪWVĚ in identification. And in this con-
text, 'who are you like?' is a much more useful question than 
'what are you?', although at the same time, the empirical socio-
linguistic task becomes much harder, since language now has to 
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be seen as a kind of archeological repository for a much more 
unrestricted range of identifications. These two perspectives 
on identity are not incompatible, but while ISA could be useful 
to Giles et al. in certain respects, it is clearly better VẀŸWŤTĚ
to Le Page's, which is what my own approach approximates here. 
So now some of the background assumptions, some of the key 
concepts and methods of ISA have been outlined. So too has ŸWVĚ
prima facie applicability to general sociolinguistic concerns. 
How far this attractive conceptual compatibility (particularly 
with Le Page) can ultimately be empirically realised will partly 
emerge in some of the analysis below. 
But now we can turn from the question of psycho-social 
identity to the issue of interactional network association. 
5.5 Network Analysis 
Network Analysis is much more ȚŠÜÙŨŸŠŲĚŸŪĚsociolinguistics than 
ISA, so it does not require an extensive exposition of basic con-
cepts such as density, range centrality etc. (the reader is 
referred to Appendix 4 , containing a succinct ŤẄŮŬVŸWŸŬŪĚ from 
Boissevain 1974). I shall of course define the way it would need 
to be used to make it compatible with ISA, but perhaps more Ÿ­
portantly, especially ŸŪĚ light of the criticisms made of Milroy 
above, I shall try to outline how much I think it is that network 
analysis actually allows one to say. After that, I shall de-
scribe how I choose to use it, and why. 
5.5.1 The Lim1tations of Network Analysis 
It has already been suggested ( in footnote 4 ) how Network 
Analysis developed in ŲŤŠȘWŸŬŪĚto structural ȚẀŪȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚsociology/ 
social anthropology which saw people ŤŪŠȘWŸŪŦĚthe norms which 
they had ŸŪWŤŲŪŠŨÙVŤTĚas a consequence of their positions in the 
VŬȘŸŠŨĚstructure, ŸŪĚsuch a way that society ŲŤÜŠŸŪŤTĚin homeo-
static equilibrium (Boissevain 1974:Ch.1; Mitchell 1969; 1973). 
Network analysis was TŤVŸŦŪŤTĚto take in account people's devi-
ŠWŸŬŪVĚ from WUŤŸŲĚnormative roles, to reckon with personal inter-
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est, and to 'explain the is, the being and the becoming of social 
institutions' (Boissevain 1974:5). Given the structural-
functional orientation of much quantificational sociolinguistics, 
the movement of Milroy and others towards network analysis has 
been very understandable (though for a challenge to the lin-
guistic counterpart of (Durkheim's) notions of structure, 
function and equilibrium - the Saussurean notion of system - one 
must turn not to Milroy but again to Le Page (Milroy 1980:23,24 
ŸÒŤĚPage and Tabouret-Keller 1982)). 
Setting goals does not of course guarantee WUŤŸŲĚultimate 
achievement; this must depend on the way in which a conceptual 
apparatus is applied and with regard to network analysis, assess-
ments of success in general can be left to VŬȘŸŠŨĚanthropology. 
Cross-disciplinary borrowing (such as sociolinguistics') is unlike-
ly to be motivated by the same goals as its 'feeder TÙVȘŸŮŨÙŪŤGHĚ
its own problems being only partially addressed by what it takes 
from elsewhere, and thus it may well have neither the ȘŠŮŠŞÙŨŸWXĚ
nor time to attend adequately to the development of a conceptual 
'programme' within that programme's 'native territory'. This is 
a perfectly ordinary state of affairs in interdisciplinary re-
search, but it does have certain implications for how that 
borrowing is enacted in the first place: it is essential that 
the 'hypothesised' is distinguished from the 'accepted', and par-
ticular attention must be given to what the ŬŲÙŦŸŪŠWŬŲVĚthem-
selves perceive to be theoretical and methodological limitations 
and difficulties. When you borrow an idea or scheme, it is much 
better to be conservative in your claims and be told later by 
those better in the know that you have been too modest, than to 
make strong claims which soon turn out to be spurious. 
So what do I think that Network Analysis can do and say? 
Firstly, at least in Mitchell (1969,1973) and Boissevain 
(1974), network analysis is not a proper theory but rather an ap-
proach to analysis (Boissevain 1974:9; indeed also Milroy 1980: 
46). It is flexible- able to focus on a variety of behavioural 
and affective dimensions of social relationships ĜŁŬŸVVŤẂŠÙŪĚ1974: 
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45ff; Mitchell 1969:27-29) -but it is also very approximative: 
'Size, density, degree of connexion, centrality 
and clustering are all statements about the 
theoretical possibility of a person to transact. 
In the same way mult1plexity, transactional con-
tent, directional flow, frequency and duration 
of interaction are indicators of the possible 
importance of various links. Together they help 
establish a statistical portrait of the form and 
content of a person's network. They help to 
bu1ld a model of his social universe which en-
ables us to formulate hypotheses about the way 
he may behave, given the constraints of his 
cultural and phys1cal environment. It 1s well 
to remember, however, that both content and the 
form of networks of social relations are con-
stantly shifting. Though the concepts discussed 
here give greater precision to the study of 
social relations, they cannot be used to pred1ct 
with certainty which course of alternative 
actions will be followed. But they 1ncrease the 
probab1l1ty that we can pred1ct ŸĚcorrectly 
by adding an extra dimension to our understand1ng 
of social behaviour' (Boissevain 1974:45; my 
emphases) (see also 1974: 37). 
The cla1ms being made here are modest: network is seen as simply 
adding another level of social analysis, it purports to talk 
about potential rather than actual assoc1ations, and clearly a 
whole dimension of cultural analys1s is needed before it can make 
sense within any given setting ('given the constra1nts of his 
cultural ••• environment'; cf. my cr1ticisms of Milroy). 
This emphas1s on network analys1s as often (though not 
always) summarising potential rather than actual interactional 
l1nks means that broad network descriptions are analytical entl-
ties, not cognitive entities for participants. Part1cipants may 
recogn1se certain aspects of an analytically conceived network 
(for example, 'friends of friends'); and when social anthropolo-
gists cons1der 'action-sets' (networks of assoc1ation as these 
are actualised in relation to well def1ned social goals, such as 
a funeral or election (Mitchell 1969:38-40)), presumably what 
observers descr1be as a network can correspond to a unit per-
ceived by insiders (e.g. 'my electoral supporters'). But usually 
a network measure cannot be said to correspond to local cognitive 
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representations of 'group' as these latter shape and are shaped 
by continuous VŬȘŸŬĤȘẀŨWẀŲŠŨĚactivity. 
However, the status of most network portraits as essentially 
etic observer entities does not mean that local perceptions can 
be ignored (cf. 'given the ••• ' immediately above). This applies 
whether the focus is 'concrete networks' or 'analytic'/insti-
tutional networks (in the particular sense of Mitchell 1969:44ff). 
'Analytic'/institutional networks entail abstracting from the 
multiplex relationships of real life whichever role-relation/ 
single strand is relevant to the analyst's wider concern with 
social structure. Thus,focusing on the enactment of teacher-
pupil roles within dyadic settings, network analyses could inti-
mate the extent to which relationships from outside that dyad 
hindered or facilitated successful role performance (1969:46). 
However, although such an analysis entails separating out one 
element from a number which are complexly interwoven in a VŬȘŸŠŨĚ
ŲŤŨŠWŸŬŪHĚ the exercise requires that that strand is 'phenomenolo-
gically distinct' (Mitchell 1973) and meaningful to par-
ticipants. Analysis of 'concrete networks', which does not ex-
tract one element for particular attention, likewise requires 
that the ways in which the analyst conceives of relationships 
have currency amongst network members themselves, since other-
wise it would be ŸŮŬVVÙŞŨŤĚto talk of the 'social bonds' and 
personal relationships that NA depicts as, for example, chal-
lenging the normative moral order (Boissevain 1974:Ch.2). 
Despite such network descriptions offering an overview inac-
ȘŤVVŸŞŨŤĚ to insiders, they still depend on drawing out insider 
meanings; if they didn't,they couldn't claim to account for 
ŮŬWŤŪWŸŠŨĚinteractional relationships (Mitchell 1973; 1969:20, 
26,40; Anwar 1979:77; Saifullah Khan 1974), merely hypothetical 
ones, and network analysis would presumably be a different (non-
empirical?) research activity with nothing to say about culture. 
Finally, the difficulty of analysing and identifying the 
strands in a relationship are acknowledged, and in this sense, a 
network description can be said to give an analysis of 'potential' 
interactional links not only because shifting circumstances push 
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some into prominence while others recede, but also because of 
the intrinsic inaccuracies of the analysis 1tself; 'potential' 
here meaning 'likely' in the sense of 'I guess'. Of multiplexity 
in relation to other network concepts, Bo1ssevain writes: 
'of these, the most complex 1s the notion of 
multiplexity .•• 
.•• This is an abstraction from 1nteractional 
reality of a different order than the others, 
and hence more diff1cult to use. (Is conver-
sation exchanged between A and B because they 
are distant relat1ves, neighbours, fellow 
teachers, or all three?)' (1974:45) (see also 
Mitchell 1969:22). 
Beyond this, network analysis also sometimes summarises or com-
pares relationsh1ps between quite large numbers of people, 
amongst whom there may be variations and differences in the con-
struction and 1nterpretation of relat1onships (Bo1ssevain 1974: 
30,31). So in addition to the fluidity of social relat1ons them-
selves, and the difficulties of identifying strands, network 
analysis is also approximative in representing general 1nter-
actional experience within any given locality. 
How does this affect what network analys1s can therefore be 
used to say? Aga1n not being engaged in soc1al anthropology, I 
can't give any kind of comprehensive answer, but as far as my own 
use of NA is involvement, it suggests the following: 
network analysis can make statements about a person's 
overall interactional involvements, but these are 
necessarily very approximative. A fair amount of ethno-
graphic work is needed to establish the cultural validity 
of any interactional strands that the analyst focuses on, 
and even then s/he cannot be sure whether these comprise 
the substances of interact1on at any one time; in ad-
d1t1on, if such strands are used in group portraits, they 
cannot be assumed to be relevant to all. 
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5.5.2 A Preview of the Use of Network Analysis Here 
With these limitations of network analysis clearly to the fore, 
and in order to facilitate comparison with ISA, it is helpful 
to preview my own exploratory use of NA. To do so, my research 
questions, the nature of the social group I am investigating 
and the constraints of my own data all need to be borne in mind. 
The first thing to be said is that I will not be giving 
affect (Boissevain 1974) or 'intensity' as Mitchell calls it 
(1969),any great prominence in the network measure to be de-
veloped below, because I am keen to avoid simply replicating my 
ISA measures as far as is possible: the two senses of 'group' 
need to be kept distinct in empirical analysis. Admittedly, 
affect will form part of a baseline for the selection of people 
to include in an ego's network: in general only those non-kin 
regarded as 'best friends', 'good friends' and 'quite good 
friends' will be counted (i.e. those classified under 'I like 
them' and 'I don't like them' will usually not figure). However, 
while degrees of affect will in this way guide the initial stages 
of network measure construction (so that the resulting analytic 
focus cannot be regarded as exclus1vely behavioural) , other di-
mensions of social association will be more to the fore. 
The next issue relates to the fact that the social group I 
am studying is multi-racial, and that ethnicity will be the sub-
ject of analytic concern. Thus Gal's (1979) use of network 
analysis within a bicultural setting immediately springs to mind 
as a useful reference point. Gal's method entailed differenti-
ating individuals in terms of the social composition of the1r 
networks and she describes the extent to which their contacts 
over a given time involve people of peasant and worker status. 
One problem with Gal's measure however, is that it centrally 
rests on frequency of contact (1979:134), which can be rather a 
fragile approach to describ1ng group involvement and the cultural 
accommodation that interactive group membership is held to entail. 
Boissevain (1974:34) writes: 'Frequency of interaction ••• may 
often be but is not always, an index of the actors' investment in 
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the relat1on'; M1tchell describes the relevance of frequency of 
contact to network analyses as 'marginal' (1969:29) and Ervin 
Tripp (1969:143-145) outlines cases where 'communicative 
frequency is h1gh but speech distinctiveness ..• maintained', 
concluding that 'High frequency of communicat1on is a necessary 
but not a suff1cient cond1t1on for increased l1nguist1c simi-
larity.' Of course 1t suited Gal's purposes well, and produced 
excellent results; but there are in general good grounds for 
doubting the reliability of frequency of contact as a factor 
leading to cultural similarity. In seeking a measure of inter-
active group involvement in new research sites, it would be safe 
to look for addit1onal approaches which would d1fferentiate daily 
contact with milkmen from daily contact with kin (this is espe-
cially important in urban settings, when 1n contrast to the 
village setting invest1gated by Gal, e.g. tradesmen may well be 
much more anonymous figures) • Accord1ngly in my own network 
ind1ces, while frequency of contact forms another part of the 
baseline for inclus1on as part of a person's network (so that 
everybody included is reported by ego as be1ng seen at least a 
few WŸŤVĚa week), further means of differentiating network re-
lationships need to be explored, and this will be done by 
grafting some of M1lroy (1980) onto Gal's approach. 
For reasons to be outlined below, I shall not in the main 
be studying a partial network cluster or constructing a sociogram 
in the manner of Labov (though cp. Chapter 14). This means that 
measures of network involvement such as 'centrality' and 'degree 
of connection' (Boissevain 1974:40-42) will not be appropriate. 
Density, which reflects the extent to which the people around a 
person know each other independently of him or her (Boisseva1n 
1974:37-40; M1lroy 1980:49-50), might have been appropriate, but 
this was not in fact used for two reasons: firstly, and most 
importantly, I was not in a position to contact everyone named as 
part of ego's network in order to see how far they knew each 
other; and secondly, since many of those named went to the same 
school and lived 1n the same ne1ghbourhood, the dens1ty of every-
body's network m1ght have been very great. A measure better able 
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to discern how well people knew the individuals around them 
promised to be more discriminating. 
Such a measure is multiplexity, which identifies the number 
of ways in which two people are associated with each other 
(Boissevain 1974:28-32; Milroy 1980:51-52; cf. also Fishman on 
'redundancy' 1972:23}. 'Ways' is a suitably vague term, and 
multiplexity has been used to describe a number of different 
'contents' passing across 'network links'. Boissevain describes 
it in terms of the number of specific social relations which 
'derive from the many different activity fields in which each 
[person in a particular link] participates. They are in fact 
role relations' (1974:28}. Others describe multiplexity more 
concretely in terms of the types of behaviour exchanged in a 
relationship (Kapferer 1969; see also Mitchell 1969:20-24}. 
Also, there are considerable difficulties in actually identifying 
what the strands in a relationship really might be, as was 
pointed out above ĜŸȚĚŘŸŸĤŨŸŬĞĦĚ However, ŮŲŬẂŸTŤTĚthat both of 
these definitional issues are properly addressed, multiplexity 
is a particularly apposite notion here for two reasons. Firstly, 
it gives an indication how far calling someone a friend is ac-
companied by interactional experience: in this way, it supple-
ments frequency of contact as a way of qualify1ng the affective 
element forming part of the network measure baseline - it ensures 
that indices reflect more than admiration/liking from a distance. 
Secondly, as intimated above, it lends an element of subtlety to 
'frequency of contact' itself. Ervin Tripp (1969} considers 
'cohesiveness' a necessary adjunct to 'communicative frequency', 
and multiplexity provides one angle on this. It enables daily 
contact with a cousin to be distinguished from daily contact with 
a shopkeeper. 
So what I propose to do is to adapt a relatively sensitive 
measure of social involvement (such as Milroy attempts to use in 
a ?mono-cultural? setting} to a multi-/hi-cultural setting such 
as Gal's. The ŞẀVŸŪŤVVĚof defining strands in a relationship 
will be conducted at length below, but the overall procedure can 
be broadly outlined as follows: 
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(i) attention will be given to people in an individual's 
social field with whom they have relatively frequent 
contact; amongst those who are not kin, only those 
considered broadly as 'friends' will be included. 
Thus in Boissevain's terms, the focus w1ll be on the 
personal and int1mate zones (A and quite a lot of B) 
in an ind1vidual's first order/primary networks (1974: 
24,45-48). 
(ii) These contacts will be differentiated in terms of 
their ethnicity, and the extent to which a particu-
lar ethnic group comprises these zones of a person's 
primary network will be represented as a percentage 
(roughly as per Gal). 
(iii) This percentage will however be strongly qualified 
by taking into account the multiplex1ty of each of 
these relationships, multiplexity being defined 1n 
terms of the number of doma1ns (see below Chapter 6) 
in which a person eo-participates with each of the1r 
contacts (very roughly as per Milroy, though see 5.3 
above, and 7.4.1 below). 
From this it must already be clear that my network indices 
will normally summarise (a) an individual's involvement with a 
wide variety of others (b) across a wide range of settings. It 
will not generally (c) attend in spec1fic emp1r1cal deta1l to the 
linguistic and cultural behaviour of these 'others' w1th whom an 
individual is associated and it will not (d) focus on linguist1c 
behaviour within a h1ghly specific inst1tut1onal sett1ng. Gal 
and M1lroy do (a) and (b) 20 whereas Labov (1972b:Ch.7) investi-
gates the l1nguist1c behaviour of each member of the networks he 
studies, and describes the distr1but1on of lingu1stic items 
across the network 1n a way that allows him to specify how each 
member stands in relation to the norms set by particularised 
leaders (in consequence there is scope to study the social life 
of linguistic forms which are entirely specific to each net-
work). In addition to this (wh1ch = (c)), the speech elicited 
is s1tuated in peer-group settings (= d) • 
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Given that many anthropological studies have apparently 
focused on (c) and (d) (Boissevain 1974:35; also Mitchell (ed.) 
1969), why opt for broad indices? There are three reasons, all 
of them relatively practical. Firstly, this was the first investi-
gation of this research site, and rather than specify a particular 
setting and 'miss', it was more cautious to cast a fairly wide net. 
Secondly, it fitted satisfactorily with the use of secondary 
sources to identify speech forms typically associated with par-
ticular ethnic groups/language backgrounds. Thirdly and most im-
portantly, ISA as used here will be seen as general and fairly 
transcontextual in scope, not ȘŠVWŸŪŦĚlight on context-specific 
identifications (see 4.4.3 1 also 8.1). To match this, a 
broad portrait of social networks was felt appropriate. 
This then gives a picture of some of the intrinsic limita-
tions of network analysis (5.5.1), and of the type of generalised 
index of 'primary' network involvement that I shall be deploying. 
The task now must be to draw ISA and network analysis together, 
in order to define what my combination of them can be said to 
show. 
5.6 Combining ISA and Network Analysis 
What this combination shows, can be discussed from three angles: 
firstly, in terms of the data-coverage it gives; secondly, in 
terms of the different levels of abstraction at which ISA and NA 
operate, and lastly, in terms of how far the picture to emerge 
really represents socio-cultural life within the locality. 
5.6.1 Coverage of Empirical Data 
Network analysis will be used to summarise in an approximative 
way how much interactional involvement each informant has with 
different categories of people, interactional involvement being 
conceived of in terms of the number of strands in a relationship, 
in addition to frequency, and with non-kin, general affect. 
ISA will be used to ÙŪTŸȘŠWŤĚeach individual's patterns of 
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psycho-social ŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚwith people and groupings 
selected from both ŸŪVÙTŤĚand outside their interactional 
networks. Patterns of network involvement and psycho-social 
identification will then be compared across a group of indi-
viduals. 
The table below shows the complementarity of NA and ISA 
ŸŪĚterms of WUŤŸŲĚempirical coverage: 
TABLE 5. 1 THE EMPIRICAL COVERAGE PRODUCED BY THIS COMBINATION 
OF ISA AND NETWORK ANALYSIS 
The Variables Given 
Empirical Assessment 
Type of regular 
associate 
Number of ways a person 
is linked to their 
associates 
Attitudes towards 
ÙŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨVĚ
Attitudes towards 
ingroups and outgroups 
perceived in the 
environment 
Which Variables Each Analysis Measures 
Network Analysis 
I (roughly as per 
Gal) 
(very roughly as 
I per Milroy's 
multiplexity) 
X 
X 
Identity 
Structure 
Analysis 
X 
X 
I 
I 
5.6.2 The Respective Levels of Abstraction at PUŸȘUĚISA and 
NA Operate 
It has been suggested earlier that the two ŪŬWŸĲŪVĚof group that 
are the concern of this study are on the one hand behavioural and 
on the other psychological. Follow1ng from that, 1t has been 
stated that network analysis is a broadly behavioural measure 
whereas ISA 1s attitudinal. 
This means that ISA and NA will stand in a relation of part-
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to-whole in terms of the coverage that they give to people's 
social lives. There is no such thing as behaviour without mind, 
and so it would be an absurdity to conclude that any empirical 
relationship between network structure and cultural forms re-
flected the influence of behaviour as opposed to cognition. 
Milroy's study may emphasise behaviour and observational ẂŤŲŸ­
fiability, but for network to have any effect on language, 
psychological processes are of course covertly implicated. Thus 
the role of ISA vis-a-vis NA will not be to try and measure 
ŠWWÙWẀTŤVŸĚbehaviour, but rather to attempt to make explicit 
one or two of the numerous psycho-social relationships which 
network analysis encompasses without specifying. Certainly 
within sociolinguistics, network indices take within their view 
a potentially vast number of separate social ties comprising a 
variety of affective and role relations which are only crudely 
distinguished (Gal), if at all (Milroy): guided by what is held 
to be particularly critical to language use (i.e. by theories of 
language and identity) , the function of ISA will be to focus on 
JUSt a corner of some of these. However, despite its concern 
being narrow, it will shed some empirical light on what otherwise 
remains in the realm of speculation if one's only tool is NA. 
The relationship between ISA and NA is depicted below: 
SOC..lflcL 
LA--N er u A: cs r 
11+-t> v G- \-\: T 
ŸŞĚ
A C...T \0 "l 
\N 
ŨÔØWŸŸĚ
1\SSo C..lA-Ito ŸĦĦĦĦĦĦĦHŚĦĦĦĦĚ
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5.6.3 The Relationship of This Combination to Local Socio-
Cultural Categories 
So ISA and NA exist in a relationship of part to whole. Of 
course so too do both in relation to real life, and the question 
arises, how far do the selective categorisations and the pro-
cedures which form the basis of measurement in each, coincide 
with the ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸŤVĚoperating within the social field that they 
are designed to elucidate? In other words, how far can ISA and 
NA - particularly in my use of them - be seen as producing either 
emic or etic portraits (see p.2i ĦŸĚŮŸVĚIOO-IoS). 
It would certainly be incorrect to claim that as used here, 
NA and ISA are capable of modelling the socio-linguistic systems 
at work in Bedford, and that their use constituted some kind of 
ethnography of language use. In the first place, the ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪVĚ
guiding this part of the research were formulated with reference 
to a body of theory prior to involvement in the field, and the 
basic questions ȘŬŪȘŤŲŪŸŪŦĚthe two senses of group were not sub-
ject to ŲŤẂÙVŸŬŪĚor inductive reformulation as new data was en-
countered (in this sense the research was not 'interactive-
adaptive' (Hymes 1980:92)). These hypotheses were not originally 
defined on the basis of 'a comprehensive ethnography' (Hymes 
1980:91); the linguistic data was elicited in fairly abnormal 
social settings to be construed in a-contextual terms (see Ch. 
9. 2) ; and the empirical analysis will ŤŪWŠŸŨĚvarious forms of 
ŰẀŠŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪHĚnot the test of commutation (Hymes 1980:62-87; 
Erikson 1981:17-22). Quite a good deal of effort is made to 
elicit judgments and to identify institutions ŴUŸȘUĚare ÜŤŠŪŸŪŦ­
ful to informants ŸŪĚtheir everyday lives (see 'P I\ 'l. 01.loove. , ŸĚ
Chapter 6 below) but rather than being ŤẄŠÜŸŪŤTĚin their own 
terms in order to grasp their ÙŪWŲÙŪVŸȘĚorganisation, these con-
structs and institutions are fairly ŲŠŮŸTŨXĚconverted into input 
for the ISA and network analyses. To use Hymes' terms, 'the 
second order language of ŠŪŠŨXVŸVGĚ enters 'the first order 
language of description' fairly ŰẀŸȘÛŨXĦĚ
So ISA and NA as used here clearly do not constitute an 
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ethnography, and the focus is much more on 'operationalising' 
ideas which are clearly and coherently formulated with reference 
to an academic community. Specifically, a major thrust is (a) to 
define network involvement in a way that would be sufficiently 
explicit and systematic to allow one to gloss a strong associ-
ation between network and behaviour as more than just a strong 
correlation between network and behaviour (cp. Milroy's con-
clusion 1980:200); 21 and (b) to use a clear and explicit notion 
of identification. However, this does not of course mean that 
insider categories can be ignored, and the justification for 
trying to reckon with them is twofold. 
Firstly, as must be apparent from 5.5.1 above, it is neces-
sary to try and work out how a 'community' organises its life 
simply in order to achieve a better rather than a worse approxi-
mation, and to achieve a better translation22 of the variables 
requiring examination when a hypothesis is proposed such as 'when 
you have a lot of interactional ties with people whom you 
identify ŴŸWUĚethnically, you will generally use a lot of 
ethnically marked variants in your speech.' All surveys are only 
approximative and they never produce a clear view of how it feels 
for each person, or of the conventions each perceives or operates 
with, but by framing instruments in terms which could have local 
meaning, you decrease the chances of producing uninterpretable or 
fluke results (i.e. you increase construct validity). Indeed it 
is possible in this way to narrow the number of elements that in 
any survey one has to take for granted, so that I would say that 
potentially ISA and NA have a chance of quite accurately sub-
stantiating variables in the hypothesis if: (i) ISA computa-
tional procedures accurately model/do not ẂŸŬŨŠWŤĚwhat it means 
to identify with an entity. If, for example, the self is a 
crucial point of moral and psycho-social orientation for my in-
formants, then ISA can claim to produce a valid-ish picture of 
important relationships (provided also that ISA's aggregation of 
separate evaluative dimensions isn't too great a travesty of 
psycho-social processes). If on the other hand, another entity 
is psychologically crucial - for ŸŪVWŠŪȘŤHĚ 'we' rather than 'me' 
as may be the case in some Muslim societies (Dr Gundes Vassaf: 
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personal communication) - its results are likely to be inconse-
quential. (ii) If the domains which I shall isolate in due 
course, accord with VŬȘŸŬĤȘẀŨWẀŲŠŨĚreality in Bedford, the net-
work indices may adequately capture what it means to be familiar 
and to have social ties with someone. (iii) If the interview 
from which speech variants were selected was not unusual, it may 
be valid to talk of general linguist1c effects; and (iv) if 
people were not put off by pencil and paper, (again) ISA results 
may not be trivial. Clearly the research is still taking a lot 
for granted, indeed more than is listed here no doubt, but less 
than if the constructs used in ISA had all been supplied by the 
researcher, and less than if no effort at all were to be made to 
examine the cultural authenticity of the domains that will be 
used in assessing multiplex1ty. 
The second justif1cat1on for trying to ascerta1n emic cate-
gories, is that while the 'first order language of description' 
is here rather quickly fed 1nto 'second order' analys1s, it 1s 
not thereby destroyed, but rema1ns available for more ethno-
graph1C purposes (cf. ŮĦŸŎĚ above). Thus in contrast to M1lroy's 
aprioristic and uncorroborated adoption of work and the neighbour-
hood as signif1cant settings, the attempt below to ident1fy 
domains ŴŸWUĚreference to the relevant ethnograph1c literature 
provides a substantiated background against which doma1n-specific 
variations in language usage can be described (see Part III) • In 
other words, while in its present use, doma1n is merely an input 
to statistical analysis, elsewhere it is treated as an active 
component in local sociolinguist1c organisation. Likewise con-
structs may here serve merely as anonymous grist to ISA compu-
tations, but they can be adapted to qualitative analysis and in 
Part III, for example, one such construct ('speaks normal 
English' vs 'don't know much English') serves as an important 
value in an account of the ecology of sociol1nguist1c prest1ge. 
5.7 Summary 
This part of the thesis is an invest1gat1on of social var1ation 
in speech and 1t is informed by fairly recent critic1sm of ap-
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preaches which select pre-given and only aprioristically rela-
tional social categories as their extralinguistic variables. Its 
underlying assumption, following Le Page, is that group affili-
at1on is not simply fixed at birth, but that it is fluid, negoti-
able and subject to continuous and unpredictable processes of 
destabilisation and reaffirmation in the course of each person's 
social experience. Given this view, an understanding of the 
demographic distribution of speech requires an account of the 
social and psychological allegiances and alienations character-
istic of each speaker at any given time, and it is towards such 
an account of individuals, their relationships with one another 
and the reflections of these in their speech that the current 
enterprise is directed. 
Two different conceptualisations of 'group' lend themselves 
as complementary perspectives on these processes. The first con-
centrates on habits of social interact1on and takes a behavioural 
focus, leaving unspecified the innumerable ways in which partici-
pants construe the stream of encounters constituting their social 
lives. In contrast, the second attends more precisely to the 
variety of ways 1n which participants operate with the cognitions 
'them' and 'us', wh1ch in different forms and with different de-
grees of intensity constitute the psycho-social substance of an 
encounter and direct its course. Both of these ways of looking 
at groups and group-belonging acknowledge changeability, yet in 
so far as the first concentrates on behavioural action, which is 
normally publ1c and intersubjective, it produces an account of a 
person's social location as a relatively (though only relatively) 
stable phenomenon. Group allegiance conceptualised in cognitive 
terms can complement this by giving an account of how a person 
may either desire to embrace or reject the current array of his 
social ties, and how he may construe and use the cultural re-
sources that his interactional liaisons make available to him. 
As far as language is concerned, group-belonging in the first 
sense (defined in terms of habitual interactions) concentrates 
on what a person inherits from others, and the speech forms 
which, all th1ngs being equal, s/he is likely to develop through, 
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and to use ŸŪHĚ reciprocal accommodation to the people around. On 
the other hand, group allegiance defined in terms of a particular 
'us' will direct analysts to his/her particular susceptibility 
to, and ŮŲŬÚŤȘWŸŬŪĚof, speech forms specifically associated with 
the group affiliation in question. Milroy and Giles stand as key 
representatives of sociolinguistic efforts to examine the impact 
of group in each sense, and in fact as Le Page's hypothesis and 
riders intimate, each has the capacity to enrich the other, so 
that Milroy's speakers would acquire minds of their own and 
Giles',biographies of interactional experience. 
A survey based on these premises requires appropriate 
empirical tools: Identity Structure Analysis offers leverage on 
group membership as psycho-social identification (as well as 
being highly compatible with Le Page in terms of theory) , and de-
spite some misuse of it by ÓŸŨŲŬXHĚ network analysis can broadly 
illuminate patterns of interactional involvement. Each of these 
requires ethnographically sensitive data as 'input', and ŴUŸŨŤĚ
their ȘŬÜŞŸŪŠWŸŬŪĚcannot be said to model local VŬȘŸŬĤȘẀŨWẀŲŠŨĚ
categories and processes, its immediate concern with analytic 
and theoretical concepts does not result in that data's irrevo-
cable ẂŸŬŨŠWÙŬŪĦĚ
These then are the theoretical assumptions on which the en-
VẀŸŪŦĚŤŪWŤŲŮŲŸVŤĚ ŸVĚ based; such are its antecedents and such is 
its inter-disciplinary VŸWŸŪŦĦĚ ŅŪŤẂŸWŠŞŨXĚin the course of 
drawing this outline, quite ŤẄWŤŪVŸẂŤĚ references have already 
been made to methodology, in order to define the ŬŮŮŬŲWẀŪÙWŸŤVĚ
and ŨÙÜŸWŠWÙŬŪVĚwithin ŴUŸȘUĚtheoretical extrapolation would need 
to operate. Now however it is time to shift away from this theo-
retical perspective on method towards the application of these 
approaches in a particular social setting, governed by the con-
straints of field-work. 
Let us turn now to assessment of ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪŠŨĚ involvement 
via network analysis. ØUŸVĚŴŸŨŨĚ first of all require that we 
construct a model of ĜVŬȘŸŬŨŸŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĞĚ domains. 
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NOTES 
1. 'Secular linguistics' is the name given by Trudgill (1978: 
llff) (after Labov) to quantitative linguistics as exempli-
fied in e.g. Trudgill (ed.) (1978): Sociolinguistic 
Patterns in British English. 
2. In fact within sociolinguistics, it is not absolutely clear 
that the adoption of NA (network analysis) has been origin-
ally motivated by the desire to see people as persons with 
relationships rather than as units of population - for both 
Labov and Milroy (1972b:256; and 1980:40), networks were 
advocated to a considerable degree as a way of overcoming 
the observer paradox (indeed, Milroy 1980:139 likens her 
network indices to SES). Of course, just because you didn't 
envisage it originally doesn't mean that you can't enjoy 
what turns out to be a benefit. 
3. See also Labov (1972a:25,39) who also asserts the value of a 
psycho-social account of individuals above units of popu-
lation approach. 
4. It is interesting to compare these developments in the 
notion of group-membership with some (not such recent) de-
velopments in anthropology. Mitchell (1969) describes three 
different orders/conceptualisations of social relationship: 
' (a) the ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸËĤŸŸŸŸŸĚby means of which the be-
haviour of people is interpreted in terms of 
action appropriate to the position they occupy 
in an ordered set of positions such as in a 
factory, a family, a mine, ••• 
(b) the ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸËŸŸËĤŸŸŸŸŸĚby means of which the be-
haviour of people in unstructured situations may 
be interpreted in terms of social stereotypes 
such as class, race, ethnicity 
(c) the ŤŸŸŸŸŸŸËĤŸŸŸŸŸĚby means of which the behaviour 
of people ••• may be interpreted in terms of the 
personal links individuals have with a set of 
people and the links these people in turn have 
among themselves and with others' (1969:9,10). 
Network analysis is represented in (c) and emerged out of a 
dissatisfaction with (a) : 
'structuralist ÙŪWŤŲŮŲŤWŠWŸŬŪVĚinvolve generalisations 
about the behaviour of people in terms of the positions 
they occupy in the social system but ••• these general-
isations based as they are on abstractions ignore indi-
vidual deviations from the pattern' (1969:9). (Also 
Boissevain 1974:Ch.1). 
Reverting to sociolinguistics, 'early' quantificational stu-
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dies using categories like SES, sex etc. can be aligned 
with (a) in ŲŤŠȘWŸŬŪĚto ŴUŸȘUĚnetwork studies developed 
(Milroy 1980:135; Gal 1979:Ch.5); Le Page's work is a 
bid for the importance of (b) . 
5. It is worth pointing out that ŸŪĚ fact Labov's empirical 
methodology doesn't permit him to investigate this dis-
tinction, even if he had had the ŬŲŸŦŸŪŠŨĚŸŪWŤŪWÙŬŪĚof 
doing so. 
In the case of the Jets in particular, there are two 
problems. The first relates to the use of sociometric 
naming techniques in general, which are themselves intrinsi-
cally ambiguous in terms of whether the associations that 
respondents report reflect aspiration (= identification with 
a cognitive category) or behaviour (= interactional experi-
ence). (Thomas summarises their use by psychologists as 
'an attitude measure with essentially a behavioural 
orientation' (1984:63)). The second problem follows on from 
this and relates to the way that Labov characterises the two 
clusters ŸŪĚ the Jets' core, so that again it ŸVĚnot clear 
whether we are dealing with aspiration or behaviour. One 
cluster is defined in relation to a particular ŠȘWŸẂŸWXĚ-
pigeon fancying - and this has implications for contact and 
multiplexity VŸŪȘŤĚ individuals are likely to meet and talk 
on rooftops. The second cluster, however, appears to be 
defined wLth reference to the central boys' status as the 
best ȚŸŦUWŤŲVĦĚ Is this a shared activity generating 
'sustained' social exchange ŸŪĚthe way ŮŸŦŤŬŪĚ fancyLng Ls? 
Also, ŸVĚ this not an activLty intrinsically more oriented 
to intra- and intergroup comparison than ŮŸŦŤŬŪĚ fancying 
('best' fLghters)? If social category identification 
affects language differently from interactional experience 
(cf. Ervin ØŲŸŮŮĚ1969:151-2), isn't the language behaviour 
in the reputation-based group (the fighters) going to be 
slightly different from the activity-based one (fliers)? 
Indeed, not only does there appear to be an unrecog-
nised TÙẂÒVŸŬŪĚamongst so-called 'core' members, between 
those amenable to analysis in terms of interactional ex-
perience ŸĚthose amenable to analysis in terms of iden-
tification: this division draws one to wonder precisely 
how valid it is to group these two clusters together ŸŪĚ
the single category 'core'. 
In fact, there is also a third problem. Labov doesn't 
clearly indicate what he means by status (1972b:276) - does 
he mean low prestige or ÙŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚexcludedness? - and 
VŸŪȘŤĚ the existence of additional substantive criteria ŸVĚ
only hinted at in a footnote (1972b:279; contrast however 
p.261 on the T-hirds), the basis by which he distinguishes 
secondary vs peripheral Jet members is also rather unclear 
(some peripherals are not older, and if having other inter-
ests LS one of the distinguLshing features of being a 
ŮŤŲŸŮUŤŲŠŨHĚ are not the pigeon fanciers in some sense 
ŮŤŲŸŮUŤŲŠŨVĹĞĦĚ So even ŴÙWUŸŪĚthe ŲŤȘŸŮŲŬȘŠŨĚŪŠÜŸŪŦĚ
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rationale, the logic by which Labov constructs his hierar-
chic sociogram the Jets is not apparent. 
Overall, it seems to be an amalgam of ambiguously 
psychological and network (and demographic) elements; while 
the duality of Labov conclusions are in tune with this 
analytic method, it clearly does not have an underlying 
theoretical basis compatible with my own, and is not capable 
of giving empirical clarification to the interaction vs 
identification issue. 
6. This formulation receives support from e.g. Brown and 
Levinson (1979:299) in so far as they define network-type 
groups as 'concrete' and 'eo-active' (my emphasis); from 
Wallman (1978:205-207), where the notion of an interactive 
network is implicit in 'interface', which is distinguished 
from 'ident1ty' partly on the grounds of its being 'real', 
'observable' and at the level of action; and from Mitchell 
(1974). 
7. Also most noticeably the rationale she offers to justify her 
'segmentation' refers outside the community to academ1c stu-
dies in sites which may ŞŤŸĚdifferent - e.g. in Mexico 
(see also the remarks vis-a-v1s Labov 
8. E.g. 1980:141,195,199,200,175,176,136. 
9. Ironically it results in precisely the type of determinism 
that network analysts saw in structural-functional sociology, 
and which they developed NA in order to try to escape. 
10. In addition one might criticise Milroy's formulat1on of this 
chain in terms of causation rather than interaction: pre-
sumably norm-enforcement increases network cohesion (e.g. 
Mitchell 1969:37), and language behaviour certainly changes 
norms. 
11. The implications of norm-enforcement perhaps need to be 
drawn out, together with the further difficulties they 
raise. ENforcement implies explicit comment on deviant 
behaviour-and negative sanctions (almost coercion?) and if 
norm enforcement is the central mechanism by which dense 
multiplex networks maintain speech homogeneity (as Milroy 
implies e.g. 1980:Ch.7), one would expect the slightest 
'errings' from the local speech 'orthodoxy' to be highly 
salient and frequently remarked upon. Given the degree of 
speech similarity amongst central network members, one would 
therefore expect incidents such as the one with the 
Ballymacarrett youngsters (M1lroy 1980:61) to be so common 
that one may only conclude that Milroy has simply failed to 
draw from her corpus the innumerable instances of such 
rebukes which would provide excellent and fascinating sub-
stantiations of her argument. This in fact seems unlikely, 
an extremely high frequency of such incidents seems there-
fore improbable, and the validity of the norm-enforcement 
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argument falls further into doubt. In contrast, reinforce-
ment as a term has none of the same connotations o£ an ex-
plicit local 'ideology of language'. 
Certainly both Gal (1979:106,142) and Labov (1972b: 
257,281) also refer to the norm-enforcement mechanism, but 
for ne1ther is 1t as central as it is in Milroy's view: 
both give much fuller cons1deration to other effects of net-
work membership. Also, Labov is talking about a rather dif-
ferent types of organisation from Milroy: whereas Milroy is 
looking at a relatively stable and long-term community, 
Labov is focusing on more of a 'coalition' - on a gang 
(Boussevain 1974:Ch.7). Labov's group is highly self-
conscious (see above), with elaborate membership structure 
and rules (e.g. 1972b:275,288) and within it language is 
often ritually performed and as a result expl1citly attended 
to. It is therefore by no means obvious that any norm-
enforcement mechanisms operating within this context can be 
automat1cally assumed to function in residential adult com-
munities (as does Milroy 1980:175,176). 
In Gal's case, the claims being made about the 
linguistic influence of 'norm-enforcement' are, also in 
comparison to Milroy, relat1vely humble, relating only to 
the choice of German vs Hungarian, or standard vs non-
standard. In contrast, in Belfast norm-enforcement is sup-
posed to affect very subtle d1fferences in phonolog1cal 
shape, often without any of the variants being clearly 
marked as standard (1980:119,196). One can much more easily 
imag1ne members noticing the relatively large-scale switches 
Gal refers to. 
12. For a further exposition, see e.g. Weinreich (1980:i-iv). 
My selection and emphasis of ISA's antecedents is obviously 
influenced by my concern w1th ways 1n which it might be 
tied in with quantitative sociolinguistics. 
13. In fact, Erikson appears to regard identificat1ons as 
settling after adolescence (Er1kson 1968), a view that 
Weinreich certainly does not straightforwardly adopt (cf. 
Personal Construct Theory's 'Experience' and 'Modulation 
Corrolaries' (B&F 1980:24-26; Kelly 1963:72-82: also with 
regard to language, cf. e.g. Nash (1982) on the potential 
mutability of competence after adolescence). 
14. In fact, entities can be more than this: 'person, thing or 
event', 'people, groupings and issues of symbolic meaning 
to the 1ndividual' (Weinreich 1980:3). 
15. 'If ..• we speak of the commun1ty's response to the 
young 1ndividual's need to be "recognised" by those 
around h1m, we mean someth1ng beyond mere recog-
nition of achievement; for it is of great rele-
vance to the young individual's identity formation 
that he be responded to and be given function and 
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status as a person whose gradual growth and trans-
formation make sense to those who make sense to him' 
( 1968: 156) • 
16. In fact, it is not uncommon to confuse aspiration with 
evaluation e.g. Hargreaves (1967:77). 
17. NB Weinreich (1979:92): the topic is not here a condition 
of generalised 'identity-conflict', but rather conflictual 
identification ŴŸWUĚspecified others. 
18. On an exploration of ISA in relation to bilingual identity 
see Northover (1983). 
19. It is ŸÜŮŬŲWŠŪWĚto stress 'tool' in the case of ISA's rele-
vance to ŇŸŨŤVHĚ since its theoretical compatibility is 
nowhere near as clear as it is with Le Page. (In fact, 
quite often, it seems to me, Giles' epistemology seems 
rather uncertain (cf. Rampton 1983) .) 
20. Though Gal and Milroy approach description of the linguistic 
behaviour correlating with their relatively general network 
portraits in rather different ways. Milroy's focuses on the 
'vernacular', a positivistic and in ethnographic terms, an 
a-contextual notion from which Gal is keen to dissociate 
herself (Gal 1979:7-9; see also Hudson's review of Milroy 
(1980) (1982:200ff); and for a summary of criticisms of the 
attention-to-speech vernacular paradigm Rampton (1985a, 
1986)). Gal's own approach to matching a broad network 
measure with a broad account of speech is to examine a range 
of contexts which are nevertheless ethnographically specific 
(1979:135). 
21. In general, the mixture of components in Milroy's indices 
(gender, kinship, residential proximity, friendship, quanti-
ty of contacts) is such that it looks as impossible to ab-
stract from her results to, for example, the discussion of 
particular 'institutional' networks (cf. section 5.5.1, p.126; 
Mitchell 1969:44ff). Her conclusion that in effect the 
validity of network indices emerges from the strength of the 
correlation they produce (pp.201-202) constitutes an ad-
mission that network as she uses it is not motivated by 
either more specific or more general theoretical questions. 
An if-it-works-it-works approach such as this is not con-
ceptually generative: it also opens the door to gerry-
mandering. 
22. All empirical research is a process of WŲŠŪVŨŠWŸŬŪĚbetween 
ÙŪVŸTŤŲĚand outsider idioms. 
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CHAPTER 6 
6. A MODEL OF DOMAINS 
Several aspects of my ŬŮŤŲŠWÙŬŪŠŨŸVŠWÙŬŪĚof interactional in-
volvement have already been outlined: I shall be focusing on 
the 'personal and ŸŪWÙÜŠWŤĚzones' of each informant's primary 
networks; network contacts will be differentiated in terms of 
their 'bio-ethnicity'; an attempt will also be made to gauge 
the multiplexity of these relationships; multiplexity will be 
defined in terms of 'domain eo-participation'. 
Working backwards, the first task will be to ȘŨŠŲŸȚXJĚ what 
is meant by domain? what domains can be said to exist in the 
neighbourhood ŞŤŸŪŦĚstudied? how can settings be ȘŬÜŞŸŪŤTĚinto 
domains? These are the main ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪVĚ that will be handled in 
this chapter. In the chapter following this, we ŴŸŨŨĚaddress 
questions concerned ŴŸWUĚthe reliability of the data on domaLn 
ȘŬĤŮŠŲWÙȘÙŮŠWŸŬŪĦĚ Immediately after that, other elements ŸŪĚthe 
construction of indices of ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪŠŨĚ involvement will be 
fully discussed, and then a VȘŬŲŸŪŦĚprocedure will be outlined 
and informants will be assessed in terms of Lt. 
6.1 The Task of Identifying DomaLns 
A domain ŸVĚdescribed by Fishman as a ȘŨẀVWŤŲŸŪŦĚof congruent 
VŤWWŸŪŦVHĚ topics, role-relations, language choice and at a higher 
level, value systems: a domain is a set of typical eo-occurrence 
relations and ŸŪĚurban settings social life might be, for example, 
divided ŸŪWŬĚdomains such as 'family', GȚŲŸŤŪTVUÒŮGHĚ GŲŤŨÙŦŸŬŪGHĚ
GŤTẀȘŠWŸŬŪGĚ and 'employment' (1972:47). In this way TŬÜŠŸŪVĚbear 
a close conceptual resemblance to social institutLons (Fishman 
1972:45). 
Domains are constructs which can have either etic or emic 
status. A TŬÜŠŸŪĚcan have local socLo-cognitLve currency, active-
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ly used by members of a community to 'guide them through the 
infinite encounters of daily interaction' (1972:51; also p.49) 
and in Fishman's view, identifying such domains is the 'central 
task of descriptive sociology of language and it can only be 
accomplished by painstaking research - utilizing all the 
available social science methods: participant observation, 
interviews, surveys and ŤẄŮŤŲŸŤŪWVĚtoo' (1972:51). However, 
domains can also be used as analytic yardsticks by which, for 
example, processes of language shift are measured and ŸŪĚsuch 
cases, where perhaps differences in the allocation of codes to 
domains occur, the local socio-cultural significance of domains 
comes into question, obviously particularly amongst those who 
no longer mark it in their linguistic behaviour. The results 
of such analyses is an interesting comparison by means of etic 
domains. 
What are the implications of this for the current enter-
prise? In terms of ŲŤŮŲŤVŤŪWŸŪŦĚthe extent to which a person ŸVĚ
likely to feel VŬȘŸŠŨĚties with another, it is important that as 
far as is possible, domain is used as at least a potentially emic 
construct, so that people with relationships across three domains 
can be held to be probably more involved with one another than 
those with single domain connections. But of course precisely 
the same caveats will apply that were mentioned generally in re-
lation to network analysis: namely, that one is talking in ap-
proximative terms about potential connectedness - one is general-
ising across a range of individuals and one cannot be certain 
that all operate with the same segmentations of social life (see 
1 5.5.1). 
In practical terms then, this means trying to identify 
distinct sets of values likely to eo-occur with particular 
clusters of settings, along with particular groups of role-
ŲŤŨŠWÙŬŪVUŸŮVĚand/or types of interlocutor. And an additionally 
useful source of information would be the patterns of language 
use typically associated with any such clusterings that emerge. 
In the current research, three data sources will be con-
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sulted: I shall draw on my own observation where this is appro-
priate, I shall use my informants' own accounts of what types of 
people they see where, using which languages; and finally I 
shall refer quite extensively to ethnograph1c literature on 
people of South Asian extraction in Britain in order to compen-
sate for my own lack of first hand knowledge in a number of 
2 
spheres. 
Four domains will be proposed - home, school, peergroup 
recreation and the adult (eo-ethnic) commun1ty - but three clear 
problems arise. These four doma1ns may be more or less in tune 
with the partitions in social life set up 1n studies concerned 
with urban life (e.g. Fishman 1971), but it certainly cannot be 
generally assumed that a single invariant list of domains is 
adequate for all settings (e.g. Fishman 1972:119) and 1n part1-
cular, there may well be difficulties involved 1n transferr1ng 
categories of social organisation appropriate to city life to 
communities who still have strong links with rural society. This 
is a point made by Saifullah Khan (1974:179ff) 1n connection w1th 
Mirpur1 immigrants in Bradford and it could well apply to the S1tu-
ation in Bedford also. Nearly all of ny South Asian 1nformants' 
parents were born in the Indian subcont1nent, and the majority 
of these came from villages, to which most of my 1nformants have 
returned for visits. So some caution needs to be exercised 1n 
proposing the relevance of these four domains. 
A second related problem l1es in devising doma1ns for com-
munities whose social organisation is to some degree undergoing 
rapid change, as is often the case with fairly recent immigrant 
minor1ties. This being the case, models derived either from 
urban industrial settings, or from rural agricultural ones may 
not qu1te f1t. 
A f1nal, and different problem with these domains lies 1n 
the multi-ethn1c compos1tion of the group I am studying. It 1s 
central to the notion of multiplex1ty that the items counted as 
strands are potentially emic, and that they could accord w1th 
participants' own sense of what the distinctive components 1n a 
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relationship can be (see section 5.5.1). It follows from this 
that if I want to use domain eo-participation as the basis for 
deciding multiplexity, the domains that I isolate will have to 
have some chance of according with my informants' own sense of 
the main social arenas in their lives, as far as their sense of 
these is ascertainable. Where informants are drawn from a 
variety of cultural groups, the task for the analyst is that 
much harder, and it cannot be assumed that any single framework 
of domains will be appropriate for all. Although separate domain 
models will not be developed for children of Asian, Anglo- and 
Afro-Caribbean backgrounds respectively, some points of differ-
ence will be briefly intimated below, and finally a method of 
network scoring will be introduced which seems capable of over-
coming this problem of cross-cultural comparison (section 7.4.1). 
Evidently, identifying TŬÜŠŸŪVĚis not going to be a rapid or 
simple business: however, ŸȚĚone is going to use the network 
concept of multiplexity and if one decides to operationalise it 
in terms of domain or other comparable macrostructtrres, such 
lengths are I think unavoidable. ÓŸŨŲŬXGVĚunargued adoption of 
neighbourhood, work and ŨŤŸVẀŲŤĚas crucial social arenas was ex-
tensively criticised above (section 5.3). 
Let us now turn to the definition of TŬÜŠŸŪVĚ themselves. 
6.2 The Four Domains 
In what follows, I shall initially argue for the validity of 
home, adult ethnic community, peergroup recreation and school as 
separate domains, with reference to the majority of my in-
formants, who are of South Asian extraction. After that I shall 
much more briefly, turn to consider the relevance of these do-
mains to ethnically Angle and Afro-Caribbean informants. 
The method of argumentation will be to compare home in 
Britain with home in ŅŪTŸŠĚand Pakistan, and then, referring to 
Britain, to try and establish systematically the separateness of 
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home vs adult-community, vs peergroup, vs school; adult-
community vs peergroup, vs school; peergroup vs ••• etc. 
6.2.1 The Home as a Doma1n 
6.2.2 Home in Pakistan and Ind1a vs Home in Britain 
According to Saifullah Khan (1974), a person's house is not a 
very distinctive setting in Pakistan in a variety of senses. 
In the first place, there are a number of key relat1onships in 
which an individual is involved (in the joint-extended fam1ly) 
which are often not co-terminous merely with one's physical 
house (accord1ng to James 1974:14, this is much the same for 
Sikh children 1n India, for whom 'home' means the home of the 
senior male member of the extended fam1ly). Secondly, home is 
not clearly separable from work, which takes place 1n the close 
v1cinity, and generally as a centre of a great deal of activ1ty, 
it apparently makes little sense to Saifullah Khan to ident1fy 
'home' as one amongst a var1ety of separate 'activity fields' 
within the Mirpuri village. Other factors which she relates 
are the fact that other kin often live in close proxim1ty and 
that a great deal of activity takes place 1n the open air, 
visible to anyone. In analysing the social networks of Pakistani 
villagers, Saifullah Khan rejects conceptualisation 1n terms of 
family/household, neighbourhood etc., and 1nstead proposes as 
crucial a set of locations which are defined in terms of kinship 
relations ('dadke' - the home and village of a person's parents 
and father; 'nanke' where one's mother resides, and for adults 
also 'peke' and 'saure'). 
In Br1ta1n however, the ch1ld of Mirpuri parents 1s unlikely 
to conceive of his 'dadke' as having the same importance, and is 
also unlikely to think of it in the same way as his parents 
(Saifullah Khan 1974:221-222; see also James 1974:14 who reports 
that in Leeds, by 'home' a Sikh boy means his own father's house 
in Brita1n). This is the first evidence that, in contrast to 
life in Pakistan (and India), it may be valid to regard home 
(i.e. one's father's house) as a s1gn1ficantly distinctive doma1n 
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for ethnically South Asian children in Britain, and a number of 
other factors can be drawn in to support this case. There is 
generally said to be a greater degree of privacy in the South 
Asian home in Britain (Brah 1978:198,203: Khan 1974:307,322) 
and due to the nature of British housing stock, most families 
reside in 'nuclear' households (Brah 1978:202; Anwar 1979:54). 
Relationships between husband and wife and between mother and 
siblings are said to be closer due to migration and removal away 
from some of the extended family: e.g. mothers-in-law play less 
of a role in upbringing and decision-making (Dhanjal 1976:112; 
Khan 1974:220,228; 1976:104; Purewal 1976:54ff; James 1974: 
19). Lastly, the household in Britain is no longer the centre 
of all activities as it was in the village, and the husband often 
works at some distance from home (Khan 1974:307,322). 
This is not to say that British South Asian homes resemble 
the VWŤŲŤŬWXŮŸȘŠŨĚEnglishman's 'castle'; and there may be 
continuity with home life in the Indian subcontinent in a number 
of possible ways. For example, the fact that the unit under one 
roof looks 'nuclear' doesn't mean that in reality it isn't part 
of a joint or extended family locally (for the TŤȚŸŪÙWÙŬŪĚof 
joint and extended families see e.g. Brah 1976:197; Anwar 1979: 
51,52; Ballard 1972:13). eo-residence is not a criterion for 
deciding jointness (Anwar 1979:54; Thomson 1974:244; Ballard 
1972:19) and thus two-generation 'elementary' families are not 
necessarily 'nuclear' simply by virtue of their not living with 
other people - other members of the joint-extended family may 
live locally and visit frequently. Indeed generally, visiting 
is very common- a principalBiraderiactivity (Khan 1974:245-6; 
Anwar 1979:70) - and it extends beyond extra-familial kin to 
workmates etc. (James 1974:92; Anwar 1979:71). 
So the physical separateness of a family isn't necessarily 
social separateness, and the difficulty of ÜŠÛŸŪŦĚcategorical 
distinctions is more generally illustrated amongst my informants 
where in fact there are eo-resident extended families (six out of 
seventeen). Furthermore, unemployment may mean that the 'home' 
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becomes much more the focal point for activity of e.g. males 
than before (five of the fathers of Asian informants were 
unemployed, though one was ŸŪĚPakistan): clearly the home isn't 
entirely unproblematical as a distinct social arena. 
To sum up so far however, ŸŪĚgeneral there appears to be 
some consensus ŴÙWUŸŪĚthe ŤWUŪŬŦŲŠŮUŸȘĚ literature that the im-
mediate family has greater autonomy in ŁŲÙWŠŸŪĚthan in Pakistan 
and India. Admittedly, this is only a matter of degree, and 
recognition still needs to be ŦŸẂŤŪĚto the normative pressures 
exerted by both non-household kin and the wider community on life 
in the home (see Helweg 1979:18; James 1974:99). Even so, there 
is some basis for postulating 'home' as a separate domain for 
ethnically South ĻVŸŠŪĚchildren in Britain and aware of the 
ŸTŤŠŨÙVŠWŸŬŪĚinvolved, we may proceed in a ŮŲŬẂÙVŸŬŪŠŨĚmanner. 
6.2.3 MŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWŸŠWŸŪŦĚ 'Home' as a MŬÜŠŸŪĚ from the Adult 
Community as a Domain 
If 'home' were not to be recognised as a domain, one possibility 
would be to merge it with 'the adult community'. There are two 
problems in doing this, one practical and the other theoretical. 
(i) In terms of counting eo-participation in a domain as one 
strand ŸŪĚ a network link, merging home and the community 
into one would loose TÙVWŸŪȘWÙŬŪVĚ that could be important, 
and it might also blur relationships that look rather dif-
ferent. From the network data, it appears that the eo-
ethnic individuals encountered ŸŪĚ the home are generally a 
rather smaller and more ŤẄȘŨẀVŸẂŤĚgroup than those en-
countered in collective corporate activities such as wor-
ship and family ŮŠŲWŸŤVĚand weddings. Equally, people from 
other ethnic groups are encountered in the home and not in 
ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸWXĚŠȘWÙẂÙWŸŤVĦĚ Rather than lumping them both to-
gether, in this respect it seems more TÙȚȚŤŲŤŪWŸŠWÙŪŦĚto 
keep home and community separate from one another. 
(ii) The second reason for keeping the home and the adult com-
munity as separate TŬÜŠŸŪVHĚ concerns the value-systems 
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operating within each. Several writers indicate that these 
are not identical: more specifically, they produce reports 
of parents and close kin who are sympathetic to the less 
traditional interests of their children, while at the same 
time recognising the often rather different views and ex-
pectations of the wider kin group and ethnic community 
(Purewal 1976:53; Dhanjal 1976:112; James 1974:18,80; 
Helweg 1979:119; Jeffcoate and Mayor 1982:35 (on Sikhs); 
on South Asians generally, Brah 1978:204). Consequently, 
it may be worth distinguishing the home from the adult 
community in so far as, in being more private, the home 
may be a place in which values can be negotiated to a 
greater degree. 
6.2.4 Differentiating the Home MŬÜŠŸŪĚ from the Peergroup-
Recreational and School Domains 
That home and school are different domains doesn't really need 
to be extensively argued: at school, a larger and ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚ
diverse group of people are encountered, and the dominant adult 
values are those of white (middle-class) society (e.g. Khan 1974: 
349; Thomson 1974:247; LMP 1985:280). 
In fact, rather than argue for their distinctness, it is 
worth noting that the difference between home and school has 
been often exaggerated, with talk of two completely separate 
cultures and children stranded in between (e.g. Bullock 1975). 
In reality the presence of kin at school, and adult awareness in 
the home of the school's values and priorities can obviously mean 
that the 'gap' between these domains is by no means total (see 
e.g. Purewal 1976; Ghumann 1980; Brah 1978:204; Thomson 1974: 
247; Tomlinson 1984). Even so, that there are some important 
differences between them is fairly uncontroversial (e.g. in atti-
tudes towards types of appropriate contact between girls and 
boys). 
The difference between home and the peergroup resides in the 
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dominant values of the home being the parents', whereas in the 
peergroup, though a respect for parental values may be en-
couraged by e.g. the presence of kin or ȘŬĤŤWUŪŸȘĚpeers (Thomson 
1974:248), the operant values are likely to be more fully 'hi-
cultural' and more easily shaped by the younger ŦŤŪŤŲŠWŸŬŪĦĚ
Again, no 'yawning gap' is being implied, and there may well be 
much more reciprocal ŠȘȘŬÜÜŬTŠWŸŬŪĚbetween these two sets of 
notionally distinct values (see Brah 1978:200,204; Thomson 
1974:242 and Purewal 1976:58) than between those of home and 
school. Even so, the range of associates potentially encountered 
in ŮŤŤŲĤŲŤȘŲŤŠWŸŬŪĚis again larger and more ethnically diverse 
than those encountered in the home; much of my ŤÜŮŸŲÙȘŠŨĚdata 
confirms this and thus lends support to the more theoretical 
grounds for TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWÙŠWÙŪŦĚhome and peer-recreation as domains. 
6.2.5 The Adult Community as a MŬÜŠŸŪĚ
The settings relevant to this will be collective activities and 
events ŸŪĚwhich adults are major participants, such as ŲŤŨŸŦŸŬẀVĚ
worship, weddings and family parties, and in this TŬÜŠŸŪHĚ both 
parents and children are exposed to the scrutiny and values of 
the ŤẄWŲŠĤȚŠÜŸŨÙŠŨĚkin group and the wider ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸWXĦĚ These 
corporate events can be broadly seen as involving an ŠȚȚÙŲÜŠWŸŬŪĚ
of wider kin group, ŲŤŨÙŦŸŬẀVĚor ŤWUŪŸȘĚ identity (Anwar 1979:49, 
52,70,73; Thomson 1974:245; Helweg 1979:44,61; James 1974:39, 
92; Ghumann 1980:12) and institutions specifically involved ŸŪĚ
socialising children into adult community norms can also be seen 
as part of this domain (on classes at the mosque, see Khan 1974: 
314; Anwar 1979:159-161; on mother tongue classes generally, 
see LMP 1985:264). 
Reasons for differentiating this as a domain from the home 
as a domain have already been ŦŸẂŤŪHĚ though the ŞŬŲTŤŲŨŸŪŤĚ looks 
fairly blurred when it comes to ŠȘWŸẂÙWÙŤVĚ such as ÙŪWŤŲĤȚŠÜŸŨXĚ
ẂŸVŸWÙŪŦĚ (Anwar 1979:70; Khan 1976:102; James 1974:17,18; 
Purewal 1976:62), ŴUŸȘUĚis both less obviously corporate and is 
also VŸWŤTĚinside homes (see the TŸVȘẀVVŸŬŪĚbelow of the cate-
gory GẂÙVŸWŸŪŦĚWUŤŸŲĚhouse ŴŸWUĚmy mum, dad or adults from my 
family': section 6.3). 
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Distinguishing the adult ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸWXĚdomain from the school 
domain could be supported by reference to community language and 
religious education being provided independently of the state 
school (see LMP 1985:271). Ethnic minority criticisms of LEA 
schools (Helweg 1979:94-111; Tomlinson 1984; Ghumann 1980) 
also suggest that in a number of respects, the values of the 
school are felt to diverge from those of the community, though 
of course this relationship is not static, schools do partially 
adapt and in addition to criticisms, schools receive some sup-
port and praise (see the same references immediately above). 
Again, it is perhaps important not to overstate the gap between 
school and community (Purewal 1976). Thomson (1974:247) reports 
that in Coventry, 'schooling together has reinforced the ties of 
family, neighbourhood language and culture which already link 
them, so that every Punjabi boy in the city knows all the others 
by sight at least. This was because every Punjabi boy in the 
city went to one of two schools.' Due both to the organisation 
of catchment areas and the rather exclusionary impact of the 
voluntary-aided schools, a comparable effect may have occurred 
in the town I am studying, where many children of Asian parentage 
from relatively distant areas attend the same Upper School (see 
Jeffcoate 1984:101,105). Even so, the ethnic diversity en-
countered in school remains much greater than that encountered 
in the course of life in the adult community, the contact between 
the adults in each is usually not extensive, and again, as with 
the TÙVWŸŪȘWÙŬŪĚbetween home and school, the existence of some 
difference between the adult community and school domains can be 
accepted as fairly uncontroversial. 
A major difference between the adult community domain and 
the peer-recreational domain relates to the presence of girls 
(Anwar 1976:36). Certainly from early adolescence on, con-
straints are placed on mixing between the sexes in both Sikh and 
Muslim ȚŠÜÙŨŸŤVHĚand peer-group recreation is single-sex. The 
constraints placed upon girls appear generally to be stricter 
than those placed on boys (Purewal 1976; Ballard 1972; Khan 
1974) and they have less freedom to move in relatively open and 
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unsupervised places such as the park and street (Brah 1978:204). 
In community settings such as weddings or attendance at the 
Gurdwara (but not the Mosque, though young girls somet1mes do go 
there for single-sex classes (Anwar 1979:167)), there appears from 
my data to be some meet2ng between boys and g2rls, at least from 
w2th2n the family group. But there is v2rtually none in rela-
tively unsupervised, unchaperoned places such as the park or club 
(see Ballard 1972:22 on chaperoning in a Sikh context but also 
Purewal 1976:59). In contrast there is also much more cross-
ethnic mixing in the peer-recreational domain than in the adult 
commun2ty. 
Peer-recreation as a doma2n differs then from home and com-
munity doma2n in so far as it appears to be both more exclusively 
single-sex and more polyethnic, which suggests maybe that this 
domain is perceived to be potentially more unrestra2ned and sus-
ceptible to immoderate values (Anwar 1979:167; Purewal 1976:44; 
on the relat2onship between this view and the peergroup's poly-
ethnic constituency see Purewal 1976:60,61; Anwar 1979:167; 
Agnihotr2 1979:115). In fact Anwar (1976:41-42; also 1979:60, 
61) found in a fairly large survey of South Asian op2n2on that 
'things done in spare t1me/leisure' were the most commonly men-
tioned (and most serious) source of conflict between parents and 
young children. After 'clothes', 'friends/dating etc.' came 
next, and both of these findings lend support to the separateness 
of the peergroup recreational domain. 
In Anwar's survey, it was nevertheless only a minority of 
those surveyed who reported this, and as in the discuss2on of the 
distinction between home and peer recreation (wh2ch should be 
seen as very close to the argumentation here) , 2t 2s ŸŮŬŲWŠŪWĚ
not to exaggerate these differences. Helweg (1979:119) reports 
the setting up of the Ind2an Youth Federation to keep Sikh boys 
together and 'out of trouble', and at least one of the clubs in 
Bedford is similarly run by Indian adults w2th the result that 
at least for some Sikh boys, parts of their recreation takes 
place under 2ngroup adult auspices. Also, the park and street 
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are not completely free from adult supervision, and the conduct 
of children may be observed and reported back to their parents 
(Helweg 1979:119; Purewal 1976:43,44; Brah 1978:199). Finally, 
community activities such as weddings and attendance at a 
religious/community centre need not necessarily entail highly 
restrained conduct from children. James (1974:39) and Helweg 
(1979:65) report on the fairly unrestricted noisiness of children 
at the Gurdwara, and according to one of my informants (F), some 
kids JUSt go there to muck about (another, A, reported snowball 
fights he'd had there). Similarly, a few of my informants 
reported messing around and doing what you want as a feature of 
family parties and weddings (Di, Fi, Op). 
Broadly, peergroup recreation looks like a domain distinct 
from both home and adult community, though again, the analytic 
'segmentation' of social life is never a straightforward affair. 
The differentiation of domains that I have so far attempted 
has covered: 
home vs adult community 
home vs peergroup recreation 
home vs school 
home in Britain vs home in India and Pakistan 
adult community vs peergroup recreation 
adult community vs school. 
This leaves as the final one, the difference between school and 
peergroup recreational domains. 
6.2.6 Peergroup Recreation vs School MŬÜŠŸŪVĚ
The school affords extensive contact with white adults; in the 
peergroup there are certainly fewer adults and for some children 
there is also less contact with ethnic English (or West Indian) 
people. In the same way that the peergroup affords more scope 
for 'biculturalism' than the home or adult community domains, 
the peergroup's ŲŤŨŠWÙŬŪVUŸŮĚto the school is comparable, but 
this time it gives comparatively more scope for the expression 
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of values deriving from parents and eo-ethnic adults (rather 
than the other way round) • 
Girls are present at school, and evidently in the eyes of 
many parents they are adequately supervised (Brah 1978:204). 
And while perhaps there may not be a great deal of face-to-face 
interaction between them (at least in free-time at school) , there 
may be active awareness of the presence of kin of the opposite 
sex (Purewal 1976:56) as well as of non-kin and other-ethnic 
youngsters (e.g. Purewal 1976; Brah 1978; Saifullah Khan 1976: 
105). In contrast, as stated above, peergroup recreation outside 
the home and adult community institutions is almost completely 
single-sex (this applies to ethnically Anglo and ĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚ
informants as well). 
Finally, conduct in school, in lessons and in free-time is 
fairly closely VẀŮŤŲẂŸVŤTĚby (almost exclusively) ŴUŸWŤĚadults, 
and there is a set of sanctions available for dealing with 
deviance that not only differ from those of the home, but also 
are of course absent in the ŮŤŤŲĤŲŤȘŲŤŠWŸŬŪŠŨĚdomain. 
6.2.7 MŬÜŠŸŪVĚand Informants of Anglo and Afro-Caribbean 
Extraction 
In TŤẂŤŨŬŮŸŪŦĚindices of network ŸŪẂŬŨẂŤÜŤŪWHĚ reference will be 
made to the framework of TŬÜŠŸŪVĚbeing elaborated above. But so 
far the discussion has related almost exclusively to youngsters 
of South Asian extraction. There are also boys of Afro-caribbean 
and Anglo parentage amongst my informants and the relevance to 
them of this four-domain model needs to be considered. 
I do not propose to develop separate domain frameworks for 
these informants for several reasons. The fact that Anglo and 
ĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚyoungsters represent only six out of a sample of 
twenty-three means that discussions of South Asian ŤWUŪŸȘÙWXĚ
remain as the most important to this task. In fact, ŸWĚwould be 
TŸȚȚŸȘẀŨWĚto review ethnographic writings on ĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚ
social ŬŲŦŠŪÙVŠWŸŬŪHĚ for example, when there are only two in-
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formants of pure Grenadan extraction and one of mixed Anglo and 
Grenadan parentage: these would be too small and unreliable a 
basis for assessing the relevance of such texts to the local 
setting. Finally, to a degree, the Afro-Caribbean and Anglo 
informants participate in the same social institution as ethnic-
ally Asian kids (at school and in the peergroup). 
Even so, some remarks as likely points of difference in the 
sociolinguistic domains appropriate to the three ethnic groupings 
here are in order. These observations largely derive from the 
data on Anglo and Afro-caribbean informants: WUŤŸŲĚwider rele-
vance is open to question. 
Firstly, there are grounds for wondering whether at least 
for Anglo kids, participat1on within the adult eo-ethnic com-
munity is as marked and significant an activity as 1t is for 
Sikh and Muslim boys. Kids of Anglo parentage appear to attend 
fewer collective community events: the ethnically Anglo in-
formants had hardly been to any weddings and no longer went to 
church or Sunday school. Though they had some kin in the lo-
cality (and differed from nearly all of the rest in the way that 
grandmothers figured ŮŲŬÜŸŪŤŪWŨXĞĚ, kinship networks were by no 
means as extensive as they were amongst ethnically Indian and 
Pakistani informants and they did not appear to be drawn in in 
the same way to adult activities which maintained and cultivated 
ingroup cohesion. 
The extended kinship ties of informants with Grenadan 
parents also seemed smaller. Although there are four West Ind1an 
Churches in Bedford (Jeffcoate and Mayor 1982:37), both S and R 
attended the local Anglican church with an ethnically mixed con-
gregat1on and to some extent participated in the collective ac-
tivities organ1sed through that (e.g. occasional day trips and a 
youth club). As with Anglo boys, qu1te a lot of visiting amongst 
kin was reported at weekends, for example, although in general 
for both, participation in adult community functions seemed less 
regular. 
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There are also grounds for supposing that the relationship 
between home and school might be slightly different, for the 
Anglo boys in particular. One had a parent who was standing for 
school governor, another worked on the domestic staff at 
a local school, and a th1rd (who moved to a voluntary-aided 
school very earlier on in the project) was closely related to a 
school caretaker. So connections between Anglo adult kin and 
schools were, on thLs t1ny sample, stronger than with Asian and 
Afro-Caribbean adults. Whether or not this means that home and 
school could be less legitLmately viewed as separate domains is 
open to question: though there might be greater interactional 
contact between home and school, much more intensive examination 
would be needed to decide how far this mitigated (or was simply 
exceptional to) quite widespread white working-class disaffection 
with school (see e.g. WLllis 1977). (Purely on the basLs of 
secondary sources, it would appear that ethnic minor1ty parents 
are in some ways more attitudinally attuned to education than 
their Anglo counterparts - see e.g. Tomlinson 1984; Bhachu 
1984/5). 
This dLscussion clearly requ1res local data on more ethnic-
ally Anglo and Afro-Caribbean informants if domaLn organLsation 
for kids in different ethnic sectors of the neighbourhood is to 
be fully understood. In general though, the four-domaLn model 
of home, school, peergroup and adult community will still be 
adequate for the task here of cross-cultural comparLson. This 
is partly due to the fact that in any case, the model remains 
approxLmative. More importantly, the network ind1ces to be de-
vised 1n due course will not rest on the assumption that these 
four domains are equivalent in their cultural importance in each 
ethnic communLty. Instead, they wLll depend on a basLc dichotomy 
between intra and Lnter-ethnLc domains, on home and adult com-
munLty vs peergroup and school (see sect1on 7.4.1). While there 
are evLdently one or two complicatLons here (e.g. with the church 
as an inter-ethnic adult activity for ethn1cally Afro-Caribbean 
kids), these are minor and in pract1ce make no difference to the 
scoring of network assoc1ation. 
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So from now on, while most of the discussion will continue 
to focus on the majority (South Asian) informants, evidence on 
ethnically Afro-Caribbean and Angle informants will also be drawn 
in to elucidate a single domains-framework. 
6.2.8 Summary by Rephrasing 
Schematically much of the preceding discussion of domains can be 
represented in terms of the roles which a boy is likely to enact 
in each doma1n, and in terms of the typical composition of the 
participants in each: 
AN ETHNICALLY ASIAN BOY'S ROLES WITHIN EACH DOMAIN: THE MOST 
DISTINCTIVE/ESSENTIAL ROLES, AND ALSO OTHER POSSIBLE ROLES 
HOME 
SETTING 
Son 
Brother 
(grandson) 
(kinsman) 
(religious 
pupil, see 
e.g. Anwar 
1979:166) 
(ethnic fellow) 
(friend) 
ADULT COMMUNITY 
SETTINGS 
Kinsman 
Ethnic fellow 
Religious pupil 
(son) 
(brother) 
(friend) 
PEER GROUP 
RECREATIONAL 
SETTINGS 
Friend 
(brother) 
(kinsman) 
(ethnic 
fellow) 
SCHOOL 
SETTINGS 
Pupil 
(friend) 
(brother) 
(kinsman) 
(ethnic 
fellow) 
= most distinctive/essential roles 
---
other possible roles 
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CATEGORIES OF PEOPLE TYPICALLY CO-PARTICIPATING WITH A BOY OF 
ASIAN PARENTAGE IN EACH DOMAIN 
HOME 
SETI'ING 
Immediate 
family 
Adults and 
children 
ADULT COMMUNITY 
SETTINGS 
Immediate and 
extenned fam1.ly 
Adults and 
children 
eo-ethnic 
non-kin 
PEER GROUP 
RECREATIONAL 
SETTINGS 
Siblings 
Kin (e.g. 
cousins) 
OÙŸVŚŬŪŨXŚJĚ
boz.s_oE_ly_ 
Co-ethn1.c 
non-kin and 
ethnic 
SCHOOL 
SETTINGS 
Siblings 
Kin (e.g. 
cousins) 
Kids and 
white adults 
eo-ethnic 
non-kin and 
ethnic 
outgroups 
_____ =some important dist1.ngu1.shing features 
Together these two schematic outlines show much of the overlap 
between domains which makes their isolation seem rather difficult 
at times; yet they also indicate ways in which each can be seen 
to differ: each role is seen to implicate different rights and 
obligations, and if the groups of eo-participants are regarded as 
bringing with them (vary1.ngly) different sets of values and ex-
pectations, then an idea of the potent1.al socio-psychologl.cal 
dist1.nctiveness of each domain emerges. 
For ethn1.cally Afro-Caribbean and Angle youngsters, this 
model would probably be different in certain respects, and 
further empirical study would be needed to identify where such 
differences lay. However, for the present, they will not ob-
struct the use of this domains model in the construction of 
network indices. 
6.3 Allocating Sett1ngs to These Four Domains 
So far I have argued for the broad d1stinct1.veness of these four 
domains largely on the basis of ethnographic literature relating 
to South Asians in Brita1n generally, and also partially by 
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glancing forward to certain aspects of my own social network data. 
The ultimate purpose here is to trace in empirical detail the 
ways in which each of my informant's associates are distributed 
across these domains, yet this cannot be achieved immediately. 
Fishman asserts (1972:22) that domains 'are a higher order gener-
alisation from congruent situations': a domain is a 'cluster of 
social situations typically constrained by a common set of be-
havioural rules' (1972:30). In line with this, the preceding 
section represents the researcher's attempt to construct and 
validate a framework of domains into which settings and situ-
ations might be clustered; the objective in this section is to 
outline in more detail which settings/situations can be cate-
gorised where. My empirical data offers information on 
'associate x setting/situation': now I want to show how this 
can be transposed to 'associate x domain'. 
In the ISM procedure, informants were given a matrix which 
had a list of about thirty-five to forty-five of their named as-
sociates as the vertical axis, and a list of between about twelve 
and eighteen settings/situations as the horizontal axis. In-
formants were asked to fill in the cells in the matrix with ticks, 
to show whom they regularly encountered where. 
The settings/situations comprising this horizontal axis were 
drawn from the following list: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
In my home 
ŒÙVÙWŸŪŦĚtheir house with my mum, dad or adults 
from my family 
Going into their house on my own, or with other 
kids 
Just doing things ŸŪĚthe park, in the street or 
round the place 
At the Gurdwara/Mosque/Church 
At classes outside schooltime 
On the phone 
At the club 
At parties 
At friends' parties 
[23] 
[23] 
[23] 
[2 3] 
[ 18] 
[6] 
[21] 
[21] 
[6] 
[ 17] 
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k. At family parties and weddings [ 17] 
1. Going shopping [ 19] 
m. Staying in another town in Britain [2 3] 
n. In another country [ 18] 
o. At the town library [7) 
p. At school in lessons [23] 
q. At school in free time [ 23] 
r. In the cricket team (not the school one) f 3] 
s. On day trips and outings (not from school) [20] 
t. At training [2) 
u. In Amusement Arcades [ 14] 
v. Swimming (not with the school) [3] 
w. At canoeing [ 1] 
x. At golf [ 1] 
y. At video hire [ 1] 
z. At play-bus [ 1] 
a'. At WŤŪŪŸVĚoutside school time [ 1] 
b I • At scouts [2] 
C I • ŃÙVUŸŪŦĚ [2] 
d r • At ÜŬWŬŲŞŸÛŤĚclub [ 1] 
er. At Judo club [ 1] 
[Numbers in square brackets show how many 
informants were presented with each setting] 
In ŠTTÙWŸŬŪĚto settings presented as columns on the ÜŠWŲŸẄHĚ some 
were also ŰẀŠŨÙȚŸŤTĚand further described orally. Thus d was usual-
ly subcategorised in terms of 
'Just TŬŸŪŦĚthings in the park, in the street or round 
the place 
i. just in term time 
ii. in the holidays.' 
And h 'At the club', was usually subdivided in terms of 
ŸĦĚ JUnior club (from 3.30 p.m. till 5.30 p.m.) 
ii. ŤẂŤŪŸŪŦĚȘŨẀŞIVŤŪŸŬŲĚȘŨẀŞIĻVŸŠŪĚYouth (from 7 p.m. 
till 10.00 p.m.) 
iii. the church club. 
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For several reasons, it was highly advantageous to reduce 
this long list to four macro-categories (i.e. domains). 3 The 
question was how? Which VŤWWŸŪŦVĚbelong in which domains? 
The first step must be to identify those settings (situ-
ations)which we will not attempt to classify, as well as those 
remaining in consequence. 
6.3.1 Settings Not Assigned to the Four Domains, and Resulting 
Allocations 
As clusters of typically congruent situations, TŬÜŠŸŪVĚwill not 
be able to account for all settings: some will not fit any 
domain and therefore we should expect to have to exclude some 
settings on account of their being non-congruous(cf. Fishman 
1972) • 
So, out of the eight settings that I shall exclude, some 
simply seem unable to fit into the four-domain model enunciated 
above. Others however will be excluded as a consequence of in-
adequacy in my fieldwork procedure, and a final element con-
tributing to these exclusions is my own research aim, ŴUŸȘUĚis 
to examine the relationship of frequent interactional involve-
ment and local speech norms. 
The settings which I shall not count are: 'on the phone' 
(g); 'at friends' parties' (j); 'going shopping' (1); 'staying 
in another town in Britain' (m); 'in another country' (n); 'on 
day trips and outings (not from school)' (s); 'at Video hire' (y); 
and in certain circumstances •at parties'. More detailed dis-
cussion of each of these exclusions is contained in Appendix 5. 
ØUŸVĚmeans that the allocation of settings to domains with 
which I shall operate, will be as follows: 
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(a) In my home 
(c) Going into their house on my own, 
or ŴŸWUĚother kids 
((d') At motorbike club) 
(b) Visiting their house with my mum, dad 
or adults from my family 
(e) At the Gurdwara/Mosque/Church 
(f) At classes outside schooltime 
((i) At parties) 
(k) At family parties and weddings 
(d) Just TŬŸŪŦĚthings in the park, in the 
street or round the place 
(h) At the club 
(o) At the town library 
(r) In the cricket team; (t) at training; 
(u) in Amusement Arcades; (v) swimming; 
(w) at canoe1ng; (x) at golf; (z) at 
playbus; (a') at WŤŪŪŸVĚoutside school; 
(b') at scouts; (c') fishing; (e') at 
Judo club 
(p) At school in lessons 
(q) At school in free time 
ŖŸĚ
ADULT 
COMMUNITY 
PEERGROUP 
RECREATION 
] SCHOOL 
How can those decisions about allocat1on now be justified? Some 
of the problems enta1led in segmenting social life w1ll re-
emerge, and even if what follows sometimes seems a little arbi-
trary, it is important to be expl1c1t about one or two further 
matters. 
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6.3.2 Settings Constituting the Home Domain 
One uncertainty about 'in my home' hinges on whether the 
youngsters visiting informants came with their parents or not. 
This isn't immediately clear from responses in the 'in my home' 
column of the ISM matrix, and so the question arises: am I 
placing in the home domain what rightly belongs with 'visiting 
with adults' in the adult community domain? In fact, this issue 
isn't soluble, but a reasonable policy is to look at the 'visiting 
their house on my own, or with other kids' column, and where an 
informant says they see someone both in that situation and in 
their own homes, I shall assume that home visiting unaccompanied 
by adults is reciprocal. 
The question also arises as to whether visiting people's 
houses on your own or with other kids involves exposure to the 
scrutiny and value-systems of the household adults, or whether 
it is merely a routine part of peer-recreational ŠȘWŸẂÙWXHĚ like 
4 doing things in the park, street or round the place? The 
wording is important here: 'in my home' and 'going in their 
house' rather than 'at home' and 'visiting their house' or 
'going round to their home'. Several informants drew attention 
to the difference between going inside, and waiting in the garden 
or calling at the door (I,L,P,S). Waiting at the door when 
calling round seems a fairly routine part of peer-recreational 
activity, and I shall count it as entailing no involvement in 
the home domain. 
Going inside however, which is what the ISM headings ask 
about (and what I reiterated often in the last and checking phase 
of the ISM procedure), will be counted as home domain involve-
ment: how much time a kid spends inside another's house, how 
often/whether or not parents are at home, and how far visiting 
kids actually run into household adults, are all issues on which 
I have no empirical data. Nevertheless, I shall be working on 
the principle that when an informant and his friend reciprocally 
go into one another's houses fairly regularly, they are exposing 
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one another to the VȘŲẀWŸŪXĚof WUŤŸŲĚhousehold ȚŠÜŸŨÙŤVĚ (and vice 
versa) and as such are eo-participating in their home domains. 
(I have also included 'At motorbike club' in the home TŬÜŠŸŪJĚ
this relates to only one informant, and as this club is ŰẀŸWŤĚ a 
long way away, he always goes with his parents. Thus the ȚŲŸŤŪTVĚ
he takes with him are exposed to the values of his household ŸŪĚ
the same way.) 
6.3.3 Settings Constituting the Adult Community Domain 
In allocating 'Visiting their house with my mum, dad or adults 
from my family' to this domain, I am assuming that when children 
are with their parents in the company of other adults, the inter-
generational negotiation of values and conduct is less ȚŨŤẄŸŞŨŤĚ
than it is ŴŸWUŸŪĚa single household, and children feel more com-
pelled to act in accordance with the norms of the adult ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸWXĚ
(see the remarks above about the importance of ẂÙVŸWÙŪŦĚto com-
munity life - 6.2.2). In fact, fifteen of my ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚremarked 
on the difference between visiting people's houses ŴŸWUĚWUŤŸŲĚ
parents and visiting on their own, and they often ŤẄŮŨŠŸŪŤTĚthis 
in terms of having to be more polite, to keep ŰẀŸŤWĚand VŸWĚ
still, act more VŤŪVŸŞŨXĚand not muck around (Bi,Op,Kp,Lp,Tm,Di, 
Hp,Rw,Sw,Pp,Gi,Ue,We), though one felt more relaxed ẂŸVÙWÙŪŦĚŴŸWUĚ
his parents (Ip) and another felt a bit shameful. 
Also compr1sing the adult community TŬÜŠŸŪĚare settings such 
as the Mosque, Gurdwara and Church, and religious and Community 
Language classes. The rationales for ŸŪȘŨẀTŸŪŦĚthese have 
already been given (6.2.5) and they are the same as those for the 
ÙŪȘŨẀVŸŬŪĚof 'family parties and weddings'. 
6.3.4 Settings ĿŬŪVWÙWẀWŸŪŦĚthe Peergroup Recreational MŬÜŠŸŪĚ
The settings within the peer recreational TŬÜŠŸŪĚinvolve ẂŠŲXŸŪŦĚ
degrees of supervision by adults (of different ethnicities), and 
indeed different VŤWWÙŪŦVIVŸWẀŠWŸŬŪVĚseem closer to the border-
line with part1cular other TŬÜŠŸŪVĚ than others. Perhaps it is 
helpful to set WUŸVĚout TÙŠŦŲŠÜÜŠWŸȘŠŨŨXHĚ and then explain this 
TŬÜŠŸŪĚby ŦŨŬVVŸŪŦĚthe diagram: 
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DIAGRAM 6. 1 SETTINGS AND DOMAINS 
Key: 
----, ( l 
'----
Tennis 
(no dotted 
line) 
= domain 
= settings regularly involved 
at least five of the 
informants 
= settings experienced by only 
one or two informants 
The large almost continuous ȘŸŲȘŨŤVĚrepresent domains, the 
circles in dotted lines are VŤWWÙŪŦVIVÙWẀŠWÙŬŪVIŠȘWŸẂÙWÙŤVHĚ and 
circles are placed close to one another when the locations, 
values and personnel that they entail share some VÙÜŸŨŠŲÙWXĦĚ
Thus in order to JUStify the allocation of particular settings 
to the peergroup recreational domain, it is perhaps most sensible 
to start at its margins. 
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Included in the diagram is a reference to Summer School. 
This is run for four weeks every Summer holidays by the local 
Community Relat1ons Association and it was there that I commenced 
my fieldwork. It was not included as a setting on the ISM matrix 
(I personally knew who knew whom there) and in fact, it is a suf-
ficiently ambiguous 1nst1tution to be counted as properly be-
longing ne1ther to the school nor to the peer-recreational do-
main. It takes place on the school premises, involves reading 
and writing, is attended by a small number of Asian girls, en-
tails a restricted age-range (about 8 to 13) and is run by one 
or two adults who are teachers (one of whom in 1984 worked in a 
non-teaching capacity in the real school attended by my in-
formants). On these grounds, it might be aligned with the school 
domain. On the other hand, attendance is voluntary, lots of 
Asian girls don't attend, and recruitment is reported by some to 
be through friendsh1p networks. Older children and young adults 
figure prominently as helpers and teachers, and are addressed by 
their first names. The system of sanctions for misconduct is 
generally ad hoc and observed w1th some laxity; a good deal of 
the classroom work is merely tokenistic, and the emphasis is 
often on organ1sed games and outings. On these grounds 1t seems 
more like a club and overall this ambivalence merits 1ts ex-
clusion. 
There are in fact several clubs, and three of them (Junior, 
Senior and Asian Youth Assoc1ation) are situated in the same 
grounds very close to the Middle school attended by all 
my informants. 
Junior club comes closest in 1ts general characterisat1on to 
free-time activity at school: 1t opens during the dinner-break 
on Mondays, and straight after school until 5.30 p.m. on Thurs-
days. It is attended by the same age-group that informants en-
counter at Middle school and on I'Jondays, they can 
dec1de whether to do something in the club or in the playground. 
To that extent, it seems to belong 1n the school domain, at least 
as much as break-time activity does. There are however some 
major differences. There are a range of facilit1es available in 
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the club which differentiate it from the school (pinball 
machines, space-invaders, a coffee-bar, ping pong and pool 
tables); entry is by payment and is voluntary; relations w1th 
adults are much more informal (first names). A group of 16-18 
year old mainly white boys are very prominently involved in 
organising and helping out, and relations between school and 
club staff are not especially close, each being accountable to 
different branches of the LEA. There is never any question of 
misdemeanour in the club being reported to school authorities 
and conduct is generally much rowdier. Finally, after school at 
least, Junior club is not attended by girls of Asian parentage, 
though some ethnically West Indian and Angle girls go. All in 
all, because the element of uncertainty regarding the distinctive-
ness of the lunchtime Jun1or club vis-a-vis break-time (i.e. free 
time at school), I decided in the course of fieldwork to count 
dinner-time attendance as constituting participation in neither 
the school nor the peer-recreation domains. There are however 
quite reasonable grounds for seeing the after-school clubs as 
part of the recreational domain. 
Senior/evening club is from 7 p.m. till 10 p.m., and in 
addition to the time difference, the presence of older teenagers 
and young adults obviously distinguishes this from the school 
domain. It is primarily run by the same full-time (white) staff, 
though a number of ethnically Ind1an, English and West Indian 
young adults play an active role as part-time youth workers. The 
degree of supervision is not strong, and maybe from time to time 
there might be some concern about the club within the adult com-
munities. Virtually no Asian girls attend Senior club. 
The Asian Youth Association's club is open on the same 
premises on two nights a week, and families apparently attend on 
one of these. On Wednesdays many of the same youngsters attend 
the Asian Youth Association as on other nights of the week, and 
again the same degree of informality avails. However, the Asian 
Youth football team trains on the premises that evening, and per-
haps some Asian parents may be happier about their children at-
tending a club which is pr1nc1pally organised by eo-ethnic 
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adults. For these reasons I have located the Asian Youth club 
closer to the adult community domain than Senior club, though of 
course this may be inappropriate for the ethnically Engl1sh and 
West Indian youngsters who attend. 
'Church club', as designated on the diagram, is situated 
away from the school in the hall attached to the local Anglican 
church, and is run by a local wh1te woman who is a member of the 
same congregation as the parents of some of the ch1ldren who go 
to the club. While the organiser shares religious eo-membership 
with the parents of two of my informants, this does not extend 
to ethnic eo-membership, and the other of my informants who 
attend this club share neither ethnicity nor religion. On these 
grounds, the assignment of this setting to the peer-recreational 
doma1n (rather than to the adult community one) does not seem 
very problemat1c, though some parents are probably more likely 
to hear of their children's misdemeanour there than at Junior 
club. 
There are in fact two cricket teams included w1thin the 
peer-recreational domain: one organised by Di, and the other, 
in which Di and a few other informants take part, is organised 
by Di's big brother. In Di's big brother's team, young adults 
participate to a greater degree and so it may be more adequately 
placed overlapping the adult community domain; however, Di's own 
team only involves kids and really constitutes an organised form 
of 'park, street and round the place' activ1ty. 
Some of my informants report doing th1ngs in the park, street 
and round the place with adult k1n (see also James 1974:23), but 
generally this is a peergroup activ1ty and was sometimes glossed 
as 'mess1ng' or 'mucking around', and l1kened to go1ng swimming 
(Bi;Di); go1ng to the library (Ci;Di); going to the clubs (Ei,Qp) 
or to Amusement Arcades (Fi). It can involve a variety of games, 
some of them specifically designed to incur adult disapproval 
(viz. the very popular 'knock knock/knock door ginger') 
and some boys are reputed to be kept in. Adult 
supervision in this setting is not active, though as suggested 
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above, how children behave in the street etc. may be 
observed by adults, who are more likely to belong to the home or 
adult community than to the school domain (few of the teachers 
live locally, as far as I know - some fraught encounters with the 
only one that does are reported by Lp). 
Tennis, canoeing, fishing and playbus are fairly marginal 
settings in so far as only one or two of my informants are in-
volved in them. Lp plays tennis with his brother and his cousin 
Mp; Np goes to canoeing on Fridays after school; Ue and Ve go 
fishing, sometimes with each other, sometimes alone and sometimes 
with members of their family (which maybe makes domain classifi-
cation a little dicey in theory, though in practice it is com-
pletely insignificant); Playbus is a fac1lity prov1ded dur1ng 
the summer holidays in a local park, and it 1s worth also men-
tioning scouts which two of my informants attend (Tm and We), 
though several others disparage it because it is thought either 
boring (Ve and Rw) or snobbish (Hp) (cp. Hargreaves 1967:152 on 
scouts being a posh kids' activity). 
Several informants go to the town library with friends, 
brothers or cousins on Saturday morn1ngs (often to use the 
library's computer); quite a number go swimming in the town 
pool, which they often characterise as messing about/mucking 
around (Bi;Di;Hp;Ip;Kp;Lp;Sw;Tm) and as being similar to doing 
things in the park and street (Np;Pp;Sw). At least in terms of 
supervision by adults from the home, school or ethnic community, 
there is no reason to consider attendance at Amusement Arcades 
as being qualitatively different (with regard to other settings, 
they are likened to the club by Hp, the park by Fi and swimming 
by Jp), and being mostly located outside the immediate neighbour-
hood, it is perhaps at swimming and in Amusement Arcades that 
youngsters are least under the auspices of adults. 
6.3.5 Settings Constituting the School Domain 
Lessons at school are the occasions in which children are most 
clearly exposed to white adults, and obviously the distinctive 
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ȘŬŪVWŲŠŸŪWVĚon kids' conduct are considerable. However, I have 
already identified a degree of difficulty in drawing a line 
between free-time at school and lunch-time ŊẀŪŸŬŲĚclub, and a 
few words are required to justify the allocation of break-time 
etc. to the school rather than to the peer-recreational domain. 
In the first instance, ȚŲŤŤĤWŸŤĚat school may not be 
lessons but one is still under the jurisdiction (and surveillance) 
of teachers; secondly, it is compulsory (and on cold winter days 
outside, unpleasant); thirdly, it is more widely acceptable to 
parents than doing things in the park, or going to the club; 
fourthly, there is a good practical reason for counting it as 
part of the school domain. If free-time were excluded, there 
would be no opportunity for informants to express on the ISM 
matrix the fact that many of them go to the same school as older 
and younger VŸŞŨÙŪŦVĚand ȘŬẀVŸŪVĦĚ Being of different ages, they 
are unlikely to see them in lessons and yet they may eo-partici-
pate in e.g. assemblies and have a great deal of closely shared 
knowledge concerning people and issues at school. This is an 
important eo-membership covering types of knowledge and experi-
ence that peergroup recreational settings won't replicate: 
indeed, not only does the ISM column 'at school in free-time' 
give informants a fuller chance to say whom they go to school 
with, it keys into ŤẄŮŤŲŸŤŪȘŤĚ that is qualitatively different 
from peer-recreation in major ways. 
6.4 Domains and Reports of Bilingual Code Selection 
Such then are the TŬÜŠŸŪĚclusters that an analysis of values, 
types of interlocutor and settings leads one to formulate. With 
regard to informants of Indian and Pakistani extraction, it is 
also worth ŦŨŠŪȘŸŪŦĚat how bilingual language choice is perceived 
to fit in with WUŸVĚmodel. 
During ȚŸŤŨTŴŬŲÛHĚ informants were asked ĜÙŪTŸẂŸTẀŠŨŨXĞĚ
about the settings on their ISM matrices and the language use 
which typically accompanied each (in fact, foolishly, my wording 
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to them shifted between 'what language do you generally use when 
you're in setting X' for some informants, and 'what language is 
generally used in setting X' for others). Informants were asked 
to code as many settings as they felt fit, in terms of 
1. 'All Punjabi' or 'All Pakistani' (the latter was 
sometimes used with informants of Pakistani 
parentage) 
2. 'Mainly Punjabi'/'Mainly Pakistani' 
3. 'Equal Punjabi/Pakistani and English' 
4. 'Mainly English' 
5. 'All English'. 
Several things need to be said in relation to this procedure. 
Firstly, it concerns perceived congruences between language and 
setting, not necessarily actual usage. Secondly, the alternation 
in the wording of my question means that the nature of this per-
ceived congruence is regrettably ambiguous. Thirdly, it omitted 
consideration of language use to particular (typical or non-
typical) informants within each setting and so informants lacked 
adequately explicit and specific anchors for their reflections. 
The second and third points mean that the emerging data can 
certainly be criticised on methodological grounds. However, the 
fact that within those constraints, the data outline perceptions 
and not necessarily behaviour doesn't matter, and they can be 
cautiously used in discussion of the potential psycho-social 
distinctiveness of the domains being isolated. 
Table 6.1 sets out below the average patterns of bilingual 
code selection which informants reported as accompanying the 
settings which I have merged into domains. 
None of the postulated domains is entirely discrete in the 
patterns of code selection felt appropriate to the settings com-
prising it - thus the 'adult community' settings do not exclu-
sively have medians and modes of 2 (= 'mainly Punjabi/Pakistani); 
equally the school domain is not felt to be all English. In this 
sense, the ŤÜŤŲŦŸŪŦĚpatterns of language selection do not 
straightforwardly ratify the domain model I am ŮŲŬŮŬVŸŪŦĦĚ
TABLE 6.1 ŸŒNŎŊŘŇNĚREPORTED LANGUAGE SELEcriON IN DIFFERENT SETTINGS, BY INFORMANTS 
OF INDIAN PARENTAGE, PAKISTANI PARENTAGE AND COMBINED 
TfiE ADULT 
COMMON ITY DOMAIN 
I II III IV 
Informants of med1.an 3 2 2 3 
lndlan 
mode 3 2 2 3 Purentage 
(n) (6) (3) (7) (7) 
Informants of med1.an 2 2 3 
Pak1.stan1. 
mode Parentage 2 2 3 
(n) (6} (1) (8) (8) 
Informants of med1.an 2 2 2 3 
Ind1.an and 
mode 2 2 2 3 Pakistanl 
Parentage (n) (12) (4) (15) (15) 
Comb1ned 
ŸŸĤĤĤĤĤĤĤ
Key: 01fferent settings: 
I At Gurdwara or Mosque 
II At classes at curdwara/Mosque 
III Visiting w1th adults 
IV Family parties and weddings 
(and part1es where these appear 
to be family ones) 
V In my home 
VI Vis1tinq their house on my own 
THE HOME THE PEERGROUP RECREATIONAL THE SCHOOL 
DOMAIN 
V VI 
3 4 
3 4 
(7) (7) 
2.5 3.5 
2 4 
(8) (8) 
3 4 
2.3 4 
(15) (15) 
VII 
VIII 
IK 
lt 
XI 
XII 
XIII 
XIV 
DOMAIN 
VII VIII 
4 4 
4 4 
(3) (2) 
Cr1cket 
Training 
Amusement Arcades 
Town llbrary 
At the park etc. 
At the club 
IX 
5 
5 
(2) 
4 
4.,5 
(5) 
5 
5 
(7) 
DOMAIN 
X XI XII XIII XIV 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 5 
(7) {7) (7) (7) 
4 4 5 4 5 
4 4 5 4 5 
(5) (8) (7) (8) (8) 
4 4 4 5 
4 4 4 5 
(15) ( 14) (15) (15) 
Lan9uages normally spoken: 
All Punjabi/Pak1stan1 
2 Mainly Punjabi/Pakistani 
3 Equal Engl1sh and 
Punjabi/Pakistani 
4 Mainly English 
5 All English 
At school in free-time For each individual's reported 
language selection see Table 6.2. At school in lessons 
:i 
oO 
TABLE 6.2 REPORTED LANGUAGE SELECTION IN DIFFERENT SETTINGS, FOR EACH INFORMANT OF INDIAN AND 
PAKISTANI PARENTAGE 
THE ADULT THE HOME THE PEERGROUP RECREATIONAL THE SCHOOL 
COMMUNITY DOMAIN DOMAIN DOMAIN DOMAIN 
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV XV XVI 
Ai 3 2 1 5 3 5 5 5 4 5 3 5 
Bi 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3-5 4 4 3 2 
Ci 4 2 4 2 4 4 4 4 5 5 1 2 
MŸĚ 3 2 1 3 2 3-5 2 4 4 4 1-2 4 2 2 
Ei 3 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 1-2 3 
Fi 3 3 2 3-4 4 3 5 4 4 4 5 3 4 
Gi 2 3 3 1 3-5 5 4 5 3-4 3-4 1 4 
Hp 2 4 3 4 3 5 5 5 5 3 5 1 4 
Ip 1 3 3 3 5 5 5 4 5 1 3 
Jp 2 1 1 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 
Kp 2 2 3 2 4 4 4 3 4 4 5 2 4 
Lp 3 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 3 4 
Mp 
Np 
Op 1 1 2 3 2 4 3 5 5 3 5 1 3 
Pp 2 3 4 2 3 4 5 4 5 2 3 
Qp 2 2 4 3 4 4 4 4 5 2 3 
OTHER 
XVII XVIII XIX 
5 5 
4 2 
4 4 5 
4 4 
4 
4 3 3 
4 3 3 
5 
3 5 
2 
4 4 4 
3 3 3 
4 4 4 
3 2 3 
ŸĚ ĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤŸĚ--
(contd) 
..... 
-...! 
\0 
TABLE 6.2 (contd) 
Key: Different settings: 
I At Gurdwara or Mosque 
II At classes at Gurdwara/Mosque 
III V1s1ting with adults 
IV Family parties and weddings 
V In my home 
VI Visiting their house on my own 
VII Cricket 
VIII Training 
IX Amusement Arcades 
X Town library 
XI At the park etc. 
XII At the club 
XIII At school in free-time 
XIV At school in lessons 
XV In another country 
XVI In another town 
XVII On day trips and outings 
XVIII Shopping 
XIX On the phone 
Languages normally spoken: 
1 All Punjabi/Pakistani 
2 Mainly PunJabi/Pakistani 
3 Equal English and Punjabi/Pakistani 
4 Mainly English 
5 All English 
....... 
()) 
0 
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Neither, however, do they invalidate it, since anyway, 
psycho-social factors such as values and types of interlocutor 
obviously have to be ŦŸẂŤŪĚgreater prominence than language in 
an analysis of how communities segment their social lives. 
Beyond this, in fact, the patterns of code selection outlined 
here could be said to broadly endorse the model in two ways. 
Firstly, the analysis of domains was itself never proposed 
as a straightforward exercise embracing easy categories; the 
blurrings in language selection across domains in fact agree 
with much of what the preceding analysis had led us to expect. 
Thus family parties and weddings, and attendance at the Gurdwara 
are not on average reported as 'Mainly Punjabi/Pakistani' 
language events and in this respect they differ from the other 
settings in the adult community domain: yet this is what one 
might expect from the earlier account of the relative freedom 
youngsters are g1ven on such occasions (see section 6.2.5 above). 
Similarly, the difficulty in separating the school domain setting 
'At school in free-time' from the peergroup recreat1onal domains 
was noted, and accordingly, patterns of language use are on 
average felt to be similar in both. That the blurry edges noted 
in earlier sections co-ordinate with fuzziness in these empirical 
data in fact suggests quite a positive correspondence between 
local perceptions and my own, derived from observation, inter-
views and secondary sources, and this may be seen as one type 
of endorsement. 
Secondly, though the average scores for bilingual code 
selection do not perfectly replicate the model of domains being 
proposed here (due to their fuzzy edges), neither do they com-
pletely contradict it. Thus the settings allocated to the adult 
community domain overall eo-occur with 'Mainly Punjabi/Pakistani' 
language selection; the home domain looks as though it is felt 
to favour a slightly increased use of English; and school in 
lessons broadly looks as if it's the 'All English' environment 
par excellence. 
So an analysis of code selection by setting lends some ere-
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dence to the model being proposed here: beyond this (and sup-
ported by parts of the preceding analysis) it also suggests a 
meta-clustering of domains, which at this point it is worth 
making explicit. 
6.5 Intra-ethnic and Interethnic Meta-doma1ns 
The p1cture of code selection here suggests a higher level 
clustering of domains which will in fact be very useful both in 
relation to the measures of multiplexity to be developed below, 
and to the later analysis of (NP) (VA)E {Part Three). 
What it initially suggests is that on the one hand school 
and peergroup recreational domains may be united as be1ng 
'English language dominant', while on the other and in contrast, 
adult community and home can be joined as 'Non-English dominant'. 
It would be incorrect to assume that this was a stra1ghtforward 
intra-ethnic vs interethnic distinction in terms of the people 
that are typically encountered in each 'meta-sphere': the 
greater association of English with the peergroup could just as 
easily be due to the absence of adults whose primary language was 
Punjab1, as due to the presence of ethnically Angle and Afro-
Caribbean peers. However, without hav1ng to adopt a strong 
Whorfian posit1on, and without implying home and adult cam-
munity domains are automatically identical in this, it is not 
unreasonable to see the greater reported usage of Engl1sh as po-
tentially and broadly entailing increased exposure to ethnic 
Angle maJority and Afro-Caribbean values. And while in practice 
in school and peergroup settings,1nformants of Indian and 
Pakistani parentage may pass much of their time with peers from 
similar bilingual, if not ethnic backgrounds, they are in prin-
ciple much more accessible to outgroup members than in home and 
adult community settings (none of the peer recreat1onal or school 
settings are ethn1cally exclusive, while outgroup access to 
settings in the other domain would perhaps require the per-
mission of an 1ngroup adult) . 
That then concludes the basic analysis of doma1ns which 
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other parts of the thesis will draw on or elaborate. We have 
moved from settings to domains to meta-domains, these last 
being characterised in terms of a broad division between those 
settings in which the predominant values are likely to be the 
ethnic ingroup's, and those in which there is the ŮŬVVŸŞÙŨÙWXĚ
of encountering greater social and cultural diversity. 
From these relatively theoretical questions, we must now 
move to a more technically orientated investigation of the 
quality of the empirical data to be used in quantitative 
analysis. 
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NOTES 
1. In ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲHĚ there is the dangerous paradox that of 
course the more multiplex a person's relationships are, 
the less likely they are to differentiate the domains 
that were used to define multiplexity ŸŪĚ the first place: 
the more integrated two people are, the less basis there 
may be for identifying them as closely connected at all! 
In fact, for the measurement of multiplexity in terms of 
domain ȘŬĤŮŠŲWÙȘŸŮŠWÙŬŪĚto hold, one has to try and es-
tablish that ŸŪĚspite of particular ŲŤŨŠWÙŬŪVUŸŮVĚencom-
passing lots of domains simultaneously, a sense of the 
differentness of each of these domains is still maintained. 
After that, one needs to assume that this sense of multiple 
and distinct domain eo-participation is likely to create a 
feeling of firm social bonding between the people involved. 
2. Since I am trying to establish the validity of various do-
mains for both ethnically Sikh and Pakistani Muslim in-
formants, it may help here to indicate which ethnic group(s) 
form the focus for each of the writers I shall refer to. 
The following are concerned mainly with Jat Sikhs ŸŪĚ
Britain: Ballard (1972), Helweg (1979), James (1974), 
Thomson (1974). Those concerned with other Sikh subgroups 
as well, or talking of Sikhs non-specifically, are: Dhanjal 
(1976), Jeffcoate and Mayor (1982), and Purewal(1976) (who 
also refers to some ÑŸŪTẀVĞĦĚ Anwar (1979) and ŐŠŸȚẀŨŨŠUĚ
Khan (1974) and (1976) are concerned with British Pakistani 
Muslims (the latter with Mirpuris). Ghumann (1980) treats 
Punjabis generally, and South Asians generally are the con-
cern of Brah (1978) and Anwar (1976). Tomlinson (1984) and 
LMP refers to other ethnic minorities as well. Jeffcoate 
and Mayor (1982) describe Bedford and Purewal (1976) gives 
an account of a neighbourhood very VŸÜÙŨŠŲĚto the one in 
whLch my own study is situated. 
3. The first reason LS a matter of data-tidying. Often in-
formants were given different settings, and at the level of 
settings, ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚare therefore often non-comparable. 
ĿŬÜŞÙŪŸŪŦĚsettings into domains allows one to make compari-
sons across all informants. The second relates to the re-
liability of the reports that informants make about whom 
they see where. Clustering lower-level settings together 
into macro-categories enables one to make more confLdent 
estLIDates than one could achieve if one dealt only Ln 
settings, since within these macro-categories, the re-
sponses that informants give concur with one another more 
consLstently. 
A third reason relates to my intent1on to identify 
arenas 1n soc1al life that are potentially socio-psycho-
logically distinct, so that I can then proceed to count 
up eo-participation Ln these arenas and produce network 
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multiplexity scores. Our cultural recognition of Amusement 
Arcades and swimming pools as locations where different ac-
tivities take place indicates that at some level they are 
socio-psychologically distinct and could be counted as con-
tributing separate strands in a network relationship. How-
ever, to try to rationalise the difference between swimming 
pool and Amusement Arcade participation, would not only need 
a much closer observational knowledge of my informants' be-
haviour in these spheres than I actually have; it would 
also at that level require an exploration of the relation-
ship of these two settings to the thirty-four others out-
lined above, which would be interminable. As it is, 
the macro-categories being opted for are pitched at a 
level which can key in with quite a good deal of socio-
logical/social anthropological work, and in this way we can 
try to rationalise the cultural distinctiveness of the units 
we shall work with without being too heavily penalised for a 
lack of participant-knowledge of life in informants' homes 
and adult communities. 
Finally, the concept of domain - to which these 
settings will be 'reduced' - is itself of proven analytic 
utility. 
4. One informant said that going into people's houses was like 
doing things in the park (Np); however, in one way or 
another, three disagreed (Fi,Op,We). 
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CHAPTER 7 
7. CONSTRUCTING INDICES OF NETWORK ASSOCIATION FROM THE 
MODEL OF DOMAINS 
With the model of domains in place, we can now advance towards 
the spec2fication of quantitative indices of patterns of inter-
actional/network association. However, this cannot be at one 
bound since the empirical 2ndices eventually constructed must 
take cognisance of the quality of the data on which they will 
be based. Indeed the bas2c data needs to be scrut2nised w2th 
particular care in view of Part II's governing objectives, one 
of which is to ensure that interactional association and psycho-
social identification are adequately differentiated. So the 
first three sections of this chapter address questions of reli-
ability. After these, the network indices are f2nally defined. 
7.1 The Reliability of the Empirical Data and the Need to 
Achieve a Fairly Close Reflection of Behavioural Real2ty 
The 2mportant issue here entails giving scrutiny to the emp2rical 
data that 2s obtained with2n the domains framework. Firstly, in 
the responses recorded on ISM (Chapter 3.1), have informants 
managed to say what they mean? Have they managed to give an 
accurate representation of the way they see things? Secondly, do 
those ISM responses reflect what informants actually do? Have 
they given an accurate account of behavioural reality? The first 
questions are 2mportant to any study focusing on participants' 
own accounts (network or other) • But the second are particularly 
important to my own study, more so than in many other network 
analyses (Gal 1979; Milroy 1980; Labov 1972). 
At the heart of the argument about the relevance of social 
networks to language is a recognition that psychological factors 
are involved: conformity and non-conformity to group norms must 
obviously be mediated by mental processes. Consequently, though 
the analytic emphasis may be on 'structural' and 'external' vari-
ables, network analysis 2s not compromised (despite Milroy 1980: 
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141) if it relies to some extent on self-report data, which may 
be influenced by 'internal' aspirations and aversions to produce 
accounts that are not strictly in tune with behavioural, external 
reality. In principle at least Gal, Milroy and Labov need not be 
compromised because in contrast to my own endeavour, they are not 
trying to pull behavioural perspectives apart from attitudinal 
ones in order to investigate the potentially different impacts on 
language of behavioural (interactional) association vs psycho-
logical identification. But this is of course precisely what my 
juxtaposition of network analysis to Identity Structure Analysis 
strives to achieve. 
As I have clearly stated, my use of network analysis is not 
intended to enable me to make clear-cut statements about the im-
portance to language of behaviour versus attitudes: however, it 
is intended to show how a dissonant relationship between network 
involvement and attitudinal affiliation can be examined. For 
this reason, it is important that, as far as I can manage, I 
make sure my network measures accurately represent behavioural 
actuality, and while my purpose is not utterly defeated if I 
cannot achieve this completely, the exercise is fairly futile if 
my network measures reveal no more than attitudes. 
The obstacles to achieving total observational verification 
are in fact considerable, and the problems involved in observing 
at first hand (in urban settings) the complete social networks 
of more than a couple of informants are well recognised 
(Boissevain 1974:97; Anwar 1979:224,227,228; Milroy 1980:141). 
In view of the fact that there are twenty-three informants (who 
each report encountering on average about forty people in about 
fifteen settings per informant), the task of observationally 
verifying all of these meetings (and non-meetings) (potentially 
13,800?) is frankly impossible. In consequence, non-observation-
al methods for trying to ensure the behavioural reality of what 
informants report need to be considered, and at this point it is 
necessary to turn to a fuller account of field-work procedure, 
and to ask of the method by which network data was elicited, how 
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reliable a picture of behavioural reality does it ŮŲŬẂŸTŤĹĚ
7.2 How Far Do ISM Responses Accurately Reflect What Informants 
Think and Do: The Field-work Procedures 
An account of the reliability of the data our ÙŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚin-
volvement ÙŪÙWŸŠŨŨXĚrequires a consideration of the elicitation 
context and methods. The first question is: did ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚget 
a proper chance to say what they thought? 
It is probably safe to discount nervousness with the re-
searcher, and ẀŪȚŠÜŸŨÙŠŲÙWXĚwith the interview/questionnaire 
situation as producing responses which informants would else-
where regard as inaccurately representing their views. By the 
time they came to fill in ISM, informants had already filled in 
one form (LTT) and discussed it in a relaxed way, and had ŸŪĚ
total had between three and ŪŸŪŤĚsessions with me ŮŲŤẂŸŬẀVŨXĦĚ
To the extent that my status was comparable to a youth worker's, 
whom informants often encountered either in summer school 
(running games, not lessons) or at the youth clubs (or both), 
there are further grounds for hoping that nervousness did not 
make them misrepresent their views. Secondly, the fact that I 
habitually encountered informants outside the interview VÙWẀŠWŸŬŪĚ
in the recreational as well as in the school domain, might also 
have made it less likely that anyone would try to spin me a yarn 
about WUŤŸŲĚassociates: certainly, ŸȚĚmy field-work had clearly 
involved only once-off ÙŪWŤŲẂÙŤŴŸŪŦHĚ I would have seemed much 
easier 'game'. 
My field-work elicitation involved a series of checks ŞẀŸŨWĚ
in to the step-by-step procedure which produced the final ISM 
data. The relevant stages were roughly as follows: 
{i) the ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWĚ lists UŸVĚassociates, indicating how 
often he sees them, their rough age, relationship 
(broadly defined) and approximate area of residence 
(this is the LTT ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪŪŠÙŲŤĞĚ (LTT = List of whom 
you Talk To). 
(ii) I VȘŲẀWÙŪŸVŤĚ it for gaps, prepare some additional 
names which the informant might have forgotten. 
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(iii) The informant and I go over LTT, defining ages, resi-
dence and relationship more precisely, as well as 
indicating the degree of affect that informants feel 
towards those listed as peers. Informants include 
those people I'd prepared in (ii) that they regard 
as friends, relations etc. 
(iv) I present informants with a list of settings and they 
tell me which they attend, which ones feel pretty much 
same, and which ones they act differently in. 
(v) From the data elicited from (i)-(iii) I construct the 
vertical axis for ISM; (iv) provides the basis for 
the horizontal axis. Thus each informant has a 
partially unique matrix. 
(v1) Informants were presented with their matrices (usually 
singly, though occasionally in pairs). The following 
written instructions accompanied it: 
Please put a tick to show where you 
see each person (where you talk or 
do things with them) • 
(If it's only ever been once or 
twice, don't put a tick.) 
Oral instructions were also given, and the settings 
forming the horizontal axis were checked for their 
relevance and comprehensibility. The first few entries 
were made together, and then sometimes informants pro-
ceeded to fill in the matrices silently themselves. On 
other occasions, the matrices were filled in JOintly, 
with me putting the ticks and asking the questions 
while the single informant dictated and closely watched 
what I was doing. 
(vii) I scrutinise the ISM matrix for incons1stencies and 
gaps, marking with an orange dot those cells where I 
think there may be errors. 
(viii) Jointly, the informant and I go over the orange dots, 
affirming or altering the previous responses, qualify-
ing and clarifying others. 
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This whole procedure involved informants in 4-5 contact sessions 
((iii) and (iv) were sometimes combined); one or two involved 
their working with a pencil. ØUŸVĚprocedure was interspersed 
with other more TŸVȘẀŲVÙẂŤĚ interviews (concerned with e.g. varie-
ties of Punjabi, or varieties of English), and was generally 
spread over a few weeks. All oral discussion relating to this 
procedure was conducted alone ŴŸWUĚme, though when step (vi) 
(filling in the ISM matrix) was done in writing, sometimes ŸWĚ
was done in ŮŠŸŲVĦĚ Steps (i) ,(iii) ,(iv) and (vi) were suffi-
ciently varied to hold informants' ŸŪWŤŲŤVWĚthough filling ISM 
TŸTĚrequire some concentration, and it both worked faster and 
required less revision later when it was done jointly, with the 
informants' contribution ŞŤŸŪŦĚoral. Often the completion of 
ISM was done during assembly, R.E. or the tutor period and no 
informants ÜŸŪTŤTĚȘŬÜŸŪŦĚback at break-time to finish off on 
the occasions when this was necessary. Four ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚsuggested 
TŬŸŪŦĚit at home, to which I had no obJections, and three re-
turned them completed ŴŸWUĚno prompting. 
I think however that boredom may have become an issue ŴŸWUĚ
some informants ŸŪĚ the final checking session (stage viii). I 
began it by ŠŮŬŨŬŦŸVÙŪŦĚin advance for what ÜŸŦUWĚbe a ŞŸWĚ
boring, but ŤẄŮŨŠŸŪŤTĚthis in terms of my UŠẂŸŪŦĚto be very care-
ful when doing a project such as I was engaged in. The activity 
for informants was oral, though focused on the ISM matrix, and I 
tried to keep the pace brisk and the questions general. However, 
in listening to recordings of this session, I ŸŪȚŤŲŲŤTĚa degree 
of boredom in six informants (B; E; L; 0; S; U): they all com-
pleted it but may be judged to have been more motivated by good 
will towards me than ÙŪWŲŸŪVŸȘĚenthusiasm for the task in hand. 
These feelings may have been more ŴŸTŤVŮŲŤŠTĚthan this, and this 
must be acknowledged as a factor potentially undermining this 
last stage, leading informants not to say what more ŠẀVŮŸȘÙŬẀVĚ
circumstances ÜŸŦUWĚreveal to be WUŤŸŲĚ thoughts. 
Besides generally WŸTXŸŪŦĚup the questionnaire forms (iden-
tifying obvious ŬÜÙVVŸŬŪVĚconcerned with e.g. how often informants 
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spoke to a particular entity), the scrut1ny and checking which 
constituted stage (ii) involved my comparing the names listed 
by one informant with those listed by other informants closely 
associated with them. In this way I hoped to compensate for 
any initial oversights (obviously I was able to do this less 
extensively with the first informants at the start of my field-
work). Many informants had already mentioned some of their 
associates to me in the course of preceding language attitude 
discussions and oral diary reports. 
Information gained from previous conversations and from 
oral and written diary reports also provided one way of checking 
the responses in ISM (stage vii). Another procedure entailed 
looking at 'natural' social groupings (e.g. one family at a time) 
and seeing the extent to which all members were encountered in 
the same places. Where, for example, one member deviated, I 
would put an orange dot on the matrix in order to ask the in-
formant later (in the course of viii). 
A third method involved cross-checking ISM responses with 
what other informants had said on their matrices (see 7.3), and 
the final method entailed bringing to bear my own knowledge, 
gained through familiarity with the school timetable and through 
visual and radio-microphone observation around the school and at 
the club. The fact that I didn't see X doing things with Y at 
junior club did not mean that they never did and that X was 
fabricating, since I did not attend every junior club. Also my 
observat1on was not specifically geared to confirming who saw 
whom where, and my field notes do not contain details of this. 
I did not know all of every informant's peer-group by sight. 
However, I d1d know many of them and I am able to confirm reports 
of attendance at Junior and Evening clubs by most of those known 
to me by name/sight, and to query some omissions. 
To summarise, the following elements in the field-work pro-
cedure may be considered to have increased the likelihood that 
ISM data accurately captures what people really think/perceive: 
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1. Familiarity with the interviewer and the interview 
situation; 
2. Consistency checks made with reference to 1nformation 
prev1ously given by the informant; 
3. Checks on the internal consistency of responses, made 
with reference to natural social group1ngs. 
The element of ted1um that at least some informants felt during 
stage viii may however be seen as undermining th1s accuracy. 
Those components which can be taken as, 1n addition, im-
proving the likelihood that ISM data reflects behavioural reality 
are 
4. the fact that informants knew that the 1nterviewer co-
partic1pated to some degree 1n the school and peer-
recreational domains; 
5. Compar1son w1th information g1ven by other informants; 
6. Compar1son to some degree with the researcher's own 
knowledge of the situation. 
7.3 The Evidence on Intersubjective Agreement W1thin a Subsample 
of the Data, and Some Data-handl1ng Procedures Des1gned to 
Increase Reliab1lity More Generally 
The field-work procedures, then, to some extent improve the con-
fidence that can be placed 1n the veracity of the ISM results, 
though such confidence cannot be total. 
Indeed, since informants often reported doing things with 
one another on their ISM matrices, it is possible to cross-check 
a subsample of the final data 
(a) to indicate the extent to which there is or 1sn't agreement 
on who sees whom where; and 
(b) on the bas1s of th1s at least intersubjectively ver1fied 
subsample, to dev1se general indices and measures of network 
involvement that are fairly dependable in so far as they ac-
curately correspond to/reflect results that have been 1nter-
subJeCt1vely val1dated. In this way, the scoring of network 
involvement can itself be organ1sed in such a way as to in-
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crease the likelihood of accurately reflecting behavioural 
reality (if, that is, you accept that intersubjective agree-
ment provides evidence of behavioural reality). 
Rather than get bogged down here, Appendix 6 contains 
detailed examination of the subsample whose answers it is possi-
ble to cross-check with one another, and a fuller account of the 
way in which this suggests that an index should be constructed. 
It is adequate at this stage to present this analysis in outline. 
From the data on how informants reported social association 
with one another, it emerges that there is an overall agreement 
rate of 80% - informants agreed with one another in 930 state-
ments about who encountered whom in which setting, and in 223 
they didn't. 
It will be recollected that in constructing indices of 
interactional involvement, not all settings will be considered: 
seven settings will not be allocated to any of the four domains 
on conceptual grounds and for reasons of poor wording. In fact, 
three of these settings make a disproportionate contribution to 
lowering the inter-1nformant agreement rate ('friends' parties' 
with a 55% agreement rate, 'daytr1ps and outings' with 50% and 
ŸŬÙŪŦĚshopping' with an agreement rate of only 37.5%), and by 
removing these and the others from consideration, the ratio of 
intersubjectively ratified to non-ratif1ed statements improves. 
The second step towards increas1ng this ratio again entails 
reference to the model of domains proposed above, and it requires 
changing the guiding question from 
'do X and Y agree that they meet in setting Z?' to 
'do X and Y agree that they meet in domain Z?' 
In asking this question we find that though informants may not 
agree with one another with regard to one setting (e.g. the 
club), they may concur with regard to another (e.g. the park) 
which belongs in the same domain. Thus, while they may not 
agree with regard to every part1cular, if they do with regard 
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to some (at least one), they will be taken to be 1n broad agree-
ment that they do eo-participate 1n that doma1n. 
Non-agreement 1n certa1n details can be overlooked at a 
more abstract level, and with this rephrasing, we find that 420 
statements about domain co-part1c1pat1on are ratified inter-
subjectively, and only 43 are not - the agreement rate has in-
creased to 90%. 
So by inspecting a subsample of the data on which it is 
possible to cross-check what informants say, ways of analysing 
the ISM information emerge which can give us more confidence 
that the indices we construct reflect behavioural - or at least 
intersubjective - real1ty. 
Of course this inspection was only carried out on 16% of 
all the ISM statements about who sees whom where. How far can 
the same degree of reliability be ensured w1th regard to ISM 
responses concerned with the rema1n1ng 531 peer- and 256 adult-
related entities that can't be cross-checked? The first step of 
remov1ng seven settings from cons1deration 1n terms of domain can 
be enacted qu1te simply. The second stage 1s however more diffi-
cult. W1th the ver1fiable subsample data, this stage entailed 
collecting several settings into one doma1n, which meant that 
though there were often some sett1ngs conta1ning non-agreements, 
other settings did contain intersubjectively verified eo-
participation and on that basis, the amount of overall agree-
ment about (doma1n) eo-participation improved. The benefit de-
r1ved from informants having several opportun1ties to express 
their co-participat1on in a domain: they did make idiosyncrat1c 
statements w1th regard to some settings, but 1n the light of 
agreements in others, these could be overlooked. 
What this suggests for the non-verifiable majority of ISM 
responses is that before we accept statements about co-partic1-
pation, we should sometimes require informants to say that they 
see X in at least two of the sett1ngs allocated to a doma1n. On 
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the basis of the subsample, we know that some settings produce 
more consistent responses than others, and for settings with 
regard to which there is generally a high degree of agreement 
(such as the park, or school in free-time), one response may 
be adequate as evidence. However, with regard to others which 
are less reliable (but which we would nevertheless not want to 
exclude altogether) , the evidence of our analysis of the sub-
sample suggests that a person should only be scored as eo-
participating in a domain if the informant reports seeing him 
in at least two of the settings comprising it. 
Which are these settings, on which informants appear to 
report less reliably and which we will only count in the evi-
dence on domain eo-participation with an individual if contact 
is reported in at least one other relevant setting in addition? 
In the subsample it appeared that settings in the home and adult 
community domains generally produced less inter-informant agree-
1 
ment, and so with regard to the rest of the ISM data (i.e. the 
data which can't be cross-checked), we will adopt the strategy 
2 
of normally only accepting that an informant really eo-partici-
pates in either home or adult community doma1ns with a particular 
person if the informant reports encounter1ng him in at least two 
of the settings classed as within the domain in question. 
If we now turn back to the cross-checkable subsample and use 
it to try out this two-setting qualification - if we apply this 
procedure to the subsample using intersubjective agreement as our 
yardstick of 'truth' - we find that in the home domain there is 
an 81% correspondence between 'reality' as intersubjectively at-
tested and the p1cture of domain eo-participation that emerges 
if we only count reported encounters in two or more settings as 
our evidence. This correspondence is less in relation to the 
adult community domain - there it is 72%. So we have to admit 
that the two setting measure proposed for the rest of the ISM 
data - the non-cross-checkable parts - isn't awfully reliable 
when it is tested out on reality as defined by inter-informant 
agreements. 
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What this means is that we cannot eliminate the ŮŬVVŸŞÙŨÙWXĚ
of reports on social ŸŪTJĦŮẀŞŨÙȘĞĚ behaviour in fact being influ-
enced by private and idiosyncratic aspirations and perceptions, 
and we are forced to ask: are informants really only using the 
ISM matrix as a kind of ISA questionnaire, merely reporting whom 
they would like to see in particular domains rather than whom 
they really do ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWĚwith? 
Obviously with regard to the subsample, this possibility can 
and will be countered by accepting only ÙŪWŤŲVẀŞŊŤȘWŸẂŤŨXĚrati-
fied association; ŴŸWUĚregard to the larger uncheckable group, 
two things need to be said. Firstly, using the two-setting 
criterion at least looks as though it is likely to be three-
quarters and four-fifths accurate. Secondly, the direction of 
WUŸVĚ inaccuracy, from an analysis of its use in the subsample 
(see Appendix 6) , seems to be towards under-estimating the amount 
of interactional ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪVĚ that people have: standing on its 
own, this seems to be a conservative measure. Taken in con-
junction with the empirical ISA analysis below, the fact that it 
probably underestimates eo-participation maybe means that it is 
more unlikely to replicate the measures of idealistic and current 
identification used below. Certainly there is an ineliminable 
area of inaccuracy in which informants' private aspirations 
doubtless have free play, but the conservative approach adopted 
here is perhaps ŨŸÛŤŨXĚto counteract the exaggerated accounts of 
social association that informants might be inclined to give 3 in 
relation to those with whom they have strongly idealistic (or 
current) identification. At least when simultaneously consider-
ing positive ŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪHĚ a sceptical approach to ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪ­
al involvement such as this, is more likely to ensure that net-
work measures do more than merely replicate the psychological 
ones. (In fact the ŮŬVŸWÙŬŪĚbecomes potentially rather more 
complex than this in relation to aversive identification - for 
a discussion of WUŸVHĚ see Appendix 6.) 
Such then is the normal strategy that will be employed to 
try and increase the ŲŤŨÙŠŞŸŨÙWXĚof the ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠWÙŬŪĚon who en-
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counters whom where: priority will be given to intersub]ectively 
verifiable data, but where this is unavailable and where settings 
seem more likely to accompany unreliable reports (as these are 
indicated in our analysis of the subsample), an informant will 
only be counted as eo-participating with a named individual in 
a domain if he mentions seeing him or her in at least two of the 
settings comprising it. In practice, g1ving priority to inter-
informant ratification means that even if informant X says he 
sees informant Y in only one of the home domain settings, this 
will be accepted if informant Y concurs. Conversely, if he reports 
seeing Y in both home domain settings (thus satisfying the two-
setting criterion), this will not be accepted if, despite having 
the opportunity to do so, Y does not confirm it. 
Where the data cannot be cross-checked, the (less reliable) 
4 
settings to which the two-setting criterion will usually be ap-
plied will be as follows: 
evidence of home domain eo-participation will normally 
only be accepted if X reports seeing Z both 'at home' 
and 'vis1ting their house on my own, or with other kids'; 
for adult community domain co-participation,must report 
seeing Y at at least two from the following occasions: 
'visiting their house with my mum, dad or adults from my 
family', 'at the Gurdwara/Mosque/Church', 'at classes 
outside schooltime' or 'at family parties and wedd1ngs 
(also sometimes 'at parties' (see Appendix 5); 
within the peer-group recreat1on doma1n, reference to 
encounters with a person will only be accepted in tandem 
with at least one other setting 1n the cases of 'in the 
cricket team (not the school one)', 'at the church club', 
'at evening club', 'at Asian Youth Training', 'at 
Amusement Arcades', 'at the town library', 'swimming' and 
other specialised recreational pursuits such as 'tennis' 
(in contrast, a single reference to seeing someone 'in 
the park, street and round the place' or 'at junior club' 
will suffice); 
in the school domain, reference to encountering someone 
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'at school in lessons' will need to be accompanied by 
'at school in free-time' (though the converse will not 
apply). 
One final slightly different point needs to be made with 
regard to the elicitation of informat1on on domain co-partic1-
pation. Efforts were made to ensure that these doma1n co-
participations were relatively frequent and recent. With regard 
to frequency, setting co-participations mentioned during the ISM 
elicitation were not counted if informants described them as 
'occasional' or 'once or twice a year' (though 'sometimes' and 
'a bit' were accepted). With regard to recency, if an informant 
said he 'used to' see Y in a particular setting, this sett1ng co-
part1cipation was not counted if the time period which had lapsed 
was not specif1ed. If, however, informants had had regular en-
counters with somebody wh1ch had lapsed in a particular setting 
within the last four to seven months, this was counted as a 
setting/domain co-participation. 5 
The focus here on recency and frequency with regard to do-
main eo-participation 1s not motivated by intentions to introduce 
into the network measure frequency of interact1on per se as a fac-
tor in lingu1stic convergence - encounters seven months previous-
ly, or four or five times a year could hardly be counted in this 
regard, and indeed when it comes to a direct consideration of 
frequency of contact, a much stricter minimllin limit of at least 
once a week will be set. The reason for 1nsisting that domain co-
partic1pat1ons are relatively recent and frequent is firmly rela-
ted to the not1on of mult1plexity w1th which we began. The argu-
ment is that the domains which I have isolated are socio-cultural-
ly dist1nct from one another in important ways, and that the more 
domains a person experiences with another the greater their (mutu-
ally recognised) shared knowledge (though not necessarily joint 
endorsement) of people and values, and the more likely they are 
to feel that they know each other well, that their l1ves are 
overlapping and that there are strong social ties exist1ng be-
tween them (see 7.4.1 below). Attend1ng to the recentness and 
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frequency of domain co-participations is a way of trying to en-
sure that the ones I count have a reasonable chance of being 
meaningful to informants in so far as they are ne1ther so oc-
casional as to be marginal, nor so ancient as to be outdated 
or outgrown. 
All in all, the approach here towards increasing the re-
liability of reports on who sees whom where can't be regarded 
as developing a completely watertight and easily replicable 
method for identifying patterns of social association: 1t has 
been fairly commonsensical and pragmatic. Whether this conse-
quently disqualifies it as an approach that might be adopted in 
a larger study more systematically designed from the outset to 
try to identify the differential impacts on language of psycho-
social identification vs interactional involvement, is a matter 
that can be discussed at a later stage (see Chapter 15). 
7.4.1 Constructing the Indices of Interactional Association 
Themselves 
So far, I have (a) given a theoretical and empirical rationale 
for the model of domains I am proposing; (b) I have explained 
the allocation of settings to domains (Chapter 6); and (c) con-
sidered the reliability of informants' reports on whom they see 
where, together with ways of trying to ensure that the emerging 
picture concurs with behavioural reality at least to some degree. 
In addition I mentioned the recency and frequency criteria which 
were designed to ensure that interactional associations in dif-
ferent domains might really be active elements in people's sense 
of their social relatedness to those around them (= multi-
plexity). Having in this way clarified the basic data on which 
they will be founded, we can now start to define the quantita-
tive 1ndices of interactional involvement which will be employed 
here. 
I have already indicated that my indices will only include 
those interactants in a person's network who are reporting as 
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being encountered at least 'about once a week'. In the ma1n, 
they will focus on people w1th whom informants say they talk 
'a lot everyday or most days', 'a bit every day or most days' 
or 'a few times a week' (cf. the account of LTT). I have also 
indicated that non-kin will be only included if they are re-
garded as 'quite a good friend' or better. I have not however 
properly emphasised that my focus will be on the peer-group 
networks in which my 1nformants are involved, or explained the 
reason for this decision which is made in spite of the ISM data 
also conta1n1ng information on adult interactants. 
There are several fairly practical reasons for preferring 
to study the peer-group (for a more detailed account of them 
6 
see footnote) • They can be summarised simply 1n terms of my 
knowledge of peer-group life being much more extensive than my 
understanding of informants• associations with adults. Given 
this, I am generally less likely to make major errors if I re-
strict myself to the 5-20 age range. Beyond this, there is 
also a theoret1cal reason for choosing to analyse interactional 
1nvolvement with peers rather than adults and th1s relates to 
the concern here w1th the relationsh1p of social networks to 
English. 
In their interactional involvement with adults, there is a 
h1gh probability (supported by self-report data on bilingual 
code selection) that many informants use mostly Punjabi. This 
being the case, questions about language and social network 
should first of all focus on Punjab1, not Engl1sh. Of course, 
close involvement with adults and a h1gh degree of Punjabi use 
(a relat1onsh1p which itself would require rather complicated 
empirical exam1nation) could result in Punjabi ethnic marking 
in Engl1sh, but 1t certa1nly need not and the whole issue of 
code separation and interpenetrat1on ra1ses complex socio-
linguistic (and other) questions (about, for example, domain 
compartmentalisation and language shift (cf. F1shman 1972:105)) 
which it is not the intention to examine here. For this reason, 
rather than study interactional involvement w1th largely Punjabi 
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speaking adults, it is much simpler to look at peer associates, 
with whom the language most used is English. Adopting this 
tack means that correlations between English and social network 
data could be explained in terms of accommodation to local peer-
group norms, which in comparison with the kind of theorisation 
required by the alternative approach, is fairly straightforward. 7 
So in drawing up indices of network involvement I shall only 
attend to those who my informants (and I) estimate as being be-
tween the ages of 5 and 20 (I shall also exclude people under 20 
who are married) • Cultural groupings do of course differ sys-
tematically in the ways in which they segment the life span (see 
e.g. James 1974) but I am reasonably confident that between these 
ages, my informants would agree that people could be approximate-
ly called 'kids'. In practice the vast majority of my in-
formants' peer associates are aged between 10 and 15: it is 
normally only VÙŞŨŸŪŦVĚand cousins who are mentioned as being 
younger or older than that. 
PŸWUĚthese young, regular and family or friendly associates 
counted as comprising the basic stuff of each informant's social 
peer WŤŲŲŠŸŪHĚ the next step will entail classifying each in terms 
of their ethnic extraction. The sources used in this task of 
classification will be my informants, who categorised many of 
these associates themselves, and my own inferences, often gener-
alising from what I had previously learnt. The categorisations 
here are therefore the mixed product of local and analyst's per-
ceptions: there are no grounds however for considering them ex-
WŤŪVŸẂŤŨXĚat odds. The conception of ethnicity here is a pre-
dominantly static one, concerned ŴŸWUĚan amalgam of parental 
country of origins, skin colour and religion. Ultimately all 
of these are relative and ȚŨŤẄŸŞŨŤHĚbut in practice there is a 
good deal of local peer consensus about who is an Indian Sikh, 
who is a Pakistani Muslim, who is 'West Indian' and who is 
'English'. Precisely how typical of their ethnic category dif-
ferent ŠVVŬȘŸŠWŤVĚseem to these informants is an important matter 
which will not be addressed: it is enough for the present pur-
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poses that the initial ethnic classifications are reasonably 
reliable. This leaves one more question: precisely how will 
multiplexity be introduced? And what will its particular 
ŬŮŤŲŠWÙŬŪŠŨÙVŠWŸŬŪĚallow us to say that this multLplexity 
really means? 
In the first instance I shall use the data on domain eo-
participation to provide a certain level only above which I 
shall then consider the proportion of ethnically Indian, Pak1-
stani, Afro-Car1bbean and Anglo people comprising the personal 
networks which are defined/delimited in this way. More pre-
cisely, I shall only attend to those contacts in an informant's 
personal network with whom they eo-participate in at least three 
domains: for each informant, I shall only analyse the distrL-
bution of ethn1c groups amongst those of their network relatLon-
ships wh1ch are three- or four-stranded. This seems the best way 
of introducing multiplexity into the quant1fication of inter-
actional involvement for several reasons. 
Analysing the extent to which informants have multiplex 
relations with people from different ethnic groups is in the 
first instance less satisfactorily achieved 1f we focus on two-
or four-stranded ties (i.e. those people with whom informants 
eo-participate in two, or alternatively four domains). Out of 
a total of 668 regular peer assoc1ations, only 74 (rL 11%) are 
single-stranded (i.e. occur in only one domain). In this light, 
1ntroducing multiplexity into the measure of interactional in-
volvement by focusing only on relationsh1ps comprising two or 
more strands, would produce pretty much the same results that 
would emerge if one was to ignore multiplexity completely. De-
limiting the networks to be analysed by only considering four-
stranded relationsh1ps (i.e. those occurring in all four domains) 
would however be dysfunctional as far as an examination of the 
Lnterethnic mixture amongst multiplex ties is concerned. Only 
five informants have any ethnic outgroup assoc1ates amongst 
their four-stranded peer-group relationsh1ps.8 These may be im-
portant, but this approach rather restricts the number of in-
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formants whom it is possible to consider in terms of multiplexity 
and ethnic outgroups. In contrast, setting a limit of three 
strands/domain co-participations, extends the number of people 
with at least one ethnic outgroup member amongst their (thus 
defined) 'multiplex' relations to 15 and this is a much better 
basis for analysis. So in terms of producing a measure that is 
neither over- nor under-discriminating, the three-domain-eo-
participation criterion looks the best. 
In fact, considering the ethnicity of those contacts which 
are three- or more-stranded also, as it turns out, makes quite 
good theoretical sense when we recollect the nature of the 
domains model which was proposed above. There the analysis of 
domains concluded with the proposition that home and adult-
community could be united as broadly being more sensitive to 
ethnic ingroup perceptions and values, while peer-recreational 
and school domains were more likely to entail greater exposure 
to social and cultural diversity. 
This has implications particularly for cross-ethnic re-
lationships. By focusing on peers with whom there are a minimum 
of three domain co-participations, we will in fact attend to out-
group associates who have been admitted to the ingroup meta-domain. 
If we glance at two-stranded relationships with outgroup peers, we 
find that the ŸĚmajority (202 out of 204) comprise eo-partici-
pation in peer-group and school domains: in other words, virtu-
ally all the intergroup relationships which have just two strands 
occur exclusively in the more culturally open and m1xed arena of 
the inter-ethnic meta-domain. By concentrating on three-stranded 
relationship as the minimum, we necessarily focus on people who 
move across both realms (since there are only four domains in 
all). As a result, we do not simply have to define the meaning 
of our index of interactional involvement as 'reflecting multi-
plexity': we can say more substantively that we are indicating 
interactional associations that extend beyond the spheres in 
which either 1ntra-ethnic or interethnic values predom1nate, to 
encompass both. 
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We can even suggest the nature of the shared knowledge which 
in principle we must posit as increasing in some way or other 
with added multiplexity. In the current context we can propose 
that as interactional involvement extends from one value-realm 
to the other, the understanding between actors WŠŪŦŸŞŨXĚincreases 
to encompass joint recognition of two broadly distinguishable 
value systems/socio-cultural orientations. Almost by definition 
for eo-ethnic adolescent peers, this JOint awareness of intra-
and interethnic realms is fairly routine (maybe early schooling 
is when a child first enters the inter-ethnic sphere and starts 
to share at first hand the awareness of ŸWĚalready possessed by 
older siblings and cousins). However, in inter-ethnic relation-
ships this shared awareness of what for each person would in 
effect be a third realm (intra-own group, intergroup and then 
intra-other group) , may often not occur at all. Indeed, maybe 
because of its essential ŪŬŪĤŲŬẀWŸŪŤŪŤVVHĚwe can suppose that ŸŪĚ
looking at inter-ethnic ŠVVŬȘÙŠWŸŬŪVĚacross meta-spheres, greater 
multiplexity as defined here is more likely to significantly ŸŪ­
crease a person's sense of knowing (about) another than it would 
in eo-ethnic relationships. 
So in investigating the ethnic ȘŬÜŮŬVŸWÙŬŪĚof those network 
associations which entail at least three domain ȘŬĤŮŠŲWÙȘŸŮŠWÙŬŪHĚ
we will be talking about admission to ingroup realms when we 
attend to interethnic links. Out of an overall total of 295 two-
stranded relationships, only 21 intra-ethnic associations bridge 
the ÜŤWŠĤTŬÜŠŸŪVHĚ and so here too, while there are grounds for 
viewing these eo-ethnic associations as probably being rather 
different subjectively, we can broadly say that in focusing on 
three-stranded ŲŤŨŠWÙŬŪVUŸŮVĚrather than two-stranded ones, we 
are also generally covering relationships which cover both inter-
and intra-ethnic ȚŸŤŨTVĚof activity. The three-domain co-
ŮŠŲWÙȘŸŮŠWÙŬŪĚȘŲŸWŤŲŸŬŪĚ looks productive for both types of rela-
tionship. 
All of this theoretical discussion applies to all ethnic 
groups 9 and ÜŠÛŸŪŦĚits critical delimitation in the way it does, 
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the three-domain criterion largely mitigates the dangers of 
attempting to theorise generally across diverse cultural 
groupings. A measure of multiplexity which, for example, gave 
separate points for home eo-participation, school eo-partici-
pation etc. would run a great risk of losing its emic potenti-
ality, s1nce the cultural weighting and distinctiveness of a 
domain within one group might well not be equivalent in another. 
By focusing centrally on the intra-ethnic vs interethnic axis, 
the approach takenherehopes to achieve an operationalisation 
of multiplexity with cross-ethnic validity. 
With this three-domain criterion clarified, it is worth now 
presenting the scores for individual informants. Table 7.1 pre-
sents for each informant the proportion of his three+ doma1n 
(henceforth multiplex) interactional associations which are with 
ethnically Afro-Caribbean, Mixed, Anglo, Indian and Pakistani 
peers. It also unites ethn1cally Indian and Pakistani associates 
under the heading Punjabi-bilingual/Asian. 
One drawback with this three-doma1n criterion is its 
stringency with regard to cross-ethnic association w1th ethn1cal-
ly Anglo, Afro-Caribbean and Mixed informants: the majority of 
informants have no 'multiplex' relationships with peers in these 
categories, and this could present problems if, for example, one 
wanted to try to correlate the use of clear [1] with interaction-
a! association with ethnical:y Afro-Caribbean kids across all 
informants. The measure here simply produces too restricted a 
range of scores to make that kind of associational analysis 
worthwhile. 10 
In sp1te of th1s, we w1ll proceed with this measure. 
TABLE 7.1 %TO WHICH PEERS OF DIFFERENT ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS ARE REPRESENTED AMONGST THOSE WITH WHOM EACH 
INFORMANT ASSOCIATES IN THREE OR MORE DOMAINS* 
Total no. Ethnicity of Assoc1ates 
of peers 
encountered Afro-Caribbean Mixed Anglo Indian Pakistani Asian/Punjabi 
in three or bilingual 
more domains 
A1 8 0 (0) 0 12.5 (1) 75 (6) 12.5 (1) 87.5 (7) 
Bi 12 0 (0) 0 0 83.3 (10) 16.7 (2) 100 (12) 
Ci 6 0 (0) 0 0 100 (6) 0 100 (6) 
Di 20 0 (0) 0 0 80 (16) 20 (4) 100 (20) 
E1 18 0 (0) 0 0 94.4 (17) 5.5 (1) 100 (18) 
F1 .LO 0 (0) 0 0 100 (20) 0 100 (20) 
G1 18 5.5 ( 1) 0 0 94.4 (17) 0 94.4 ( 17) 
Hp 2 0 (0) 0 50 (1) 0 50 (1) 50 (1) 
l.p tj u (U) u 0 0 100 ( 8) 100 JB_)_ 
Jp 12 0 (0) 0 0 0 100 (12) 100 (12) 
Kp 1tj u (Ot 0 u 11.1 (2) WÚŨJJÚĦŸĚ ( 1 b) 1UU ( 1 !:3) 
Lp 12 0 (0) 0 8.3 (1) 8.3 (1) 83.3 (10) 91.7 ( 11) 
Mp 10 0 (0) 0 0 0 100 ( 10) 100 (10) 
Np ÍŸĚ 5.3 ( 1 ) 15.8 (3) 5.3 ( 1) 21.0 (4) 52.6 (10) 73.7 (14) 
Op LL 0 _(0) 9.1 (L) 9.1 (L) ÏĦŸĚ ( 1 ) 1/.J (1 I) tjl.tj (1 Cl) 
Pp 10 0 (0) 0 0 40 (4) 60 (6) 100 ( 10) 
Qp 5 0 (0) 0 0 0 100 (5) 100 (5) 
Rw 10 100 (10) 0 0 0 0 0 (0) 
Sw 4 50 (2) 0 25 ( 1 ) 25 ( 1 ) 0 25 (1) 
Tm 8 25 ( 2) 25 ( 2) 25 (2) 0 25 (2) 25 (2) 
Ue 12 0 (0) 0 91.7 (11) 8.3 (1) 0 8.3 (1) 
Ve 7 0 (0) 0 100 (7) 0 0 0 (0) 
We 13 7.7 (2) 7.7 (1) 46.1 (6) 0 30.8 (4) 30.8 (4) 
* The figures in brackets ind1cate the actual number of close associates. 
N 
0 
0"1 
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7.4.2 Summary Of What These Indices Mean 
The network indices Ln Table 7.1 show what proportion 
of those young people with whom an informant regularly associ-
ates across three or more domains are from different ethnic 
backgrounds. 'Young people' here includes both kin and non-kin 
(who will not be differentiated where they are eo-ethnic). 
These are unmarried and in principle aged between 5 and 20 though 
in practice mostly aged between 10 and 15. Where there is no 
real or fictive kinship relation, these peers are considered the 
informant's friends. 'Regularly' means at least once a week 
(though it's usually more frequent than this) and in the context 
of cross-ethnic friendships, the indices show that there has 
been admission into an outgroup's intra-ethnic domains. We may 
hypothesise from this that the shared knowledge entailed in 
interactional association is thus extended to encompass an in-
creased joint awareness of different ethno-cultural orientations. 
These co-participations have been sufficiently frequent and re-
cent for there to be a reasonable chance that this knowledge is 
neither very marginal nor forgotten. 
Unfortunately it will not be possible to generally use 
these indices in relation to interactional association with 
peers of Afro-Caribbean parentage. 
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NOTES 
1. In the subsample agreement rates with1n domains were as 
follows: 
home domain- 75.7% agreement (81 ratified statements 
to 26 non-ratified) 
adult commun1ty- 81.4% (57:13) 
peer-group recreation - 100% (152:0) 
school 97% (130: 4) 
2. There are important exceptions to this approach - see below. 
3. Not necessarily of course, by any means. It is not diffi-
cult to think of circumstances in which people under-
report interact1onal involvement with people they would 
really like to be like. 
4. This will be the usual strategy in analysing the ISM data: 
it is worth stressing the word usual however, since in a 
number of cases this will be overridden. For example, when 
informant X says he sees Y only 1n the 'in my home' setting 
within the home domain, this w1ll be counted as home domain 
co-partic1pation if Y is a member of X's immediate family 
(another Lnstance of this kind of log1c concerns the school 
domain, in which I make the assumption that if kin were at 
the same school (and separated from informants by only one 
or two years) , they did interact with each other in that 
domain, even if the informant omits mention of it). Also, 
where I have knowledge of my own, gathered either from ob-
servation (particularly within school and peer-group recre-
ational domains), or from conversations with several in-
formants outside the ISM elic1tat1on context, th1s will 
also be used to override the two-setting cr1terion. 
5. This position arose with regard to the school domain in 
particular, where I counted (sometimes independently from 
my own knowledge) co-participations which had last occurred 
at a maxLmum of seven months previously. This was due to 
the fact that during my field-work, the oldest age group 
(with whom field-work was largely concerned before September 
1984 - the start of the new school year) moved to the Upper 
School close to the middle school where they had prev1ously 
been, and where the rest of my informants remained. Thus 
when it came to a younger informant reporting on his social 
associations 1n November 1984, he naturally om1tted school 
as one of the domains in which he encountered the older 
boys. I usually included it, since this particular dis-
ruption in the1r interactions was only temporary - the next 
year, most of them would renew their association as they 
themselves moved schools; there stLll existed a lot of 
shared knowledge about their school1ng and if they en-
countered one another in peer-recreational, adult community 
or home domains, it seemed a safe bet that they would have 
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had something to do with one another in free-time at school 
when the possibility was there. 
6. Broadly speaking, there are three practical reasons for 
preferring to focus on interactional involvement with peers 
rather than adults. Firstly, by focusing on informants' 
approximate agemates, a greater proportion of the self-
report data can be cross-checked than would be the case if 
we focused on everybody reported in the ISM procedure: the 
cross-checkable subsample of statements about setting eo-
participation represents 16% of all reports, but about 23% 
of statements made about peers: concentrating on the peer-
group allows me therefore to intersubjectively verify about 
a quarter of all the data. Secondly, ŸWĚ increases the 
scope for my own observation to corroborate self-report 
data, since in contrast to my personal association with 
adults which was virtually zero, I participated or observed 
peer-group interaction quite extensively. Linked to WUŸVHĚ
I have a much better first-hand understanding of the major 
domains for interaction with agemates - school and 'peer-
group' - than I do of the domains in which my informants' 
adult network associates are typically most prominent (home 
and adult community). Thirdly, focusing on peers made the 
task of TŤȘÙTŸŪŦĚwhom to include and whom to exclude from 
the analysis more easy. From each informant, I obtained 
quite an extensive list of adult and peer associates on LTT, 
and to fit on the ISM matrix this list often had to be re-
duced to about 40. From the listed adults, I automatically 
included on it parents and a few obviously prominent (= first 
recorded) adult kin, but where the list became more ex-
tensive, my knowledge of the precise kinship relations, and 
indeed of the kinship systems themselves, made it hard to 
decide which were most likely to be important and which 
could be safely excluded. In contrast, informants had 
clarified their non-kin peers as either 'best friend', 'good 
friend', GŰẀŸWŤĚ a good friend', 'I like them', 'I don't like 
them' and this provided a way of counting some in and some 
out. ŴŸWUĚthis sifting device, it was also safe for me to 
prompt informants about peers they might have forgotten to 
mention, which swelled the numbers on the initial list but 
still enabled me to select peers for the ISM matrix on some 
rational basis. I was however much less able both to sift 
out unimportant adults, or indeed to suggest some which 
informants might have initially overlooked; thus in-
formants' lists of key adult associates was much more likely 
to have gaps. 
7. In ŠTTÙWŸŬŪHĚ focusing on interactional involvement with 
ÖẀŪŖŠŞÙĤTŬÜŸŪŠŪWĚadults might lure the current enterprise 
away from sociolinguistics into the more troubled conceptual 
waters of second language acquisition research, and the 
orientation there towards code deficiency. 
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8. ĜMŸĚ for whom 3 out of 14 are ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚPakistani; Pp has 
2 ethnically Indian associates out of 5 four-stranded peer 
ties; Sw's only four-stranded peer relationship is with 
an ethnically Indian boy; for T 2 out of 4 are of ÖŠÛŸ­
stani parentage; and out of 3 quadruplex links, U has one 
ethnically Indian one.) 
9. Of course, that is a complex question in itself. It is 
certainly true that typically an ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚŅŪTŸŠŪĚfamily, 
for example, will know much more about ethnically Anglo 
intragroup life than vice versa (e.g. by virtue of mass 
media and educational curricula) , and so the impact of 
entering into an outgroup's intra-ethnic domains will not 
be the same for all kids, irrespective of their background. 
However, in view of the generality of the descriptive level 
at which my use of network analysis ŸVĚpitched, perhaps 
this issue is not critical here. 
10. An alternative is to completely drop multiplexity from this 
measure of interactional association. In consequence, dis-
cussion of e.g. cross-ethnic ŠTÜÙVVŸŬŪĚto intra-ethnic 
sphere would no longer be appropriate, and instead we would 
merely have a measure which showed the extent to which dif-
ferent ethnic groups were represented amongst those with 
whom an informant interacted frequently (cf. the comments 
of Ervin Tripp (see 5.5.2 above)). Affect would also figure 
as far as non-kin peers were concerned - see above p. 
Individual scores on the extent to which different ethnic 
groups are represented amongst those ȚŲŸŤŪTVĚand kin with 
whom informants interact at least once a week are shown ŸŪĚ
Table 7.2. 
This new measure produces a greater range of scores for 
ethnically ĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚand Anglo peers than the one in-
cluding multiplexity. However, especially with regard to 
Afro-Car1bbean associates, the range of scores is aga1n 
relatively narrow, and the reality ŴUŸȘUĚit reflects - the 
actual numbers of Afro-Caribbean kids regularly encountered 
- is even narrower than that. Informants of non-Afro-
Caribbean parentage report seeing between 0 and 4 West 
ŅŪTŸŠŪĚfr1ends, and the trouble with the % score is that ŸWĚ
is rather vulnerable to the number of named peers who were 
entered on the original ISM ÜŠWŲŸẄĦĚ At least with the 
multiplexity measure, the raw total of names counted is 
quite tightly controlled by the WUŲŤŤĤTŬÜŠŸŪĚcriterion: 
here, while the rationale for including some names and 
exclud1ng others is better than it could be if I was 
looking at adult networks (see footnote 6. ) , the basis 
for inclus1on and ŤẄȘŨẀVŸŬŪĚis still not standardised (for 
example, at the end of field-work I was able to suggest more 
possibly-overlooked-associates than at the outset) • Par-
ticularly when the numbers of associates ŸŪĚquestion is 
small (as with ethnically Afro-Caribbean peer-group associ-
ates) , it would be overloading WUŸVĚ index to suggest that 
any real significance could be attached to the TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪȘŤVĚ
in % scores that emerge. 
TABLE 7.2 %TO WHICH PEERS OF DIFFERENT ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS ARE REPRESENTED AMONGST THOSE FRIENDS 
AND KIN WITH WHOM EACH INFORMANT FREQUENTLY INTERACTS* 
Total no. Ethnicitl of Peer Associates 
of peers Afro- Mixed Anglo Indian Pakistani Bangladeshi Greek 
seen fre- Caribbean 
quently 
A 24 8.3 (2) 0 16.7 (4) 37.5 (9) 37.5 (9) 0 0 
B 18 0 0 0 66.7 (12) 27.8 (5) 5.5 (1) 0 
c 22 4.5 (1) 0 0 68.2 (15) 27.3 (6) 0 0 
D 29 6.9 (2) 0 3.4 (1) 68.9 (20) 20.9 (6) 0 0 
E 23 0 0 8.7 (2) 78.7 (18) 13.0 (3) 0 0 
F 34 5.9 (2) 2.94 (1) 8.8 (3) 67.6 (23) 11.8 (4) 0 2.9 
G 36 5.5 (2) 0 11.1 (4) 63.9 (23) 16.7 (6) 0 2.8 
H 22 9.1 (2) 0 36.4 (6) 13.6 (3) 40.9 (11) 0 0 
I 33 0 0 18.2 (6) 15.2 (5) 63.6 (21) 0 0 
J 33 6.1 (2) 0 6.1 (2) 24.2 (8) 60.6 (20) 0 3.0 
K 31 6.5 (2) 3.23 (1) 6.5 (2) 12.9 (4) 67.7 (21) 0 3.2 
L 25 8 (2) 0 12 (3) 12 (3) 68 (17) 0 0 
M 39 10.3 (4) 0 7.7 (3) 15.4 (6) 64.1 (25) 0 0 
N 40 5.0 (2) 7.5 ( 3) 5.0 (2) 20 (8) 57.5 (2 3) 0 0 
0 33 3.0 (1) 6.06 (2) 9.1 (3) 15.1 (5) 66.7 (22) 0 0 
p 24 4.2 (1) 0 0 20.8 (5) 75 (18) 0 0 
Q 23 0 0 13 .o ( 3) 21.7 (5) 60.9 ( 14) 4.3 ( 1) 0 
R 27 40.7 ( 11) 0 14.8 (4) 11.1 (3) 33.3 (9) 0 0 
s 29 48.3 (14) 3.45 (1) 6.9 (2) 17.2 (5) 24.1 (7) 0 0 
T 27 22.2 (6) 7.41 (2) 40.7 ( 11) 14.8 (4) 14.8 (4) 0 0 
u 31 9.7 (3) 3.23 (1) 51.6 (16) 16.1 (5) 12.9 (4) 0 0 
V 30 10 (3) 0 63.3 (19) 10 (3) 10 (3) 3.3 (1) 3.3 
w 35 11.4 (4) 2.86 ( 1 ) 54.3 (19) 11.4 (4) 20 (7) 0 0 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
---- - - - --------- - ĤŸĤ --- --- ---- --
* Figures in brackets indicate the actual number of associates. 
Italian 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3.0 (1) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5.0 (2) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6.4 (2) 
0 
0 
Other 
2.6 (1) 
j 
N 
...... 
...... 
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Neither would the situation be improved if the analyses 
of association between variables used raw scores rather than 
percentages, and this again relates to the way in which data 
on frequent interaction with ethnically ĻȚŲŬĤȘŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚpeers 
was elicited. Quite often I myself suggested (on the basis 
of familiarity with the peer-group) the names of people with 
whom an ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWĚassociated, yet because this wasn't done 
in a standardised way (cp. Thomas 1984 on the 'roster and 
rating' WŤȘUŪŸŰẀŤĚŴŸWUÙŪĚsociometry), it isn't certain that 
the one friend scored in relation to informant X wouldn't 
also be counted amongst Y's associates, if only I'd supplied 
the appropriate prompt. When the range of frequent Afro-
Caribbean (and Anglo) associates is so small, this unre-
liability could be critical and as a result these measures 
of frequent (rather than multiplex) interactional associ-
ation cannot be used in this way either. 
So all in all, we must resign outselves to being unable 
to introduce interactional association with ethnically Afro-
Caribbean peers into those analyses which cover the range of 
informants as a whole, though it may be possible to draw 
this particular variable into ÙŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨĚcase-studies. With 
regard to ethnically Angle peer associates, we will need to 
try and do the best we can on the multiplexity measure. 
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CHAPTER 8 
8. METHODS IN IDENTITY STRUCTURE ANALYSIS 
The way in which interactional association will be assessed has 
now been clarified: in the process of defining method, the 
analytic meaning itself of the network index became clearer. 
In Identity Structure Analysis, which is a much more standardised 
procedure, the meaning of the eventual indices is more precisely 
stated at the outset, and in what follows, particular attention 
will be to current identification, idealistic identification and 
contra-identification, all of which have already been defined in 
some detail (see section 5.4.2, pp. 111-118 above). 
However, the value of these indices as a 'truthful' and 
penetrating indication of a person's feelings of, and aspirations 
to be, similar or different from the people and groups around 
them particularly depends on the constructs used ŸŪĚthe procedure 
having personal significance for the respondent. No amount of 
computational sophistication can salvage the procedure from 
trivial constructs. Therefore it is necessary to outline the 
manner in which these constructs were elicited and selected, 
and also, for example, indicate the safeguards included in the 
rating procedure itself. At the same time, the elicitation, 
selection and presentation of entities can be indicated. After 
that I shall discuss the particular uses to which the output 
data will be put here, as well as raising an important issue of 
interpretation. A much fuller account of the ISA ŤÜŮŸŲÙȘŠŨĚpro-
cedure is contained in Appendix 7. 
8.1 The NŨÙȘÙWŠWŸŬŪĚof Personal Constructs and Entities 
To recap, constructs are generally the concepts that people use 
to interpret the world, though here they can be more narrowly 
defined as the attributes which are ŮŤŲȘŤŸẂŤTĚin the entities 
around, and as the terms which are used to evaluate them. Even-
tually I presented between sixteen and twenty constructs to in-
formants, asking them to use them to rate between twenty-one and 
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twenty-three entities. These constructs were collected by me 
from four sources. Two of these were ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴVĚVŮŤȘŸȚÙȘŠŨŨXĚ
designed for construct elicitation (though they were also 
intended (and used) ŸŪĚthe phonetic transcription of linguistic 
variables). 
The first of these occurred in the first half of the 
approximately seven to ten sessions I had with each informant -
it varied between being the second and sixth sessions, mostly 
being the third or fourth. This was an interview with me alone, 
which I introduced by saying that I wanted to ask them a ŞŸWĚ
about themselves, the things they liked doing, what they wanted 
to do when they were older, and the things they generally felt 
were important (I shall refer to it as the ISA Personal ŸŪWŤŲ­
view). These interviews lasted between 20 and 45 minutes, and 
the themes which I had ŸWĚ in mind to cover were as follows: 
you in the future 
you ŸŪĚ the past 
you and the present 
you and friends 
you and relatives 
you and your immediate family 
This schedule was not rigidly adhered to, and not always followed 
in the same order. But generally one topic flowed on quite 
naturally from the one preceding. Within Personal Construct 
Psychology, the elicitation of constructs often entails GWŲÙŠTŸȘĚ
sorts' (see Appendix 7) as a means of leading ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚto be 
ŤẄŮŨÙȘŸWĚabout the contrast pole of a construct. Following 
Weinreich, I TŸTĚnot follow this method, preferring the semi-
structured ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴHĚ although within this I must admit to not 
having always succeeded in obtaining a clear statement of both 
poles of a construct. So sometimes I supplied the negative pole 
myself, though I always consulted ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚ themselves about the 
aptness of any suggestions I made about these. 
The same ŸVĚ true of the data to emerge from the second 
source from which constructs were derived. Usually this was an 
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interview later on in my contact with each informant (between 
the fifth and ninth contact sessions, though with M and N it was 
the first and second) and informants participated in this in 
pairs and occasionally in threes (Ci,Mp,Ei; Bi,Np,Qp). They 
were always w1th very good friends (and sometimes with much 
liked cousins). Seven involved informants from a single ethnic 
background while five involved informants of different ethnici-
ties. 1 The interview (called henceforth 'ISA Groups') was 
introduced in terms of my wanting to find out what they thought 
about the community generally, and about life in Bedford. It 
lasted between half an hour to an hour. The agenda I had for 
this (which again was not rigidly adhered to) was as follows: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
local styles 
ethnic groups in Bedford 
ethnic relations in Bedford 
general local social values 
(again see Appendix 7 for a much fuller account). 
One major difference between this and the ISA Personal 
interview is obviously that the earlier session was one to one, 
while this one involved informants in twos and threes. The pre-
sence of peers is perhaps likely to have influenced informants 
to express views more in line with the shared ideology of the 
peer-group, and if these had been the only ones on which the 
!SA analysis had hinged, the extent to which the constructs used 
were personally relevant might be called in question. However, 
they are clearly counterbalanced by the ISA Personal elicitation 
and since much of the research focus is on the peer-group domain, 
these group elicitations are themselves likely to distinctively 
contribute constructs which usefully represent peer-group life. 
The third source of constructs (not as extensively used as 
these first two) were other interviews which I had with in-
formants, and the fourth source were people and texts other than 
informants themselves. Although constructs outlined in ethno-
graphic texts on Indian and Pakistani communities were not ex-
tensively introduced into the ISA analys1s, one or two were 
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borne in mind where these appeared to intersect with concerns 
expressed by informants themselves (e.g. was there any connection 
between 'shaming up' and 'beizti'). With other constructs, I 
sometimes referred to those which only ŸĚof my informants had 
explicitly referred to but which I thought might have more gener-
al currency and which fitted in ŴŸWUĚmy own research interest 
(e.g. the construct 'speaks normal English' - 'don't know much 
English'). 
These then are the four sources from which constructs (and 
entities) were drawn, together with a little of the manner of 
their elicitation. Two further comments are in order, one de-
scr1bing this procedure in general, and one drawing out some 
1mplications for the results it finally produces. 
Firstly, it was very rare that the ISA interviews focused 
on social entities that I had never before discussed with in-
formants (the one exception to this be1ng caste groupings). 
Personal entities (friends and k1n) had normally been referred 
to in the LTT elicitation which preceded the ISA Personal inter-
view, and collective entities (e.g. Italian kids) had been 
broached in discussions about language. Thus by the t1me both 
ISA elicitation interviews took place, I was already familiar 
with names of individuals and ways of referring to groups: 
neither interview served as a means of eliciting entities. In-
stead these interv1ews might be regarded as a process by which 
informants learnt of an aspect of my interest in and (for my 
benefit) focused on issues about which the ISA rating booklet 
would subsequently ask them in more systematic deta1l. Thus 
these interv1ews could be regarded as a preparatory focusing 
device, or alternatively the rating booklets could be seen as 
a summarising of the interviews. Either way, a rating booklet 
can be seen as having strong roots in specific conversations. 
It 1s not some psycho-soc1al instrument wheeled in from nowhere. 
A second po1nt needs to be made about the ensuing results, 
and it very clearly follows on from the f1rst. Even if they are 
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non-trivial (i.e. embrace meaningful constructs), ISA results 
only give an account of life as this seems to informants from 
one vantage point. Inevitably, the data here reveal informants' 
social perceptions in the context of their relationship with the 
interviewer: whether or not they have wider significance of 
course depends on the nature of that relationship. My hope is 
that they do. A number of steps were taken in the course of the 
ISA procedure to diminish the interviewer's influence (e.g. the 
presence of friends, the checking and ego-rating of constructs 
(see below)), and the researcher's participation in some of the 
settings entailed within school and peer-group domains estab-
lished some natural continuity between views expressed in inter-
views and life outside. But the ISA data is unlikely to tap 
perceptions that derive from some trans- or a-contextual mental 
set. The data are transcontextual in the more superficial 
sense that they relate to informant reflections on life in 
several TŬÜŠŸŪVHĚbut even if they are not shaped merely by the 
frame of mind activated within interviews, the strongest claim 
can only be that these perceptions pertain to mental sets active 
in the interethnic domains of peer-group and school. Had my own 
contact with informants been around home and the adult community, 
and/or if the interview language had been other than English, 
and/or had I not been Anglo, the ISA results would probably be 
rather different. This does not invalidate the research since 
the linguistic behaviours analysed here (and in Part III) are 
held to obtain primarily in interethnic contexts. The context 
for the ISA data elicitation is broadly consistent with the con-
texts in which language is studied: there are clear grounds for 
assuming their relevance to one another. However, it is im-
portant to be clear about the limits ŴÙWUŸŪĚwhich the interpre-
tation of 'attitude' data must be conducted. 
With these points established, we may now turn to the 
selection of constructs and entities for inclusion in the rating 
booklet. 
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8.2 The Selection of Constructs and Entities for Inclus1on 
in the ISA Rating Booklet2 
In preparing a rating booklet, one may either use constructs 
supplied by the researcher (in line with her/h1s interests), or 
use informants' own. I used a comb1nation (as has We1nreich). 
I originally intended to insert six constructs which par-
ticular individuals might not themselves have mentioned in the 
course of discussions. However, I knew that at least some in-
formants did use them, and these guided their wording. The six 
constructs which I intended to supply were related to: 
1. 'speaks normal English' vs 'don't know much English' 
2. 'got a lot of advantages' vs 'haven't got a lot of 
advantages' 
3. 'follow their tradition' vs ' 
4. 'racialist' vs 'not racialist'/'friendly' 
5. respect 
6. 'sim1lar to me' vs 'different from me'. 
These were planned either to ensure some kind of cultural depth 
beyond what the interviews might have achieved (3,5), or to pro-
vide a bas1s for more systematic analysis of themes of interest 
to me (1,2,3,4). In the event, I only referred to the first one 
of these constructs for particular analysis (see Chapter 21.2). 
There were six constructs: given the constra1nts of the 
time available for completing it as well as concentration spans, 
there was space in the booklet for up to fourteen more (each 
booklet eventually contained between fifteen and twenty con-
structs - Weinre1ch recommends a working maximum of about twenty 
constructs and twenty entities) • How was this remaining majority 
selected? 
I listened to each of the ISA interviews twice and noted 
down the precise word1ng of everything that could later be used 
as a construct. In general, th1s did not result in a huge sur-
fe1t s1nce much of these interv1ews was often taken up with 
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narrative and anecdote as opposed to the description and evalu-
ation from which useful constructs are most easily drawn. 
With a list constructed in this manner (mainly from both 
ISA interviews) , the next task was to select the most appropri-
ate, and 1n deciding appropriacy for the rating procedure, 
several factors had to be borne in mind (see Fransella and 
Bannister 1977:14). Firstly, constructs needed to be potentially 
applicable to more than the particular person or group in rela-
tion to whom it had been originally expressed (in Kellian terms, 
constructs need to be 'permeable', and must not have too narrow 
'a range of convenience'). Secondly, constructs should be rela-
tively permanent, not just emerging for the first time in the 
course of the ISA interviews. A third factor to recommend a 
construct is the clarity of its contrast pole: as I have earlier 
admitted, I was not always successful in getting these explicit. 
Two further considerations informed the eventual selection: how 
closely two constructs resembled one another, and how many other 
constructs there were which also seemed likely to refer to a par-
ticular set of entities. In the case of the former, I VŬÜŤWŸŤVĚ
combined constructs when they seemed pretty similar (thus 'posh' 
and 'shows off' were occasionally joined). As far as the latter 
was concerned, it seemed likely that the range of constructs ap-
plicable to family members might not be the same as those rele-
vant to school mates, and I was eager that not all of the con-
structs used should be applicable to only one type of entity. 
The entities to be used fell intu1tively into four broad cate-
gories - self, the family, friends and ethnic groups: I was 
particularly conscious that I ran the risk of selecting con-
structs which might be of little relevance to adult kin. 
Clearly, in so far as Punjabi language constructs were not in-
cluded, there probably is a bias here towards those relevant to 
entities encountered in interethnic domains. In the event how-
ever, ego-involvement scores with the entities 'dad', 'mum', 
'uncles and aunts' are not consistently lower than ego involve-
ments with peer entities, which is an indication that I succeeded 
in select1ng constructs which did have bearing on adult kin. 
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These then were the ŸVVẀŤVĚ I considered in VŤŨŤȘWŸŪŦĚcon-
structs for each person's rating booklet and when it came to 
deciding on wording, I made one or two minor grammatical ÜŬTŸȚÙ­
cations in order to encourage consideration of that construct 
across a wider range of people and groups. I also selected two 
or three more from each informant's list, to hold in reserve ŸȚĚ
any of those initially selected should prove meaningless to in-
formants later on. The constructs that each informant finally 
used in his ratings are given in Appendix 7, together with 
reserves. Here it is perhaps helpful to try and give a summary 
of some of the main themes that were covered. 
This summary can't indicate what everyone used, since all 
were to quite a degree idiosyncratic. It also VẀÜÜŠŲŸVŤVĚthemes 
at a level of abstraction greater than that actually presented -
it unites constructs in a way that may very well reflect only my 
own construct system, not my informants'. Even so it is helpful 
to ŸŪTÙȘŠWŤĚ some of the evaluative and TŤVȘŲÙŮWŸẂŤĚdimensions 
that inform the final identification indices (even though they 
can't be said to be ŲŤŮŲŤVŤŪWŠWŸẂŤĚof them all). 
The 'supplied' constructs (together ŴŸWUĚthe number of in-
formants ultimately using them) related to: 
± speaking normal English (21) 
± having advantages (16) 
± following tradition ( 19) 
± being racialist (21) 
± respect (18) 
± VŸÙŨŠŲÙWXĚ (21) 
Some of the 'elicited' constructs can be placed in the following 
very approximative ÜŠȘŲŬĤȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸŤVJĚ
± cleverness ĜŞŲŠŸŪÙŪŤVVHĚ in te ŨŨŸŦŤŪȘŤĞĚ ( 13) 
± toughness (17) 
± making trouble (21) 
± being bad (going with bad people, ( 11) 
stealing, smoking) 
± ÜŤVVŸŪŦĚabout (9) 
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± independence (being told what to do, 
being supervised) 
± staying in 
± being posh and showing off 
± being religious 
± being solidary (trust, sticking up 
for people) 
± being decent (sharing, generosity, 
caring, helping, being kind). 
(11) 
(6) 
(12) 
(14) 
(15) 
That covers the selection of constructs. What about enti-
ties? As indicated above (section 5.4.2, pp. 111-118), five 
entities are mandatory - 'me as I am now', 'me as I'd like to 
be', 'me as I used to be', 'a person I ŠTÜŸŲŤGHĚ 'a person I dis-
like'. The first three are the anchors for the computation of 
identity indices, the latter two are safeguards in the event of 
the ideal self being given a zero rating (see below 8.3). There 
is also a facility for including two situational selves, and this 
was taken up with ethnically Indian, Pakistani, Afro-Caribbean 
and Mixed informants in the form of the entities 'me speaking 
English', and 'me speaking Punjabi/Pakistani/West Indian'. 
In fact neither of these two situational selves form any 
part of the analysis here, nor do a number of the entities still 
remaining to be outlined. Even so, it is worth briefly outlining 
those that will remain in the background as well as those that 
will inform the immediate analysis. Eight 'generic' entities 
were supplied to virtually all the informants, all of which had 
been ratified as having local currency ŸŪĚthe course of preceding 
discussions. These were (as presented in alphabetical order): 
'Bangladeshi kids' 
'English kids' 
'Indian kids' 
'Italian kids' 
'Pakistani kids' 
'West Indian kids' 
'Teachers' 
Ingroup 'adults' ĿÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸGĚ for Pakistani informants, 
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'English' for Angles etc.). 
The remaining entities which were selected were more 
intimately connected ŴŸWUĚinformants. These were: 
'Dad' 
'Mum' 
Favourite brother or sister, or best friend 
Other brother(s) and sister(s) 
'My main friends' 
'My uncles and aunts round Bedford (real ones)' 
'My real cousins (round Bedford)' 
• My "kind of" cousins (round Bedford)' • 
8.3 The ISA Rating Procedure Itself 
Once a list of constructs and ŤŪWÙWŸŤVĚ thought ŨŸÛŤŨXĚ to be 
meaningful to each informant has been prepared, a ŲŠWŸŪŦĚbooklet 
was compiled for each. This ŤŪWŠŸŨŤTĚthe ŨŸVWĚof ŤŪWÙWŸŤVĚdown 
the left-hand VŸTŤĚof each page, and one construct with two poles 
at the top. Each page also ȘŬŪWŠŸŪŤTĚa set of ŪŸŪŤĚŮŬŸŪWĚrating 
scales besides each entity, on ŴUŸȘUĚthey would be asked to ex-
press the way in which that construct ŠŮŮŨŸŤTĚto each entity. 
Overleaf is a typical rating sheet: the order in which entities 
were presented didn't vary, although the putatively positive pole 
of a construct could be placed on either the left or right hand 
VŸTŤĚof the scale and this was indeed varied, in order to prevent 
what I thought were positive poles always being e.g. on the 
right (this LS all as per Weinreich). I myself added the verbal 
glosses at the top to the rating numbers. Eventually a booklet 
was prepared with between fLfteen and twenty constructs and 
twenty-one to twenty-three entities for each informant. 
These booklets were presented to informants (who normally 
filled them Ln when they were on their own with me in the back-
ground) with the Lnstructions in Table 8.2: 
,, 
4 
' 
2 1 0 1 2 
' 
4 
v.e!7_ y_e_? ĤŸĤJŦŚĚ ŚŰŚǾŶŸĦËGĚ a bit a b1.t ŚŰŚŸŸĤ ye_r:z ŸËËGŨĦËŸŃŅĚȚŶĞGËŸŨŸĚ often ŸŸŮŚŤŚŸËGËŨŸŸĚŸŨŸĤȚ·ŸŸĚ net one ŸÛŸŸŸŸŸĚ ĤŸÍÍËŸË¥ĦÍËËŸĚ C?fJ.!IP. ŅÑŸËŨŸĚ
all a·iat .Jome a 1ew thJ.rlj$ or a Jew :Jome a lot all 
/ ËJŚUŚËŚŸŸNËËGĤ
I tt•u a bJ.t of b..>th I I don•i know I it's eot fiO tt11 ng to do \11th it J 
-tiu'ck . ŞŲĤĤŬĦŲGŸĦĚT T 2 1 0 l 2 T T 
!'le as 1 am now 1 
- - - - - - - - -
-
0 
Me as I would hke to be 2 
- - - -
-o-
- - - -
M• as I uaed to .be 
' 
- - - - '""'tr - -- --
-
Bangladeshi kl.ds 
-- -- -- -- -
4 . 
""""17-
- - -. 
English .k1.ds 
-- - - -- '""'tr - - - -
5 
Ind1.an kids 
- - - - - - ' 
'""'tr 
- -
Italian k1.ds 
- - - -
...,.. 
- - - -
1 
Palu.s tani k1.ds 
- - - - -v-
a 
- - - -
We:Jt Ind1.an kids _ 
- - - '""'tr - - -
-
ŸĚ
Teco.chers 
-
10 
- - - '""'tr -- - -
-
lndJ.an ŠŸĒĚI t,s 
-
11 
- - - -o- - - - -
Me speaking Eil&J.iah _ 
- -- - ŸĚ
12 
- - - -
Me VŮŤĦẀȘÍĦÍŸĚ ÖẀŪŊŬŸĦŞÙĚ_ 
- - - <r - - -- -
1., 
. 
.i person I d1.shke _ 
- - - - - -- -
1.4 
'""'tr 
.i person I adm.l.re 
- - - - -u- - - - -
15 
Dad 
- - - -
-,-
- - - -
16 
Mum 
- - - - - - -
11 
- -,-
My brothPr & ŸÍŸWŤŲVĚ
-
18 
- - - -
-,-
- - -
M/ best 1 riend 
-- - - - - - -- -
19 .,... 
My other !lld.in fr1ena.3 
- - - -
20 
- - - - -o 
r-zy- uncle.:s ŸĚ aufttleJ 
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WHAT THI!J IS: 
I'd ŨŸŤĚto try to eum up and pull.together some of the thLngs that we•ve 
talked about • ȘŸĦŪTĚ this booklet LS I& way of dou1g so. I • ve hs tened 
carefully to sou of our recorded ȘŬŪẂŤŲŐŤŸĦĚtl.on:s and I've llldde 2 lLs ts 
of some of the people and WŪŸŪŦVĚ that we ta.lked abOut. 
can you tell me nov ŸȚĚso01e ot the vays you TŤVȘŲŸŞŤTĚŬŪŸĚËŊNĤŲŸĦJLŪHĚ tit 
other people aa 11ell ? t'or eXd.lllple, rrldybe yo14 :5a1d one person was 'lund' 
are there other people vho you th1nk d.re k1nd as wall, and how Klnd do you 
thlnk they are ? ThLs booklet 11ves you ŸĚŸẀŸȘÛĚŴŸĚof ansver1ng. 
WHAT TO DO: 
• ll) (;an you. 1 ilst look ȘŸĦWĚ the l1:Jt oi 'qu ... ll t1es'. l5 thiS ob.y? Shall ve 
ȘUĦẀŸŤĚ::.ome? .Are they the ŲŸÌUWĚŬŮŮŬVŸĚtes'r 
(2) Can you please r3te these qual1t1es, ŸŸXÍŪȘĚŴUŸȘŸĚŸŬŸĚthlnK are 
1. not Gt ŸÍÍĚ1mportant 2. not WÜŮŬŲWŠŪŸĚ 3. 1n between 
4. ÍÜŮŬŲŸŪWĚ 5. ẂŤŲŸĚ ÍŸŮŬŲWŠŪWĚ
(3) ŸWĚabout tne other l1st? 
(4) Now look at the pr ... cllce ex ... mple to ..;ee how the booklet work.s. 
(5) St ... rt on the llld..LO t.oodet. 
IUMEMBJ:lt: : ŠŊĦŴŸXVĚ put G tact S:ollltwnere on eack l1ne; 
:don't put rr.ore ttldn one t1clt on each ŨŸŪŤĦĚ
(check. you've done th1s when you 11n1sn) 
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Some of the 'What To Do' instructions need to be glossed 
a little. 
The list of 'qualities' under (1) was the list of con-
structs - I presented these on a separate sheet and went over 
them with the informant, making sure that they made sense. Some 
constructs were rejected as a result of this, and some negative 
poles added or revised. 
(2) was in fact ȘŠŲŲŸŤTĚout after the booklet had been 
filled in, and it represents what Weinreich calls 'ego-rating'. 
This is the procedure by means of which informants systematically 
express the relative importance of the constructs they have used, 
which is later taken into account in the computation of indices. 
After they had completed the booklets, I presented informants 
with all their constructs cut out on strips of paper which I then 
asked them to place on a large piece of paper marked with the 
divisions 
(5) very important 
(4) important 
(3) in between 
(2) not important 
(1) not at all important 
I then recorded how constructs had been thus rated (cf. Weinreich 
1980: 7) • 
With instruction (3) - which occurred before the booklet was 
filled in - I presented informants ŴŸWUĚa list of the entities 
that they were to rate. I made the ȚŬŨŨŬŴŸŪŦĚpoints as we went 
through this list: 
(a) that I wanted the informant to think about people he 
knew, and who lived in England; 
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{b) that by 'kids' I meant people around h1s age, maybe 
a bit older, but under 20 or so. Also I wanted him 
to think about kids in his own exper1ence; 
(c) that by 'teachers' I wanted him to think about the 
middle school teachers (with whom the kids who had 
moved on to Upper School still had recent and most 
extensive experience); 
(d) that with 'a person I dislike' and 'a person I admire', 
I wanted them to think about somebody they knew -
don't tell me who - and to keep those indiv1duals in 
their minds throughout. 
(e) I also checked that I had got the name of their home 
language right in the ent1ty 'me speaking Punjabi/ 
Pak1stani/West Indian', and that it was their habitual 
non-English home language that they should bear in 
mind here. 
(f) I also checked on the ident1ties of 'real cousins', 
'k1nd of cousins', 'best friend' and 'main friends'. 
With (4) , I went over the practice example presented in 
Table 8.3 JOintly with the informant, wh1ch they very qu1ckly 
grasped the idea of; and then JUSt before they started, I told 
them also to use the zero point on the scale if they didn't feel 
like answering, if they felt I was being nosey. Finally, I 
stressed that I wanted to know what they from their own experi-
ence thought about things. 
When informants had f1nished their ratings, I asked them to 
check through. And while they were doing the ego-ratings, I 
double checked the booklets for any gaps, asking them to fill in 
any omissions before they went. 
The whole procedure was completed by twenty-one informants 
(all those for whom booklets had been prepared) • It generally 
lasted between 40 minutes and an hour. Somet1mes one-hour blocks 
of t1me were s1mply not available, so I would do the explanation 
of what was required during assembly, for example, and then later 
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when they came to me during RE, they would fill in their re-
sponses. On a few occasions, the rating procedure had to be 
interrupted for e.g. dinner or registration, but it was nor-
mally completely within a single day. There were three ex-
ceptions to this - Bi,Pp and Qp - who started it on one day 
and completed it on another. It is perfectly possible that 
this may have affected their responses, and the frame of m1nd 
in which they addressed the rating task may not have been the 
same on both occasions due to the time difference. However, 
I nevertheless counted all their responses (i.e. over both 
occasions): the ISA procedure is not a psychometric experiment 
and with its roots in the two ISA interviews (as well as others), 
it already embraces a considerable time span. Clearly these 
rating conditions were not perfect, but since the focus is on 
general psycho-social orientation, aspiring to use (relatively) 
permanent entities and constructs, this gap in time might only 
make a big difference if some kind of major shift in orientation 
occurred in the inter1m. There was no evidence of this oc-
curring. 
Once all the rating booklets had been completed in the 
manner outlined above, the data was processed and fed into the 
IDEXIDIO and then the IDEXNOMO computer programmes at Ulster 
University in the manner recommended in Weinreich et al. (1983, 
1985) • 
Whether or not ultimately quantitative indices and paper 
and pencil elicitations can adequately handle issues of psycho-
social identification is a question which I shall not expl1citly 
3 
address. But it should be apparent to the sceptic that w1th1n 
certain limits, the methods being used here are fairly closely 
tailored to each informant; the entities selected represent 
people and group1ngs about whose salience in the local environ-
ment we can be reasonably confident; and while there may well 
be crucial ones which have gone untapped, extensive steps are 
taken to ensure that senseless constructs are not irrevocably 
foisted on the informants. It is in these areas that some of 
ISA's chief claims to validity must lie. 
• 
4 means very very 
:5 mea.na very (i! olten or a lot) 
2 mearw ŸĚŰẀŸWŤĚ(or VŬÜŤWŸÜŤVĚ ŸĚsome) 
1 meana a ŞŸWĚ(or a few WŸÜŤVĚ ŸĚa few) 
0 meana not one thl.ng or the other £.!: I don• t know 
or it's got nothing to do with it 
4 
' 
1 0 1 
' 
4 2 
ËÍĦŸŸĤ
omeh.mes 
... ŸĦQĦ•ĦĚ ĤŸŸĤ ŚŌĦĦŸŸŸĤ l- ĦĹĦŸŸĚ ĤŸĤŸŸŸĚ ŸĮNŨĚ ĦĦËŲŨĦËËŸĚ
ËŨŶĦGËŸŨŸĚ often ŸŸŸĤŤĤŸŸŸĦĚGJÍŸĚŸŸŸŸŸĚ not one ŸĚȚWĤŚHŚŸĦĦËĒGŸĚ ŰȚŸËËŪĚ ĽĤËËŸŸŸĚ-- .. -· _ ...... 
all a-lot some a few d. Jew some a lot • all ĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶŞJĶĶĶĶŸĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶŨWUŸŸŬŲŸĶĶĶĶĶĶŞĶĶĶĶĶŸĶĶĶĶĶĶĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤŸĚ
t.he other 
it•a a ŞŸWĚof buth I I don't know I 1t•s got ŪŬŸŸÙŸĴĚ to do ŴŸWUĚit 
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8.4 The Entities and Indices to be Focused on in Relation 
to Network Association and Language 
As has already been indicated (section 5.4.2), the !SA computer 
programme produces a large number of different indices, a 
number related to the concerns of social psychology and some 
without direct relevance to sociolinguistics, at least in its 
empirical applications if not in its theory. I propose to take 
only the simplest of Weinreich's measures - current identifi-
cation, idealistic and contra-identification. Even here, there 
is a risk of being inundated by a very large data set, since 
identifications scores along all three of these dimensions are 
produced for all of individuals and groups included as entities. 
In fact, I propose to focus on current, idealistic and 
contra-identification with just six entities: 
'English k1ds' 
'Indian k1ds' 
'Pakistani kids' 
'West Indian kids' 
Ingroup 'adults' 
and 'Teachers'. 
Beyond the need to reduce the ISA data base to a manageable 
size, there are two major reasons for selecting these in particu-
lar, namely their complementarity with the network indices and 
with the linguistic variables that w1ll be used. 
I have already indicated how the network indices will re-
flect the proportion of ethnically Angle, Indian, Pakistani (and 
in the case studies Afro-Caribbean) peers making up each in-
formant's multiplex interactional network. It would be tempting 
to suggest that identif1cation indices will give a clue as to how 
these associates might be perceived in the1r specific capacities 
as ethnic representatives. However, that formulation is unduly 
sanguine, since close friends may not be seen as being ethnic at 
all, or at least as being highly untyp1cal ethnically (in fact, 
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the JUNE elicitation provides some systematic data on this, but 
this is no tLme to draw this in) • A more sensible proposLtion 
is that the ISA indLces will provLde us with a chance to juxta-
pose informants' general identifications WLth ethnic categories 
and a picture of their general familiarity. This will enable 
us to describe something of the relationship between social 
involvement and psycho-social orientatLon which will not allow 
us to say anything about specifLc relationships but which will 
still be of some intrinsic interest in addition to having a 
joLnt relevance to language. 
As far as language is concerned, these sLx entities will 
be assumed at least in the first instance to have differential 
access to different varieties of English. The starting as-
sumption will be that Indian and PakLstani kids are likely to 
have most contact with Punjabi accented English; West Indian 
kids probably are more closely connected with Afro-CarLbbean 
Creoles; and without such ready exposure to either of these 
varieties, 'English kids' (who Ln the area in questLon are not 
Ln general middle class) can be taken as most intLmate wLth the 
local white ẂŤŲŪŠȘŸŨŠŲĦĚ Ingroup adults can be seen as using 
'purer' versLons of each of these varieties, on the fairly safe 
assumption that they were brought up Ln envLronments in which 
these three varieties were not so mutually attenuating (as a 
result of contact). Finally, 'Teachers' can be linked more 
closely with Standard English and ReceLved pronunciation: I 
know at first hand that few of the teachers in the schools at-
tended by my informants actually spoke posh but neither did they 
speak in broad vernacular and I imagine that they would be keen 
to speak in a 'clear' and 'nice' rather than 'rough' accent. 
WLth these suggested relatLonshLps between entities and language 
varLeties (and the greater shakiness of the proposition about 
teachers borne in mLnd) , it will be possLble to examine the con-
nection between Lnformants' psycho-socLal identifications and 
their use of variants contained in these varLetLes of English. 
These then are the reasons for the selection of these sLx. 
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In order to get an idea of the importance of these entities to 
the informants, it is helpful to refer to the ego-involvement 
scores for each entity. An account of their relative psycho-
logical salience as indicated by ego-involvement scores is given 
in Appendix 8. It shows that at least one of these 'generic' 
entities (and usually more) elicits a response roughly equal to 
or stronger than the entity 'siblings', which we can assume to 
be quite prominent in most informants' mental landscape. This 
suggests that while the six entities selected here may not be 
the most significant for informants, ŪŤŸWUŤŲĚare they generally 
the most inconsequential. 
8.5 Two Approaches to the Use of ISA Identification Indices 
These then were the procedures used in the elicitation of data 
on psycho-social identification: such were the constructs and 
entities selected, and the responsiveness of informants to 
them. 
At this point a major conceptual problem needs to be ad-
dressed, which ultimately gives rise to two approaches to the 
interpretation of the identity data. 
The first entails the direct use of ISA output data in 
computational analyses across a range of individuals. In this 
approach one would decide to look directly at current identifi-
cation with 'English kids' and compare informant X's score ŴŸWUĚ
informant Y's. In relating this identification to language one 
would then hypothesise that if X's index score was higher than 
Y's, X would use more of the L variants associated with 'English 
kids'. 
The second approach would in contrast initially compare an 
individual's score on current ŸTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚŴŸWUĚ GNŪŦŨŸVUĚkids' 
with his/her contra- and idealistic identifications with that 
entity. It would also inspect his/her patterns of ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚ
ŴŸWUĚother comparable entities. In other words, instead of 
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moving TŸŲŤȘWŨXĚ from the ISA output data to ŸŪWŤŲĤÙŪTÙẂÙTẀŠŨĚ
comparisons, analysis would in the first instance be idiographic, 
studying each individual's socio-cognitive landscape in some 
detail before moving on to group analysis. The logic behind this 
second approach can be related to e.g. Giles and Johnson's 5th 
ŮŲŬŮŬVŸWÙŬŪĚ (see section 5.4.3 above, p.llJJ: how far a person 
adopts a particular group ẂŠŲŸŠŪWĚwill be influenced by the ex-
tent to which they identify strongly ŴŸWUĚother social categories 
(Giles and Johnson 1981:240). A person may identify strongly 
with 'English ÛŸTVGHĚ but logically they would be more likely to 
use Anglo variants if that is their only major ethnic category 
identification than if they also identify strongly with 'Indian 
kids', 'Pakistani kids' and 'West Indian kids'. For this reason 
it makes sense to conduct ŸŪWŲŠĤÙŪTŸẂÙTẀŠŨĚanalyses first of all. 
The WUŤŬŲŤWŸȘŠŨĚsuperiority of this latter ĜŸŪWŤŦŲŠWÙẂŤĚ and 
initially ŸTŤŬŦŲŠŮUÙȘĞĚ approach is however offset by several 
practical considerations. 
In the first place it deals with strength of ÙTŤŪWŸȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚ
much less VWŲŠŸŦUWȚŬŲŴŠŲTŨXĦĚ In the first approach, where one 
starts out cross-comparing individuals on one type of ÙTŤŪWŸȚŸ­
cation at a time, one may use numerical indices which directly 
reflect the strength of each identification. The other approach 
refers to these indices TẀŲŸŪŦĚthe process of studying individual 
cases, but eventually it loses this numerical ŲŤŮŲŤVŤŪWŠWŸŬŪĚof 
identification strengths and results in a statement of each indi-
vidual's involvement relative to their others. In fact, in the 
process important TÙVWÙŪȘWŸŬŪVĚmay get lost, as, for example, 
with Ai and Kp vs Ei and Jp. With each, identifications are 
fairly evenly distributed across the 'English', 'Indian', 'Paki-
stani' and 'West Indian kids', but for A and K these are strong 
(current ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪVĚall above .900) while for E and J they 
are all low (nearly all WUŤŸŲĚcurrent ŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪVĚbelow 
.600). This is a difference that on the ŨŬŦŸȘĚof Giles and 
Johnson, it would also be wrong to ŬÜŸWĦĚ
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A second difficulty attendant upon the idiographic approach 
concerns the psychological interpretation of the data. Precisely 
what balance of contra, current and idealistic identification 
scores would entitle one to say that informant X identifies 
strongly overall with entity A, but only weakly with entity B? 
Certainly, with entity A, one would expect to find high current 
and idealistic identification scores, and low contra-identifi-
cation values. With entity B, one would expect to find th1s 
pattern reversed. In reality however, scores can pattern in 
much less clearly than this, and both indeterminacy and arbi-
trariness can result. 
The third practical difficulty attendant on the initially 
id1ographic approach concerns the classification of informants 
that results from it. For example, only one or two informants 
may emerge as ident1fying with 'English kids', and this gives 
very little scope for an analysis of the association of this 
affiliation with say vocalic L usage across the group as a 
whole. It only leaves scope for indiv1dual case-studies whereas 
in contrast the first approach (which treats every informant's 
identification with each entity) has a much larger base for 
cross-sectional analysis: in this example, there would be almost 
as many indices of current, idealistic and contra-identification 
with 'English kids' as there are informants. 
So, both approaches have advantages. In trying to t1e 
ethnic identities in with a person's choice of linguistic vari-
ants, it is theoretically more sensible to try to identify wh1ch 
of the group memberships assoc1ated w1th each variant a person 
most strongly identifies with. This would favour starting off 
with the id1ographic intra-individual analyses. On the other 
hand, this is somewhat clumsy empirically, and the alternative 
(of comparing all identifications across speakers, irrespective 
of their relative strength within individuals) need not mislead 
us if we remember that a strong assoc1ation between language 
and strength of current identification w1th regard to one entity 
does not preclude the possibility of the same linguistic var1ant 
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strongly connecting with current identification with another 
entity as well. 
This is a point which needs to be stressed. In contrast 
to measures of language and interactional involvement, wh1ch 
both express proportions, this direct (and non-idiographic) use 
of the ISA ind1ces can (and does) produce equal scores for group 
entities which the current enterprise seeks to contrast and dif-
ferentiate. For example, to a considerable extent strong iden-
tification with 'Indian kids' accompanies strong identification 
with 'English kids'. This is in itself unproblematic as a re-
flection of 'reality', but there 1s a danger in (a) looking at 
a particular lingu1stic variant - one influenced by Punjabi, for 
example - (b) looking at people's identification with 'Indian 
kids', {c) find1ng a high degree of assoc1ation between them and 
then (d) say1ng, 'aha, this form reflects strength of identifi-
cati9n with Indian kids, it 1s an ethn1c var1ant'. It may also 
in fact be strongly associated with identification with 'English 
kids', and to avoid making this mistake, patterns of associat1on 
between language var1ants and identification w1th a variety of 
ent1ties w1ll often need to be explored quite extens1vely. As 
a prelude to this, some of the correlat1ons amongst 1dentifi-
cations w1th all of the entities here can themselves be exam1ned 
(see section 8.5.1). 
Table 8.4 sets out the scores for each ind1v1dual, 1ndex by 
index. The data matrix here will form the basis for much of the 
ensuing analysis, which I shall first undertake by looking at 
some of the 1nternal correlat1ons. After that, an approx1mative 
1diographic characterisation w1ll be outlined for each informant, 
1ndicating where h1s main 1dentificat1ons (and non-ident1fica-
tions) lie, at least within the peer-group. 4 (These w1ll prove 
useful 1n the case study analyses with which th1s emp1r1cal ex-
ploration w1ll conclude.) Th1s will complete the introduction 
of the ISA data: later its relationship to the ethnicity and 
language of informants will be analysed at some length. 
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8.5.1 Some Correlational Relationships Within the ISA Data 
It is certainly not the purpose to devote much time to the ISA 
data on its own, rich though Lt may be. However, in order to 
assLst the sociolLnguLstic analysLs, it Ls necessary to point 
out that current identification scores on 'Indian kids', 'Paki-
stani kids', 'EnglLsh kids', 'Teachers' and Ingroup adults are 
often very positively correlated with one another. The in-
formants who identify most strongly with one entity are often 
the strongest identifiers with another entity and the same is 
often true for those who identify least. Table 8.5 shows the 
Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficients for all the 
current identifications being examined here, across all in-
formants: 
TABLE 8.5 PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE ASSOCIATION OF 
CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH DIFFERENT ENTITIES, ACROSS 
ALL INFORMANTS 
c t urren 
'West identifi- 'English 'IndLan 'Pakistani Indian 'Teachers' Ingroup 
cation kLds' kids' kLds' kLds' adults WLth 
'English .8006 .7827 .3169 . 7525 .6362 
kids' ( 19) (19) ( 19) (19) (18) 
'Indian .8728 .2327 .5240 .4223 
kLds' ( 19) (19) ( 19) (18) 
'Paki-
stani .3757 .6177 .3754 
kids' ( 19) (19) ( 18) 
'West 
Indian .4325 .1858 
kids' (21) (20) 
'Teachers .7174 
(20) 
Ingroup 
adults 
There is a hLgh correlation between current identification scores 
Wl.th: 
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- Indian and Pakistani kids; 
- Indian and English kids; 
- Pakistani and English kids; 
- English ÛŸTVĚand teachers; 
- Teachers and ŸŪŦŲŬẀŮĚadults. 
There is a moderate correlation between current identifications 
with: 
- English kids and ingroup adults; 
- Pakistani kids and teachers; 
- Indian kids and teachers; 
- West Indian kids and teachers; 
- ŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids and ingroup adults. 
There is only a low correlation between current identifications 
ŴŸWUJĚ
- Pakistani kids and West Indian kids; 
- Pakistani kids and ingroup adults; 
- English kids and West Indian kids; 
- ŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids and West Indian kids. 
There is no relationship between current identifications with: 
- West Indian kids and ingroup adults. 
The intrinsic interest of these patterns will not detain us 
here: what they do remind us however, is that we must be very 
thorough before saying that e.g. a strong association between 
retroflex [ ŸĚ ] use and current identification with 'Indian kids' 
means that [ L ] is in some sense an ethnically Indian variant. 
Perhaps on this logic and on the evidence of the data here, one 
might as easily describe it as connected with Angle ethnicity. 
Having briefly illustrated these traps, all that remains is 
to switch from WUŸVĚdirectly cross-sectional approach to the 
initially idiographic one, and to characterise each individual 
in terms of his primary identifications. 
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8.5.2 Intra-individual Characterisations of Where Each 
Informant's Main Peer-group Identif1cations L1e 
In making these individual portraits, there is a risk of getting 
drawn 1nto the psychologist's heartland, wh1ch 1s again not the 
purpose here. (I shall not draw in ISA notions such as Identif1-
cation conflicts, Identity d1ffusion.) I shall simply look at 
each informant's idealistic current and contra-1dentification 
with 'English', 'Indian', 'Pakistani' and 'West Indian kids', 
and try to make an overall summary of which they ident1fy with 
most and wh1ch least. 
The emerging characterisat1ons are presented verbally in 
Appendix 9. They are summar1sed 1n Tables 8.6 to 8.8 below. 
Desp1te this tabular presentat1on, the ŠŮŮŲŬẄŸŠWÍẂŤĚnature of 
these 1diographic descriptions should not be forgotten. 
Table 8.6 shows which informants have strongest general 
1dent1ficat1ons with wh1ch ent1ties: 
TABLE 8. 6 SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISATIONS: WHICH 
INFORMANTS PRIMARILY IDENTIFY WITH WHICH ENTITIES 
General 'positive' In the case of 
identification ... informants . .. 
With all entities fairly Ai Ei Gi Jp Kp Rw (Sw) 
equally (We) 
Mostly W1th 'Inct1an', "Paki-
stani' and 'English' kids Qp 
Mostly W1th 'Indian', 'Pak1- (Mp) 
stan1' and 'West Ind1an kids' 
Mostly W1th 'Pak1stani' and C1 Fi (Mp) 
'Indian kids' Ip 
Mostly w1th 'Pakistani kids' 
and 'West Ina1an') ('I'm) 
Mostly W1th 'Ind1an kids' Op Pp Ve 
Mostly W1th 'English k1ds' B1 Ue 
Mostly W1th 'West Indian k1ds' Hp Lp 
(Brackets ind1cate d1fficulty in placement.) 
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Table 8.7 summarises the entities with which particular 
informants have generally least positive identification: 
TABLE 8. 7 SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISATIONS: WHICH 
ENTITIES PARTICULAR INFORMANI'S GENERALLY IDENTIFY 
WITH LEAST 
Least identification ••• 
With 'Pakistani' and 'Indian 
kids' 
With 'English' and 'West Indian 
kids' 
With 'Pakistani kids' 
With 'Indian kids' 
With 'English kids' 
With 'West Indian kids' 
In the case of informants ••• 
Lp Ue 
(F) 
R 
T 
CH 0 M 
B C I (F) P Q V 
Informants who have strongest ident1fication with just one 
ethnic (peer) group are in fact in a minority, and the difficul-
ties of trying to use these as a basis for investigating language 
and identification cross-sectionally should be apparent. It is 
perhaps worth reintroducing the notion of strength of identifi-
cation back into this account: this can be done by referring to 
current identifications and classifying scores of .90 and more 
5 
as high; and scores of less than .60 as weak. 
TABLE 8.8 THE ENTITIES WITH WHICH INDIVIDUALS IDENTIFY MOST, AND THE STRENGTH 
OF THESE IDENTIFICATIONS 
Entities with which each individual most strongly identifies 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
All In, Pa In, Pa, Pa, In Pa (and 
entities En kids WI kids kids WI) kids 
A K Q C I 
G (M) F (M) (T) 
E J R 
(S) (W) 
Key: (a) Strong current identification (.90+) 
(b) Moderate current ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚ
'Indian 
kids' 
p 
V 
(c) Weak current identif1cation (less than .60) 
'English 'West Indian 
kids' kids' 
U B H L 
N 
.!>. 
0 
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Only one person has strong identification with the single entity 
with which he most identifies (P); elsewhere where scores are 
high, th1s is w1th several groups. From this, it looks as though 
it would be quite demanding to use ISA in a cross-sectional 
study guided by the tenets of Giles and Johnson concerning the 
sensitivity of language to the strength and exclusiveness of 
group 1dentification. ISA is too broad in its scope to allow the 
easy identification of one subgroup of strong and exclusive 
group-X-fans and another of weak and diffuse group-X-fans. It 
would require a very large sample before data emerged which could 
allow realistic statistical comparison of subgroups of this kind. 
8.6 Summary 
The proposal here is to use indices of current, idealistic and 
contra-identification (see section 5.4.2) in relation to language 
and network analysis. However, the value of these indices rests 
heavily on the constructs and entities (out of which they emerge 
and to wh1ch they relate) be1ng meaningful to informants. In 
order to achieve this, two semi-structured interv1ews were con-
ducted, to which the ISA rating booklet would be organ1cally 
linked. During the course of these two interviews, it seems 
possible that some emerging constructs were more personal, while 
others might be related more to peer-group consensus: this is 
because one interview was conducted singly and the other in pairs 
(or threes). The elicitation of contrast poles was not always 
successful: perhaps it conflicts with the goal of fluent conver-
sation. Other sources were also used in gathering constructs: 
however, these constructs were always English language bound and 
thus may have entered only superficially into non-English value 
systems (to the extent that these exist separately). One great 
advantage of the ISA procedure is its strong roots in conversa-
tion: at the same time, this clearly means that its results only 
reflect the mental set operative with1n specific contexts. The 
hope here is that results indicate the psycho-social identifi-
cations accompany1ng involvement in inter-ethnic doma1ns. 
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My intention was to supply six constructs ŸŪĚ the ŲŠWŸŪŦĚ
procedure: the rest were to be selected according to a variety 
of criteria (what was their potential scope of applicability? 
how permanent did they seem? how clear was the contrast pole? 
did they overlap with other constructs? and might they relate 
to entities that ÜŸŦUWĚŬWUŤŲŴŸVŤĚget neglected?) . When lists 
of constructs and ŤŪWŸWÙŤVĚhad been prepared for each informant, 
these were presented for rating, though beforehand steps were 
taken to ensure they all made sense in the informant's view 
(some were rejected and revised). Afterwards, respondents also 
rated the constructs in importance. 
With the computer output produced by this data, it was de-
cided to focus on just six entities. These were particularly 
relevant to language and to the peer network ŸŪTŸȘŤVĦĚ Few of 
these six had elicited the strongest responses from informants, 
but ŪŤŸWUŤŲĚhad they been treated as generally inconsequential. 
Finally, the indices of ŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚŴŸWUĚthese six ŤŪWŸ­
WŸŤVĚ ('English ÛŸTVGHĚ 'Indian kids', 'Pakistani kids', 'West 
Indian kids', ingroup adults and 'teachers') can be utilised in 
two ways. The first entails using the unprocessed identification 
indices in direct cross-sectional comparisons: it allows 
strengths of identification with a particular entity to be com-
pared across all informants, but doesn't say whether ŴÙWUŸŪĚany 
ŦŸẂŤŪĚ individual, that identification is strong or weak relative 
to that person's other identifications. However, it is an ap-
proach that can be safely used if it is remembered that a marked 
association between (a) a linguistic variant and (b) ÙTŤŪWÙȚŸ­
cation with group X doesn't preclude a comparable ŠVVŬȘÙŠWŸŬŪĚ
with group Y. Some of the correlations between different 
identification index scores were reported ŸŪĚwarning. The other 
way of ẀVŸŪŦĚthis ISA output data is to make an ÙTŸŬŦŲŠŮUŸȘĚ
verbal assessment of each person's primary ÙTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚfirst 
of all, and only after that, to make inter-individual compari-
sons. This overcomes the maJor problem with the ȚŸŲVWĚapproach, 
but loses the TŸŲŤȘWĚŪẀÜŤŲŸȘŠŨĚrepresentation of ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚ
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strength, and ultimately restricts the scope for cross-sectional 
analysis. However, an idiographic portrait of each informant's 
primary ethnic peer-group identifications was constructed, from 
which it emerged that only a minority focused their predominant 
identifications on a single peer entity, and in only one case 
could this identification be classed as strong. 
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NarES 
1. The ŮŠÙŲŸŪŦVĚwere: 
Ci, Mp and Ei (then Ci and NŸĞĴĚ
Bi, Qp, Np; 
Op and Pp; 
Op and Lp; 
Ai and Ip; 
We and Trn; 
Jp and Kp; 
Hp and 2w; 
Rw and Sw; 
Fi and Gi; 
Ue and Ve. 
2. Once again a much fuller account of WUŸVĚŸVĚgiven 1n 
Appendix 7. 
3. Though I am obviously making the ŠVVẀÜŮWŸŬŪĚthat they 
can. 
4. I shall not extend this to 'teachers' and 1ngroup adults, 
for several reasons. Firstly, neither are represented in 
the network ind1ces and an effort to ascertain the respec-
tive prom1nences of identification with each of these is 
thus not relevant to the network x ISA comparison.Secondly, 
as 'kids', the entities 'English', 'Pakistani', 'Indian' 
and 'West Ind1an kids' intu1tively run together as com-
parable models locally ava1lable to informants: 1ngroup 
adults and 'teachers' are of course also models, but pro-
bably not clustering together in the same way (for a start, 
ne1ther is as prominent in the peer-recreational domain; 
both are older etc.). Lastly, a cut off has to be made 
somewhere - I cannot relate identifications with e.g. 
'English kids' to every other identificat1on index produced 
for each informant (each having about twenty entities) . 
Grouping these 'kids' entities together for the purpose of 
these idQographic characterisations seems as good a way as 
any. 
5. This is done on the bas1s of Charts 12.10, 12.13, 12.16, 
12.19. These levels seem to generally separate the extremes 
off from the middle range qu1te well on this identif1cat1on 
1ndex. 
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CHAPTER 9 
THE LANGUAGE VARIABLES 
9.1 The Selection of Linguistic Variables 
In view of the amount of social and psychological analysis 
involved in the current research, it was not possible to analyse 
as many variables as is usually the case in quantitative socio-
linguistic studies, and eventually it was decided to take just 
two. In fact a large number of linguistic items could have been 
selected for analysis in relation to ethno-linguistic processes. 
A number of texts contain detailed accounts of the use of 
English by British Asian people at the phonological level 
(Agnihotri 1979; Rashid 1976; Candlin 1969), at the grammati-
cal (R.T. Bell 1973; Lander (undated)) and at the discoursal 
levels (Gumperz 1982; Simonot 1982). There are also of course 
detailed studies of English in India itself. Also there are 
a variety of texts on West Indian English in Britain (e.g. Wells 
1973; Edwards 1979; Sutcliffe 1982; Le Page and Tabouret-
Keller 1985) as well of course as a very substantial literature 
on Creole in the Caribbean. With regard to indigenous varieties 
of English in England, e.g. Wells (1982), Hughes and Trudgill 
(1979) are useful general reference texts. 
On the basis of this literature and some familiarity with 
the research site, it was decided to study variants of Standard 
British English dark L and word-initial ĜŸĚ) • ( + ) was chosen 
because it promised to be highly sensitive to ethnic and social 
difference, subsuming several distinctive variants in an 
economical way that made it attractive given the present con-
straints. Word initial ĜŸĚ ) was to ensure that the ethnic 
differences attended to in analysis of <+>were not given ex-
clusive focus. The confluence and reciprocal affirmation of 
'genetically' different but formally simLlar 'phonological 
traditions' can also occur in newly polyethnic societies, and 
word-initial TH might provide a glimpse of these (cp. Lander 
1981 ) • Both of these points need to be expanded. 
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9.1.1 The Dark L Variable: ( +) : V [ +] [ \] [ L] 
In RP, velarised I I I occurs postvocallically in either pre-
consonantal or prepausal environments. It also occurs as a 
syllabic sound following a consonant (Gimson 1970:201; Wells 
and Colson 1971:77; Wells 1982:258). Four variants of (+) 
were distinguished here due to differences in their social and 
regional distribution and the implications of this distr1bution 
for ethno-linguistic processes. 
The first variant of (+) is represented as V, which stands 
for vowel and is alternatively referred to as L vocalisation. 
In L vocalisation, the tongue tip makes no contact with the 
alveolar ridge and ( +) is realised as a vowel, without lateral 
release. There can be quite a lot of variation in the precise 
quality of the vowels resulting from this (Wells 1982:258,315), 
but this is not the subject of examination here. 
L vocalisation apparently started in London, but is spread-
ing across the South East of England and the Home Counties 
(Wells 1982:258; Hughes and Trudgill 1979:40). It also occurs 
in Bedford (see below) • 1 It is reported to be beginning to 
'seep' into RP (Wells 1982:258; Gimson 1970:203) but fairly 
recent studies in London indicate that it is still overtly stig-
matised and that its use is related to social class (Hudson and 
Holloway 1977, reported in Wells 1982:314). It ÙVŸĚreported 
as a feature of Creole or of Punjabi, Urdu or Indian Engl1sh, 
and so in the first instance vocalic L (vocL for short) is to be 
seen in th1s study as a non-standard white Anglo variant. 
The second variant of ( +) 1s dark [ +] itself: a lateral 
w1th back vowel resonance. This is the major RP var1ant, and 
it typically occurs neither in Urdu and Punjab1 nor Creole. So 
this w1ll be regarded as the 'middle class' standard Anglo 
variant. 
The th1rd variant is clear [ \ ]: a lateral consonant w1th 
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a frontish vowel tamber. This occurs in prevocalic environments 
in both standard and non-standard varieties at least in Southern 
England (though not in South Wales (Hughes and Trudgill 1979:51) 
and parts of Scotland (Aitken 1984)), but not before pauses and 
consonants or syllabically. In contrast, in Caribbean varieties 
of English both in Britain and the West Indies, 11 I is typically 
clear in all environments (Wells 1982:5,70; also Sutcliffe 1982: 
108; Wells 1973:11 ,112). Thus [I ) can be initially juxtaposed 
to [ t) and Vocalic L as the West Indian variant of <+ ) • 
Clear [ I ) may also be a Pakistani and Indian variant of 
( +) and it is hard to know in advance how far retroflex [ ŸĚ ) 
(produced with the tip of the tongue retracted to the alveolar 
ridge or the anterior part of the hard palate (Wells and Colson 
1971:88; Gimson 1970:15; O'Connor 1973:45)) might additionally 
(or alternatively) indicate Asian ethnicity. In Standard 
Punjabi clear [ I ] is distinguished from retroflex [ ŸŖĚ
(Gill and Gleason 1963:10; Shackle 1972:11; O'Connor 1973:227) 
but in some Punjabi dialects, as well as in Urdu and Hindi, [ ŸĞĚ
does not exist (Gill and Gleason 1963:10,25; Shackle 1972:11; 
Bahri 1973:xxiv; Rashid 1976:132; O'Connor 1967:174). As it 
turns out however, a number of my informants do use [ l ] , and 
though clear [ I ) must ŸŪÙWÙŠŨŨXĚbe viewed as ambiguously West 
Indian and Asian, the retroflex variant of <+) must be viewed 
as exclusively Indian and Pakistani. 
To summarise, RP dark [ + ) (/ \ I in either postvocalic 
preconsonantal/prepausal or in syllabic environments) is examined 
in terms of four variants, aprioristically construed as having 
the following social and ethnic connotations: 
VocL 
[ +) 
[ ' ] 
[ \, ] 
non-standard white Angle 
standard white Angle 
West Indian and Asian 
Asian 
Thus, in principle at least, this single variable provides quite 
an economical focus for looking at the interethnic development, 
the career-in-contact of formally different ethno- and socio-
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linguistic speech habits. In contrast, word in1tial TH prov1des 
a glimpse of ethno-linguistic contact between speech forms repre-
senting different linguistic inheritances but bearing quite a 
high degree of formal similarity. 
9.1.2 Word Initial TH: - ('f, ) : [ '& ] [ c.l ] Zero TH 
According to Wells (1982:565), the use of the alveolar stop ŔŸŖĚ
for dental fr1cat1ve ŅŸĚI occurs throughout the Car1bbean, but is 
always subject to social and stylistic variability, ĜŸŊĚoc-
curring in high prestige and careful contexts. In Britain too, 
[d] is reputed as an enduring variant of ĜŸĞĚ amongst people of 
Caribbean extraction (Wells 1973:87,88; Edwards 1978:18). 
In Punjab1, Hindu and Urdu there is no fricative TH (Gill 
and Gleason 1963:8; Rashid 1976:65,126; O'Connor 1967:174) and 
in the English used in India itself, apparently the British RP 
phonemic dis tinct1on between ŅŸĚI and I d I (as in ' then' vs 
'den') is generally preserved as ŅŸĚI vs I{ I (Wells 1982:629). 
In Br1tain however, vo1ced dental plosive [d ] has been reported 
.. 
in variation with ŔŸĚ] amongst both adult and child Punjabi-
English bilinguals (Rashid 1976:67,75; Agnihotri 1979), and 
amongst children it is reported to be the most enduring feature 
of 'Indian English' (Agnihotri 1979:245). Indeed, Agn1hotri 
remarks that this stopped variant of <1 ) may be the most per-
sistent marker of Indian identity (see also Taylor and Hegarty 
1985:207). 
Now, to people in Bedford the d1fference between dentalised 
[ d ] and alveolar [d] may be h1ghly salient, but in rapid speech 
n 
I personally find 1t hard to confidently distinguish degrees of 
dental1sation and 1n the analysis below, I do not attempt to do 
so and 1nstead focus on the contrast: fr1cative vs plosive 
around the general alveolar-dental reg1on. Of course this stra-
tegy can be crit1cised for its lack of emic validation (e.g. via 
subjective reaction tests) , although this can be countered with 
the reply that claims about em1c val1d1ty are not ultimately 
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being made here. However, if the reader feels that such a dis-
tinction is easily made (despite the difficulties of phonetic 
transcription in sociolinguistics noted by e.g. Knowles 1978: 
81,82; McEntaggart and Le Page 1982:110; G. Ball personal 
communicat1on), what follows will be regarded as empirically 
rather clumsy and as conceptually fairly loose. So be it: if 
this is a flaw, it is currently irremediable and to some extent 
discussion will simply have to carry on regardless. Thus, on 
the basis of the texts cited above, I suggest that voiced word-
initial TH stopping in the dental-alveolar region may jointly 
indicate Afro-Caribbean, Indian and Pakistani extraction despite 
its separate regional origins. 
To this picture, the occurrence of [ d ] for ĜŸĚ) 1n non-
standard English can be added. As in the case of <+),loosely 
supported by glanc1ng forward to the data itself, it is necessary 
to posit the spreading influence of London Pronunciation (Wells 
1982:301) up through Hertfordshire (a Home County) 1nto Bedford-
shire (which lies immediately north of 1t) and then Bedford (which 
is 50 miles away from London, on the commuter line and exposed 
to some of the same TV channels). Amongst my Angle informants, 
ŴŬŲTĤÙŪÙWÙŠŨIŸĚI is sometimes realised as [d] and it is not 
unreasonable to hypothesise that this habit could indicate non-
standard white Angle ethnicity independently of the influence of 
peers of West Indian and Asian parentage. 
One thing that might d1fferentiate Afro-Caribbean and Asian 
uses of [d] from Angle ones could be the greater occurrence in 
Angle speech of alternative sandhi forms. Wells (1982) outlines 
the way in which, in post-consonantal environments - particularly 
post-alveolar ones - coalescences occur 1n popular London speech, 
so that 'is that all the 
'round the' as [ ,.i!r.n!d]; 
may be realised as [ 7Z. at 2 01J(GJ]; 
'got the' as [ ŸGWLŸĚel]; and 'in 
the' as [ ŲŸŠŖĦĚ Coalescences of th1s type are closely related 
to the rhythm of Angle English, more specifically to its 'stress-
timing', in which 'utterances are broken up into groups of sylla-
bles each of wh1ch contains one and only one stressed syllable ••• 
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There is rather a strong tendency for the syllables between 
stresses to be compressed into the same time ••• unstressed 
syllables which precede the stress are said particularly quickly' 
(O'Connor 1973:198; also Gimson 1970:260). At least among 
adults, Punjabi English shows the influence of syllable-tim1ng 
in the substrate language in which 'each syllable receives more 
or less equal stress and takes the same amount of time to utter• 
(Rash1d 1976:90). Thus 'there is an absence of reduced vowels' 
and 'auxiliary verbs and personal pronouns are given full marked 
forms in Punjabi English and prepositions are also given full 
stress• (ibid.:92). Specifically to the point here, 'Indian 
English speakers pronounce almost all consonants with a 
higher degree of articulation than native speakers• (Gumperz 
1982:121). So, wh1le as a form [d] may occur in the English of 
people of both Asian and Angle extraction, it may be hypothes1sed 
that its alternation with sandhi forms is more typical of Angles. 
Since the rhythm of Creole is also described as comparatively 
syllable-timed (Wells 1982:572; Sutcliffe 1982:110), this may 
also distinguish Angle from Caribbean influenced uses of the ĜŸĚ) 
var1able. 
In the transcription below then, three var1ants of word 
initial ĜŸĚ ) w1ll be distinguised. ŔŸŖĚw1ll be regarded as the 
2 
standard form; [d] will represent a voiced dental-alveolar 
plosive considered typical of Caribbean and Asian influenced 
speech, and also to some extent a non-standard wh1te Angle form; 
and finally, ZeroTH will be used to cover all coalescent forms in 
which there are no audible dental-alveolar fricatives or plo-
sives. This zero realisat1on of ĜŸĚ) - zeroTH - can be explored 
for a closer relationship with ethn1cally Angle youngsters: 1n 
contrast, an exam1nation of the psycho-social correlates of [d] 
may require analyses that focus less on 1nterethn1c differ-
ent1at1on than on shared cross-ethnic interests. 
9.2 The Selection of Speech Contexts 
Hav1ng decided on the two lingu1stic variables to be analysed, 
the next quest1on 1s: from which interact1onal contexts would 
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speech be selected for transcription. 
There were three broad choices. Either I could use data 
from interviews with me alone, or I could analyse speech elicited 
in interviews with me and a friend of the informant, or I could 
use radio-microphone recordings of informants in the playground 
and Youth Club (in which I would obviously not normally be 
physically present as an addressee). 
Several considerations led to the selection of the interview 
contexts. Firstly, the major concern here was not with stylistic 
variability. The extra-linguistic measures that it was intended 
to use in relation to the phonological variables were not design-
ed to illuminate the ways in which informants construed their 
addressees in the course of spec1fic transactions (see the 
remarks on ISA and Giles and Le Page, section 5.4.3, ŮŘŸĪĤÍŸGĚ
above; also section 5.5.1, p ÍŸÍȚȚĚ in connection with 
soc1al overview offered by network analysis; also Chapter 15 
below on ISA, network analysis and the 'symbolic' meaning of 
language forms). Both extralinguistic measures were intended 
to give an idea of the language items that a person might pick 
up and use over a fairly extended period of t1me. Therefore, 
the emphasis was much less on the description/modelling of style 
shifts (to which the radio-microphone data would have been best 
suited- see e.g. Coupland (1981)) than on the adequate sampling 
of informants' repertoires at the time of the ISA and network 
data elicitations. 
In addition, the intention was to make cross-sectional com-
parisons so the speech contexts needed to be controlled to some 
degree to ensure inter-informant comparability. One problem with 
radio-microphone data is that in terms of topic, mood and inter-
locutor (whom it was often not possible to identify) , the inter-
actions recorded are highly varied. In addition, speech 1s also 
often very spasmodic, w1th lots of silences. In contrast, if one 
detaches it from its troublesome explanatory aspirations (cf. 
e.g. Wolfson 1976; Gal 1979; Bell 1984; Rampton 1986), the 
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ȘŨŠVVŸȘŠŨĚLabovian interview ŸVĚ in essence a handy approach to 
sampling, keeping ŤẄWŲŠŨŸŪŦẀÙVWÙȘĚcontext relatively constant 
across informants and obtaining a good quantity of more easily 
transcribable talk. 
So, UŠẂŸŪŦĚopted for interview speech on these grounds, the 
next question was: which interviews? PŸWUĚeach ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWĚthere 
were at least ȚŸẂŤĚ taped interviews covering discussions related 
to interactional association, language and psycho-social iden-
tifications {the ISA ŸŪWŤŲẂÙŤŴVĞĚ. More in anticipation of 
criticism from Labovian stylists than from personal ȘŬŪẂÙȘWŸŬŪHĚ
the language ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴVĚwere not used in case talking about 
language might affect pronunciation. The network interviews 
were all one-to-one so this left the ISA interviews, one of 
which was TXŠTŸȘĚwhile the other involved me ŴŸWUĚpairs or threes 
(henceforth these latter pair and threesome interviews ŴŸŨŨĚbe 
called the GWŲŸŠTŸȘGĚ or 'group' interviews). 
In fact, the dual use of these two interviews (for ISA and 
for ŮUŬŪŤWŸȘĚWŲŠŪVȘŲÙŮWŸŬŪĞĚ had been planned from the start. 
However, only the triadic ones were eventually used in ŲŤŨŠWŸŬŪĚ
to the network and identification indices. This was because 
patterns of ẂŠŲŸŠŞŸŨÙWXĚin the use of dark L and word ÙŪÙWŸŠŨĚTH 
across these two contexts were very irregular. Appendix 13 g2ves 
a detailed descript2on of the manner in wh2ch ĜŸĞĚ and (\) use 
were compared in these two interviews, as evidenced ŸŪĚthe speech 
of twelve informants. It also gives an account of the results 
(see also the Summary: 9.5). Here, however, it is sufficient to 
consider only the triad2c interview in TŤWŠŸŨĦĚ
What k2nd of elicitation context did 2t entail? Firstly, the 
ÜŠŸŪĚÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴŸŪŦĚconcern throughout was with the ŤŨÙȘŸWŠWŸŬŪĚof 
personal constructs - there were no word list or reading elici-
tations, and the TŸVȘẀVVÙŬŪVĚwere much more than mere dev2ces to 
extract ŮŲŬŪẀŪȘŸŠWŸŬŪĚ (see VŤȘWŸŬŪĚ8.1 above). No attempt was 
made to h2de the recording equ2pment, though by the time these 
ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴVĚ took place, informants may have been so used to it as 
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not to notice it. The staging of these interviews towards the 
end of the field-work procedure may also have meant that in-
formants were relaxed generally. The presence of a friend is 
likely to have enhanced this informality, as is the focus of 
the interview upon life in the peer-group (covering local styles 
and fashions, social and ethnic groupings and relations and 
shared peer-group values). The mood of this session wasn't 
frivolous, but in general it was quite noisy, there were quite 
a lot of jokes and many inter-informant interruptions (and inter-
ruptions of me). 
When it came to transcription, not all of this interview 
was used since initially an effort was made to differentiate it 
as much as poss1ble from the ISA Personal (= 'dyadic') session 
(see Appendix 13.1). In the event, external interruptions and 
discussions of my project were excluded and only those sections 
of the interview relating to social relations, social groups, 
common values, styles, shared memories, 'vernacular' themes 
(thefts, fights, trouble) and local social institutions were 
transcribed phonetically. 
The selection of this interview for phonetic analysis has 
several important implications for the interpretation of final 
results. 
It has already been stressed that the aim here was not pri-
marily to study style shifting but to sample each informant's 
repertoire within the constraints of trying to ensure ready 
transcribability and cross-sectional comparability. In so far 
as they led to the exclusion of the radio-microphone data, these 
constraints clearly mean that even in terms of the available data 
base, these repertoires were not comprehensively sampled. So in 
talking about the ways in which interactional association and 
psycho-social identification affect the acquisition of linguistic 
items, we are still talking about relatively context-specific, 
not comprehensive evidence (the attempt to broaden this base by 
analysing two interviews being ultimately fruitless). 
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A second caveat to be borne in mind concerns cross-compa-
rability itself. The triadic ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĚwas not the same for all 
informants in terms of addressee ethnicity. For the ethnically 
Afro-caribbean, ÓŸẄŤTHĚ Indian and Pakistani informants, all of 
the interviews were cross-ethnic by virtue of my own presence, 
whereas for the Anglos they were intra-ethnic (for a WŸŦUWŨXĚcon-
trolled experiment on ethnicity and style shifting, see Beebe 
1977). Indeed in the triadic interview, informants were also 
often accompanied by ethnic outgroup friends (five combinations 
were eo-ethnic [Ci + Ei; Op + Lp; Jp + Kp; Rw + Sw; Ue + Vel 
and four cross-ethnic [Bi,Qp + Np; Ai + Ip; We + Tm; Hp+ 2w]). 
So as a variable, ethnicity is not properly controlled in these 
interviews, and the data may be affected in unaccounted (though 
not necessarily unaccountable) processes of inter- and intra-
ethnic accommodation. 
Three things can be proposed in defence however. Firstly, 
as far as the ethnic mixture of partners is concerned, the 
ethnicity of informants may matter comparatively little in view 
of their considerable ȚŠÜŸŨÙŠŲÙWXĚwith one another and also in 
view of the ȘŬŪȘŬÜŸWŠŪWĚfact that interview combinations reflect 
authentic ȚŲÙŤŪTVUŸŮVĚ in the peer-group. Processes of inter- and 
intra-ethnic peer speech accommodation may be differentially en-
tailed in the triadic interviews, but they are highly likely to 
occur differentially outside in the peer-group as well. It is, 
after all, different peer influences on language that this re-
search is ÙŪẂŤVWŸŦŠWÙŪŦHĚ so that the varied but not random com-
bination of partners could be seen as good sampling. Next, with 
regard to the fact that on the researcher-informant dimens1on 
interviews vary ŸŪĚbeing intra- and interethnic, it can be 
pointed out that only one triadic interview is completely eo-
ethnic (with U and E). Finally, WUŸVĚstudy is avowedly explora-
tory (and incontrovertibly defective by the canons of experi-
mental design). 
9. 3 The Transcription of ( + ) and Word Initial ( 'b ) 
ŅŪŸWÍŠŨŨXHĚ in ẂŸŤŴĚof time constraints, speech data from only 
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twelve informants in two contexts was analysed. When it became 
clear that the dyadic ISA Personal interview added little to the 
sociolinguistic analysis, it was a simple step to include their 
partners in the triadic sessions, thus bringing the total number 
of transcribed speakers up to eighteen. 
It was decided in principle not to analyse more than about 
100 instances of ĜŸŶHĚthough in the event, this number was often 
greater (as well as smaller}. These 100 or so were counted in 
from the end of the triadic interview. For ( +} , all instances 
were analysed. 
On each variable, all eighteen speakers were listened to on 
at least two separate occasions, the second time coming after all 
the rest had been heard at least once. So there are grounds for 
assuming a degree of consistency - on many occasions I compared 
my analyses of different informants. There were often (to my 
ears) indeterminate items: with [ d ] and [ 'b ] the clarity of the 
stop release was taken as the key feature and where strong 
affrication meant that an item wasn't clearly either [d] or ŔŸĚ], 
this wasn't counted. On other occasions, it was hard to decide 
between [ d ] and ŔŸĚ] and zeroTH. On average, about 6 or 7% of 
the ĜŸŶĚ realisations listened to were excluded from the count 
due to indeterminacy. With ( + ) , distinguishing vocalic from 
dark [t] was often very difficult, and so was the question of 
how velarised a variant was (i.e. was it [ + ] or [ l ] , or indeed 
[ l ] ŴUŸȘUĚis often about midway between them in darkness) • In 
the end, I excluded on average between 10 and 12% of the (+} 
tokens due to uncertainty about their classification. 3 
On some of the items about which I was least certain, I con-
sulted Ms Ginny Ball, a professional phonetician at the 
University College London Department of phonetics. On ( 'fl ) , we 
agreed on the transcription of 30 items, and on 5 I was wrong. 
On <+>there were 101 agreements, I was wrong on 4, and in 31 
cases where I felt unable to decide (and hence would have ex-
cluded) , Ms Ball was able to classify the sound. Hence it looks 
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as if with a full-time phonetic1an, the number of excluded tokens 
might have been smaller, though it does not now appear that my 
uncertainty represented a systematic bias aga1nst any particular 
var1ant. 
9.4 Controlling for Lexical Inc1dence and Phonetic Environment 
In view of the fact that the probabil1ty of a part1cular variant 
occurring in a word may vary according to what that word is, and 
not on the general phonological or syntact1c properties of the 
word (Hudson 1980:168), it is important when one says 1nformant X 
uses [+ 1 60% of the time that this is not based on the evidence 
of only a few lexical items. For example, 'alright' in my data 
hardly ever takes an [ I 1 , [ + 1 or [ ŸĚ1 realisation, yet some 
people use the word quite a lot. In talking about someone's 
Vocalic L use, for example, 1t 1s thus necessary to make sure 
one isn't merely reporting their use of 'alr1ght'. 
In order to prevent this happening (wh1le w1thout going to 
the lengths of completely excluding words that in at least some 
people's grammars are sites for phonological variation), an upper 
lim1t needed to be set on the extent to wh1ch any word w1th (+) 
was allowed to be represented within a speech sample. Within 
each of the major phonetic environments analysed (see below) , a 
lim1t of approximately 15% was arbitrarily set, wh1ch meant that 
when 1t came to ultimately representing overall scores (1.e. 
which combined environments) , no word would generally represent 
more than about 5% of the data in which (+) occurred. 
One problem 1s, of course, that in advance, one doesn't know 
which words w1ll contain variable realisations, and which w1ll 
not, so another criterion was set, th1s time stipulating that the 
15% and 5% maximum levels would only apply when 90% or more of a 
particular speaker's uses of a word conta1ned only a s1ngle vari-
ant. There would be little po1nt in exclud1ng words in wh1ch 
( +) appeared to vary qu1te freely. 
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When this policy was carried out on the triadic interview 
with regard to 'alright' and 'always', 2 uses were not counted 
for A, 5 for C, 4 for H, 5 for J, 2 for 0, 1 for L, 2 forK and 
12 for u. 4 One use of a name in which Vocalic L occurred 
word-medially was also excluded for S. In this way we can be 
confident that scores on <+> are not distorted by the differ-
ential use of particular words. 
The occurrence of word-initial ĜŸĞĚwas restricted to a much 
smaller number of words (e.g. the, that, this, those, these, 
they, them, the1r, there, then, than, though) and so imposing a 
limit of say 15% per environment would have been an extremely 
onerous task. In any event, a pilot analysis of three speakers 
(B,R and U) indicated that these words (especially the most 
frequent) were sites of considerable variation and so no attempt 
was made to control for lexical incidence. None of the subse-
quent analysis suggested that th1s had been a foolish policy. 
The main phonetic environments in which word-initial ŸĚ) 
occurred were after pauses, after word-final vowels, and after 
word-final dental, alveolar and post-alveolar stops ( /t/ and 
/d/), fricatives (/si and /z/) and nasals ( /n/ ). Occurren-
ces were also noted in other environments, but nothing like as 
frequently (for the classifications used, see the classification 
grids, Appendix 10). For <+>,the environments finally used in 
analysis were word-medially before a consonant, word-finally 
before a consonant, and pre-pausally. This applied to both 
syllabic and non-syllabic <+>. In fact, most uses were either 
post-vocalic in the environments C or ##C (i.e. preconso-
nantal in word-med1al or final positions) with syllabic (+) in 
the environment ##C coming third. 
When these main environments were analysed, it emerged that 
with ĜŸĞHŮUŬŪŤWÙȘĚenvironment did appear to influence the use 
of variants and that if overall scores were to be used, steps 
would need to be taken to prevent the over-representation of 
particular environments leading to distortion. With <+>,en-
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vironmental ȘŬŪTŸWÙŬŪÙŪŦĚwas not as apparent, though VŸŪȘŤĚ for 
some individuals the use of ẂŠŲŸŠŪWVĚmight be context sensitive, 
it was felt a VŤŪVŸŞŨŤĚprecaution to adjust overall scores to 
ensure against any undue influence here too (Appendix 11 contains 
the analysis of ( ŸĚ) and ( + ) ŸŪĚtheir main environments). 
Of course one alternative to the use of adjusted overall 
scores would be to compare ŸŪTÙẂÙTẀŠŨVĚ in terms of WUŤŸŲĚenviron-
ment-specific usages, and indeed in the case of the hypothesis 
about Zero TH after dental/alveolar consonants, this was a 
necessity. However, in general overall scores ȘŬÜŞŸŪÙŪŦĚen-
vironments were preferable for three main reasons. Firstly, 
most of the hypotheses formulated on the basis of secondary 
sources did not extend to detailed matters of environmental 
ȘŬŪTÙWÙŬŪŸŪŦĦĚ Secondly, it was often only by ȘŬÜŞŸŪÙŪŦĚphonetic 
contexts that a reasonable number of tokens per informant could 
be achieved, sufficient to permit VŤŪVŸŞŨŤĚcomparison. Thirdly, 
my own interest here ŸVĚnot ŸŪWŲÙŪVÙȘŠŨŨXHĚonly ŸŪVWŲẀÜŤŪWŠŨŨXĚ
phonological and environment by environment ÙŪWŤŲĤŸŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨĚcom-
parisons would be too time and space consuming. 
So, there was a need to produce overall % scores for the use 
of ẂŠŲŸŠŪWVĚof ( + ) and ( 'S ) ŴUŸȘUĚwould be adjusted to ensure 
against the over-representation of ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲĚŮUŬŪŬŨŬŦŸȘŠŨĚcon-
texts. To ŠȘUŸŤẂŤĚ this, steps were taken so that with ĜŸĚ ) , no 
environment represented more than 21% of all the ŮUŬŪŤWŸȘĚcon-
texts used in ȘŠŨȘẀŨŠWŸŪŦĚeach person's overall score. PŸWUĚ
( + ) , no environment was allowed to ȘŬŪWŲŸŞẀWŤĚmore than 40% to 
the total. ĻŮŮŤŪTŸẄĚ12 sets out the reasons for ŸÜŮŬVŸŪŦĚthese 
ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲĚŨŸÜŸWVHĚ as well as ŤẄŮŨŠŸŪŸŪŦĚin detail the manner in 
ŴUŸȘUĚthese adjustments were made. 
After the data had been treated ŸŪĚ these ways, percentage 
scrores on the use of ẂŠŲŸŠŪWVĚof ( +) and ( ŸĚ) were finally 
ready for ȘŬÜŮŠŲŸVŬŪĚwith network and ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚindices. 
Table 9.1 sets out the linguistic data for each informant which 
ŴŸŨŨĚŸŪȚŬŲÜĚthe rest of the analyses in Part II. 
TABLE 9.1 OVERALL% SCORES FOR THE USE OF VARIANTS OF(+) ĻÔMĜŸĞĚ IN THE 
GROUP INTERVIEW, AFTER ADJUSTMENTS 
l+l ĜŸĚ ) Zero TH after den/alv. cons. 
ŸĚ
Vocal1.c 
L 
A 39.7 
B 54.5 
c 10 
E 34 
H 34 
I 23.8 
ŸĚ
J 13.9 
-
K 26.5 
- --
L 83 
0 58.3 
Q 36.6 
R 20 
s 28 
T 52.3 
-
ŸĚ39.6 
V 76.9 
w 48.3 
-
---
2 26 
' ' 
% Total no. 
' ' ' 
Total no. ' Zero TH 
[+I [I I [p of <+) [ "1 ] [ d] Zero TH of ĜŸĚ) after den/ 
tokens * tokens ... alv. cons. ** 
31.7 9.5 19.0 63 66.7 21.9 11.2 172 (193) 11.2 
23.6 3.6 18.2 55 48.8 33.3 16.9 129 (141) 32.7 
21.1 8.3 60.5 18 (20) 79.3 5.1 15.4 59 (61) 26.9 
28 12 26 15 (30) 47.3 22.4 30.1 94 (159) 56.0 
58.2 7.7 0 102 (108) 59.9 7.9 31.5 148 (160) 50.0 
47.6 9.5 19.0 42 29.6 51.6 18.7 104 (112) 26.1 
41.7 9.7 34.7 72 78.4 11.9 9.7 124 '125) 13.0 
20.4 4.1 48.9 49 40.9 33.0 22.7 136 ( 156) 34.6 
13.6 0 3.4 59 30.4 53.8 15.8 170 ( 173) 38.2 
10.5 25.5 5.5 18 (19) 26.5 54.8 18.7 48 (53) 22.2 
33.4 10 19.5 38 (44) 47.2 29.6 23.1 123 (133) 14.8 
56 24 0 25 45 25.2 29.4 so (67) 72.2 
72 0 0 25 78.5 12.8 8.7 39 (53) 25.0 
30.8 16.9 0 65 49.8 29.6 20.7 137 (153) 38.7 
58.5 1.9 0 53 56.6 4.7 38.6 160 (174) 56.0 
15.4 7.7 0 13 (15) 57.3 9.0 33.3 30 (32) 53.8 
37.1 13.5 1.1 89 45.6 44.8 9.6 130 (132) 16.9 
---- --
35.5 38.5 0 20 (23) 28.3 48.3 23.1 35 (48) 17.9 
-
... In brackets, the number of tokens prior to adJustment are given (see Append1.x 11) . 
** For th1s var1ant, no adJUStments were necessary. 
No. of Zero TH 
after den/alv. 
cons. 
10 
17 
7 
56 
39 
12 
6 
28 
26 
4 
8 
26 
7 
29 
42 
7 
11 
5 
Ai 
Bi 
Ci 
Ei 
Hp 
Ip 
Jp 
Kp 
Lp 
Op 
Qp 
Rw 
Sw 
-
Tm 
Ue 
Ve 
We 
2w 
f-) 
"' ..0 
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9.5 SUI!lillary 
ŸŪĚthis summary, it is helpful to allude also to the analysis 
conducted in Appendix 13 (on style shifting) J Two linguistic 
variables were selected for analysis, ( ŸĞĚ and word initial (1 ) . 
Informat1on from secondary sources suggested the follow1ng 
social and ethn1c distr1bution of their var1ants: 
Variable 
( t } 
Word 
1nitial 
( ŸĚ) 
Variant 
Vocalic L 
Dark [ 1 ] 
Clear [ I l 
Retroflex 
r L ] 
Fricative 
( ŸĚ] 
Plosive 
[ d ] 
Zero TH 
overall 
Zero TH after 
dental/alveo-
lar consonants 
Social/ethnic Type 
Non-standard white Angle 
Standard white Angle 
Afro-Caribbean, Ind1an, 
Pakistani 
Pakistani and 
Indian 
Standard 
Indian and Pakistani, non-
standard Angle and Afro-
Caribbean 
Non-standard 
wh1te Angle 
The aim in selecting these variables was not to study stylistic 
variation, and 1t was important that the speech data was suf-
fic1ently controlled 1n its elicitation context to perm1t 1nter-
indiv1dual cross-comparability. However, a bigger rather than 
smaller sample of each informant's linguist1c repertoire would 
st1ll be useful, and thus it initially was decided to use data 
from the two ma1n ISA construct el1c1tation interv1ews. On the 
grounds that one of these covered personal/fam1ly themes, took 
place with informants singly and occurred relat1vely early during 
field contact w1th each informant, while the other covered the 
peer-group and locality and took place in twos or threes towards 
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the end of field contact, it was thought that the dyadic and 
group styles might respectively elicit more and less formal 
speech styles (though it had to be admitted that the evidence 
on cross-situational variation would still be relatively re-
stricted, in addition to failing to meet the strict standards 
of experimental design). The speech of twelve informants was 
phonetically transcribed from these two interviews (together 
with six more in the group session) and controls were imposed 
to prevent lexical incidence and ŮUŬŪŤWŸȘĚenvironment from 
unduly influencing the overall scores on which most of the 
succeeding investigation would focus. In fact, the results of 
the cross-situational analysis revealed ÙŪTŤWŤŲÜŸŪŠWŤĚpatterning, 
both in terms of the amount and direction of shift in the use of 
variants of (+) and ĜŸĞĚ in the two interviews. It could not 
be TŤȘŸTŤTĚwhether this was because (+) and ĜŸĞĚweren't 
Labovian markers, or whether the two elicitation contexts had 
just been too similar. However, in view of the lack of evidence 
on any clear stylistic patterning, it was decided that only the 
group interview would be used as the source of linguistic data 
in the ensuing explorations. 
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NOTES 
1. This is despite Bedfordshire being reported ŸŪĚ the 
ÒÙŪŦẀŸVWŸȘĚAtlas of England (Orton et al. 1978) as ŞŤŸŪŦĚa 
predominantly dark [+]using area in syllabic, post-
vocalic preconsonantal and word final ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWVĦĚ Several 
things need to be said of this however: (a) these findings 
relate to relatively rural villages outside Bedford itself; 
(b) they are based on data collected from elderly ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚ
in the late 1950s; (c) the methods of elicitation were 
those standard to dialect geography and face very well-
established criticisms (cf. Trudgill and Chambers 1980: 
Ch.2). 
2. A standard with influence in the Caribbean as well as in 
Britain (Wells 1982:565). 
3. Table 9.2 shows approximately what percentage of ( ) and 
) tokens were not counted for each informant (in brackets 
the actual number of exclusions is ŦŸẂŤŪĞĚ. ØUŸVĚ table 
refers to both the dyadic and the triadic interviews. 
TABLE 9. 2 THE APPROXIMATE % OF ĜŸĚ ) AND ( + ) TOKENS WHICH 
WERE EXCLUDED FROM THE FINAL ANALYSIS DUE TO 
INDETERMINACY (AND RAW NUMBER OF EXCLUSIONS) , 
BY INFORMANT 
( '& ) ( +-) 
Dyadic Triadic MXŠTŸȘĚ ØŲŸŠTŸȘĚ
Interview Interview Interview Interview 
ĻŸĚ 9% (5) 11% (23) 13% (3) 13% ( 12) 
Bi 6 (6) 3 (4) 14 (20) 12 ( 12) 
Ci 4 (2) 8 (5) 11 ( 3) 14 (5) 
Ei 6 (14) 8 ( 13) 11 (10) 18 (8) 
Hp 6 (4) 6 (10) 5 (3) 10 (15) 
Ip 11 (16) 11 (14) 13 ( 13) 12 (8) 
Jp 7 ( 6) 3 (4) 10 (9) 12 ( 13) 
Kp 5 ( 8) 12 (9) 
Lp 5 (10) 12 ( 11) 
Op 7 (8) 4 (2) 12 (9) 8 (2) 
Qp 5 (7) 9 (6) 
Rw 11 (8) 8 ( 6) 8 (3) 26 (10) 
Sw 8 (1 0) 9 (5) 14 (9) 9 (3) 
Tm 5 (8) 4 (4) 
Ue 8 (7) 8 (16) 6 (4) 13 ( 15) 
Ve 3 (1) 13 (4) 
We 6 (8) 5 (7) 9 (15) 7 (8) 
2w 8 (4) 12 (4) 
Approx 7% 6% 10% 12% Mean 
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4. In the dyadic ISA Personal interviews, this policy led 
to the exclusion of 'alright' and 'always' 3 times in 
C's speech data, 4 ŸŪĚE's, once in H's, 4 times in I's, 
once in J's, 3 in O's, once in R's, once inS's and 
2 in U's. 
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CHAPTER 10 
THREE WAYS OF CLASSIFYING INFORMANTS 
TO BE USED IN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
The objective is then to explore the social and ethnic distri-
bution of word in1t1al (1) and ĜŸĞĦĚ This 1mmediately raises 
the question of how informants will be classified for the pur-
poses of analysis, and despite the extensive theoret1cal dis-
cussion of classificatory approaches above, it is necessary in 
the present empirical context to lay out clearly the strategies 
to be adopted. In fact, all three of the methods of categori-
sation discussed in Chapter 5.1 will be employed. F1rstly, I 
will classify informants in terms of conventional ethnic catego-
r1es: this rather tradit1onal strategy 1s necessary 1n the 
light of certa1n clear lim1tations in my use of ISA and network 
analysis. The gist of much of the preceding discuss1on has been 
away from this 'bio-ethn1c' approach, but it is necessary here 
as an empirical failsafe. The second and third approaches will 
use less apr1oristic classif1cations. My starting assumpt1on 
will be that all informants are part of a VŸŪŦŨŤĚpeer-group, and 
I will then proceed via network analysis and ISA, to try to es-
tablish empirically the extent to which individuals are or are 
not 1nteractionally and psycho-socially affiliated with a variety 
of ethnic categories. All of these approaches to classificat1on 
requ1re more explanation in the light of the current empirical 
context. 
10.1 Analysing Ethnic Group Membership as Fixed at ŁŸŲWUĚ
Grouping all S1kh 1nformants together, all Muslims, all Angles 
etc. (and then ȘŬÜŮŠŲŸŪŦĚgroup means) 1s 1n l1ne with the tra-
ditional 'secular l1nguistic' methods whose flaws were outl1ned 
1n 5.1 above. Th1s approach treats ethn1city as preg1ven and 
f1xed at ŞŸŲWUĚand 1t uses categor1es that are relational at only 
a very abstract level. It is, however, necessary to resort to it 
since 1t cannot be claimed that the use of NA and ISA here gives 
a comprehensive picture of what ethnic group membersh1p m1ght 
mean for my 1nformants. 
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Certainly NA suggests something of their interactional in-
volvements, and ISA expresses something about psycho-social iden-
tifications: indeed both can and will be used to describe atti-
tudes and activity across and within ethnic categories. However, 
their limitations also have to be recognised, and 'pregiven' 
ethnic categorisations need to be used as a k1nd of precaution. 
The limitations of ISA and NA have already been given some out-
line in 5.5.1 and 5.6.3 above. To these rather essential diffi-
culties, others need to be mentioned which are attendant on the 
particular use of ISA and Network Analysis here. 
Most obviously, the network scores being used here only re-
flect involvement with age-mates, and not with adults. Also they 
are locally based, excluding the social ties in other parts of 
Britain and the world that may form a very important aspect of 
ethnic experience. In ISA only a restricted set of constructs 
inform the analysis, and many of considerable importance have 
doubtless been omitted. Both ISA and NA offer in essence snap-
shots of the present. Admittedly 'me-as-I-used-to-be' serves as 
an entity in ISA, but this does not give an ind1cation of the ac-
cumulation of subtle influences that build up in the course of a 
person's life, it only throws light on how people currently con-
strue/reconstrue their personal histories. 
Network Analysis generally reveals patterns of association 
which it is fairly safe to assume have been built up over a 
rather longer period than ISA reflects, and the majority of con-
tacts referred to have at least been available to informants 
during their middle-school years (in the case of friends) and 
indeed usually much longer (in the case of kin). However, par-
ticular configurat1ons of interactional involvement can obviously 
change, as can the psycho-social significance of these relation-
ships which network analyses implies without itemising. So even 
within the scope of what each purports to examine, crucial influ-
ences on a person's past (and present) life may escape notice. 
F1nally, while one may certainly hope that NA and ISA might 
pick up on some of these factors, there are clearly major social 
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processes and ŤẄŮŤŲŸŤŪȘŤVĚassociated with ethnic group membership 
which it would be ŲŤTẀȘWÙŬŪŸVWĚto claim they adequately/fully 
reflected. ŎŤŨÙŦŸŬẀVĚsocialisation is obviously one factor which 
is ŨŸÛŤŨXĚto constitute a significant difference between all the 
ethnic categories represented amongst my informants; amongst 
children of overseas parentage, factors associated ŴŸWUĚÜŸŦŲŠWÙŬŪĚ
(e.g. such as its recency) may well have systematically different 
effects; and finally racism as a powerful social influence will 
affect all ethnic categories in at least partly TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWĚways 
(see DES 1985:Ch.2). 
All these reservations do not invalidate the use of NA and 
ISA, which at the very least can helpfully TŤVȘŲŸŞŤĚ some of the 
things that ethnic category membership entails, and to ÙTŤŪWŸȚXĚ
substantive differences between ethnic representatives. However, 
they do mean that it is necessary to be circumspect when ŸWĚcomes 
to ÙŪẂŤVWŸŦŠWÙŪŦĚlinguistic patterns across the peer group as a 
whole. NA and ISA scores are not necessarily the key independent 
ẂŠŲŸŠŞŨŤVĚ influencing the social TŸVWŲÙŞẀWÙŬŪĚof linguistic 
items, and could merely be VẀŞŬŲTŸŪŠWŤĚreflections of much more 
complex ŸŪTĚÙŪȚŨŤẄŸŞŨŤĚ features of ethnic group ÜŤÜŞŤŲVUŸŮĦĚ If 
one were VŸŮŨXĚto assume that a person's ethnicity was WUŤŸŲĚ
ISA and NA scores, one would run the risk of ŤẄŠŦŦŤŲŠWŸŪŦĚthe 
malleability and negotiability of ethnic group membership. So, 
for example, if one were to ignore preset categories as a way of 
differentiating ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚand if one were to proceed with an 
inspection of the correlation between ÙŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚ involvement 
with peers of ethnicity X and ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWŸȘĚẂŠŲŸŠŪWĚy, any patterns 
clearly emerging could ŤŠVŸŨXĚbe misconstrued if, for example, 
members of ethnic group X both had lots of X members as their 
peer-group associates and used lots of variants y, while ŤWUŪŸȘ­
ally Z youngsters had few X friends and used hardly any y. This 
GȘŬÜŞŸŪŸŪŦĚof Groups' (cf. Shavelson 1981:212ff.) could produce 
a high correlation coefficient which it would be ÜŸVŨŤŠTÙŪŦĚto 
ŸŪWŤŲŮŲŤWĚas a reflection of the fact that what counted in 
variant y usage was interactional involvement with X peers over 
and above ȚŸẄŤTĚŤWUŪŸȘÙWXJĚ in reality, WUŸVĚ latter could be the 
key variable. 
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This is not to abandon a more flexible approach to group 
membership but to recognise some of the constraints of the tools 
with which the current research is operating. With these in 
mind, methods of classification and grouping appropriate to more 
fluid and dynamic conceptions of group membership can be out-
lined, as these are to be utilised in the empirical setting 
here. 
10.2 Defining Ethnicity in Terms of Interactional Association 
and Psycho-social Identification With1n a Single 
Polyethnic Peer-group 
The motivation behind these second and third approaches is tied 
to the view that group membership and identification are fluid, 
dynamic and emergent, and that ethnic boundaries are negotiable: 
they respond to the view that immediately ascribing informants 
to ethnic subcategor1es and using these as the first and only 
basis of analysis distorts the reality of interethnic contact. 
The reader is by now well acquainted with this line of argument, 
and it needs no further exposition. However, something further 
needs to be said about the way in which analysis will start off 
with the assumption that informants are all part of a single 
polyethnic peer-group. In the ISA and NA approaches,analysis 
initially treats informants only as individuals and in effect 
compares youngsters with peers both from their own ethnic back-
ground and from others. The prima facie empirical validity 
and the practical necessity of this need to be underlined. 
In the f1rst place, it is not the researcher's idealisation 
to talk of the informants form1ng a single polyethnic peer-group: 
the analytic compar1son of each with each is warranted by the 
familiarity most of them have w1th one another. While informants 
differ in the intra-ethnic and cross-ethnic mixture of their 
closest associations, an examination of reciprocally recognised 
friendship and kinship ties revealed a great number of potentLal 
and actual connections between informants. There are plenty of 
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opportun1ties for values and behaviours to spread across the 
group as a whole through fr1ends of friends, fr1ends of kin, and 
kin of fr1ends in those cases where there are not direct links 
reported (see Chapter 2.3). There are also plenty of chances 
for interactional contact at school, in the neighbourhood and 
at the youth club, so that probably all the informants know each 
other by sight if not by name. Certainly, in some sectors some 
individuals are more closely connected than in others, but a con-
sequence of using social networks as a means of informant re-
cru1tment means that there is from the start some empirical 
justification for treating them as parts of some unitary whole. 
The second reason for treat1ng informants as part of a 
s1ngle polyethnic peer-group can be in1tially described 1n terms 
of practical necessity. 'B1o-ethnic' subgroups are not all 
equally or adequately represented amongst my informants: there 
are only two (somet1mes three) youngsters of Afro-Caribbean 
parentage amongst them so that no detailed with1n group analyses 
are possible there. Sim1larly, the three children of white Angle 
parentage form an 1mperfect bas1s for such analyses, and research 
committed to gett1ng ethn1c subgroups of equal sizes would simply 
have to exclude children of mixed parentage such as T. 
To some extent I may be faulted for not hav1ng recru1ted 
(and transcribed speech data on) equal subgroups of say six 1n-
formants; it would have been impossible however to recruit six 
children of mixed parentage, and difficult perhaps to 'enrol' s1x 
ethnically Afro-Caribbean youngsters (who represented roughly 9% 
of the m1ddle school's populat1on, see Ch.2.2). Beyond the dif-
ferential availability of informants (a practical consideration) , 
a stronger justif1cat1on both for the under-representation of 
certain groups and for the treatment of all informants as part of 
a single peer-group relates to the tension between naturalness 
and the amenabil1ty of data for statist1cal analysis and general-
isat1on. Interactive peer-groups do not cons1st of all ethn1c 
subgroups 1n equal proport1ons, and if recruitment follows 
through kinship and fr1endship contacts, one may sacrifice the 
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capacity to generalise across subgroups statistically. But by 
the same token, one may be more confident that relationships 
emerging from the data reflect genuine relationships in reality, 
and in this way the scope for ecologically valid case-study 
analyses increases (cf. Ch.9.2 and Ch.14; also Part III). 
To summarise then, while the conceptual thrust of the 
current work is to view ethnic group membership as 'achieved', 
certain limitations in the empirical tools being used to describe 
people's group membership, mean that some of the analysis will 
rest on the ascription of informants to preset ethnic categories, 
and that parts of it will focus on group means. However, there 
are also clear empirical and practical (as well as theoretical) 
grounds for treating them all as part of a single polyethnic 
peer-group, and this too will be the subject of examination. 
Mention has been made of the statistical limitations of this 
approach: these need to be underlined. 
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CHAPTER 11 
STATISTICAL LIMITATIONS AND 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS OF COMPARISON 
The gist of the discussion above is that three independent 
variables will be examined in relation to between seventeen 
and twenty-three ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVHĚ these variables being fixed 
ethnicity (with five levels) , interactional involvement and 
psycho-social identification (each with an unspecified 
number of levels). None of these variables is completely 
separate from the others: they operate on different conceptual 
planes but on some occasions they may be regarded as illum1nating 
the same phenomenon - a particular group membership. 
A proper stat1stical analysis of the respect1ve effects of 
each of these types of group involvement on language would 
require a careful three-way factorial design and a great many 
more informants than the present study encompasses: the current 
study provides no scope for a systematic ŤẄŠÜŸŪŠWÍŬŪĚeither of 
WUŤŸŲĚTÙȚȚŤŲŤŪWŸŠŨĚ influences or of their interactions. It is 
not poss1ble here to rigorously test Le Page's hypothesis and 
riders, for example. I shall not be able to conclude that net-
work involvement effects language ŞŤUŠẂŸŬẀŲĚmore than psycho-
logical ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚsince in examining the relation of the 
former to the dependent variable, I w1ll not be able to control 
simultaneously for the effect of the latter. 
Secondly, I won't often be able to generalise seriously 
about wider populations on the ŞŠVŸVĚof my ethnic subgroups. 
The first reason for this is sample size (aga1n) - I have only 
one, two or three informants in some of them. Next, sampling 
was not conducted in such a way as to guarantee their repre-
sentativeness - for example, my ethnically Anglo informants may 
be untypical amongst Bedford Angles in the amount of interethnic 
contact they ŤẄŮŤŲŸŤŪȘŤĚ (which indeed led to their recruitment 
into the research 1n the first place). Lastly, the question 
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arises: precisely what population would I want to generalise 
about anyway? The theme of the current study is language and 
ethnicity, but its whole theoretical impetus has been to question 
the notion of pregiven ethnicity that would be easiest to use in 
a (conventional) study of mean ethnic differences. With a large 
scale factorial study, generalisation in terms of the language 
behaviour of e.g. high identifying, low interacting informants 
of fixed ethnicity X might be consistent with the theoretical 
framework here, but this is clearly out of the question at 
present. 
Summarising the empirical tone of what follows, it must be 
admitted that the quantitative analyses below do not test 
hypotheses and that the study will not try to achieve validation 
through the use of inferential statistics. Even though its 
findings sometimes seem to lean tentatively towards w1der gener-
ality, this study is best regarded as the (theoretically sup-
ported, methodologically suggestive) description of a particular 
polyethnic peer-group. 
The question then remains, what methods of quant1tative 
analysis will be used? Some of the time I shall refer to sub-
group means (when the independent variable is nominal - i.e. 
fixed ethnicity), but when it consists of interval data as with 
the network, ISA and linguistic variables, my main recourse will 
be to 'median splits• and to scatterplots. Generally, it will 
not be appropriate to use correlation coefficients for several 
reasons. 
Firstly, the data 1s rather diverse in shape and would re-
quire rather a lot of clumsy switching between different corre-
lational tests: sometimes the distribution of scores seems 
fairly normal, sometimes it doesn't; the relationship between 
variables is on occasions apparently linear, on others curvi-
linear; on some measures there are a great many tied scores 
(which, if the two previous features suggested Spearman above 
Pearson,could be a problem with the former). 
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Secondly, a correlation coefficient reckons with only two 
variables at a time whereas a scatterplot can represent three. 
In this way the danger of 'comb1ning groups' which can produce 
misleading correlation coeffic1ents, is avoided (cf. Shavelson 
1981:212-21). In the data here (espec1ally on interactional 
associat1on) a correlation coeffic1ent is also likely to be 
vulnerable to the problem of 'extreme groups' (Shavelson 1981: 
211-212), and with a 'sample' size as small as mine, 'outliers' 
are also particularly likely to result in deceptive coefficients 
(1bid. 1981:214-215). 
So one of the main methods of investigation will be through 
the use of scattergrams, in which I shall be looking at the slope 
of the imaginary line between the points on a plot, and the ex-
tent to which these points are clustered tightly about it 
(Shavelson 1981:188-190). If the slope of this line is either 
horizontal or vertical, then the association will be zero: an 
increase in the value on one variable does note relate to per-
formance on another. If 1t is not hor1zontal or vert1cal, the 
more closely po1nts are arranged along this line the greater 
the degree of associat1on. 
Scatterplots can show a great deal of information but they 
are not easy to f1t in with prose description and make rather 
tiring reading. In the present context a fairly safe and simple 
way of summarising the assoc1ation between two variables will be 
the use of 'median splits' (recommended to me by Dr Marianne 
Jaeger). This method entails first finding the med1an on both 
var1ables. Then a basic four-cell table is created. After that 
the number of informants who score above both medians is placed 
in one cell; those who score below on both are placed diagonally 
opposite; and those scoring above and below are placed in the 
two remain1ng. For example, if there are four informants w1th 
the follow1ng scores on x and y 
A 
B 
c 
D 
X 
2 
8 
6 
4 
_L 
2 
4 
6 
8 
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this would result in a table like Table 11.1 (the percentage 
scores indicate what proportion in each column falls in each 
cell). 
TABLE 11 .1 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS 
FOR x AND y 
median 
for x 
below 
1 
50% 
1 
50% 
100% 
median 
for y 
1 
1 
median 
for y 
(=5) 
above 
50% 
50% 
100% 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
median 
for x 
(=5) 
A table like this indicates that there is no association between 
x and y. If, on the other hand, there emerged a pattern like 
this: 
median 
2 
100% 
2 
100% 
median 
X 
there m1ght well be an association, w1th everyone scoring above 
the median on x also scor1ng below the median on y, and vice 
versa. This would suggest a negative association (the more x 
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the less y) , whereas the pattern 
median 
2 
2 
100% 
would imply a positive association. 1 
100% 
median 
X 
This is the basic way in which median VŮŨŸWVĚcan be used to 
display ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪVHĚ though at least two additional points need 
to be made. Firstly, it is essential to look at the frequency 
score ŸŪĚthe top left hand corner of each cell and not just at 
the percentage: there is a big difference between 
1 20 
100% 100% 
and 
1 20 
100% 100% 
ØUŸVĚ is particularly important below, where I sometimes ŸŪWŲŬTẀȘŤĚ
fixed ŤWUŪÙȘŸWXĚVẀŞTŸẂÙVÙŬŪVĚ into these median split tables so 
that the number of informants ŸVĚ not always constant. Secondly, 
while these tables are ŰẀŸWŤĚhandy in showing no associations, 
they cannot on their own be ŲŤŨŸŤTĚon to attest genuine associ-
ations. For example, both of the scatterplots below (a and b) 
would be summarised as: 
4 
median 
y 
100% 
4 
100% 
median 
X 
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Scatterplot a Scatterplot b 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
Yet there is clearly a large difference between them, the 
association between x and y being much stronger in scatterplot b. 
So in the course of using median splits as a display device, it 
will often be necessary to refer to scattergrams as well. 
The ŮŲŤȘŤTŸŪŦĚchapter (Chapter 10) set out the ways in which 
the field context and data set affect the operationalisation of 
the theoretical framework outlined in Chapter 5. This chapter 
has clarified the study's empirical aspirations and ÙŪTŸȘŠWŤTĚ
the ways in which the quantitative information will be analysed. 
It is at last now possible to turn to the data itself. I 
shall first discuss the emerging empirical relationships (a) be-
tween 'fixed' ethnicity and patterns of interactional involve-
ment, (b) between fixed ethnicity and psycho-social identifi-
cations, and then (c) between interactional involvement and ISA 
identification. After that I shall draw language into the 
account. To begin with, I shall analyse data at the group level. 
A perspective on individuals will run alongside this however, and 
this will become the most dominant perspective in the main socio-
linguistic analyses. 
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NOTES 
1. Obviously with a larger sample one might get a pattern 
such as 
1 4 
20% 80% 
4 1 
80% 20% 
which would also suggest a positive ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪĦĚ
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CHAPTER 12 
LOCAL GROUP AFFILIATIONS FROM THREE ANGLES: 
EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FIXED 
ETHNICITIES, INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 
AriD PSYCHO-SOCIAL IDENTIFICATIONS 
12.1 Fixed Ethnicity and Interactional Involvement with 
Peers from Different Ethnic Backgrounds 
What are the ethnically defined patterns of interactional as-
sociation for informants of Indian, Pakistani, Afro-Caribbean, 
Anglo and Mixed Anglo-Afro-Caribbean parentage respectively? 
To investigate this, we must refer to our main measure of 
interactional involvement, which takes multiplexity into ac-
count and indicates the differing extents to which various 
ethnic groups are represented amongst those peers with whom 
informants eo-participate in three or more domains. 
Table 12.1 groups informants together by ethnic background 
and shows in mean % terms the ethnic distribution of their three 
or more stranded peer relationships. It is based on the data 
presented in Table 7.1 ĜŮĦŸŬŸĞĦĚ
TABLE 12 . 1 MEAN % INTERACTIONAL INVOLVEMENT IN THREE OR MORE DOMAINS WITH PEERS 
OF DIFFERENT ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS, BY INFORMANTS' ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
Interactional involvement Informants of Informants of Informants of Informants of 
in three or more domains Indian Pakistani Afro-Caribbean Anglo 
with peers who are Parentage Parentage Parentage Parentage 
ethnically (n=7) (n=10) (n=2) (n=3) 
X f!' X. ŸĚ :i a- X ŸĚ
Indian 89.6 9.3 8.50 12.4 12.5 12.5 2.8 3.9 
Pakistani 7.8 7.9 81.2 19.3 0 0 10.3 14.5 
Afro-Caribbean 0.8 1.9 0.5 1.6 75 25 5.1 7.2 
Anglo 1.8 4.4 7.3 14.7 12.5 12.5 79.3 23.7 
- --
This is presented in bar-graph form in Chart 12.1. 
Informants of 
Mixed 
Parentage 
(n=1) 
:>c. a-
( 0) ( / ) 
(25) ( /) 
(25) ( / ) 
(25) ( I" ) N -..,J 
CO 
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CHART 12. 1 MEAN % INTERACTIONAL INVOLVEMENT IN THREE OR MORE 
DOMAINS WITH PEERS OF DIFFERENT ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS, 
BY INFORMANTS' ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
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Several things emerge from this analys1s. Firstly, most 
of the relationships which cover three or more domains are 
intra-ethnic. This chart does not tell us how far these intra-
ethn1c three stranded network ties comprise members of each 
informant's kinship group, and we cannot say from this data 
(a) whether the patterns here reflect informants meeting eo-
ethnic peers at school and taking them home, or {b) whether they 
reflect relationships formed initially in the home and adult 
ethnic community being carr1ed over into interethnic domains 
(it would be depart1ng too far from the ult1mately socio-
linguist1C objectives of the present enterprise to investigate 
th1s here). However, we can infer from the picture here that 
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there is not on the whole a great ŮŲŬŮŬŲWŸŬŪĚof 1nterethn1c 
relationships which entail the ŠTÜŸVVÙŬŪĚof ethnic outgroup 
members into essentially intra-group arenas (see the discussion 
in 7.4.1 and 7.4.2 above). Looking at peer-group associations 
spanning both intra- and intergroup realms as a whole, we can 
say that relatively few cross ethnic boundaries and that it is 
relatively rare to share knowledge with an outgroup peer of 
either one's own or the other's essent1ally ŸŪWŲŠĤŤWUŪÙȘĚ
domains. 
Admittedly, there are differences in this regard. In-
formants of Indian parentage appear on average to have least 
three-stranded cross-ethnic interactional associations; 1 also 
there is less variation within this subgroup than amongst the 
ethnically Pakistani peers. But at group level, it looks as 
though the ethnic extraction of informants is closely connected 
with the ethnicity of their close peer associates. 
Given the inclusion of ÙŪWŲŠĤŤWUŪŸȘĚdomains ŸŪĚthe measure 
of multiplexity this is hardly surpris1ng. 2 It means, however, 
that in an analysis of language behaviour which put informants 
together according to their ŤWUŪŸȘĚbackground and studied mean 
scores at the ĜŤWUŪŸȘĞĚ group level, group membership defined in 
terms of interactional association would not be easily dis-
WÙŪŦẀŸVUŠŞŨŤĚfrom 'bio-ethnicity'. In so far as a large scale 
survey (with e.g. a three way factorial des1gn) might seek to 
differentiate these two variables, another less str1ngent 
measure of network association might be more appropriate. 
In terms of identify1ng individuals who do not conform to 
the pattern set by the rest of their ethnic group, the current 
measure of interact1onal association is however rather useful, 
and it is worth now ŨŬŬÛŸŪŦĚat ŸŪTŸẂÙTẀŠŨĚvariation ŴŸWUÙŪĚ
ethnic categories. Charts 12.2 to 12.5 display ŸŪĚ% terms the 
extent to wh1ch various ethn1c groups are represented amongst 
the peers with whom each informant eo-participates in three or 
more domains. 
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Chart 12.2: interactional involvement with eers in 
three or more domains for each informant 
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Chart 12.4: 
or more domains ethnlcit 
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From these charts it is possible to identify individuals 
who differ from others from the same ethnic group, so that we 
can, for example, name Ai, Di and Bi as having a marginally 
greater proportion of interethnic close associations than the 
other ethnically Indian boys (see Chart 12.2). In Chart 12.3, 
H,N and P differ quite strikingly from the other Pakistani 
boys; in 12.4 Sw has a much larger proportion of ethnic close 
associations than Rw, and W has much less exclusively Anglo 
ties (Chart 12.5). Finally, these individuating charts bring 
T into the analysis, whose multiplex peer ties seem evenly 
distributed across several categories. 
In ȘŬŪVŸTŤŲÙŪŦĚthe relationship between ŠVȘŲŸŞŤTĚethnicity 
and interactional association with different ethnic groups, it 
is not possible to generalise to any great extent (or to say how 
typical or not the sub-group patterns might be of British 
schoolchildren generally). However, within the limits of this 
study, the portrait above of subgroup means is useful in so far 
as it gives us a picture of local norms with reference to which 
individual non-conformists can be identified. In due course we 
will return to several of these and draw both ISA and language 
data into their description. In the meantime, it is necessary 
to turn now to a consideration of ascribed ethnicity in relation 
to patterns of psycho-social identification. 
12.2 Fixed Ethnicity and ŐŬȘŸŬĤŮVXȘUŬŨŬŦÙȘŠŨĚIdentification 
with Ethnic Groups 
How strongly do informants from varying ŤWUŪŸȘĚbackgrounds 
currently, ÙTŤŠŨÙVWŸȘŠŨŨXĚor aversively identify with their 
own and other ethnic groups around them? 
Table 12.3 presents ethnic subgroup means on the strength 
of current identification with 'English kids', 'Indian kids', 
'Pakistani kids', 'West Indian kids', Ingroup adults (i.e. 
'Indian adults' for ethnically Indian kids, 'Pakistani adults' 
for ethnically Pakistani kids etc.) and 'Teachers'. It also 
TABLE 12.3 MEAN CURRENT IDENTIFICATION SCORES, BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
Informants of Informants of Informants of Informants of 
Ind1.an Pakistani Afro-Caribbean Angle 
Parentage Parentage Parentage Parentage 
Current 1.dentification (n=6) (n=9) (n=2 (1) ) (n=2,3) 
Wl.th 
'English kids' 
'Indian kids' 
'Pakistani kids' 
'West Indian kids' 
Ingroup adults 
'Teachers' 
Sibling (s) 
-
ŸĚ I rr .;!&. ŸĚ ;le.. ŸĚ ':lie 
0.82 .14 .69 .23 (0. 51) .66 
.84 .15 .76 .20 ( .53) .58 
.86 .14 .71 .20 ( . 36) .58 
.70 .20 .62 .17 .40 .16 • 43 
.70 .12 .56 .23 .67 .03 .47 
.62 .16 .59 .19 .30 .07 .41 
.79 .20 .78 .16 .80 .09 .52 
----- --
Chart 12.7 presents these in bar-graph form (excluding the 
informant of mixed parentage). 
o-
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presents data on current identification with siblings, so that 
identificat1on with ethnic group entit1es can be seen 1n the 
slightly wider context of identification with entities that 
are essentially less generic and more individualised. 
In terms of ethnic extract1on, there is obviously nothing 
that one can sens1bly say about Anglo and Afro-Caribbean groups 
since these sometimes compr1se only two, even one respondent. 
But with regard to ethn1cally Indian and Pakistani 1nformants, 
the former on average have stronger current identification with 
all the collective entities than the latter. Indeed in some 
cases, this is a bit stronger than their current 1dentification 
with the more spec1fic, sometimes singular entity sibling(s). 
Another point to emerge from this data is the extent to 
which informants regard themselves as currently similar to 
ethnic outgroups. Indeed apart from the two Anglos, none of 
the ethnic subgroups currently 1dentify most strongly with 
their ingroup. Adm1ttedly, ethnically Indian informants' mean 
current identification with 'Pakistani k1ds' 1s only marg1nally 
greater than with 'Indian k1ds', and the same 1s true of in-
formants of Pak1stani extraction in relation to those same ent1-
ties (in reverse, of course). But clearly the strong polari-
sation detected in relation to interactional association is not 
repl1cated in patterns of psycho-social identification: occu-
pying multiplex networks that are predominantly eo-ethnic does 
not mean that 'empathy' is exclusively with the ingroup. Indeed, 
cross-ethnic current identification does not only occur in re-
lation to Asian entities: for 1nformants of both Ind1an and 
Pak1stani parentage, current ident1fication with 'English kids' 
is nearly as strong as it 1s w1th 'Pakistani' and 'Indian kids'. 
With regard to 'West Indian kids', both ethn1cally Indian 
and Pak1stani informants appear on average to have less current 
ident1fication than with the other 'kids' entities; both sub-
groups also appear to see themselves as less similar to ingroup 
adults than to the kids with whom they 1dentify most strongly. 
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'Teachers' as an entity elicits marginally more current iden-
tification from Pakistani informants than ingroup adults, though 
this position is reversed for informants of Indian parentage. 
Shifting the focus away from entities whom informants 
regard as similar to them as they are now, towards idealistic 
identifications - towards entitLes and their relation to 'me-as-
I-would-like-to-be', Table 12.4 presents mean scores for 'hie-
ethnic' subgroups, which are in turn presented graphically in 
Chart 12.8. 
The most striking thing here is that idealistic identifi-
cations are virtually always much weaker than current ones. As 
the histograms show, informants generally perceive there to be 
much more overlap between entities and their current selves, 
than between entities and their ideal selves. Borrowing 
Weinreich's definition of the distinction between on the one 
hand 'membership groups', whLch are those entities which overlap 
a good deal with 'me-as-I-am-now', and on the other 'reference 
groups', which are those closely associated with the ideal self, 
we could say that informants relate to these collective entities 
much more strongly in a 'membership' than a 'reference' capacity: 
they aspire to similarity much less than they actually feel it 
now. Indeed, this pattern is in fact replicated throughout the 
data, and does not merely occur with regard to the entities 
listed here. 'Siblings' also elicits weaker idealistic identifi-
cation than current, and it is fairly representative of the more 
personalised entities in this regard. Whether this consistent 
difference reflects an enduring psycho-social orientation 
amongst my informants (so that rather than in terms of aspi-
ration, their perception of the people and groups around them 
are much more strongly influenced by a sense of existing compara-
bility), or whether this is an artifact of the interview and 
elicitation procedures is hard to establish. 
With regard to the patterns of idealistic identification 
themselves, again there is little to say about Angle and Afro-
TABLE 12.4 MEAN IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION SCORE, BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
Informants of Informants of Informants of 
Indian Pakistani Afro-Caribbean 
Idealistic Parentage Parentage Parentage 
ŅTŤŪWŸȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚ (n=2 (1)) 
ŴŸWUĚ
,;)C. tT ŸĚ (1" ..... er 
GNŪŦŨŸVUĚkids' .51 .12 .39 .20 (.52) 
GŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids' .49 .11 .46 .17 (. 38) 
'Pakistani ÛŸTVGĚ .49 .09 .42 .18 (. 40) 
'West IndLan kLds' .40 .12 .39 .13 .27 .22 
Ingroup adults .43 .05 .37 .14 .49 .01 
'Teachers' .41 .07 .41 .12 .20 .01 
Siblings .54 .06 .49 .16 .57 .02 
Informants of 
Anglo 
Parentage 
;le.. o-
.36 .17 
.29 .06 
.24 .12 
.27 .17 
.33 .22 
.32 .25 
.32 .21 
Informants of 
Mixed 
Parentage 
(n=l} 
ŸĚ (Y' 
( .4 7) 
(. 37) 
(. 47) 
(.41) 
(. 41) 
.35 
I 
I 
i 
-
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Caribbean ethnic outgroups, except that consideration of these 
must be deferred for case studies of individuals. The ethnically 
Indian informants however again generally have stronger ideal-
istic identifications than those of Pakistani parentage, and as 
in the case of current identification, the strongest collective 
idealistic identifications are with 'English kids', 'Indian 
kids' and 'Pakistani kids'. Aspirations to be similar are how-
ever more strongly related to the ent1ty 'Siblings' than to 
these collective entities, and this is also the case for ethnic-
ally Pakistani informants. Otherwise the latter do not differ-
entiate much between any of the 'k1d' and 'adult' entities, with 
the possible exception of 'Indian kids' with whom idealistic 
identification is marginally greater. 
Table 12.5 and Chart 12.9 set out the data on contra-iden-
tification. 
Idealistic identifications were weaker than current 1den-
tif1cations: contra-1dentif1cat1ons - the desire not to be 
s1milar to particular people and groups - are weaker than both. 
With regard to mean differences between ethnically Indian and 
Pakistani informants, the latter usually score higher on contra-
identif1cat1ons than the former - this reverses (and confirms) 
the pattern with regard to 1dealistic identifications. An ex-
ception to this concerns the entity 'West Ind1an kids', where 
the mean contra-1dentification of ethnically Indian informants 
is fairly high relative to their other contra-identifications. 
Even here though, 'West Indian kids' hardly stand out as a 
strong 'negative reference group' (cp. e.g. Weinreich 1979a:167; 
1980:14). 
To summarise the main g1st of this account in terms of 
ethnic subgroup means, it is simply necessary to reiterate the 
fact that in contrast to multiplex network assoc1ations, patterns 
of psycho-social ident1f1cat1on do not show strong ingroup bias 
and clear ethn1c exclusivity. 
TABLE 12.5 MEAN CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION SCORES, BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
Informants of Informants of Informants of 
Indian Pakistani Afro-caribbean 
Parentage Parentage Parentage 
Contra- (n=2 (1)) 
Identification 
with 
-X. r:r ŸĚ rT ':le. tT 
'English kids' .21 .14 .28 .11 (.30) 
'Indian kids' .21 .09 .25 .10 (. 39) 
'Pakistani kids' .22 .07 .27 .10 (. 30) 
'West Indian kids' .29 .14 .29 .12 .20 .00 
Ingroup adults .22 .10 .25 .11 • 21 .13 
'Teachers' .19 .07 .15 .07 .10 .04 
Siblings .14 .05 .22 .13 .22 .00 
--
- --
Informants of 
Anglo 
Parentage 
-::;& Cl' 
.26 .00 
.28 .02 
.29 .00 
.20 .12 
.09 .06 
.07 .07 
.24 .07 
---
Informants of I 
Mixed 
Parentage I 
(n=1) 
I 
I 
-ŸĚ a-
(.22) 
(. 40) 
(. 29) 
(. 35) I 
(. 40) 
(. 46) 
I 
N 
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Translating this into sociolinguistic terms, we may hypothe-
sise that while cohesive interactional relations may involve in-
formants in sustained processes of interpersonal accommodation 
likely to favour the acquisition and use of linguistic variants 
that may happen to be ethnically distinctive, it would be in-
correct to automat1cally assume (as might Milroy perhaps?) that 
such variants reflected a continuing commitment to differentiate 
oneself as a member of one ethnic group from the others around. 
The data suggests that 1n general the informants here are not 
cognitively set in such a way that when encountering a language 
item with a distinctive ethnic provenance, they would only filter 
in and reproduce those marking the ethnic ingroup. In general, 
the ISA data suggest a psycho-social orientation to qu1te liberal 
intergroup exchange amongst peers. 
Such then appears to be the position with regard to 
(ascribed) ethnic groups and psycho-social identification ana-
lysed in terms of group means. When examining the relationship 
between identification and language (and identification and net-
work) , the individual speaker will enter as a more important 
un1t, and so it is useful to set out how individuals of differ-
ent ethnic extraction perform on these measures of identifi-
cation. Referring back to the discussion in section 8.5, there 
are two ways of doing this: firstly, one may display everyone's 
index score with regard to each type of identification with each 
of the relevant entities. The second approach initially gives a 
general characterisation to each individual in terms of which 
entity/entities he/she identifies with most and least: inter-
ind1vidual comparisons come later (see section 8.5.2). 
Charts 12.10 to 12.27 set out the data in a way appropriate 
to the first approach. Individual strengths of identification 
are shown for all the (relevant) identification indices, and in-
formants' ethnicities are also indicated. Apart from noting the 
much greater spread of scores w1thin ethn1c subgroups than oc-
curred in relation to interactional involvement (such that indi-
viduals who do not conform to the rest of the subgroup are much 
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less easily spotted), we can pass over these w1thout comment 
at present. 
Table 12.6 shows a number of informants within each fixed 
ethnic category whose strongest identification is with e.g. 
'Ind1an k1ds', 'Pakistani kids' or a comb1nation (this is in 
line with the second approach) . It also shows who the indi-
viduals in each cell are, and the diacritics 's' 'w' and ind1-
cate whether this ŮŲŤTŬŸŪŠŪWĚidentification is strong or weak 
(see Table 8.8 above). 
At an ind1vidual level, this confirms the p1cture to emerge 
from the analysis in terms of group means: only one informant 
(Ue) has predominant 1dentification exclusively with his own 
ethnic category. The majority have predom1nant 1dentifications 
w1th outgroup entities in addition to their 1ngroup, and in 
quite a large number of cases (six or seven), the ethnic ingroup 
is not amongst those entit1es with which 1nformants identify 
most (B,O,P,H,L,V and possibly T). 
12.3 The Relation Between Patterns of Interactional 
Associat1on and Psycho-social Ident1fication 
Some comments have been made about the relationship between net-
work and ISA scores in terms of group means. It is worth now 
looking more closely at the connect1on between interact1on and 
identification as this affects ind1viduals: for example, do 
those 1nd1v1duals who have the greatest proportion of ethn1cally 
Anglo kids amongst their closest associates, also have the 
strongest current identif1cat1on with 'English kids'? Do those 
w1th the smallest proport1on of mult1plex Anglo t1es have the 
weakest current identif1cat1on? Framed in this way, investi-
gation w1ll enta1l tak1ng each individual's idealistic, current 
and contra-1dentif1cation scores separately and matching up 
each in turn w1th the relevant network measures. The method 
readily y1elds itself to cross-sect1onal analysis and can make 
extens1ve use of scatterplots. An alternat1ve strategy works 
TABLE 12.6 HOW MANY AND WHICH INFORMANTS IN EACH ETHNIC CATEGORY PREDOMINANTLY IDENTIFY 
WITH WHICH PEER ENTITIES 
The ' --- ' entities with which there is predominant identification: 
Ethnicity All entities 'In., Pa., 'In., Pa., 'Pa. and 'English 'Indian 'Pakistani 
of equally En. kids' WI kids' Indian kids' kids' (and WI 
Informants kids' kids)' 
3 2 1 
Indian [As Ew G] [Cs F] [B] 
2 1 (1) 1 (2) 2 
Pakistani [Jw Ks] (QSJ [M] [Is (M)] [Ow PS] 
Afro- 1 
(2) 
Caribbean [Rw (S) w] 
(1 ) 1 1 
Anglo 
[WWJ [U] [V] 
1 
Mixed 
[T] 
----- ÒĦĦĦĦĤĤĤĤ·ĤŸĤĤĤĤĤ
= uncertainty in placement 
'West Indian 
kids' 
2 
[H L] 
I 
w 
0 
-....! 
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from the verbal characterisation of each ÙŪTŸẂÙTẀŠŨGVĚpre-
dominant identifications (see section 8.5.2 above) and describes 
these in relation to the relative ethnic exclusiveness of their 
multiplex peer-group ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪVĦĚ I will ŞŤŦŸŪĚwith the cross-
sectional approach. 
To examine the relationship between interactLonal ŠVVŬȘŸ­
ation and psycho-social identification ŴŸWUĚŤWUŪŸȘĚcategories, 
the important comparisons to be made relate to ethnically Indian 
and Pakistani entities, and to a less extent to Anglo and Afro-
Caribbean ones. Table 12.7 sets out the association between 
interactional association and current identification ŴŸWUĚ
ethnically Indian peers, using the med1an spl1ts approach. 
If one ignores fixed ethnicity, this produces Table 12.8, 
in which it looks as though there might be an association: 
TABLE 12 . 8 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION AND FOR 
CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH ETHNICALLY INDIAN 
PEERS (IRRESPECTIVE OF FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Multiplex 
Interaction 
Association 
al 
Current ŅTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚ
2 
22% 
7 
78% 
below 
7 
70% 
3 
30% 
above 
median 
(=. 763) 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
median 
( =8. 3) 
This is however deceptive and due to the combination of different 
groups with extreme scores - here many of the ethn1cally Indian 
informants score above both medians while many of the rest score 
TABLE 12.7 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION AND 
CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH ETHNICALLY INDIAN PEERS (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Multiplex 
interactiona 
association 
with 
Indian 
peers 
1 
In. 
1 
100 
* 
** 
Pa. AC. 
1 
20 
4 1 
80 (100) 
lower 
Current identification with Indian kids 
En. Mi. 
2 
100* 
MEDIAN 
In. 
5 
100 
MEDIAN 
(=. 763) 
Pa. AC. 
2 
50 
2 
50 
higher 
En. Mi. 
1 
(100) ** 
Includes informant with score on the horizontal median, where placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant with score on the vertical median, where plac1ng was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=8.3) 
w 
0 
1.0 
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below on both. This is in fact evident in Table 12.7 though 
it is helpful also to look at scatterplot 12.1. We cannot say 
that within either the Indian or Pakistani subgroups there is 
systematic ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚbetween these two variables, and the 
polarisation of ethnically Indians versus the rest is such 
that we cannot legitimately talk about an association across 
the polyethnic peer-group as a whole. Table 12.8 really only 
tells us what we already know from analysis in terms of subgroup 
means: on average ethnically Indian informants identify more 
strongly with 'Indian kids' than other informants, and their 
interactional ties are far greater. In sum, we cannot say that 
all things being equal, the more contact an informant has with 
Indian kids the stronger their current identification with them 
will be. 
Table 12.9 looks at the ŲŤŨŠWŸŬŪVUÍŮĚbetween multiplex 
interactional association with ethnically Indian peers and 
idealistic identif1cation. 
Aga1n, were we to ignore ethnic1ty, we would produce a 
pattern that suggested quite a strong association between 1nter-
actional association and idealistic identificat1on with 'Indian 
kids', but exactly the same caveats apply and the effect would 
be equally deceptive (see scatterplot 12.2). We must conclude 
that again there is no systematic association worthy of note. 
The same is the case with regard to contra-identif1cation with 
'Indian kids'; see Table 12.10 and scatterplot 12.3. 
What about the association between psycho-social ÙTŤŪWÙȚŸ­
cation and multiplex interact1onal ties with ethnically 
Pakistani peers? Table 12.11 sets out the relat1onship between 
multiplex interactional association and current identification. 
TABLE 12.9 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION 
AND IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH ETHNICALLY INDIAN PEERS (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Multiplex 
interactiona 
association 
with 
ethnically 
Indian 
peers 
1 
In. 
2 
100* 
* 
** 
Pa. 
4 
100 
Idealistic identification with 'Indian kids' 
AC. En. 
1 2 
** (100) 100 
lower 
MEr AN 
Mi. In. 
4 
100 
1 
(100) 
MEDIAN 
(=.465) 
Pa. AC. 
3 
60 
2 
40 
higher 
En. Mi. 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
Includes informant with score on the vertical median, whose classification 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant w1th score on the horizontal median, whose classification 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
MEDIAN 
( =8. 3) 
w 
...... 
...... 
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TABLE 12.10 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION 
AND CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION WITH ETHNICALLY INDIAN PEERS (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Multiplex 
interactiona 
association 
with 
Ind1an 
peers 
1 
In. 
4 
100 
* 
** 
Contra-identification with 'Indian kids' 
MEDIAN 
Pa. AC. En. Mi. In. Pa. AC. En. Mi. 
2 
40 
3 
60 
lower 
2 
100 
MEDIAN 
(=.258) 
1 
3 
25* 
1 2 1 
75 (100 100* 
higher 
Includes informant with score on vertical median, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
(lOO) 
Includes informant with score on horizontal median, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
D 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
( =8. 3) 
w 
...... 
ŸĚ
TABLE 12.11 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION 
AND CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH ETHNICALLY PAKISTANI PEERS (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Multiplex 
interactiona 
association 
with 
ethnically 
Pakistani 
peers 
1 
In. 
1 
lOO 
Current identification with 'Pakistani kids' 
MEDIAN 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
6 3 1 
100"' 100 (lOO), 
* 
** 
1 2 
(lOO) 100 
lower 
5 
100 
MEDIAN 
(:::::.711) 
higher 
includes informant with score on vertical median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
includes informant with score on horizontal median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=25) 
VJ 
..... 
L/1 
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Within subgroups (or rather within the ethnically Pakistani 
and Indian ones which are just big enough for consideration in 
this light) we do not have scores distributed diagonally across 
the ÜŤTŸŠŪĚlines which could suggest an association between 
these two variables intra-ethnically. Neither is there any as-
sociation across the polyethnic peer-group as a whole - see 
Table 12.12 and scatterplot 12.4. 
TABLE 12.12 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS 
FOR MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION 
AND CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH ETHNICALLY 
PAKISTANI PEERS (IGNORING FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Multiplex 
inter-
actional 
association 
Current identification 
6 4 
60 45 
4 5 
40 55 
below above 
(Median= .711) 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
.0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
ÓŤTŸŠŪĚ
(=25) 
Table 12.13 shows the relationship between interactional 
association and ÙTŤŠŨÙVWŸȘĚidentification. 
Like Table 12.11 before it, this suggests that there is no 
VXVWŤÜŠWŸȘĚassociation between interactional association and 
ÙTŤŠŨÙVWŸȘĚŸTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚwith ÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚkids. Table 12.14 
shows the data for ȘŬŪWŲŠĤÙTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚand roughly the same 
ŮŸȘWẀŲŤĚof no ŠVVŬȘÙŠWŸŬŪĚemerges. 
TABLE 12.13 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION 
AND IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH ETHNICALLY PAKISTANI PEERS (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Multiplex 
interactiona 
association 
with 
ethnically 
Pakistani 
kids 
1 
In. 
1 
100 
Idealistic identification with 'Pakistani kids' 
MEDIAN 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
5 4 
100 100" 
* 
** 
1 2 
(100) 100 
lower 
5 
100 
MEDIAN 
(=.439) 
1 
ooo>* 
UŸŦUŤŲĚ
Includes informant with score on vertical median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant with score on horizontal median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=25) 
w 
... 
-..J 
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TABLE 12.14 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION 
AND CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION WITH ETHNICALLY PAKISTANI PEERS (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Multiplex 
interactiona 
association 
with 
ethnically 
Pakistani 
peers 
l 
In. 
4 
100 
Contra-identification with 'Pakistani kids' 
ME !AN 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
6 3 1 
100* 100 (100) 
* 
** 
2 1 2 
100 (100 10( 
lower higher 
ME IAN 
(=.259) 
Includes informant with score on vertical median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant with score on horizontal median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
** 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=25) 
w 
N 
0 
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Can we conclude therefore that there is no systematic 
association between informants' multiplex ties and their psycho-
social identifications with kids of Pakistani parentage? In 
fact, median splits as a way of inspecting associations do lose 
some information and again it is well to check against the rele-
vant scatterplots, where if we focus upon ethnically Pakistani 
informants in Scatterplots 12.5 and 12.6, some kinds of associ-
ation are detectable. In plot 12.6 focusing on the relationship 
between contra-identification and network association, informant 
H perhaps acts rather as an 'outlier': if His removed from 
consideration the drift downwards from the left hand side to the 
right (which suggests that the greater the proportion of eo-
ethnic peers in the Pakistani informants' multiplex peer net-
works, the less they are likely to counter-identify with the 
entity 'Pakistani kids') - this drift looks weaker. In plot 12.5 
however, focusing on idealistic ingroup identification, there is 
a drift in the opposite direction which is less dependent on H's 
contribution. The Pearson product moment correlation coefficient 
for this indicates a 'moderate correlation and substantial rela-
tionship' between these two variables, the r value being 0.6417. 
For ethnically Pakistani informants, it does seem that there is 
some link between multiplex interactional association and psycho-
social identification with ethnic peers. 
In view of the number of informants with no interactional 
eo-participation in three or more domains with peers of Anglo 
and Afro-caribbean parentage, there is little point in tabulating 
frequency distributions around the medians for network associ-
ations and ISA identifications. Scatterplots A.14.1 to A.14.6 in 
Appendix 14 make it clear that these two (sets of) variables are 
not systematically associated when it comes to ethnically Anglo 
and Afro-caribbean peers. 
To sum up, while there appears to be some systematic associ-
ation amongst ethnically Pakistani informants with regard to eo-
ethnic peers, generally multiplex interactional associations are 
here not closely linked to patterns of psycho-social identifi-
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cation. The network and ISA measures used here do not appear to 
be assessing the same thing, as it was feared they m1ght (see 
Chapter 7.1). Both the assoc1ational investigation here and the 
analyses of group means above indicate that these two different 
conceptualisations of group membership are empirically dis-
tinguishable. Beyond that it suggests that in this peer-group 
as a whole, the ethn1c composition of one's mult1plex 1nter-
actional network is not systematically connected with the 
strength with which one identifies with the ethn1c groups 
either inside or outside it. Having relatively few ethnically 
Angle or Indian multiplex peer associates, for example, will 
not mean that one identifies only weakly w1th the entities 
'English' and 'Indian kids'. 
That is a statement about network and 1dent1fication 
strengths: 1t does not address the question of ethnic prefer-
ence - more precisely, it does not 1ndicate whether people with 
exclusively eo-ethnic multiplex interactional t1es also focus 
their strongest identificat1ons on that ingroup to the exclusion 
of others. To answer that question, we must refer to the evi-
dence on intra-individually predominant 1dentifications; 
Table 12.15 below reproduces Table 8.6 which displayed the con-
clusions of the verbal analys1s of each informant in Appendix 9 
(see also Chapter 8.5.2). 
To examine the relationship of this data to multiplex inter-
actional assoc1ation, it is useful to make a three way class1fi-
cat1on of the network data: we can call mult1plex networks 
exclusively co-ethn1c when all peer associates are from the 
1ngroup (and informants score 100%); we can designate them 
relat1vely d1verse when 1nformants' ingroup assoc1ation scores 
are less than 80%; and we can cons1der ingroup scores of between 
81 and 99% as represent1ng the middle range (1nspect1on of charts 
12.2 to 12.5, ŮŮĦWŸŨĦŸÙÏĚ , section 12.1 suggests this to be a 
reasonable tr1chotomisation). With this as the hor1zontal axis, 
we can construct a vertical ax1s consisting of three parts, the 
f1rst concerned w1th primary identifications exclusively focused 
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TABLE 12. 15 SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISATIONS: WHICH 
INFORMANTS PRIMARILY IDENTIFY WITH WHICH ENTITIES 
General 'positive' In the case 
identification ... of informants . .. 
W1th all entities fairly Ai Ei Gi Jp Kp Rw 
equally (Sw) (We) 
Mostly with 'Indian', 'Paki- Qp 
stani' and'English kids' 
Mostly with 'Indian', 'Paki- (Mp) 
stani' and 'West Indian kids' 
Mostly with 'Pakistani' and Ci Fi Ip (Mp) 
'Indian kids' 
Mostly with 'Pakistani kids' ('I'm ) (and 'West ŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids') 
Mostly with 'Indian kids' Op Pp Ve 
Mostly with 'English kids' Bi Ue 
Mostly with 'West Indian Hp Lp kids' 
on the ethnic ingroup, the second attending to primary identifi-
cations which focus on one or more ethnic outgroups in addition 
to the ingroup, and the third for individuals whose strongest 
identification(s) are with one or more ethnic outgroups ex-
clusively (i.e. individuals who identify more with outgroup kids 
than eo-ethnic kids). This results in a matrix, in which in-
formants can be located (see Table 12.16). 
Informants with exclusively eo-ethnic multiplex associations 
do not identify more strongly with their ingroup than with out-
groups. Perhaps one might suggest that diverse multiplex peer 
networks favour primary 1dent1fication exclusively with outgroups 
more than totally eo-ethnic networks {see the sequence of cells 9, 
8 & 7) and that conversely totally eo-ethnic networks are more 
likely to eo-occur with primary identifications which encompass 
the ingroup (compare cells 6,5 and 4). I will later return to 
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TABLE 12. 16 HOW FAR DOES THE ETHNIC EXCLUSIVENESS OF AN 
INFORMANT 1 S MULTIPLEX PEER NETWORK RELATE TO 
ETHNIC EXCLUSIVENESS IN HIS STRONGEST GROUP 
IDENTIFICATION(S) 
Multiplex Interactional Associations 
Relatively 
Exclusively ŃŠŸŲŨXĚ ethnically 
(100%) exclusive TŸẂŤŲVŤĚ
eo-ethnic (81 to 99% ĜŸŪŦŲŬẀŮĚ
eo-ethnic) ȘŬÜŮŲŸVŤVĚ
less than 
80%) 
Strongest (1) (2) (3) 
identifi- Ue 
cation 
focused 
on ingroup 
kids 
ŅTŤŪWŸȚŸĤ Strongest (4) (5) (6) 
cations identifi- Ci Fi Ip Ei Gi Al. (Sw) 
with cation Jp (Mp) Kp (We) focused on Qp Rw 
differ- ŸŪŦŲŬẀŮĚ
and out-
ent peer group kids 
entities 
Strongest (7) (8) (9) 
identifi- Ve Bi Lp Hp Op 
cation Pp 
focused on 
out group 
kids 
[excluded Di, Np, Tm] 
one aspect of this possibility (Chapter 14) . At this stage any-
way, it looks as though generally the relationship between net-
work ŤẄȘŨẀVŸẂŸWXĚand the ŤẄȘŨẀVŸẂŤŪŤVVĚof ŮŲŸŠŲXĚŸTŤŪWŸȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪVĚ
is not strongly patterned. 
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12.4 Summary 
This chapter presents a snapshot of some of the dynamics of 
ethnicity within this peer-group. It has described the empiri-
cal relationships between fixed ethnicity, interactional associ-
ation with peers from different backgrounds, and patterns of 
ŤWUŪŸȘĚidentification. 
In general, multiplex peer-group ties are very eo-ethnic. 
Not many outgroup friends cross ethnic boundaries and enter into 
intra-ethnic domains, and by this criterion at least, we can 
hypothesise that it is fairly rare for inter-ethnic friends to 
have much shared awareness of the particular ethno-cultural 
patterns operating within their respective homes. There are 
however quite a few exceptions to this pattern and in general 
this is not to say that 'friendship groups' more loosely defined 
are only intra-ethnic. Analysis of frequent as opposed to 
multiplex peer associations shows much more mixing. 
Data on psycho-social identification suggests that in-
formants generally do not identify strongly with ingroup peers 
to the exclusion of others. On average they also identify a 
good deal with outgroup ÛŸTVĚas well. 
Mean scores for ethnically Indian kids indicate that their 
idealistic and current identifications are stronger than those 
of other subgroups. Indian and Pakistani informants on average 
appear to currently identify more strongly with ingroup peers 
than adults. Also, mean scores suggest that they see themselves 
as more similar to ethnically Asian and Anglo peers than they do 
to Afro-Caribbean kids (though for Pakistani informants neither 
of these statements transfers straightforwardly to the context 
of idealistic identification). There are too few Anglo and 
Afro-Caribbean informants in the sample to warrant sensible 
group-level commentary as their identifications. There is, of 
course, a lot of ÙŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨĚvariation in strengths of identifi-
cation ŴŸWUĚdifferent targets. 
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There does not seem to be any consistent connection between 
multiplex network ties and patterns of ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪHĚ and it 
looks as though we have been successful in locating research 
instruments which examine different things. 
There is a suggestion that with ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚin-
formants, multiplex eo-ethnic association connects ŮŬVŸWÙẂŤŨXĚ
with ingroup identification, though the ŤẂŸTŤŪȘŤĚŸVĚnot strong 
(and it does not show up ŸŪĚthe current identification ŸŪTÙȘŤVĞĦĚ
It could also be that ethnically TŸẂŤŲVŤĚnetwork ties are linked 
ŴŸWUĚŮŲŸŠŲXĚidentifications focused exclusively on outgroup 
ÛŸTVHĚwhile ingroups figure amongst primary identifications 
where multiplex associations are totally ȘŬĤŤWUŪŸȘĦĚ But again, 
there certainly isn't firm ŤẂŸTŤŪȘŤĚon this. 
In the next chapter, language will be systematically 
examined ŸŪĚconnection with these three senses of group-
affiliation, but this chapter has some degree of independent 
merit as a characterisation of the general interethnic climate 
ŴÙWUŸŪĚthis peergroup (cf. Jeffcoate and Mayor, cited in Chapter 
2.1 above, ŮĦŸŐ·ŸŸĞĦĚ
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NOTES 
1. Comparing the mean % of ingroup associates for ethnically 
Indian informants with the ingroup % mean for the ethnic-
ally Pakistani ones, a t-test indicates that the differ-
ence is not statistically significant (t obs 1.193; df 15; 
p = ns) • 
2. When this multiplex1ty cr1terion 1s omitted, and the focus 
is simply upon the ethnicity of the peers whom informants 
like (in the case of non-kin) and have frequent inter-
actional contact with - i.e. when we assess the ethnic com-
position of informants' primary peer networks w1thout giving 
any consideration to the number and types of domain eo-
participation these entail - the extent to which ethnic 
outgroups members are on average represented increases qu1te 
considerably. This is indicated in Table 12.2, which shows 
the extent to which different ethnicities are represented 
amongst the different ethnic subgroups into which my in-
formants can be clustered (this table derives from the data 
in Table 7.2, p.211). Chart 12.6 displays much of the same 
information 1n histogram form. (See Table 12.2 on p.328 and 
Chart 12.6 on p.329.) 
TABLE 12.2 IN MEAN % TERMS, THE EXTENT TO WHICH VARIOUS ETHNIC GROUPS ARE REPRESENTED 
IN INFORMANTS' PRIMARY PEER NETWORKS (WITHOUT REGARD TO MULTIPLEXITY) 
Involvement with peer Informants of Informants of Informants of Informants of 
ÙŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚ Indian Pakistani Afro-Caribbean Anglo 
associates who are Parentage Parentage Parentage Parentage 
ethnically (n=7) ( n= 10) (n=2) (n=3) 
- ŸĚ ŸĚŸĚ t:f" er ŸĚ a- ($'" 
Indian 64.4 11.7 17.1 4.0 14.2 3 .1 12.5 2.6 
Pakistani 22.1 8.6 62.5 8.6 28.7 4.6 14.3 4.2 
Afro-Caribbean 4.5 3.0 5.2 3.3 44.5 3.8 10.4 0.8 
Anglo 6.9 5.7 11.4 9.6 10.8 3.9 56.4 5.0 
-
Informants of 
Mixed 
Parentage 
(n=1) 
-;;;x. (!) 
(14.8) ( ) 
(14. 8) ( ) 
( 22.2) ( ) 
(40. 7) ( ) 
ŸĤĤĤ ---
w 
N 
(l) 
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CHART 1 2. 6 : IN MEAN % TERMS, THE EXTENT TO ŸGŨÑŅĚCH VARIOUS El'mTI C 
ARE REPRESENTED HT I:TFORMAlJTS 1 PRI:LA.RY UET.oJORKS 
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CHAPTER 13 
( + ) , ( 'fl ) AND ETHNIC GROUP AFFILIATION 
13. 1 Word I m. tial ( ŸĚ) , ( + ) and Ethnicity Fixed at Birth 
13.1.1 Introduction 
We can now proceed to the first stage of the VŬȘÙŬŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚ
analysis, which will consist of an ŤẄŠÜŸŪŠWŸŬŪĚof word-
initial ĜŸĚ ) and (+) in terms of 'bio-ethnic' subgroups. 
Perhaps it is worth briefly recapping on the social and 
ethnic distribution of ŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚvariants which a ŞŲŸŤȚĚsurvey 
of relevant literature led us to expect: 
Variable variant 
Vocalic 
[ +-] 
[ I l 
[ ŸĚ] 
Word initial ĜŸĚ ) ŔŸĚ ] 
[ d ] 
Zero TII 
L 
Social/ethnic Type 
non-standard white Anglo 
standard ŴUŸWŤĚAnglo 
ĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪHĚ ÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚ
and Indian 
Pakistani and ŅŪTŸŠŪĚ
standard 
Indian and Pakistani, non-
standard Anglo and Afro-
ĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚ
non-standard ŴUŸWŤĚ
Anglo 
These ŲŤŨŠWŸŬŪVUŸŮVĚ represent hypotheses which we will not be 
able to 'test': they do however ŮŲŬẂŸTŤĚ lines which can ŦẀŸTŤĚ
us in the preliminary exploration of how ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚẂŠŲŸŠŪWVĚare 
TÙVWŲŸŞẀWŤTĚacross WUŸVĚpeer-group. 
13 .1. 2 Analysis 
Taking each ŸŪĚ turn, let us commence ŴŸWUĚVocalic L and the 
attendant hypothes1s that 
HYPOTHESIS FOR VocL: ŒŬȘŠŨŸȘĚL ŴŸŨŨĚbe used more by ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚ
Anglo ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚthan by the others (see 9.1.1 above). 
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Table 13.1 displays mean uses of VocL by ŤWUŪŸȘĚsubgroup. 
This is calculated on the basis of the individual percentage 
scores shown in Table 9.1 (p. 259 ) • 1 
TABLE 13. 1 MEAN % USE OF Vocal1c ( + ) BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
Mean % VocL <rn n 
Informants of Indian 34.5 16.0 4 
extraction 
Informants of Pakistani 39.4 21.9 7 
extraction 
Informants of Afro- 24.7 3.4 3 ĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚextraction 
Informants of Anglo 54.9 15.9 3 
extraction 
Chart 13.1 shows subgroup means by ŤWUŪŸȘĚsubgroup. 
CHART 13.1 MEAN % USES OF Vocalic L, BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
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From this picture of subgroup means, it looks as though on 
average the ethnically Angle informants do use Vocalic L more 
than the others, although in all groups except the ethnically 
Afro-Caribbean, there is quite a good deal of within group 
variation. Chart 13.2 TŸVŮŨŠXVĚeach informant's % use of 
Vocalic L, along with their 'bio-ethnicity'. 
The next hypothesis concerned [ l ]: 
HYPOTHESIS FOR [ I ] : Clear [ I ] will be used least by informants 
of Angle extraction. 
Table 13.2 displays subgroup means for the non-velarised 
variant of the ( + ) variable. 
TABLE 13. 2 MEAN % USE OF [ I ] BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
Mean % Use ÌŸĚ [ ' ] d'"'n n 
Informants of Indian 8.3 3.0 4 parentage 
Informants of Pakistani 9.5 7.4 7 parentage 
Informants of Afro- 20.8 15.9 3 ĿŠŲŸŞŤŠŪĚparentage 
Informants of Angle 7.7 4.7 3 parentage 
Chart 13.3 shows these means in graphical form, and Chart 13.4 
shows each ÙŪTŸẂŸTẀŠŨGVĚuse of ( l ). 
CHART 1 3. 3: MEAN % USE OF ( 1 J , BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
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Within the polyethnic group being studied here, it certainly 
does not look as though my ethnically Angle informants use [l 
less than the others: most of the ethnically Pakistani in-
formants and all of the ethnically Indian ones are roughly com-
parable in their use of [ \ ). The mean for the ethnically Afro-
Caribbean informants is however higher than it is for the others, 
although so too is the within-group variation. 
The next variant to which 'bio-ethnic' classification of my 
informants is relevant is [ \,): 
HYPOTHESIS FOR [ b): Retroflex [ ŸĞĚwill be used more by 
youngsters of Pakistani and Indian extraction than by those of 
Angle and Afro-CarLbbean parentage (see 5.1.1). 
Table 13.3 shows subgroup means: 
TABLE 13. 3 MEAN % USE OF [ ŸĚ) BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
Mean use of [ ŸĚ ) IJ"'n n 
Informants of Indian 30.9 17.3 4 parentage 
Informants of Pakistani 18.7 16.6 7 parentage 
Informants of Afro- 0 0 3 Caribbean parentage 
Informants of Angle 0.4 0.5 3 parentage 
Chart 13.5 is a histogram displaying this information, and 
Chart 13.6 shows the use of [ ll by ethnic individuals. 
There is clearly a good deal of variance within both Asian 
subgroups (to which we will attend in due course) but the differ-
ence between informants of Asian and non-Asian parentage is 
generally very strLking. One ethnLcally Pakistani Lnformant uses 
no retroflex [ l ) (=H) and one ethnic Angle uses one (=W), but 
generally it looks as though there is an almost categorical 
·ŸĚ
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difference between the ethnically Asian and non-Asian informants 
in this group. 
The fourth and last variants of ( +) - dark [ +] itself -
was proposed as a standard white Anglo, and since none of my 
informants fall into this social category, it has no obvious 
implications here for the description of the data in terms of 
ascribed category memberships. However, from Table 13.4 which 
sets out subgroup means, it in fact looks as though amongst my 
own informants, those of Afro-caribbean parentage use [ +J more. 
TABLE 13. 4 % MEAN FOR USE OF [ + ] BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
Use of [ +] 
Ethnicity of subgroup % mean ern n 
Indian 26.1 4.1 4 
Pakistani 32.2 16.7 7 
Afro-Caribbean 54.5 14.9 3 
Anglo 37 17.6 3 
Chart 13.7 presents these means in bar-chart form, and 
Chart 13.8 once again displays the use of ŔŸŖŞXĚŸŪTÙẂÙTẀŠŨVHĚ
categorised in terms of ascribed ethnicity. From this latter 
display, it is however evident once again that the three ethnic-
ally Afro-caribbean informants are fairly widely spread in their 
use of this form. 
Turning to the ĜŸĚ ) variable, it was suggested on the basis 
of a reading of the relevant literature that: 
HYPOTHESIS FOR [ d ] : There will be no TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪȘŤĚbetween sub-
groups in their overall use of word initial [ d] (see 9.1.2). 
Table 13.5 shows subgroup % means: 
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TABLE 13. 5 MEAN % USE OF [ d ] BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
Mean use of [ d ] trn n 
Informants of Indian 20.7 10.1 4 
extraction 
Informants of Pakistani 34.7 18.2 7 
extraction 
Informants of Afro- 28.8 14.7 2 Caribbean extraction 
Informants of Anglo 19.5 17.9 3 
extraction 
Chart 13.9 presents a histogram for this, and Chart 13.10 sets 
out individual scores. 
The three informants who use [d] most are 1n fact Paki-
stani, and the mean use for ethnically Pakistani informants is 
in fact slightly higher than the rest. But generally, Chart 
13.10 shows a great deal of overlap between ethnic subgroups in 
their use of [ d ] • 
The next variant is word initial Zero TH after dental and 
alveolar consonants: 
HYPOTHESIS FOR Zero TH: Ethnically Anglo informants will use 
word initial Zero TH after dental and alveolar consonants more 
than the others. 
Table 13.6 shows subgroup means; Chart 13.11 presents this 
in a histogram, and Chart 13.12 displays the pattern for indi-
viduals. 
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TABLE 13.6 MEAN % USE OF WORD INITIAL Zero TH IN POST DENTAL 
AND ALVEOLAR ENVIRONMENTS BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
Informants of Indian 
extraction 
Informants of Pakistani 
extraction 
Informants of Afro-
ĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚextraction 
Informants of Anglo 
extraction 
Mean use of Zero TH 
after dental/alveolar 
consonants 
31.7 
28.4 
38.3 
42.3 
ern 
16.1 
12.3 
24 
17.9 
n 
4 
7 
3 
3 
The range of % scores within subgroups is again consider-
able, and the VÙÜŸŨŠŲÙWXĚbetween subgroups is once more more 
VWŲŸÛŸŪŦĚthan the difference. The mean scores for word initial 
Zero TH in all environments show very slightly more use of this 
variant by Angles, though once again W diverges from V and U, 
producing a large standard deviation. see Table 13.7 and Charts 
13 . 13 and 1 3 • 14 . 
TABLE 13.7 MEAN% USE OF WORD INITIAL Zero THIN ALL 
ENVIRONMENTS, BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
Mean % of Zero TH ern 
Informants of Indian 18.4 7.1 
extraction 
Informants of Pakistani 20.0 6.3 
extraction 
Informants of Afro- 20.4 8.7 Caribbean extraction 
Informants of Anglo 27.2 12.6 
extraction 
n 
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3 
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The last variant requiring consideration is the ȚŲŸȘŠWÙẂŤĚ
variant of ĜŸĚ) - ŔŸĚ1 itself. As with ( +'): [ + 1, this was 
proposed as a standard variant, to which the present exploration 
in terms of ethnic subgroup was not relevant. Despite this, 
Table 13.8 and Charts 13.15 and 13.16 display patterns of usage 
in terms of ŠVȘŲŸŞŤTĚethnicity: there is again a good deal of 
overlap across subgroups. 
TABLE 13. 8 MEAN % USE OF WORD INITIAL [ ŸĚ] BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP 
Ethnicity of informant Mean % use of [ '6 ] trn n 
Indian 60.5 13.3 4 
Pakistani 44.7 17.5 7 
Afro-caribbean 50.5 20.7 3 
Anglo 53.2 5.4 3 
13.1.3 Summary 
It is worth VẀÜÜŠŲŸVÙŪŦĚthe account so far. ŃŸŲVWŨXHĚ the above 
should be seen primarily as a kind of sorting operation, laying 
out the dimensions along which the analysis below can proceed. 
2 The ethnic subgroups are not large enough, nor selected on a 
sufficiently careful basis to allow statistical generalisation. 
With these ŨÙÜÙWŠWŸŬŪVĚ in mind, what does the data show? 
Within this peer-group, one of the seven (or rather eight) vari-
ants analysed shows a high degree of ethnic specialisation -
retroflex [ Ll is a predominantly Pakistani and Indian ethnic 
form. All of the rest however are used within each subgroup at 
least to some degree, and the hypotheses about ethno-linguistic 
VŮŤȘÙŠŨÙVŠWŸŬŪĚthat ŦẀŸTŤTĚmuch of this examination are certainly 
untrue of the data here, if they are interpreted in terms of 
ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸȘŠŨĚdifference. Of course it would be much more sensible 
to regard these hypotheses as ŮŲŬŞŠŞÙŨŸVWÙȘHĚ and in this light, 
there is ŪŬWUŸŪŦĚwe can conclusively say about them in view of 
the way in ŴUŸȘUĚsample sizes constrain the use of significance 
tests in the differences between subgroup means. We can however 
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tentatively ratify as also potentially useful in any further 
study of ethnic differences in language usage the following 
variants (in addition to ŔŸĚ]) 
Vocalic L (and maybe word initial zero TH) , which does 
look as though it could be sensitLve to Anglo ethnLcity; 
Clear [ I ] in relation to youngsters of Afro-Caribbean 
parentage. 
The way in which dark [+] is on average used more by the 
Afro-Caribbean youngsters was not expected on the basLs of the 
cited phonological texts, and patterns of [d] use throw an 
interesting light on Agnihotri's observation that [ d] is an 
enduring indicator of 'Indian identity' due to the difficulties 
entailed in learning to produce friction (1979:245). The sLtu-
ation in Bedford may of course be different from Leeds 
(Agnihotri's research site), but he may nevertheless be faulted 
for overlookLng the potential influence of the ethnically Afro-
Caribbean youngsters attending the same school as hLs re-
spondents (1979:115ff?). Indeed, in my data the Sikh informants 
on average use [d 1 less than those of PakLstani and Afro-
Caribbean parentage, and their use of the fricative varLant is 
on average greater that the rest's. So there is no support here 
either for a learnLng dLfficulty argument or for the consequent 
status of [d] as an ethno-linguistic indicator. Whether its 
widespread use reflects the confluence and reciprocal affirmation 
in contact of originally separate phonological traditions, or 
whether one subgroup is setting a trend which others follow, LS 
not something that can at this stage be considered (though see 
below 13.2). 
Those then appear to be the maLn points about between-group 
dLfference manifest in the data here, but perhaps the most 
strikLng point worth underlinLng LS the extent of within-group 
varLation. Charts 13.2, 13.4, 13.6, 13.8, 13.10, 13.12, 13.14 
and 13.16 lay out individual scores together with the ethnicLty 
of each informant and out of a total of forty-eight possible com-
parisons, only four reveal all the members of one subgroup usLng 
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a variant more than all the members of another (on <+),all 
ethnically Angle informants use VocL more than all ethnic Afro-
Caribbeans; all ethnic Afro-Caribbeans use [t] more than all 
Indians; and all Indians use [ ŸŖĚmore than all Angles and 
Afro-Caribbeans). This picture of non-discrete patterns of 
language use across demographic categories accords with the 
observations of Coupland and others cited above (5.1), and is 
familiar to sociolinguistic researchers. In the present context 
however it usefully sets up the ensuing analyses, which will 
operationalise more flexible conceptualisations of group-member-
ship and identity in order to try to account for some of this 
within-group variation, and at the same time further the analys1s 
of ethno-linguistic specialisation weakly initiated here. 
13.2 Word Initial <1) ,(+) and Interactional Association with 
Peers from Different Ethnic Backgrounds 
13.2.1 Introduction 
In the preceding section there emerged a good deal of overlap 
between 'bio-ethnic' subgroups in their use of the variants here, 
and there did not appear to be much ethnic specialisation except 
with regard to retroflex [ L ]. 
The next two sections will use methodolog1cal alternatives 
to the ascription of informants to ethnic subgroups and in doing so, 
will try to identify the ethnic distribution of linguistic forms 
not in spite of but by virtue of the overlap and spread of 
variants across ethnic categories. These alternative approaches 
to investigating the guiding linguistic hypotheses do not entail 
balanced cross-ethnic sampling: instead, the integrity and re-
latedness of the peer-group is the central prerequisite for 
validity. If they succeed, then these methods say something 
more concrete about the life of linguistic forms in interethnic 
contact settings than can be achieved by examining their use 
within discrete subgroups, whose connectedness with one another 
is not empirically measured (as indeed it usually isn't). If 
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one focuses on inter-subgroup connections themselves, perhaps 
the ethnic origins of a linguistic form can be identified by 
looking for traces of it amongst those informants who have most 
to do w1th its hypothesised ma1n users, irrespective of these 
informants• own ethnic extraction. In other words, we can see 
whether e.g. Vocalic L is most typically associated with Angles 
by looking at its inc1dence amongst those in the polyethn1c 
peer-group with most interactional 1nvolvement and psycho-social 
identification with people of ethnic English parentage. In this 
way one may cla1m to study the career of ethno-linguistic forms 
across ethnic boundaries, and to be following the ripple effect 
of contact or identification with particular ethnic categories. 
13. 2. 2 Analysis 
Let us return to the linguistic hypotheses and exam1ne them in 
relation to the network measure of interactional association 
(see Table 7.1 ŮĦŸÕŸĞĦĚ Whereas in the preceding section we 
asked whether informants of ethnicity Y used (notionally) ethno-
lingu1stic variant y most, here we can look at all informants 
and ask whether the1r interactional contact with ethnically Y 
peers influences their variant y usage. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to pursue a number of the 
associations between ( +), ('6 ) and ethnic1ty which were suggested 
in Chapter 9.1 and also 13 .1. Dark [ + ] and fricative ŔŸĚ ] were 
hypothesised as reflecting standard white Anglo norms (9.1), and 
on the evidence of three ethnically Afro-Caribbean informants 
analysed 1n 13. 1 , whose mean use of [ t" ] was greater than any 
other subgroup•s, [+l might also surpr1singly be ethno-
l1ngu1stically Afro-Caribbean in the local Bedford context. How-
ever, since data on 1nteractional contact with standard English 
(or rather RP) speakers was not collected, and s1nce 1t has not 
proved possible to construct reliable and d1fferentiating indices 
w1th regard to social assoc1ation with peers of Afro-caribbean 
parentage, [tl cannot be exam1ned here. 
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For space reasons, other analyses are delegated to Appendix 
15. These are the ones which produced negative findings. For 
example, with Vocalic L, Zero TH and Zero TH after dental/ 
alveolar consonants, there is nothing to support the suggestion 
that multiplex ties with ethnically Angle peers systematically 
influence the use of these variants, either within specific 
ethnic subgroups or across the polyethnic peer-group as a whole. 
Likewise, no connection emerged between [I 1 and interactional 
association with Punjabi bilinguals (see Chapter 9.1.1}. The 
hint in 13.1 that usage of ŔŸĚ] might be locally adapted as an 
ethnically Indian variant also seemed unfounded. 
With [ d 1 and [ ŸĚ1 however, the analyses proved more fruit-
ful. 
Secondary sources suggested that there would be no ethnic 
subgroup differences for [ d 1 , but the picture of group means 
showed slightly more use of it by ethnically Pakistani young-
sters. Is an association between Pakistani ethnicity and [d 1 
reflected across the peer-group as a whole? What happens if we 
use non-Pakistan1 informants as a mirror to look further at what 
the subgroup pattern hints? Table 13.9 first of all investigates 
the association between [ d1 use and interactional association 
with Pakistani peers for all informants. 
If one ignores fixed ethnicity altogether, quite a strong 
assoc1ation emerges between [d 1 and multiplex ties with peers 
of Pakistani parentage: 
u 
s 
e 
0 
f 
[ d ] 
Multiplex Pakistani ties 
2 
22% 
7 
78% 
below 
6 
2 
MEDIAN 
(=25} 
75% 
25% 
above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=25} 
TABLE 13.9 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL 
ASSOCIATION WITH ETHNICALLY PAKISTANI PEERS, AND FOR [ d] USE 
(BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP) 
Multiplex Interactional Association with Ethnically Pakistani Peers 
MEDIAN 
(=2!)) 
In. I Pa. I AC I En I ÓŸĚ IIIn. I Pa. AC En. Mi. 
u a b 1 1 5 1 
s 
0 * e 25 (100) 71 100 
V • 
e 
0 
f D 
e 3 2 2 2 
1 [ d 1 75 10o** 100 29 
0 
w 
lower higher 
MEDIAN 
* Includes informant ŴŸWUĚscore on the vertical median, whose 
placing was decided on the toss of a coin. 
** Includes informant with score on the horizontal median, whose 
placing was decided on the toss of a coin. 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e MEDIAN 
(=25) w l..J U1 
e 0 
1 I 
0 
w 
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However, this formulation largely reflects the fact that 
most ethnically Pakistani informants both used [d 1 more than 
average, and have higher than average network ŠVVŬȘÙŠWŸŬŪĚwith 
peers of Pakistani extraction. It says nothing about [d 1 and 
interactional association either inside the fixed ethnic sub-
group or outside it. Taking the latter first, it is useful to 
redefine both medians with reference only to ethnically non-
Pakistanis. This is done in Table 13.10, which also locates 
informants to the appropriate cells: 
TABLE 13.10 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR ETHNICALLY NON-PAKISTANI 
INFORMANTS AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX 
INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION WITH ETHNICALLY PAKISTANI 
PEERS , AND FOR [ d ) USE 
u 
s 
e 
0 
f 
[ d 1 
Multiplex Pakistani ties 
1 
25% 
4 
75% 
below 
MEDIAN 
(=2. 7) 
4 
1 
75% 
25% 
above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(22.2) 
ØUŸVĚ suggests quite a strong association: informants with 
fewer (or no) multiplex ties use [d 1 less than those with more 
(or some). In fact, this relationship looks even more systematic 
in scatterplot 13.1, and if a Pearson product moment correlation 
is applied to this data, a coefficient of r = .8627 emerges. In 
contrast however, the scatterplot also shows that ŴŸWUÙŪĚthe 
ethnically ÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚsubgroup, there is no systemat2c association 
between [d) use and the proportion of ethnically ÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚpeers 
comprising multiplex networks. 
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To summarise, we can say that amongst the ethn1cally 
Indian, Anglo, Afro-Car1bbean and Mixed kids, [d] use is 
strongly (and positively ) connected with the extent of their 
association with ethnically Pakistani kids: the suggestion of 
a connection between [d] and Pakistani ethn1city hinted at in 
the picture of group means, is given support by its refraction 
amongst non-Pakistanis. Earlier on the question was ra1sed as 
to whether the use of [d] in the polyethn1c peer-group repre-
sented the confluence and rec1procal affirmation-1n-contact of 
several formally sim1lar but originally separate traditions 
(see Chapter 9.1 and 13.1): the data here suggests that in 
fact, in some sense ethnically Pakistani kids are leading this 
phonological practice. 
SCATTERPLOT 1 3. 1 : MULTIPLEX DTTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION \HTH 
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What of the relationship between retroflex [ ŸŖĚ and inter-
actional ŠVVŬȘÙŠWŸŬŪĚwith Punjabi bilinguals? Table 13.11 dis-
plays their association,distinguishing between Punjabi bilingual 
and non-bilingual informants (i.e. combining ethnically Indian 
and Pakistani kids vs Angle and Afro-Caribbean informants). 
TABLE 13.11 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX 
INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION WITH PUNJABI BILINGUAL 
PEERS AND FOR RETROFLEX [ L ] USE (DISTINGUISHING 
PUNJABI BILINGUAL FROM NON-BILINGUAL INFORMANTS} 
u 
s 
e 
0 
f 
* 
Multiplex interactional association 
with Punjabi bilingual peers 
MEDIAN 
(=87.5) 
Punjabi non- Punjabi non-
bilingual ŞŸŨÙŪŦŸŠŨĚ bilingual bilingual 
8 
89* 
2 6 1 
too** 100 11 
ŨŬŴŤŸĚ UŸŦUŤŲĚ
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
Includes informant with score on the vertical 
median, whose ȘŨŠVVŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚwas decided on 
the toss of a coin 
** Includes informant with score on the UŬŲŸYŬŪWŠŨĚ
median, whose classification was decided on 
the toss of a coin 
MEDIAN 
(=5.5) 
If one were to merge ŞÙŨŸŪŦẀŠŨVĚŴŸWUĚnon-bilinguals, one 
would produce a pattern such as 
8 
89% 
8 1 
100% 11% 
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whLch is a strong but rather unsurprising assocLation, gLven our 
knowledge that Pun]abi bilinguals are the almost exclusLve users 
of [ ŸŖĚ1 and have much greater multLplex PunjabL ties. It is 
more informative to see whether w1thin the Pun]abi bilingual 
subgroups, proportLons of [ l1 use and interaction are connected. 
To do this it is helpful to look directly at scatterplot 13.2 
(since seven out of the eleven Lnformants have network scores of 
100%, Lt LS fruitless to try and draw a table for median 
splits). The four informants whose usage of ( ŸĚ1 is above 25% 
all have completely Punjabi multiplex peer assocLations; the 
three who use less than 10% all have multiplex networks which 
are to some degree mixed. There LS a group in between (usLng 
[ t,] about 20% of the time) 1 one of whom has a mLxed network, 
so that the pattern is not absolutely consLstent, but generally 
it looks as though amongst these Punjabi bilingual informants, 
whether or not their multiplex peer-group only comprLses fellow-
bilLnguals LS associated wLth retroflex [ ll usage. 
SCATTERPLOT 13. 2: IffiLTIPLEX ŅŸŊØNŎĻĿØŅÕÔĻÒĚASSOCIATION \HTH 
PU:I.JABI ŁŅÒŅŅŸŇǾĻÒĚPEERS x USE OF RETROFLEX (\ 1 
• 
7o 
l'o 
• 
0 • • 
0 
A 
c) 
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13.2.3 Summary 
It has not been possible here to analyse ŔŸŖĚ in terms of its 
social and ethnic connotations; nor has it been ŮŬVVŸŞŨŤĚto 
examine the connection between [1 ] and standard/RP English 
which secondary sources propose. However, it was possible to 
pursue the connection between ŔŸŖĚ use and Indian ethnicity 
hinted at in the subgroup means data, and at least with regard 
to multiplex interactional association with Indian peers, this 
suggestion was completely lacking in support. We also could 
not investigate connections between clear [ \ ] and Afro-
Caribbean ethnicity, but with regard to ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪŠŨĚassoci-
ation with peers of Pakistani and Indian parentage - Punjabi 
bilinguals - the findings on [I ] were again negative. Both 
secondary sources and subgroup means alerted us to the possible 
links of Vocalic L and Zero TH with Angle ethn1city and these 
were examined: this produced more negative results. 
However, on [d] and [ L] this pattern changed. Secondary 
sources and subgroup means strongly indicated that ŔŸŖŴŠVĚa 
variant with Pun]abi connections: here, it also emerged that 
the extent to which bilingual Punjabi informants themselves use 
[ ŸŖĚ is associated with whether or not they have multiplex 
interactional ties with peers of non-Pakistani and non-Indian 
parentage. On [d ], subgroup means cued us to look at con-
nections with Pakistani ethnicity, and we found that the extent 
to which ethnically Afro-Caribbean, Indian, Angle and Mixed 
informants used [d] is associated with the proportion of Paki-
stani peers with whom they eo-participate in three or more 
domains/have multiplex interactional ties with. From this 
angle, it looks as though ethnically Pakistani kids could be 
encouraging the cross-ethnic spread of [d 1 and in some way 
influencing non-Pakistani informants to use 1t. 
These two last findings vindicate the network measure used 
here: they show that it can be useful in describing people's 
soc1al positions w1thin a (potentially) ethnically heterogeneous 
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interactional field, and in connecting such positions up with 
both intra-ethnic (in the case of [ ŸĚ]) and cross-ethnic ([d ]) 
variation in the distribut1on of linguistic forms. 
13.3 Word Initial ĜŸĞĚ,(+) and Psycho-soc1al Ident1f1cation 
with Kids from Different Ethnic Backgrounds 
13.3.1 Introduction 
The method for examining the cross-sectional relationship be-
tween word initial ĜŸĞĚ,( +) and patterns of psycho-social 
ident1fication can proceed much the same as in the preceding 
sect1on but with one important difference. It will be recalled 
that in contrast to the network measure, a high ISA score on 
current ident1ficat1on with e.g. 'Pakistani kids' does not pre-
clude a high score with regard to 'Indian kids' - on the con-
trary, the two often go together (see 8.5, 8.5.1 above). This 
means that before one tries to make anyth1ng of the association 
between identification w1th a particular ethnic group and use 
of a linguistic variant notionally assoc1ated with it, it is 
necessary to check that that is its only noteworthy ethn1c 
connect1on, and that that ethno-linguistic var1ant does not also 
pattern systematically with identification with other group1ngs. 
So the analytic procedure is more labor1ous than before. 
As in 13.2, a lot of the analys1s is delegated to an 
Appendix (Append1X 16) for space sav1ng reasons. But here it is 
worth draw1ng attention not only to pos1tive findings but also 
to certain conceptual and methodological issues that arise in 
the course of part1cular analyses. 
13.3.2 Analyses 
It is conven1ent to beg1n with the hypothesis that £+] 1s a 
standard variant. It was not poss1ble to investigate this v1a 
subgroup means or network analysis because neither (systematic-
ally) included RP speakers. Here though we can investigate th1s 
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in terms of identification with 'teachers', some of whom may be 
assumed to use RP variants at least to a degree (see 8.4 above). 
Thus ISA allows us to look outwards beyond the limitations of 
particular samples and network measures. 
Table 13.12 tabulates the association between [+1 and 
current identification ŴŸWUĚteachers. 
There appear to be no within-subgroup patterns, and sum-
marising this data irrespective of ethnicity, we get the pattern 
5 5 
55% 62% 
4 3 
45% 38% 
There is no association here. 
The same also emerges with regard to idealistic identifi-
cation which, since it ŠŦŠŸŪĚshows no within-subgroup patterning, 
is presented in summary form ŸŪĚTable 13.13 (see also scatterplot 
13.4). 
However, a different picture emerges in connection with 
contra-identification. The association between [+ 1 and contra-
identification is calculated in full in Table 13.14; it is sum-
marised in Table 13.15, and it is visually displayed in Scatter-
plot 13.5. 
TABLE 13.12 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR CURRENT IDENTIFICATION 
WITH TEACHERS, AND FOR DARK [+] USE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
u 
s 
e 
0 
f 
[ +] 
In. 
1 
100% 
Current Identification with Teachers 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
2 2 1 1 2 1 1 
50%* 100% 50% 33% 67% 100% (100) *"' 
2 
50% 
* 
** 
1 
50% 
lower 
MEDIAN 
(=. 553) 
2 1 
67% 33% 
higher 
Includes informant w1th score on vertical median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a co1n 
Includes informant with score on hor1zontal median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
lw 
MEDIAN 
(=31 %} 
w 
lJl 
OJ 
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TABLE 13. 13 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH TEACHERS, AND 
FOR DARK [ t' ] USE (IGNORING FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Idealistic Identification with Teachers 
u 
s 
e 
0 
f 
5 
55% 
4 
45%* 
below 
MEDIAN 
5 
** 62% 
3 
38% 
above 
MEDIAN 
(=.383) 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=31%) 
* Includes informant with score on the vertical 
med1an, whose classification was decided on 
the toss of a coin 
** Includes informant with score on the horizontal 
median, whose classification was decided on 
the toss of a coin 
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TABLE 13.14 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION 
WITH TEACHERS, AND FOR DARK £+) USE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
u 
s 
e 
0 
f 
[-t- ) 
In. 
1 
100% 
'd en"L 'ficat' "h T h 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
3 2 2 1 1 
100% 100% 67% 33% 25% 
* 
** 
1 
33%* 
lower 
MEDIAN 
(= .167) 
2 
67% 
3 1 
75% (100) ** 
higher 
Includes informant with score on vertical median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant with score on horizontal median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=31) 
w 
0'1 
,_.. 
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TABLE 13.15 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR CONTRA-
IDENTIFICATION WITH 1 TEACHERS 1 AND FOR DAR #<. [ t 1 
USE (IRRESPECTIVE OF FIXED ETHNICITY) 
u 
s 
e 
0 
f 
[-t 1 
ĿŬŪWŲŠĤŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚwith 'Teachers• 
7 
78% 
2 
22% 
below 
2 
6 
MEDIAN 
(= .167) 
. 
25% 
75% 
above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=31 %) 
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Unlike the state of affairs with Vocalic L and 'English 
kids' (see Appendix 16.1) the relationship between contra-
identification with 'Teachers' and C+1 does not here resemble 
r+1's relationship with contra-identifications either with 
ingroup adults, 'English kids', 'Pakistani ÛŸTVGHĚ 'Indian kids' 
or 'West Indian kids' (see Scatterplots A.17.1 to A.17.5 in 
Appendix 17). The association between contra-identification 
and [+1 is specific to the entity 'Teachers'. But why doesn't 
[+1 show itself sensitive to idealistic and current teacher 
identifications as well? How can we explain this single associ-
ation? 
One possibility is to say that amongst these informants, 
the less they want to be dissimilar to teachers, the more they 
use this standard variant. We could propose that aversive 
identification with teachers acts as some kind of brake on the 
acquisition/use of [+1 and that when this is reduced, ŔŸÍĚ is 
used more freely. There are two reasons for ŞŤŸŪŦĚcautious 
however. Firstly, the range of scores on contra-identification 
with teachers is really too narrow for us to put much confidence 
in the ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚdisplayed in Tables 13.14 and 13.15. More 
importantly, the theoretical reasoning is too sophisticated too 
soon. It implies a complex negative psycho-linguistic process 
before there is any evidence of a connection between (stronger) 
current and idealistic teacher identification and [+ 1 usage. 
In a sociolinguistic context it is prematurely overburdening 
this contra-identification index to attach such interpretive 
weight to it, and so while we may note the result here, we 
should not attach too much theoretical importance to it. 
Other linguistic variants give rise to precisely this prob-
lem of what theoretical significance to attach to an association 
between language and isolated ȘŬŪWŲŠĤÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚÙŪTŸȘŤVĚ (see 
Appendix 16) • And this analysis of teacher-identification and 
[+1 also resembles some of the other analyses ŸŪĚthe way it 
looks beyond the sample and network measures (e.g. in relation 
to ŔŸĚ1 and teachers, and [ \ ] and ethnically Afro-Caribbean 
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kids - see below) . To ŸŨŨẀVWŲŠWŤĚthe need to consider a variety 
of ethnic ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪVĚbefore accepting a particularly strong 
tie ŴŸWUĚone, it is useful to examine the association of retro-
flex [ ŸŖĚ use and identification with Asian adults. 
For ŞŸŨŸŪŦẀŠŨĚPun]abi informants [ ŸŖĚ is strongly ŠVVŬȘŸ­
ated with current identification ŴŸWUĚeo-ethnic adults. VŸŪȘŤĚ
informants of non-Asian extraction hardly use ŔŸŖHWUŤĚmedians 
for ŔŸŖŠŪTĚfor current identification with ingroup adults can 
be set with ŤẄȘŨẀVŸẂŤĚreference to ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚIndian and Paki-
stani informants (and hence ŸŪĚreferring to 'ingroup adults', 
we mean adult ÖẀŪÚŠŞŸĚspeakers). Table 13.16 sets out this as-
sociation between current ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚwith ingroup adults 
and [ ŸŖĚ use. 
TABLE 13.16 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH INGROUP ADULTS, AND 
FOR [ \,] USE, FOR INFORMANTS OF ASIAN EXTRACTION 
Current Identification ŴŸWUĚ Ingroup Adults 
u 
s 
e 
0 
f 
[ ŸĚ
* 
** 
In. Pa. 
1 
50% 
1 4 
l 
50%* 100% 
lower 
In. 
1 
1 
MEDIAN 
(=.647) 
50% 
50%** 
UŸŦUŤŲĚ
Pa. 
3 
100% 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=19) 
Includes informant with score on vertical ÜŤTŸŠŪHĚ
whose placing was decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant w1th score on UŬŲŸYŬŪWŠŨĚmedian, 
whose ŮŨŠȘŸŪŦĚwas decided on the toss of a coin 
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Overall this produces the pattern 
1 4 
17% 80% 
5 1 
83% 20% 
and in fact for ethnically Pakistani informants this is 
3 
100% 
4 
100% 
These levels of association are sustained when ŸTŤŠŨÙVWÙȘĚ
identification with ingroup adults is considered, as in Table 
13.17, though again it is really the ethnically Pakistani sub-
group that strongly accounts for this effect. 
TABLE 13.17 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH INGROUP ADULTS, 
AND FOR RETROFLEX [ L] USE, FOR INFORMANTS OF 
ASIAN PARENTAGE 
Idealistic Identification with Ingroup Adults 
u 
s 
e 
0 
f 
[ ŸĚ
In. 
] 
Pa. 
4 
100% 
lower 
ME IAN 
(=.382) 
In. Pa. 
2 3 
50%* 100% 
2 
50%** 
higher 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=19) 
* Includes informant with score on vertical median, 
whose placing was decided on the toss of a coin 
** Includes informant with score on horizontal median, 
whose placing was decided on the toss of a coin 
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On contra-identification however, there seems to be no 
such systematic patterning (see Scatterplots 13.6, 13.7, 13.8). 
TABLE 13. 18 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION WITH INGROUP ADULTS, AND 
FOR RETROFLEX [ l ] USE , FOR INFORMANTS OF 
ASIAN PARENTAGE 
u 
s 
e 
0 
f 
[ ŸĚ
* 
** 
] 
Contra-identification w1th Ingroup Adults 
In. Pa. 
3 
60% 
1 2 
100% 40%* 
lower 
In. 
2 
1 
MEDIAN 
( 
67% 
33% 
Pa. 
2 
100%** 
higher 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(= 19) 
Includes informant with score on vertical med1an, 
whose placing was dec1ded on the toss of a co1n 
Includes 1nformant with score on hor1zontal median, 
whose placing was decided on the toss of a coin 
Before one may extrapolate from these associations to pro-
pose retroflex [ ŸŖĚ as specific reflection of a positive psycho-
social orientat1on to adult Pun]abi speakers, or more accurately/ 
strongly 'Pakistani adults', 1t needs to be seen whether use of 
[ ŸĚ] is also assoc1ated w1 th 'Teachers' and 'English kids' , both 
of whom are targets for ident1fication scoring comparably with 
ingroup adults (see Chapter 8.5.1 above), and ne1ther of whom 
are likely to act as reference models for the use of [ ŸĚ]. 
Tables 13.19 and 13.20 show the associat1on between [ l ] 
use and current identif1cat1ons w1th 'Teachers' and 'English 
kids'. 
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TABLE 13.19 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 'TEACHERS' AND FOR 
[ k] USE, FOR INFORMANTS OF ASIAN PARENTAGE 
* 
** 
u 
s 
ŸĚ
0 
f 
Current Identification with Teachers 
In. 
1 
50% 
1 
50%* 
Pa. 
1 
25% 
3 
75% 
lower 
MEDIAN 
(=19) 
In. Pa. 
1 2 
50% 67% 
1 1 
50%** 33% 
h1gher 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=.676) 
Includes informant with score on the vertical median, 
whose classification was decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant with score on the horizontal median, 
whose classification was decided on the toss of a co1n 
TABLE 13.20 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 'ENGLISH KIDS' AND 
FOR [ ŸĚ] USE, FOR INFORMANTS OF ASIAN PARENTAGE 
* 
** 
Current Identification with 'English kids' 
In. Pa. 
u 1 1 
s 100% 20% 
e 
0 
f 4 
] 80% 
lower 
* 
In. Pa. 
1 2 
33% 100% 
2 
67%** 
MEDIAN 
(=.828) 
h1gher 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=19) 
Includes informant with score on the vertical median, 
whose classification was decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant with score on the horizontal median, 
whose class1fication was decided on the toss of a coin 
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For ethnically Pakistani informants the ŠVVŬȘÙŠWŸŬŪĚof 
retroflex [ ŸŖĚ use and current identification is not as strong 
with regard to 'Teachers' and 'English kids' as it is for 
Pakistani adults, and an inspection of the scatterplots for 
each gives an indication of the difference - see Scatterplots 
13.9 and 13.10 vs 13.6 (scatterplots also indicate that ideal-
istic identification with Pakistani adults ŸVĚmore closely as-
sociated with retroflex [ L ] use than idealistic identification 
with 'Teachers' and 'English kids' - compare plots 13.11 and 
13.12 with 13.7). To summarise this difference it would not be 
inappropriate here to present the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cients for each, and this is done ŸŪĚTable 13.21. 
TABLE 13.21 PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
FOR RETROFLEX [ ŸĚ] USE AND ETHNICALLY PAKISTANI 
INFORMANTS' CURRENT IDENTIFICATIONS 
Current Identification with 
Pakistani adults 
'Teachers' 
GNŪŦŨŸVUĚÛŸTVGĚ
n 
7 
7 
7 
r 
0.8698 
0.7321 
0.6307 
Table 13.22 gives these three Pearson correlation coef-
ficients with regard to idealistic ŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪVĦĚ
TABLE 13.22 PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
FOR RETROFLEX [k] USE AND ETHNICALLY PAKISTANI 
INFORMANTS' IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATIONS 
Idealistic identification ŴŸWUĚ
Pakistani adults 
'Teachers' 
'English kids' 
n 
7 
7 
7 
r 
.6918 
.5518 
.3649 
Clearly, on both current and idealistic identification, retro-
flex [ ŸĚ] use is more closely associated with perceptions of 
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Pakistani adults than of 'Teachers' and 'English kids'. 
What about the entities 'Indian kids' and 'Pakistani kids'? 
While in this correlational idiom it is simplest to report on 
the Pearson correlation coefficients for current identification 
with 'Pakistani kids' and 'Indian kids' (the scatterplots A.18.1, 
A.18.2 [Appendix 18] do not suggest, for example, that in con-
trast to 'Pakistani adults', either of these are related to [ ŸŖĚ
in a curvilinear manner, thus making Pearson inappropriate). 
These are presented in Table 13.23. 
TABLE 13.23 PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
FOR RETROFLEX [ [, ] USE AND ETHNICALLY PAKISTANI 
INFORMANTS' CURRENT IDENTIFICATIONS 
Current identification with 
'Pakistani kids' 
'Indl.an kids' 
n 
7 
7 
r 
.5301 
.3947 
There is some degree of association between current identifi-
cation with 'Pakistani kids' and retroflex [ Ll, but less than 
there is with 'English kids' and 'Teachers': on this data, 
there could be little support for an argument that patterns of 
[ ŸŖĚ derived from the strong psycho-social identification of 
ethnically Pakistani informants with their ingroup peers. How-
ever, there is prima facie evidence that [ ŸŖĚ use might be the 
product of identification with Pakistani adults, in whose speech 
[ ŸŖĚ is likely to be very common and towards whom the use of [ l ] 
might be indicative of psycho-social and lingu1.stic convergence. 
This l.s the strongest finding to emerge from this exploration of 
ĜŸĚ) , ( + ) and patterns of ISA identification. 
These two analyses of [ ŸĚ] and [ -4-] illustrate much of the 
conceptual and methodological ground covered l.n the unfruitful 
investl.gations conducted in Appendix 16. Some of these follow 
up hints emerging from sections 13.1 and 13.2. The connection 
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between [ tl use and Afro-Caribbean ŤWUŪŸȘÙWXĚŸVĚ ŸŪVŮŤȘWŤTĚin 
terms of identification ŴŸWUĚ 'West Indian kids', and ŔŸĞĚ is 
examined in relation to identification with 'Indian kids' 
(Chapter 13.1). The link between [ d] and Pakistani eth-
nicity ŤÜŤŲŦŸŪŦĚ in section 13.2 is examined in psycho-social 
terms, but there appears to be no ISA ŠVVŬȘÙŠWŸŬŪĚeither across 
the peer-group as a whole, or amongst ethnically ŪŬŪĤÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚ
informants. Elsewhere in the appendix, hypotheses formulated 
in Chapter 9.1 are examined psycho-socially: no connections 
emerge between [ I ] and ÙTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚwith Punjabi bilinguals, 
nor between Zero TH and Angle ŸTŤŪWŸȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪVĦĚ With Vocalic L 
and Angle ÙTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚand with ŔŸĚ] and identification with 
teachers, isolated ȘŬŪWŲŠĤÙTŤŪWŸȚŸȘŠWŸŬŪĚindices suggest some 
linkage, but for the reasons discussed in ȘŬŪŪŤȘWŸŬŪĚŴŸWUĚ
teachers and (+l above (as well as others), these are regarded 
as inconsequential. 
One further ŠVVŬȘŸŠWŸŬŪĚrequires treatment here. This ŸVĚ
the notional ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚof clear [ \ ] ŴŸWUĚAfro-Caribbean 
ŤWUŪŸȘÙWXHĚ ŴUŸȘUĚof course ISA enables us to consider ŸŪĚterms 
of ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚwith 'West Indian ÛŸTVGĦĚ The patterns to 
emerge on this are rather ŮŤŲŮŨŤẄŸŪŦĦĚ
Tables 13.24 and 13.25 show the association of clear [I ] 
use with current and then idealistic identification with 'West 
ŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids'. 
Across the polyethnic peer-group as a whole, there appears 
to be no VXVWŤÜŠWŸȘĚŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚof [ I ] ŴŸWUĚcurrent and ideal-
istic ÙTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚŴŸWUĚŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚkids: the 
patterns are ŲŤVŮŤȘWŸẂŤŨXĚ
5 4 4 4 
55% 50% 45% 50% 
4 4 5 4 
45% 50% 50% 50% 
TABLE 13.24 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR CURRENT IDENTIFICATION 
WITH 'WEST INDIAN KIDS' AND FOR CLEAR [ \] USE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
u 
s 
e 
0 
f 
[ I ] 
In. 
2 
100% 
Current Identification with 'West Indian kids' 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Ml.. 
3 1 1 2 1 1 1 
* ** 100% 50% 50% 100% 25% 100% (100) 
* 
** 
1 1 
50% 50% 
lower 
MEDIAN 
(=. 564) 
3 
75% 
higher 
Includes informant with score on vertical median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant with score on horizontal median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
.b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=9.5) 
w 
-..] 
IJ1 
TABLE 13.25 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION 
WITH 'WEST INDIAN KIDS' AND FOR CLEAR [ I ) USE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
In. Pa. 
u 1 1 
50% 33% 
) 
E 1 2 
[ \ ) 50% 67% 
* 
** 
AC 
1 
** 100% 
lower 
Idealistic Identification with 'West Indian kids' 
En. 
1 
50% 
1 
50% 
Mi. 
1 
( 1 00) * 
MEDIAN 
(==.412) 
In. 
1 
50% 
1 
50% 
Pa. AC En. 
2 1 
50% 100% 
2 1 
50% 100% 
higher 
Includes informant with score on vertical median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
Mi. 
Includes informant with score on UŬŲŸYŬŪWŠŨĚÜŤTŸŠŪHĚwhose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=9. 5) 
w 
-...J 
0' 
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Yet amongst ethnically Pakistani informants (who are really 
the only subgroup big enough here to justify this kind of focus) 
there appears to be some kind of negative association between 
clear [ I J use and current identification. The informants of 
Pakistani parentage who most use [ l 1 see themselves as least 
similar to West Indian kids (see Scatterplot 13.13). Some sup-
port for this suggestion also comes from the Scatterplots 13.14 
and 13.15 on [ l 1 and idealistic and contra-identification with 
'West Indian kids'. If one imagines a line running between the 
Pakistani informants in the former, it slopes downwards from 
the left to right, suggesting a negative link between [ I 1 and 
aspirations to be similar to ethnically Afro-Caribbean kids. 
In the latter, it runs in the opposite direction, upwards from 
left to right, suggesting a positive association between [ I 1 
and the wish to be different. In none of the scatterplots could 
these imaginary lines be construed as representing a high corre-
lation (the highest Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coeffi-
cient is r = -. 5632, for [ l 1 x current identification) • Yet 
there is a consistency here across three indices which means 
that the association here needs to be taken more seriously than 
it was in the case of the association of [ + J, Vocalic L and 
various contra-identifications. 
Why there should be such an association is a harder 
question than whether there is one: like all of the associations 
to emerge here, it could just be a fluke (some kind of subjective 
reaction test is needed to see whether any of the linguistic 
variants really have the ethnic connotations being postulated for 
them here). But if it is not, it presents a challenge to the 
association between [I 1 and 'West Indian kids' which motivated 
this line of examination in the first place. The hypothesis 
(supported weakly by the group means data) that [ I ) is an Afro-
Caribbean variant should mean that people not wanting to be 
similar to 'West Indian kids' use [ \ 1 less, ŪŬWŸĚas happens 
here: can the issue be resolved by proposing that for these 
Pakistani informants, the important thing about [I 1 is not its 
Afro-Car1bbean provenance, but 1ts Punjabi connotation (see 
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9.1.1 above) and that as a Punjabi variant, [ \] is symptomatic 
of psycho-social TŸVŠȚȚÙŨÙŠWÙŬŪĚ from West Indian kids? 
For this interpretation to be given credence, ŤẂŸTŤŪȘŤĚ
would be needed of a ŮŬVŸWÙẂŤĚassociation between [ I ] and 
ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚwith Punjabi groupings. Focusing on ethnically 
ÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸĚ informants, Appendix 19 examines [I ] in relation to 
current and ŸTŤŠŨÙVWÙȘĚÙTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚŴŸWUĚ 'Pakistani kids', 
GÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚadults' and 'Indian kids'. But none of these analyses 
provides any hint that clear [ I ] is particularly associated, in 
one way or another, with Pun]abi bilinguals (neither does the 
data on interactional association, nor do the subgroup means). 
The suggestion therefore that those ethnically Pakistani in-
formants who identify least with 'West Indian ÛŸTVGHĚuse 
clear [ I ] most because this ẂŠŲŸŠŪWĚhas become ŨŸŪÛŤTĚwith a 
Pakistani ŤWUŪÙȘŸWXĚwhich exists in opposition to Afro-Caribbean 
kids, is completely without support. 3 The association between 
relatively high [ I ] use and low West Indian identification re-
mains a mystery. 
13.3.3 Summary 
One WŠŪŦŸŞŨŤĚ advantage of the measures used here over the net-
work measures used in section 13.2 relates to the way in which 
ISA allows an exploration of the ŨŸŪÛVĚbetween language usage 
and ŮŤŲȘŤŮWŸŬŪĚof social ŦŲŬẀŮŸŪŦVĚwith whom ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚeither 
do not have multiplex ties, or about whom ŸWĚ is otherwise hard 
for the analyst to construct measures of ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪŠŨĚcontact. 
In this context, it has been possible to introduce 'Teachers', 
ingroup adults and 'West ŅŪTŸŠŪĚÛŸTVGĦĚ
However, there are also ȘŤŲWŠŸŪĚpractical difficulties in 
VWẀTXŸŪŦĚpatterns of psycho-social ŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪHĚwhich redress 
the balance of advantage/disadvantage ŴŸWUĚregard to these two 
approaches to group affiliation. The ISA procedure results in 
a great many more ÙŪTŸȘŤVĚ than my use of network analysis pro-
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duced, and this has had two practical implications. Firstly, 
in trying to establish an association between use of a certain 
form and strong identification with social or ethnic groups who 
might be supposed to be modelling it, it has been necessary to 
examine connections between that usage and identification with 
groups most unlikely to employ the L form themselves. Thus, for 
example, seeing some kind of an association between ŔŸŖẀVŤĚand 
current ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚwith 'Pakistani kids' needs to be tempered 
by awareness of that variant's stronger association with iden-
tification with 'Teachers'. So in this respect the analysis 
needs to be more copious. 
A more serious (conceptual) problem concerns the relation-
ship between the idealistic, current and contra-identification 
indices themselves, and the extent to which it is legitimate to 
rely on anyone to the exclusion of the others. In the event, 
I have taken seriously only those associations which are indi-
cated on at least two, and in particular I have discounted as-
sociations between Vocalic Land 'English kids', and both [+] 
and ŔŸŖĚ and 'Teachers' where these have only emerged on contra-
identification indices. These implicitly ÙŪẂŸWŤĚexplanation in 
terms of psycho-social blockages and their removal (leading to 
'freer' use of Vocalic L, [+] ŠŪTŔŸŖĞĚwhich ŴŸWUŬẀWĚfirst 
having evidence about positive 'attraction' leading to greater 
use, are simply unwarranted in their complexity. 
So the use of ISA identification indices emerges from this 
exercise in these ways as both more laborious and more 
selective/partial. What about the substantive as opposed to 
methodological findings? 
A lot were negative. There appeared to be no worthwhile 
associations between identification with 'English kids' and the 
use of either Vocalic L or Zero TH. Dark C+] had no associ-
ations ŴŸWUĚidentification with 'West Indian kids' (contrary to 
the h1nt in the subgroup means), nor ẀŨWŸŠWŤŨXĚwith 'Teachers' 
(see the remarks on 'rogue' contra-identification indices above). 
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ŔŸŖĚwas not connected with identification with 'Teachers' 
either, nor 'Indian kids'. The finding that multiplex inter-
actional association with Pakistani peers related to the use 
of [d] by ethnically non-Pakistani informants was not ŲŤŮŨŸ­
cated here - patterns of psycho-social ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚŴŸWUĚ
'Pakistani ÛŸTVGĚ bore no perceptible relation to [d] use 
across the polyethnic peer-group as a whole, either including 
or excluding informants of Pakistani parentage. 
On two linguistic variables however, positive results did 
emerge. The first (and weaker) association concerned [I], the 
entity 'West Indian kids' and ethnically Pakistani informants: 
those who identified most with West Indian kids tended to use 
[ I ] least (this tendency was ÙŪWŸÜŠWŤTĚon all three indices). 
This finding contradicts the assumptions that ÙTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚ
leads to ŲŤVŤÜŞŨŠŪȘŤIȘŬŮXŸŪŦĚand that [ I ) ŸVĚ an ĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚ
ẂŠŲŸŠŪWJĚ neither can it be explained away ŸŪĚ terms of [ \ ) 
getting tagged as a Punjabi ẂŠŲŸŠŪWĚand ŞŤŸŪŦĚdeveloped as an 
ethno-linguistic marker, in contradistinction to ĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚ
ŤWUŪŸȘŸWXĦĚ It remains a mystery. A more amenable ȚÙŪTŸŪŦĚhow-
ever concerned the ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚof Pakistani informants' retro-
flex [ ll use ŴŸWUĚcurrent and ŸTŤŠŨÙVWÙȘĚÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚŴŸWUĚ
'Pakistani adults': the association here was ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲŨXĚ
strong and TÙVWÙŪȘWŸẂŤĦĚ Here we may have a case of strong 
psycho-social identification with a group leading to particular 
receptivity to the ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWŸȘĚ forms associated with it (though 
such a causal connection is obviously not proven) • 
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NOTES 
1. All of the linguistic scores used here and in subsequent 
analyses are based on individual percentage scores for the 
use of variants. However, there is a case for using 
frequency data when it comes to making subgroup comparisons. 
Aggregating individual frequency scores agitates against 
speaker A with 9 out of 10 instances of a particular variant 
being given equal importance with speaker B with 20 out of 
100. With a hundred tokens, speaker B provides a much more 
reliable sample than speaker A. Calculated on aggregated 
frequencies, the group mean here would be about 26. If 
individual scores had been initially converted to per-
centages, the group mean for these two would be about 55. 
The disadvantage of using frequency scores is that it allows 
speaker B's behaviour to dominate the 'group', when in fact 
he/she may be very idiosyncratic. 
Table A.12.4 in Appendix 12 (p. ) presents the ad-
justed frequency scores on ( +) and ( 'h ) for each individu-
al, prior to their conversion into individual percentage 
scores. In Tables 13.26, 13.27 below, approximate ethn1c 
subgroup mean uses of ( + ) and ( 'b ) are calculated on the 
basis of these frequency data, and the results are compared 
with the approximate subgroup means that appear in the main 
text. 
Particularly in the case of ( ŸĚ) , these two approaches 
to calculating subgroup means make very little difference. 
The d1fference on [ + ] and [ 1 ] is slight, although the 
frequency based approach suggests that Indian and Pakistani 
uses of [ ŸĚ] are closer to one another than the percentage 
based method ind1cates. The biggest disparity concerns 
Vocalic L: for instance, subgroup means calculated on 
frequencies suggest a much smaller gap between Anglo and 
Indian uses. 
However, we need not be unduly concerned about these 
differences. Where they occur, the frequency approach 
generally reduces the gaps between subgroups, so in the 
method adopted in the main text, we are evidently not 
failing to pick out strikingly dist1nctive ethno-linguistic 
behaviours. Secondly, all the results in this subgroup-
focused section are anyway being treated tentatively, as 
cues to further investigation by means of alternat1ve con-
ceptualisat1ons of group affiliation. So even though the 
percentage based approach may be judged to exaggerate in 
comparison with the frequency method, we are hardly being 
lured into wild boasting. 
TABLE 13.26 ETHNIC SUBGROUP MEANS FOR VARIANTS OF (+) CALCULATED TWO WAYS -
(a) ON THE BASIS OF INDIVIDUAL PERCENTAGE SCORES, AND 
Ethnicity of 
subgroup 
Indian 
Pak1stani 
Afro-
Caribbean 
Anglo 
(b) ON THE BASIS OF AGGREGATED FREQUENCY SCORES 
Vocalic L ( +] 
Us1.ng Using Using Using 
%s fs %s 
34 41 26 
39 37 32 
24 24 54 
54 48 37 
--
Key: %s = percentages 
fs = frequencies 
fs 
27 
37 
56 
42 
[ l l [ \,] 
Using Using Using Using 
%s fs %s fs 
8 7 30 24 
9 7 18 17 
20 20 0 0 
9 9 0 0 
Total no. of 
( +) tokens 
per subgroup 
151 
380 
70 
155 
w 
(X) 
""' 
TABLE 13.27 ETHNIC SUBGROUP MEANS FOR VARIANTS OF ĜŸĞĚCALCULATED TWO WAYS -
(a) FROM INDIVIDUAL PERCENTAGE SCORES, AND 
(b) FROM INDIVIDUAL FREQUENCY SCORES 
ĜŸŖĚ [ d ] Zero TH Total no. Zero TH after dental/ 
of ĜŸĚ ) alveolar consonants Ethnicity Using Using Using Using Using Using tokens per Using Using of subgroup %s fs %s fs %s fs subgroup %s fs * 
Indian 60 59 20 23 18 17 454 31 34 
Pakistani 44 46 34 32 20 20 853 28 31 
A fro- 50 51 28 27 20 21 124 38 41 Caribbean 
J 
Angle 53 52 19 22 27 26 320 42 39 
------- - --
* Data for these frequency calculations are drawn from Tables 9.10 and A.11.1. 
Key: %s = percentages 
fs = frequencies 
Total no. of 
dental/alveolar 
environment 
for ( ) 
267 
391 
92 
153 
---
l.oJ 
(1J 
Ul 
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2. The option was available to me of transcribing a few more 
informants of ÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚand Indian parentage, ŴUŸȘUĚwould 
have boosted sample sizes. But that might only permit 
stat1stical comparison between these two subgroups, and 
forced to choose by time constraints, I preferred to make 
a tentative map of a broader area of ÙŪWŤŲŤWUŪŸȘĚcontact. 
3. There is also no evidence of such an oppos1tion in Charts 
12.8 and 12.9, where amongst ethnically Pakistani in-
formants, mean levels of idealist1c and contra-identif1-
cation are roughly equivalent with regard to ĻVŸŠŪĚand 
West Indian entities. 
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CHAPTER 14 
SOME INTEGRATIVE CASE STUDIES OF 
ETHNOLINGUISTIC NON-CONFORMISTS 
14.1 Introduction 
On their own both interactional association and psycho-soc1al 
identification have been correlated w1th <+) and word initial 
ĜŸĚ): both revealed themselves capable uncovering systematic 
patterns within the lingu1stic data. Unfortunately, the design 
of the present study is not such that it can rigorously examine 
the interaction of these two conceptions of group membership in 
their effect on language: the preceding analyses were carried 
out with each separately. 
By switch1ng out of a cross-sectional idiom into more of a 
case-study mode, it is however possible to draw out one or two 
patterns that present themselves when language, interactional 
association and psycho-social identification are seen in combi-
nation, and to demonstrate something of the compatibility of 
network and Identity Structure Analysis. The particular propo-
sition which presents itself in this way concerns informants 
who have both ethnically diverse multiplex ties and who gener-
ally identify only weakly, if at all, with ethnic 1ngroup kids: 
their linguistic behaviour on ( + ) and ( 'fl ) generally seems to 
be exceptional and their cases mer1t attention in a little 
detail. In this way, the integrative approach adopted here 
both combines network and ISA, and focuses on 'special cases' 
as case studies often do in the context of wider cross-sectional 
analyses. 
Of course there are dangers when one sw1tches to a case 
study analys1s (of quantitative data), and 1n particular it is 
easy to chase around in an endless sequence of incoherent impro-
visations.1 However, 1t would be a pity to ignore the patterns 
to be outlined below, and as long as the r1sks are remembered, 
2 1t is sensible to proceed. 
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14.2 AnalySl.S 
It is first of all useful to recollect (and reproduce) Table 
12.15 which showed the relationship between the ethnic exclusive-
ness of informants' mult1.plex interactional assocl.ations, and 
thel.r psycho-socl.al identificatJ.ons w1.th the peer entities around 
them. 
TABLE 12. 15 SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISATIONS: WHICH 
INFORMANTS PRIMARILY IDENTIFY WITH WHICH ENTITIES 
General 'positive' In the case 
identification ... of informants . .. 
W1.th all entities fairly Ai Ei Gl. Jp Kp Rw 
equally (Sw) (We) 
Mostly with 'Indian', 'PakJ.-
stani' and'English kJ.ds' Qp 
Mostly with 'Indian', 'Paki- (Mp) 
stani' and 'West Indian kJ.ds' 
Mostly with 'Pakistani' and Ci Fi (Mp) 
'Ind1.an kids' Ip 
Mostly with 'PakJ.stani kids' (Tm) (and 'West Indian kJ.ds') 
Mostly with 'Indl.an kids' OpPp Ve 
Mostly with 'English kids' Bl. Ue 
Mostly Wl.th 'West Indl.an Hp Lp kids' 
Thl.s table drew on verbal characterJ.sations of each indivl.dual's 
main J.dentJ.fications (Appendix 9) and these characterisatJ.ons 
ignored the fact that two people might be similar in focusing 
thel.r strongest J.dentl.fication on the entJ.ty 'Pakistani kids' 
for example, but be very different l.n those strengths relative 
to each other. One person's current identificatl.on score might 
be 1.00, wh1.le the other's ml.ght be .500, desp1.te the fact that 
J.n each case, intra-J.ndJ.vidually these were their highest. 
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Table 14.1 reproduces Table 12.15, but inserts diacritics to 
show whether, relative to one another, each informant's primary 
identifications are strong or weak. 
TABLE 14.1 HOW FAR DOES THE ETHNIC EXCLUSIVENESS OF AN 
INFORMANT'S MULTIPLEX PEER NETWORK RELATE TO 
ETHNIC EXCLUSIVENESS IN HIS STRONGEST GROUP 
IDENTIFICATION(S) 
Identifi-
cations 
with 
different 
peer 
entities 
Strongest 
identifi-
cation 
focused 
on in-
group 
kids 
Strongest 
identifi-
cation 
focused 
on in-
group and 
outgroup 
kids 
Strongest 
identifi-
cation 
focused 
on out-
group 
ÛŸTVĚ
Multiplex Interactional Associations 
Exclusively 
(100%) 
eo-ethnic 
(1) 
(4) 
CS F Is 
Jw (M) 
Qs w R 
(7) 
V 
Fairly 
exclusive 
(81% to 
99% co-
ŤWUŪŸȘĞĚ
(2) 
u 
(5) 
Ew G 
Ks 
(8) 
B L 
Relatively 
ethnically 
diverse 
(in group con-
stitutes 
less than 
80%) 
(3) 
(6) 
As (SW) 
(Ww) 
(9) 
w = weak identification (an index score of less than .600) 
s = strong identification (an index score of more than .900) 
( ) = placement uncertain 
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The cells of interest here are cells (6) ,(8) and (9), and 
it is possible to argue that most of the (transcr1bed) informants 
in these three cells deviate from the linguistic behav1our of the 
rest more than most of the others. With the exception of A and 
B, their linguistic performance is unusual on both the variables 
analysed here. Scrutiny of Charts 13.2, 13.4, 13.6, 13.8, 13.10, 
13.12, 13.14, 13.16, reproduced for convenience below, perm1ts us 
to define the except1onal non-conformity of H,S,W,L and 0 as 
follows. 
Hp: H is different from all the ethnically As1an boys on two 
variants of ( +) . He uses dark [ + ] more than any of the 
others, and he 1s the only one with no retroflex [ ŸŖĦĚ On 
( '& ) , he uses Zero TH more than all of the ethnically Paki-
stani boys, and most of the 1nformants of Indian parentage. 
He is equally non-conformist in his relat1ve non-use of 
[ d]. 
Sw: S uses more dark [ +l than anyone, and he 1s one of only 
two boys to use no clear [ I ] . In this respect his 
behaviour differs considerably from that of the two other 
ethn1cally Afro-Car1bbean boys. He also uses much more 
[ 'b ] than they, and less [ d ] • 
We: W uses more clear [I ] than his two ethn1cally Angle peers 
(also more than all the ethnically Indian and most of the 
Pakistani informants) • He is the only non-Punjabi bilingual 
to use a retroflex [ ŸŖĦĚ On the TH var1able, he differs 
radically from Ue and Ve in h1s use of [ d ] , and his non-use 
of Zero TH: he is amongst the lead1ng users and non-users 
(respect1vely) in the peer-group. 
Lp: L uses more Vocalic L than anyone else, and h1s non-use of 
dark [+l 1s second only toO's. Along with S, he 1s the 
only person to use no clear [\],and 1n compar1son with 
other Punjab1-Engl1sh bilinguals, he uses hardly any retro-
flex var1ants. He uses lots of plos1ve [d] 1n compar1son 
with most of the other informants and also relatively 
little ŔŸĚ ] • 
Op: O's use of [d] ŠŪTŔŸŖĚresembles L's; he also uses a 
good deal of Vocal1c L, and not much retroflexion. He uses 
[11-;c..; J)-
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less dark £+] than anyone, but is a leading user of the 
clear variant. 
Despite falling in the same cells, A and B are not so 
extreme on both variants. A uses Zero TH after dental and 
alveolar consonants less than anyone, but elsewhere his 
linguistic behaviour is fairly average. B uses a lot of 
Vocalic L relative to the other informants of Indian parentage 
and his use of [d] also clearly exceeds theirs. However, it 
is not excessive relative to the rest of the peer-group and also 
his behaviour on other variants of ĜŸĚ} does not stand out in 
3 the same way as that of S,H,W,L and 0. 
So it is worth continuing with a closer examination of H,S, 
W,L and 0, if only to get a better feel of how network analysis 
combines ŴŸWUĚISA in action and to pinpoint a few clear empirical 
anomalies. How do these pattern in relation to these in-
formants' linguistic ŞŤUŠẂŸŬẀŲĹĚ
H's non-use of retroflexion on its own suggests a movement 
away from ethnically Asian behaviour; his performance on variants 
of ĜŸĞĚ corresponds closely with Ue and Ve's and on these grounds 
we might suppose some kind of alignment with ethnically Anglo 
kids. In fact H has a very restricted number of multiplex peer 
associations4 -he eo-participates in three or more domains with 
only two peers, and one of these is white (We; the other is Ip). 
In ŠTTŸWÙŬŪHĚhis family has few eo-ethnic kin in the vicinity and 
H has no eo-ethnic cousins of his own age. An ethnically Anglo 
family are very good friends and H regards them as fictive kin. 
The coherence of this analytic pattern is however disrupted 
by H's ISA rating of 'English kids'. His current identification 
with them is a good deal weaker than his current identification 
with 'Indian', 'Pakistani' and 'West Indian kids' (.481 as op-
posed to .704, .704 and .815). His contra-identification with 
'English ÛŸTVGĚ is also stronger than any other ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWGVĚ
(similarly his idealistic identification is weaker) • The peer 
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entity whom H appears to ŸTŤŪWÙȚXĚwith most are 'West Indian 
kids', and on variants of ( + ) (especially [ +] and [ ŸĚ] ) his 
linguistic behaviour generally resembles that of the ethnically 
Afro-Caribbean informants as much as it does the Anglos' (Rw,Sw 
and 2w are in fact frequent and liked peer associates) • Could 
we UXŮŬWUŤVŸVŤĚthat in terms of ethnic group membership, H is in 
a situation of tension, his network position aligning UŸĚto an 
unusual degree with Anglos in spite of his psycho-social orienta-
tion, which instead inclines him more to ethnically Afro-
Caribbean kids? Does his usage of [ t], [ ŸŖHĚ [ d 1 and Zero TH 
mark this dilemma while fairly consistently differentiating UŸÜĚ
from the eo-ethnic (Pak1stani) peers from whom he is relatively 
disengaged both socially and psychologically (also with a contra-
ident1fication index score of .467)? 
Such an analys1s really seems too subtle and too ad hoc to 
be credited. However, both the ŸŪTŤẄĚof mult1plex interactional 
association and the ISA ÙŪTŸȘŤVĚ (in particular the ȘŬŪVŸVWŤŪWŨXĚ
high ȘŬŪWŲŠĤÍTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚscores) provide some correlative to 
H's indisputably ethnically unusual linguistic behaviour. 
S differs from his co-ethn1c Afro-Car1bbean peers in his 
use of the standard variants [ +] and [ 'h ] , and non-use (absolute 
and relative) of [ I ] and [ ŸĚ] . Like H, he too has relatively 
few multiplex peer associat1ons, and only two out of the four are 
eo-ethnic (one of them is with R, UŸVĚcousin) . His other two 
multiplex ties are with a boy of Ind1an parentage, and with We. 
In contrast to H however, it 1s not so easy to argue that 
his relatively greater interact1onal 1nvolvement with other-
ethnics ŠȘȘŬÜŮŠŪŸŤVĚ1ncreased use of the variants one ÜŸŦUWĚas-
sociate with these ŤWUŪÙȘŸWÙŤVJĚ the shared knowledge of an out-
group's intra-ethn1c doma1ns wh1ch mult1plexity here entails, 
has not noticeably accompan1ed accommodation to uses of ŔŸĚ ] and 
[ + ] typical of the Angles here, and certainly not We' s. Nor 
does 1t eo-occur with uses of the <+) var1able characteristic 
of the ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚInd1an 1nformants (though the case is much 
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less clear-cut on TH). 
One way out of this would be to speculate that the small 
but ethnically diverse multiplex peer network in which S is 
situated, influences his behaviour not so much in involving 
him with outgroup variants as 1n loosening the influence of 
the ethno-lingu1stic ingroup (here we might need to support 
the case for S's non-conformity to Afro-caribbean norms by 
drawing in the secondary sources wh1ch propose the typicality 
of [ 1] and [d)). In this context, the size itself of S's 
multiplex peer-group might be a factor. The account of S's 
linguistic behaviour would then run: S's network structure 
entails a degree of ethno-linguistic disengagement which af-
fords him the space to model his language on the groups of his 
choice. In view of how much he uses [+1 ŠŪTŔŸĞĤ standard 
variants - teachers must be an important reference group. 
Unfortunately for this argument, ISA data on S's identifi-
cation with teachers proposes that they are not psychologically 
a very salient entity (with an ego-involvement score of only 
1.95), and that in comparison with all his kin entities, S 
neither feels himself currently nor aspires to be similar to 
teachers (his current identification with 'Teachers' 0.391, 
with kinsfolk it ranges from 0.739 to 0.891; idealistic 
identification with 'Teachers' of 0.217 compares with a range 
of scores from 0.483 to 0.567 for kin). With that elegant 
harmonisation of the network, identification and language data 
on S proving clearly nonviable, what scope remains for unifying 
these strands? 
To this end, the signif1cant aspect of S's !SA responses 
could be seen as the preponderance of Zero ratings which he gave 
to the ent1ties 'English kids', 'Pakistani k1ds', 'Indian kids' 
when filling in the rating booklet. These resulted in the !SA 
computations producing no identity indices for these peer enti-
ties at all. These null indices can be read in two ways. Either 
they indicate that ethnic peer groups are rather a non-issue for 
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S, and that ethnicity is not an important dimension in his per-
ception of the kids around him. Alternatively, ethnicity could 
be such an ŸŮŬŲWŠŪWĚand problematic concern that he dLdn't want 
to reduce Lt to ticks (in this reading, S's zero ratings might 
mean 'mind your own business'). It is not possible here to de-
cide between these (though a deeper reading of the ISA prLnt-
out might provLde clues), but whichever interpretatLon one 
prefers, this exceptional ISA response on S's part eo-occurs 
with an unusually high proportion of other-ethnic multiplex 
peer associates. This relationship might be significant, the 
one influencing the other, although precisely how standard [+] 
and ŔŸĚ] link in with this remains unaccountable within this 
framework here. 
Like S, W used too many zeros while rating 'English kids', 
'PakLstanL kLds' and 'IndLan kids' for the ISA procedure to pro-
duce identificatLon indices on these entities. Also like S, his 
multiplex interactional assocLations are ethnLcally diverse, com-
prising thLrteen kLds, two ethnLcally Afro-Caribbean kLds (S is 
one of these) , one ethnically mixed Anglo-Afro-CarLbbean (T) , six 
Angles (one of them V) and four boys of Pakistani parentage 
5 (among them, H,L and 0). 
Is this relationship between diverse networks and apparently 
unfocused perceptions of ethnicity significant?6 What is clear 
is that W's multiplex assocLations seem quLte closely tied in 
with his language behaviour, both in pulling it away from Anglo 
norms and in drawLng towards those of his ethnLcally dLverse 
peers. Maybe his ISA ratLngs, like S perhaps, indicate a mental 
set which corresponds to (perhaps facLlLtates) this process of 
lLnguLstLc de- or non-ethnicisation. 
In order to illustrate the dLrectLon of W's lLnguLstic ac-
commodatLon (perceived of course only synchronically) , and also 
to assist in the discussion of 0 and L (and finally T) , it is 
worth presenting a network dLagram, which shows something of the 
first order zones of each's multiplex peer networks. For reasons 
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indicated earlier, the independent connections between the 
various peers with whom these four boys have multiplex ties, 
are not consistently shown (see the remarks on the d1fficulty 
of measuring network density e.g. 5.5.2 above). The chart does 
however indicate independent multiplex connections where T,W,O 
and L are linked with other informants, which gives at least a 
hint of these. The diagram also marks the ethnic extraction, 
and cross-ethnic ties as well. 
From th1s diagram it is clear that in contrast to S, and H 
7 probably, W,T,O and L form a dense cross-ethn1c friendship 
cluster and on several variants W's language behaviour closely 
resembles some or all of theirs. On clear [ \], W's 13.5% comes 
close toT's 17%; as one of the greatest users of this variant, 
W could be veering in the direction of O's 25%. On retroflex 
ŔŸŖHUÙVĚ1% can be seen as approximate to L's 3% and O's 5%. 
On [ d ] , W joins L and 0 (and indeed I (see footnote 7)) amongst 
the top five users. Obviously, examination of more linguist1c 
variables would be needed before we could be confident about 
this convergence, but it seems quite a likely counterpart to/ 
explanation of most of the ways in which W differs from U and V, 
his eo-ethnic peers. 
L's d1vergence from Punjabi bilinguals in his relative non-
use of [ ŸŖĚ can also be readily seen as accommodation to the 
norms of this small interethnic cluster (though he is more 
peripheral to it than 0 and W in so far as he does not have 
multiplex interactional ties with T). It could also find a 
correlative in his lack of current identification with 'Indian' 
and 'Pakistani kids' (see Chapter 12.2, Charts 12.13 and 12.16), 
though the attempt to see his lingu1stic behaviour as the reflex 
of psycho-social ident1fication again falters here with regard 
to clear [ I ] . [ \ ] is a form which Rw, 2w and secondary sources 
lead us to associate with the 'West Ind1an kids' with whom L cur-
rently identif1es most, but this 1s a form which L makes no use 
of at all (see the d1scussion in Chapter 13.3, pp.314-3!o). 
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DIAGRAM 14.1: THE MULTIPLEX PEER NET\'TORKS OF vi, L. 0 A!ID T 
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In fact, the attempt to tie identification with groups to 
the use of the linguistic forms typical of them looks as though 
it must remain the task of cross-sectional analysis. Case study 
investigation of network structure encourages the matching of 
individual language scores with particular targets (we can sug-
gest that L' s use of £1 ] and [ d ] reflect his interactional 
ties with 0 and I, and then O,I and W respectively) but with ISA 
at the individual level, the best we can do is again to suggest 
that an absence of strong alignment with particular ethnic cate-
gories, or a general indifference to them, links up with ethno-
linguistic non-conformism when it is combined with ethnically 
diverse multiplex ties. Even this is vulnerable: a propos ÒŮŸĚ
it could be noted that his strongest current identification 
(with 'West Indian kids') is itself weak in comparison with 
other people's strongest current 1dentifications, but on the 
other hand his idealistic identifications with 'English' and 
'West Indian kids' is relatively h1gh. So whether his high use 
of Vocalic L indicates a general psycho-social ethnic disaffili-
ation, or whether it comprises a series of idealistic acts of 
identity towards Angles is a question that rests in the realms 
of fruitless speculation. 
O's identifications with ethnic peer entities are all rela-
tively weak: his strongest is with 'Indian kids' but that in-
volves top current and idealistic identification scores of only 
0.588 and 0.333. Could this relative distance he feels between 
himself and these ethnic categories facilitate his accommodation 
to the members of the dense interethnic cluster? He approximates 
to W and T's use of Vocal1c L and [ I ) ; to W and L on [ ŸĞĴĚ to 
L (and Ip) and then W ,L, I on [ ŸĚJ and [ d ] ; and then finally to 
I,L and T on overall Zero TH. 
Finally, it is worth looking in some detail at T. Since he 
does not fit straightforwardly into the other fixed ethnic cate-
gories due to h1s mixed Anglo-Afro-Caribbean parentage, the 
question of ethnic dissociation does not arise in the same way 
as 1t has in relation to H,S,W,L and 0. In contrast, the combi-
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nation of ISA and NA can be usefully drawn in to try to describe 
whether his ethnic orientation is more towards Angle, Afro-
Caribbean or other groups. 
In fact, his multiplex interactional associations are evenly 
distributed across peers of Afro-Caribbean, Angle, Mixed and 
Pakistani extraction and while he appears to identify most ŴŸWUĚ
'Pakistani kids', this is only marginally more than with 
'English kids' and 'West Indian kids' (his strongest current 
identification is quite high at 0.881). OVerall the balance in 
his interactional network is matched by the spread in his 
identifications and indeed this pattern extends into his language 
behaviour, where his use of the variables ( +) and ('a ) is in 
most cases placed in an intermediate position, between the ex-
tremes represented ŸŪĚboth Anglo and ĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚsubgroups. 
This isn't true with Vocalic L, where T's use exceeds that of 
Rw,2w and Sw; nor is ŸWĚtrue of [ +], where T uses less than 
all of them. But in both these cases his usage falls in the 
middle of the Anglo group's, and on [ ŸĚ] , [ d ] and Zero TH, UŸVĚ
usage places UŸÜĚroughly in the ÜŸTŮŬÙŪWĚof the scales for both 
ethnically Angle and Afro-Caribbean informants ĜUŸVĚ use of [ I ] 
might also be seen as a compromise between Anglo and Afro-
Caribbean ŤWUŪŬĤŨŸŪŦẀÙVWÙȘĚuses) . Since T knows all these 
speakers quite well, might it be that he gauges the extent to 
which each subgroup varies ŸŪĚ its use of these items, and that 
within these VẀŞVWŠŪWŸẂŤĚpoints of linguistic orientation (or 
at least ŴÙWUŸŪĚones similar to these) his speech behaviour re-
flects his evenly spread ethnic ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪVĚand his ÜŸẄŤTĚ
network ties? An alternative view is of course that W ŸVĚ an 
ŸÜŮŬŲWŠŪWĚreference point for T on Vocalic L, [ .,.. ] , and [ I ] , 
[ ŸŖĚ (and [ d] ?) , as well as 0 on Vocalic L, [ I ] and Zero TH 
overall, due to the ÜẀŨWŸŮŨŤẄĚties between them: yet analysis in 
terms of ŠȘȘŬÜÜŬTŠWŸŬŪĚto specific ÙŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨVĚneed not exclude 
questions of ethnic VŤŨȚĤŮŬVÙWŸŬŪŸŪŦĚ- indeed it looks as though 
issues of ŤWUŪŸȘĚ ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚcould be a matter of concern and 
negotiation shared between these three. 8 
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14.3 Summary 
It is worth summarising now what these case studies have sug-
gested. In the first place, they have illustrated differences 
in the scope for applying network and identity structure analy-
ses. The former can accompany a switch from a concern with the 
language typically modelled by ethnic groups to a focus on the 
language presented by specific individuals known to particular 
speakers. While in principle it is perfectly possible to 
elicit patterns of identification with regard to named individu-
als within ISA, problems of face validity might well arise in 
trying to get peers to comment extensively on paper on one an-
other. Anyway, certainly as used here, it is not possible to 
deploy ISA in specific analyses of the ŲŤŨŠWÙŬŪVUŸŮĚbetween par-
ticular individuals, as it was with the interactional measures. 
A second point worth underlining is intimated in the first: 
a switch to case studies emphasises the fact that ethnic pro-
cesses may be reflected in language items that one would not 
normally associate with the ethnic groups crucially involved. 
This is not just a question of local ethnic norms differing from 
the norms presented in secondary texts (this possibility was con-
sidered in the cross-sectional analyses of [+] and Afro-
Caribbean ethnicity, ŔŸŖŠŪTĚIndian ethnicity, and [d) and 
Pakistani ethnicity). Instead it follows from what e.g. Le Page 
(1978:1,2) and Hudson (1980:12) have to say about the idiosyn-
crasy of each person's linguistic knowledge (see also Personal 
Construct Theory's 'individuality corollary'). 
A person's perception of the speech style of an ethnic group 
may be derived from their ŤẄŮŤŲŸŤŪȘŤĚof a single individual (in 
which case, network analysis might just be able to ŮŸȘÛĚup on 
it); but more than that, their speech may be an inaccurate re-
production. Because of this, I have not confined myself in these 
case studies only to linguistic items whose ethnic ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪVĚ
have been more or less identified through the cross-sectional 
analyses (i.e. retroflex ŔŸŖŠŪTĚ[d] perhaps). A much wider 
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range of forms has been drawn into the account. 
There clearly 1s a great danger of ad-hocery (by virtue 
of being potentially idiosyncratic, the interpretation of the 
origins of these forms is potent1ally impossible to corrobo-
rate). Yet th1s is a central risk that one takes if one's 
attention is addressed to situations of sociolinguistic dif-
fus1on (Le Page e.g. 1978). Perhaps some of these integrative 
9 
case studies have described processes of interethnic refocus1ng 
- in particular the convergence of We, Op and Lp to the norms of 
their O,L,W and T peer cluster. However, elsewhere particularly 
inS's case (and maybe in H's too), the social and ethnic 
orientation that one might infer from their language is incon-
sistent with other ev1dence on their ident1fications and inter-
actional locat1ons. The unanswerable quest1on arises: is one 
ak . f bo 1 h h . . . 10 m 1ng a uss a ut anguage 1tems t at ave no 1ntr1ns1c 
connection with the issue of ethn1c aff1liation? Or in the 
context of diffuse psycho-social and interactional ties, and 
given the idiosyncrasy principle (which is maybe more important 
in such contexts) , is the key emp1r1cal fact non-conform1ty 
itself, and a descr1ption of this on its own adequate unaccom-
panied by apparent refocusings. 
In contrast to the cross-sectional analyses which preceded 
this section, the case stud1es here caut1ously accede to this 
second view, and this forms the basis for the substantive(-ish) 
hypothesis wh1ch represents the third po1nt to emerge from these 
analyses. In a study wh1ch was able to systematically exam1ne 
the 1nteraction of language, network association and psycho-
social identification, it would be worth invest1gat1ng the comb1-
nation of diffuse 1dentif1cat1on w1th ethn1cally diverse assoc1-
ations as being particularly likely to result in linguist1c non-
conform1sm. My study obviously has not been able to examine the 
lingu1stic effects of d1fferent combinat1ons of ± strong ingroup 
identification and ± exclusively co-ethn1c network t1es, but 
generally, when multiplex peer associations were mixed and 
identificat1ons e1ther generally strongly negative (see H) , 
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or generally weak (i.e. with no strong ingroup identification), 
linguistic behaviour deviated most from the ethnic subgroup. 
People who did not fit in with this interactional and social 
psychological pattern also non-conformed linguistically (viz. 
Ci and Jp), so these clearly are not necessary and sufficient 
conditions. The relationship would doubtless also be pro-
babilistic. Even so, this relationship between network, 
identification and language was partially apparent in these 
data and they were worth draw1ng out • 
• 
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NOTES 
1. It is very easy to spend a great deal of time ȘUŠVŸŪŦĚ
around the data endlessly adhocing; in fact, one should 
not expect the cases one selects to pattern totally tidily 
in the rest of the data, one should be prepared to live a 
little (but not too) messily for a while, and be fully 
cogniscent of the ŮŠŲWÙŠŨŸWXĚand fragility of one's con-
clusions. The ŲŸVÛĚis that the palpability of case study 
data may WŲŸȘÛĚone into forgetting the uncertainty about 
the interaction of ẂŠŲŸŠŞŨŤVĚin which the rest of this 
study leaves one hanging and which requires a much larger 
project to sort out. 
2. There is another, rather practical VUŬŲWȘŬÜŸŪŦĚin the en-
suing description of six informants with diverse multiplex 
networks and weak ingroup identification. Speech data from 
a seventh informant who falls into this category - Pp - has 
not been transcribed. This was not because I felt he would 
not fit 'the pattern', but for practical reasons which held 
sway long before 'this pattern' was detected. As with the 
rest of this study, ŸWĚwould have been better if I had done 
this WŲŠŪVȘŲŸŮWÙŬŪĚbut life makes other demands too. 
3. Couldn't exactly the same kind of ŠŪŠŨXVŸVĚbe made ŴŸWUĚ
regard to ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚ in the other cells? It could ŴŸWUĚ
regard to ĿŸHĚwho uses less Vocalic L and more [ l, 1 than 
anyone, and also more [ ŸĚ1 with very ŨŸWWŨŤĚ [ d 1. Jp also 
shows a pretty comparable pattern, and so the ŮŬŸŪWĚŞŤŸŪŦĚ
made here about TŸẂŤŲVŤĚnetworks in combination ŴŸWUĚ
diffuse (or outgroup) identification WXŸŪŦĚ in ŴŸWUĚ
linguistic non-conformity demonstrably isn't watertight. 
However, the rest only stand out ŸŪĚrelation to WUŤŸŲĚ
ethnic ingroup on one variable, not two: Ip on ŔŸĚ1 and 
[ d 1; Kp on [ ŸĚ1; Qp on Zero TH after dental and alveolar 
consonants perhaps; Rw on the same Zero TH ẂŠŲŸŠŪWĴĚ Ue on 
[ +]; Ve on Vocalic L/[ t]; and E on none. So one may 
suggest that in general these informants are less ȘŬŪVŸV­
tently non-conformist, though the WŤŪWŠWŸẂŤŪŤVVĚof WUŸVĚ
suggestion needs to be underlined (three informants ŸŪĚ the 
ĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚand Anglo ŤWUŪŸȘĚgroup is a VŨŸÜĚbasis for 
talk about ȘŬŪȚŬŲÜŸWXĴĚ only two ŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚẂŠŲŸŠŞŨŤVĚhave 
been analysed; ÙŪȘŨẀVŸŬŪĚof ŨŸŪŦẀÙVWÙȘĚdata on ŃŸHŇÙHÓŮĚ
and Pp could alter WUŸVĚŮŸȘWẀŲŤĚTŲŠÜŠWŸȘŠŨŨXĞĚ and the need 
for a much larger sample prior to the ŲŸŦŬŲŬẀVĚanalysis of 
ÙŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŪŦĚẂŠŲŸŠŞŨŤVĚmust be ŲŤŸWŤŲŠWŤTĦĚ
4. Which is not to say that he ŸVĚ unpopular: two people call 
UŸÜĚa 'best ȚŲŸŤŪTGĚ (Lp and Rw), three label him a 'good 
friend' ĜĻŸHŅŮHOŮĞĚ and one TŤVȘŲŸŞŤVĚUŸÜĚas between 'best' 
and 'good' (We). Two more regarded UŸĚas 'quite a good 
ȚŲŸŤŪTGĚ (Sw ,Op) . 
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5. We was born in Bedford, and had been at the same school as 
the rest of my informants for the last four years, having 
joined them in the final year of Lower School. Before 
that however, he had travelled widely because of his 
father's work. Thus W spent two periods in Germany and 
two in North America. Maybe these experiences of mi-
gration and his own mixed Anglo-American stock were a 
factor in the ethnic diversity of his multiplex ties 
(which is much greater than V and U's, despite W's own 
local kinship network being about as big as the latter's, 
and bigger than the former's). 
6. If one adopted the view that W's ISA results indicate that 
ethnicity in the peer-group is not a critical issue for him, 
one logically undermines the way in which multiplexity has 
been hypothesised as influencing cross-ethnic friendships. 
If 'kids'' ethnicity does not count much for W, then ex-
periencing a different intra-ethnic domain to which an out-
group friend admits him, is not going to make much differ-
ence either. At this point one runs into the difficulties 
of using hypothet1cal general constructs in specific con-
texts, which is certainly healthy but it would be a dis-
traction here to try to resolve. 
7. W reported eo-participation in three domains with Ip as 
well, but since Ip didn't confirm this, this has not been 
marked (following the procedures outlined in Section 7.3 
above). If it had been, W,H and I would form a maximally 
dense cluster. 
8. This view would however favour the interpretation of the 
zero ratings in W's ISA rating booklet as being a re-
flection of the super-significance of ethnic categories, 
not their triviality in W's eyes. 
9. Of course, this is hypothetical since we do not have 
diachronic data. 
10. I.e. for the speaker. 
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CHAPTER 15 
SUMMARY AND REVIEW OF PART II 
To conclude, let me summarise a few of the ȚŸŪTÙŪŦVĚmade here, 
and make some appraisal of the ŤÜŮŸŲÙȘŠŨĚapproach that has 
been developed. 
Two sociolinguistic variables have been looked at cross-
sectionally from three angles: having identified likely areas 
of ŤWUŪŸȘĚprovenance for (+) and word ŸŪÙWÙŠŨĚ ĜŸĞHWUŤVŤĚwere 
inspected in terms of ethnic subgroup means,and in terms of 
ÜẀŨWŸŮŨŤẄĚinteractional ŠVVŬȘÙŠWŸŬŪĚand psycho-social ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙ­
cation. 
Having three ŮŤŲVŮŤȘWŸẂŤVĚon ŤWUŪÙȘŸWXĚŮŤŲÜŸWWŤTĚa recursive 
and generative approach to data analysis (e.g. re ethnically 
Indian kids and ŔŸĚ] ) as well as ÙŪȘŲŤŠVŸŪŦĚthe validity of 
ȚŸŪTÙŪŦVĚ through (definitional) WŲŸŠŪŦẀŨŠWŸŬŪĚ(cf. [ ŸŖĚ and Asian 
ŤWUŪŸȘÙWŸŤVĞĦĚ The methodology ŮŬWŤŪWŸŠŨŨXĚallows one to quanti-
tatively address ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪVĚabout language and group ŠȚȚŸŨŸŠWŸŬŪĚ
ŴŸWUŬẀWĚhaving to recruit a balanced sample to represent all the 
groupings that one is ŸŪWŤŲŤVWŤTĚin. Both ISA and network ana-
lysis enable one to look through an ethnically TŸẂŤŲVŤĚgroup 
of informants at language associated ŴŸWUĚone particular, even 
ŤẄWŲÙŪVŸȘĚgroup (cf. the analysis of [d] in ŐŤȘWŸŬŪĚ13.2). 
The ŲŤȘẀŲVŸẂŤĚdevelopment of the ŤÜŮÙŲŸȘŠŨĚanalysis ŸWVŤŨȚĚ
is summarised in Table 15.1. 
The two most substantive ȚÙŪTŸŪŦVĚ from WUŸVĚconcerned the 
link between non-Pakistani ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVGĚ use of [d] and their 
interactional ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚwith peers of ÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚparentage; 
and the ȘŬŪŪŤȘWŸŬŪĚof retroflex [ ŸŖĚ use w1th PunJabi ŞÙŨŸŪŦẀŠŨĚ
network ties and with ŸTŤŪWŸȚŸȘŠWŸŬŪĚŴŸWUĚingroup adults, this 
time ŮŲŸÜŠŲÙŨXĚamongst ethnically ÖŠÛÍVWŠŪŸĚkids themselves. 
TABLE 15.1 HYPOTHESES ABOUT THE ETHNIC PROVENANCE OF LINGUISTIC VARIANTS, THE DATA SOURCES 
LEADING TO THEIR FORMULATION AND THEIR CAREER IN SUBSEQUENT ANALYSES 
Linguist 
variants 
Vocalic L 
Dark [ + 1 
Clear [ l 1 
Retroflex [ \. ] 
Fricative [ ŸĚ] 
ÖŨŬVŸẂŤĚ [ d 1 
Zero TH 
Key: 
DATA SOURCES/TYPES 
Secondary texts Subgroup means Multiplex Interactional Psycho-social 
(see Section 5.1) (see Section 9.1) association 
(see Section 9.2) 
ŸŪËŨŚŨ£ŚĚ ' (yes) _., No 
Standard "' Can't say .. Can't say 
-----
r 
Afro-Caribbean ";Can't say 
--------
Afro-Caribbean 
--------
,. (yes) Can't say 
ÖǾĦËËŚÚŸŞĦĦËŚĚ ,. No No 
ŸǾNŚÚŸŞĦĦËŚĚ Yes Yes 
Standard 
-----
ŸŠŪGWĚsay >Can't say 
(Indian) No 
---
ÖŬŚËXŸWŸŪĦĦËŚȘŚĚ ' (Yes) 
ĜŸŠŸÙŸWŸŪĦĦËŚĞĚ , Yes 
An!l_l£_ , (Yes) No 
- - - - - --- ---ŸŸĚ-- -- L____ --- ---- ŸĤĤĤ ---
= a hypothesis/proposition introduced 
Can't say 
= weakly ĜŤŸWUŤŲĚproposed or supported) 
= no evidence on this 
identification 
(see Section 9.3) 
, No 
No 
No 
No No No 
No 
_.... Yes 
.. No 
No 
_ ... No , 
No 
--- '-------- -
Yes 
No 
____,. 
= hypothesis supported 
= hypothesis not supported 
(Hypothesis/proposition) 
gets examined in terms 
of (data type) 
,j::> 
0 
1.0 
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In so far as all three empirical perspectives show [ ŸŖĚ to 
be connected with people who can speak Punjabi this is the more 
robust of the two findings, and while the precise interaction 
of network and identification cannot be disentangled here, it 
clearly illustrates the salutary effect that measures of the 
latter can have upon the interpretation of the former. If one's 
only evidence on the ethnic scope of [ ŸŖĚ was its associat1on 
with multiplex interactional association with fellow Punjabi-
English bilinguals, it might be very easy to slip into talk of 
its being a marker of Asian peer-group solidarity. We know that 
to be probably incorrect, since [ ŸŖĚ•s association with identifi-
cation with 'English kids' and 'Teachers• is stronger than with 
either 'Pakistani' or 'Indian kids'. What in fact emerges from 
the data suggests more complex processes and allegiances en-
tailed within the use of this form. Though it is premature to 
say so without a larger study systemat1cally exploring the 
interact1on of var1ables, one may venture that the important 
thing for [ ŸĚ] about exclusively As1an multiplex 1nteraction 
is the positive orientation to eo-ethnic adults that tends to 
accompany such interact1on, at least in the case of ethnically 
Pakistani informants. 1 
This takes us back to a point made earlier in connection 
with Milroy (see Section 5.3 above). An item may be closely 
linked with a particular ident1ty/ident1fication but it cannot 
be assumed that this identity 1s co-term1nous with the units 
measured by network analyses. Interact1onal associations com-
prise a variety of category-membersh1ps and also a range of 
values and att1tudes, many of which focus on people and groups 
extrins1c to spec1fic liaisons. In relat1onships wh1ch exclude 
ethnically Anglo and Afro-Caribbean peers, 1t seems possible 
that there is a tendency to look at one of these 'extrins1c 1 
groups - 1 Pakistan1 adults• - 1n a comparat1vely pos1tive light, 
and it 1s this wh1ch ushers 1n the use of [ ŸĚ]. Of course, this 
is speculat1on w1th regard to soc1ol1ngu1stic processes in 
Bedford, but it is fairly tang1ble as a demonstration of the 
methodological contr1but1on of ISA to questions of this nature. 
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ISA cannot ultimately however solve the problem of what 
the uses of linguistic forms actually 'symbolise', another dif-
ficulty noted in connection with Milroy's extrapolations from 
language x network correlations. If in order to say that a 
linguistic item 1s being used to 'symbol1se' something, one 
takes the view that the speaker is projecting something which 
s/he expects the hearer to understand as intended (i.e. as Brown 
and Levinson's 'communicative signs proper') then the only arena 
in which one can legitimately investigate symbols is ongoing 
interaction (Brown and Levinson 1979) and this clearly lies 
beyond the scope of network analysis. 
Neither on its own can ISA reliably tell one that [ ŸŖĚ is 
regarded locally as a form that Asian adults use: admittedly it 
does a bit better than network analysis in this regard, because 
if you get a strong association between [ ŸĚ] and Pakistani 
adults, you at least know that Pakistani adults are a locally 
recogn1sed entity. In network analysis (as used by Milroy any-
way) you can end up with an assoc1ation between language and a 
social unit perceived only by the researcher (indeed in terms of 
spotting connections between unintended signals and typical 
users, network analysis can be a step backwards from straight-
forward social class and ethnic group correlations, because 1n 
the case of the latter there is a greater chance that other 
people will make the same classifications as the analyst). Even 
so, Identity Structure Analysis is no substitute for some kind 
of matched guise/subjective reaction test: it is patently con-
cerned with questions of general psycho-social orientation and 
not with specific sociol1nguistic connotations. This is, for 
example, amply evidenced when associations emerge between the 
use of forms and identifications with people who could not pos-
sibly be modelling them in their speech (cf. the relationship 
between [ ŸŖĚ and 'Teachers') and ISA is to be commended in the 
way in which in contrast to network analysis, it thus ensures 
against such conceptual lapses. Ultimately the association be-
tween [ ŸŖĚ use on the one hand,and interaction and identification 
with typical speakers of that var1ant on the other, can only be 
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glossed as something like: ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚPakistani informants who 
live more fully in [ ŸŊĚ rich interactional and psycho-social en-
vironments pick up and use [ ŸĚ1 more than others. What they 
ŸŴUŤŪĚthey use [ ŸÍĚ and how they interpret its use by others 
is unanswerable by these methods. 
If these are the findings, or rather if these are the 
methods being explored with a view to such conclusions as these, 
is the essential recommendation here for a sledge-hammer to crush 
a pip? There are four firm lines of response to this. 
Firstly, the extensive non-linguistic discussion in this 
part of the thesis can be seen as a necessary precursor for work 
concerned with language beyond ĜŸĞĚ and <+). As a ŮŲŤŨÙÜŸŪŠŲXĚ
sorting of a comprehensive data-base, the psychological and 
social measures constructed here could inform the analysis of 
(a) more informants and (b) more VŬȘŸŬŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚvariables. In 
addition, they can and do feed into the largely non-quantitative 
account of VWXŨÙVWŸȘĚẂŠŲŸŠWŸŬŪĚȘŬŪWŠŸŪŤTĚŸŪĚPart Ill of the 
thesis. 
Secondly, ŴUŸŨŤĚ the number of linguistic variables as 
well as the number of informants investigated here ŸVĚsmall, the 
kind of ŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚexplanation that could be offered ŸŪĚthe type 
of study illustrated here is an advance on Milroy and Labov (even 
though ŸWĚcannot identify ÜŤŠŪÙŪŦIÙŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚÙŪWŤŪWŸŬŪĚand 
ÙŪWŤŲŮŲŤWŠWŸŬŪĞĚ• ØUŸVĚ is a ŮŬŸŪWĚthat has been made several 
WŸŤVĚbefore, and to some extent it ŸVĚmerely a ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪĚof 
clearing away some of Milroy's awkward conceptualisations. But 
beyond that the attempt to differentiate an ÙŪTŸẂÙTẀŠŨGVĚŸŪWŤŲ­
ŠȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚ location from WUŤŸŲĚȘŬŦŪŸWŸẂŤĚŮŤŲȘŤŮWŸŬŪVĚ (their habitu-
al social ŠȘWÙẂŸWXĚfrom their ŠWWŸWẀTŤĚ towards it) is not easy to 
manage. 
In 1979 Labov wrote a paper called 'Locating the Frontier 
between ŐŬȘŸŠŨĚand ÖVXȘUŬŨŬŦŸȘŠŨĚFactors in ÒŸŪŦẀÙVWÙȘĚŒŠŲŸŠWÙŬŪGHĚ
ŴUŸȘUĚpartly attempts to address this issue but which meets with 
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little success. On the basis of his own work, Labov concludes 
that there is virtually no '"individual enterprise" in language. 
There was a wide individual variation in placement on the use 
of variables, but the individual's place in that spectrum re-
flected his early social experience, almost independent of his 
individual ideology or self-image' (1979:329). In fact the paper 
is fraught with contradictions. For example, compare the quota-
tion above with: GŅŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨĚdifferences in psychological 
orientation have led to differences in social experience and 
social aspirations, which in turn are reflected in predictable, 
socially patterned differences in behaviour' (1979:331). So in 
what way does psychological orientation not affect language? 
(also, how do social aspirations differ from psychological 
orientation?) Elsewhere Labov generally reduces questions of 
psychological and individual difference to matters of psycho-
linguistic processing capacity, though even here the argument is 
strained. For example, Nathan B is resolutely cited as 'a clear 
demonstration of individual difference in capacity' (1979:331 and 
332), while in between these assertions, we are straightforwardly 
told that Nathan B's special problem (in speech production and 
reception) is partly to do 'with an attitude that rejected any 
kind of corrective action' (1979:331), which could be tantamount 
to saying self-image and ideology. Another cited example which 
in fact defeats Labov's central proposition is the case of 
Everett Poole (1979:328 - refer to Labov 1972a:31), a Chilmarker 
who usefully ŲŤÜŸŪTVĚus of the Martha's Vineyard study in which 
self-image and ideology were obviously important sociolinguistic 
factors: in the attempt represented in this paper to summarise 
his views on the balance between social and individual factors 
in language, Labov is somehow led to greatly misrepresent a lot 
of his own evidence. ŴŸWUĚthis k1nd of precedent, it is essen-
tial to attend in some detail to conceptual questions before 
collecting evidence. 
The task of differentiating a person's interactional lo-
cation from their attitudes towards it also becomes more complex 
methodolog1cally if one accepts the view that there is no be-
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haviour without ÜŸŪTĚand that all cultural activity is sub-
jectively mediated (this being the phenomenological view force-
fully propounded by Le Page) • This necessitates a careful 
statement of what one's ŤÜŮŸŲŸȘŠŨĚtools might tell one: in par-
ticular, one needs to ensure that one's ŞŤUŠẂŸŬẀŲŠŨĚmeasures are 
potentially emic, and after that, that they are likely to focus 
on a different kind of social awareness from that which the 
psychological measures attend to. In specific terms, it has 
been necessary here to spend quite a lot of time clarifying how 
my network measures refer to general shared knowledge TŸV­
tinguishable from the particular felt eo-memberships/group 
identifications ŴUŸȘUĚare the concern of ISA. 
This study has then been short on empirical linguistic re-
sults partly because the particular questions which it set out 
to examine required quite careful conceptual and methodological 
formulation. In ŠTTŸWŸŬŪHĚ WUŸVĚ imbalance between fairly cursory 
ŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚanalysis and the more ŤẄWŤŪVŸẂŤĚextra ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWŸȘĚdis-
ȘẀVVŸŬŪĚprefatory to it is ÙŪŤẂŸWŠŞŨŤĚ ŸȚĚone takes seriously a 
ŴŸTŤŲĚshift ŴŸWUÙŪĚ 'secular VŬȘÙŬŨÙŪŦẀŸVWŸȘVGĦĚ Labov in 1972b: 
256 ŮŲŤTŸȘWVĚ that VŬȘÙŬŨÙŪŦẀŸVWŸȘĚstudies will shift away from 
the use of ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴVĚŴŸWUĚVŸŪŦŨŤĚ ŸŪTÙẂÙTẀŠŨVĚdrawn from random 
or judgment samples towards a more ethnographic approach ŸŪĚ
which ÙŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨVĚwill be studied in the context of the VŬȘŸŠŨĚ
groups in which they normally operate. This ŞŤŸŪŦĚthe case, the 
space for purely ŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚŠŪŠŨXVŸVĚ is hugely reduced since in 
contrast to a random or judgment sampling approach which general-
ly assumes that informants are typical of pre-selected catego-
ries widely agreed ŴÙWUŸŪĚthe research community, in the second 
approach researchers are themselves left to define the ŸŮŬŲWŠŪWĚ
social properties of WUŤŸŲĚsubJects. 
In a VŸÜŸŨŠŲĚẂŤŸŪHĚ the shape of Part II can also be related 
to ȘŲŸWŸȘŸVÜVĚof the VŬȘŸŬŨŬŦÙȘŠŨĚŪŠŸẂŤWXĚof much sociolinguis-
WŸȘVĚmade by e.g. Fishman (1981). The study above cannot claim 
to derive from a comprehens1ve ŦŲŬẀŪTŸŪŦĚin either VŬȘÙŬŨŬŦŸȘŠŨĚ
or psychological theory, but it at least WŲŸŤVĚ to avoid the trap 
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of 'making up one's sociology (and psychology) "as one goes 
along"' which according to Fishman 'is very much a common micro-
sociolinguistic pastime' (1981:163). 
The fourth major reason why the prelude to the linguistic 
analysis has been so extensive is essentially political. It is 
easy to imagine a study which went into the field, selected and 
interviewed twenty ethnically Angle kids, twenty ethnically 
Indian kids and twenty ethnically Afro-Caribbean kids. After 
that, it might analyse ten to fifteen linguistic variables and 
finally conclude yes or no, there are or are not distinct Afro-
Caribbean, Indian and Angle Englishes in the area studied. On 
completion, the research (or perhaps others who read academic 
theses) might enter the debate about multi-cultural ŤTẀȘŠWŸŬŪĚ
in order to 'defend' and 'celebrate' what had been discovered 
(particularly if different GNŪŦŨŸVUŤVGĚ had been found). 
There are a number of serious TÙȚȚÙȘẀŨWŸŤVĚassociated with 
this approach. It would obviously ŸŪẂŬŨẂŤĚa naive conception of 
group affiliation and ethnicity, but beyond that, ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸVÙŪŦĚ
both ÙŪTŸẂÙTẀŠŨVĚand groups without regard to their own self-
TŤȚÙŪŸWÙŬŪVĚand ŠŨŨŤŦŸŠŪȘŤVĚcan be a brutal activity with dis-
agreeable consequences when done by the powerful. The problems 
of crude stereotyping by researchers with regard to the catego-
ries 'West Indian' and 'Asian' are well recognised. 
This problem of drawing ŞŬẀŪTŠŲŸŤVĚaround groups, communi-
ties and cultures (and the ideological investment that a variety 
of social groupings have in ÜŠÛŸŪŦĚthese in particular places) 
of course extends to the notions of 'a language' and 'a dialect'. 
Following Le Page (e.g. 1978) and Hudson (1980}, I have been 
careful to avoid us1ng these concepts ŸŪĚany technical way, 
since they are common VŬȘŸŠŨĚstereotypes wh1ch can usefully 
serve as the data of sociolinguistic study but not in its analy-
tic dict1on. Unfortunately there is a tendency for quantitative 
sociolinguists to talk about ethnic and regional TŸŠŨŤȘWVĚ in a 
non-problematised way, and without there being any possible 
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agreement about how many distinct language items and how many 
speakers you need to make a dialect. Therefore it is ŲŤŨŠWŸẂŤŨXĚ
easy to 'discover' a new dialect (or a new GẂŠŲŸŤWXGĞĚ on the 
basis of say ten linguistic items used by half of group A to a 
greater extent than any of the people stereotyped as group B. 
This is ŮŬŨŸWÙȘŠŨŨXĚŤẄŮŨŬVŸẂŤĦĚ ÒÙŪŦẀŸVWVĚmay realise that 
the structural differences between one dialect or variety and 
another are trite in real life and that not all or only group A 
speakers use it, but lay consumers of sociolinguistics may not. 
Language differences get inflated and dramatised and though the 
sociolinguistic inventor of that dialect may have good inten-
tions, their construct may JUSt as easily be used in the op-
ŮŲŤVVŸŬŪĚas ŸŪĚ the emancipation of people stereotyped as its 
speakers. Ev1dence of cultural distinctiveness can be ÜŠŪŸ­
pulated either way, depending on the forces ŨŸŪŤTĚup for and 
ŠŦŠŸŪVWĚit. 
In certain cases, the TŤVȘŲÙŮWŸŬŪĚof some TÙVWŸŪȘWÙẂŤĚ
features in the speech of some ÜÙŪŬŲŸWXĚgroup members may be 
tactically useful (in the short term). For example, as far as 
contact between people of Anglo and Indian ethnicity is con-
cerned, TŲŠŴŸŪŦĚattention to ethnically distinctive features 
as being superficial might be helpful in suggesting ways in 
ŴUŸȘUĚeducational prejudice about 'deceptive fluency' was 
sparked off (see Appendix 23) . But linguistic de-
VȘŲŸŮWÙŬŪĚper se contributes little to speaker ŤÜŠŪȘÙŮŠWŸŬŪĚ
and it is naive to assume that ŨŸŪŦẀÍVWÙȘĚ 'facts' on WUŤŸŲĚown 
TŸȘWŠWŤĚVŬȘŸŠŨĚŮŬŨŸȘXJĚ the Ann Arbor TŤȘŸVÙŬŪĚwas surely more 
influenced by the prest1gious weight of expert testimony than 
by whatever really happens ŸŪĚ the BEV copula (cp. Labov 1982). 
The situation for ethnographers, and sociol1nguists when 
they engage fully w1th v1ews about language, 1s different: 
they are able to handle dominant 1deolog1es about language in 
a comparatively explicit and soph1sticated way and are more 
likely to have a better idea of what arguments are likely to 
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work where (as per Labov e.g. 1972b:Ch.5). Most importantly, 
they may have an idea of speakers• own metalinguistic views 
(here the traditional quantitative sociolinguistic injunction 
not to draw attention to speech is a considerable obstacle). 
Without such contact with local views about language, the con-
tribution of sociolinguists who enter the polemic with 'facts• 
about 'dialects•, 'symbols' and •solidarity• is likely to be 
inept or counterproductive. 
So, returning to my own study, I have not tried to repli-
cate the (much more) empirically streamlined and productive 
methodology of classical Labovian quantitative sociolinguistics 
because I felt my doing so would entail a variety of dubious 
premises about group membership, language and the VŬȘŸŠŨĚcontri-
bution of sociolinguistics. In its place however, I have set 
out a straightforward way in which ŰẀŠŪWÙWŠWŸẂŤĚsociolinguistics 
can continue to some extent disencumbered of these assumptions, 
and which allows the data itself to define the key points of 
psycho-social, interactional and linguistic focusing (for the 
best critique of these assumptions see Le Page e.g. 1978; for 
much more complicated empirical approaches than mine, but ŸŪĚ
tune with this outlook, see Pellowe et al. (1972); McEntaggart 
and Le Page (1982)). At the same time, I have given considerable 
attention to the limitations essential to this methodology as 
well as to my particular implementation of it. I have also 
given quite a lot of space to negative findings. All WUŸVĚ is 
again on principled grounds: there is no reason why it should, 
but if quantitative sociolinguistics hopes to make a serious 
contribution to the discussion of social and educational policy, 
it is vital that it is just as clear about what it can't say as 
about what it can. 
Those then are four justifications for both the shape of the 
study above, and for its value beyond what it indicates about 
( +) and ( 'i ) . Since a claim is also being made about its wider 
value as a methodological model for the sociolinguistics of 
demographic/social variation, it is now worth turning to con-
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sider in a ŨŸWWŨŤĚdetail what other studies adopting this 
approach might look like, and what they would need to cons1der. 
Their bas1c concern would need to be with the relationship 
between interactional association and psycho-soc1al 1dentif1-
cation, and though my own focus has been upon ethn1city {on 
'interactive' and 'reactive' ethnic processes), this combinat1on 
of network analysis and ISA could be employed with regard to 
other groups. For example, the study here could be replicated 
w1th social class groupings, gender group1ngs, profess1onal and 
various local social cultural groupings (e.g. gangs, clubs). If 
individual speech styles could be identified, and if problems of 
face validity could be overcome, a study us1ng ISA and network 
analysis could also focus on individual relationships. The 
approach here is sufficiently flexible to permit both cross-
sectional and case study perspect1ves (see Chapter 14). 
In order to be able to make systemat1c statistical state-
ments about the interaction of network assoc1at1on and psycho-
soc1al identification, a study would need to involve more in-
formants than m1ne and in the light of the need to get to know 
informants well, unless it was a big research team, it would be 
sensible to focus on only one ethnic/soc1al/gender group of 1n-
formants (agaLn unlike the study here). A good understanding 
of informants would be needed 1n order to ensure that better 
rather than worse constructs were fed 1nto the ISA rat1ng pro-
cedure, and also 1n order to increase the reliability of the 
network data as a reflect1on of behavioural real1ty (see Sections 
7.2, 7.3). There 1s a case to be made for dropp1ng multiplexLty 
from one's network measure, and us1ng e.g. just frequency. It 
would avo1d the need for the kind of domains analysis that I 
have used (Chapter 6) (though other ȘŲŸWŤŲÙŠĚfor mult1plexity 
might much more eas1ly be evolved) , and 1t might also produce a 
much wider spread of scores for interact1onal association with 
outgroups - th1s could be important for the statist1cal analysis 
(see Chapters 7.4.1 and 11). On the other hand, dropp1ng multi-
plex1ty could mean los1ng the emp1r1cal angle on the 'cohesive-
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ness' deemed by Ervin-Tripp to be critical in speech similarity 
(1969:145) (Chapter 5.5.2) - there has to be some way of differ-
entiating postmen from kin. And if frequency alone is used (and 
it is not supported by observation) , the network measure might 
end up assessing the kinds of aspiration for which ISA had been 
intended (see Chapter 7.1). Using reports of network association 
given in collective settings (as ŸŪĚWallman (1980), where fami-
lies jointly report on their relationships) may give some guaran-
tee of behavioural actuality, though it is not hard to imagine 
contexts in which this prompts people to systematically misrepre-
sent their social ties. 
As far as ISA is concerned, there seem to be two major 
TŸȚȚÙȘẀŨWÙŤVĚwh1ch would need to be addressed, and which I have 
merely identified, not resolved. The first is whether it is 
better to make an assessment of each individual's primary posi-
tive (and negative) ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪVĚbefore making cross-
sectional comparisons (in wh1ch case one loses the direct 
numerical representation of ident1ficat1on strengths) or whether 
informant identification scores ẂŸVĤŠĤẂÙVĚparticular entities 
can be directly compared with one another (which overlooks the 
fact that despite being strong relative to other people's, an 
informant's identification with entity X may be weak in compari-
son with his identificat1on with entity Y) (see Chapter 8.5). 
The second major difficulty 1n soc1olinguistic applications of 
ISA concerns the linguistic implications of current as opposed 
to idealistic as opposed to contra-identification. It is fairly 
straightforward that contra-identification should relate to 
speech divergence but can one really attach any weight to it 
when unsupported by the other two 1ndices, it seems negatively 
related to speech convergence (i.e. when a lack of contra-
identification with an ent1ty apparently t1es up with increased 
use of forms notionally associated with it - see e.g. discussion 
of Vocalic L, and [t 1 1n Section 13.3). Also, what should be 
the lingu1stic 1mplications of current 1dentification as opposed 
to idealistic - the feeling that you are like someone as opposed 
to the desire to be so? In sum ISA develops a range of concepts 
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useful within its own social psychological heartland, but for 
which, as far as I know, the social psychology of language does 
not have a sufficiently detailed theory. 
These then are some of the potentialities for further use 
within quantitative sociolinguistics of the methodology de-
veloped here, and also some of the issues that would need to be 
addressed. There are obviously many more that anyone interested 
would need to consider. Even so, the scope and flexibility of 
this approach should be clear. 
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NOTES 
1. Scatterplot 15.1 records the relationship for Pakistani 
informants between multiplex interactional association 
with Punjabi bilinguals and current identification w1th 
'Pakistani adults'. It also identifies individuals, and 
their % use of [ ŸĚ] • 
SCATTERPLOT 15.1 : MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION WITH 
PUNJABI-ENGLISH BILINGUAL PEERS x CURRENT IDEnTIFICATION IHTH 
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PART III 
A RHETORICAL STYLE IN THE POLYETHNIC PEER GROUP 
- 423-
INTRODUCTION 
Part II of this thesis was concerned with the demographic 
distribution of linguistic forms. Its method of analysis was 
quantitative and rather than analysing single linguistic acts, 
the focus was upon aggregates of language behaviour - in Le 
Page's terms, on statements about 'waves' rather than 
'particles' (Le Page 1978:6,9). Its point of departure was 
Labovian and neo-Labovian urban dialectology. 
In Part Ill, the focus, methodology, and frame of reference 
shift. Here the concern is with a particular speech style which 
is ultimately described as a collective (peer-group) resource -
no systematic attempt is made here to distinguish individual 
speakers in any detail or to identify and investigate frequent 
as opposed to occasional users of this rhetorical code. However, 
some restrictions on its use are examined, and an effort is made 
to locate it in the context of wider societal processes. The 
method of analysis is primarily qualitative, it refers to prag-
matics and literary theory and might be broadly designated as the 
ethnography of speaking/interactional sociolinguistics. Gumperz 
rather than Le Page is the pivotal figure. 
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CHAPTER 16 
THEORETICAL PREREQUISI'IES FOR AN 
INTERACTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF 
RHETORICAL LANGUAGE USE IN BEDFORD 
16.1 The Starting Point 
The starting point for this ŤŪŰẀŸŲXĚis Gumperz (1982): 
•code switching is perhaps most frequently 
found in the informal speech of those members 
of cohesive minority groups in modern 
urbanising regions who ••• live in situations 
of rapid transition where traditional inter-
group ŞŠŲŲŸŤŲVĚare breaking down and norms of 
interaction are changing ••• as old popu-
lations assimilate, new groups of foreign 
language speakers move in and other types 
of bilingualism arise ••• with the ŦŲŬŴŸŪŦĚ
ŤWUŪŸȘĚdiversification of metropolitan 
centres, the communicative uses of code 
VŴŸWȘUÙŪŦĚare more likely to increase than 
decrease 
••. What distinguishes bilinguals from their 
monolingual neighbours is the JUXtaposition 
of cultural forms: the awareness that WUŤŸŲĚ
own mode of behaviour is only one of several 
possible modes, that style of ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚ
affects the interpretation of what a speaker 
intends to communicate and that there are 
others with different ȘŬÜÜẀŪÙȘŠWŸẂŤĚconventions 
and standards of evaluation that must not only 
be taken into account but that can also be 
ŸÜÙWŠWŤTĚor mimicked for special ȘŬÜÜẀŪÙȘŠWŸẂŤĚ
effect• (pp.64,65; see also Gumperz and Hymes 
1972:162) 
This part of the thesis is directly concerned with •ethnic 
TÙẂŤŲVÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪ•Ě and with new types of bilingualism that ŠŲŸVŤĚ
as new groups of foreign language speakers move in. It is con-
cerned with the ways ŸŪĚwhich styles of communication affect 
the interpretation of what is VŠŸTHĚ and more specifically, ŴŸWUĚ
1 imitation and mimicry• for special communicative effect. 
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Located in a multiethnic neighbourhood comprising people of 
Bangladeshi, English, Indian, Pakistani and West Indian ex-
traction (among others) , it focuses on one of the ways in 
which ethnically Pakistani, Indian, West Indian and Anglo 
children make use of their own and other people's lenguages. 
However, it deviates from Gumperz's path in two main 
ways. Firstly in terms of schematising interpersonal inter-
action, it attempts to elaborate and to bring a bit more 
order to a set of concepts able to handle different types of 
stylistic ẂŠŲÙŠWŸŬŪĚand something of their location ŴÙWUŸŪĚ
social structure. Studies of code-switching come close to 
this (e.g. Gumperz 1982; Fishman 1972; Scotton 1983), but 
they are not quite adequate as far as my Bedford data are 
concerned (and hence generally not quite adequate) • In par-
ticular, the crucial distinction between metaphorical and 
VÙWẀŠWŸŬŪŠŨĚswitching (Blom and Gumperz 1972) still isn't 
clear enough and it is primarily towards a ȘŨŠŲÙȚŸŤTĚ
elaboration of this that this chapter is directed. En route, 
a further set of concepts are entailed: these are not 
original, nor are they engaged with at a high level of 
theoretical sophistication (I shall not get extensively 
involved with the literatures on metaphor, conversational 
analysis or mutual knowledge). However, their close and 
varying relationships with these two types of code-switching 
will be described in some detail, and a heuristic framework 
outlined capable of addressing the empirical data in a rela-
tively satisfactory manner. In fact what follows overlaps 
to quite an extent with Mitchell-Kernan's (1972) account of 
the two Afro-American speech acts 'signifying' and 'marking', 
although the tone here is generally more schematic. 
As implied above, some efforts will be made to clarify 
the ways in which the interactional model being set out ties 
up with broader questions of social positioning. This ŴŸŨŨĚ
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not lead into a thorough engagement with macro-sociological 
theory, but in terms of accounting for the Bedford context, 
questions of power and racism w1ll be addressed. This is 
the second way in which what follows will elaborate on 
Gumperz, who can be criticised for treating these dimensions 
too parenthetically (Leitner 1983; Singh and Martohardjono 
1985; Sussex Linguistics and Anthropology Group 1986). For 
example, many settings would be more accurately represented 
if in the quotat1on above the concepts of stratification and 
denigration were substituted for 'ethnic d1versification' 
and imitation. 
This societal perspective will most fully inform the 
final chapter (Chapter 22). I shall commence at the inter-
actional level: and first of all some of the difficulties 
entailed in existing treatments of code-switching need to 
be outlined. 
16.2 Existing Treatments of Metaphorical vs Situational 
Code-switching 
There is no doubt that writers on code-switching have been 
persistent and much more successful than quantificational 
'Labovians' in setting stylistic variability alongside 
issues of identity and macro-social organisation, and much 
of what follows attempts to draw on this tradition. However, 
there have been two major sets of difficulties: the first 
concern conceptualisations of 'situation' and 'metaphor'; 
the second cons1st of these studies' preponderant emphasis 
on descr1ption, and a concom1tant failure to produce pro-
cedural models of code-switching which could tie in at a 
theoretical level with questions of power, growth and 
marg1nalisat1on. The hope here is that in tackling the 
first set of difficult1es, development towards the second 
can begin. 
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With 'situation', the problem hinges on whether this is 
essentially an observable, 'concrete' phenomenon or whether 
it is an only partially intersubjectively accessible, socio-
cognitive construct inside participants' heads. In fact, 
Blom and Gumperz (1972) are ambiguous on this. Material 
extralinguistic factors are clearly stated as mattering only 
in terms of their representation in participants' social 
knowledge (1972:422,432). Yet they allow their empirical 
description to dictate their definition of the difference 
between situational and metaphorical switching1 in such a 
way that these two are differentiated in (potentially very 
easily quantif1able?) terms of size and frequency, the situ-
ational type being big and less often (successive), the meta-
phorical being little ('intra-sentential') and more often 
(Gumperz 1982:60-61; Blom and Gumperz 1972:425-426; also 
e.g. Genishi 1981:137; McLure 1981:70; Breitborde 1983:10; 
Hill and Hill 1980; Fishman 1972:42). The problems with 
this empiricist approach have been pointed out by e.g. Pride 
(1979:40), Auer (1984:105), and these become apparent when 
situational switching is also called role switching (Blom 
and Gumperz 1972). This is at odds with at least some role 
theory which holds that roles can be enacted almost simul-
taneously without merging (Sarbin and Allen 1968; see also 
Fishman 1972:28; Pride 1979:34; Scotton 1983; Brown and 
Yule 1983:55). Two different sets of rights and obligations 
can be concurrent in an interaction and there is no reason 
why one part of a sentence can't emphasise one set and the 
other another, as indeed Blom and Gumperz tacitly admit when 
they describe micro-switches between a clerk and a fellow local 
in the course of a business transaction as alluding 'to the 
dual relationship which exists between them' (1972:426). In 
explaining the effects of (so-called) metaphorical switching, 
Gumperz (1982:84) says that 'speakers associate one of the two 
alternative expressions w1th the casualness or intimacy of 
home and peer-group relations and the other with the formality 
of public and outgroup relations' - in other words, with the 
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different sets of rights and obligat1ons, the appropriacy of 
which precisely situational switches are supposed to signal 
(1972:424). 2 (In fact, as we shall see later when more 
systematic theor1es of metaphor are drawn in to clarify 
metaphorical switching, the instance that Blom and Gumperz 
cite could be metaphorical switching, but they have failed 
to provide an adequate criteria! definition.) 
In these internal contradictions in Gumperz' keystone 
articles we can already see the confusion of theory with 
empirical description, but before addressing this more fully, 
the cognitive account of situation needs to be outl1ned more 
fully. Once again, on its own this is very well expressed 
by Gumperz (1982) together with the descriptive difficult1es 
that this implies: 
'soc1al presuppositions and attitudes shift 
in the course of interaction, often without 
a corresponding change in extralinguistic 
context' ( 1982 : 15 3) 
'The picture of everyday conversation that 
emerges from this (ethnomethodological) work 
is one of a dynam1c interact1ve flow marked 
by constant transitions from one mode of 
speaking to another; shifts from informal 
chat to serious discussion, from argument to 
humour, or narrative to rap1d repartee, etc.' 
(159) 
'I would argue that a cogn1tive approach to 
discourse must bu1ld on interaction. It must 
account for the fact that what is relevant 
background knowledge changes as the interaction 
progresses, that 1nterpretat1ons are multiply 
embedded and that ••• several quite different 
interactions are often carried on at the same 
time' ( 166). 
Clearly, the empirical descr1ption of the situation 1n discourse 
requires much more than attention to topic, sett1ng and inter-
locutor, and g1ven multiply embedded interpretations and d1fferent 
simultaneous interactions (and often intersubjective dissensus) , we 
must ult1mately acknowledge a great deal of analyt1c indeterm1nacy. 
Beyond that, th1s view of situation as cont1nually evolv1ng, being 
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elaborated and adapted, challenges the existing separation of 
metaphorical and situational switching to the extent that Auer 
proposes dropping it completely (1984:90,95), and Gumperz himself 
shifts to greater use of the transparently descriptive term 
'conversational' switching in place of metaphorical (on this em-
phatically cognitive conception of situation (and also for the 
empirical descriptive difficulties it presents) see e.g. Brown 
and Yule 1983:58; also Heritage 1984; Gal 1983:64). 
As far as 'metaphorical' switching is concerned, studies of 
code-switching have defined it (beyond purely being 'little' and 
'often')as 'enriching' interaction (Blom and Gumperz 1972),as 
'adding' and 'lending' another dimension (Hill and Hill 1980), as 
involving 'two memberships' (Breitborde 1983), as bring1ng 
'incongruity' (Scotton 1983) and as being 'emphatic' or 'con-
trastive' (Fishman 1972). All of these are compatible with the 
concept of metaphor, but none of them rests on a thorough defi-
nition of what a metaphor actually is or might be - not an easy 
question (Ortony 1979:16) but one that rewards more than the most 
casual attention (see Mitchell-Kernan 1972). The lack of a 
systematic exposition of metaphor maybe permits Auer's complete 
reject1on of the switching dichotomy, and it permits Scotton, 
whose account is otherwise broadly in sympathy with my own, to 
rephrase it as her self-contradictory 'multiple-identities' maxim. 
Scotton equates metaphorical switching with her multiple identi-
ties maxim (1983:134) and then writes: 
'Code switching is often the unmarked choice for 
bilingual coevals. Therefore each code switch 
does not generate a new implicature. Rather it 
is the overall pattern of code-switching which 
is the source of the implicature. Since each 
code is an unmarked realisation of an RO (rights 
and obligations) set, code switching implicates 
at least two different rights-and-obligations 
sets and therefore symbolises the dual identities 
of the bilingual speakers' (1983:122). 
If both of these codes 1s unmarked and expected in the moment to 
moment course of an interaction, how far are they actually dis-
tinguished by participants and how far can they therefore be 
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taken to represent different rights and obligations sets? Haven't 
these two codes merged to produce a new and singular identity, co-
terminous with a single though 'genetically' m1xed code? Of 
course, code alternation can represent very rapid 1dentity alter-
nation; but in addition with a properly enunciated conception 
of metaphor, two very distinct identities can be seen as proJected 
absolutely simultaneously. Unfortunately, Scotton's conception 
of metaphor is unable to handle this, since metaphor (wh1ch at 
least she tries to define) is described as little more than re-
presentation ('metaphor1c productiv1ty' is summarised in terms of 
'take x as y' (1983:125; also 118)). 
In fact this failure to define 'metaphor' clearly, can have 
some quite disagreeable consequences, particularly if 'metaphor1-
cal' is also understood in the sense of 'secondary', 'not real' 
and 'non-serious', which are all leg1timate intuit1ve assoc1ations 
(on a par with the others noted above). For example, Hill and 
Hill (1980) describe Spanish as associated with dign1ty, power 
and prestige and then go on to define its use by bilingual Nahuatl 
speakers as 'metaphorical'. Is the prestigious Spanish-speak1ng 
identity completely inaccessible to them? Can their use of 
Spanish never be regarded as redefining the context 1n such a way 
that speakers are seen as 'genu1nely' more dign1fied (= situation-
a! sw1tching)? Are they always to be seen as only pretend1ng and 
as essentially und1gnified, powerless and non-prestigious? This 
is obviously not Hill and Hill's 1ntention, but a loose (size of 
switch) use of the term 'metaphorical' clearly has these conno-
tations (1deological and soc1al pos1tion1ng of this kind will be 
explicated more fully below (16.3.5, 16.3.7) when the effects of 
metaphorical vs situat1onal sw1tching are d1scussed). 
So the conceptualisat1on of both 'situation' and 'metaphor' 
has been defect1ve 1n various ways. Part of th1s failure in 
regard to 'situation' was attributed to pr1or1tising descript1on 
above theory, and this appl1es far beyond Blom and Gumperz (1972). 
A number of studies examine code switch data bases and construct 
lists of the ways in which, in the analyst's view, language alter-
nation has affected text interpretat1on, and these effects are 
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then retroactively ŠVȘŲŸŞŤTĚas purposes to the speaker (e.g. 
Gumperz 1982:75ff; Hill and Hill 1980; McLure 1981; Valdes 
1981; Auer 1984; Bentahila 1983; Gal 1979). This detailed 
text analysis is a very useful activity, but there is VŬÜŤWŸÜŤVĚnot 
sufficient ŲŤȘŬŦŪŸWÙŬŪĚof the indeterminacy of interpretation, 
a factor routinely acknowledged within pragmatics where the 
attempt is made to model speaker intentions and goals (e.g. 
Leech 1983:33,35; Brown and Yule 1983:33,266; Grice 1975:58; 
Searle 1975:63,64; though also Gumperz 1982:32,159,208-209). 
Hence there is a risk of confusing linguistic products with the 
procedures by which they were produced and of mixing analytic 
and user categories. To borrow from de Beaugrande and Dressler, 
we can say that 'though still a central ŠȘWŸẂÙWXĚof investigation• 
'the discovery of units and structural patterns• mustn•t distract 
us from ẂÙŤŴŸŪŦĚthem as 'something 
procedures of human interactants': 
created via operational 
1 The TŤVȘŲŸŮWÙŬŪĚof an object requires that we 
ÙTŤŪWŸȚXĚthose orderly ŮŲÙŪȘŸŮŨŤVĚ to the extent 
that the ȘŨŠVVŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚof samples can be ob-
jectively and reliably performed. 
The explanation of the object, on the other 
hand, ŲŤŰẀŸŲŤVĚ that we uncover the principles 
whereby the object assumed the characteristics 
it has and whereby the observable samples were 
created and used' (1981:23,33,32). 
Scotton (e.g. 1979 and 1983) is evidently aware of the dangers 
of too much description and initiates a procedural model, but her 
failure to come to grips with metaphor means that the chance to 
make a fundamental and economical statement about types of 
speaker intention is missed. So too is a connection with language 
and personal growth. Several papers in Duran (ed.) (1981) comment 
on the bias of code-switching studies towards adults, and on the 
failure to include children (e.g. McLure 1981:70; Genishi 1981: 
133; Zentella ÍĲĮÍJÍÌĲĞŸĚYet their strategy largely consists of on-
ly more empirical descriptions, a set of synchronic snapshots of a 
merely younger age group. MŸVȘẀVVÙŬŪVĚof metaphor however common-
ly raise questions about processes and mechanisms of change (e.g. 
Richards 1936:135; Coleridge in Hawkes 1972:42-56; Lakoff and 
Johnson 1980; Ortony (ed.) 1979): looking closely at metaphor 
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in the context of the situational vs metaphorical VŴŸWȘUÙŪŦĚ
dichotomy, could suggest VŬÜŤWŸŪŦĚof the processes by which 
people manage to move from one VXŪȘUŲŬŪŸȘĚstate to the next. 
Against this background, the WUŤŬŲŤWŸȘŠŨĚ framework can 
now be set out. 
16.3 Theoretical Framework for the Description of Interactional 
Code Switching 
In this framework the major components are: 
initiative vs responsive style 
situational vs ȚÙŦẀŲŠWŸẂŤĚswitching (subdivided into 
metaphoric vs ironic) 
ÙŪWŤŲVẀŞÚŤȘWÙẂŸWXĚ
categorisations 
ego- vs alter-identification. 
I shall outline each in turn, TŲŠŴŸŪŦĚout their interconnections 
and their ŸŮŨÙȘŠWÙŬŪVĦĚ Initially , the main locus of description 
ŸVĚ the speaker, and the framework is couched in terms of the 
speaker's intentionality, WUŤŸŲĚreflexive awareness of how their 
actions ÜŸŦUWĚbe seen by their ŸŪWŤŲŨŬȘẀWŬŲVHĚ and their ŠŪWÙȘŸ­
pation of hearer responses (see e.g. Leech 1983:34,35). 
16.3.1 Initiative vs Responsive Style 
This takes up terms proposed by Bell (1984), but redefines them 
so that the matter of ŸŪÙWÙŠWÙŪŦĚor responding is not conflated 
with different types of switching (i.e. metaphorical or situ-
ational) (cf. Bell 1984:182,183). 
Responsive style entails the Speaker (S) intentionally conforming 
to what he thinks the Hearer (H) expects 
(e.g. S thinks 'H thinks I am going to 
say/do something along the lines of y, 
so I am going to say/do y') 
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Initiative style entails S intentionally not conforming to what 
he thinks H's expectancies are 
(e.g. S thinks 'H thinks I am going to 
do/say something along the lines of y, 
but I am going to say/do x). 
Very broadly, responsive style entails the maintenance and 
elaboration of the manner and direction of the d1scourse, whereas 
initiative style involves the introduction of elements that are 
discrepant in some significant respects. Scotton's distinction 
between 'marked' and 'unmarked' code selections is very similar 
to this (1983), and it is obviously compatible with e.g. Gumperz' 
notion of conversational expectancy (1982:206,207; also Tannen 
1979). 
However, one issue needs to be clarified. A great deal of 
communication ordinarily involves S saying things to H which H 
does not know, and this is of course reflected in the basic 
topic-comment utterance structure. A lot of normal conversation 
involves initiative (S telling H things that are new to H) , and 
indeed conversations in which one participant is only responsive 
are just boring (de Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981:36). So how 
much initiative do you need to get initiative style? This is a 
recognised problem in text linguist1cs (see de Beaugrande and 
Dressler 1981:Ch.VII) and Grice's maxim of quantity- 'Make your 
contribution as informative as required', not more - focuses on 
precisely this ambiguity: saying something new (informative) 
while sticking within the limits (as required). How much devi-
ation from H's expectancies produces the new orientation that 
initiative style creates can never be specified in the abstract 
(indeed, participants will often be faced with the same problem): 
maybe this new/reorientation occurs when S either exceeds the 
latitude H allows, or says something new to H which is of a com-
pletely different nature to the new information H was expecting; 
or maybe S simply non-conforms to H's expectancy by saying 
nothing new at all. One way of explicating stylistic initiative 
is in terms of Gricean flouts, 1n which the speaker blatantly 
fails to fulfil some conversational maxim (such as indeed the 
maxim of quantity above) and implicatures are generated (Grice 
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1975; cp. Gumperz 1982:94). ÖŲŤȘÙVŤŸXĚwhich maxim was flouted 
would depend on the type of initiative - Grice's prepositional 
examples of metaphor and irony in terms of flouts to the maxim 
of quality (1975:53) would obviously not apply with a sw1tch in 
phonolog1cal coding and there is no need to try and identify or 
set up a list of maxims to connect with the data below. Further-
more, there 1s also no purpose here in try1ng to formulate too 
rigorous a mechanism to define initiative switches since anyway 
the task of relating flouts to the metaphorical interpretation 
to be discussed below, is itself highly complex (see Levinson 
1983:157,158 on Grice's inadequacy in this respect; Levinson 
also writes: 'More concrete suggestions for a pragmatic theory 
of metaphor s1mply do not, at the time of writing, exist' (1983: 
158)). In general, beyond ind1cating broad lines of resolution, 
we can leave the question on the manner in which initiative 
sw1tches are ach1eved relatively untheor1sed. We can say that 
they generally entail a challenge to the default interpretation 
(Leech 1983:42) and it is worth pointing out the connect1on here 
with (less schemat1c) not1ons of literary 'foreground1ng 1 , which 
Leech (1969:57) describes as the name given to surprising and 
interesting (i.e. significant) deviations from linguistic or 
other socially accepted norms (Gal 1979:10 also uses the term). 
It is this that sets off the processes of figurat1ve 1nterpre-
tat1on to be indicated below. 
So much then for initiative and responsive design. 
16.3.2 Situational vs Figurat1ve Sw1tching 
Both situational and figurat1ve sw1tching are related to init1-
at1ve des1gn: they refer to different intentions underlying S 
efforts not to conform to H expectanc1es. This is the relat1on-
ship of the terms so far: 
Initiative 
/ \ . 3 Situat1onal F1gurat1ve 
Responsive 
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If one emphasises the cognitive dimension to their use of the 
concept 'situation', situational shift in the terms here relates 
to the same kind of thing that Gumperz and Blom associate ŸWĚwith 
- a ŲŤTŤȚÙŪWÙWŸŬŪĚby S of the VŸWẀŠWÙŬŪĚin some respect: a change 
in participants• cognitive representation of role-relations, 
activity, topic, any other of those aspects of speech events/ 
situations outlined e.g. by Hymes (1972) (e.g. scene, key, genre, 
channel etc.) and probably more (see below 16.3.4). Situational 
switching involves speakers in trying to achieve some recategori-
sation of the interaction in which they are engaged (this is also 
close to Scotton). 
Figurative switching does not strive for recategorisation of 
the ongoing interaction: instead of trying to replace one cate-
gorisation with another (= VÙWẀŠWŸŬŪŠŨĚswitches) , it tries to 
achieve a dual categorisation. It calls for an alternative/ 
supplementary interpretation of the interaction, superimposed 
upon and simultaneous with the existing interpretation. 4 In this 
sense it enriches the situation. While I do not propose to engage 
fully with theories of metaphor (e.g. on the respective ÜŤŲŸWVĚof 
semantic vs pragmatic accounts), it is worth elaborating here on 
at least one influential view relevant to this characterisation 
of figurative switching. This is the 'interaction' view of meta-
phor, which can be more or less associated with I.A. Richards 
(1936) (after Coleridge), Black (1979) and Tourangeau and 
Sternberg (1982). 
Richards writes: 
'In the simplest formulation, when we use a 
metaphor we have two thoughts of different 
things active together and supported by a 
single word, a phrase, whose meaning is a 
resultant of their interaction' (1936:93). 
He goes on to describe metaphor as an 'interaction between eo-
present thoughts', a 'transaction between contexts' (93,94). 
(See also Black 1979:27-29; Tourangeau and Sternberg 1982:212-
227). The crucial point here is the active eo-presence of the 
two elements in metaphor- the given topic or subject ('tenor') 
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and the new item ('vehicle') brought into relationship with it. 
Translating this back into terms of conversational expectancy, 
encountering metaphor would involve trying to see how the devi-
ating item that you did not expect relates to the item you were 
expecting, and then making your interpretations of the meaning 
from the blend of the two. It is not one or the other - the 
expected or the unexpected - which determ1nes one's final reading 
- 1t is the juxtaposition of the two. This is the 'double-
vision' with which Wellek and Warren (1949) characterise meta-
phor; this is also the dual categorisation, the two-level analy-
sis involved in figurative switch1ng as outlined here (see also 
Labov 1972b:324 on 'sounding'). Other views of metaphor lay less 
emphasis on the contribution to interpretation of the interactive 
conjunction of the two elements in metaphor (Levin 1979:128 as-
serts that the 'compar1son' view (see Levinson 1983:148, Ortony 
1979:3,4; Hawkes 1972) and Searle (1979) underest1mate the 
extent to which tenor/frame qualifies veh1cle/focus) and Richards 
himself states that 'with different metaphors the relative im-
portance of the contribution of vehicle and tenor to this re-
sultant meaning var1es immensely' (1936:100). Yet concentrated 
attention on both would still seem to be a feature of meta-
phorical process1ng. 
The quest1on arises of course, how far does th1s d1ffer from 
the processing of other types of non-metaphorical 
implicatures (e.g. ind1rect speech acts etc.), or 1ndeed 
from so-called literal language itself. This 1s clearly a hugely 
complex question, but (even) if the view is taken that there 1s 
no difference in kind between the processing of literal and meta-
phorical language (Rumelhart 1979; Leech 1983:31,33,42), the 
d1fference between them can be usefully characterised 1n terms of 
differing degrees of conventionality. What distinguishes 
figurat1ve language is the degree of unexpectedness and the 
amount of inferent1al processing it requ1res, and here the 
1nitiative vs responsive design difference can again be drawn 1n. 
The use of e.g. standard implicatures (Levinson 1983:104), and 
dead or 'sleep1ng' metaphors (see e.g. Lakoff and Johnson (1980)) 
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would fall into the responsive design category where the dis-
tinction between tenor and vehicle (and literal and figurative) 
will not become an issue for the addressee. However, perhaps in 
proportion to the unexpectedness of the new item, the relation 
and difference between these two will become salient and problem-
atic in initiative switches. 
So with regard to the 'double vision• that they produce, the 
difference between figurative and non-figurative implicatures is 
one of degree, and in this respect, the difference between re-
sponsive and initiative design can also be seen as quantitative 
(at least from an analytic perspective) • The difference between 
situational switching and figurative switching is however one of 
kind: 
In situational VŴŸWȘUÙŪŦHĚS non-conforms to what he thinks H 
expects, but he hopes that H will adopt 
the unexpected categorisation - the new 
definition of their role-relationship, 
group memberships, activity, key etc. -
and that H will allow it to guide the 
ensuing interaction. 
In figurative switching, S non-conforms to what he thinks H 
expects, but he wants H to see the un-
expected categorisation as an adjunct 
to the current, expected categorisation. 
He expects H to activate the processes 
of figurative inference, which do not 
entail the new categorisation replacing 
the old as a basis for interaction, but 
instead concentrating on their juxta-
•t• 5 ŮŬVŸĚŸŬŪĦĚ
On this definition, what Gumperz identifies as conversation-
al/metaphorical is often in fact situational switching. 
He gives the example of a father speaking to his son in 
English and Hindi: 
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"Keep straight. Sidha jao (keep straight)." (1982:91) 
"Baju-me jao beta, andar mat (go to the side, son, not 
inside). Keep to the side!" (1982:92), 
and suggests that the switch to we-coded Hindi in the first sig-
nifies a personal appeal, and the switch to (they-coded) English 
in the second suggests a ŴŠŲŪŸŪŦĚor mild threat. Both of these 
are doubtless ÙŪŸWÙŠWÙẂŤĚVŴŸWȘUŤVHĚbut surely in both cases, the 
switch initiates a new set of norms with which the father expects 
his son to comply. Each involves a recategorisation of their 
relationship, which the father expects the son to adopt ŨÙÛŤŴŸVŤJĚ
in the first, he wants his son to behave as the beloved son, 
rather than an unresponsive unknown child; in the second, he 
wants him to act as the good student, not the undisciplined and 
spoilt son. Of course, both of these are speculative readings on 
my part, but the point is clear - in both cases the father wants 
his son to act in accordance with the new relationship he is 
introducing, in contrast to the old which he seeks to abandon, 
due to its ineffectiveness in controlling his son's behaviour. 
This is situational shifting (see also Valdes 1981:101). 
In contrast is an illustration from my own data: 
At the youth club, 01i (Indian male 15 yrs old) 
is sitting with some friends watching ÌÎŸĚ (Indian 
male 16+) play pool. ÌÎŸĚdoes a very bad shot 
and Oii says in a very Punjabi accent 
Bali, very good shot 
This is initiative TŤVŸŦŪĚon at least two ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸȘŠWÙẂŤĚ levels 
(see below: data ŸWŤŲŪĚ 35): ŮUŬŪŬŨŬŦŸȘŠŨŨXHĚ it does not conform 
to people's expectations about Oli's normal pronunciation (which 
is ŬŲTŸŪŠŲÙŨXĚnot ŪŬWŸȘŤŠŞŨXĚPunjabi); ŮŲŬŮŬVŸWÙŬŪŠŨŨXHĚ it 
contradicts the normal ŲŤŠTŸŪŦĚof the situation - 02i's shot was 
very bad. It is not a situational shift because it ÙŪŸWÙŠWŤVĚno 
recategorisation of the VŸWẀŠWÙŬŪĚwith which H is expected to comply: 
02i is most likely to tell him to shut up, and to reject any serious 
attempt to attribute to UŸÜĚthe uncool qualities arguably as-
sociated with heavily accented Punjabi English (see below) • It 
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is a figurative shift because it relies for its effect on a dual 
perception of the situation: the disparity between the two cate-
gorisations- between o2:seen as uncool and 02fs normal status 
as hard on the one hand, and between praise for a good shot and 
the real1ty of the bad one - this disparity is comic. 
Figurative switching is, in ordinary (white middle-class) 
conversation, often short-lived (though see e.g. 19.3 below). If 
the Hearer takes up the figurative shift, misinterpreting it as a 
situational shift, this may conceivably cause embarrassment to 
the Speaker, who might try to extricate himself with a remark 
like 'I'm only joking', 'I'm not serious'. Situational shifting 
may initiate a change of longer duration, but it need not, as I 
have argued above and as my explication of Gumperz's examples 
perhaps indicates. So, returning to the clerk and the local en-
gaged in a business transaction in Hemnesberget, without detailed 
exemplification of what they said, we cannot say whether 'their 
constant alternation between the standard and the dialect during 
their business transaction' involved figurative or situational 
switching. They have a dual relationship - clerk and client, and 
local and local - but we only have figurative switching if either 
tries to generate mean1ng specifically out of the juxtaposition 
of the two. 
16.3.3 Metaphoric and Ironic Switching 
These are the last two terms I shall try to differentiate in this 
hierarchy of switch1ng, and both of these are aspects of figur-
ative switching. The picture is therefore as follows: 
Responsive Initiative 
ŐÙWẀŠWÙŸĚ)urative U ĦŸĦĚMetap or1c Iron1c 
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It needs to be stressed that despite my emphasis on the need 
for a consideration of procedural questions in studies of code-
switching ĜŮĦŸŬHŨHĚ section 16.2 above), the model here is still 
motivated w1th a view to (coherent) description, and is maybe 
still only semi-procedural. This is especially apparent here 
where the terms 'metaphorical' and 'ironic' are mainly selected 
for their descriptive convenience, and not ŸŸŠŪXĚparticular 
theories about their difference in mind. Follow1ng Leech (1969), 
it is proposed that both metaphor and irony involve the simul-
taneous process1ng of two levels of meaning: in metaphor, the 
interpretive procedures work on the assumption that the figur-
ative meaning is somehow complementing/like the l1teral meaning, 
whereas ironic interpretive procedures work on the assumption 
that the figurative and the literal meanings are somehow in 
contrast/oppos1te. 
This leads to the following formulations of Speaker intent: 
In metaphoric switching, S does not conform to what he thinks H 
expects, but he wants H to see the un-
expected meaning as a complementary 
adjunct to the expected meaning. 
In ironic sw1tching, 
(He wants H to see the figurative/ 
unexpected as somehow sim1lar to the 
literal/expected.) 
S does not conform to what he thinks H 
expects, but he wants H to see the un-
expected meaning as a contrastive 
adjunct to the expected meaning. 
(He wants H to see the f1gurative/ 
unexpected as somehow opposite to the 
literal/expected.) 
The example given above of the boy saying 'very good shot' when 
his friend played a bad shot 1s most likely a case of ironic 
switch1ng, and iron1c f1gurative init1at1ves are generally easier 
to ident1fy and to distinguish from situat1onal 1nitiative 
switches than metaphoric figurative initiat1ves. By the very 
nature of contrasting with expected/literal meaning, the options 
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for H to adopt the initiated categorisation of the situation are 
reduced: it would, for example, necessitate a very radical re-
orientation of the pool player's perception of the game of pool 
for him to accept 01i's praise literally, to take up his cate-
gorisation and e.g. to continue with a discussion of the particu-
lar skills it had required. Of course, ironic switches can be 
misconstrued as situational switches - see the discussion of 
shared knowledge below - but by virtue of being at odds with a 
good deal of the information available to H from e.g. the con-
text, this is less likely than with metaphoric switching. In 
contrast, metaphoric switching is much more in accordance with 
expected meaning: in processing the rest of the data entailed 
in the communicative setting, H is afforded less opportunity to 
see whether S's initiative is serious or not. It is more con-
sistent with what has preceded in the interaction, there is less 
evidence of the need to adopt the dual perspective, and there is 
less to constrain H's ŠTŬŮWŸŪŦĚthe newly initiated categorisation. 
Shared knowledge is probably much more important achieving meta-
phorical switching successfully, and this emerges in the following 
example: 
03i (ethnically Indian, M, 13 yrs old), 02e (Angle, 
F, 15 -a helper), 03e (Angle, M, 12 yrs old) 
Ben and others are in a craftwork period during 
summer school. They are walking around looking 
at completed and ongoing work. 03i sees an 
object and says in a very PunJabi accent (underlined): 
'Very good very good. I like that one' 
The Punjabi accent differs from 03i's normal pronunciation and 
certainly to my expectancies (as a participant). It is, I think, 
an initiative shift. 03i's sentiments, as expressed in his 
praise, are not ironic: he genuinely does like the object he 
sees. What then is his intention in non-conforming to phono-
ŨŬŦŸȘŠŨĚexpectancy - is this a VÙWẀŠWŸŬŪŠŨĚshift or a meta-
phorical one? The answer depends on the categorisation that the 
very Punjabi accent conjures: more precisely, does it conjure a 
categorisation in which it is quite customary for H to partici-
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pate reciprocally? In other words, does ŸWĚÙŪẂÙWŤIŸŪÙWÙŠWŤĚsome 
ÛŸŪTĚof conventional role ŲŤŨŠWÙŬŪVUŸŮĹĚ In Word Grammar terms, 
is it instantiating an entity that takes a 'companion' (Hudson 
1984:38) which S thinks H can recognise and enact himself? Or 
alternatively, does S ȘŬŪVŸTŤŲĚthe category conjured to be un-
available to H 1n terms of any reciprocating enactment? In the 
case of the former, we have situational VŴŸWȘUÙŪŦĴĚ with the 
latter, metaphorical. With regard to some of the data to be 
discussed below, I find it hard to decide (see discussion of 
requests). With WUŸVĚ example however, I prefer the second inter-
pretation: ȘŤŲWŠŸŪŨXĚas a participant I was unaware of any ways 
in which I could reciprocate and adopt 03i's initiative, and 
indeed this case seems to be in line with examples elsewhere in 
my data, where Hs much more closely involved with the peer net-
work than me show no signs of adapting to quite similar ÙŪŸWÙ­
atives switches. Regarding very good very good as a metaphori-
cal initiative shift then, the task is to work out the ways in 
which the very Punjabi pronunciation serves as a complementary 
adjunct to 03i's literal meaning: without wanting to pre-empt 
the full TÙVȘẀVVŸŬŪĚof my data below, we may hypothesise that the 
entity conjured through very Punjabi pronunciation perhaps has 
associations of VŸŪȘŤŲÙWXĚ for S, and thus the metaphoric effect 
is to ŸŪWŤŪVÍȚXĚhis praise. Alternatively, perhaps in a school 
context the relevant entity is unfashionable, and so conceivably 
03i's phonological ÙŪÙWŸŠWÙẂŤĚqualifies and down-tones his ap-
ŮŲŤȘÙŠWŸŬŪĦĚ
To sum up: while the conceptual distinction I have elabor-
ated between metaphorical and situational sw1tching may be rela-
tively clear, 1n practice they may be less easily differentiated. 
Identifying situat1onal as opposed to ironical switching 1s less 
difficult in practice, and I think that Hearer responses to meta-
phorical as opposed to 1ronical ȚÙŦẀŲŠWŸẂŤĚinit1atives 1nd1cate 
that we also ŬŲTŸŪŠŲÙŨXĚhave an idea of which is which: to S's 
metaphorical switch, H ŸVĚ l1kely to check with 'Really?', whereas 
to ironical switches, responses will be 'Get out of it' or 'Shut 
up'. 
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So far then, our model is: 
Responsive style: 
S intentionally conforms 
to what he thinks H expects. 
Situational switching: 
S does not conform to what 
he thinks H expects, but 
he hopes H will adopt the 
new categorisation. 
Metaphoric switching: 
S does not conform to what 
he thinks H expects, but he 
wants H to see the unex-
pected ȘŠWŤŦŬŲÙVŠWŸŬŪĚas a 
complementary adjunct to 
the expected one. 
16.3.4 . . . 6 ĿŠWŤŦŬŲŸŤVĚand ĿŠWŤŦŬŲŸVŠWŸŬŪĚ
Initiative style: 
S intentionally does not 
conform to what he thinks 
H expects. 
Figurative switching: 
S non-conforms to what 
he thinks H expects, but 
he wants H to see the 
unexpected categorisation 
as an adjunct to the 
expected\ categorisation. 
Ironic switching: 
S does not conform to 
what he thinks H expects, 
but he wants H to see 
the unexpected categori-
sation as a contrastive 
adjunct to the expected 
one. 
I have been talking of categories and categorisation and have 
already begun to indicate what I mean by this. However, a fuller 
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explanation is called for. 
The governing and uncontroversial assumption is that our 
behaviour is guided by the categorisations that we make of ŸĚ g. 
the situations we are in, the kind of food we are eating, t .• 
type of ŴŲŸWŸŪŦĚwe are doing etc. etc. etc. (Gumperz 1982:21-22; 
also e.g. Tajfel 1981:149; also Ch.5.4.1 above). Co-operative 
social behaviour results from actors having an idea of the cate-
gories each is operating with, trying to synchronise them and 
conducting interactions with these categorisations roughly agreed 
upon (cf. e.g. Goffman 1959:Ch.2; Gumperz 1982:163; Heritage 
1984:45,59). Categorisations may be concerned with language, 
speech events, situations {e.g. Gumperz and Blom 1972:432), or 
indeed sport, traffic, social roles, plants, VŬȘŸŠŨĚgroups, 
shopping - anything that we know about (Hudson 1984:37; Tajfel 
1981:145,146). 
Talking of social groups as a particular type of psycho-
logical category, Tajfel's (1981:229) ẂŸŤŴĚis that these ȘŬÜŮŲŸVŤĚ
a cognitLve component, possibly an evaluative component and 
7 possLbly an emotLonal component. It seems reasonable to venture 
that this is true of all types of psychological category (TaJfel 
frequently emphasises the connection between social stereotyping 
and categorisation in general (1978:429)). WLthout wishing to 
engage wLth an extensive literature on categorisatLon (cf. Brown 
and Yule 1983:233ff; Tannerr 1979:137-144) or to get ŸŪWŬĚdebate 
str 
with Personal ConAuct Theory, the cogn1tive component of a cate-
gory presumably consLsts of recognition of the cluster of items 
composing it, together with knowledge of the categories with 
which it can comb1ne and eo-occur, and the relationshLps it 
forms with other categorLes at both h1gher and lower levels. The 
formulatLons used to describe the relatLonship between linguistic 
entLties in Word Grammar may go some of the way to identify the 
cognit1ve component of categories generally (Hudson 1984:37ff; 
see also e.g. Brown and Yule 1983:239; Bock 1964), though by no 
means all (cf. Beaugrande and Dressler 1981:99). Categories will 
vary Ln the extent to which they are utilised, in their degrees 
of definition, and Ln the extent to which they are socially 
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shared. Feelings of liking, dislike, love, indifference etc. 
could be presumably also associated with particular categories 
(= the emotional component) and perhaps assessments of goodness 
and badness also form a part of each (though, rather than being 
a separate slot available in each category it is maybe better to 
see any evaluative aspects involved in the process of categori-
sation as deriving from connections made between a non-evaluative 
category and categories existing elsewhere in category systems 
developed primarily for dealing with ethical matters) • 
ØUŸVĚapproach has several implications for the understanding 
of initiative design, and it is worth specifying the cognitive 
nature of the categories necessarily involved in situational and 
figurative code switching. In both, a switch introduces a super-
ordinate category encompassing a different set of relevances. 
Both are frame8 switches which make appropriate a new cluster of 
conceptual relationships (cf. Bateson 1954, in Innis (ed.) 1985). 
Gumperz's term •contextualisation cue• refers to communicative 
devices by which particular frames are indicated as appropriate 
to an interaction, and his speech activities/activity types are 
frames entailing constraints on action and possible interpretation 
(Gumperz 1982:166; also Levinson 1979:368; Brown and Frazer 
1979:42). In Levinson's terms, •to each and every clearly demar-
cated activity there is a corresponding set of inferential 
schemata• {1979:371). In this approach, situational switching 
might be seen as altering activity types and introducing schemata 
which entail different role relations etc. {though see below for 
reservations about such 'macro• accounts). 
It is not however only situational VŴŸWȘUŤVĚ that initiate 
new frames/superordinate categories. Writers on metaphor fre-
quently stress the manner in which the vehicle (= new element) 
is itself the 'tip of a submerged iceberg' (Black 1979:31) 
bringing with it a new set of cognitive associations. Richards' 
description of metaphor as 'a transaction between contexts• 
(1936:94) is plainly significant in this regard: metaphor also 
entails the introduction of a new interpretive framework, though 
here it ŤẄŸVWVĚsimultaneously/interactively with the given, and 
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does not succeed it as in situational switching (on metaphor 
and frame juxtaposition, see also e.g. Tourangeau and Sternberg 
on 'interactive domains' (1982); Lakoff and Johnson on gestalts 
and 'domains of experience' (1980); Black's 'implicative com-
plexes' (1979:31,32,34); Rumelhart on schemata (1979:90); 
Petrie on 'contexts of rules' (1979:440); also Levinson (1983: 
159,160)). 
This compar4son in fact raises a ser4ous question about 
Gumperz and Levinson's focus on 'activLty types' as the crucLal 
macro-categories guiding action and interpretat4on (indeed Ln 
themselves these are rather Lndeterminate and fuzzy categories -
see Levinson 1979:368; Gumperz 1982:166; also Brown and Yule on 
the utilisation of Hymes' etic taxonomy 1983:37,39). GLven 
hierarchic knowledge organisation (cf. e.g. Gumperz 169,207; 
Brown and Levinson 1978) the Lnterpretation of categories much 
smaller than 'speech activLties' can still have implications for 
the way in which lower level entLties are enacted/understood: 
much of the literature on metaphor concerns interpretLve re-
orientations operating at sentence level (without alteration to 
speech activity) and Lndeed even whether a word is interpreted 
as a noun or a verb can affect its phonological coding. There 
is no reason why the interpretation of actLvity type should be 
the only behaviourally and interpersonally consequential frame 
perception. Negotiating a frame of interpretation is much more 
than agreeing on what activity is beLng enacted and a discussLon 
in a seminar can go seriously wrong (e.g. tempers lost, animosL-
ties generated) if despite agreeing on its still being a seminar, 
there LS disagreement about e.g. the meaning of the words 'Labov' 
or 'socLolinguLstics'. What this in fact means is that Ln the 
definitLon of sLtuatLonal swLtching, we should not restrict our-
selves to role-relations, topLc and such like, and we should 
accept that interpretive frameworks exist at many levels, which 
regard to every conceivable phenomenon. A theory of switching 
need not confine itself to any particular type or level of cate-
gory: which one one selects for attention wLll depend on the 
type of behaviour and the socio-cultural environment with which 
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one is empirically engaged. Category/frame specification is much 
better separated from theory, and left open for descriptive 
analysis in the ethnography of communication (see the remarks on 
the awkward relationship between code-switching theory and de-
scription in 16.2 above). 
This discussion of categories and frames has further impli-
cations which will emerge in the course of the next section, 
where analysis focuses more fully on the interactional dyad. 
16.3.5 Intersubjectivity 
So far, most of the theoretical framework (as opposed to the 
exemplifications) has been developed in relation to the Speaker 
at the moment of utterance (more or less). 
However, S's conception of what H expects has been a ȘŲẀȘŸŠŨĚ
element in its formulation, and it is worth shifting our focus to 
take in both participants in the interaction. The assumption 
made by participants that there is ŲŤȘŸŮŲŬȘŠŨĚunderstanding is 
evidently fairly robust, and mutual comprehension may well be 
more 'a VXŪȘUŲŬŪŸVŠWÙŬŪĚof methods' (Heritage 1984) than 'a 
common intersection of overlapping sets' (Garfinkel 1972:320). 
Even so, it is useful to schematically set out the ways in which 
the speaker code uses outlined above may be misconstrued by the 
listener (this will also somewhat systematize the caveats that 
need to be borne in mind when it comes to analysing the empirical 
data below). 
The first source of misinterpretation relates to S's con-
ception of what H expects. S may simply get this wrong so that 
0 
0 
what S intends to be initiative switch,H construes as 
responsive 
(so S might think: 'Some people are never surprised') 
what S intends to be responsive, H construes as initiative 
(S thinks: 'Some people are surprised at the most 
obvious things') 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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what S intends to be situational shift, H construes as 
figurative 
(H apologises: 'Sorry, I dLd not think you were 
serious') 
what S intends as figurative, H construes as situational 
(S thinks: 'Some people are amazingly prosaic') 
what S intends as ironic, H construes as situational 
(S repairs: 'I was only pulling your leg') 
what S Lntends as metaphoric, H construes as ironic, and 
vice-versa. 
Another source of misunderstanding relates to attributions of 
intentionality: 
0 S may intentionally non-conform to H's expectancies, he may 
succeed Ln doing so, but H may consider this to be unin-
tentional, with the result that instead of H thinking S LS 
rude, witty, excLting etc., H thinks S is mad, incompetent, 
gauche etc. 
Thirdly, misunderstanding may arLse when S and H fail to synchro-
nise their categorLsations. With eLther situational or figur-
ative switching, 
0 H may fail to recognise the category that S is trying to 
initiate 
Q 
0 
the cogn2tive, evaluative and emotLonal components of a par-
ticular category may be very dLfferent for S and H 
and in figurative switching, H's conception of the connections 
between the initiated and the expected categories may be dif-
ferent from S's. 
(You may not recognLse when I put on a ScottLsh accent, mis-
taking it for Irish; you may thLnk Scots are mean, bad and 
unlikeable, whereas my mother is Scottish; and you may read 
my use of this accent as signLfyLng that the proposit2onal 
content of what is beLng said is sententious nonsense, whereas 
in my vLew, a Scots accent emphasises its truthfulness and 
warmth.) 
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We can agree with Fishman and Giles (1978:385) that initi-
ative shifting is quite a risky business, and depends on a fair 
deal of mutual understanding/trust for its successful accomplish-
ment (see Labov 1972b:332,335,341 for some vivid illustrations). 
The risk factor here may be another reason for assuming that re-
sponsive styles are the norm for ordinary co-operative conver-
sation (see Bell 1984:183; Grice 1975) (also see below 16.3. 7). 
Underlying the misinterpretation of situational VŴŸWȘUŤVĚas 
figurative initiatives (and vice versa), there is likely to be a 
problem of cross-level inferencing. To recap, both entail the 
introduction of categories/frames encompassing a new set of rele-
vances; in figurative switching these are not offered as a basis 
for ensuing interaction; they are to be held as an adjunct to 
the dominant interpretive schema, not a replacement for it. How-
ever, speech production is a temporal activity and it is not 
always possible physically to express two category systems simul-
taneously (though WUŸVĚmay be achieved through the use of para-
linguistic cues, or proscenium arches). To comprehend the juxta-
positionary effect of figurative switching, the hearer obviously 
has to hold the dominant frame fairly constant in his/her mind. 
If this is securely done, the figurative projection can carry on 
for a long WŸÜŤJĚ the speaker can put trust in the hearer's 
understanding that this is not serious, and indeed the hearer 
can join in too, so both participate in an interaction which is 
jointly recognised to be figurative. 
At this point, the meaning of 'dom1nant categor1sation' 
becomes an issue and the definition of figurative switching as 
not guiding ensuing interaction needs qualification due to this 
possibility of joint activity embedded within a figurative frame 
(see 19.3 below on 'figurative situations'). Ultimately situ-
ational switching would need to incorporate the term 'ser1ous' 
in its account of the initiated interaction and concomitantly, 
in the last analysis, the 'dominant categorisations' must be the 
actors' and their society's perceptions of 111hat it is that is en-
tailed in the 'real world', and the apprehensions they have of 
normal everyday reality (socially constructed in a way to which 
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they unwittingly contribute) (cf. Heritage 1984:212-232). 
Within this perspective, questions of learning and social-
isation can be readily drawn alongside the model outlined above. 
Learning can be viewed as encountering categor1es of knowledge 
and action which intra-indiv1dually are unconventional and unex-
pected (even though ord1nary and consensual in some segment of 
the adult world) (Rumelhart 1979:80),and these encounters could 
be rephrased as 'coming across initiative shifts'. After that, 
some categories are adopted as a basis for further action and 
thought (i.e. s1tuational initiat1ves are accepted), some may 
get forgotten, while others may become institutionalised as the 
jointly enacted non-real world act1vities otherwise known as play 
(Bateson's (1954) account of the double vis1on/dual framing of 
play closely ties up w1th metaphor (1n the context of the ethno-
graphy of Afro-American speech, see e.g. Abrahams 1974:245; 
9 
within educational studies, Walkerdine 1982; Petr1e 1979 ). 
From th1s angle, soc1alisation can also be seen as learning to 
determine which initiatives are figurative and which situationa110 
- in the terms of the cross level-inferencing example above, 
learn1ng to successfully co-ordinate your own sense of the higher 
order category framing the surface lingu1st1c data w1th that of 
the speaker/writer. And revers1ng the focus, so that the learners 
are themselves seen as speakers rather than hearers, the model 
here offers a perspective on the growth of social competence and 
power. Departing from normal expectancy in such a way that 
people accommodate themselves to your initiative (i.e. successful 
initiative sw1tch1ng) 1s a mark of soc1al influence; on the 
other hand propos1ng initiatives as a basis for serious inter-
action and then find1ng them treated as only figurative, can be 
a form of marg1nal1sation11 such as children must often experi-
. . h d 1 12 d d . 1 d ence 1n conversat1on w1t a u ts. In ee 1t scarce y nee s to 
be pointed out that within the dyad (and beyond) not only can 
misunderstandings occur, but that initiatives can also be 
wilfully m1sconstrued along precisely this figurative-situational 
axis 13 (see Ch.22 for more uses such as e.g. covert subordi-
nation). 
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16.3.6 Ego- and Alter-Identification 
Both categorisation and intersubjectivity are integral components 
of the account I have given of initiative switching. The con-
cepts discussed here, ego-identification and alter-identification, 
provide a fuller means of linking style shifting to the speakers' 
sense of their own position within society. 
Both categories and category-enactments (behaviours) can be 
ego- or alter-identified: 
0 
0 
0 
ego-identified categories are those (linguistic/cultural/ 
VŬȘŸŠŨĚetc.) categories which a 
person feels to be congruent with 
his self 
ego-identified behaviours are those behaviours ŴUŸȘUĚa person 
feels to be congruent with his self 
alter-identified categories and behaviours are those which a 
person feels to be congruent with 
other people. 
In essence, these identifications are a matter of the re-
lationships between the category 'me', the category 'person X', 
and a host of other categories - the ŠVVẀÜŮWŸŬŪĚis that, at least 
14 in Western industrial societies, how the category 'ego' stands 
in relation to others categories is a very general and vital pre-
occupation. The alter-categories may vary in their specificity 
and presumably e.g. a particular item of behaviour can be associ-
ated with very clearly defined persons or groups, or it may 
simply be seen as not related to the self (non-ego-identified). 
In line with what was sa1d earlier about categorisation, the 
categor1es and behaviours with which this ŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚprocess 
is concerned can be phonemes, buses etc. etc. - anything that we 
know about. Also, of course, the ego-identified categories which 
are relevant to an interest in self-in-social-structure are those 
making up a person's knowledge of society - theoretically and in 
practice, ego-identifications can be with sociologically uninter-
esting items (e.g. teddy bears). 
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In add1tion, it is worth stressing that the relationship 
between the self and categories around it need not be one of 
complete identity for the term ego-identif1cation to be used. 
I shall in fact remain vague about the precise relationship be-
tween the category 'ego' and other categories - the term 
'congruence' used in my definition reflects this, and can be 
taken to mean some kind of 'fit', or assoc1ation. The nature 
of this fit may vary in its character - again, some but not all 
of Word Grammar's formulation of the relationships between lingu-
istic entities m1ght provide a useful starting point for an 
analysis of these. And this fit will certainly vary in its 
intensity: variations in strengths and types of ident1fication 
are a central concern in the investigation carried out by means 
of Identity Structure Analysis above. Indeed generally the 
theory of psycho-social development outlined in connect1on with 
ISA above (5.4) is broadly consistent with the approach here (see 
16.3.7): the by-ISA-standards crude terms ego- and alter-
identification can be seen as a concession to the analyst's (and 
participant's) uncertainty about self-other relationsh1ps in the 
course of 1nteract1on. 
The notions of ego- and alter-identification are also intro-
duced to serve roughly the same function as Bell's (1984) use of 
the notions of ingroup and outgroup and Gumperz's (1972,1982) 
we-code and they-code which likewise help to draw questions of 
wider soc1al structure into the analysis. However, in several 
respects the terms here are preferable. The account here of 
categor1sations clearly allows for some categories be1ng col-
lective (e.g. 'Germans', 'Londoners'), but there is no reason 
why all of them should be. One may equally strongly ego-identify 
with a singular category, like a gerbil, a great painting or a 
friend. Talk1ng of 1ngroup and outgroup pre-empts this flexi-
bility, and 1n Bell's case, one may add the criticism that group-
membership seems to be unduly emphas1sed as the only 1mportant 
facet of soc1al organisation (1984:187) -to his cost, he over-
looks social role enactment in wh1ch a sense of collect1vity in-
herent in the category being enacted may be absolutely m1nimal 
(in fact, Singh (1983) cr1ticises the lack of integration of 'we' 
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and 'they' coding with social role enactments as well). 'We-
coding' and 'they-coding' also over-emphasise the collective, and 
can be criticised for being too statically associated with insti-
tutional regularities (Auer 1984:91,92). Using the notion of 
ego-identification can of course still cope with collective-
category memberships: one may self-identify with a group cate-
gory, or alternatively identify with a particular alter and 
through that ego-identification, ego-identify with third cate-
gories, this third category-identification being intensified 
through being shared with the second. Indeed, talking of ego-
identification may help to differentiate varieties of 'we-
coding'/we-identification. More importantly, the present formu-
lation allows exploration of the position of the individual, of 
'me' vs 'them' and 'us' vs 'him/her', which at first glance at 
least neither Bell's nor Gumperz's can cope with (though see Le 
Page and Tabouret-Keller 1985:182 for a way out). 
More complex questions arise however, when we try to con-
nect up ego- and alter-identifications with what has been saLd 
of responsive and initiative design. 
16.3.7 Ego- and Alter-IdentLfications, and Response and 
Initiative DesLgns 
These concepts are of different kinds, and bearing in mind that 
a range of categories and behaviours may be ego-identified (and 
alter-identified), it is not hard to imagine ways in which one 
may have the following: 
0 responsive style and alter-identified behaviour. 
For example, S may think that H expects him to enact a par-
ticular category that S does not personally feel to be congru-
ent with his self, but he conforms to H's expectancy neverthe-
less. This may involve a degree of effort and strain on S's 
part: the word-list reading Labov asked of his informant may 
be an instance of this. But play-reading and reported speech 
are pleasurable examples of responsive style and alter-
0 
0 
0 
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identified ŞŤUŠẂŸŬẀŲĚ (and indeed also a form of figurative 
switching that has become so conventionalised as to be respon-
sive rather than initiative based. In fact, this raises the 
complex issues of multilevel expectancy introduced above 
16.3.5; see also the TŸVȘẀVVŸŬŪĚof mechanisms of change in 
18.3 and also 19.3 below) 15 • 
initiative design and ego-identified behaviour. 
For example, when S breaks out of a fairly formal (either 
alter- ŸĚego-identified) role into one that he feels (more/ 
also) congruent with his self, and he thinks H does not expect 
this. This need not ŪŤȘŤVVŠŲŸŨXĚcause offence (cp. Bell 1984: 
187): whether offence is taken depends on a host of further 
factors, such as H's reading of the intentionality behind it, 
H's own access to similar behaviours, his evaluation of the 
initiated categories etc. etc. 
initiative TŤVŸŦŪĚand alter-identified behaviour. 
For example, putting on ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲĚ funny voices, mimicking the 
teacher when H does not expect it etc. etc. 
ŲŤVŮŬŪVŸẂŤĚdesign and ego-identified behaviour. 
S conforms to what he thinks H expects, and feels this be-
haviour to be congruent with his self. Having a chat is pro-
bably the key ŸŨŨẀVWŲŠWÙŬŪĚof this. 
These combinations are then all logical possibilities. However, 
the account so far has simply been taxonomic: there are in ad-
dition theoretical interdependencies which need to be brought 
out. 
Firstly, responsive design and ŤŦŬĤÙTŤŪWŸȚÙŤTĚŞŤUŠẂŸŬẀŲĚare 
probably unmarked and basic (at least in white bourgeois society: 
see e.g. Kochman 1983:335 on 'high' vs 'low-stimulus cultures'). 
The cornerstone of co-operative interaction has to be ŲŤVŮŬŪVŸẂŤĚ
style, in which ŸŪWŤŲŨŬȘẀWŬŲVĚtry to ȘŬĤŬŲTŸŪŠWŤĚ their categori-
sations, and reciprocate to what they take the other to expect. 
ŅŪŸWÙŠWÙẂŤĚTŤVŸŦŪĚachieves its foregrounding effect from its de-
viation from this norm (cf. Bell 1984:183-184; Blom and Gumperz 
1972; Gumperz 1982). There are also grounds for assuming that 
ego-identified ŞŤUŠẂŸŬẀŲĚŸVĚ the norm. For example, unless par-
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ticipants assume that their interlocutor's behaviour is ego-
identified, it is hard to imagine what call there could be for 
politeness imperatives, at least in the terms that these have 
been formulated by e.g. Brown and Levinson (1978). If the basic 
working assumption of interaction was that actors felt no congru-
ence between their selves and their behaviour, there would be no 
need to consider H's positive and negative face wants, and a 
great deal of the communicative behaviour rather ŸŮŲŤVVÙẂŤŨXĚ
explained in these terms would have to be reanalysed. Also 
Grice's quality maxim - 'Try to make your contribution one that 
is true - do not say that which you believe to be false' - would 
hold no sway in conversation. Goffman (1959:21,22,24,28) cer-
tainly considers that normally interaction proceeds on the as-
sumption that speakers ego-1dentify with what they say and 1f 
this were not the case, it is hard to imagine what relevance 
conversation might have to getting to know people (often it is 
the only means). 
Beyond this,co-operat1ve interaction also entails each par-
ticipant provisionally ego-1dentifying with the other and working 
on the assumpt1on that some of their own categorisat1ons are 
relevant to and potentially synchron1sed with the1r partners (cf. 
Brown and Yule 1983:30,80,148; Leech 1983:94; Heritage 1984:55; 
Habermas 1970:370). Fluent conversation, which lots of people 
enjoy and maybe wish they had more of, presumably involves shared 
ego-identifications with lots (but not all) of those categories 
which are most clearly at 1ssue interact1onally (e.g. being dis-
cussed), and as far as sociolinguistic theory is concerned, it is 
presumably on this level of shared ego-identifications with 
fairly explicit categories that the processes of Speech Accommo-
dation can be found to operate. The ŸŮŨÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚhere that needs 
to be spelt out is, of course, that as well as exist1ng in dif-
ferent ways, w1th d1fferent degrees of intensity and with regard 
to different categories, ego-identifications exist at different 
communicative levels. Some may relate to aspects of social 
structure and other types of knowledge which simply remain im-
plicit in and as a background to an interaction, and these are 
maybe quite permanent and stable. Others may connect with more 
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overt components in ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪHĚ be more explicitly negotiated 
and potentially at least be more short-term and more flexible. 
When you know that you share ego-identifications ŴŸWUĚrelatively 
implicit and stable categorisations, you don't have to bother 
with explicating your agreements overtly in ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚand you 
can abuse and muck about w1th your mate with impunity (Heath 
1983:150; Hewitt 1982:224; Leech 1983:144,145); it is when you 
are not confident of shared background ego-identifications and 
you have to establish these interactionally, that speech d1-
vergence becomes most risky and you maybe make efforts to con-
verge linguistically (cf. Taylor and Giles 1979:236). 
The interactional enactment of ego-identifications is a 
major factor not only in helping H see where S stands, but also 
in the process of S confirming, modifying or changing his ego-
identifications (and how he sees himself) • Ego-ident1f1cations 
are affirmed and strengthened when the speaker's ego-identified 
behaviours successfully anticipate and mesh with the hearer's 
categorisations (be they either explicit or in the background). 
When S generally ego-identifies ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪŠŨŨXĚw1th H but finds 
that his expectancies about H are in some respect incorrect and 
that the basis of their provisional interactional ŤŦŬĤŸTŤŪWÙȚÍĤ
cat1ons are partially challenged, he can either ignore this and 
explain it away, he can suspend the co-operation (proceeding 
interactionally on the basis of agreed ŠŨWŤŲĤÙTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWŸŬŪĞĚ, or 
he can reconsider the extent to which the unsuccessfully tendered 
categorisation really is congruent w1th his 'self' (this formu-
lation is m1sleading 1n making this process sound unduly 
conscious, which of course it need not be). 
Le Page and Tabouret-Keller's theory of projection is highly 
compat1ble with th1s view: 
'Within this general theory we see speech acts 
as acts of proJection: the speaker is project1ng 
h1s inner un1verse, implic1tly with the invi-
tation to others to share 1t, at least in so far 
as they recognise his language as an accurate 
symbol1sation of the world, and to share h1s 
ŠWWŸWẀTŤĚ towards it. By verbalising as he does, 
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he is seeking to reinforce his models of the world 
and hopes for acts of solidarity from those with 
whom he wishes to identify. The feedback he 
rece1ves from those with whom he talks may re-
inforce him, or may cause him to modify his 
projections, both in their form and content' 
(1985:181). 
(See also 5.4.1; 5.4.3). If at this point we draw in the re-
lationship described above between learning, socialisation and 
figurative and situational initiatives, we find that we have 
defined two of the key interactional processes which realise 
these 'acts of identity' and their ensuing reception, indeed in 
such a way that we can relate them with some precision to differ-
ent types of social outcome. Acts of identity of course involve 
responsive design as well, but 1n1t1ative switches, especially 
with ego-identified categories, may be particularly important to 
a person's sense of social self-positioning. The analysis of 
figurative and situational switching doesn't offer a systematic 
account of the repression of initiative, but it can distinguish 
diverging routes towards marg1nality and incorporation. 
At the same time of course, the model need not only concen-
trate on the (mis)treatment of the initiator by the recipient/ 
addressee: it also allows for tentative ident1ficat1ons sus-
tained in play, and finally it also accommodates the socially 
acceptable defeasibility of ineffectual situational initiatives. 
If you seriously initiate a new identity/ego-identification and 
find it meets with a cool reception, you can always try and pass 
. ff f' . 't h 16 c f 11 1 bo d ' 1t o as a 1gurat1ve sw1 c • are u y e a rate , Gumperz 
original distinction between situationa1 and metaphoric switching 
offers quite a rich model for the analysis of 'strategic message 
construction as the key locus of the interface of language and 
society' (Brown and Levinson 1978:61) . 17 
16.4 The Implications of this Framework for Methodology 
Such, then, is the theoretical framework that will form the basis 
of the empirical account of 'mim1cry and imitations' which 
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follows. Th1s has certain ŸŮŨÙȘŠWÙŬŪVĚ for descr1ptive method-
ology, and it is to these that we can now turn. 
Interpreting figurative language involves (at least) two 
broad stages (Leech 1969:148; Mitchell Kernan 1972:174; 
Levinson 1983:157,158). The first stage, the simpler of the two, 
entails identifying the foregrounded/unexpected items. The 
second stage cons1sts of trying to work out their relevance to 
the meanings that were expected. The interpretation of all im-
plicature can be said to involve a comparable process (Leech 
1983:31) though there is no harm in sticking to the terminology 
developed by Richards (1936) when trying to enact the second 
stage analyt1cally. Richards 1 terms (which have already been 
introduced in part) are: 
(i) TENOR, wh1ch can be glossed as the occasion for the unex-
pected items; the tenor consists of the normal expectan-
cies, upon which/from which the figurative items elaborate/ 
deviate. (Discuss1ng literary metaphors, Leech (1969) de-
scribes tenor as the •topic• •actually under discussion•: 
my def1nition broadens but remains cons1stent with this, 
I think); 
(ii} VEHICLE - the unexpected items, the figurative forms and 
images themselves (in Leech 1 s terms, •the image or the 
analogue in terms of wh1ch the tenor is represented• 
(1969:151)); 
(iii) the GROUND, which is the basis of the comparison/relation-
ship, the grounds of their comparab1lity and relevance to 
one another. 
This means that altogether, the account of figurative language 
use given below w1ll 1nvolve at least four steps: 
(a) identifying what has been foregrounded (1.e. spotting when 
1 initiat1ve des1gn• occurs); 
(b) looking at the tenor. Th1s w1ll entail considering the con-
text in wh1ch initiat1ve design occurs. It w1ll often not 
be possible to spot a clear •topic•, s1nce clues about what 
to expect 1n the normal progression of a discourse are 
probably much less frequently lingu1stically encoded in 
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conversational texts than in the written ones that Leech 
(1969) discusses. Instead, in considering the •tenor• of a 
piece of figurative language use, I shall offer what a 
•normal• reading of the situation suggests to be going on, 
prior to,or without taking cognisance of,the impact of the 
figurative item. The term •frame• used to mean tenor in 
contrast to Í ȚŬȘẀV Í IẂŤUŸȘŨŤĚgives a better idea of the type 
of data to be scrutinised here. 
(c) Another step involves describing the nature and qualities of 
the 1 figure• itself (the unexpected ŸWŤÜHĚ the •vehicle 1 ); 
and the last step 
(d) entails examining how they map together, how an item of 
figurative language use is appropriate to the context of its 
utterance (= GROUND). 
This four stage approach can be used not only for looking at 
figurative VŴŸWȘUÙŪŦĚ (as I have defined ŸWĞHĚ but also at situ-
ational switching. As another form of initiative style, fore-
grounding is obviously also an issue in situational shift, and 
as it likewise entails both an expected and an unexpected cate-
gorisation, •tenor• and •vehicle• are also pertinent concepts. 
In situational switching the unexpected is not an adjunct to, but 
rather a replacement of the expected category, so discussion of 
•ground• will need to take a slightly different shape from what 
is covered in relation to figurative switches. But it is still 
relevant, and can instead comprise consideration of how the ex-
pected prompts the unexpected, how the latter follows on from the 
former. 
Richards 1 (and Leech 1 s) outline of metaphor accounts to some 
extent for the structure of the empirical description that fol-
lows. Beyond this, WUŤŬŲŸŤVĚof metaphor also provide an extra 
justification for two other features of what follows - uncertain-
ty and breadth. 
That there is an ineradicable element of uncertainty in the 
analysis of initiative design has been implicit in the remarks on 
situational switching in 16.3.2 above, and explicit in the dis-
cussion of intersubjectivity and the potential for misunder-
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standing (and more) between participants (16.3.5). Inde-
terminacy for both actors and analysts is also frequently empha-
sised as an unavoidable component in pragmatics (see the refer-
ences on ŮĦŸĨÍĚ above}, but in figurative language use, this un-
certainty is likely to be heightened ĜÒŤẂŸŪVŬŪĚ1983:160; Leech 
1983:43; Hawkes on Coleridge 1972:49-50; Mitchell-Kernan 1972: 
175). Leech ŮŬŸŪWVĚout in connection with poetry that it is 
often not categorically apparent whether or not a particular 
feature has in fact been foregrounded (1969:216-217); the 
separation of the 'tenor' from the 'vehicle' is often not very 
clear (1969:153);and identifying the ŞŠVŸVĚof their ȘŬÜŮŠŲŠŞŸŨÙWXĚ
(the 'ground') is 'very much a question of personal intuition' 
(1969:155). 
Of course, 'personal ÙŪWẀŸWÙŬŪGĚ need not be unconstrained, 
but if one ŠVŮŸŲŤVĚ to deal with figurative language in a disci-
plined way, breadth of focus is necessarily entailed in two ways. 
The first involves setting out a range of ŮŬVVŸŞŨŤĚ interpreta-
tions, not just a VŸŪŦŨŤĚ reading. The second consists of trying 
to account for the socio-cultural context in which figurative 
language is set (on these two types of breadth within literary 
analysis, cf. Leech 1969:215; on the second, Leech 1969:226; 
Wellek and Warren 1949:196; within the pragmatics of everyday 
discourse, see e.g. Gumperz on situated meaning; on everyday 
conversational art, see Mitchell-Kernan 1972:166,169). My own 
texts are fairly numerous, and my ŠŸÜĚwill not in fact be to try 
to capture the meaning of every single text in as much TŤWŠŸŨĚand 
rigour as possible (in this way, it won't be like poetic analysis 
- ultimately I'll try to produce a general ȘUŠŲŠȘWŤŲÙVŠWŸŬŪĞĦĚ
However, quite often several readings of a text will be presented 
(usually together ŴŸWUĚthe ÙÜŮŨÙȘŠWŸŬŪVĚof each for the theoreti-
cal model above), and reference will also be made to social con-
text, ÙŪŸWÙŠŨŨXĚat the micro but gradually increasing to more 
macro levels as well. 
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16.5 A Note on 'Personae' 
Finally, ŸWĚ is worth explaining my use of the term 'persona', 
which will prove very useful in ŤÜŮŸŲÙȘŠŨĚanalysis. The ÜŤŠŪŸŪŦĚ
of the term is rather diffuse within sociolinguistics (though 
this vagueness ŴŸŨŨĚẀŨWŸŠWŤŨXĚsuit me here). On occasions, ŸWĚ
is used almost as a structural concept: Scotton (1979:360) 
talks of a 'persona' as the 'status' held 'in a ŲŬŨŤĤŲŤŨŠWŸŬŪĤ
h • I 18 s ŸŮĚ ; VŸÙŨŠŲŨXHĚCoupland (1984) talks of 'business-trans-
acting travel-agency assistant' as a 'persona'. Elsewhere 
Coupland glosses it as a 'proJected social image': in th1s 
case, rather than a structural concept (which Scotton's anyway 
seems to be), persona seems to refer more to the substantive de-
tails realising a structural position (apparently this variation 
is also found in writing on role (Banton 1965:21)). Hudson 
defines persona as 'some abstract type of person - e.g. "school 
teacher" or "Scotsman" or "tough guy"' (1985:13), which may also 
have some sociological precedents in role theory (Banton 1965: 
26) • 
It isn't very clear why these writers don't actually ȘŬÜÜŸWĚ
themselves to the terms 'status' or 'role' (Scotton does in 
fact); I however have two reasons for not doing so. One reason 
for WUŸVĚpreference relates to my method of empirical ŠŪŠŨXVŸVĦĚ
At least in the structural (anthropological) tradition (Banton 
1965:21ff.), role is defined from the top down: roles are the 
realisation of (higher order) social structure, and accounting 
for 'role' necessitates both a close view of the social order at 
a more abstract level, and an examination of the relationship of 
one role to another. My approach is in contrast, to work from 
. 
empirical speech data upwards to more or less coherent ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸŤVĚ
which it seems safer to simply designate 'personae' VŸŪȘŤĚmy 
primary enterprise at this stage is neither to classify their 
precise location ŴŸWUÙŪĚsocial structure, nor their interrelation 
ŴŸWUĚequivalent categories (though see my remarks on symbols and 
symbolic systems below). That is certainly not to say that these 
personae bear no relation to social structure: rather it is to 
acknowledge that understanding that relation is in itself a very 
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complex task, which it would be pre-emptive of me to imply that 
I had effectively achieved. 
The second reason for opting for the term 'persona' is its 
particular connotations of stylisation and the concealment of 
true identity behind some kind of ritual mask. This may be very 
appropriate for much of the data on figurative switching to be 
analysed below. Where this doesn't fit, then the vagueness in 
the use of the word noted above can be cited against charges 
that the issue is being prejudged. 
Having explained my use of the notion 'persona', the level 
of category with which much of this analysis of situational and 
figurative VŴŸWȘUÙŪŦĚwill engage, should be apparent (cf. VŤȘWŸŬŪĚ
16.3.4, p.443 above on category and categorisation). Much of Lt 
will look at the images of people conJured/instantiated ŸŪĚspeech 
shLfts. These may comprise/have ŠVVŬȘŸŠWŤTĚwith them a greater 
or lesser variety of human traits (such as e.g. 'braLnLness', 
'strength' etc. etc.), and the ŠŪŠŨXVŸVĚwill try to define these 
by looking at the sets of ŮŲŬŮŬVÙWŸŬŪŠŨĚand illocutionary 
meanings that eo-occur with the phonological items whLch identify 
and differentiate personae Ln the first place. The speech acts 
that people perform when talking through a particular persona/ 
guLse, also provLde clues to the ȘUŠŲŠȘWŤŲŸVWŸȘVĚthey associate 
with it as a cognitive entity. 
In general, my focus will be on persona-projection as a 
figurative activity - on speakers pretending to be a particular 
type of person for special ŲUŤWŬŲŸȘŠŨĚeffects, on personae as 
'vehicles•. 19 However, it ŸVĚperfectly ŮŬVVŸŞŨŤĚ for persona-
projection to occur Ln ŲŸŨŠWÙŬŪĚ to ŲŤVŮŬŪVŸẂŤĚ style shifts (where 
a person proJects a persona to match their interlocutor's); in 
relation to situatLonal shifts (where the speaker assumes that 
the social type he LS LnLtLatLng is acceptable/accessible to his 
addressee); as well as in metaphorical and ironic styles (see 
below). Indeed, it will not always be clear what stylistic 
function the persona-projections considered below are performing, 
and ŪŬŪĤȚŸŦẀŲŠWÙẂŤĚuses ŴŸŨŨĚcome into the reckonLng as well. 
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It almost goes without saying that neither can the extent to 
which people agree on personae be taken for granted and may be 
a matter of dispute. The projection of a persona may of course 
be completely idiosyncratic, and even where a particular type is 
widely recognised, it cannot be assumed perceptions or enactments 
of it by different people will be identical in every respect. 
But at this point it is worth citing Wellek and Warren: 
'an image may be invoked once as a metaphor, but 
if it persistently recurs, both as a presentation 
(i.e. as an object in its own right) and repre-
sentation (i.e. standing for something else), it 
becomes a symbol, may even become part of a 
symbolic ••• system' ĜÍĲÏĲJÍĮĲŸĚ see also Leech 
ÍĲĬĲJÍĬÎŸĚ Mitchell-Kernan 1972:167). 
This intimates both my method, which will be to try to adumbrate 
consensual personae through the cumulative observation of spe-
cific instances of figurative language use, and one of my ulti-
mate objectives, to identify the complementarity of different 
personae as elements in a symbolic system understood and ex-
ploited network-wide (cf. Mitchell-Kernan 1972). Th1s is pretty 
much in ŨŸŪŤĚwith Gumperz, who talks about 'underlying, uni-
versalised assumptions about social categories', 'the working of 
such symbols and the role they play in persuasion and rhetorical 
effectiveness' (1982:99). The theoretical and descript1ve ap-
paratus being offered here however, is, I think, a little more 
systematically elaborated 1n certain important respects. 
16.6 Summary 
Th1s chapter has set out·a metalanguage for dealing with code-
SW1tched language use, and it has outlined some of the diffi-
culties entailed in existing accounts of the metaphorical vs and 
situational switching distinction (these related to the defi-
nitions of 'situation' and 'metaphor' themselves, and to a ten-
dency to mix descr1ption w1th theory). 
The components in the framework here are several. The f1rst 
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dichotomy is between initiative and responsive design, which con-
cerns the issue of whether or not the speaker (S) conforms to what 
s/he thinks the hearer (H) expects. Deviation from H's expectan-
cies can be accounted for along the lines of Grice's theory of 
ȘŬŪẂŤŲVŠWŸŬŪŠŨĚimplicature. 
Figurative and situational switches are usually types of 
ÙŪÙWÙŠWŸẂŤĚTŤVŸŦŪHĚ but in ȚÙŦẀŲŠWŸẂŤĚswitching, S intends the un-
expected categorisation to serve as an adjunct to the expected 
one, ŴUŸŨŤĚsituational switching entails S ÙŪŸWÙŠWÙŪŦĚa new cate-
gorisation in the hope that H will adopt it as a replacement and 
that the nature of their interaction will thus be significantly 
redefined. Ironic and metaphoric switches are types of figurative 
design. Ironic switches involve the new categorisation serving as 
a ȘŬŪWŲŠVWŸẂŤĚadjunct to the expected/literal categorisation, 
while in metaphoric VŴŸWȘUÙŪŦHĚ this adjunct is complementary. A 
situational initiative need not only be 'big' and the difficulty 
for both analyst and participant in differentiating ÜŤWŠŮUŬŲŸȘĚ
figurative initiatives from situational switches was noted. 
Categories and ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸVŠWÙŬŪVĚare the complexly inter-
related units of knowledge ŤVVŤŪWŸŠŨĚfor ŬŲTŸŪŠŲXĚŨÙẂŸŪŦHĚ and 
they are a matter of ŠŪXWUŸŪŦĚthat we know and perceive. In both 
types of ÙŪÙWÙŠWŸẂŤĚswitch, the categories introduced bring ŴŸWUĚ
them a new set of conceptual relevances: both draw in new inter-
pretive frames. ŅŸĚ is limiting to a theory of ȘŬTŤVŴŸWȘUŸŪŦĚto 
insist that in VŸWẀŠWÙŬŪŠŨĚ initiatives these frames are equiva-
lent to GŠȘWŸẂÙWXĚtypes': which level of category affects which 
type of behaviour is a matter for ethnographic TŤVȘŲÙŮWŸŬŪĦĚ
The account of intersubjectivity schematically ŨŠŸTĚout 
several sources of misinterpretation: switches can go wrong 
where S misreads H's expectancies, where H misconstrues S's ŸŪ­
tentionality and where interactants understand ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸŤVĚvery 
differently (analysts err too) . The opportunity for both to par-
ticipate in ȚŸŦẀŲŠWŸẂŤĚ styles was discussed, and the framework 
was extended to cover ŸVVẀŤVĚof play, learning and the growth of 
VŬȘŸŠŨĚcompetence and power (together with ŸWVĚ ŸŪUŸŞÙWŸŬŪĞĦĚ
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Ego- and alter-ident1fication with categories concerns the 
extent to which a person feels categories (defined at any level) 
to be congruent with his self. Of course for sociolinguistics, 
the interesting categories are those comprising the repre-
sentation of social structure, and with ego- and alter-identifi-
cation we have concepts for seeing something about where people 
stand socially. 
There are four possible combinations of responsive vs initi-
ative style and ego- vs alter-1dentification, but it was proposed 
that the norm for conversation at least is responsive style and 
ego-identification. Provisional ego-1dentification with the 
other forms the basis for normal co-operative interaction and 
interactionally enacting ego-identifications is a means for self-
definition. The framework here provides a way of linking this 
w1th (the management of) different outcomes. 
Some implications of this framework for methodology were 
considered. An analysis in four stages was appropriate, covering 
'foregrounding', 'vehicle', 'tenor' and 'ground'. The analyst 
can hardly avoid interpretive indeterminacy and his/her scope 
needs to be broad, both in setting out a range of poss1ble inter-
pretations and in plac1ng code-sw1tches in the1r socio-cultural 
context. 
One type of socially interesting cognitive category was pro-
posed: this was called a 'persona', w1th which a variety of 
human traits might be typically associated. Personae may be pro-
jected responsively, in situational, metaphorical or ironic 
switches. Finally, the way in which widely shared personae might 
. 
become symbols was mentioned, together with the way in which they 
can become part of a community's symbolic system. 
That, then, is the framework. What kind of status can it 
claim? 
'A theory is a prec1sely specified, coherent and 
economical framework of interdependent statements 
and defin1tions, constructed so that as large a 
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number as possible of particular ŞŠVŸȘĚ facts can 
either be seen to follow from it or be describable 
in terms of it' (Hurford and Heasley 1983:8). 
As quite a ŮŲŤȘŸVŤŨXĚspecified coherent and economical framework 
of interdependent TŤȚÙŪÙWŸŬŪVHĚ the scheme outlined above can be 
called a theory (though it needs to be characterised as tidying 
and elaborating more than innovating) . The task of generating a 
number of propositions and hypotheses from this model in order to 
test it, is not one I shall undertake, since it is a task of con-
siderable magnitude; however, particularly in Chapter lE, I have 
tried to show how it can be used to TŤVȘŲŸŞŤĚquite a large number 
of 'basic facts' and elsewhere, ŸWĚserves in the background as a 
coherent metalanguage guiding data analysis at a lower level. 
The framework here is partly, to use Beaugrande and 
Dressier's terms, a 'procedural' model which accounts for code-
VŴÙWȘUŸŪŦĚas 'something being created via operational procedures 
of human interactants' (1981:23). It ŸVĚ framed ŸŪĚ terms of the 
speaker's intentionality and the designs s/he has on the hearer's 
expectations. It presents more than a GTŤVȘŲŸŮWŸẂŤĚ structural' 
account of ȘŬTŤĤVŴÙWȘUŸŪŦHĚ and does not merely approach ŸWVĚ
patterning as GŦŸẂŤŪĚand manifest'. ĿŤŲWŠŸŪŨXHĚ a good deal of 
what follows does involve trying to sort data at quite a low 
level of ŠŞVWŲŠȘWŸŬŪHĚworking quite strictly ŴÙWUŸŪĚthe ŨÙÜŸWVĚ
of a particular corpus, trying to ŸTŤŪWÙȚXĚits patterning as VŸÜ­
ply, as generally and as consistently as that corpus allows (cf. 
1981:33). However, 'though a central ŠȘWŸẂÙWXĚof ÙŪẂŤVWŸŦŠWÙŬŪGHĚ
'the discovery of units and structural patterns' does not repre-
sent the complete ŮŸȘWẀŲŤJĚ what is suggested by the framework 
outlined above ŸVĚan account of the cognitive ŬŮŤŲŠWŸŬŪVĚgener-
ating patterns ŸŪĚ the data and indeed ŴŸWUŬẀWĚthis WUŤŬŲŤWŸȘŠŨĚ
meta-level, the meaning of a particular ȘŬTŤĤVŴŸWȘUĚcannot be 
satisfactorily ȘŬŪVŸTŤŲŤTĦĚ To account for that, you have to 
reckon with the speaker's ÙŪWŤŪWŸŬŪVĚand cognitive ŬŲŸŤŪWŠWŸŬŪVĚ
and it is largely ŸŪĚterms of these that ẂŠŲŸŤWŸŤVĚof code-
VŴŸWȘUŸŪŦĚhave been conceptualised here. The framework also sets 
clearly explained ŨŸŸWVĚon any attempt to engage with empirical 
data with the (ultimately futile and ẀŪŲŤŠŨŸVWÙȘĞĚ aim of 
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achieving a single and complete account of it. That does not 
mean that anything goes interpretively, and indeed the scheme 
here provides a set of terms for setting up coherent alter-
native possibilities with regard to particular items (see below). 
It is clear, however, that it is not possible simultaneously to 
seek both determinacy in data-analysis and 'human plausibility' 
and adequacy in one's explanation. 
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NOTES 
1. See also e.g. Bell (1984:182) who describes situational 
switching ŸŪĚterms of its publicly observable, relatively 
macro correlates. Bell also ŸŪȘŬŲŲŤȘWŨXĚaligns his 
'responsive style' with Gumperz's VŸWẀŠWÙŬŪŠŨĚswitching 
(1984:182,183) - see below for a ŲŤẂÙVŸŬŪĚof this. 
2. ŃŸVUÜŠŪĚ (1972:42) makes exactly the same error. 
3. Where other writers refer to metaphorical code-switching, 
I shall use the term 'figurative', since the same inter-
actional mechanism can lead to more figures of speech than 
just metaphor (irony, litotes, hyperbole etc. etc.). Meta-
phorical code-switching as I use it will be just one form 
of figurative switching, though references to other people's 
discussions of metaphor will be held to apply to figurative 
language generally. 
4. Figurative VŴŸWȘUÙŪŦĚresembles Mitchell-Kernan's account of 
VŸŦŪÙȚXÙŪŦHĚ ŸŪĚwhich GVÙŦŪŸȚXÙŪŦĚis not focal to the 
linguistic ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪĚ in the sense that it does not define 
the ŤŪWŸŲŤĚspeech event' (1972:165). Where VŸŦŪÙȚXÙŪŦĚ
introduces sustained verbal duelling (e.g. Labov 1972b: 
Ch.8), this would be a situational ÙŪÙWÙŠWŸẂŤĚ (or more pro-
perly, it would be ÙŪŸWÙŠWÙŪŦĚa ȚÙŦẀŲŠWŸẂŤĚsituation (see 
Kochman 1983). 
5. In ethnomethodological terms, these two types of VŴŸWȘUŸŪŦĚ
differ in their 'sequential ÙÜŮŨÙȘŠWŸẂŤŪŤVVGĚ (Heritage 1984: 
245,253,265). 
6. At the level at ŴUŸȘUĚI am engaging with this issue, WUŸVĚ
chapter could be entitled 'constructs and ȘŬŪVWŲẀŸŪŦGĚ (cf. 
5.4.1), though of course more ÙŪWŤŪVŸẂŤĚengagement with 
questions of cognitive ŬŲŦŠŪŸVŠWÙŬŪĚwould need to address 
the bipolarity of personal constructs as enunciated by 
Kelly. As it is, however, the eclecticism here is slightly 
untidy, but not a serious flaw. The term 'category' is 
preferred here because it connects more directly with socio-
ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚŴŲŸWÙŪŦVĦĚ
7. Kelly's account is rather different (see Bannister and 
Fransella 1980:31-37). 
8. The term 'frame' ŸVĚ loosely used here, not as in the 
hierarchy of units of e.g. Chafe (1977). 
9. Petrie's (1979) model of the ŨŤŠŲŪŸŪŦĚprocess could be re-
interpreted as the learner ÜŬẂŸŪŦĚfrom the ÙŪWŤŲŮŲŤWŠWŸŬŪĚ
of an ŸŪŸWÙŠWŸẂŤĚas ȚÙŦẀŲŠWŸẂŤĚ to seeing it as VŸWẀŠWÙŬŪŠŨĦĚ
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10. Or phrased another way, learning to tell 'fiction' from 
'fact'. 
11. Fishman (1972:153-154) relates metaphorLcal code switching 
to marginality, though his perspective is macro-socio-
linguistLc and lacks an explicatLon of the interactional 
mechanisms producing it. 
12. For a graphic illustration of this in the context of second 
language acquisition, see Trosset (1986:181). 
13. The concept of intersubjectivity is clearly central to an 
account of initiative switching. It also helps in under-
standing how at least some of social structure enters, and 
is enacted in, co-operative interaction. 
If communication is seen as a process in which each par-
ticipant makes assumptions about, or indeed tries to recon-
struct the network of categories existing within the other's 
head, it is first of all possible to see how a message that 
appears to pertain to one level is in fact addressed to 
another. S may select a phonetic item, not to show that he 
uses the same phonetic items as his interlocutor, but be-
cause he knows that his interlocutor will read that phonetic 
item as a message about e.g. pop music. One of the effects 
of S's picturing H's conceptual network is to enable him to 
anticipate H's inferential processes, and thus to send a 
number of dLverse (perhaps simultaneous) meanings indLrectly 
in this way. 
A good many of the categories that S attributes to H will 
of course be social - S will make a variety of assumptions 
about/try to get a picture of,H's VLews of social relations 
and structure. He can therefore use lots of indirect means 
in such a way as to either challenge or endorse particular 
aspects of this view, and participants can end up eLther 
agreeing or otherwise both about the nature of the social 
order and their respective positions within it. 
Any view of interaction that ignores this shared 
knowledge ends up with a poorer conception of the inter-
pretation of Lnteraction and social structure (for a com-
parable discussion see Goffman 1959:83ff; Silverman 1972: 
168). Bell, it seems, must take a simpler view of this 
kind, SLnce otherwLse it is hard to imagine how he can pro-
pose that 'Divergence is ••• always •.• a reaction against 
the addressee' (1984:185). ThLs clearly takes no account 
of the cross-level inferencing entailed in the mutual 
knowledge perspective, which of course affords a way of 
conceptualising co-operation that appears superficially to 
be based on difference. For example, we can see that 
linguistic interactLon that seems divergent on the phono-
logical level is in fact collaborative in so far as S is 
conforming to the social stereotype of him that he perceives 
H to entertain; in turn, divergent role enactments can be 
seen to be co-operative in the way that they imply agreement 
on asymmetrical and distant social relations (see e.g. 
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Beeman 1976), With the ŮŬVVŸŞÙŨÙWXĚof both ŮŠŲWŸȘÙŮŠŪWVĚ
negotiating or agree1ng on the macro-category ŴÙWUŸŪĚwhich 
particular messages are embedded, ŸWĚ is no longer acceptable 
simply to see e.g. phonological divergence and differ-
entiation as social disagreement: co-operation may be 
taking place with reference to UŸŦUŤŲĚ level ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸVŠWÙŬŪVĦĚ
Bell's view that TŸẂŤŲŦŤŪȘŤĚ1s always ŲŤŠȘWŸŬŪĚto the 
speaker (or equally that VŴŸWȘUŸŪŦĚto an ingroup code with 
an outgroup addressee w1ll result 1n conflict) appears to 
rest on the assumption that (a) we converge for approval and 
we like what is VÙÜŸŨŠŲĚto us, and that (b) conversely, we 
do not like what is different and diverge to show this (a 
magnet and iron filings view of soc1ety) • This obviously 1s 
not compat1ble with the mutual knowledge perspective out-
lined above and it looks as though Bell's model of communi-
cation simply involves the encoding and decoding of ŸŪ­
formation, with interlocutors simply as ŬẀWVŸTŤĚobjects that 
happen to speak back. 
This is close to the 'barrage-of-signals' view of inter-
action that Brown and Levinson (1979:292,293) attribute to 
social psychological accounts of speech marking, and the 
theory of speech ŠȘȘŬÜÜŬTŠWŸŬŪĚcertainly forms an ŸŮŬŲWŠŪWĚ
strand in Bell's paper, his own ẂŸŤŴVĚclearly co-ordinating 
with the psychological theory of similarity-attraction 
underpinning much of the emp1rical discuss1on of convergence 
and d1vergence (see Giles and Smith (1979)). A number of 
wr1ters with1n the social psycholog1cal paradigm accept the 
limitations of both similarity-attraction and speech accom-
modat1on (see e.g. Giles and Powesland, 1975:166; Giles and 
Sm1th 1979; Tajfel 1981:265 on perceived leg1timacy; Beebe 
and Giles 1984:11 on situational norms; Taylor and Giles 
1979, on the cognitive organisational function), and a 
frequently admitted drawback w1th experimental laborator1es 
is of course that they may exclude a v1ew of the more ab-
stract levels of cultural organisat1on which may very often 
dom1nate actors' behaviour (Tajfel 1981; Ryan and Giles 
ÍĲĮŸĞĦĚ It would bE• wrcng to purody tl•e sc·cial ŮVXȘUŬŨŬŦŸȘŠŨĚ
position, and accommodation processes based on similarity-
attraction clearly have some role in communication. How-
ever, a more complicated conception is clearly needed, and 
the extent to which, for example, we engage in compet1tive 
games from a very early age suggests that divergence within 
a larger shared framework is a very central and very 
familiar experience, and that our mutual understanding is 
potent1ally very elaborate. 
14. Precisely how the notion of ŤŦŬĤÙTŤŪWÍȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚshould be 
formulated in relation to the distinct1on made between 'I' 
(the perce1ving and ŸŮẀŨVÍẂŤĚself) vs 'me' (reflected and 
more institutionalised) (Mead 1934; Cicourel 1973) is not 
clear to me at the moment, but is not a matter of immediate 
concern. Indeed more generally it should be stressed that 
my use of these terms is very untheorised (cp. e.g. 
Volosinov in Innis (ed.) 1985:54ff; Habermas 1970). 
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15. It is interesting to compare Bell's (1984) scheme, in which 
there is no slot for responsive alter-identified behaviour 
(which in his terms would be responsive outgroup referee 
design). 
16. See below Ch.22 for further manipulations of the figurative 
vs situational dichotomy. Also in the context of 'signi-
fying', Mitchell-Kernan 1972:168,169,170,176; Kochman 1983. 
17. Just to complete this pulling together of strands, it is 
worth making one or two comments on how the irony vs meta-
phor distinction (see 16.3.3 above) fits in with this dis-
cussion of social self ŮŬVŸWÙŬŪÙŪŦĦĚ
Since a major means for working out where a person stands 
is through conversation, it ŸVĚnot very surprising that the 
type of figurative switch that a speaker makes customarily 
suggests different things to the hearer about the speaker's 
ego identifications. Metaphoric switches (defined as S non-
conforming to H's expectancies, but wanting H to see the new 
categorisation as a complementary adjunct to the dominant 
categories operating in the ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪĞĚ seem to intensify 
S's commitment to what is going on and suggest sincerity. 
Ironic switches, where the new ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸVŠWÙŬŪĚserves as a 
contrastive adjunct, suggest on the other hand that S is in 
fact not committed to the dominant ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸVŠWÙŬŪVHĚ and that 
S is detached, even cynical (see Goffman 1959:28; Leech 
1983:144). Conventionally, I think, we do associate meta-
phor with ŮŠVVŸŬŪĚand conviction, and ŸŲŬŪXĚwith coldness 
and alienation (Levinson 1983:161) and if it is true that 
we generally prefer the former, this lends some support to 
the idea that we generally ŨŸÛŤĚego-identification to be 
the TŬÜŸŪŠWÙŪŦĚprinciple in encounters. Irony in which the 
new perspective is clearly alter-identified for the speaker 
is relatively acceptable, since it does not threaten the 
interactional baseline of ego-identifications shared with 
the hearer; but irony in which the contrast is reversed, 
in which the new categorisation is obviously ŤŦŬĤÙTŤŪWŸȚÙŤTHĚ
and the speaker is thereby declaring his distance from the 
framework ordinarily governing S H interaction - this is 
Leech's moral irony (1969:172) and we do not like this when 
we are its butt. 
18. Though this implies that status is subordinate to role, not 
vice versa as e.g. Hargreaves (1967) presents it (see also 
Banton 1965:28). 
19. In WUŸVĚand other respects, what follows overlaps a good 
deal with ÓŸWȘUŤŨŨĤOŤŲŪŠŪGVĚaccount of Afro-American 
'marking' (1972:176-179). 
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CHAPTER 17 
ISSUES OF METHOD, DEMARCATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
17.1 Method 
So far I have outlined a number of theoretical concepts which I 
shall use in trying to account for ȘŬTŤĤVŴŸWȘUÙŪŦĦĚ I have also 
ÙTŤŪWÙȚŸŤTĚcertain methodological procedures and some inevitable 
uncertainties that are identified within this framework. It is, 
however, necessary to discuss ŤÜŮŸŲŸȘŠŨĚmethodology a little 
further, not in such general terms as before, but in more spe-
cific terms relating to the data collected, the ways it ŴŸŨŨĚbe 
treated, and the extent to which these may give a fair ŮŸȘWẀŲŤĚ
of the particular network which it is part of my aim to portray. 
Whereas before indeterminacy was discussed as an essential/ 
integral element in the phenomena being examined, here it is 
worth ÙŪTŸȘŠWŸŪŦĚways ŸŪĚwhich my own ŮŲŠȘWŸȘŤĚintroduces ad-
ditional sources of uncertainty ĜŤVVŤŪWŸŠŨĚunknowability com-
pounded by researcher error) • 
The analytic method here ŸVĚÜŠŸŪŨXĚ 'inductive', basing 
general statements on accumulated observations of specific ŸŪ­
stances. ŃŸŤŨTŴŬŲÛĚinvolved several data-gathering approaches 
and as a result, we can try to set rhetorical code-switching in 
its broader socio-cultural VŤWWŸŪŦĦĚ There are good ŬŮŮŬŲWẀŪŸWŸŤVĚ
for methodological triangulation. 
However, the ȚŸWĚbetween various data sources with regard 
to any ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲĚ issue is not always perfect. Where, in spite 
of a lack of tight ÜŤWUŬTŬŨŬŦŸȘŠŨĚcomplementarity, it seems worth 
ŮŲŬȘŤŤTŸŪŦHĚ this necessitates (in ŠTTÙWŸŬŪĚto all the provisos 
outlined in Chapter 16), (a) a clear ŲŤȘŬŦŪŸWÙŬŪĚof where the 
leaks are, and (b) still more ȘŬŪTŸWŸŬŪŠŨĚconclusions, ac-
knowledging that there are only reasonable quantities of circum-
stantial ŤẂŸTŤŪȘŤHĚ not 'proof'. 
I have not VUŸŤTĚclear of the VŸŪŦŨŤĚ (or just a few) in-
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stance(s) as evidence of the wider patterning of knowledge in 
the peer-group (cf. Gumperz 1982:72) and there are two justifi-
cations of this. 
Firstly, in line with the ethnographic tradition, the data 
derives from within a specificiable social network: the in-
formants know (of) each other, and all know very many of the 
people that each refers to. A network comprises lines of com-
munication, and knowing that all the informants belong to roughly 
the same network justifies attention to single items in so far as 
they have potentiality for a wider currency. Of course, this 
oversimplifies: ȘŬŪTŸWÙŬŪVĚand constraints operate within net-
works to regulate the spread and exchange of knowledge and be-
haviours, and in earlier chapters, I drew attention to a few of 
these. Nevertheless, in this context single instances merit more 
attention than they do in studies in which the actual relation-
ship between respondents is unspecified or unknown. 
Secondly, single or just a few instances can be taken to 
have wider VÙŦŪÙȚŸȘŠŪȘŤĚif they are grouped together at a higher 
level of abstraction, and this has also been done. 
In the process however, I have sometimes imposed my own 
interpretations fairly close to the data (e.g. vis-a-vis how 
informants 'rate' ẂŠŲŸŬẀVĚstraight users of (NP) (VA)E, see 
Chapter 21.3.1). Of course, ethnography aspires for inter-
subjective understanding and this centrally entails researchers 
checking their own interpretation back ŴŸWUĚŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚas well 
as with other parts of the data. In Hymes's terms ethnography 
is 'dialectical', 'feed-back-sensitive' and 'interactive-
adaptive' (1980:92) and as far as ȘŬTŤĤVŴÙWȘUŸŪŦĚis concerned, 
Gumperz checks his own interpretations back ŴŸWUĚ 'participants 
and with others of similar social and ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚbackground' 
(1982:73, also 130). I have not done WUŸVHĚ and by this standard 
these interpretations must be viewed as preliminary. 1 However, 
I have tried to establish the consistency of these readings with 
other sections of the data. 
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It is perhaps worthwh1le looking at how my conclusions are 
likely to stand by the cr1teria of the ethnography of speaking. 
Grimshaw (1974) discusses various levels of adequacy, and the 
first is pert1nent here: 
'Observational adequacy implies that all relevant 
data needed for adequate structural descriptions 
and for the discovery of rules are collected, 
whether those data be speech utterances, kinesic 
accompan1ment to speech, knowledge of social re-
lationships, intended ends of speech events, or 
whatever (Hymes 1967, 1972). In my view, this 
appears to be a task of greater magnitude than 
"enumeration of the class • • • of possible 
sentences" (Chomsky 1965:31), particularly since 
ethnographers of communication must select from 
a behaviourally rich universe of social inter-
action with only m1n1mally developed theoretical 
cues as to what data are most needed. 
In summary, to Chomsky's criterion that data 
be reported accurately, I want to add the cri-
terion that all relevant data be collected 1f 
observational adequacy 1s to be achieved' (1974: 
420 ,421) 
The regular1ties involved 1n rhetor1cal language use should 
only very loosely be construed as a 'grammar' (cf. Lev1nson 1983: 
112) and in Chapter 16 above, reasons were outlined why even w1th 
all the relevant data, there is bound to be some indeterminacy 
in the rules one posits to account for rhetorical code sw1tches. 
Even so, g1ven (a) Grimshaw's injunction to get all relevant data 
and (b) the fact that the data below emerged pr1or to even a 
'first round' of sustained theoretical analys1s, I don't claim 
that it has observat1onal adequacy, or that it forms the basis 
for a full account of rhetorical As1an Engl1sh in the local1ty 
I am studying. Rather more confidently, it is offered as a 
'first step' : 
'Generally, it seems to me that f1ne-gra1ned 
anecdotal descr1ption may be a first step (and 
a very crit1cal one) in which ident1ficat1on of 
pattern and variat1on are undertaken. In brief, 
an 1nteresting phenomenon is identified. Once 
pattern and variation beg1n to emerge, taxonomies 
seem naturally to follow.' (p.422) 
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Chapter 16 represents a step beyond perception of pattern 
and var1ation and it could be regarded as serving a semi-
taxonomic role. It could well have theoretically valid impli-
cations beyond taxonomy, but, in treating the data, I am not 
whole-heartedly setting out to identify, for example, eo-
occurrence constra1nts and possibilities amongst its theoretical 
elements - indeed the view of interpretive indeterminacy entailed 
in the framework raises problems for taxonomy itself. In gener-
al, while I have partially proceeded beyond pattern and vari-
ation, this framework's main (and not insignificant) function 
will be to prov1de a coherent metalanguage against which the data 
analysis can be set. Much of that will be conducted at a lower 
level and regular1ties will often be proposed in fairly a-theo-
retical terms (i.e. I w1ll not be working with an explicit theory 
of speech types, or persona traits) •2 Occasionally I will glance 
towards Grimshaw's next stage - the formulation of 'grammars' or 
'proto-grammars' - but th1s w1ll be done informally. 
Summarising the methodological orientation here, what fol-
lows is not exhaustive. It 1s exploratory, interpretive and 
tries to set rhetorical speech acts within a particular ecologi-
cal context. It uses several methodologies in order to identify 
and give preliminary description to 'an interesting phenomenon', 
which it considers partly 1n the l1ght of a fairly general 
theoretical framework. 
17.2 Demarcation 
There are two questions of demarcat1on that need to be addressed. 
The first is more term1nological, though it leads into the 
second which is more substantively concerned w1th issues of data 
classificat1on. 
17.2.1 Rhetorical vs Stra1ght Language Use 
I have already used the notion of 'rhetorical' language use and 
it is necessary to explain what I mean. By rhetorical, I roughly 
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mean GUŸŦUGHĚ 'artful', GVŮŤȘŸŠŨGĴĚ by straight, I mean 'ordi-
nary', 'normal'. In relation to the concepts outlined in 
Chapter 16.3, GVWŲŠŸŦUWGĚ and 'rhetorical' can be regarded as 
cover terms, ȘŨẀVWŤŲŸŪŦĚtypically eo-occurring factors. 
Responsive and ego-identified language use were referred 
to as being basic, unmarked and the norm in conversation (Chap-
ter 16.3.7). To that, it is worth adding the enactment of 
fairly loosely defined and flexible personae (or indeed no per-
sonae at all, depending on your TŤȚÙŪŸWÙŬŪĞĦĚ This ȘŬÜŞÙŪŠWŸŬŪĚ
of factors - ŲŤVŮŬŪVŸẂŤĚdesign, ego-identification and flexible 
personae - represents 'straight' style in an ideal form: of 
course, these components need not all eo-occur, but this will 
not prevent the term 'straight' from be2ng used in a fairly 
intuitive way. 
The same is true of 'rhetorical' which, in contrast, can 
be ideally defined as in2tiative design, alter-Ldentified cate-
gories and the projection of narrow, highly ȘŬŪẂŤŪWÙŬŪŠŨŸVŤTĚ
personae. AgaLn, these factors may only eo-occur VŬÜŤWŸÜŤVHĚ
and thus speaking of 'rhetorical' vs 'straight' styles is 
fairly arbitrary. In fact, that does not matter, since 'rhetori-
cal' and 'straLght' are not being used technically: they are 
convenient labels rather than analytic concepts, and in general, 
I shall introduce as ŲUŤWŬŲŸȘŠŨĚanything in which there is a 
suspicion that even only one of the characterLstic features is 
involved. 
17.2.2 Normal vs Asian English 
In the course of investigation, a line will initially be drawn 
between 
(a) informants' perception of Asian NŪŦŨŸVUĚas a spec2al style 
available to people who in their eyes speak English normally 
(i.e. Asian English as a rhetorical variety), and 
(b) informants' recognition of ĻVŸŠŪĚEnglish as a way of 
VŮŤŠÛŸŪŦĚthat is natural for some people around them (i.e. 
Asian English as a VWŲŠŸŦUWĚvariety). 
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A number of points need to be made with regard to this 
distinction. 
Firstly, the important definitions of normalness in English 
are those obtaining within this peer-group, not outside. From 
the perspective of RP and Standard English, a ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸȘŠŨĚdis-
tinction between some aspects of my informants' English and the 
English spoken by adults from the Indian subcontinent might seem 
artificial, to be described more accurately as a difference of 
degree rather than kind. But this is to elevate the descriptive 
linguistic above the psychological (the etic above the emic). 
If you do so, and if you ignore what is for many informants a 
ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸȘŠŨĚdistinction, you lose the chance to explore the 
meanings and social ŮVXȘUŬŨŬŦŸȘŠŨĚimplications ŤŪWŠŸŨŤTĚin the 
rhetorical exploitation of an alter-identified code. 
The issue becomes more complex than that however, VŸŪȘŤĚ
peer-group members themselves may not agree on what is normal 
as opposed to ĻVŸŠŪĚEnglish. At least some kids differentiate 
amongst their peers in terms of the ethnicness of their speech. 
Thus Olw, an ethnically Afro-Caribbean boy, singles out Jp and 
Lp as 'pronouncing letters with v's'; Fi, a Sikh, refers to Kp 
and Pp as having Pakistani accents, says he himself does not 
have a very good Indian accent, and judges Lp to be comparatively 
English. Such perceived diversity ŸŪĚspeech production might 
well extend to intra-peergroup variation in receptive evaluations 
of what constitutes 'normal' vs 'non-normal', 'Asian' English. 
When one combines WUŸVĚwith the obvious fact that people 
are likely to differ in their abilities to imitate, there are 
two implications for the ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWŸȘĚŠŪŠŨXVŸVĚof ŲUŤWŬŲŸȘŠŨĚAsian 
English. Firstly, to quite a degree rhetorical uses by different 
people will be ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘŠŨŨXĚdissimilar: indeed, in purely 
linguistic terms, one person's rhetorical use could resemble 
another person's straight use. This might be the case intra-
ethnically as well as interethnically, and perceiving rhetorical 
use ŴŸŨŨĚdepend on a knowledge of each speaker's normal use. 
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The second point is, however, that within the speech of a single 
individual, the linguistic realisations of rhetorical use may 
not differ very much from their ŪŬŪĤŲUŤWŬŲŸȘŠŨHĚ straight use. 
This is the point made by Gumperz (1982:84ff; also e.g. McLure 
1981:70) who indicates that a code switch may be indicated by 
rather subtle linguistic and ŮŲŠŦÜŠWŸȘĚcues of a subculturally 
conventional kind and this returns us to the dichotomy between 
the psychological versus the TŤVȘŲŸŮWÙẂŤĚ linguistic mentioned 
above. 
In the data below, informants cite a number of instances 
of Asian English specifically as such (see Chapter 18 in particu-
lar). At other times, my own judgment is involved in TŤWŤŲÜÙŪŸŪŦĚ
when rhetorical Asian English is being used, and it is therefore 
important to clarify the basis for these assessments. The 
majority of cuing features occur both within reported speech as 
well as in the course of ordinary ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪHĚ and thus the 
former provides some validation for my classifications in the 
latter. 
Informant reports of Asian NŪŦŨŸVUĚdemarcate normal from 
rhetorical ĜȘÙWŠWŸŬŪŠŨĞĚ speech in a variety of ways. Exemplifi-
cations are normally introduced with ' go(es)' or '_ say(s)' 
followed by a very short pause, and they often commence ŴŸWUĚa 
change in loudness, pitch and/or speed of delivery (see 
Appendix 20, extracts 1 to 10). These last three features also 
sometimes mark the boundary between straight and rhetorical 
language use in the course of ordinary interaction, though none 
of these need necessarily indicate that the new code is ĻVŸŠŪĚ
English in particular. Another demarcation device can be a 
change in voice quality, roughly identifiable as 'creaky voice'. 
Specific markers of rhetorical Asian English can be found 
at grammatical, prosodic and segmental levels. On occasions it 
is signalled through TŤẂŸŠŪWĚverb forms and/or by the omission 
of auxiliaries, copulas and articles (see extracts 2,14,30 and 
41 in Appendix 20). However, ŮUŬŪŬŨŬŦŸȘŠŨĚcues are much more 
common. 
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Prosodically, a VŴŸWȘUĚto Asian NŪŦŨŸVUĚis very often 
marked by stressing every syllable, and it is common for no 
nuclear stress to be apparent. Intra-sentential pitch 
changes sometimes seem abrupt, and unusually high tones may 
be used (see e.g. extracts 17g,l9,27). A stressed schwa 
(or an ŤŰẀŸẂŠŨŤŪWĞĚ is VŬÜŤWŸÜŤVĚplaced at the end of utterances, 
thus adding an extra syllable to the final word (see extracts 
6,7,11,18,49). 
A number of consonantal features mark rhetorical Asian 
English. ŎŤWŲŬȚŨŤẄŸŬŪĚis extremely common, and the use of aspi-
ration differs from normal peer-group English. Both voiceless 
and voiced plosives may be either strongly aspirated, or unaspi-
rated completely. Where normal Bedford English includes a lot 
of glottal T's, these are rare ŸŪĚthis rhetorical code. ŐŸÜÙŨŠŲ­
ly in certain cases, H-dropping is less frequent (e.g. extract 
2). /wl may be changed to [ v ] or [ b] and there are also in-
stances of epenthesis (extracts 15,17g,SO). 
With vowels,nasalisation is common and normal English vowel 
lengths are sometimes altered (thus I i: I might be converted to 
[ i ]). Most common of all here though is the ÜŬŪŬWUŬŪŦŸVŠWÙŬŪĚ
of diphthongs. This occurs very frequently in relation to ŅTŸĚI 
(as in 'go') , which is realised variously as [ ŸĚ] [ "'D ] or [ o ] , 
and it quite often happens to I e.t I (as in 'day'), which changes 
to [ E ] • [ 9-] , roughly equivalent to RP I" I in 'cup' , occurs 
commonly as a replacement for the normal English forms I a I ,li!Jt. I, 
I '0 I and ŅŸĚI. An absence of schwa reduction also TÙVWÙŪŦẀŸVUŤVĚ
rhetorical Asian English. 
These then are the features most typically cueing one that 
this rhetorical code is ŞŤŸŪŦĚused. 3 But of course the point 
made earlier about TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWÙŠŨĚŮŲŬȚÙȘÙŤŪȘŸŤVĚŸŪĚÙÜŸWŠWÙŬŪĚmeans 
that few of the utterances ŠŪŠŨXWŸȘŠŨŨXĚTŤVŸŦŪŠWŤTĚas ŲUŤWŬŲŸȘŠŨĚ
Asian English contain only these features. Furthermore, some of 
these features may occur in ŸĤŲUŤWŬŲÙȘŠŨĚspeech (see Part II 
on [ L ]) . Sometimes Asian English coding carries over into 
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normal discourse (see extract 3), or alternat1vely, normal 
English coding enters before a rhetorically Asian English utter-
ance is completed (see extract 5). Indeed, such admixture is 
more than a mere matter of speaker proficiency, and is surely 
influenced by a host of contextual factors. 
In principle then, an utterance may psychologically/sym-
bolically represent Asian English without bear1ng many of its 
surface linguistic features. Indeed in the data designated as 
such, there are one or two instances when the analytic class1fi-
cation rests on a single item. 4 However, this is very much the 
exception and, while there are often normal English intrusions, 
the rhetorical code is marked by a reasonable cluster of dis-
tinguishing features in the vast majority of cases. In the 
transcriptions in Appendix 20, I have given single underlining 
to utterances which I think represent rhetorical As1an English, 
and I have either phonetically transcribed all of it, or those 
features which identify it as such. Elsewhere within an extract, 
I have also often transcribed relevant normal features so the 
reader may compare the two. (These phonetic transcript1ons w1ll 
not however be presented in the main body of the text) • 
These then are the reasons why it might be difficult to 
dist1nguish normal English from rhetorical Asian English, to-
gether with an account of the basis on which my judgments are 
formed. However, one further demarcation issue arises: how is 
rhetorical As1an English to be differentiated from Punjabi and 
more particularly from Punjabi-English code-mixing? 
Later on, differences in the symbolic meaning of Asian 
English and 'the m1xed code' will be given some cons1deration. 
Here the concern 1s more techn1cal. Given that code-mixing may 
vary a great deal 1n the ratio of English to Punjabi (Agnihotri 
1979; Chana and Roma1ne 1984), code-mixed utterances may on 
occasions seem almost English (and pretty much like Asian English 
if some Punjabi phonology is retained) • In order to distinguish 
them, the strategy will be to consider as Asian English only 
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those phenologically 'Asian' utterances made up entirely of 
English words: even if an utterance has only one Punjabi word 
in it, it will be viewed as code-mixing and excluded from the 
main focus. Questions about the arbitrariness of such a decision 
will be addressed in due course. 
17.3 Terminology 
So far, we have been referring to rhetorical Asian English. How 
appropriate a label is this to what we will discuss? 
Although it may variously contain Creole or Punjabi ethno-
linguistic features, the ŸĤŲUŤWŬŲÙȘŠŨĚEnglish spoken by my in-
formants is in my view simply Bedford English. To call it Black 
or Asian English would imply that 'in its heart', Bedford wasn't 
racially diverse and that there is some ideal Bedford speech 
independent of migration from overseas. I regard that view as 
wrong, and can therefore see that it might be adequate to de-
scribe the rhetorical code as ĻVŸŠŪĚEnglish. 
However, that ÜŸVVŤVĚthe element of exaggeration in its use. 
Also some kids may well say that they, or others, speak English 
with a little bit of an accent, without suggesting that it could 
be seriously equated with the rhetorical version. So for these 
reasons it would be better to call the rhetorical code Very Asian 
English. 
That sounds rather clumsy. Are there no terms for the 
rhetorical code available locally? Unfortunately a ready-to-
hand, widely shared term to describe 'Very Asian English' TŸTĚ
not emerge in the course of ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĚTÙVȘẀVVŸŬŪVĦĚ This could 
have been because I felt cautious about broaching this topic 
with informants. 5 Alternatively, this may well have been because 
6 
no agreed label for 'Very Asian English' was in common use. 
That in turn may have been because the relevant reference 
group - people using Very Asian English as a straight code - is 
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itself rather diverse. 
In contrast to discussions referring to West ŅŪTŸŠŪIŎŠVWŠIĚ
Black Language and ÖẀŪÚŠŞŸIǾŲTẀIŅŪTÙŠŪIÖŠÛÙVWŠŪÙHĚwhich identi-
fied the social groups deemed expert in these varieties quite 
clearly, the people and groups ŸTŤŪWÙȚÙŤTĚŴŸWUĚstraight use of 
Very Asian English were less apparent. There are instances in 
the data to indicate that this variety could be variously associ-
ated with Pakistani and Indian adults, and ethnically ÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸHĚ
Bangladeshi and Indian youngsters. At different times rhetorical 
users and informants might be thinking of Bangladeshi English, 
Pakistani English or Indian English. 
As an outsider's cover term, Very Asian English intimates 
this uncertainty and diversity. However, we cannot accept it 
yet, because there is another problem to be faced. 
As well as ethnic markedness, a TÙVWŸŪŦẀÙVUÙŪŦĚfeature often 
ŠWWŲŸŞẀWŤTĚto natural/straight users of this 'variety' is non-
proficiency in NŪŦŨŸVUĦĚ Sometimes indeed WUŸVĚappears to be the 
most salient factor and rather than speaking of 'Very Asian 
NŪŦŨŸVUGĚ (VAE), it may be more ŠŮŮŲŬŮŲŸŠWŤĚto speak of 'Non-
ÖŲŬȚŸȘÙŤŪWĚNŪŦŨŸVUGĚ (NPE). Actually, to speak of either exclu-
sively would be wrong and could prejudge the ŸVVẀŤĚof what kids 
have in ŸŪTĚwhen they use or talk about this other-identified 
variety. Sometimes ethnic marking may be its most salient 
feature and non-proficiency ŸŪĚEnglish may only be incidental; 
sometimes this position may be reversed; sometimes they may be 
held in balance. But equally it would be misleading to hold 
them together in something described as 'Non-Proficient Very 
ĻVŸŠŪĚEnglish' (NPVAE) since ŨŬŦŸȘŠŨŨXĚand in reality, ŤWUŪŸȘĚ
markedness need not be perceived as a lack of proficiency (e.g. 
Fi says of Kp 'Kp can talk very good NŪŦŨŸVUĚbut his accent is 
different'; Lp says that Mp's father speaks and reads very good 
English with an accent -'five-sixths of it is English, ŬŪŤĤVŸẄWUĚ
of it is ÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸGĞĦĚ Equally, lack of proficiency need not en-
tail ethnic markedness (Ve describes himself as 'not knowing much 
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English' in the ISA self-rating of proficiency and he is ethn1c-
ally Angle). 
Some k1nd of blend is required. Perhaps the best way to 
refer to this •variety•, while preserv1ng its ambiguity, is to 
use brackets to indicate the optional inclusion of an element, 
at the same time as saying that at least one element has to be 
included: thus we might refer to 
(Non-Proficient) (Bangladeshi) (Pakistani) (Indian) English. 
Even if abbreviated (NP) (B) (P) (I)E, this is too clumsy, so 
remembering that its meaning is ambiguous, we can stick with the 
term 'Very Asian• and instead refer to: 
(NP) (VA)E. 
Having this nearly all in brackets perhaps also has the advantage 
of reminding us that informants and others may not actually regard 
it as a •variety• having, for 1nstance, the same common properties 
that enables them to speak of West Indian English (see Hudson 
1980:30). Also, 1n view of the way in which Foreigner Talk often 
has no generally accepted name (Carder 1981:83; Hinnenkamp 1983: 
3), the virtual unsayabil1ty of this label makes it s1ngularly 
appropriate. 
17.4 A Note on the Tone of What Follows 
In fact, rhetorical (NP) (VA)E can be closely tied in with a 
number of serious social concerns, about which it is both diffi-
cult and wrong to remain neutral. (Complex) connections between 
rhetorical (NP) (VA)E and racism may strike the reader in the 
course of the next two chapters and (a) the failure to address 
this issue immediately and (b) the attempt made in these chapters 
to account for this rhetorical code in relatively detached terms 
may seem corrupt. The scope given for personal interpretation in 
qualitative data of this kind is considerable and bias stemming 
from my own social pos1tion will systematically influence the 
text in ways of which I am unaware. However, I think it would 
be a mistake to directly address questions of racism early on 1n 
these chapters since it could well pre-empt the conclusions. 
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Racism is considered quite fully in Chapter 22, but it is also 
suggested that it is not a relevant background to all of the 
data here: for this reason, it ŸVĚ in my view more important to 
hold back on these serious questions while the data is to some 
extent being given its preliminary sorting. 
In the course of what follows, I sometimes refer to the 
rhetorical use of Punjabi and Creole within the peer-group and 
suggest that these are both fuller and more power-laden sources 
than (NP) (VA)E. Given this, the reader may ẀŨWŸÜŠWŤŨXĚwonder 
why I focused on the rhetorical variety which is arguably most 
closely connected with the subordinate position of minorities. 
There are three reasons: firstly, it is ŤŠVŸŤŲĚfor me to 
analyse linguistically than ÖẀŪÚŠŞŸĴĚ secondly, studies of the 
use of Creole within poly-ethnic peer-groups are well advanced 
ĜÑŤŴŸWWĚ1982). Thirdly, I have myself had a lot of professional 
experience as a teacher of ESL, and some engagement ŴŸWUĚŸWVĚ
theory: thus, whether this ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲĚqualification is ŮŬVŸWÙẂŤĚ
or ŪŤŦŠWŸẂŤHĚ in ȘŬŪȘŤŪWŲŠWŸŪŦĚanalysis on rhetorical (NP) (VA)E, 
I have been following some kind of ŠẀWŬŞÙŬŦŲŠŮUŸȘŠŨĚmomentum. 
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NOTES 
1. Saying that my interpretations are preliminary is not to 
concede that there can be final and single interpretations, 
only that certain ÜŤWUŬTŬŨŬŦŸȘŠŨĚprocedures, notably 
Gumperz's, provide a way of cutting down on the range of 
options (though for criticisms of retrospective participant 
accounts, see Leitner 1983; Auer 1984). 
2. In fact, because these are not validated as member catego-
ries, not having an explicit theory of speech act types 
could be regarded as good. (a) Elaborate models would be 
premature and (b) might give an aura of objectivity when it 
is in fact important that the researcher's inadvertent cul-
tural biases should be fairly transparent and accessible 
(see also Labov 1972b:298 on premature formalisation). 
3. Most of these features described are referred to in the 
texts on Punjabi and Indian English cited in Chapter 9. 
It might be interesting to investigate which aspects of 
straight Asian English these kids TŸTŪGWĚuse rhetorically 
and why. However, that would lead into detailed linguistic 
analysis which is not the concern here. 
4. See Lp's 'you're not meant to run in the corridor' in 
Extract 16. Only the realisation of 'to' as [thu] pro-
vides a linguistic indication that this may be rhetorical 
Asian English. In fact ultimately, the designation of it 
as such derives more from contextual, semantic and se-
quential features of the interaction. 
5. I was wary that I might be misconstrued as associating 
with my informants a variety that for them was perhaps 
emphatically other-identified. I didn't want to be seen 
as sharing the pejorative stereotypes of ŁŲŸWÙVUĚAsian 
English perceptible, for example, in some educational 
writing on the topic (cf. Rampton 1983); see also 
Chapter 22.1 and ĻŮŮŤŪTŸẄĚ23). 
6. Informants and others used a variety of labels: 'Indian 
(accents)' (Ip,Hp,Fi); 'Asian Lingo' (Mr 04e); 'English 
that doesn't sound much like English'; 'a mix between a 
Punjabi accent and an English accent'; 'slang'; 'Punjabi 
English'; {'ESL Centre)English'; GÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚEnglish' (Lp). 
In fact, ŴŸWUŬẀWĚa clear label, we had to use meta-
linguistic vocabulary that may have caused problems of 
mutual comprehension in some cases (e.g. [Kp (Pr 4/MS ); 
Fi (Pr 5/MS 75 ); Np (Pr 3/MS ); Jp (Pr 4/ )]. 
Cf. Macaulay 1975:158-159. 
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CHAPI'ER 18 
REPORTS OF RHETORICAL (NP) (VA) E 
This chapter first of all presents reports about rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E given in ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴVĚby normal English speaking ŸŪ­
formants. Then, ȚŬŨŨŬŴŸŪŦĚthe procedure for analysing figurative 
language outlined in Chapter 16.4, it scans these accounts to 
produce a preliminary description of (NP) (VA)E persona enactment. 
The focus then shifts to more detailed analysis of specific 
episodes, during which certain analytic concepts are sharpened. 
These in fact ŮŲŬẂŸTŤĚa means by which the characterisation of 
these anecdotes can be more coherently formulated. Some further 
analysis of specific extracts illustrates the viability of the 
framework in Chapter 16, as well as broadening the ŮŸȘWẀŲŤĚof 
rhetorical (NP) (VA)E as a local practice, and WUŸVĚchapter con-
cludes with some remarks about code-switching typology. 
For the ŠVVŸVWŠŪȘŤĚof the reader, a table summarising both 
the data and many of the conclusions relating to it, is presented 
on pp.S13-515. 
18.1 The Data 
(In the extracts that follow, ẀŪTŤŲŨÙŪŸŪŦĚis used to show that 
an utterance has been expressed in rhetorical (NP) (VA)E - see 
Chapter 17.2.2, and Appendix 20 for phonetic transcription.) 
Six ethnically Pakistani informants and one ŅŪTŸŠŪĚreported 
(NP) (VA)E being spoken by people who by ŸÜŮŨŸȘŠWŸŬŪHĚ usually 
spoke normal English. Three reports referred to a particular 
individual (01p) , who perhaps is something of a specialist in 
this rhetorical style. 
Lp was the first to report this individual: 
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EXTRACT 1 
[ Lp in an interview \ 
Ben: and what about the fact that people often you know put on 
a kind of .•. very Punjabi accent when they're saying 
things, have you noticed that, or not. 
Lp: yeah, people like •• um •• Olp 
Ben: yes yes 
Lp: he's erm em when yesterday um when (my) teacher ••• he 
) calling me names and then I called him names back 
and teacher told him to go ( out and he goes •• he he 
he spoke a a Punjabi accent and a English accent and 
he said urn •• You tell this stupid fool •• (you know) to 
get out and all that 
Ben: he said that to who 
L me 
Ben: uhuh 
L he goes, first he (started going), you tell th1s stupid 
fool to get out then he goes, miss what about him he ain't 
getting out. 
Ben: uhuh 
L and he and he and he was calling me names 
Ben: why did he sw1tch like that 
L He wanted, he wanted he ... um ••• when he saw that Miss 
was um telling him to get out, he changed the accent, I 
don't know why, so she could understand it more clearly 
and said 
Ben: to her 
L Yeah, and to tell the teacher to throw me out as well. 
Ben: But why d1d he use the Punjabi ace .•• I mean normally 
when he speaks to you, he doesn't use that more PunJabi 
accent 
L He was trying to be funny 
Ben: He was trying to be funny was he? 
L He was trying to make the class crack up. 
Ben: Oh was was he was he 
L Yeah and they use, they use a different accent .•• 
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L also reports that Olp uses (NP) (VA)E to tease 02p, a 
fourth year ethnically Pakistani boy who had been to the ESL 
Centre. 
EXTRACT 2 l Lp in an interview (same as in I) I 
Lp : And we make fun of him we go he sweeps (a shop's) floors 
Ben: he what 
L he sweeps the floors at (shop name) and we make fun of 
him 
Ben: Oh he doesn't really, he doesn't really 
L And Olp calls him 
Ben: he doesn't really 
L he does 
Ben: Oh he does 
L and Olp goes, er you got he he sweeps the floors at (shop's name) 
he stupid boy 
Ben: Olp does that 
L yeah he teases h1m 
Ben: and does he put on that Punjabi accent to tease him or 
what 
L yeah he don't use the West Indian, you know, he only 
uses the PunJabi there. 
In another interview, Ip refers to Olp: 
EXTRACT 3 
Ip 
Hp 
Ip and Hp in interv1ew 
Olp, he went to Mrs 
) shouts 
Ben: yes 
I Mrs )( was str1ct too 
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Ben: yes 
I and no one messes about with her •.• 
Ben: yeh 
I but Olp, she's scared of him •.. and he was going like 
this to her [rude gesture] like that in front of her face 
and she never done nothing 
Ben: blimey 
H 
I and she goes, er Olp VŸWĚdown, he go, what did you say 
I did not hear I am independent and all this 
H [laughing] 
Ben: he VŠŸTĚhe VŠŸTĚwhat he's 
I yeah he's saying all these Indian words 
Ben: I'm ind inde 
I indi a er independent Indian 
Ben: he said what 
I I don't know something like that 
H Indian 
I my sister knows 
Ben: No I just didn't hear, what did she 
I independent Indian 
H Indian you know 
Ben: Oh I see did he I see and your sister what does she say 
I she's always laughing at him and she tells me when she 
gets home 
Ben: oh he does that, so Olp does that when he's being naughty 
with teachers 
H mm 
I yes. 
I and H also have a story about H using (NP) (VA)E 
rhetorically. 
EXTRACT 4 
Ip and Hp in an interview (same as in 3) 
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H (well) in the first year •. Ip and another person 
were getting chased [laughs] 
Ben: yeh 
H and I was (scaring) then I go what is the matter 
H [laughs] 
I It was 05i he start looking in this g1rl's pencil case .. 
he goes come on guys let's n1ck something 
Ben: yes yes 
I and it was ) lost property box and 
Ben: uhuh 
I he start looking in it and a g1rl comes and she goes, 
what are you lot doing it was a big fourth year girl 
right ..• it was a white one ••• and she said what are 
you lot doing •.. and ... and then Hp comes over from his 
class 
H [laughs] 
I and and and and we were shouting at her an everything, 
and he goes, what are you talking about, what what what 
what 
Ben: yes yes yes yes 
I and she d1d(n't) beat him up after that 
Ben: Uhuh did she yeh 
I Cos he didn't know what was go1ng on he just come and he 
start talking like this. 
Ben: Is it •. now which is .. I mean is it is it tough us1ng 
that kind of Indian Indian voice or 
H 
I practise at night to my brother 
Ben: Oh do you 
H I make him really curse 
Ben: You make him what? 
H Wild 
Ben: Yes yes curse oh sorry. 
Ip has a third tale. 
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EXTRACT 5 
Ip and Hp in an interview (same as in 3 and 4) 
Ben: Yes I see yeh yeh is there now ... so people do kind of 
jokey Indian voices qu1te a lot do they? 
Ip Yeh like yesterday our next door neighbours my sisters 
was banging on •.. they were fighting •• it was 12i she 
starts .•• they're _(reliJlious 9roup) next ( 
Ben: They're what 
I they're (religious group) .. they're Indian race ... but 
they're Christians 
Ben: Oh yes 
Hp yeh Christians 
I and they had had a girl called 121 and she starts screaming 
at night and so we .•• heared what we were saying I 
think it ) my sisters and then they start banging on 
the walls so we listen ) what they say1ng .•. and 
and we go, shut up you idiots and 
H [laughs] 
I my sisters were swearing at them 
Ben: uhuh 
I and he and he goes, I don't know what you are talking 
about, it was 04i 
Ben: yes 
I he ( he knows what we're talking about 
really but he just tried to be an Indian 
H I use it sometimes 
Ben: This was the guy next door 
I Yeah 
Ben: yeh 
I yeh ••• they keep on banging on our wall so my brother 
got up and start swearing at them. 
Np and Bi also report rhetorical (NP) (VA)E: 
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EXTRACT 5 
ŲĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤŸĚ
Np and Bi in an interview 
Ben: like um people I have heard people saying, you know, 
ŮŨŠXŸŪŦĚa game and saying good shot 
ŁŸĚ .. yea sometLmes they do ÙŪŸWĚgood shot, good shot, good 
shot 
Np.: very good shot very good shot 
B very good 
Ben: yes 
B that's what they say 
Ben: have you heard any other examples of that 
N no 
B when, you know this bloke called Olit, when he say what 
he said what do you mean what do you mean, and 13i, 
what do you mean 
N [laughs] 
B they kind of .•• you know like er, if a Indian person 
didn't know English right he would speak, what do you 
ŸĚinit (it's people) like that init that's how other 
people try and make pretend right that, they d2dn't know 
English right and they go what do you mean all that 
N they go, what do you mean 
B what do you mean what do you mean 
N and they go, go away go away go away 
B go away 
This is an account from Pp,Qp and Bi: 
EXTRACT 7 
Bi, Pp, Qp in an interview 
Ben: ... somebody VŠŸTĚto me in Luton that 1f they were talking 
to a an old Punjabi person, they they they're .•• I 
mean not ... instead of just changing to Punjabi completely, 
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sometimes, while speaking English, they'd just talk with 
a more Punjabi accent. Do you think that's right, or 
you aware of that or not. Have you heard it 
Pp Yea some people do yea 
Bi Some people do 
Ben: Yea •.• like where or who 
P Well, well hear you know .•• heard some people what's the 
name talking like that you know ••• talking English right 
and then they they what's its name, if they were 
saying, road, they you know they start to say road in you 
know as if they were saying it in the Punjabi 
Ben: yes 
P it would be like if they said road, like ••• their what's 
its name it looked if their tongue got twist •. right and 
they said road something like that 
Ben: yea yea 
P just peo you know people just start chang1ng what 
what they say like ... you know .•. you can hear some 
people say like instead of saying hotel, they say hotel 
and things like that 
[laughter] 
Ben: like scottish hotel ••• [to the others] are you ..• have 
you heard that as well 
Q yea quite a few 
B yea quite a few 
Ben: like where ... I mean 1s it 
B (London) well ) that old man that you know and 
was asking you where's your dad and all that ••• and 
if you want to say he gone to work .•• you say in a 
different way. So that they •.. you know start ... kind 
of understand1ng 
Q Yea in Pakistani usually .•. er ... when somebody comes 
and asks ••• you know ••• for where my dad 1s, cos I don't 
always talk that much Pak1stani right ••• so I talk a 
l1ttle bit Pakistani and I just say where the place is in 
Engl1sh or something like that ••• and they don't ••• it 
doesn't sound that much like English a bit different though 
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so they could understand 1t ..• 
Ben: yeh yeh 
One ethnically Afro-Caribbean boy reports rhetorical use 
of (NP) (VA) E: 
EXTRACT 8 
Rw and Sw in an interview I 
Ben: do you ev, do you ev, do you ever do an Ind1an voice to be 
funny 
Sw : yeh ( 
Ben: like what 
) done 
S go) very very good (very good) 
R [laughs] 
Ben: who, where, who do you do that with 
S I (only) do that w1th the teacher 
Ben: Oh yes yes and what does the teacher, teacher do 
S just tells me off. 
Two ethnically Angle informants report ẀVŸŪŦĚ (NP) (VA)E 
rhetorically themselves. This is We: 
EXTRACT 9 
Tm, We and Ole in an interview. They are d1scussing 
imitations of Punjabi 
Ben: so tell me .•• so .•• give me another example of what you 
were saying ••• you were saying 
We : what 
Ben: about about about 
Tm : ŞĤŸHĚ ŸŸŸĚ1 
ate: bu-ci ŞŠŸĒGĚ] 
We there 
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Ben: about some people doing it as a joke and some people 
doing it as swearing 
W well some people could be racialist doing it like that 
T yea 
Ben: yes yes 
W if they don't want it here 
T [overlapping] black man, nigger 
W in this country ••• but some people 
T nigger arseholes 
Ben: hang on hang on one second 
W but some of the Pakistan boys they call themselves Pakis 
------------------ [later] ------------------
Ben: what about other accents that you can imitate what 
W he man, take it to me Mr T 
Ole: that's black though 
T that's black though 
Ole: that's black 
Ben: what other ones can you do what what 
Ole: we've already done that 
W I am a jolly buggy ... bud bud curry 
T we call him 
Ole: [ ŞŸȘŘHĚ ŘJĦŸỲĚ
W (please try) 
T I call my brother fat goat cos he's so fat and horrible 
W please tr, taste some of my curry, and I will guarantuee 
when you finished my curry you will need to go to the 
toilet 
[laughter] 
Ben: and do you say that to, I mean you say that to everybody 
and people say it to you or or or 
W well they call me .•• dumpling and peas and that 
Ue reports: 
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EXTRACT 10 
Ben: 
I Ue and Ve >n an interview I 
anyway, just coming back to this business of ••• what 
I said about Olp, do people ever use, speak English with 
an Indian, accent, you know as an impersonation or •.. 
Ue ((nonsense imitation of Punjabi)) 
Ve yeh [laughter) 
Ue yes [laughter] 
Ben: what's that, what's that [referring to ÙÜÙWŠWŸŬŪŖĚ
Ue : It sounds like an English accent but I don't know what it 
means, it's just ••• what the Indian speaks which I can't 
make head or WŠŸŨHĚ if someone's ••• speaking Indian 
you know to their friends 
Ben: yes yes 
Ue : (I go past) I go merry thank yous 
Ben: uhuh I see yes, yes ••• 
The evidence cited gives only a glimpse of rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E but it is useful for two main reasons. 
Firstly, it indicates that English phenologically coded 
roughly in the manner of Punjabi (and sometimes accompanied by 
non-standard grammar} is discerned as distinct from normal peer-
group usage. Beyond that - and this will emerge in due course -
it demonstrates that code switches into (NP) (VA)E are locally 
recognised as eo-occurring ŴŸWUĚthe ŮŲŬÚŤȘWŸŬŪĚof certain atti-
tudes or character WŲŠŸWVĦĚ In short, it indicates that (NP) (VA)E 
personae of one kind or another do have local emic currency. 
Secondly, the amount of TŤWŠŸŨĚ in these reports allows us 
to infer what this persona is like, and how ŸWĚ is used. We can 
begin to work out some of the meaning potential that (NP) (VA)E 
offers both to people who wish to ŤẄŮŨŬŸWĚit for special effects, 
and to WUŤŸŲĚaudiences (indeed since much of the data refers to 
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people other than the informants themselves as using rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E, the account below maybe relates more closely to the 
interpretive schemata ava1lable to witnesses). 
Let us now try to make an initial summary of what these 
reports tell us. 
18.2 An Initial Data-scan 
As suggested earlier, four issues need to be considered in an 
analysis of figurative (and situat1onal) sw1tching: 
(a) what has been foregrounded - which are the unexpected 
items? 
(b) what is the nature of the 'vehicle' - how can the 
unexpected items be characterised? 
(c) what is the 'tenor'? -what sparks off the use of 
figurat1ve language? 
(d) what is the 'ground' -how do the f1gurative items 
map into the context in which they occur? 
Let us take each in turn, and start by ask1ng: what has been 
foregrounded? 
In all ten cases (NP) (VA)E has been foregrounded by a 
var1ety of linguistic devices which need not detain us here. 
A more pertinent question is however: how far and in what ways 
do deviations from normal phonolog1cal expectancies eo-occur 
with the initiation of persona switches? 
In five cases it is fairly self-evident that in changing 
from their usual pronunciation, speakers are, in one way or an-
other, pretending to be different from what they actually are 
in more than just their habits of speech. Indeed in two cases, 
1nformants themselves state that rhetorical (NP) (VA)E users are 
'putting on an act'. In Extract 5, Ip reports that contrary to 
what he said, OSi did know what they were talking about and in 
Extract 6, Bi and Olit (who is ethnically Italian) are explicitly 
seen to pretend that they're Indians who don't know much English. 
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In the three others, the speakers' use of unexpected ŮŲŬŪẀŪȘŸ­
ations accompanies the adoption of identities which are at 
least partially other than their own. In Extract 3, 01p is 
Pakistani, not Indian, in Extract 9, W doesn't have any curry 
and in Extract 10, we may suppose that rather than being grate-
ful as his utterance suggests, Ue is displeased at ŞŤŸŪŦĚcut 
out from interaction by his peer's use of a language he doesn't 
understand (generally, monol1ngual children say they don't like 
others to speak languages they can't understand). 
So in half the data here, it is fairly transparently evi-
denced that we not only have linguistic switching but also 
persona switching. In fact, this is occurring in other extracts 
as well, though it is necessary here to give interpretation a 
more prominent role. The first step towards doing so, is to con-
sider the nature of the rhetorical personae projected in these 
five ŤẄŮŨÙȘŸWĚcases (i.e. consider the personae as GẂŤUŸȘŨŤVGĞĦĚ
What traits appear to be associated ŴŸWUĚthem? 
(a) non-comprehension seems to be one. ØUŸVĚ is evidenced in 
actual expressions of incomprehension and in requests for 
clarification in Extract 3 ('what did you say, I did not 
hear you'), in Extract 5 ('I don't know what you're WŠŨÛŸŪŦĚ
about') and ŸŪĚExtract 6 ('what do you mean, what do you 
mean'); 
(b) being UŬVŮŸWŠŞŨŤĦĚ ØUŸVĚŸVĚ ÙÜŮŨŸŤTĚŸŪĚExtract 9: 'Please 
try, taste some of my curry •.• '. Here however, though 
well intended, the hospitability does not conform to the 
normal standards of decorum and this suggests a degree of 
non-competence (consistent with (a)); 
(c) ŞŤŸŪŦĚŠŮŮŲŤȘÙŠWŸẂŤĦĚ This is suggested by the expression 
of gratitude in Extract 10; 
(d) autonomy and a dislike of interference: 'I am independent' 
in Extract 3, and 'go away, go away' in Extract 6. 
Constructing persona-profiles on the basis of these five 
comparatively self-evident cases, it in fact becomes clear that 
other extracts probably also illustrate persona-switches. The 
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proposit1onal and illocutionary meanings eo-occurring with 
phonological initiatives are fa1rly consistent with the personae-
descriptions above, so 1t is reasonable to think partly in terms 
of shared stereotypic personae in the following manner. 
In addition to Extracts 3,5 and 6, non-comprehension is ex-
pressed in Extract 4 ('what is the matter'; 'what are you 
talking about, what what what what'). The praising in Extracts 
6 and 8 ('very good (shot)') complements Extract 10 in suggesting 
appreciation as a persona trait. Both of these look consistent 
with 'stereotypes of black and brown people as be1ng lovable but 
ridiculous' (Tajfel 1981:145). In contrast, the illocutionary 
force of Extract 2 (criticism) and 1 (complaint/counter-instruc-
tion) seems to be more in line w1th Extracts 3 and 6 in sug-
gesting critical and self-assertive characterist1cs and so the 
emerging persona-portra1t appears to comprise contradictory 
traits. Still, there is at least some initial bas1s for sup-
posing that in many of the extracts, along w1th phonetic fore-
grounding, personae are being conjured which are at least par-
tially coherent. In fact perhaps 'go away go away' in 
Extract 6 can be seen as a link between the assertive 'I am 
independent' and the polite and appreciative persona of 'very 
good very good' (Extracts 6,8), 'merry thank yous' (Extract 10) 
and 'please try some of my curry' (Extract 9). Certainly, 'go 
away, go away' 1s an assertion of independence, but (a) it 
noticeably involves no swear1ng (it is not 'fuck off') and 
(b) it is a response to being bothered: it does not involve 
imposing on or oppressing other people (it is not 'come here'). 
So while autonomy may be a feature here, it does not seem to be 
of a part1cularly 'tough' kind. 
Initial analys1s then, suggests a degree of persona co-
herence across these reports. There is though a very noticeable 
exception and this is Extract 7. There seems to be no obvious 
persona there: we must note this and return to it in due course. 
Now however, hav1ng given this preliminary v1ew of foregrounding 
and veh1cle, let us now turn to tenor. In what contexts are 
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these rhetorical utterances seen to belong? 
There appear to be several answers. Teasing straight users 
of (NP) (VA)E seems to be one - this is explicitly stated in 
Extract 2. Annoying people is another - see Hp's remarks at the 
end of Extract 4. Both of these entail causing offence of one 
kind or another and this is ŲŤȘŬŦŪŸVŤTĚas a potential use for 
rhetorical (NP) (VA)E by We in Extract 9. Conceivably this also 
motivates Ue's 'merry thank yous' ŸŪĚExtract 10 (which could be 
in retaliation to VŬȘÙŠŨIŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚexclusion). 
However, a rather different purpose seems involved in 
Extracts 3,4 and 5. In one way or another, using (NP) (VA)E 
links up with getting out of trouble (Extracts 3 and 4) or de-
fusing tense VŸWẀŠWÙŬŪVĚ Cposs1bly Extract 5) • Arguably Extract 1 
could also be included in WUŸVĚcategory. 
Two of the extracts - 6 and 8 are hardly classifiable in 
terms of strategic purpose, so let us now consider 'ground' - how 
do persona and context map together? What is WUŤŸŲĚVWŲŠWŤŦŸȘĚ
complementarity? 
We can sum up th1s survey so far, in tabular form (see 
Table 18.1). 
As it stands, this does not present an entirely tidy picture 
of how tenor and vehicle ÜŸŦUWĚmesh. There are however three 
clear VWŠŲWŸŪŦĚpoints, all of them relating to Extracts 4 and 5. 
Firstly, in these two extracts ȘŤŲWŠŸŪĚsurface features of 
the rhetorical (NP} (VA}E persona match WUŤŸŲĚ 'real' contextual 
function quite neatly. In Extract 5, 04i seems at least in part 
to be using a ŪŬŪĤȘŬÜŮŲŤUŤŪTŸŪŦĚpersona to exculpate himself from 
his neighbours' compla1nts, and 1n Extract 6, th1s persona WŲŠŸWĚ
is poss1bly be1ng used by Hp to exculpate his associates in some 
way. You can't be blamed if you're too incompetent to be held 
responsible. 
TABLE 18.1 SUMMARY OF INITIAL ANALYSIS OF SURFACE MEANINGS AND CONTEXTUAL FUNCTIONS 
OF RHETORICAL (NP) (VA)E 
VEHICLE TENOR 
Extract No. Utterance Surface illocutions and 
(features of persona) 
Function in context 
2 
4 
[H's report re 
his brother] 
9 
10 
6 
8 
'He sweeps the floor 
at • He 
VWẀŮŸTĚboy' 
I am jolly buggy. 
Please ••• curry ••• 
toilet. 
merri tank yous. 
Very good shot. 
What do you mean. 
Go way. 
Very good, very good. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
criticism 
(critical) 
offering 
(obliging and non-
competent) 
thanking 
(appreciative) 
praising (appreciative) 
requesting clarification 
(non-comprehending) 
instructing (desiring to 
be left alone) 
praising (appreciative) 
teasing 
annoying 
insulting? 
(insulting?) 
(contd) 
Vl 
0 
...... 
TABLE 18.1 (contd) 
Extract No. 
3 
4 
[report of en-
counter with 
wh1te girl] 
5 
1 
7 
Utterance 
What d1d you say. 
I did not hear. 
I am independent. 
What is the matter. 
What are you 
talking about. 
I don't know what 
you're talking 
about 
'You tell this 
stupid fool to 
get out'. 
road; hotel 
VEHICLE 
Surface illocut1ons and 
(features of persona) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
requesting clarification 
(non-comprehending) 
stating independence 
(autonomous) 
requesting clarification 
(non-comprehending) 
requesting clarification 
(non-comprehending) 
complaining/countering 
instruction 
(critical/self-assertive) 
explaining 
TENOR 
Function in context 
getting out of trouble 
getting out of trouble 
getting out of trouble 
getting out of trouble 
or complaining 
explaining 
lJ1 
0 
IV 
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The second point is an elaboration of the first. If 
(NP) (VA)E is be1ng used to connote non-competence, then Extracts 
4 and 5 might be cases of deferential self-humbling (Brown and 
Levinson 1978:191), 1n which speakers are expressing the1r own 
subordinacy relative to their addressees in the hope of thereby 
appeasing them. 
The third poss1bility relates to the comic value of 
rhetorical (NP) (VA)E. Dur1ng interviews, reports of the code 
often evoked amusement and laughter, and (NP) (VA)E production 
and recept1on are explicitly linked with laughter by informants 
in Extracts 1,2 and 3. As far as getting out of trouble is con-
cerned, this comic dimension to rhetor1cal (NP) (VA)E is con-
ceivably helpful in defusing tense situations. 
Each of these points is suggestive, and will be more fully 
addressed in due course. However, the majority of extracts 
remain unexplicated in terms of the relationship between veh1cle 
and tenor. At th1s po1nt we should terminate this rather rapid 
data scan, turning instead to cons1der particular extracts in 
more detail. In adopt1ng a different tack, not only w1ll points 
of intrinsic sign1ficance emerge, but our analytic vocabulary 
will be 1mproved in such a way that the problem of 'ground' be-
comes more generally tractable. Extract 3 is of particular 
interest. 
18.3 Extract 3: Opposition, Situational Switching and Modes 
of Persona-enactment 
The first part of Extract 3 could fit with the analysis above of 
Extracts 4 and 5. By saying 'what did you say I d1d not 
hear you', Olp could be feigning non-competence to extricate 
himself from the respons1bility of follow1ng the teacher's in-
structions. But 1n that case, the second part of the utterance 
would be rather at odds with the first part - confessing non-
competence does not rest easily with an assertion of autonomy -
'I am independent'. In fact, 1t could be wrong to assume that 
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'what did you say ..• I did not hear you' represents a con-
fession of non-competence: it could in fact be intended as 
'I did not hear you because I'm not interested in what you're 
saying- I've got interests of my own'. 
There is ŨŸWWŨŤĚŮŬŸŪWĚin ŦŬŸŪŦĚŸŪWŬĚ a detailed ŤẄŤŦŤVŸVĚof 
WUŸVĚutterance ŸŪĚorder to try to establish exactly what Olp 
meant: after all, we do not know that he said it ĜWUŸVĚ report 
comes to us via I and his sister). Even so, it raises three 
points: 
(a) it marks overtly the appositional potential of rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E, with regard to school authority. This is the 
first time that an anti-authority ŬŮŮŬVŸWÙŬŪŠŨĚexploitation 
of (NP) (VA)E - conceivably also ẀŪTŤŲŨXŸŪŦĚ4 and 1 - is 
overtly coded in the surface of a ŲUŤWŬŲŸȘŠŨĚ (NP) (VA)E 
utterance. 
(b) Following on from this, it could be that here rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E may not be initiating a figurative switch but 
rather a VÙWẀŠWŸŬŪŠŨĚone. ÖŲŬŪẀŪȘŸŠWÙŬŪHĚŮŲŬŮŬVÙWŸŬŪŠŨĚ
and illocutionary meaning would all appear to be fore-
grounded: one ŸVĚgenerally not expected to contradict the 
teacher's authority, and the whole event ŸVĚ clearly very 
socially salient/memorable. However, a great deal of what 
Olp says in his Punjabi accented English may very well 
directly reflect his true ȚŤŤŨŸŪŦVĚ (except for UŸVĚsaying 
he was Indian). 
This ŞŤŸŪŦĚthe case, the persona he projects may not 
be designed to be ẂŸŤŴŤTĚVŸÜẀŨWŠŪŤŬẀVŨXĚalongside UŸVĚ
normal self (= ȚÙŦẀŲŠWŸẂŤĚVŴÙWȘUŸŪŦĞĚ; it could be intended 
to redefine the classroom VÙWẀŠWŸŬŪĚas ŞŤŸŪŦĚone of inter-
ethnic distance and ŤŪÜŸWXHĚwith the phonetic foregrounding 
VŤŲẂŸŪŦHĚmaybe as in Accommodation Theory, as a marker of 
psychological ŤWUŪŸȘĚTŸẂŤŲŦŤŪȘŤĦĚ Similarly, this may be 
going on when 01p says 'you tell this VWẀŮŸTĚfool to get 
out' in Extract 1. 
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(c) A th1rd (and here most relevant) issue that Extract 3 
raises, concerns the manner in which personae are taken 
up and develop. 
If we suppose that the predominant image evoked by 
rhetorical (NP) (VA)E is one of incompetence, one possi-
bility is that in saying/reporting 'I am independent 
Indian', Olp, Ip and/or his sister are in fact blurring 
the distinction between (a) a persona (a social category 
incorporating a particular set of human traits and an-
nounced by spec1fic linguistic characteristics) and 
(b) the context in which it is projected. On this 
reading,using an (NP) (VA)E persona is not s1mply stepping 
into a fixed and given role as befits the circumstances: 
the persona itself responds to and can incorporate into 
its own l1nes aspects of the context in which it is en-
acted. Olp's reported 'I am independent' may be incorpo-
rating into the persona an attitude that in fact originally 
derives from the arena in which it is performed. 
Th1s is precisely the interactivity between vehicle and 
tenor that Richards and others describe in relation to metaphor 
(see Chapter 16.3.2 above) and it has two clear implicat1ons. 
Firstly, 1t illustrates another reason why it may be hard 
to differentiate situational from figurative sw1tching. It 
goes without saying that in situational sw1tching a persona is 
selected which can engage with and form a dominant part of the 
interaction: it needs to be 'permeable' to context. If in 
figurative switching, vehicle was always clearly defined and 
separate from tenor/context, the JUxtaposition of the two would 
straightforwardly produce the double v1sion characteristic of 
metaphor. However, if vehicle is itself permeable to context, 
such pos1tive duality is dissolved and the f1gurative risks 
misinterpretation as the serious. This is part of the excite-
ment of metaphor and there are plenty of high cultural prece-
dents for vernacular act1ons such as Olp's and/or vernacular 
narratives like I's (e.g. Prospero's epilogue in The Tempest, 
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or ŠŨWŤŲŪŠWŸẂŤŨXHĚ at a 'lower' level, ŮŠŪWŬÜŸÜŤĚẂÙŨŨŠŸŪVĞĦĚ
However, in connection with the present TÙVȘẀVVŸŬŪHĚ it explains 
exactly why the interpretation made in (b) immediately above is 
plausible and almost ẀŪŠẂŬŸTŠŞŨŤĦĚ
Secondly - and this takes us back to our corpus - WUŸVĚ
flexibility and ŮŤŲÜŤŠŞŸŨÙWXĚin ȚŸŦẀŲŠWÙẂŤĚpersona enactment 
offers us a way of comprehending the mesh between tenor and vehi-
cle in those extracts which have so far rema1ned unexplained. It 
provides us with a means of bringing more order to our ŠŪŠŨXVŸVĦĚ
Let's now go back to these. 
18.4 Reconsidering 'Grounds' 
In Extract 2, Olp is reputed to tease 02p with (NP) (VA)E 'he 
sweeps the floor at Peacock, he stupid boy'. Given that vehicle 
is permeable to context and hence in this way ȚŨŤẄŸŞŨŤĚand some-
times 'messy', it is no longer necessary to see persona enactment 
as being wholly coherent and in particular, speaker and GẂŬŸȘŤGĚ
as ŪŤȘŤVVŠŲŸŨXĚbeing one. This being the case, we may not have 
here the enactment of a first person persona: ŸWĚmay not be a 
case of 01p proJecting 'I, 01p, the typical (NP) (VA)E critic1ser/ 
teaser'; rather, it may be 'He, 02p, the typical (NP) (VA)E 
fool'. In other words, 01p's (NP) (VA)E pronunciation may be 
intended to evoke a social category that is not so much relevant 
to the speaker (and producer of (NP) (VA)E sounds), as to the 
person he is referring to. In ŴUŸȘUĚcase, this is some kind of 
derogatory and third person persona projection, not a 'theatri-
cally' purer, first person one deployed for its connotations of 
superiority. 
In item 1, where 01p is reported to have addressed the 
teacher in (NP) (VA)E 'You tell this stupid fool to get out', and 
then in local English vernacular, 'M1ss what about him he ŠŸŪGWĚ
getting out', there are again two possible explanations. The 
(NP) (VA)E utterance may on the one hand involve a first person 
persona in which Olp is projecting either, 'I, 01p, the typical 
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(NP) (VA)E criticiser', or 'I, Olp, the typical (NP) (VA)E inde-
pendent who rejects teacher commands/commands the teacher' (or 
indeed if we overlook the surface meaning and simply refer to 
the context, 'I, Olp, the typical (NP) (VA)E incompetent who 
cannot be expected to follow teacher's commands'). Alternative-
ly, in view of persona flexibility we may again have a third 
person persona, which involves Olp in projecting 'He, Lp, the 
typical (NP) (VA)E fool'. 
We cannot resolve the issue (without recourse to Olp, or L, 
or Ip or his sister) of which reading is correct. In view of the 
explicit 'independent Indian' connotation of (NP) (VA)E (also see 
below) in both Extracts 1 and 2, the first person persona inter-
pretations certa1nly cannot be dismissed. However, my own 
preference is for the third person persona interpretations, and 
this certainly produces a neater overall picture of the data. 
The relationship between teasing/criticising and independence 
looks quite complex in terms of any normal association they may 
have, and leaves the data looking relatively diffuse. In con-
trast, the association of (NP) (VA)E with non-competence of one 
kind or another is economical, and would unite under one feature 
of persona Extracts 1,2, part of 3 perhaps, 4,5, part of 6, 
and 9. 
Developing theory along the lines (and on from) Chapter 16 
has enabled us to come to terms with several aspects of the data 
here. This could in fact apply beyond the discussion immediately 
above,though for a number of reasons, it is not sensible to at-
tempt an exhaustive analysis of all these extracts. 1 One or two 
do attract a little more discussion however, and it is 1n the 
interests of the theoretical framework not to confine ourselves 
only to the figurative-situational dichotomy. 
18.5 Extract 4: Dramatic Irony? 
Extract 4 is usefully analysed along the initiative-responsive 
axis (Chapter 16.3.1). In it, Ip tells how Hp came upon his 
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friends in trouble with a big white ŦŸŲŨĚand VŠŸTĚWhat are you 
talking about in (NP) (VA)E. To his friends this is an initiative 
style, TŤẂŸŠWÙŪŦĚfrom the ŮŲŬŪẀŪȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚthey expect of him. How-
ever, if the big ŴUŸWŤĚgirl doesn't know him and just regards him 
as a 'little Asian boy', H's utterance is clearly open to inter-
pretation as responsive style, conforming to the ŦŸŲŨGVĚexpectan-
cies. 
It is not possible to ascertain whether H TŤVŸŦŪŤTĚthe 
utterance in this way, whether the girl's own ÙŪWŤŲŮŲŤWŠWŸŬŪĚof 
it as such became apparent later, or whether it is merely an im-
plication in I's reconstruction. However, it is evident that 
with a dual (or indeed multiple) audience, a speech act can 
function as both initiative and responsive styles. More par-
ticularly, here we may have a case of dramatic irony in which 
those 'in the know' realise the speaker is mucking about 
ĜÙŪŸWÙŠWÙŪŦĚand alter-identifying) at the same time as recog-
nising that people unfamiliar ŴŸWUĚthe speaker are getting the 
ŸÜŮŲŤVVÙŬŪĚthat the utterances are ŬŲTŸŪŠŲXĚand sincere (re-
VŮŬŪVŸẂŤĚand ego-identified). 
18.6 Extract 7: Straight (NP) (VA)E? 
The responsive-initiative axis is also relevant to Extract 7, 
although this extract has significance for a broader account of 
(NP) (VA)E as well. 
Op, Pp and Bi all report use of (NP) (VA)E, but they say, 
this is to help their interlocutors understand what they are 
saying. Their ŸŪWŤŲŨŬȘẀWŬŲVĚapparently do not speak much NŪŦŨŸVUĚ
(i.e. are straight {NP) {VA)E users) and it is possible they do 
not realise that Punjabi-accented English is non-normal for these 
boys. In which case, it may make little sense to view their 
switch to (NP) (VA)E as ÙŪŸWÙŠWÙẂŤĚVŴÙWȘUŸŪŦHĚ since if your inter-
locutor has no clear expectations about your ŮŲŬŪẀŪȘÙŠWŸŬŪĚin 
English (due to limited ability to differentiate sounds in that 
language), your scope for contradicting their phonological ex-
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pectations are relatively restricted. If these boys take the 
view that the adults whom they speak to in (NP) (VA)E do not 
realise that it is a marked code for them, then their use of 
it in fact represents responsive shift. 
Another consequence of the addressees being adults relates 
to the enactment of (NP) (VA)E persona. It does not appear that 
any of the traits stereotypically associated with (NP) (VA)E in 
the other extracts are being projected here - (NP) (VA)E seems 
primarily to facilitate the communication of referential in-
formation. This makes sense on two grounds. Firstly, if the 
non-competent or indeed self-assertive persona derives some of 
its symbolic force from its juxtaposition to peer values and 
school culture, the ŨŸÛŤŨÙUŬŬTĚof adults picking up on this is 
small and it wouldn't be worth trying to project. Secondly, 
if the non-competent persona was being projected,this might be 
rather rude since it would be open to construction as implying 
the non-competence of the addressees, for whom (NP) (VA)E is a 
natural code. But there is no suggestion that these encounters 
are other than co-operative. 
The co-operative nature of these (NP) (VA)E transactions 
raises the third issue - is the (NP) (VA)E here ego- or alter-
identified for these boys? Retrospecting in the interview 
setting, they may not feel it to be congruent with their selves, 
and indeed a feeling of incongruence ÜŸŦUWĚbe involved in the 
(NP) (VA)E transactions themselves (thus we might characterise 
them as 'responsive' and 'alter-identified' -see Chapter 16.3.7 
above). On the other hand, if co-operative interaction generally 
proceeds with interlocutors provisionally ŤŦŬĤÙTŤŪWÙȚXŸŪŦĚwith 
one another, it is possible that in the course of these en-
counters, these informants did temporarily ego-identify with 
(NP) (VA)E. Furthermore, if encounters such as these are 
frequent, it is ŮŬVVŸŞŨŤĚthat (NP) (VA)E exists as a well-
established component in their repertoire of non-rhetorical 
styles - non-rhetorical in the sense of being readily available 
for responsive use, and also being not closely associated with 
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the projection of a narrow and highly ȘŬŪẂŤŪWÙŬŪŠŨŸVŤTĚpersona. 
!n that event, using (NP) (VA)E might have a very familiar and 
easy feel - it could be ego-identified (cf. Miller 1980:38; 
Clyne 1981). 
Extract 7 differs from all of the others in being overall 
much less rhetorical than they, and it is most distinct in being 
responsive shift (probably) • The other extracts involve at 
least some listeners who know that (NP) (VA)E is non-normal for 
the speaker and in a number of cases (1,2,3,4,5) the suggestion 
that (NP) (VA)E is unexpected is supported by the fact of its use 
being evidently fairly memorable (informants report specific 
instances), which implies that it is salient, which implies that 
it is unexpected. In contrast, the accounts given ŸŪĚExtract 7 
are rather vague and generic. 
The relevance and ŠŮŮŨŸȘŠŞÙŨÙWXĚof the theoretical framework 
2 
in Chapter 16 to data is by now apparent and it is worth now 
briefly considering its implications for typology. 
18.7 Code-switching Typology 
Gumperz (1982) offers an initial typology of the functions of 
ȘŬTŤĤVŴÙWȘUŸŪŦĚand specifies quotation, addressee specification, 
interjection, reiteration, message-qualification and personal-
isation vs objectification as effects accomplished by code 
switches (1982:75ff). Comparably (or perhaps at an even less 
abstract level), my own accounts describe things that people 
(are reported to) do by switching to (NP) (VA)E - e.g. try to 
get out of trouble, tease, request, quote etc. (see also 
Chapter 19). 
These uses are of interest in a fairly a-theoretical de-
scription of particular communities, but it is mistaken to view 
these ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸŤVĚas anything more than an open descriptive ŨŸVWĦĚ
Really these are a set of 'structural descriptions' and they lack 
a systematic ẂŸŤŴĚof ȘŬTŤĤVŴÙWȘUŸŪŦĚitself as a procedural, in-
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tentional, indeed negotiated activity (cf. Chapter 16.6). They 
miss out on the different meanings achieved by different types 
of code-switch and this kind of list cannot form the basis of 
an adequate account since before you can classify the functions 
performed by code switches, you have to have an adequate 
classificatory scheme for code-switches themselves. 
For example, if VÙWẀŠWŸŬŪŠŨĚand figurative code-switching 
have not first been adequately distinguished at a conceptual 
level, one may proceed directly to data to ŸTŤŪWÙȚXĚuses and in 
the end classify under one heading speech acts which are in fact 
likely to be intended in very different ways and to achieve 
entirely dissimilar impacts. For example, objectification 
achieved by switching to a they-code will have the intention or 
effect of undercutting the message if it is designed as an ŸŲŬŪÙȘĚ
initiative, it will amplify it if it is metaphoric and prompt an 
alteration in role-relations if it is situational. On its own a 
list of structural descriptions is not adequate to the inter-
actional complexity of code-switching. 
18.8 Summary 
This chapter has explored empirical applications of the theoreti-
cal framework in Chapter 16 and has also introduced aspects of 
rhetorical (NP) (VA)E within this ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲĚsocial VŤWWŸŪŦĦĚ
It ȚŸŲVWĚpresented reports of (NP) (VA)E and ultimately con-
strued these persona enactments at a variety of levels. 
Several features appeared to be associated with the 
(NP) (VA)E persona. Being appreciative and hospitable, non-
competent and not understanding emerged as traits: these seem 
to be non-tough and probably lie at some distance from the domi-
nant values of peer culture. This pattern is not straightforward 
however: independent, self-assertive and critical aspects were 
also in ŤẂŸTŤŪȘŤĚand may be stronger than I have so far inferred. 
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The {NP) (VA)E persona (or its use) appears to have marked comic 
resonances. 
It looks as though the (NP) (VA)E persona ŸVĚ exploited in at 
least two broad ways. It is appropriate to teasing, mocking or 
giving offence, and to getting out of or defusing trouble. 
The manner of the enactment of the persona qua persona was 
considered. A persona can be flexible: it is not completely 
'pre-scripted' or totally regulated in terms of its sensitivity 
to the context of its enactment. It can encode in its surface 
features dimensions that are not prespecified but derive from the 
time and place of performance. This is in line with Richards' 
conception of the interactivity of tenor and vehicle in metaphor 
and it indicates why it is difficult to say how far assertiveness 
is part of the (NP) (VA)E persona. Also, if negative connotations 
of (NP) (VA)E are being revaluated positively and oppositionally 
by Olp, Ip and/or UŸVĚsister in Extract 3, this permeability of 
persona may be a major ȚŠȘÙŨŸWŠWÙŪŦĚelement in the process. 
It was suggested that there can be third person as well as 
first person persona enactment. You do not have to pretend to 
be a straight (NP) (VA)E user yourself: you can use (NP) (VA)E if 
this is appropriate to the explicit object of your attention. 3 
A ŮŬVVŸŞŨŤĚŸŪVWŠŪȘŤĚof TŲŠÜŠWŸȘĚirony was discussed in terms 
of the concepts in Chapter 16 ( Bxtract 7 ) • The case of this 
latter also raLsed further ŸVVẀŤVĦĚ In contrast to most of the 
rest, Extract 7 did not appear to admit analysis in terms of two 
levels of meaning and it appeared to illustrate the straight use 
of (NP) (VA)E by people who at school generally speak normal 
English (i.e. for them (NP) (VA)E may be amongst a repertoire of 
straight styles). 
Finally, the relevance of the theoretLcal framework to code-
swLtching typology was noted. Table 18.2 summarises the data so 
far, and also discussLon where Lt has related to VŮŤȘÙȚŸȘĚ
extracts. 
TABLE 18. 2 SUMMARY OF EXTRACTS 1-10, AND SPECIFIC POINTS MADE IN CONNECTION WITH EACH 
Item No. and 
reported 
speaker and 
reporter 
1. 
2. 
Olp 
(Lp) 
Olp 
(Lp) 
3. Olp 
Ip 
Item 
You tell 
this stupid 
fool to get 
out 
He sweeps 
the floors 
at 
--:---:-he stupid 
boy 
What did you 
say I did 
not hear 
you, I am 
independent 
Reported 
setting and 
participants 
Classroom: 
Lp and other 
02p 
Lp 
Classroom: 
(Ip's 
sister) 
Teacher 
Aspects of 
persona 
Self-
assertiveness 
(first person 
persona) 
Non-competence 
(third person 
enactment) 
Non-competence 
(third person 
persona) 
Self-
assertiveness 
(first person 
persona) 
Non-compre-
hension 
Assertion of 
autonomy 
Function in 
context of 
enactment 
l )' 
ŸĚ ') 
Teasing 
Getting 
out of 
trouble 
How do personae 
fit their contexts 
of enactment? Further analysis 
Intensify self- First person persona, 
assertion or self- situational 
differentiate ŸĚinitiative 
inter-ethnically ego-identified? or 
Intensify 
derogation of 
another 
Intensifies/ 
imitates 
non-competence 
of referent? 
< ') Third person persona, metaphoric initiative 
and alter-identified? 
Third person and alter-
identified persona 
enactment: 
Metaphoric initiative 
As in 4? Metaphorical 
or ŸĚ ) initiative 
Self-differ-
entiates inter-
ethnically? 
Oppositionally 
revalues low 
prestige items? 
Situational 
initiative 
(contd) 
lTI 
..... 
w 
TABLE 18.2 (contd) 
Item No. and 
reported 
speaker and 
reporter 
4. Hp 
[Hp and 
Ip] 
5. 04i 
Ip 
6. Bi 
Np 
Item 
What ŸVĚ the 
matter; 
what are 
you talking 
about 
I don't know 
what you're 
talking 
about 
Good shot 
very good 
shot 
What do you 
mean 
Go way, go 
way 
Reported 
setting and 
participants 
Empty class-
room: 
big white 
girl 
OSi,Ip,Hp 
Home: 04i 
and his 
family 
(sister); 
Ip and his 
Aspects of 
persona 
Non-compre-
hens ion 
Non-compre-
hension 
Appreciative-
ness 
Non-compre-
hension 
Polite protest 
(bridging self-
assertive vs 
poll.te and 
appreciative 
personae?) 
Function in 
context of 
enactment 
Getting 
out of 
trouble 
Defusing 
tense 
situation? 
How do personae 
fit their contexts 
of enactment? 
Provides excuse of 
non-competence? 
Defuses tension 
with comedy? 
Polite self-
humbling? 
As in 4 
Further analysis 
Alter-identified 
initiative to friends 
and 
responsive ego-
identification to 
other ŸĚ
dramatic irony? 
I:ronic alter-
identified 
initiative 
U1 
-
""" 
TABLE 18.2 (contd) 
Item No. and Reported Function in How do personae 
reported settl.ng and Aspects of context of fit their contexts 
speaker and Item participants persona enactment of enactment? Further analysis 
reporter 
7. Pp Road, At home, No clear Explaining Responsive 
Bi hotel, with straight persona Temporarily/generally 
Qp giving (NP) (VA) E traits ego-identified 
[Pp, Bi, d1.rect ions speakers (Flexible and straight code? 
Qp] non-stereo-
typ1.c persona} 
8. Sw Very good Appreciative-
(Sw) Very very ne ss 
good 1..11 
....... 
1..11 
I 
9. We I am a jolly Hospitable- Potentially Derogatorily Ironic initiative 
(We) buggy ••• ne ss offending intimates distance Alter-identified please ••. Non-compe- from peer culture? persona 
curry ••• tence 
toilet Polite Expropriates code 
scatology associated with 
ethnic outgroup? 
10. Ue Meri tank When someone Appreciative- Offending? As in 9 As in 9 
(Ue) yous is speaking ne ss 
Indian 
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NOTES 
1. An exhaustive examination of each extract would be a long 
and cumbersome task, since (a) there inevitably is ŸŪTŤ­
terminacy in analysing initiative shifts; (b) such an 
exercise would involve ŲŤVWŸŪŦĚmore heavily on ŸŪWẀÙWÙẂŤĚ
reconstructions of the backgrounds than is ŠŮŮŲŬŮŲŸŠWŤĚ to 
the space it would take; (c) the number of possible inter-
pretations is considerable, as the variables involved are 
interacting. Thus, with Extract 1 for example, if you tell 
this stupid fool to get out entails first person persona 
enactment, it makes sense to see it as a situational shift 
(redefining the setting as interethnic) , in which the 
speaker is projecting an assertive and ego-identified 
persona. If, on the other hand, it represents third person 
projection, the persona involved would be evoking an alter-
identified incompetence, and the shift would be metaphoric, 
the speaker's (NP) (VA)E pronunciation amplifying/lending 
colour to his view that L is a fool. 
2. The metaphoric-ironic dichotomy (Chapter 16.3.3) has not 
been exemplified to any degree in this discussion, and ŸWĚ
merits a brief footnote. The switches in Extracts 5,9 and 
10 are presumably ȚŸŦẀŲŠWÙẂŤJĚ it is hard to ÍÜŠŦŸŪŤĚhow 
the speakers are trying to in1tiate VŤŲŸŬẀVĚ ŲŤȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸ­
sations of ongoing interactions or what ŲŤȘŠWŤŦŬŲÙVŠWŸŬŪVĚ
it would be that the1r addressees complied ŴŸWUĦĚ More spe-
cifically, 5,9 and 10 look as though they are ÙŲŬŪŸȘĚ -
contrastive adjuncts to the speaker's main meaning. In 5, 
the overall ironic effect appears to be to defuse the VŸWẀ­
ation ȘŬÜŸȘŠŨŨXĴĚ in 9 and 1n 10, it looks as though it may 
serve to give offence. If 1 and 3 are figurative VŴŸWȘUŤVHĚ
then along with 2, they are probably metaphoric, ŸŪWŤŪVÙȚX­
ing propositions about stupidity by bringing into the 
reckoning appropriately non-competent personae. 
3. Perhaps, if you are using (NP) (VA)E to get out of trouble, 
you should not use a WUŸŲTĚperson persona (it makes less 
sense, in so far as it is your own non-competence which is 
(a) the excuse, or (b) is emphasised perhaps to communicate 
your relative lowliness). However, there is no reason why 
a third person persona should be the only one employed to 
give offence. You could use the first person persona like 
We in 9, in which case this would be an instance of direct 
mimicry - an example of the 'personal-centre switch' 
'point-of-view ŬŮŤŲŠWŸŬŪGĚ described by Brown and Levinson 
(1978:124) being turned on its head, and serving as the 
opposite of a ŮŬŨŸWŤŪŤVVĚstrategy. 
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CHAPTER 19 
RHETORICAL (NP) (VA) E IN USE 
The last chapter worked through the framework in Chapter 16 in 
quite a bit of detail. Here I shall look at the data-base a bit 
more (though not exclusively) in terms of the light it sheds on 
the peer-group ŞŤŸŪŦĚstudied. Chapter 18 was a useful prelimi-
nary to this in two respects. 
First, as ẀŪTŤŲŨŸŪŤTĚin section 18.1, it indicates that 
some kind of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E persona has emic currency. 
We are not in pursuit of a mere analytic illusion. 
Secondly, it intimates some of the complexities ŴUŸȘUĚwe can 
expect to encounter. These lie in at least two areas. Firstly, 
there may well be contradictions and tensions ŴŸWUÙŪĚa persona: 
indeed we may ask whether in fact more than one persona is asso-
ciated with (NP) (VA)E. 1 In the second place, not all Punjabi-
accented English need be seen as initiative design. In situ-
ŠWŸŬŪVĚof language contact, minority languages commonly borrow 
and incorporate maJority terms, and for children brought up in 
the contact setting here, these loan words may be as integral a 
part of Punjabi as English. So English words in Punjabi pronun-
ȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚcannot always be unambiguously regarded as (NP) (VA)E2 
(cf. Gumperz 1982:66ff). 
This brings another difficulty to ÜŸŪTĦĚ In contact set-
tings, code mixing may develop along with a set of rather differ-
ent symbolic connotations from Punjabi-accented ESL. The 
linguistic criteria used to TŤŨÙÜŸWĚthe corpus here are TŤVŸŦŪŤTĚ
to exclude ŨŤẄŸȘŠŨŨXĚmixed PunJabi-English utterances, but the 
line analytically drawn may not always ȘŬÙŪȘŸTŤĚwith the TÙẂŸ­
sions which participants themselves would make. So in this re-
spect as well, Punjabi-accented NŪŦŨŸVUĚisn't necessarily emical-
ly (NP) (VA)E. 
OVerall, while there are ȚŸŲÜĚgrounds for looking at 
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naturalistic data in terms of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E persona pro-
jection, it is foolish to assume that this will automatically 
produce a complete account, and other perspectives may be needed 
in addition. On this note of very cautious ŬŮWŸÙVÜHĚit is 
worth proceeding to a consLderation of the data. 
19.1 The Data 
This chapter will be differently structured from the previous one, 
in so far as all of the data-transcripts are presented in Appen-
dix 20, only selectLve illustrations being cited here. 
But first, several points need to be made here about the re-
liability of the data and the manner in which it was collected. 
The data relevant to this chapter is presented in four parts 
in Appendix 20, each reflecting a different data source. 
(a) the first presents data collected by radLo-microphone or in 
interviews in which the verbal interaction is very clearly 
focused on the microphone itself (or myself at the other 
end) • This type of data obviously derives from very special 
circumstances, and it is not possible to extrapolate from 
this to how rhetorLcal (NP) (VA)E is deployed in natural con-
texts. Nevertheless, rather like formal linguistic elici-
tation tests, it does afford one some view of people's 
knowledge, and so as long as one takes care not to make 
extrapolations about 'performance', one may make inferences 
about 'competence'. 
(b) The second part describes radio-mLcrophone data in which 
the mLcrophone is not the central focus of attention. One 
is never able to say that a person wearing a radLo-mLcro-
phone is completely unaware of it (cf. Romaine 1984:22) and 
indeed, because of this the demarcation between data pre-
sented under (a) and (b) is a little arbLtrary. Neverthe-
less, under (b) data are presented in which (NP) (VA)E fits 
in some way with an interactional context that is inde-
pendent of the tape-recording microphone. Thus this gives 
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a better idea of how rhetor1cal (NP) (VA)E may actually be 
used. 
(c) presents rhetorical use of (NP) (VA)E that occurred in the 
course of interviews, but which was not deliberately elici-
ted. Following Grimshaw (1974:421), this can be seen as 
'"natural" speech (and other communicative behaviour) ob-
served in contrived settings which can become natural.' 
Of course, as with (b), it 1s impossible to say just how 
'natural' this is. 
(d) This presents data that were not tape-recorded, but which 
were collected through participant observation and recorded 
in a field notebook. I either observed it as a Youth Club 
helper, or I was involved in it in my capacity as a Youth 
Club helper rather than a language researcher. 
A lot of the data is not as perfect as it m1ght be: aside 
from some of the intrinsic problems raised above, the RM data is 
sometimes hard to decipher and not all the participants can be 
identified. Equally, the entries made in my field notebook are 
often not in as much detail as would have been ideal. However, 
I hope the inferences do not monstrously overreach it. 
Table 19.1 presents a summary of the data, together with 
discussion 1n relation to each extract, for the assistance of 
the reader. 
19.2 Features of Persona 
It is once again helpful to try to analyse rhetorical (NP) (VA)E 
at four levels: foregrounding, vehicle, tenor and ground. 
I shall take the first step for granted and start with an 
account of the rhetorical (NP) (VA)E persona as vehicle. A number 
of the characteristics suggested earlier as defining the 
(NP) (VA)E persona are corroborated in the data on use, at least 
if the arguments concerning the flexibility of persona per-
formance are accepted (see Chapter 18.3, 18.4). 
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ŁŤŸŪŦĚŠŮŮŲŤȘŸŠWÙẂŤIŠŮŮŲŬẂŸŪŦĚwas suggested as one feature, 
on account of thanking and praising attributed to (NP) (VA)E users 
in the reports. This is supported by Extracts 13,18,20,21,35, 
and perhaps parts of 17. Extract 21, for example, is as follows: 
21 ÖŠŲWŸȘÙŮŠŪWVJĚ 03i, Mr 17i (summer school teacher} 
Bi, Ben, others. 
Setting Outside TẀŲŸŪŦĚa summer school 
cricket game. 03i and Mr 17i are 
in the same cricket team. 
Bi is wearing the radio-microphone. 
Mr 17i: 03i 
03i yes sir 
Mr 17i: if you don't make ev at least twenty runs 
03i yes sir 
Mr 17i: 
03i 
I'll punch your nose, and flatten ( 
(yes sir) very good very good 
Ben] 
[turns to 
03i Sir guess how much I made this morning 
The requests for clarification in Extracts 3,4,5 and 6 sug-
gested non-comprehension as another feature, and (accepting 
second person persona enactment) this is supported by Extracts 
24,27 and part of 14. This is Extract 24: 
24 ÖŠŲWŸȘŸŮŠŪWVJĚ Tm, Rw, OSe (male, 17 year old Youth 
Club helper) . 
Setting Junior Youth Club, after school. 
Tm is trying to get a team together. 
He is wearing the radio-microphone. 
Tm: Ain't it, ain't Rw's supposed to be playing on our 
VŸTŤĚ •.. [to OSe?]: go and wank a sausage .•• Rw, 
I thought you said you was playing 
Rw: [shouting] I said nothing 
Tm: yes you did 
Rw: I did not say nothing 
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Tm: yes you did 
Rw: Nothing (don't you) understand English 
don't you understand English 
Tm: no 
Rw: move then 
Tm: don't push me right 
Rw: I did 
Tm: do you want me to push you again then 
Rw: Go on then ••• doesn't do much to me ••• just push 
me in the same direction 
Tm (to someone else]: where's the ball for this 
Non-competence, inferred on the basis of Extracts 3,4,5,6 
and 9 (and partly related to non-comprehension) is intimated by 
Extracts 18,34,31,33 and part of 32. This is Extract 34: 
34 Participants: OSe (17 yrs old), with his ȚŲŸŤŪTVĚ
(02i, 07e, 06e - all male). 
[Ben: observer.] 
Setting Youth Club ĜŤẂŤŪŸŪŦĞĦĚ
OSe was playing pool; he played a 
bad shot and said in a PunJabi accent 
OSe: 'I make fuck-up' 
The (NP) (VA)E persona had scatological associations in 
Extract 9, and these are corroborated in Extracts 14 and perhaps 
32. Noticeably, the scatology in each of these three cases is 
comparatively polite (we have 'toilet', not shit, turd etc.; 
and indeed relatively polite protest (or swearing) , inferred on 
the basis of Extract 6 ('Go way, go way') is maybe reflected in 
Extracts 32,43,44 (31 is also superficially polite). 
This is Extract 14 (dotted ẀŪTŤŲŨÙŪŸŪŦĚindicates speaker 
ŠŮŮŲŬẄÙÜŠWŸŬŪĚto Creole; double underlining indicates Punjabi 
or Punjabi-English code mixing): 
14 
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Partl.cipants: Tm, 06i, Anon 1, Anon 2 
Setting The dinner queue. Tm is wearing 
a radio-microphone. Ben is at 
the receiver end (a distant over-
hearer) • 
Tm: speak some Pakistani language in there [into 
the radio-mike] 
06i: what? 
Tm: speak some Pakistani [shouting:] language 
o6i: ('a._ ÖĒĒGŸĚ"'-u. i 1 Tm 
Anon 1: 
((Trans: Tm's a (vulgar) )) 
Wait a minute [starts to sing:] I want to do 
it, I want to do ŸWĚwith you 
o6i: Tl"\ ŔŸẀĚ WŸHŠŸĴJĚ 1:) ØŸĚft'l.( GŬŬĦĦ·ŸWĦHTŸĚ1] 
((Trans: Tm you're a , Tm you're a 
bastard)) 
06i: t'ot:-' \:.1 u ȚĒĤẀŸTŸĚ ÓĒŠĦŘŸŘGŸŨWŖĚ
((Trans: Ben you're a vulgar vulgar)) 
Tm: [laughs] 
06i: (Let me do something last word) One word 
Tm: go on 
06i: Ben I'm sorry to say this 
Tm: 
Anon 2: 
06i: 
Anon 3: 
06i: 
Anon 3: 
) 
no I'm not you're friend 
you're a 
let me do it 
a what do you call it again do you go toilet 
often do you eat often no no no no booo 
06i let me too . . . ẄŚŬŸĚ_bum_ s!_ink!!_ £ox_ you fuck 
it here you donkey breath 
o6i: you fucker. Ben is a bastard. Ben is a 
WÛẀWŸŠÍĚ
( (Trans: dog ) ) 
These are Extracts 32 and 44: 
32 
34 
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Participants: Anon (I, aged 15? or older, or P9, 
Mr 04e ( adult, youth worker), 
and others. [Ben: observer.] 
Setting: Friday evening Youth Club: 04e 
and other youth workers were 
closing the club, and asking people 
to leave. Anon came back in, and 
said in a very Punjabi accent: 
Participants: 
Setting 
Anon: 'I go toilet' 
04e heard this, and called out 
after him, as he went downstairs to 
the toilet, in a very Punjabi accent: 
04e: 'Oh you bloody loony you' 
There was a further response from the 
kid from downstairs but I didn't 
catch it. 
Lp and Ben 
outside school office, in the corridor. 
Looking at a mark made on a shelf by a 
damaged plant pot, L in (NP) (VA)E 
remarked, 
Lp: 'Goodness gracious' 
It was suggested that the (NP) (VA)E persona was ŠVVŬȘŸŠWŤTĚ
ŴŸWUĚvalues that were not highly fashionable within (opposition-
a!) peer culture: an association with/orientation towards school 
values is suggested by Extract 16. 
Also associated with the (NP) (VA)E persona however were more 
self-assertive qualities (see discussion of Extract 3, Chapter 
18.3). Extract 17, in which Np commentates, praises and ȘŲŸWÙ­
cises, seems more in line with th1s. In fact, the relatively 
polite protest mentioned just above, was construed as partially 
related to this more assertive characteristic, and data item 26 
may be quite close to 6. A self-assertive persona is certainly 
projected in Extract 19, though this example may be quite complex 
{see the discussion of the relationship of Creole to {NP) (VA)E 
personae in sect1on 19.3 below). 
26 
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This anyway is Extract 26: 
Participants: Gi, Fi, Olw and Anon 
Setting: 
Gi [to Olw]: 
Anon: 
Gi: 
School breaktime. Olw is playing 
on a pocket electronic game. Gi 
and Fi both want to have a go. 
The bell has gone. Anon comes up 
close to them. 
Gi and Fi both have radio-
microphones. 
(you're) a jew ••• come off it, don't be so 
cruel ••• 
go for the ice cream 
(who) 
[to Anon:] (what) 
do you want what do you want 
nothing. I'm hiding from somebody 
well don't hide near us, we ÜŸŦUWĚcatch some 
diseases 
Fi [to 01w]: when you've cleared alright, give it to us, 
you're going to take 100 years. 
Gi: Come on Fi, give us a sweet, don't mess about 
Another instance of self-assertion in the persona may be 
Extract 11. 
A new feature of the (NP) (VA)E persona introduced in this data 
is religiousness. Ue, an ethnically Anglo boy, introduces this in 
Extract 30, and to an unreligious person from an unreligious family, 
which U reports himself to be, religiousness may be a characteristic 
that ŸVĚconsistent ŴŸWUĚappreciativeness, incompetence, politeness 
etc. For other ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚ (Sikhs and Muslims), there is less likeli-
hood that religiousness forms WUŸVĚ kind of association, and as there 
are no other empirical instances of it, it would be wise not to pro-
pose this as a powerful (NP) (VA)E connotation within this social 
network (though ŸWĚmight well be an ethnically specialised meaning) • 
These then appear to be features of persona to emerge from data 
on actual rhetorical (NP) (VA)E use, and it is worth summarising 
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the substantiality of the data on each (including the reports 
from the previous chapter) • 
- being appreciative: seven (eight?) instances from four data 
sources 
- not comprehending: seven instances from three data 
sources 
- non-competence: nine instances from three data 
sources 
- polite scatology: two (or three?) instances from two data 
sources 
- polite/swearing protest: four (or five) instances from two 
data sources 
- distance from peer culture: inferred on the basis on several 
features and evidenced clearly in one 
instance 
- self-assertiveness: five (?) instances from two data sources. 
19.3 Rhetorical (NP) (VA)E, Creole and Punjabi 
In Extracts 14,27,19 and 28, (NP) (VA)E ŮŲŬŪẀŪȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚis juxta-
posed to Punjabi and Caribbean Creole lexis and ŮŲŬŪẀŪȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚ
(a dotted underlining is used to indicate (approximations to) 
Creole, and a double underlining shows Punjabi or ÖẀŪŊŠŞŸĤNŪŦŨÙVUĚ
code ÜÙẄŸŪŦĞĚ• Apart from ÙŨŨẀVWŲŠWŸŪŦĚthe range of codes amongst 
which local kids switch, it is worth paying particular attention 
to these for two reasons. Firstly, the contrast between them 
suggests procedures for the TŤȚÙŪŸWŸŬŪĚand validation of several 
ethno-linguistic personae, as well as indicating a little of the 
system that they form in relation to each other. Secondly, an 
important area of uncertainty about Punjabi-accented English is 
illustrated. 
Extract 14 is cited in section 19.2 on ŮĦŐŸŸĚabove. This 
is Extract 27: 
27 
Anon: 
Jp 
Fi 
Anon: 
Jp 
Anon: 
Jp 
Fi 
Anon: 
Fi 
Anon: 
Fi 
Participants: 
Setting: 
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Fi, Anon, Jp, Sw and others. 
Dinner queue at school. Anon 
and Jp have been playing 
'self-incrimination traps' 
(Opie and Opie 19Sl:86). 
What other parts refer to is 
not clear. 
I went don't stairs 
Just like me 
s, you're here 
Looking through the ŴŸŪTŬŴĚ
Just like me 
I saw a great big gorilla 
Just like er .•• [laughs] 
What's wrong with you 
ŪŬWUŸŪŦĚ
(face then) 
you facety 
so TŸTĚ I 
I do the shits, I do the VUŸWĚin my pants ••• 
so did I 
Anon: So did I 
Jp So did I 
. . . ( 
ŃŸĚ [sucks teeth], NŚŨŸĦŲĦŸĦĚ_c.!_art_ ŸUŸWĤ ẄŚŬŸĚJ. ____ ) 
ĦĲŚŬĦËËŚŤŚŞŸVĦËËŚXŚUŸŠĦĲŚĚ
Anon: rasclat 
Anon 2: rasclart 
Fi ĦĲJŚÌĦËËŚŪŸĚE_ox .!!_er ŸXŸŨŸTĚ
Anon: 
Fi (like that) understand you know what I mean ••• 
[sucks teeth] ([ ÙŸĚ ŒÙĦŸŤĚ ]> ••• ah she's melted 
( (Trans: ? )) 
Fi it .•. could you move out the way na ras 
This ŸVĚExtract 19: 
19 
28 
Participants: 
Setting: 
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Qp, 06p 
Playground during Summer school. 
Qp is fielding dur1ng an informal 
cricket game and either 06p, who 
is younger and smaller, comes 
near, or Qp approaches 06p. 
Qp You (dumb) tool why you no catch [sings:] 
- - ŚTŸËËĦĚ- - - - - - - - - - -
!:_h=._ fatter monkey came from India • • . India 
they say 
[ o ji: WŴŸỲŨĚ ŘĜŸĚ r.O.: E] what do you 
((Trans: 01 you what's your name)) 
Qp think you doing 
06p [laughs] 
Qp what is your name 
06p uh? 
Qp what is your name 
06p 06p 
Qp you want to die 
06p no 
Qp what is my name 
06p Q 
Qp right I'm the king 
06p er 
Qp ŸŠËËĦĚwh£_ VŤŸ£ŚŤNŚȚŤȘËŚÙ£ŚŪŚNĦŤŲVŸVHËJĦĦ£ŚŪŚPŸŨŸŤŲGŸŚ£ŲŸŐ£ĦŐĚ
VŬŚWŸVËŚXŚV£NJÕĦËËŚÛŸŚŔĦËŚŠŸŦĦËJËŚVŨŚÓ£ŚŪÛŤXŚVŚŠŨŴŸŸĚ
ea!_ ŸŠĦËŚÛŸŲŸVŚȚ£ŚŲŚĿËŚÒŚĨĞŸĚ [sings] they say he 
came from India 
Here is Extract 28: 
Part1c1pants: 
Setting: 
Jp, Kp, Ben 
Interv1ew about the neighbourhood 
(ISA groups). Ben has asked about 
sham1ng up. Kp is answering: Jp 
has been niggling him qu1te 
frequently in the course of this 
session, though they are best 
fr1ends. 
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Kp: ... you drop from your character 
Ben: uhuh ..• what you get a bad reputat1on you mean 
Kp yeah 
Jp yeah 
Ben: how do you mean, drop from your character 
Kp : Like if ... say if you've been good r1ght, people 
know you as good 
Ben: and then after [to Jp:) shut up, shut up 
[laughter) ..• and afterwards um yes, and then you 
drop from your your reputation, yes I see yes yes 
••• ya 
Kp [referring to Jp]: he's kind of dumb 
Jp shut up nigger 
Ben: anyway 
Kp : Charlie 
Ben: I think that's actually about •.• also somebody 
told me 
Jp [E. p\. 'lrd i: ] [laughter) 
((Trans: he's a (vulgar) )) 
Ben: what about 
Kp [to Jp]: it's recorded 
Jp bigl '3 =>=( ] , big ŸĚ
((Trans: big thief, b1g th1ef )) 
Ben: oi, oi, psst what about 
Kp : Jp (blj WŊJLŲŸÍĚ
((Trans: J's a big thief )) 
Jp ) ( tlo\E t i ŸĦKĤĦŲNĚȚŘÍŘŸĚ he] 
( (Trans: ? my ? is ) ) 
Kp Jp \. b"Ij ( ) ŸĪÍĚ
((Trans: J's a big thief)) 
Ben: what about 
Jp : do you know what he sa1d 
Ben: no, say it again 
Kp : Jp tbr3 ŸĒĞŸWĚ1 
( (Trans: J's a big thief)) 
Ben: no I don't know 
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Jp he said I'm a big thief [laughs] 
Kp big time thief (t = [bh%_;' WGÙĦŅŸĚ6hf))) 
Jp E_i5!_ WÙÜŤŚWŸÙŸȚŚŴUŠËŚŸÙŚŞŨŤNŚTŚȘĦĦËŚŤNŚWŚŪŸNŚŠŸXŬŸŸŬĚ
Ben: okay yes, now listen what about ••• 
Kp : ĜŸĤĤŸŊĚ
((=nonsense Creole!)) 
Let us first consider the relation between (NP) (VA)E and 
Afro-Caribbean Creole. With Extracts 14 and 27 (and ŸŪTŤŤTĚ
with 28) , it is very noticeable that ŠŮŮŲŬẄŸÜŠWÙŬŪVĚ to Creole 
accompany the expression of much plainer obscenities than 
(NP) (VA)E (in Extract 14, (NP) (VA)E 'do you go to the toilet 
often' vs Creole 'you bum stinks boy'; in Extract 27, Creole 
'you blerd clat', 'rasclat'; in Extract 28 'what di blerd 
clert na ras you do'). In Extract 27, Creole is used for the 
expression of physical threat ('gonna box her eyelid'), whereas 
(NP) (VA)E is reserved for phatic checking, with the ŸÜŮŨÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚ
that the addressee is stupid ('You know what I mean'). These 
are the first signs of the contrastive functions of rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E vs rhetorical 'West Indian' and from them emerges a 
simple test of commutation (Hymes 1980:67,63,65). How would 
informants react if the phonological codings which realise these 
Creole and (NP) (VA)E speech acts, were swopped (clearly certain 
overt lexical markers would need to be neutralised to ) • Perhaps 
instances 19 and 28 ŮŲŬẂŸTŤĚa clue. 
In Extract 19, (NP) (VA)E is used to express threats, albeit 
in good humour ('you want to die'). Q is playfully asserting 
himself over 06p, who is considerably junior to him. To what ex-
tent is he ÜŠÛŸŪŦĚa mistake/departing from normative expectation 
in this use of (NP) (VA)E? On one reading anyway, Q feels that he 
is, and corrects himself accordingly. He starts with requests 
for clarification that are quite WXŮŸȘŠŨŨXĚencoded in (NP) (VA)E 
('What do you tink you doing', 'What is your name', 'What is 
your name', 'What is my name'), and these have been associated 
with self-assertiveness elsewhere. However, as the ÙŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪĚ
proceeds the threats and self-assertion become very briefly en-
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coded in the (NP) (VA)E speech acts 'you want to die', and, 
when Q gets to 'Right, I'm the king', (NP) (VA)E is dropped, 
and finally, concluding the interaction, Q switches to a TV 
jingle in (mock) Creole. Does he feel 'West Indian' to be 
more appropriate to the character of this interaction? Why 
doesn't he carry on in (NP) (VA)E? 
The data here is ŸŪŠTŤŰẀŠWŤĚas a basis for ŴŬŲÛŸŪŦĚout 
the VXÜŞŬŨŸȘĚsystem in Q's head, so this question is ŬŞẂŸŬẀVŨXĚ
unanswerable. However, this piece of VŤŨȚĤŠVVŤŲWŸŬŪĚin 
(NP) (VA)E does appear to differ from the other instances in 
these data. Both Extracts 3 and 16 are (NP) (VA)E utterances 
ŤŪȘŬTŸŪŦĚself-assertiveness with WUŤŸŲĚpersonae expressions 
('I am independent' and 'golden rule, do not bump teacher'), 
but neither of these are as strong as 'I am the king' ('inde-
pendence' is freedom from other people's rule, and the golden 
rule ŠŮŮŨŸŤVĚequally to all - ŪŤŸWUŤŲĚclaim to be the law-
makers). Extracts 6 and 26 were ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙŤTĚalso as self-
assertive, but both of these are tne protests of people being 
imposed upon ('Go away'; 'What do you want'), not the threats 
from the people TŬŸŪŦĚthe ÙÜŮŬVŸŪŦĚ ('You want to die'). Ex-
tracts 2 ('he stupid boy'), 1 ('you tell WUŸVĚ stupid fool to 
get out') and 31 ('Sorry you lose') are all self-assertive in 
using (NP) (VA)E to denigrate others via second and third person 
persona enactment, but their self-assertiveness is ŸŮŨÙȘÙWĚŸŪĚ
their denigration and not explicit as the self-vaunting of 19 
('I am the king'). Finally, nowhere else in the data are 
physical threats (or the physical strength these imply) direct-
ly encoded in (NP) (VA)E utterances as they are here. 
All of these ŸŪVWŠŪȘŤVĚare ȘŬŪVŸVWŤŪWĚwith the interpre-
tation that ŤẄŮŨÙȘŸWŨXĚencoding threats and one's own VẀŮŤŲŸŬŲÙWXĚ
in rhetorical (NP) (VA)E ŤẄŮŲŤVVŸŬŪĚviolates the 'rules' of ac-
ceptable use, and this may be the reason why Q drops (NP) (VA)E. 
Item 28 allows a little further speculation on such limits to 
(NP) (VA) E use. 
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Kp says 'Big time thief' in (NP) (VA)E, J recedes this in 
approxLmate Creole, adding swear words and then K rejoins ŴŸWUĚ
what is most probably a Creole pastiche (constricted voice 
quality quite often occurs in imitations of Creole, and alliter-
ated 'b's beginning nonsense words figure elsewhere in mock 
toasts). 
J: '_£ig ËŚÙŸŤŚWŤŤËŚĚ..:..·..:.. ŸUŸWŚTĦËŚĚ£ĦŨŸŲŸĚŚ£ŨŸŲWĚNŚŠŚŲŸVŚX£ŚẀŚTŬGĚ
K: lb·, ŸŖĚ
Does J feel that Creole is more appropriate to TÙVȘẀVVŸŬŪĚ
of this kind than (NP) (VA)E, and is K ȘŬŪȘẀŲŲŸŪŦĹĚ Alternatively, 
in order to top K in what has developed as quite a competitive 
dialogue between them, is J switching to Creole and in doing so, 
invoking the associations of Creole with vernacular power (by 
the same token, has K blundered in using (NP) (VA)E?)? These are 
the kinds of issue that a 'grammar' of ŲUŤWŬŲŸȘŠŨĚstyles should 
address and these items give clues as to the types of data that 
might be relevant to its construction. 
Let us turn now to the question of Punjabi and (NP) (VA)E. 
Extracts 14 and 28 contain instances of Punjabi being used 
to exclude people (in both cases, myself). In Extract 28, the 
theme of theft is introduced in Punjabi, presumably because it 
is initially regarded as too sensitive for the interview context. 
In Extract 14, the way 06i swears in Punjabi 
ŸĚŸŤJŸĒĚ l\..-. ph14:aa ""a.'c)\a\t.) 
ŸVĚ in line with the quite common and much celebrated practice of 
VŴŤŠŲŸŪŦĚat white adults in a language they don't understand. 
Here and in Extract 28 we can see the role that Punjabi sometimes 
plays as an appositional secret language, expressing distance be-
tween peer culture and white adults. 
In both cases, the use of Punjabi leads into ÖẀŪÚŠŞŸĤ
accented English, and Extract 28 is particularly interesting in 
this regard. Above, we hypothesised that (NP) (VA)E ŨŞŸWŸĚ£aii\II 8i·f] 
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might be a mistake, or at least a less appropriate selection 
here than Creole. Indeed, read in terms of the ŠŮŮŲŤȘŸŠWÙẂŤĚ
and non-competent persona it could be. On the other hand, 
for K, rather than encoding English in a Punjabi accent, the 
crucial ŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚoperation here may be the introduction of 
English lexical items for the benefit of the non-Punjabi-
speaking addressee. In other words, he may be VWŠXŸŪŦĚŴŸWUĚ
the phonological system used in and appropriate to the ŸÜ­
plicitly ŬŮŮŬVŸWÙŬŪŠŨĚstance immediately beforehand. On this 
interpretation, this utterance is not a persona switch from 
appositional Punjabi to non-competent (NP) (VA)E, but merely 
a code-slide to accommodate the interviewer within a sustained 
persona frame. Of course after that, it is perfectly ŮŬVVŸŞŨŤĚ
that K retrospectively recognises that he is open to misinter-
pretation, and that he then tries to make some kind of ŲŤŮŠŸŲĚ
via pastiche Creole. 
Extract 14 is not ÙŪWŤŲŤVWŸŪŦĚin quite the same way. Due 
to the element of polite scatology, 06i's use of accented 
English appears more in line with other rhetorical (NP) (VA)E 
persona enactments and therefore seems to be more clearly a 
ŮŤŲVŬŪŠĤVŴŸWȘUĦĚ However, having (a) illustrated that Punjabi 
sometimes has tough and appositional uses within the peer-group 
(like Creole) , and (b) that there may be occasions when lexical 
switching is ŲŤŰẀŸŲŤTĚin cross-ethnic communication, ŸWĚ is pos-
sible that sometimes people might use English words with a 
Punjabi accent in a stance of defiance (see 01p in Extracts 1 
and 3). 
This is not to retract on the VẀŦŦŤVWŸŬŪĚabove that in 
general, rhetorical (NP) (VA)E would accompany expressions of 
verbal ŠŦŦŲŤVVŸŬŪĚto a lesser extent than Creole: the evidence 
of there being a broadly non-competent and appreciative persona 
associated with ŲUŤWŬŲŸȘŠŨĚ (NP) (VA)E is quite strong. However, 
it offers an angle on the assertive elements sometimes associ-
ated with rhetorical (NP) (VA)E usage. It also ŸŨŨẀÜÙŪŠWŤVĚone 
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strand in what we shall ultimately have to accept as diverse 
symbolic resonances for Indian English code VŴŸWȘUŤVHĚ and in 
doing so, raises the question of whether it is appropriate to 
speak of several (NP) (VA)E personae. And finally, in our 
speculation about K's attempts at repair in Extract 28, the 
possible ȘŬÜŮŤWŸWÙŬŪĚand collision between (NP) (VA)E-relevant 
ÙŪWŤŲŮŲŤWŸẂŤĚframes emerges. 
The TÙVȘẀVVŸŬŪĚhere has focused on particular instances, 
and taken us beyond questions of 'vehicle' to consider 'tenor' 
and 'ground'. Let us move back to more general observations 
about the data on rhetorical (NP) (VA)E in use, ŲŤWẀŲŪŸŪŦĚto the 
question of tenor. 
19.4 The Contexts in which Rhetorical (NP) (VA)E is Enacted 
Generally speaking, on what occasions does rhetorical (NP) (VA)E 
seem to be used? 
Teasing, as before, appears to be one function (see Extracts 
16 and 31). (NP) (VA)E is also used in such a way as to cause an-
noyance in Extract 24, though Extracts 21 and 35, if they are 
cases of teasing, are good humoured (as I recollect). 
There appear however to be no cases of using (NP) (VA)E to 
get out of trouble and often the uses to which it is put are 
quite diverse and not easily classified. 
Verbal display or showing off seems a reasonable explanation 
for some instances, though this is sometimes obviously for the 
sake of the microphone; so, as far as use is concerned, this 
provides more questionable data than elsewhere (e.g. Extracts 
14,18). 
The cricket commentary in Extract 17 may be an instance of 
straight verbal play, and also contains what may be more instan-
ces of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E being used for teasing or insulting 
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('you are rubbish'). On the other hand, these may s1mply be 
realised via (NP) (VA)E because they are part of the (NP) (VA)E 
commentary. 
(NP) (VA)E is also used to express genuine approbation 
(Extract 20) , for self-criticism (Extract 34) , and in reported 
speech (where the users of (NP) (VA)E have been specified in 
preceding parts of the utterance, and (NP) (VA)E adds expressive-
ness to the account): see Extracts 18 and 30. 
The function emerging most consistently here is however 
that of request1ng- Extracts 22,25,32,36,37,38 and 39. There 
also appear to be cases of (NP) (VA)E chivvying (Extract 33) and 
challenging (Extract 26) . Extract 23 appears to involve some 
kind of echoic endorsement. 
In Extract 11, we might have an instance of (NP) (VA)E used 
for summonings and in Extracts 12 and 13, the informant may also 
feel it is appropriate for greeting. However, in all three in-
stances, rather than evoking the kind of (NP) (VA)E persona de-
scribed above, informants might be simply sw1tching to a variety 
of Punjabi, 1nto which English words have been borrowed (several 
informants reported addressing uncles and aunties as uncle and 
aunty, rather than chacha etc.) Also 'hello' is apparent-
ly also widely used as a Punjabi greeting (especially on the 
phone); conce1vably in these instances, from a partic1pant's 
point of view, these code switches might be as much into Punjabi 
as into (NP) (VA)E. 
19.5 How the (NP) (VA)E Persona fits these Contexts 
I shall not in fact consider 'ground' carefully with regard to 
each item: a number of the matchings between persona trait and 
function in context are relatively unsurprising, and it would be 
repeating a good deal of the discussion in Chapter 3 to go into 
these in deta1l. There are however two matters worth drawing 
out. 
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Firstly, the cr1cket commentary in Extract 17 involves an 
assertive persona which, rather than e.g. deriving this as-
sertiveness from the subversive context in which it is enacted 
(see Chapter 18.3), may originate in the association of Indian 
English with the highly successful participation of India in 
World Cup Cricket internationals. Equally, it may connect with 
code mixing amongst Asian adults in inter-ethnic settings: cer-
tainly Np uses a lot of Punjabi alongside and interm1ngled with 
(NP) (VA)E. So this could be another strand in the connotative 
range of rhetorical (NP) {VA)E, differing from others in its en-
actment of a specifically cricketing persona, and potentially 
prestigious in both peer and public spheres (on the relationsh1p 
between cricket settings and inter- vs intra-ethnic domains for 
bilinguals, see Chapter 21.4.2; also extract 31). 
The second matter requiring particular attention concerns 
the use of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E for requests. This merits 
quite full analysis, focusing on Brown and Levinson's theory of 
politeness and on the figurative vs situational switching di-
chotomy. 
19.6 Rhetor1cal (NP) (VA)E, Politeness and Figurative vs 
Situational Switching 
Here are some examples of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E being used in 
requests (see Appendix for Extracts 22,25,32,36): 
Extract 37 
Participants: 
Setting: 
Gi, Ben 
Junior Youth Club. 
Towards the end of the session, 
around the time that I was pre-
paring to leave, Gi came up and 
asked: 
Gi: 'you could take me in your car. 
This was in a very Punjabi accent: 
the intonation contour was fairly 
Extract 38 
ÖŠŲWÙȘŸŮŠŪWVJĚ
ŐŤWWŸŪŦJĚ
Extract 39 
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straight, it was clearly syllable tuned 
and there was an unusual degree of 
consonantal aspiration. 
Mr ŬVŸĚ (adult youth worker) I Ben 
Youth Club. 
I was standing behind the snack-
bar counter: Mr 08i needed to 
come in past me. In a very Punjabi 
accent, he said: 
08i: 'excuse me please' 
ÖŠŲWŸȘÙŮŠŪWVJĚ Mr 10i (adult youth worker), 06e (16+) 
Setting: Friday ŤẂŤŪŸŪŦĚclub. 
06e came up to Mr 10i who was behind 
the counter VŤŲẂŸŪŦHĚ and asked for some 
crisps ŸŪĚ (NP) (VA)E. Then, when he was 
given UŸVĚchange, he started counting 
out: 
06e: ( 1k ŸGĚJ 
To consider the relationship of the (NP) (VA)E persona to 
requests, ŸWĚ is helpful to ŲŤŸŪWŲŬTẀȘŤĚthe distinction between 
figurative and situational VŴŸWȘUŸŪŦĦĚ Indeed, looking at 
switches within the context of requests adds a new dimension to 
the theoretical TÙVȘẀVVŸŬŪĚin Chapter 16, and suggests a degree 
ŬŸĚcomplementarity between that framework and Brown and Levin-
san's (1978) theory of face-repair. 
The first ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪĚmust ne: in what ŸŤŪVŤĚcan one really 
consider requests in tne ŨÙŦUŸĚof 'figurative switching', VŸŪȘŤĚ
as the examples above illustrate, the speaker wants to get the 
hearer to adapt his categorisation of the situation, and in doing 
so, alter his ŞŤUŠẂŸŬẀŲĚaccordingly. The speaker introduces the 
category 'S is in need of something' in the hope that the hearer 
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will accept this and supply what is required. It looks as 
though any request initiatives are bound to be 'situational' 
(see Chapter 16.3.2). 
At this point it is necessary to separate one's per-
ception of these speech acts as wholes, from one's view of the 
specific element which is being foregrounded. Within a 'macro' 
situational initiative, it may in fact be possible to identify 
micro-effects which could be construed as either figurative or 
situational. 
In the data above, first of all pronunciation is fore-
grounded. Let us also suppose that some persona is being evoked 
(without wanting to attempt any substantive definitions of it as 
yet). The crucial question is (as intimated in Chapter 16.3.3) 
whether that persona is selected by S because it offers it a 
clear role and in doing so, prestructures H's response to some 
extent. If the initiated persona does take a conventionally 
recognised 'companion', we have situational shift and His being 
asked to accept a specific place within the 'world' created by 
the initiated element/persona. If however the vehicle/element 
is not being selected with a view to H WŠÛŸŪŦĚup a clearly de-
signated role vis-a-vis the new categorisation, we have a 
figurative switch. H can see the new category/persona, he can 
infer its relation to the old but he is not being cued to abandon 
the old for the new. 
At this point it is useful to quote Brown and Levinson's 
definitions of positive and negative politeness: 
'Positive politeness is oriented toward the 
positive face of H, the positive self-image 
that he claims for himself. Positive polite-
ness ••• 'anoints' the face of the addressee 
by indicating that in some respects, S wants 
H's wants (e.g. by treating him as a member 
of an ingroup, a friend, a person whose wants 
and personality traits are known and liked). 
The potential face threat of an act is ŸŪÙ­
ÜŸVŤTĚin this case by the assurance •.• for 
example that S considers H to be in important 
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respects 'the same' as he, with group rights 
and duties and ŤẄŮŤȘWŠWŸŬŪVĚof ŲŤȘÙŮŲŬȘŸWXĚ ••• 
Negative politeness, on the other hand is 
oriented ÜŠŸŪŨXĚtoward partially satisfying 
(redressing) H's ŪŤŦŠWŸẂŤĚ face, UŸVĚbasic 
want to maintain claims of territory and 
VŤŨȚĤTŤWŤŲÜŸŪŠWÙŬŪĚ ••• negative-politeness 
strategies consist in assurances that the 
speaker ••• will not (or will only minimally) 
interfere ŴŸWUĚthe addressee's freedom of 
action. Face WUŲŤŠWŤŪŸŪŦĚacts are redressed 
••• with ••• softening mechanisms that give 
the addressee an "out", a face-saving line 
of escape, permitting him to feel that his 
response is not coerced' (1978:75). 
PŸWUÙŪĚmacro-acts such as requesting which pose a threat to face, 
micro situational ÙŪÍWÙŠWŸẂŤVĚcan be broadly aligned with Ÿ­
tive politeness, and ÜŸȘŲŬĚfigurative ÙŪŸWÙŠWÙẂŤVĚwith negative 
politeness. In common with other positive politeness strategies, 
VÙWẀŠWŸŬŪŠŨĚswitches carry 'expectations of reciprocity', they 
assume that S and H are/can be eo-members in the same scheme of 
things, they eo-opt H. Figurative VŴŸWȘUŤVĚ in contrast take 
much greater cognisance of H's autonomy and the intention is not 
for H to adopt what S initiates. Indeed, the process of 
figurative interpretation itself leaves H a good deal of leeway 
. h' 3 1n ŸVĚ response to S. 
Th1s argument places switching which occurs in the context 
of requests well w1thin Brown and Levinson's scheme, and we can 
now turn to a full consideration of (NP) (VA)E requests, taking 
var1eties of (NP) (VA)E persona more substantively in ẂŸŤŴĦĚ
? 
There are at least 4!" possible and not all mutually ex-
clusive ŤẄŮŨŠŪŠWŸŬŪVĚ for why rhetorical (NP) (VA)E should occur 
ŸŪĚthis context. One possibility is that in selecting (NP) (VA)E, 
S 1s primarily concerned to select a persona that is not himself. 
In this read1ng, the most important thing is its being alter-
ident1f1ed, and by d1stanc1ng himself from his request in this 
way, the loss to face is reduced 1f the request is turned down 
(this is ŸŪĚthe 1nterests of both participants' face, since in 
co-operative interaction a threat to H's face also threatens S's 
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and vice versa (Brown and Levinson 1978:72; see also Heritage 
1984:219)). In Brown and Levinson's terms, this projection of 
an alter-identified persona could be regarded as an 'imperson-
alisation' strategy (1978:195). Impersonalisation strateg1es 
are negatively polite and in this reading, they could be being 
compounded by negatively polite 'm1cro' figurative switches. 
That does not answer the question of why in particular the 
(NP) (VA)E persona has been selected. 
Perhaps the (NP) (VA)E persona has been selected for its 
connotations of non-competence, and by this means, S hopes to 
emphasise his need and to intensify the ŸŤĚof his request. 
Whether it is a figurative or situational initiative depends on 
the extent to which feebleness is felt to necessitate assistance. 
If weakness and non-competence do not conventionally elic1t help, 
selecting such a persona, S leaves H a free hand 1n deciding on 
a response. This then would be a negatively polite figurative 
switch, which would partly offset the way in which the particu-
lar persona selected 'impolitely' makes the request seem more 
urgent. 
Another possibility is that the (NP) (VA)E persona has been 
chosen in a strategy of deferential self-humbling (Brown and 
Levinson 1978:191; also e.g. Beeman 1976). The relevant 
features of persona m1ght still be non-competence, or non-
comprehension, but for S, what makes this appropriate is what it 
implies about S's relationsh1p to H. Self-humbling as a form of 
deference is considered by Brown and Lev1nson to be negatively 
polite, and indeed it does imply that H has the power and the 
superiority to do what he likes. However, in its clear designs 
on H's role, a deferential self-humbl1ng initiative would be a 
situational sh1ft, locking H into a particular relationship with 
subtle coercion. S and H may be asymmetrically related to one 
another, but S nevertheless intends to eo-opt H into shared 
agreement on this. Despite the negative politeness made fairly 
explicit in the deference, the situational initiative is posi-
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tively polite and thus H is placed in a double bind, his freedom 
being invoked at one level and his duties at another. 
Further interpretations have these (NP) (VA)E requests as 
wholly ŮŬVŸWÙẂŤŨXĚpolite. Conceivably the switch to (NP) (VA)E 
is designed as either (a) a code switch to ÖẀŪÚŠŞŸĚwhich has 
simply not been achieved at all linguistic levels, due perhaps 
either to S's or H's lack of proficiency; or (b) a switch to 
the ÖẀŪÚŠŞŸĤNŪŦŨÙVUĚmixed code. In this case the relevant 
persona would be Punjabi or Punjabi-in-interethnic-contact 
(not (NP) (VA)E as outlined above). S would be claiming in-
group eo-membership with H4 (Brown and Levinson 1978:115) and 
the switch would be construed as situational, S channelling the 
factors H takes into account in determining his reaction. 
Alternatively, the eo-membership S is claiming might not 
be ethnic, but instead, in using rhetorical (NP) (VA)E, S might 
be claiming a shared appreciation with H of (NP) (VA)E as a 
rhetorical, indeed figurative style (S and H both belonging to 
the set of those people appreciating rhetorical (NP) (VA)E ) • In 
Brown and ÒŤẂŸŪVŬŪGVĚ terms, S would be claiming common knowledge/ 
attitudes ŴŸWUĚH (1978:129), and we might have the complex po-
sition of (NP)(VA)E as a figurative style being embedded/ex-
ploited in a situational switch. 
Which of these readings accounts for the (NP) (VA)E requests 
in these data is hard to say, and I shall not attempt to answer 
this ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪĚseriously, even though Brown and ÒŤẂŸŪVŬŪGVĚtheory 
provides a guide for preferring one ŸŪWŤŲŮŲŤWŠWÙŬŪĚabove another 
with regard to ŸŪTŸẂÙTẀŠŨĚinstances. 5 But three points are worth 
making. Firstly, the notions of ȚÙŦẀŲŠWŸẂŤĚand situational 
switch are compatible with a scheme that is detailed and system-
atic enough to allow one to start formulating testable hypotheses 
and constructing 'grammars' of social interactions vis-a-vis par-
ticular communities. 
Secondly, the framework of ŠŪŠŨXVŸVĚdeveloped in Chapter 16, 
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adds an additional element to Brown and Levinson's scheme. 
Negative vs positive politeness in code-switch1ng is not merely 
a matter of the substantive nature of the persona you conjure 
(Brown and Levinson 1978:115): it is also a matter of whether 
that switch is figurative or situational. 
Thirdly, it is worth po1nting to the possibility that 1n 
the data here, (NP) (VA)E may be serving as a politeness strategy 
not merely in requests. In other extracts where speakers' real 
intentions coincide with the propositions and illocutions ex-
pressed through the (NP) (VA)E persona, it could also be seen as 
down-toning or lightening face-threatening acts, such as the 
challenge in Extract 26, the chivvying in Extract 33, the self-
criticism in Extract 34 and indeed the approbation in Extract 20. 
The model of code-switching developed here could comb1ne with 
Brown and Levinson's theory of politeness quite extensively. 
19.7 Joint Participation in Figurative Styles and Figurative 
Situations 
I mentioned above that shared knowledge of figurative (NP) (VA)E 
could be alluded to in posit1vely polite situational shifts. In 
fact, joint participation in figurative styles is exemplified in 
the data on several occasions and it is worth briefly considering 
these instances, since they represent speech which is both 
responsive and alter-identified (see Chapter 16.3.7). 
32 
This is Extract 32 again: 
Participants: Anon (1, aged about 15, or P), 
Mr 04e (adult youth worker -
first name used -), and others. 
Ben: observer. 
Setting: Fr1day evening Youth club: Mr 04e 
and other youth workers were 
'closing the club', and asking 
people to leave. Anon came back 
in, and said in a very Punjabi 
accent: 
Anon: 'I go toilet' 
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04e heard this, and called out after 
him, as he went downstairs to the 
toilet, in a very Punjabi accent: 
04e: 'Oh you bloody loony you' 
There was a further response from 
the kid from downstairs but I didn't 
catch it. 
Following the logic of section 19.6, Anon's 'I go toilet' 
could be a positively polite situational switch and indeed 04e's 
response supports this - he seems to read it as co-opt1ng him 
into the group of those who appreciate rhetorical (NP) (VA)E and 
he reciprocates accordingly. 04e's is a respons1ve shift in 
reciprocation of Anon's situational initiative, although the re-
sulting style 1s hardly ordinary and it is hard to conceive of 
04e's speech as be1ng seriously ego-ident1fied, even temporar1ly. 
What we have is 'play'. 04e is entering the imag1nary world 
offered by Anon, maintaining the dual perspective character1st1c 
of figurative use and poss1bly partly enjoying the game of trans-
forming the ordinary so that it is appropriate in the imaginary 
and vice versa. In view of what 1s probably a s1ncere des1re to 
shut up the club and get home/off to the pub, the 'fun' may be a 
bit stra1ned, but even so he has hit on some of the r1ght 
features of persona - relatively mild complaint - to express this 
impatience while at the same time sustain1ng the style Anon 
1nitiated. The effect operating here resembles e.g. theatre: a 
figurative mode is initiated in which the audience/addressee is 
expected to participate, for the duration turning on and off 
their disbelief but not confusing th1s with reality at the 
finish (cf. Bateson 1954:137,141). The only difference is of 
course that here these 'f1gurative s1tuat1onal 1nitiatives' are 
occurring in an 1nformal vernacular context. 
The cr1cket commentary in Extract 17 may also represent the 
creation via (NP) (VA)E of a 'figurative situation• 6 in which the 
people listening can participate if, when they take up their po-
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sitions by the stumps, they entertain Np's depiction of them-
selves as international cricketers. The use of (NP) (VA)E in 
the direct speech of the narrative in Extract 18 VŸÜŸŨŠŲŨXĚ
constitutes a short figurative situational switch: it recreates 
the events on the train and helps the audience become more ab-
sorbed in the tale, while at the same time, if they prefer, the 
audience can step back and enjoy it as a performance by their 
friend. Indeed, in so far as the discourse sets up certain ex-
pectations and the tale recalls an experience shared by members 
of the audience, this ŸVĚ a responsive style conjuring a figur-
ative situation. 
19.8 Summary 
After considering the data used here, this chapter has made the 
following points: 
(i) being appreciative, non-comprehension, non-competence, 
polite scatology and protest, and distance from peer 
culture were corroborated as connotations of the 
rhetorical (NP) (VA)E persona. But so too was the 
self-assertive element. 
(ii) The function of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E in its contexts 
of enactment were also considered. Getting out of 
trouble was not evidenced, and teasing and requesting 
emerged as the most consistent uses. Other uses seemed 
to be commentating, verbal display, expressing ap-
proval, reported speech, chivvying, challenging and 
endorsing. 
(iii) The question of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E's relationship to 
Caribbean Creole and PunJabi was considered. It was 
tentatively proposed that Creole was more likely to be 
used in the expression of threats and VŤŨȚĤẂŠẀŪWŸŪŦHĚ
and that uses of rhetor1cal (NP) (VA)E to enact these 
functions broke with normal expectancy. However, a 
glance at code-switching into Punjabi suggested that 
on occasions, Punjabi-accented English might be pri-
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marily designed as the projection of a Punjabi persona, 
lexical adjustments merely being made in order to ac-
commodate non-Punjabi speaking addressees. Though a 
persona featuring e.g. non-competence appeared to be 
the major connotation of (NP) (VA)E, other personae 
might also be proJected in English with Punjabi pro-
nunciation. 
(iv) Whether or not it should be seen as merely a (radical) 
variant of, or an alternative to, the main (NP) (VA)E 
persona, one linked to cricket was also identified, 
which likewise might have stronger symbolic links with 
Punjabi or Punjabi-English code mixing than English. 
Similarly in requests, the persona realised via 
(NP) (VA)E might be more usefully designated PUnJabi. 
(v) The use of figurative and situational switching in 
requests was discussed and, drawing on Brown and 
Levinson•s (1978) theory of politeness, it was sug-
gested that situational switches could here be classi-
fied as essentially aligned with pos1tive pol1teness, 
while figurative switching represented a negative 
politeness strategy. 
(vi) Lastly, it was shown how in play and in quotat1ons in 
narrative, figurat1ve switches can initiate imaginary 
worlds in which the addressee is welcome to partici-
pate, thus making it necessary for us to speak of 
switches initiating 1 figurative situations•. 
Of course, on a variety of these issues, the adequacy of the 
analysis could be increased w1th more extensive feedback from in-
formants themselves. 
Table 19.1 summar1ses the data referred to in this chapter, 
and also the discussion where it has related to specific extracts. 
TABLE 19.1 SUMMARY OF EXTRACTS 11-44, AND SPECIFIC POINTS MADE IN CONNECTION WITH EACH 
Item No. 
and 
Summary 
of 
speaker item 
11. Np 
12. Np 
13. Np 
14. 06i 
15. 03p 
Ben 
Hello 
Hello aunty 
very good aunty 
What do you call 
it again ••• 
do you go toilet 
often, 
do you eat often 
no no no 
Jingle Bell 
jingle bell 
Setting 
and 
participants 
Interview room: 
Ben, Bi, Qp 
.. 
" 
Dinner queue: 
'I'm 
Anon, -n 
Radio-mike 
Playground: 
Gi 
Anons 
Radio-mike 
Aspects Function in 
of context of 
persona enactment 
Assertive- Summoning 
ne ss 
Greeting 
Verbal display 
Greeting 
Appreciative- Verbal display 
ne ss 
Incompre-
hension 
Polite 
scatology 
Verbal display? 
Verbal display? 
Further analyses/discussion 
Loanwords in 
Punjabi? 
Loanwords? 
Loanwords? 
{contd) 
lJ1 
.$:>. 
VI 
TABLE 19.1 (contd) 
Item No. 
and 
speaker 
16. Lp 
Lp 
Summary 
of 
item 
You cause trouble 
I cause trouble 
we get trouble 
You not meant to 
Setting 
and 
participants 
Playground: 
NH(p) 
SK(p) EP(w) 
Olb, Jp, Kp 
run 1n corridor Sw 
Kp 
Lp 
17. Np 
School rules, 
listen school 
rules, not to 
fight aga1nst 
teacher, not to 
run in the 
corridor 
Golden rule: 
do not bump 
teacher 
Cricket 
conunentary 
01b, Jp, Lp 
Sw 
Playground 
B1, Tm 
Aspects 
of 
persona 
Orientation 
to school 
values 
Orientation 
to school 
values 
Cricket-
loving, 
appreciative-
ness? 
Self-
assert1veness 
Function in 
context of 
enactment 
Teasing 
Teasing 
Playing, 
verbal display, 
teasing? 
insulting? 
requesting? 
Further analyses/discussion 
(NP) (VA)E as a prestigious 
cricketing persona. Roots in 
mixed Punjabi-English? 
Rhetorical (NP) (VA)E creating 
a 'figurative situation'. 
(contd) 
(.]1 
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TABLE 19.1 (contd} 
Item No. 
and 
speaker 
16. Pp, 
Np 
19. Qp 
20. 03i 
21. 03i 
22. Hp I 
07i 
Summary 
of 
item 
This is Indian 
medicine, 
very good 
What do you tink 
you doing; what 
is your name; 
you want to die; 
what is my name 
Very good 
very good 
Very good, very 
good 
me want to 
play 
Setting 
and 
participants 
Playground: 
Anon, Ai, 
Di, Ci 
Playground: 
06p 
Classroom: 
Ben, Anon 
02e, 03e 
Mr 17i, Bi, 
others: 
cricket game 
Ben 
Playground: 
Anon, Ai, 
We 
Aspects 
of 
persona 
Appreciative-
ness 
Non-
competence 
Self-
assertive-
ne ss 
Function in 
context of 
enactment 
Reported 
speech 
Appreciative- Approving 
ne ss 
Appreciative- Good 
ness humoured 
teasing? 
Requesting 
Further analyses/discussion 
(NP) (VA)E being used 
(responsively) to elaborate 
a figurative situation. 
Compare the role of Creole. 
Inappropriate use of 
(NP} (VA)E persona? 
Actor's perceptions = persona's. 
Down toning? 
Actor's wishes in tune with 
persona's. Politeness 
strategy? 
(contd) 
Ut 
.&:> 
....., 
TABLE 19.1 (contd) 
Item No. Summary 
and of 
speaker item 
23. We He didn't do 
nothing 
24. Rw Nothing-under-
stand. Don't 
you understand 
English 
25. Gi Put the coffee 
on 
26. Gi What do you 
wnat, what do 
you want 
27. Fi You know what 
I mean 
28. Kp Big time th1.ef 
Setting 
and 
participants 
02b, Ben: 
handing back 
radio-mike 
Youth Club 
Tm, OSe 
Youth Club: 
OSe, 06e, 07e 
Playground: 
Fi, Anon, 
Olw 
Dinner queue: 
Anon, Jp, Sw 
Interview: 
Jp, Ben 
Aspects 
of 
persona 
Non-compre-
hension 
(2nd person 
persona) 
Self-
assertive-
ne ss 
Non-compre-
hension 
(2nd person 
persona) 
Function in 
context of 
enactment 
Endors1.ng 
Causing 
annoyance 
Requesting 
Challenging 
Further analyses/discussion 
Actor's wishes =persona's 
wishes 
- politeness strat? 
Actor's wishes= persona's? 
Down toning? 
Compare the role of Creole. 
Compare the role of Creole. In-
appropriate use of (NP) (VA)E 
persona? A Punjabi persona with 
lexical accommodation to Angle 
addressee? 
(contd) 
U1 
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TABLE 19.1 (contd) 
Item No. Summary 
and of 
speaker item 
-
29. Bi Aunty l.n 
England, Uncle 
in Bradford 
30. Ue I going church 
everyday 
Ve I go to Mosque 
31. Jp sorry you lose 
32. Anon I go toilet 
(Asian) 
Mr 04e 
Oh you bloody 
fool you 
Setting 
and 
participants 
Interview: 
Ben 
Interview: 
Ben 
After 
cricket: 
other 
children (Ben) 
Youth Club: 
others, Ben 
Aspects 
of 
persona 
Religious-
ne ss 
Non-compe-
tence 
(2nd person 
persona) 
Polite 
scatology? 
Non-compe-
tence 
(2nd person 
personae) 
Polite 
protest. 
Self-
assertive-
ne ss? 
Function in 
context of 
enactment 
Reported 
speech 
Teasing 
Requesting 
Further analyses/discussion 
Loanwords in Punjabi? 
Ethnically specialised 
aspect of persona? 
Actor's wishes = persona's 
politeness strategy? 
(NP} (VA)E in a positively 
polite situational shift, 
and then used responsively 
within this figurative 
situation. 
(contd) 
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TABLE 19.1 (contd) 
Item No. 
and 
speaker 
Summary 
of 
item 
33. Mr 04e Come on, you 
fool 
34. 05e 
35. Oli 
36. Kp 
37. Gi 
I make fuck-
up 
Bali, very good 
shot 
Ben can I come 
You could take 
roe in your car 
38. Mr 08i excuse roe 
please 
Setting 
and 
participants 
Youth Club: 
(Ben) 
Mrs 09i 
Youth Club: 
- friends 
(Ben) 
Youth Club: 
Others 
02i (Ben) 
School 
corridor 
Ben, Jp 
Youth Club: 
Ben 
Youth Club: 
Ben 
Aspects Function in 
of context of 
persona enactment 
Non-corope- Chivvying 
tence 
(2nd person 
persona) 
Non-compe- Self-
tence criticising 
Appreciative- Good 
ness humoured 
teasing? 
Requesting 
Requesting 
Requesting 
Further analyses/discussion 
Actor's wishes ŸŮŤŲVŬŪŠGVĚ
Downtoning? 
Actor's perceptions ; persona's 
Down toning? 
Actor's wishes =persona's 
wishes 
Politeness strategy? 
Actor's wishes z persona's 
wishes 
Politeness strategy? 
Actor's wishes = persona's 
wishes 
Politeness strategy? 
(contd) 
U'1 
U'1 
0 
TABLE 19.1 (contd) 
Item No. Summary 
and of 
speaker item 
39. 06e Asking for 
crisps 
40. 03p I eating nan 
kababs 
41. 04p you no pack 
yet 
42. OSp /la:st I 
43. oh blimey 
44. Lp good gracious 
Setting 
and 
participants 
Youth Club: 
Mr 10i 
(Ben) 
Youth Club: 
Ben, Op 
Youth Club: 
Ben 
Mr lli 
Cricket game: 
others, Ben 
Summer School: 
Ben 
School 
corridor: 
Ben 
Aspects 
of 
persona 
Polite 
swearing 
Self-
assertive-
ne ss 
Polite 
swearing 
Self-
assertive-
ne ss 
Function in 
context of 
enactment 
Requesting 
Further analyses/discussion 
Actor's wishes =persona's 
wishes 
Politeness strategy? 
U'l 
U'l 
.... 
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NOTES 
1. Variation raises the analytic question: do we have two 
systems mixing, or one system with variable rules. As 
the analysis progresses this issue will become more 
salient: do (NP) (VA)E linguistic items conjure one 
persona with inbuilt tensions, or several discrete ones. 
In fact, no systematic efforts will be made to resolve 
this, and discussion may slip between talk of a variable 
persona and personae-mixing. 
2. See Extract 7 above which may be explicable in terms of 
borrowing. Also parts of Extracts 17 and 42. 
3. See Mitchell-Kernan (1972:171) on 'signifying' as essen-
tially negatively polite: 'less bold and presumptuous 
and ••• permissive of a response ••• in a similar ••• 
impersonal fashion.' 
4. It may seem odd that Punjabi could be used to ȘŨŠŸÜĚeo-
membership when the interaction was cross-ethnic (i.e. 
with a ŴUŸWŤĚperson and an Indian, for example). How-
ever, friendship can ŬŞẂŸŠWŤĚdifferences of race to 
some extent, see Hewitt (1982). 
5. Specifically, they propose that the selection of strate-
gies depends on the degree of the imposition (entailed 
in the request) , and on the relationships of Power (P) 
and Distance (D) obtaining between S and H. Thus, for 
example, where D (and P) is greater, as in Extract 25 
perhaps and in Extract 36 (which occurred before Kp had 
become a regular informant and was therefore relat1vely 
unknown to me) , we are likely to have negatively polite 
ŠŨWŤŲĤŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚand figurative switching. In 
Extract 22 however, where P and D values are clearly low, 
it ŸVĚmuch more ŨŸÛŤŨXĚthat we have positive politeness 
(see also Brown and Levinson 1978:129 on joking). Of 
course, more closely controlled elicitation and intro-
spection would be needed to take this further empiri-
cally. 
6. The distinction here between figurative switches and 
'figurative situations' can be usefully drawn ŠŨŬŪŦVŸTŤĚ
Labov's (1972b:327,350) TÙVWÙŪȘWŸŬŪĚbetween 'applied' 
and 'ritual sounding'; also between Mitchell-Kernan's 
account of 'signifying' as a game activity vs 'signi-
fying' as 'a way of encoding messages ••• in natural 
conversations' (1972:165). 
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CHAPTER 20 
EXAMINING PERCEPTIONS OF STRAIGHT (NP) (VA)E 
AS A STEP TOWARDS FURTHER UNDERSTANDING OF THE 
SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL FUNCTION OF RHETORICAL (NP) (VA)E 
- AN INTRODUCTORY NOTE 
In the next chapter, I will look at my informants' perceptions 
of (NP) (VA)E as a way of speaking that is straight/normal for 
some p80ple. This chapter is a bridge, affirming the relevance 
of straight to rhetorical (NP) (VA)E while at the same time in-
sisting that the relationship is by no means simple. It would 
be a mistake to assume that the rhetorical code was straight-
forwardly modelled on straight users and further considerations 
from outside the local setting will be adduced in Chapter 22 
which will f1nally suggest more complex connections. 1 
Nevertheless, the assumption being made is that rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E isn't just 'any old silly voice' but that in one way 
or another, it is an integral part in a sociolinguistic environ-
ment in which proficiency in English is unevenly distributed. 
An Angle actor may pick up 'Stage Irish' from his fellows and 
when he uses it, his main acts of identity may be towards what-
ever 'stars' he has seen deploying it. Even so, Irishness is 
one of its indexical resonances and without prejudging what the 
relationship might actually be, it is worth looking closely both 
at his own and his audience's attitudes towards people who speak 
in this way naturally. 
So the focus of the next chapter will temporarily shift 
from code-switching towards the area of language attitudes, 
prior to the attempt to draw them together with some additional 
considerations in Chapter 22. 
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NOTES 
1. In relation to Afro-American 'marking', see Mitchell-
Kernan's remark: 'The marker('s) •.• performance may 
be more in the nature of parody and caricature than 
true ÙÜŸWŠWÙŬŪGĚ (1972:176). 
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CHAPTER 21 
PERCEPTIONS OF STRAIGHT (NP) (VA)E 
21.1 The Data-base 
The data cited in preceding chapters allow inferences to be made 
about who the straight users of (NP) (VA)E are that rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E is intended to connote. Inferring on the basis of 
references to particular ŤWUŪŸȘĚitems within the propositions 
expressed through (NP) (VA)E personae; on the basis of references 
to eo-ethnic kin; from references within the surrounding dis-
coursal environment; by identifying the ethnicity of the person 
being teased through (NP) (VA)E; or because (NP) (VA)E is ex-
plicitly labelled as such, we can initially suggest that VWŲŠŸŦUWĚ
users are held to be: 
Punjabi 
Pakistani 
Indian 
? 
-1,2,7" 
? ? 
- 7" 1 14, 13" 
? 
- 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 18, 29• 1 30 
Pakistani and Indian - 17 
Bengali 
Asian 
-16, 21, 23 
- 33 
These data fairly explicitly connect rhetorical (NP) (VA)E 
with various Asian ethnic groups. Taking it more or less for 
granted, I propose to get a fuller picture of straight users 
and how they are evaluated by using two further data sources: 
the !SA rating booklets and data from interviews. This affords 
a degree of methodological triangulation though the problem of 
leakiness referred to in Chapter 17.1, does arise. I shall 
ÙŪTŸȘŠWŤĚwhere I feel such holes to be. 
Let us proceed by looking at the ISA data first, both in 
terms of the categorisations and evaluations. In the course of 
doing so, interview data may be invoked from time to time, where 
this is relatively straightforward. But the bulk of attention 
to interview data will involve fuller qualitative analysis, and 
this will follow the ISA account. 
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21.2.1 Whom Do Informants ÖŤŲȘŤŸẂŤĚas Using ŐWŲŠŸŦUWĚ (NP) (VA)E? 
The ISA Data 
The ISA ŰẀŤVWÙŬŪŪŠŸŲŤĚbooklet contained the construct 'don't know 
much English' vs 'speak normal English' and 21 informants 
(6 ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚŅŪTŸŠŪHĚ 9 Pakistani, 2 Afro-Caribbean, 1 ÓŸẄŤTHĚ
3 Anglo) had the chance to express whether and to what extent 
they saw themselves and a variety of other individuals and groups 
around them as either not knowing much English, or speaking 
English normally. 
Before TÙVȘẀVVŸŪŦĚthe emerging patterns however, it needs to 
be briefly affirmed that this data is relevant to a discussion of 
straight (NP) (VA)E, though a degree of 'leakiness• must be ad-
mitted. The ISA data is not perfectly suited to answering 'who 
is perceived as a straight (NP) (VA)E user' and two initial diffi-
culties relate (a) to the ÜŤŠŪŸŪŦĚof the rating scores 
(1 = a ŞŸWHĚ a few, a few times; 2 = quite, VŬÜŤHVŬÜŤWŸÜŤVĴĚ
3 =very, a lot, often; 4 =very very, all, always); and 
(b) to the extent to ŴUŸȘUĚit is reasonable to suppose that if 
people are ȘŨŠVVÙȚŸŤTĚas not ÛŪŬŴŸŪŦĚmuch English, they actually 
speak any English at all (some of those ȘŨŠVVÙȚŸŤTĚunder 'don't 
know much English' may only speak e.g. PunJabi). ØUŸVĚ leak can 
however be largely patched up (see Appendix 21) and we can pro-
ceed, if a little hedgily. 
(Guardedly) assuming therefore that ISA data on who 'doesn't 
know much English' gives an idea of who speaks straight 
(NP) (VA)E, we may next ask how ratings under the UŤŠTŸŪŦĚ 'speaks 
normal English' can be of use. In fact, the opportunity given to 
informants to indicate degrees of normalness is ŮŲŬTẀȘWŸẂŤĚhere, 
though the absence of firm ŤẂŸTŤŪȘŤĚon the conception of 'normal-
ness• with ŴUŸȘUĚinformants are operating is a flaw. We cannot 
be absolutely sure that ŤŪWÙWŸŤVĚconstrued as less normal than 
themselves are generally done so on the basis of WUŤŸŲĚspeech 
being more ethnically marked; informants might have a range of 
linguistic features ŸŪĚmind - stammering, lisping, absence or 
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presence of swearing, different varieties of regional British 
accent etc. etc. However, it is reasonable to imagine that 
where Bangladeshi kids or older Asians are construed as speaking 
less normal English than the informants themselves, this often 
has something to do with (NP} (VA}E. Indeed, interview comments 
support this. 1 The fact that such speakers were classified as 
'normal' rather than not knowing English, is unsurprising. 
Normalness in terms of linguistic capability needn't exclude 
ethnic markedness (there is VAE which isn't NP). 
We can now turn to the ISA data on this construct itself. 
Table 21.1 shows the mean ratings of all entities on the con-
struct 'speaks normal English- don't know much English'. The 
scores are here shown ranging from 1 to 9, 1 being the extreme 
of the 'don't know' pole, and 9 being the extreme of the 'speaks 
normal' pole. Informants are grouped together by ŤWUŪŸȘÙWXĚand 
then clustered into the larger categor1es 'ethnically Asian/ 
Punjabi bilingual' and 'non-Punjabi bilingual'. Graph 21.1 
converts part of this data back into the scale on wh1ch it was 
elicited, and shows much more clearly when an entity is on 
average classified as speaking 'normal English' or not (the 
graph also differs from the table in so far as it arranges 
entities in sequence according to their overall ranking) (for 
raw scores, see Appendix 22). 
A number of interesting patterns emerge from this, con-
cerning the difference between bilinguals and monolinguals in 
their ratings of eo-ethnic kin, and in their ratings of them-
selves and their outgroup peers. These will receive some at-
tention 1n the concluding chapter: here the task 1s to consider 
those most closely associated with straight non-proficient 
English (NPE) use. To identify these, a useful method is to 
concentrate on those categorised on average as not knowing much 
English in Graph 21.1 (those rated with a mean less than 5 in 
Table 21.1). Taking informant ethnic subgroup ratings, and pre-
senting these NPE-using-entities in rank order, ŸŠWWŤŲŪVĚemerae 
wh1ch are shown in Table 21.2: 
TABLE 21.1 MEAN SCORES (ON A 1 TO 9 SCALE) ON THE BIPOLAR CONSTRUCT 'DON'T KNOW MUCH ENGLISH' (=1) 
vs 'SPEAKS NORMAL ENGLISH' (=9) 1 BY ETHNIC AND LANGUAGE SUBGROUP ( t:rn IN BRACKETS) * 
Entities OVERALL LANGUAGE GROUPINGS ETHNICITY OF INFORMANTS 
Punjabi: 
Bi- Mono- Pakistani Indian Afro- Mixed 
linguals linguals Carib. 
(n=21) (n=15) (n=6) (n=9) (n=6) (n=2) (n=1) 
1 Current self 8.2 8.5 7.5 8.4 8.5 7.5 8.0 
(0. 5) (0. 7) ( 1. 5) 
2 Ideal self 8.4 8.6 8.0 8.8 8.3 8.5 8.0 
( 0. 4) (0.7) (0.5) 
3 Past self 6.1 5.6 6.8 5.2 6.7 7.0 7.0 
(2.5) (2. 0) (2. 0) 
7 Admired person 7.7 8.0 7.0 7.5 8.7 7.5 5.0 
(n=20) (n=14) ( 2. 5) (0.5) ( 1. 5) 
8 Disliked person 6.9 7 .1 6.5 6.7 7.8 7.5 5.0 
(2.4) ( 1 • 8) (1. 5) 
9 Me speaking 7.5 7.8 6.0 7.3 8.6 5.0 8.0 
English (n=17) (n=14) (n=J) ( 1. 7) (0.5; ( 1.0) 
n=5) 
10 Me speaking 5.8 5.7 6.0 5.8 5.7 6.5 5.0 
Punjabi/Paki- (n=18) (n=3) (2. 2) (2 .1) (1. 5) 
stani/West Indian 
ŸĚ
Angle 
(n=3) 
7.3 
(2. 4) 
7.7 
( 1. 9) 
6.7 
(1.2) 
7.3 
( 1. 7) 
6.3 
(0. 9) 
-
-
(contd) 
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TABLE 21.1 (contd) 
Entities OVERALL LANGUAGE GROUPINGS 
Punjabi: 
Bi- Mono- Pakistani 
linguals linguals 
(n=21) (n=15) (n=6) (n=9) 
11 Bangladeshi 3.5 3.3 3.8 2.4 
kids ( 1. 2) 
12 English kids 8.2 8.7 7.0 8.7 
(0.7) 
13 Indian kids 6.3 7.3 3.8 7.5 
(1. 6) 
14 Italian kids 5.9 6.7 4.2 6.6 
(2. 9) 
15 Pakistani kids 6.2 7.1 4.2 7.3 
( 1.6) 
16 West Indian 7.4 7.9 6.2 8.1 
kids ( 1. 2) 
17 Teachers 8. 1 8.5 7.0 8.5 
( 1. 3) 
18 Ingroup adults 4.8 4.3 6.6 4.0 
(n=20) (n= 5) ( 2. 7) 
ETHNICITY OF INFORMANTS 
Ind1.an Afro- M1.xed 
Carib. 
(n=6) (n=2) (n=1) 
4.7 4.5 5.0 
(2. 6) (0.5) 
8.7 7.5 5.0 
(0. 7) ( 1.5) 
7.0 5.0 5.0 
( 2. 1) (0.0) 
6.8 5.0 5.0 
(2. 1) (0. 0) 
6.7 5.0 5.0 
(2. 0} (0.0) 
7.7 5.0 5.0 
(2. 0) (0.0) 
8.5 8.0 s.o 
( 1.1) ( 1. 0} 
4.7 6.5 -
(2.2) {0.5) 
Anglo 
(n=3) 
3.0 
(2. 0) 
7.3 
( 1. 7) 
2.7 
( 1. 7) 
3.3 
( 1. 7) 
3.3 
( 1. 7} 
7.3 
( 1. 2) 
7.0 
(2. 0) 
6.7 
( 1. 7) 
(contd) 
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TABLE 21.1 (contd) 
Entities OVERALL LANGUAGE GROUPINGS 
Punjabi: 
Bi- Mono-
linguals linguals 
(n=21) (n=15) (n=6) 
19 Dad 6.0 5.3 7.8 
20 Mum 5.4 4.4 7.8 
Siblings 8.0 8.1 7.7 
(n=36) (n=25) (n=11) 
Friends 8.2 8.3 8.0 
(n=26) (n=19) (n=7) 
Uncles and 5.9 5.2 7.8 
Aunts (n=22) (n=16) 
Real Cousins 6.0 5.2 7.8 
(n=20) (n=14) 
ŸĚ
-
Pakistani 
(n=9) 
5.7 
(3.4) 
4.6 
(2. 9) 
8.4 
(0.8; 
n=16) 
8.1 
(1.4; 
n=ll) 
4.7 
{3 .0; 
n-10) 
4.0 
(2. 4; 
n=8) 
ETHNICITY OF INFORMANI'S 
Indian Afro- Mixed 
Carib. 
(n=6) (n=2) (n=1) 
4.7 7.5 5.0 
(2.4) ( 1. 5) 
4.2 7.5 5.0 
(2. 9) ( 1. 5) 
7.4 7.5 5.0 
( 1. 4; ( 1. 5) 
n=9) 
8.6 8.0 5.0 
(0.5; ( 1. 0) 
n-8) 
6.0 7.5 5.0 
(2.7} ( 1. 5) 
6.8 7.5 5.0 
( 2. 3) ( 1. 5) 
Anglo 
(n=3) 
9.0 
(0.0) 
9.0 
( 0. 0) 
9.0 
(0.0; 
n=5) 
8.7 
(0.4; 
n=4) 
9.0 
(0. 0) 
9.0 
(0.0) 
---
(contd) 
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TABLE 21.1 (contd) 
Entities 
OŸŪTĚof 
cousins 
Nans/ 
American kids 
* 
OVERALL LANGUAGE GROUPINGS ETHNICITY OF INFORMANTS 
Punjabi: 
Bi- Mono- Pakistani Indian Afro- Mixed 
linguals linguals Carib. 
(n=21) (n=lS) (n=6) (n=9) (n=6) (n=2} (n=l) 
4.9 4.9 4.0 7.0 - -
(n=lO) (n=lO) (3.2; (2. 8 i 
n=7) n=3) 
- - - -
11 
-
Sometimes two entities were combined (e.g. VŸŞŨÙŪŦVĞHĚor an informant might 
not have the same entity as the rest. So the number of responses counted 
within each ŤWUŪŸȘĚcategory vary. Where these differ from the n. at the 
top of the column, differing n.'s are stated. 
Angle 
(n=3) 
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9.0 
(0. 0) 
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TABLE 21.2 ENTITIES RATED ON AVERAGE AS 'NOT KNOWING MUCH ENGLISH' IN RANK ORDER 
(BY INFORMANTS' ETHNIC SUBGROUP) 
Informants of Informants of Informants of Afro-
Indian parentage Pakistani parentage Caribbean parentage 
(n=6) (n=9) (n=2) 
1= ( Bangladeshi kids 1 Bangladeshi kids 1 Bangladeshi kids Mum 
2= ( Real cousins 
3= ( Dad Kind of cousins Ingroup adults 
Mum 
4: ŸĚ Ingroup adults 
Uncles and aunts 
Informants of 
Angle parentage 
(n=3) 
1 Indian kids 
2 Italian kids 
3= Pakistani kids ( Bangladeshi kids 
\.11 
0'\ 
w 
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There is unanimity about ethnically ŁŠŪŦŨŠTŤVUŸĚkids not knowing 
much English, and for Punjabi bilinguals, eo-ethnic adults and a 
number of adult (and for ethnically Pakistani informants, 
non-adult) kin also on average fall into this category. 
Without necessarily assuming that ȚÙŦẀŲŠWŸẂŤĚ (NP) (VA)E is 
directly modelled on these entities, we can nevertheless take a 
cue from language evaluation studies, and ŸŪẂŤVWÙŦŠWŤĚhow in-
formants generally view these speakers, as WUŸVĚ emerges through 
ISA. It is often proposed that people's assessments of a 
language variety are in large part influenced by their evalu-
ations of the people whom they take to be its speakers. While 
there are doubts as to whether this represents the truth in all 
its complexity (e.g. Giles and Ryan 1982:212; Giles, Scherer 
and Taylor 1979:365), there is a fair degree of consensus about 
the importance in language evaluation of the process by which 
speech cues are matched up with social ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸŤVĚand then 
judged in terms of the attitudes evoked by the particular social 
categorisations (Lambert 1967; Robinson 1972; Trudgill 1983: 
219; Le Page and Tabouret-Keller 1985). The methodology beLng 
used here obviously is not along the lines of conventional 
matched guise, and in talking about non-proficient NŪŦŨŸVUĚwe 
cannot properly say we are looking at a single straight variety -
straight Bangladeshi English is different from Punjabi English, 
and indeed, North Indian English may be clearly different from 
Pakistani NŪŦŨŸVUĦĚ Nevertheless it is still worth looking at 
how general perceptions of 'non-normalness' in English match up 
with attitudes to ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲĚgroups of non-proficient speakers. 
21.2.2 How Are These ŐWŲŠŸŦUWĚUsers of (NP) (VA)E Evaluated? 
More ISA Data 
To assess this, it is worth referring back to the ISA identity 
indices used in Part Two. Table 21.3 shows how much informants 
currently identify with the NPE groups outlined above: it does 
so by presenting both a mean index score, and by reporting the 
rank position of the entity in question. This rank ŮŬVŸWÙŬŪĚ
TABLE 21.3 MEAN CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH NPE ENTITIES (BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP) 
Ethnicity of Informants 
Indian Pakistani Afro-can .• Angle 
Rank Index Rank Index Rank Index Rank 
out of out of out of out of 
NPE Entities 19 score 20 score 17 score 20 
Bangladeshi kids 18 .61 19 .52 12 .46 17 
Indian kids 4= 
Italian kids 19 
Pakistani kids 4= 
Ingroup adults 13= .70 17 .56 
Dad 8 .79 
Mum 12 • 73 7 .74 
Uncles and Aunts 13= .62 
Real Cousins 11 .66 
OŸŪTĚof cousins 18 .53 
- - -
Index 
score 
.39 
.58 
.30 
.58 
' 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Ul 
0"1 
Ul 
TABLE 21.4 MEAN IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH NPE ENTITIES (BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP) 
Ethnicity of Informants 
Indian Pakistani Afro-Cari. Anglo 
Rank Index Rank Index Rank Index Rank 
out of out of out of out of 
NPE NŪWŸWŸŤVĚ 19 score 20 score 17 score 20 
Bangladeshi kids 19 .34 16• .35 15 .33 19= 
Indian kids 14 
Italian kids 16= 
Pakistani kids 16-
Ingroup adults 14 .43 15 .37 
Dad 9_ .49 
Mum 12 = .48 B- . 41 
Uncles and Aunts 16= .35 
Real Cousins 11 .40 
Kind of cousins 19 .28 
ŸĤĤ
-
Index 
score 
.18 
.29 
.24 
.24 U1 
0'1 
0'1 
TABLE 21.5 MEAN CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION WITH NPE ENTITIES (BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP) 
Eth . f Inf 
Indian Pakistani Afro-Cari. Angle 
Rank Index Rank Index Rank Index Rank 
out of out of out of out of 
NPE Entities 19 score 20 score 17 score 20 
Bangladeshi kids 1 .35 1 .32 1 .49 5= 
Indian kids 2 
Italian kids 9 
Pakistani kids 1 
Ingroup adults 5= .22 9= .25 
Dad 9= .20 
Mum 9= .20 11- .24 
Uncles and Aunts 17 .19 
Real Cousins 18 .18 
Kind of cousins 7= .27 
- - --
ŸĤ
Index 
score 
.23 
.28 
.19 
.29 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
l.Jl 
0'\ 
--.1 
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shows how strong identification is with the entity, relative to 
the scores for the other (non-self) entities for which the ISA 
1dexnomo programme produced output. So in Table 21.3, the 
ranking '12' for Indian informants' mean current identification 
w1th the entity 'mum', ind1cates that 11 mean current identif1-
cations are greater than this within this ethnic subgroup. 
Table 21.4 presents rankings and index scores for idealistic 
identification with entities who on average are seen as not 
knowing much English. 
Table 21.5 does the same for contra-identifications. 
In general, ethnically Bangladeshi kids are the ent1ty with 
which informants identify least (though there is some variat1on 
across and of course within subgroups on th1s). On the whole, 
their orientation towards Bangladeshi kids emphas1ses differ-
ence (this ISA result receives some support from conversation 
and observation). However, focusing particular attention on in-
formants of Asian parentage, some of the other NPE ent1ties are 
the targets of quite strong - or at least moderate - pos1tive 
identif1cation. For the ethnically Indian subgroup on all three 
mean indices, 'dad' has an intermediate rank position (closely 
followed by 'mum'), and for ethnically Pakistan1 informants so 
too does 'mum' (followed by 'real cousins'). As a result it is 
fair to say that there is some ambiguity in the way in which 
Asian informants see people regarded as 'not know1ng much 
English' - towards Bangladeshi kids they feel fairly d1stant, 
while with at least some kin there is quite close identification. 
If we follow the logic of the language evaluation studies men-
tioned above, we must conclUde that in view of this data, genuine 
non-proficiency in English is not assessed in a unitary way by 
informants of Asian parentage. 
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21.3 Who Are Perceived as Straight (NP) (VA)E Users, and 
How Are They Evaluated? The ŅŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĚData 
From the ISA data, we inferred that both ethnically Pakistani 
and Indian kin and Bangladeshi kids were straight users of 
(NP) (VA)E and that if the assessment of a variety is influenced 
by who its speakers are, (NP) (VA)E has rather contradictory as-
. t• 2 VŬȘŸŠĚŸŬŪVĦĚ
It is worth turning to the interview data now, as it relates 
to straight (NP) (VA)E. Firstly, it partly corroborates the 
broader quantitative picture ISA affords. It ÙŪTŸȘŠWŤVĚagain the 
number of different types of person perceived as straight 
(NP) (VA)E users (Bengalis - Extract 45; eo-ethnic Pakistani 
peers - Extracts 46,50; ESL Centre children - Extracts 45,59; 
younger siblings - Extract 49; fathers - Extract 56; mothers -
Extracts 47,48; 52,53,54,55; 57,58; Pakistani men- Extract 50; 
and Asian people on TV - Extract 51). Secondly, because inter-
view data gives much more contextual detail than the ISA pro-
cedure, it provides an opportunity to understand a little more 
about how this contrary ŤẂŠŨẀŠWŸŬŪĚarises. 
Thirdly, it also enables one to address a very specific 
question vis-a-vis the ISA evaluations. (a) Do people's ŮŬVŸWŸẂŤĚ
evaluations of e.g. their mothers lead them to evaluate (NP) (VA)E 
positively ÙŸĚthe context of its use by their mothers; or (b) 
despite generally positive estimation of e.g. their mothers, does 
(NP) (VA)E remain a relatively isolated aspect of their mothers' 
behaviour which they still don't like (i.e. their negative evalu-
ations of that variety are highly impermeable). 
Let us begin by considering data Extracts 45 to 59, which 
are presented in their totality in Appendix 20. These report the 
straight use of (NP) (VA)E in several settings and an analysis of 
the 'situational valency' that straight (NP) (VA)E seems to have 
will allow us to develop the relevance of the notion of domain 
to the contradictory evaluations revealed by ISA. Afterwards, 
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this can be amplified by items 60-71, which report informants• 
relationships as these are specifically affected by (NP) (VA)E. 
21.3.1 The Settings In Which Straight (NP) (VA)E is Reported 
To Be Used, and An Interpretation of the Associated 
Evaluations 
Extracts 45-59 contain informants• TŤVȘŲÙŮWŸŬŪVĚof, and VWŬŲŸŤVĚ
about, straight (NP) (VA)E use. It is worth looking at the situ-
ational contexts which they feel to be relevant to (NP) (VA)E ŸŪĚ
a little detail. The contextual •valency• of straight uses of 
(NP) (VA)E at first seems to be quite varied in this data, but 
if we look closely there is a degree of systematic patterning 
in it (patterning we will be more confident about when we draw-
in other data relevant to (NP) (VA)E). 
If we look at the settings described in connection with 
(NP) (VA)E, we can see that three types cover most of the data: 
{a) encounters around the school (Extracts 45,46 and 59). 
46 
This, for example, is Extract 46: 
Lp ŸŪĚan interview. Discussion concerns 02p, 
a fourth year boy who had been to the ESL 
Centre. 
Ben: you said that sometimes he makes ••• he makes ••• 
I don't know 
Lp : yeah he go he go you cucumber head 
Ben: does he do that as a joke or deliberately or what 
by mistake 
L he he always says that (he says) shut up you 
and all that 
Ben: do people tease him 
L yeh they call him (( ) ) 
(b) Another group covers commercial transactions - Extracts 
47,53,54,55. This is Extract 55: 
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55 Fi, Gi and Olw in an interview - the same as 
Extract 54 
Fi: like if I go to my mum, buy me chocolate right, she 
says what ki ••. she don't say what kind of chocolate, 
she just buys any one ..• if you tell her to buy a 
Marathon, she go and buys Mars ... 
Gi and Olw: [laugh] 
Fi: she don't really know the difference you know, even 
though she could ••. she knows she's good at maths ••• 
(c) A third set concerns interactions within the family -
Extracts 47,52,56,57 and 58. This is Extract 58: 
58 Gi and ŃŸĚŸŪĚan interview - as in Extracts 52 
and 57 
Ben: and your mum picks up English from you 
Gi : and my brother and my sister cos I 
Ben: and and and does she som ... were you going to 
say that she sometimes picks up swearing words 
as well 
G yes, cos once I said 
Ben: Does she know yea yea 
G Once I said to 14i to my brother 14i, fuck off 
right, and (she) said I'll tell you what .•. 
this er 
ĜĒĒŸĚ ŊĦŸȚGŘŘĦŘĚ J.a.s ŊŸÍĚ fuck off and 
that means 
I'll give you fuck off 
Ben: she said that to you 
G yes she said half in half each 
Ben: a ha I see 
G and I was astonished 
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Those not fitting these three groups are: 
48 - Op's account of how his mum deals w1th one of 
his brother's friends coming round; 
50 - Pakistani men at cricket matches; 
51 - TV interactions. 
Unsurprisingly perhaps, the types of straight user of 
(NP) (VA)E mentioned above dovetail quite neatly with these 
situations, so that 
-Bangladeshi kids, eo-ethnic Pakistani peers and Language 
Centre children are accounted for in school settings; 
- mothers are described in commercial settings; and 
-mothers, fathers and little sisters are described in 
family settings. 
The next step is to try and make an assessment of the 
spirit of the encounters involving straight use of (NP) (VA)E, 
the degree of success involved, and the evaluat1ons made by 
the informants reporting these (this is not a very coherent 
set of objectives, but the current data necessitates a bit 
of adhocery) . 
In the school settings, encounters involving Bengalis and a 
Pakistani straight user of (NP) (VA)E appear 
to have a conflictual adversarial element 
in two cases (Extracts 45 and 46; Extract 59 
is much less easily classified). 
In commercial transactions, Fi's (NP) (VA)E-usLng mother appears 
to be unsuccessful in two cases (Extracts 53 
and 55). In both instances however, Fi 
stresses his mother's competence in other 
respects: the problem appears to be with 
brand names. 
In the two other 1nstances, the transactions 
are successful: in Extract 47, Lp evaluates 
his mother's English as 'first class Paki-
stani English'. In Extract 54, where Fi's 
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mother says 'Can I have a bag of aloo', this 
meets with success since the Angle vegetable 
salesman is reported to know Punjabi words. 
In family settings, Gi's mother's use of (NP) (VA)E is associated 
w1th the bus1ness of asserting control over 
her children (Extracts 57 and 58) , and in 
the second instance, she appears to have won 
the initiative emphatically when Gi reports 
that he was dumbfounded. Fi's accounts of 
parental use of (NP) (VA)E cause much 
amusement in Extracts 52 and 56. (In view 
of the way Fi makes efforts to defend his 
mother's competence in English in e.g. 
Extracts 53 and SS, and rates his father's 
competence positively elsewhere, the 
laughter evoked would seem to be friendly 
rather than critical, appreciative rather 
than ridiculing. This is certainly my sub-
jective recollection of the way in which Fi 
recounted Extracts 52 and 56). Jp's account 
of his little sister's use of (NP) (VA)E re-
lates to her learning to participate in wider 
family interactions and as such, though this 
is not explicit, it is not unreasonable to 
infer a degree of approbation on the part 
of Jp. 
Let us summarise the fifteen data items, under three ma1n 
headings: setting, type of straight user 1nvolved, and thirdly, 
'rating', a very loose and ad hoc category, encompassing 'spirit 
of encounter', success of encounter, and implicit or explicit 
evaluation by the informant, all under the terms 'favourable' 
and 'unfavourable'. 
TABLE 21.6 SUMMARY OF REPORTS OF STRAIGHT (NP) (VA)E IN USE, AND AN 
INTERPRETATION OF ASSOCIATED EVALUTATIONS 
Item and 
informant 
45 (Lp) 
46 (Lp) 
59 (Rw) 
Summary of item 
Bengali boys responding 
to aggro; 
saying 'what is your 
name' 
'You cucumber head' 
'Shut up' 
Saying 'yes yes' in 
dinner queue 
Setting 
The school 
and its 
environs 
Straight users 
ŁŤŪŦŠŨŸVĚand 
Language Centre 
pupils 
02p (eo-ethnic 
peer: ex 
Language Centre) 
Language Centre 
pupils 
Rating (spirit of 
encounter; success; 
evaluation) 
Unfavourable 
Unfavourable 
? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ,_ - - - - - - ..... - - - - - - - - - - - f- - - - - - - - -
53 (Fi) 
55 (Fi) 
54 (Fi) 
47 (Lp) 
Mum going to the shops 
on her own 
Mum buying Mars 
instead of Marathon 
Mum ŠVÛŸŪŦĚfor a bag 
of 'aloo' 
Mum handling newspaper 
b1ll 
Commercial 
Trans-
actions 
Mother Unfavourable 
Mother Unfavourable 
Mother Favourable 
Mother Favourable 
ĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤŸĤĤĤĤĤĤŸĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤŸĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤ
(contd) 
U1 
-...] 
ŸĚ
TABLE 21.6 (contd) 
Item and 
informant 
--
52 (Fi) 
56 (Fi) 
49 (Jp) 
57 (Gi) 
58 (Gi) 
Sununary of item 
•put the /d d/bottles 
outside• 
Father saying •fuck 
off 1 to cough 
Teaching sister to 
say •goodbye• 
Mum learning E terms 
of abuse 
Mum reprimanding son 
for E swearing 
Setting 
Within 
the 
family 
Straight users 
Mother 
Father 
Little sister 
Mother 
Mother 
Rating (spirit of 
encounter; success; 
evaluation) 
Favourable 
Favourable 
Favourable 
Favourable 
Favourable 
------------_,_------ ŸĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤĤ -·---------
48 (Op) 
50 (Kp) 
51 {Ip) 
Telling brother•s 
friend he isn•t in 
Pakistani men saying 
1played 1 
People on Asian 
Magazine; and L 
driver 
On doorstep 
with 
brother•s 
friend 
At cricket 
On TV 
Mother 
Pakistani men 
Asian lady 
Unfavourable 
? 
Unfavourable 
U1 
-....! 
U1 
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On the basis of this data we can begin to advance the sug-
gestion that straight (NP) (VA)E's contradictory evaluative con-
notations are related to 'domain'. 
It appears to have negative associations at school, where 
normal behaviour 1s in English, and (NP) (VA)E therefore is qu1te 
likely to be seen as failure (Saifullah Khan 1985:26). Also at 
school, (NP) (VA)E is most frequently associated with outgroups, 
whether these are defined either ethnically (Bangladeshis), or 
institutionally (the local ESL Centre - see below Chapter 
21.3.2.2). 
It appears to have more positive associations in the home, 
where normal behaviour, at least for parents and young ch1ldren 
is in Punjabi, so that (NP) (VA)E is much more likely to be 
viewed as an ach1evement. Also in this setting, (NP) (VA)E is 
used by kin. 
21.3.2 Home and School Relationsh1ps, As These Relate to 
Unequal Abilities 1n English 
The relevance of the notion of doma1n is further suggested if we 
look at what informants say about their relationships w1th 
people who clearly speak less English than they. 
21.3.2.1 Some Home-based Relationships 
Data extracts 60-67 (Appendix 20) afford a glimpse of how aware-
ness of (NP) {VA)E can form an active element in informants' re-
lationships with various people and groups assoc1ated with their 
home lives. The data also suggests that (NP) (VA)E is not 
regarded as an isolatedly d1sliked feature in the behaviour of 
people with whom they otherwise identify (cf. Chapter 21.3 
above). 
Several informants reported on how they behaved with their 
parents and with eo-ethnic adults, due to these groups' lack of 
profic1ency 1n English. 
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Three reported switching from English to Punjabi in defer-
ence to adult non-competence in English. For example, this is 
Bi: 
61 Bi in an interview, reporting bilingual code 
selection with different interlocutors 
Ben: when you're at the Gurdwara do you speak ..• which 
of these do you speak mainly. 
Bi Well I speak .•. to my friends right I speak English, 
but to whoever I know in the Church or Gurdwara, I 
speak in Punjabi 
Ben: I see okay. All Punjabi or 
B It feels bit a bad speaking them in English cos .•• 
well not bad right, but cos they don't understand it 
init and I feel a bit sad cos when they don't under-
stand it and (you) just and they think that you're 
swearing at them init. 
Ben: if you speak English 
B Yes, cos some people don't understand, understand it 
Ben: Uhuh, that's right may think it's rude if 
B They think it's really. 
Ben: yes yes 
B That's why mum tells me to speak English ••• I mean 
speak Punjabi at home and at school you can speak 
English 
(See also Qp and Ai in Extracts 60 and 62) • 
In these three cases, the use of Punjabi does not appear 
primarily motivated by the speaker's desire to convey referential 
information to their addressees. It seems to derive from polite-
ness to adult overhearers who, it is recogn1sed, might feel 1m-
properly excluded if kids talked English. When ingroup adults 
don't know much English, it is good manners to speak Punjabi. 
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It is probably because his parents don't know much English 
that Ei does a lot of phoning on their behalf (Extract 63) and 
reports of adult non-proficiency in English leading to bil1ngual 
children helping in various aspects of domestic administration 
are quite common (Ballard 1979:119; Helweg 1979:59). Con-
ceivably kids find such tasks onerous, though Ai seems to find 
quite rewarding the role that his mother's lack of English casts 
him in. Th1s is Extract 65: 
65 Ai in an interview. 
Ben: do you know, do you know some people who don't 
who don't speak •.• kind of .•. er •.. who don't 
know much English. Well I mean some people here 
Ai : My grandmother 
Ben: And is that difficult for her 
A Difficult, she never learnt it. My mum help •.• I 
learn my mum ... my mum learns me Punjabi, I learn 
her English 
Ben: What you sit down, how do you do that, what you just 
tell her words and that kind of thing or 
A One hour she tells me Pun]abi, one hour I tell her 
English 
Ben: Oh really you do you do you JUSt you do talk I mean 
what do you mean you tell her 
A Tell her these words that she has to know in work ... 
and 
Ben: And what •.• (that's yours, that's yours) 
A Yea •.• and I could tell her the th1ngs that you need 
in the shopping centre, what you say up there .•. 
That's all yeah 
Ben: Oh I see 
A And she learns me oora a1ra eerie sirsa haha 
Ben: Does she find it, does she find it, does she find it 
kind of she needs it does she at her work. 
A Yea she does. 
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Fi found some benefits in his mother's not knowing English 
(Extract 53a) and Bi indicates that his mum's NPE results in 
shared amusement: 
66 Bi in an interview, reporting bilingual 
code selection (LUI) 
Ben: when you talk to your mum, what do you talk to 
her in 
Bi : All Punjabi 
Ben: All Punjabi 
Bi : Yea 
Ben: And what does she ••• you talk to her all in Punjabi 
B Yea 
Ben: What does she speak to you in 
B Sometimes she can speak English but I laugh 
Ben: Do you ••• why do you laugh, what do you 
B She can't say it properly man ••• 
Ben: Why, why do you why do you take the mickey of her 
B 
Ben: 
B 
when she speaks English? 
I don't take the mickey out of her 
You laugh at her, you laugh at her 
She bloody laughs herself when I laugh cos she speaks 
it a bit like that Mr -----was «a local adult known 
to both of us}). 
These cases show four informants' personal involvement with 
adults not knowing much English. They show them making con-
cessions to this and also sometimes deriving benefit and enjoyment 
from it. There are also instances of informants saying they take 
an active interest in their younger VŸŞŨÙŪŦVĚnot knowing English 
-see Extracts 49 and 67. 
In and about the home, these informants appear to have a 
degree of VŬŨÙTŠŲŸWXĚwith straight (NP) (VA)E users qua straight 
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(NP) {VA)E users. ŌẀŸWŤĚa different picture emerges however in a 
school context, and here discussions of the local ESL Centre are 
relevant. 
21.3.2.2 Some School-based Relationships 
Next door to the school which all my informants attended was the 
local ESL Centre, 3 and this was discussed in interviews ŴŸWUĚ
twenty-three ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĦĚ OVer half explicitly connected the 
Centre with not knowing much English, and about a quarter 
identified ŸWĚas being a mainly Bangladeshi school. Others said 
Pakistanis and Indians also went there, and some mentioned 
Italians and French. Some did not express evaluations, and a 
small proportion made neutral evaluations {'not dunces' Ci; 
'alright' Tm). The majority however, reported characteristics 
that were in one way or another, negative. ESL Centre children 
were reported as 'mad' (Bi), 'dopey' (Qp, Mp), 'lazy' (Mp), 
'dumb' (Ve), 'dumb in the head' (Pp), 'greasy' (Ip), 'stinking' 
(Ai), 'wearing odd clothes' (Ip, Op). When asked, four in-
formants said they were teased (Hp, Ip, Rw, We). Two said they 
weren't (Jp, Ue). Two said 'not much/it depends' (Gi, Ci) and 
one said it wasn't even worth it (Ue). Some ESL Centre kids were 
reported to make trouble (We, 01e, Tm). Significantly, no one 
actually praised or spoke positively or sympathetically about ESL 
Centre children and this evidently contrasts with a number of the 
remarks made ŸŪĚconnection with (NP) (VA)E straight users around 
the home. 
21.3.3 Prel1minary Explanation of this Contrast Between Home-
and School-based Evaluations 
In one domain, the response to straight (NP) (VA)E appears soli-
dary, in the other it seems stigmatising and this is in fact 
broadly in l1ne ŴŸWUĚresearch on evaluative reactions to ac-
cented Mexican English conducted by Ryan and Carranza (1975). 
From an ŤẄŮŤŲŸŤŪWŠŨĚstudy, they concluded that Mexican 
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Americans preferred standard to Spanish-accented English in 
both home and school domains, but that in the home domain, this 
preference was not as clearly marked. Similarly, on rating 
scales designed to differentiate status-oriented from solidari-
ty-oriented valuations, standard English was also preferred on 
both, but again, the preference was much less marked on 
solidarity scales. Concerning the type of English that my in-
formants would prefer for themselves, the ISA data on the entity 
'me as I would like to be' indicates that Asian informants would 
not personally like to speak English more like either ethnic 
Bangladeshis, their parents or eo-ethnic adults, and this is 
roughly4 in line with Ryan and Carranza's finding of overall 
preference for non-accented English. But at the same time, 
domain appears to make a difference and, as far as kin and eo-
ethnic adults are concerned, reactions are much more solidary 
than they are with regard to the Language Centre children. 
In fact, the interview data allows us to go beyond Ryan and 
Carranza in two respects. Firstly, it tells us, as I have said 
before, that awareness of language difficulties can itself be an 
element in this solidary reaction: in Ryan and Carranza, re-
spondents could simply be expressing their reactions to people 
associated with accented English in each domain, accented English 
being itself irrelevant to the processes by which solidary re-
lationships are formed. Secondly, it gives an empirical indi-
cation of some of socio-structural influences on these language 
attitudes. Ryan and Carranza (1977:78) observe that for Mexican 
Americans, 'official recognition and support for a group and its 
language are lacking'. Within an educational context, Mexican 
Americans appear to have little support of Spanish but it is 
unclear however whether educational provision is made in such a 
way as to stigmatise accented-English. This may have been the 
case with (NP) (VA)E, at least on the evidence of my informants' 
evaluations. The Language Centre may have affected their views 
in much the same way that Cohen and Swain describe the effects 
of 'submersion' programmes in North America: 
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'If English as a second language (ESL) lessons 
were offered, the programs were of a pullout 
nature, that is, the students were segregated 
for ESL instruction. Pulling students out for 
ESL classes has often resulted in stigmatising 
the students as possessing a "language handicap" 
or a "cognitive deficit", labels which are 
damaging to student self esteem' (1979:145). 
Certainly describing ESL children as 'dopey', 'mad' and 'dumb in 
the head' indicates that non-competence in English is being at 
least partially reconstrued as mental con-competence, and perhaps 
this is not surprisLng in any education system which is (a) mono-
lingual and in which (b) a person's relative academic position in 
their year group is read as an indication of their intelligence 
(on the way in which 'intelligence' is institutionally constructed, 
see Hargreaves 1967). It would be simplistic to regard ESL with-
drawal as the only reason for this response (D.E.S. 1985:386, 
395); but as the institutionalisation of more deeply rooted 
attitudes, it probably intensified the stigma of ESL (Saifullah 
Khan 1985:10; see Chapter 22 below). 
In contrast, accounts of parents and kin in connection with 
(NP) (VA)E often relate in one way or another, to the furtherance 
of family interests (paying bills, Extract 47; getting the milk 
bottles ready, Extract 52; shopping, Extract 54; sorting out 
arguments and promoting harmonious relations, Extracts 57,58; 
cementing the yard, Extract 63; work and earning, Extract 64; 
being agreeable to kin, Extract 49). Even when (NP) (VA)E is not 
used successfully, efforts to benefit the family may be involved 
(shopping, Extracts 53 and 55; and also perhaps Extract 48), and 
this may be a socLal influence on a more positive evaluation of 
(NP) (VA)E in this sphere. 
21.4 Domains, and a Summary of Their Relevance to Perceptions 
of Stra1ght (NP) (VA)E 
I have at several points referred to domain and it is now appro-
priate to draw back into focus the model of domains developed in 
Chapter 6 above. To recap: as a sociolinguistic concept, domains 
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are a higher order psycho-social category clustering together 
typically eo-occurring interlocutors/role relationships, locales, 
topics and value-systems. They both constrain and guide the 
interpretation of action (Fishman 1972:49-51) and they can be 
seen as a kind of frame superordinate to Gumperz's activity 
types (see Chapter 16.3.4 above). For this field context, four 
domains were proposed and described: the home, the adult ethnic 
ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸWXHĚ the recreational peer-group and school. Supported by 
data on bilingual code selection, these were clustered into two 
meta-domains, the first characterised as intra-ethnic in its 
value ŬŲŸŤŪWŠWÙŬŪĚand the second as interethnic. 
These two meta-domains provide a useful way of organising 
the data so far on how straight (NP) (VA)E speakers are perceived: 
In Intra-ethnic domains 
(At Home and in the adult 
ethnic community) 
Straight (NP) (VA)E is associated 
with eo-ethnic and family adults 
(and infant kin), with whom 
there is sometimes moderately 
close ISA identification 
(Chapter 21.2.2). Attitudes 
towards such speakers seem soli-
dary specifically with regard to 
NPE {Chapter 21.3) which may 
mainly be used for the further-
ance of family interests. 
Since the language normally 
used by adults is Punjabi, 
it is conceivable that any 
ability in English is re-
garded as a bonus and as 
an achievement. 5 
In Interethnic domains 
(At School and in the peer-
group) 
Straight (NP) (VA)E is associated 
with an ethnic outgroup with 
whom there is generally remote 
ISA identification (Chapter 
21.2.2). It is also associated 
with ŮẀŮŸŨVĚat the ESL Centre, 
who are withdrawn from normal 
schooling because of (NP) (VA)E. 
Attitudes towards these 
children are disparaging over-
all. 
Since the language normally 
used is English, it is likely 
that an inability in English 
is regarded as a deficit and 
a failure. 
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This is not a pattern that I have tested out with regard to each 
of my informants; it is however consistent with most of the 
data so far and indeed, extracts which at first seem relatively 
unusual, can be rendered consistent in the light of th1s model. 
These extracts (Extracts 68-71 below) can be seen as test cases. 
21.4.1 Some 'Test Cases• (cf. Fishman 1972:49) 
As far as (NP) (VA)E straight use by mothers is concerned, Np ex-
presses the most negative evaluation: 
68 
Np 
\ Np and Op in an interview 
my mum she can't speak English at all, so I have to 
speak, when I go down ((the road to the shops)), I 
have to speak mainly th1ng ((Pakistani)) and you feel 
sort of shameful 
Op: If someone hears you 
Ben: Do you, speaking Urdu 
N Yea you feel sort of shameful in front of sort of 
your friends and that 
Ben: Do you 
N yes but w1th my dad I speak English when I go down 
town. 
Here there is a disjunction between mother and home, and it may 
be this that is the source of N1 s shamefulness. Home is pre-
sumably the locale in which N is both most familiar with and can 
best anticipate all his overhearers, whereas the street is more 
public and less predictable. This may be the source of his dis-
comfiture here, on the assumption that publicly N prefers to 
align himself w1th school evaluations of (NP) (VA)E. 
N's kinsman 0 reports a similar feel1ng in connection with 
friends who can't speak much English: 
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69 Np and Op in an interview (the same as in 
Extract 68) 
Ben: What how about do you agree with that Op, 
feel a bit shameful 
Op: Yea, when I'm with my friends who can't speak 
English that much, I feel shameful, cos my friends 
go past all the time .•• and girls go past sometimes 
and all that in our school. 
0 does not in fact say where his (NP) (VA)E friendships were 
established, though it is reasonable to imagine that they are 
intra-ethnically based. At home, or in the presence of other 
intra-ethnic domain relations, there might be no shamefulness, 
but of course 'domains' are not hermetically sealed and people 
associated with different domains, with whom you connect differ-
ent value-systems, may come into close proximity. 
Also of course,people cross locales and thus kinship 
need not automatically entail solidary or supportive attitudes 
to (NP) (VA)E. This is evidenced in Lp's report of his argument 
with Mp: 
70 Lp in an interview (the same as in 
Extracts 45,46 
Ben: what do you think is bad English apart from .•• 
Lp : All this 'I eating bread today' and all that ••• 
Ben: Yea yea yea 
L Yea right we were going to town ••• do you know Mp 
Ben: And what •.. yes yes 
L Um we were going town and we were on the bridge and 
he said a sentence like er •.• he said something 
like I eating bread today and I corrected him 
Ben: Uhu 
L and he got angry 
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Ben: Did he 
L He goes we ain't in school now 
Ben: Did he, did he yes yes and what do you think that 
do you think he's right or do you think do you 
think you were right to correct him or 
L Yea I was right to correct him cos he's always 
boasting that he's in group 1 for English and 
Maths ••• 
Evidently, situational norms in a peer setting can be a matter of 
contention, and M believes that strict attitudes to (NP) (VA)E are 
appropriate only in school, whereas L disagrees. It is clear how-
ever, that there is agreement on what school evaluations are, and 
that these form a reference point: indeed, L frames the final 
justification of his criticism in terms of M's claims ẂÙVĤŠĤẂŸVĚ
the school status system. 
Extract 71 contains an example of a school (NP) (VA)E user 
being evaluated positively, but it is noticeable that praise ŸVĚ
framed with reference to ŸŪWŲŠĤŤWUŪÙȘĚdomain values: 
71 I Lp in an interview \ 
Ben: And do you know anybody who who has ••• who doesn't 
speak much English who doesn't speak English well 
you know and who has problems with English 
L , the one in the third year 
Ben: He has problems actually with English 
L yes 
Ben: I mean he's go I mean he's good at ÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸĚbut 
L Yes he's brilliant at Pakistani because he's goes to 
Mosque and if you if you ... um •.• er •.. he he's 
been he reads Urdu which is the posh language ••. and 
um he's you know •.. he knows a lot of that because 
UŸVĚparents ••• you know .•. they're very .•. they're 
you know they're they're they're regarded as holy if 
you know what I mean •.• 
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So the ŞŠVŸȘĚmodel of straight (NP) (VA)E being negatively 
valued within interethnic domains, and positively or at least 
solidarily valued around the intra-ethnic still holds. Of 
course life sometimes presents combinations of people and places 
which do not conform to the eo-occurrence expectations comprising 
a particular domain, and thus evaluations of straight (NP) (VA)E 
as used by mothers, friends and school kids vary: nevertheless, 
there appears to be an underlying regularity. 
21.4.2 Shifts in Domain Specific Evaluations? 
This regularity need not be permanent of course, and as a result 
of/in at least one activity - sport - evaluations operative 
within the adult ethnic community could shift across to per-
ceptions of straight (NP) (VA)E within the peer-group, ŮŲŬTẀȘŸŪŦĚ
a more positive ŬŲŸŤŪWŠWÙŬŪĦĚ
Conceivably in cricket, (NP) (VA)E could be gaining more 
prestigious public connotations. This would operate at two 
levels, one national and the other local. India's repeated suc-
cesses in one day international matches have involved the defeat 
of England and the West Indies (amongst others): these have 
been ẂÙȘWŬŲŸŤVĚin a high profile and prestigious event consisting 
of a game that has a lot of prominence in local male peer cul-
ture. The image of (NP) (VA)E speakers interethnically projected 
is very different from the appreciative and non-comprehending 
persona of much figurative (NP) (VA)E use: in public view are 
competitive and very successful Indian (and Pakistani) sportsmen. 
At local league level, cricket teams which involve ethnically 
Asian adults and which are observed by youngsters, may similarly 
present VWŲŠŸŦUWĚ (NP) (VA)E in a prestigious interethnic setting. 
There are several pieces of evidence which are pertinent 
here. In Extract 50, Kp reports Pakistani men saying 'oh played' 
in (NP) (VA)E, but this is in the context of a victory in which he 
appears to take a keen personal interest (and which he regarded 
as 'hard' =good - he clearly supports these (NP) (VA)E senti-
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ments). Awareness of (NP) (VA)E simultaneously ŴŸWUĚpublic 
support for a joint cause in an interethnic setting was evident 
in a day trip to watch England vs Sri Lanka, when Lp and his 
brother amused themselves copying the retroflexion, aspiration 
and labiodental /w/s of Sri Lankan supporters• English, but 
supported Sri Lanka to the extent of making it awkward for the 
ethnically ÖŠÛÍVWŠŪŸĚboy who supported England. Finally, 
(NP) (VA)E prestige in a cricketing context could very well 
motivate Np's commentary in Extract 17 (e.g. 'Kapil Dev is 
batting now and Np is the wicket keeper for Pakistan'). 
Although it has a high public profile and quite a lot of 
cultural influence, sport of course is not one of the key insti-
tutions in the management of Br1tish society and it would make 
little sense to argue that the discussion here on its own de-
monstrated (or augured) a major alteration in the general 
pattern of domain-specific (NP) (VA)E evaluations. However, it 
usefully illustrates that the organisation of values into domains 
is not necessar1ly either categorical or VWŠWŸȘĦĚ
21.5 Summary 
Without yet trying to spec1fy the nature of the relationship, 
this chapter has set out to place rhetorical (NP) (VA)E in the 
wider context of informants' own attitudes to straight (NP) (VA)E 
use. To do this it has drawn on two data sources, the ISA rat1ng 
procedure and interviews. 
The ISA data first permitted the identification of people 
commonly associated w1th straight (NP) (VA)E (or here more 
strictly NPE) use: ethnically Bangladeshi peers were seen by 
all ethnic subgroups as not know1ng much English, and informants 
of ŅŪTŸŠŪĚand Pakistani parentage on average also saw eo-ethnic 
adults and some kin in the same category (the three ethnically 
Angle informants on average also regarded Indian and Pakistani 
ÛŸTVĚ in the same light). But whereas ISA identification with 
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Bangladeshi kids was generally rather remote, ethnically Asian 
informants identified with some NPE users quite closely. Hence 
for these informants, attitudes to people associated with NPE 
can be characterised as mixed. 
Analysis of the interview began with reports about straight 
(NP) (VA)E use, most of these relating to three settings - around 
the school, commercial transactions and around the home. An 
interpretation of the evaluations associated with each suggested 
that in the first, these were unfavourable, in the second, they 
were mixed, while in the last (around the home), they were 
generally favourable. Closer attention to some ÖẀŪÚŠŞÙĤŞŸ­
linguals' home-based relationships with (NP) (VA)E users suggested 
that (NP) (VA)E was sometimes an active element in attitudes that 
were at the very least solidary: informants made concessions to 
a lack of proficiency in English amongst eo-ethnic adults, they 
sometimes benefited from it and positively (i.e. in a non-
malicious way) enjoyed it. Around the school, however, 
(NP) (VA)E was linked with ESL Centre pupils about whom informants 
were rather disparaging. An account of this contrast could in 
the ȚŸŲVWĚinstance refer to the way in which eo-ethnic adults 
often made the effort to use (NP) (VA)E in the furtherance of 
family interests, while with the ESL Centre, informants might 
find it difficult to remain independent of the education system's 
forceful ŤŰẀŠWŸŬŪĚof set placement ŴŸWUĚintelligence. 
The model of domains developed in Part Two was then drawn in 
to make sense of these data: positive and/or solidary assessment 
of (NP) (VA)E were linked with ÙŪWŲŠĤŤWUŪŸȘĚdomains, in which 
ethnically ĻVŸŠŪĚinformants had kinship ties with straight 
(NP) (VA)E users and in which any English usage might be viewed as 
an achievement since Punjabi was the (adult) norm for language 
use. In contrast, the negative evaluations of (NP) (VA)E were 
specific to interethnic domains, in which it was connected with 
an outgroup and in which, since English was the norm, any in-
ability to use it fluently was more likely to be stigmatised. 
Reports and evaluations of straight (NP) (VA)E which seemed 
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anomalous (e.g. negative evaluation of parental (NP) (VA)E use) 
could be accommodated within this model: at the same time how-
ever, the connection between (NP) (VA)E evaluation and domains 
should not be regarded as necessarily static, and cricket was 
described as one instance of an activity which might act to 
improve the status of straight (NP) (VA)E in interethnic 
settings. 
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NOTES 
1. Five of the informants who classified various entities 
as speaking normal English, indicated in interviews 
that some of these entities also spoke in an ethnically 
marked way (Lp, on his father, his mother, at least one 
of his uncles, and one of h1s cousins; Ai, on his father; 
Bi, on his mother; and Fi on his sisters and some ethnic-
ally Pakistani kids; Kp, on Pakistani men). 
2. The question presents itself: has the label ĜÔÖĞỲŒŸŶNĚat 
this point become a source of confusion? Should we in 
fact distinguish two or three varieties - Bengali English 
which is maybe negatively assessed, and Pakistani and 
Indian Englishes which are much less negatively assessed? 
In fact, this is not necessary because it is not atti-
tudes to straight uses of (NP) (VA)E that is the prime object 
of our enquiry. If it were, then we ought to have had tape-
recordings of local Bengali English, local Pakistani English 
and then local Indian English. We would need to see the 
extent to which informants correctly categorised speakers, 
and then proceeded to evaluation from there. The purpose 
here however is to come to grips with rhetorical (NP) (VA)E, 
and in terms of their linguistic realisations and of the 
features of persona associated w1th them, there is virtually 
no basis for distinguishing a Bengali persona from an Indian 
or Pakistani persona in any of the evidence cited so far. 
3. This has now been closed, and all ESL staff are deployed 
with1n schools. 
4. I stress roughly, since normal English (as per ISA) is not 
necessarily the same as R and C's Standard (American) 
English (see Chapter 17.2.2 above); and Rand C's preference 
results relate to the speech of (non-specified) others, not 
to the speech that respondents would prefer for themselves -
rating person A's accents above person B's doesn't mean you 
yourself want to speak like A. 
5. This view is supported by Lp's accounts: 
L you know in our family, if you speak English ••• 
like erm ••• there was this man ••• my ••• mum's 
no er my mum's sister's ••• daughter's brother, he 
came over from Pakistan and he's a Councillor over 
there and my mum said that when he come here, test 
him out if knows any English ••• because if you 
speak good English, they regard you as you know urn 
••• brainy ••• 
Ben: uhuh, in Pakistan 
L Yeh 
[MS50:495:62] 
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L •.• you know when our uncle, he's a ŰẀŸWŤĚimportant 
man, who go to Birmingham 
Ben: Yes yes yes 
L Whenever he comes, um my parents tell us to speak 
in speak in English 
ŁŸJĚ ŸŸĚ
L To you know, so you know, we you know they can 
understand that you know you know we're you know 
we're being taught in English and we know a bit 
about it. 
ŁŸJĚ Ya ya ya, and that's, everybody does that do they? 
L Erm, not other ••. most families do, but others 
don't ••• 
[MS81:586ff:63] 
On the prestige of English in the Indian subcontinent, with 
which there are strong connections in the Asian intra-ethnic 
domain, see e.g. James {1974:70); Helweg {1979:88); Pandit 
(1979); Bhatia (1982). Qp also talks of being asked to 
show off his English on a visit to Pakistan. 
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CHAPTER 22 
RHETORICAL (NP) (VA)E IN A SOCIETAL CONTEXT 
So far, the uses of (NP) (VA)E as a rhetorical code within the 
peer-group have been described, and these have been set next to 
an account of who informants perceive its straight users to be, 
and the ways in wh1ch they evaluated them. The connection be-
tween rhetorical and straight uses of (NP) (VA)E is not simple 
however, and the error of assum1ng that the former are all 
modelled on the latter should emerge in due course. To under-
stand more fully the origins of the rhetorical code (and its 
link with the straight variety) , it is necessary to broaden the 
analytic focus beyond local ethnographic description to consider 
soc1etal processes such as language shift and migration, as well 
as racism and the perception of ESL speakers within key British 
institutions. 
First, I shall cons1der macro-soc1al processes as these af-
fect English within migrant minority communities. Then I shall 
look at some ISA data on the impact of majority sociolingu1stic 
prejudice on the informants here. The third section attempts 
to explain the collective function of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E 
within this peer-group. The chapter concludes by affirming the 
relevance of the model in Chapter 16, both to interethn1c actors 
themselves and to macro-social analysis. 
22.1 Macro-social Processes and (NP) (VA)E 
In the attempt to draw together the data on rhetorical and 
straight (NP) (VA)E and to understand the rhetorical code's 
functions and origins, the analytic perspective offered in Hall 
and Jefferson (eds) (1976) and Hebdige (1979) can be particularly 
useful. 
In their view, youth subculture requires analysis along two 
d1mens1ons. Firstly, in relation to the 'parent• culture (in 
their writing, the class culture) from which subcultural partici-
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pants derive, and secondly, in relation to the dominant culture 
to which both the subculture and that larger class culture are 
VẀŞŬŲTŸŪŠWŤTĚ (Clarke et al. 1976:14). Subcultures are held to 
differ in important ways from their 'parent' culture - they have 
'generational specificity', members encounter TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWĚsets of 
institutions from those of their parents (Clarke et al. 1976:49), 
and 'the symbolic aspects of a particular style are constructed 
out of a VŮŤȘŸȚÙȘĚmatrix of group concerns, centring around a 
particular set of activities, which take place within a charac-
teristic set of institutions' (Clarke 1976:180). Yet ŸŪĚcertain 
crucial respects they share the same 'fundamental and deter-
mining' 'problematic' of the parent culture, and the same 'focal 
concerns' (see also in fact Opie and Opie 1959:Chapter 16; 
Bernstein 1960). 
In accordance ŴŸWUĚthis perspective, I shall first outline 
the generational specificity of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E users in 
relation to WUŤŸŲĚ 'parent' culture (much of this has already 
been intimated). In the course of this, some of their shared 
focal concerns vis-a-vis (NP) (VA)E will emerge and then attention 
will shift to rhetorical (NP) (VA)E's direct relation to the domi-
nant culture. In subsequent sections, its emergence and use will 
be in part interpreted as what Clarke et al. and Hebdige (ap-
parently after Levi-Strauss) call 'bricolage'. 
The generational specificity of ethnically Anglo youngsters 
is a complex issue which I shall not address in any detail: part 
of it must relate to their much greater contact with black 
ethnic outgroups. As far as (NP) (VA)E is concerned, the differ-
ence for them between white working-class parent culture and the 
interethnic subculture may be in the adjustment from uses of 
rhetorical (NP) (VA)E which are entirely derogatory to ones in 
which despite sometimes carrying echoes of deprecation, are 
ŨŤŦŸWÙÜŠWŤTĚthrough interethnic friendship (see below Chapter 
22.4). How ethnic minorities which are non-Asian are involved 
ŸŪĚ GŦŤŪŤŲŠWŸŬŪGĚ specific uses and reactions to (NP) (VA)E is a 
complex question on which I offer no suggestions. 
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The generational specificity of evaluations of (NP) (VA)E 
for Bedford-born/educated children of Pakistani and Indian 
parentage has been implicit in the model of domain-specific 
(NP) (VA)E assessments: it related to their more comprehensive 
participation (from an earlier age) in majority society and 
racially mixed institutions (school and peer-group) and partly 
to the shift in the sociolinguistic status of English resulting 
from migration. 
In Pakistan and India, English exists as a prestigious 
language (Pandit ÍĲİĲŸĚ Bhatia 1982) and in rural villages the 
ability to speak it is not ordinarily expected - when it is 
spoken, this is likely to be regarded as an accomplishment. In 
Britain, fluency in English is the norm and any inability to 
speak it fluently is stigmatised. With regard to English, one 
may say that migration to Britain ŤŪWŠŸŨVĚmoving from a situ-
ation approximating diglossia with elite bilingualism, to one 
of minority bilingualism without diglossia (Fishman 1972:Ch.VI). 
The children of migrants are VŸWẀŠWŤTĚmore centrally in 
this status shift than their parents to the extent that their 
participation in interethnic institutions is greater. Home and 
the adult ethnic community to a degree preserve the evaluation 
of English current in the Indian subcontinent,and in intra-
ethnic domains children can be sympathetic and supportive when 
their parents lack proficiency in English (see Chapter 21). 
Fluent but accented English in eo-ethnic adults may be regarded 
with respect and the pride that parents may have in their 
children's superior proficiencies can be enjoyed. Furthermore, 
(NP) (VA)E may be used by children as a straight style in talking 
to eo-ethnic adults (see Chapter 18.6 above). At school however, 
a lack of proficiency in English can lead to segregation in spe-
cial classes and it is associated with children recently arrived 
in Britain who are not only viewed as lacking academic competence 
but also, often coming from rural settings overseas, are highly 
inexpert with regard to the norms of local interethnic youth 
culture. 
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To a degree then, the 'generat1onal specificity' of these 
youngsters' cultural perspectives on English can be seen as the 
product of recent migratory history and in some respects, this 
generational difference might result with any group which moves 
to a foreign industrial centre {e.g. the children's greater 
familiarity with the new language, their fuller participation 
in maJority institutions, their sensibility to the stigma of 
withdrawal for classes in the second language). However, such 
population movements are often structured to a high degree by 
particular long term political and economic relationships. In 
the instance of migration from India and Pakistan, this relation-
ship shows up in certain majority perceptions of Asian English 
and to a degree, rhetorical (NP) (VA)E can be seen as a local re-
sponse to still powerful, historically rooted, sociolinguistic 
stereotyping. In part, rhetorical (NP) (VA)E is addressing itself 
to an element in the cultural legacy of colonialism and in this 
light, the generational continuity of peer-group activity emerges. 
These points require elaboration. 
For administrative purposes, British Rule in India required 
certain sectors of the Indian population to speak English. Yet 
the English acquired in this way by Indians was held in low 
esteem by the white colonial class, and this is evidenced in the 
way in which the term 'babu' developed derogatory connotations, 
at least from the latter half of the nineteenth century onwards. 
Babu was the term used to describe members of this indigenous 
clerical group as well as their English, and the features associ-
ated with this stereotype included deference, superficial edu-
cation and com1cality. 
With post-war migration, this babu image became revitalised 
within domestic Brit1sh cultural frameworks, so that people from 
the Indian subcontinent were and still are very often portrayed 
as foolish, pass1ve, comical and perhaps above all non-proficient 
in English. This has been propounded in the mass-media and it 
also appears to have been influential in the education system, 
where features of the babu have been transformed into stereo-
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types of ethnically Asian children as being keen to learn but 
over-ambitious, and as only superficially fluent in English. 
For both older and younger people of Asian extraction, 
majority attitudes to their English in particular have led to 
discrimination and the denial of rights. Variations on the 
theme of babu language have provided cultural justifications 
for structural subordination. Recently however, this stereo-
type has become the site of considerable ideological dispute. 
Its projection of passivity and deference have been challenged 
by a good deal of political activism, the necessity and value 
of ESL teaching has been thrown into doubt and extensive nation-
al coverage has been given to the dismissal of a head teacher 
who (among other things} propounded this stereotype. 
These points are discussed in some detail in Appendix 23. 
We can sum them up here by saying that on the one hand, amongst 
others, colonial attitudes to Indian English continue in various 
forms today, and on the other, that questions about the truth, 
appropriacy and manipulation of the white cultural stereotype of 
babu have become particularly salient over the last few years. 
22.2 The Peer-group and Majority Sociolinguistic Stereotyping 
Before address1ng the role of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E itself in this 
wider context, it is worth pursuing the issue of racist socio-
linguistic stereotyping raised in the preceding sect1on, and see-
ing what evidence there is of its direct impact on this peer-
group. 
As far as the empirical dimensions of the local analysis 
are concerned, there is no evidence that variations on the babu 
image were influential at the point where my informants en-
countered the education system. A proper ethnography of the 
schooling processes they experienced would be needed to investi-
gate that issue. 1 
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Nor is there evidence of how informants themselves perceived 
educational attitudes towards their English, or indeed socio-
linguistic attitudes within dominant culture generally. However, 
certain elements which I have interpreted2 as inhering in the 
(NP) (VA)E rhetorical persona (and some evidence from reports of 
3 
straight (NP) (VA)E)do indicate awareness of media stereotypes, 
and hence some perception of continuing sociolinguistic prejudice 
in dominant social institutions. The feature of appreciativeness 
which I attributed to the persona occurs frequently in GȘŬŸȘGĚ
impression (e.g.Jim Davidson 16.7.1986): 'goodness gracious' 
(Extract 44) derives from Peter Sellers; the connection with 
scatology links with racist jokes about Asian food; and polite-
ness and social non-competence are also features attributed to 
the rhetorical (NP) (VA)E persona which have widespread media 
currency (see Appendix 23 and Extract 51). 
In this climate, it seems unlikely that youngsters of Asian 
parentage should have no sense that majority culture not only in-
culpates the older generation, but may also implicate their own 
in this derogation. 
Of course, awareness of a stereotype is not acceptance of it 
and there is evidence that informants of India-Asian parentage 
neither see themselves as non-proficient in English, nor as 
passive. Majority definitions of Asian people in terms of babu 
have certainly not achieved 'hegemony' (Clarke et al. 1976:38) 
and the ISA data undermines the suggestion that rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E ÜŸŦUWĚreflect ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚinsecurity. 
Clarke et al. (1976:12) make a distinction between 'culture' 
and 'ideology': 
'Dominant and subordinate classes will each have 
TŸVWÙŪȘWĚcultures. But when one culture gains 
ascendancy over the other, and when the sub-
ŬŲTŸŪŠWŤĚculture experiences itself in terms 
prescribed by the dom1nant culture, then the 
dominant culture has also become the basis of 
a dominant ideology.' 
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Stereotypes about the English of Asian people have not become 
the dominant ideology in this peer-group, and the ŤẂŸTŤŪȘŤĚon 
this comes once more from the ISA data on 'speaks normal English' 
vs 'don't know much English'. 
Graph 22.1 overleaf summarises some of the data on group 
means in Table 21.1, Chapter 21.2.1, this time charting group 
means for Punjabi/Pakistani bilinguals as opposed to (what might 
very crudely be called) monolinguals (ethnically Angle, Mixed and 
Afro-Caribbean informants) • Once again, the number of informants 
involved is small (especially in the latter group), and as far as 
any wider generalisation is concerned the data here is primarily 
suggestive. However, it raises doubts about the customary as-
sumption that ŞŸŨÙŪŦẀŠŨVĚare especially insecure in English 
(e.g. D.E.S. 1985:425) in several ways. 
Firstly, one would assume that linguistically insecure 
people would like to speak rather differently from how they 
currently think they do: in ISA terminology, one would expect 
a big gap between how people see WUŤŸŲĚideal as opposed to their 
current English speaking selves. On average for Punjabi bi-
linguals, there is hardly any such gap - mean ratings on the 
constructs 'speaks normal English' are 8.6 for 'ideal self' 
and 8.5 for 'current self'. In fact, the data here suggest that 
it is monolinguals who are rather keener to talk differently from 
how they do at present. Indeed, monolinguals rate their current 
selves lower than the bilinguals do. 
Secondly, bilinguals have no significant entities around them 
who they think speak much more normally than they do - only 
teachers and English kids are regarded as equally or ÜŠŲŦŸŪŠŨŨXĚ
more normal than they. This comparability between bilinguals' 
mean ŲŠWŸŪŦVĚof their current selves and their ratings of 
teachers, suggests that they view their English as as socially 
acceptable as anyone's, and ŠŦŠŸŪĚin comparison with monolinguals 
(and contrary to Swann) it looks from this data as though they 
may be more linguistically at ease in a school environment. It 
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is quite possible, given that proficiency in English is regarded 
in South Asia and in intra-ethnic domains as an accomplishment, 
that these bilinguals define their abilities in relation to these 
Asian views, and that their confidence grows as they receive sup-
port, praise and concommitantly mature responsibilities from 
their parents (in this light, the large gap between mean ratings 
of normal English with regard to 'current' as opposed to 'past 
self' could accompany a strong sense of achievement in these in-
formants). 
In contrast, 'monolingual' children may have grown up 
amongst non-standard dialect speakers who for many years have 
had their English disparaged. Consequently, they may have passed 
some of this on to their kids. If that is the case, then the 
'monolinguals'' ratings of teacher English as less normal than 
their own could reflect the operation of 'covert prestige', with 
various kin (dad, mum, siblings, cousins, uncles, aunts) and 
friends being held as much closer to those (non-standard) norms 
to which these informants really aspire. In that event, mono-
linguals (bidialectals) may be the ones to feel ŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘŠŨŨXĚ
uncomfortable at school. 
So, not only does it seem that the use of rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E in the peer-group does not accompany feelings of 
linguistic insecurity amongst Asian members; as far as they 
are concerned, WUŸVĚaspect of the dominant culture also does 
not seem to have achieved hegemony. Or at least it has not 
done so with regard to bilingual informants. One striking 
difference between their mean ratings on this bipolar construct 
and the monolinguals' relates to the entities 'Indian kids' and 
'Pakistani kids'. Monolinguals are much less ready to assert 
the normalness of Indian and ÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚkids' English than the 
ethnically Indian and Pakistani informants themselves. 4 ' 5 In 
this respect, some members of the polyethnic peer-group may 
indeed be partially aligned with the dominant culture, a point 
which (a) supports the suggestion made above (Chapter 22.1) that 
the generational specificity of monolingual rhetorical (NP) (VA)E 
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consists in the adjustment it sometimes entails away from 
derogatory attitudes to (NP) (VA)E; and/or (b) ŸŪWÙÜŠWŤVĚan 
aspect of the ambiguity and difficulty that non-bilinguals 
could feel in using the code in interethnic settings in the 
absence of ȘŬŪVŸTŤŲŠŞŨŤĚȚŲÙŤŪTVUŸŮĚsupport (see below 
Chapter 22.4). 
So, whereas bilingual informants appear to be free from 
the influence of attitudes in the dominant culture about ĻVŸŠŪĚ
ŪŬŪĤŮŲŬȚŸȘÙŤŪȘXĚin English, the signs of its rejection are not 
as clear amongst non-bilinguals. However, with regard to 
another major dimension of the babu persona - submissiveness and 
deference - the ISA data suggests that on average neither bi-
lingual nor monolingual members of the peer-group subscribe to 
the ẂŸŤŴĚof Asians it implies. 
On the construct 'tough' vs 'weak', monolingual informants 
on average rated 'Pakistani kids' as tougher than English kids, 
and second only to West Indian kids in toughness. Indian kids 
were rated as only marginally less tough than Angles by these 
monolinguals. Amongst ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚof Asian parentage, there was 
also no suggestion that Asian kids were weak ( ŸĚsubmissive, or 
deferential) , and both Indian and Pakistani kids were rated as 
quite a lot tougher than English kids. Finally, bilingual in-
formants rated all of the entities who GTŸTŪGWĚknow much English' 
as also ŞŤŸŪŦĚtougher than English kids. The TŬÜŸŪŠŪWĚculture 
may cluster Asian extraction, non-proficiency in English and 
weakness via the babu stereotype, but this ŸVĚnot regarded as 
an adequate reflection of reality by any of the subgroups within 
the peer-group6 (for TŤWŠŸŨVĚof this analysis of the ISA data, 
see Appendix 24) • 
The analysis so far has suggested the following with regard 
to English and youngsters of Asian extraction. M1gration to 
Britain has led to a shift in the sociolinguistic status of 
English. It has also seen the revitalisation of the racist 
stereotype of babu, to which certain aspects of the rhetorical 
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(NP) (VA)E seem connected. This stereotype is not accepted by 
Asian bilinguals as a genuine reflection of their own reality, 
although the ŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚpart of it might be said to sometimes 
accord with the views of the monolingual informants. We are 
now in a better position to consider the function of rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E. 
22.3 ŎUŤWŬŲŸȘŠŨĚ (NP) (VA)E as Subcultural Style 
Attempts have been made to explicate rhetorical (NP) (VA)E at 
speech act level, but we must now ask what role rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E plays as a variety within the repertoire of the peer-
group. What generalisations can we offer about its function as 
a collective form? 
At a fairly simple level, we may suggest that like much 
subcultural style generally, rhetorical (NP) (VA)E is a device 
for unifying the peer-group (Clarke et al. 1976:47; 
Bernstein 1960:73). A summary of the people using it and the 
manner in which it occurs, based on the extracts cited here, 
provides some evidence for this. 
Rhetorical (NP) ĜŒŸĞNĚ is often clearly associated with 
? 
laughter (see Extracts 16,18,19,14,33 · 1 27 ) and cases where 
it obviously involves conflict between interlocutors are com-
paratively few: 16 (where the laughter seems to be at 01b's 
expense), 24 and 26 (and 31?). In contrast, it appears to be 
associated with good humour and excitement in Extracts 11,12 
and 13; the enjoyment of story telling/shared recollection 
(Extract 18); approval of other people's work (Extract 20); 
mock conflict mutually understood as such (Extract 21, and 19 
perhaps}, collective and rowdy hilarity (Extract 14). 
As far as the ethnicity of peer-group members is concerned, 
rhetorical (NP) (VA)E appears to be used in relatively open 
ethnically mixed settings (where lots of people can overhear) by 
youngsters of Pakistani parentage (Extracts 17,22,31), of ŅŪTŸŠŪĚ
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parentage (Extracts 20,21,25,35.) and by Angles (Extracts 34,39). 
There appears to be no attempt at concealment or inhibition in 
these uses (see also Extracts 1 and 3) , either in the playground, 
in lessons at Summer School, during cricket, football or at the 
Youth Club. It is also used by ethnic Angles to people of ĻVŸŠŪĚ
parentage (Extracts 32,33,39) and given Mr 04e's role as an in-
formal, friendly and popular youth worker, it would be VẀŲŮŲÙVŸŪŦĚ
if in Extracts 32 and 33 any offence were intended. It is used 
? 
by Asians to whites in e.g. Extracts 25· ,28,32,36,37,38,40; by 
whites to whites (Extract 30) and between Afro-Caribbean and 
Mixed race youngsters (Extract 24). It is used between Paki-
stanis (Extract 19), between Indians (Extract 35), by Pakistanis 
to Indians (Extract 41) and by Pakistanis to Indians and Paki-
stanis (Extract 18). Sometimes it is used in the presence of 
straight (NP) (VA)E users (Extracts 16,21,23), some of whom were 
ethnically Bangladeshi, but as far as this data is concerned, 
this is the exception rather than the rule. All in all, it ap-
pears that in terms of ethnicity, overhearers and interlocutors 
produce no ŬŞẂŸŬẀVĚconstraints on the use of rhetorical 
(NP) (VA) E. 
Consistent with this, it seems that at least the main 
stereotypic persona associated with rhetorically (NP) (VA)E en-
actment is to ŰẀŸWŤĚa large degree interethnically shared. 
Ethnically non-Asians enact appreciativeness (Extracts 8,10 -
cf. ethn1cally ĻVŸŠŪĚenactments Extracts 6,13,18,20,21,35), 
non-competence (Extracts 9,32,33,34 vs Asian 3,4,5,18,31), 
? 
polite scatology (Extract 9 vs 14), polite protest· (01it in 6 
vs Extracts 32,43,44) and ÙŪȘŬÜŮŲŤUŤŪVŸŬŪĚ (Extract 24 vs Asian 
? 
3,4,5,6,14. ,27). Only religiousness has no cross-ethnic currency 
(Ue in Extract 30). Also, this persona's function ŸŪĚits con-
texts of enactment is similar - there is ethnically non-Asian 
? 
teasing· (Extract 24), reported speech (Extract 30) and re-
questing (Extract 39) • 
This TŤVȘŲŸŮWÙẂŤĚsummary indicates the wide interethnic 
spread of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E. It may be said to unify the 
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polyethnic peer-group in so far as it is often good humoured and 
generally ethnically non-specialised. It could be perhaps also 
a mechanism by means of which some members achieve particular 
renown through their innovative deployment of its ritual formulae 
(cf. Opie and Opie 1959; Bernstein 1960:72; Labov 1972b: Ch.B). 
With rhetorical (NP) (VA)E, maybe 01p reported in Extracts 1,2 and 
3 has the reputation of an especially accomplished user. 
On its own however, that view misses the particularity of 
rhetorical (NP) (VA)E and also its wider socio-cultural location. 
In order to capture that, it is useful to define 'bricolage• as 
used by Clarke et al. and Hebdige: 
'In ••• the process of stylistic generation, 
we have made partial and somewhat eclectic 
use of Levi-Strauss• concept of "bricolage" -
the reordering and recontextualisation of 
objects to communicate fresh meanings, with1n 
a total system of significances, which already 
includes prior and sedimented meanings at-
tached to the objects used ••• when the 
bricoleur relocates the significant object in 
a different position within that discourse, 
using the same overall reperto1re of signs, 
or when the object is placed within a differ-
ent total ensemble, a new discourse is 
constituted, a different message conveyed ••• 
We are considering recently-current "unofficial" 
styles, where the stylistic core (if there is 
one) can be located in the expression of a 
partly-negotiated opposition to the values 
of the wider society ••• 
the practitioner of subcultural "bricolage" is 
••• constrained by the existing meanings of the 
signs within a discourse - the objects, the 
"gear" used to assemble a new subcultural style 
must not only already exist, but must also 
carry meanings organised into a system coherent 
enough for their relocation and transformation 
to be understood as a transformation• (Clarke 
1976:177; see also Hebdige 1979:103,104). 
What at least some rhetorical (NP) (VA)E seems to be reorder-
ing and recontextualising is the babu image entertained within 
the dominant society and promulgated in the mass media (on the 
close and interactive association between the media and youth 
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subculture, see Clarke 1976:182; Hebdige 1979) •7 It takes an 
image of powerlessness and subordinate non-competence and 
utilises it to its own ends. The 'sedimented' ÜŤŠŪŸŪŦVĚ from the 
media are thus relocated in a new context in such a way that the 
persona serves its user's own ends, thus converting an image of 
weakness into a means of manipulation and control (as in e.g. 
getting out of trouble, teasing; also even the double-bind 
entailed in the self humbling requests hypothesised in Chapter 
19.6). Very often the persona is sufficiently clearly and co-
herently delineated for it to be immediately recognised as a 
transformation, but due to the essential interactivity between 
tenor and ẂŤUŸȘŨŤĚ in metaphorical usage, at times in the data 
above, the sedimented meanings from the persona's location 
within the discourse of the dominant culture get blurred, and 
what seems clearest is the assertiveness of the rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E persona (hence perhaps much of the ÙŪWŤŲŮŲŤWŸẂŤĚun-
certainty, at least for the analyst). That the persona can be 
directly appositional with regard to dominant white society is 
most clearly illustrated in Extracts 1,3 and 4. 
The nature of the resistance represented in rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E needs to be more carefully defined than that however. 
The opposition represented ŸŪĚExtracts 1,3 and 4 is rare for its 
ŤẄŮŨŸȘÙWŪŤVVHĚand it would be distorting the rest of the data, 
and VẀȘȘẀÜŞŸŪŦĚto a GẂŸVŸŬŪŠŲXĚidealism' tempted to see ŬŮŮŬVŸ­
tional force in any youth subculture, if the account were left 
there (on such GẂŸVÙŬŪŠŲXĚ idealism', see Clarke et al. 1976:10; 
Hebdige 1979:60,86,138,139). Youth subculture is usually 'a mix 
of resistance and accommodation' (Clarke et al. 1976:44), in 
which members both contest and agree with dominant definitions 
(Hebdige 1979:86). Not purely oppositional,youth subculture ŸVĚ
also a means by which the 'focal concerns' of subordinate groups 
are also 'coped ŴŸWUGHĚ 'lived through' and 'negotiated' (Clarke 
et al. 1976). The informants here of Asian parentage have evi-
dently not accepted the babu stereotype as an adequate definition 
of either themselves or their kin, yet ŸWĚmay be that their 
generally negative attitude towards the ESL Centre, and their 
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sometimes rather unsympathetic stance towards ethnically Bangla-
deshi kids8 have been partially channellised/generated through 
the dominant society's definitions and evaluations of (NP) (VA)E 
(see e.g. Extract 16; and Chapter 21.3.2.2). Given the rarity 
of instances of clear opposition to white authority figures, as 
well as the domain-specific duality in these youngsters' views 
of straight (NP) (VA)E, the complexity of the ways in which the 
rhetorical code functions requires more careful statement. 
The language shift perspective stresses the generational 
specificity of peer-group concerns, and in particular, the 
greater participation in dominant institutions of ethnically 
Asian children relative to their parents. In this context, 
their use of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E perhaps represents a partici-
pation in popular culture by referring to racist stereotypes, 
while simultaneously declaring their independence from them, 
overwhelmingly in a spirit of good humour. In this way 1t uni-
fies the peer-group without necessarily capitulating to the domi-
nant ideology. It acknowledges and plays with the image of babu 
as a salient element in white culture, yet by invoking it as an 
alter-identified figurative persona, it insists that the speaker 
{and the friends eo-opted into its imaginary realm) are in 
reality separate from it. At the heart of such rhetorical acts 
is the assertion that the stereotype of babu can only have the 
status of 'alibi', not 'myth' (Barthes 1972; 9 also Hebdige 
1979:101,102). 
Indeed it is as an alter-identified figurative style chal-
lenging myth in the sense of 'natural', taken-for-granted, con-
ventional reality that rhetorical (NP) (VA)E can also be seen as 
a form of resistance. For ethnically Asian kids to use a stereo-
typically Asian manner of speaking in a clearly alter-identified 
way invokes and subverts those dom1nant definitions. It raises 
and then questions whether they bear any relation to truth. In 
the polyethnic peer-group, in which monolinguals may incline to 
view ethnically Asian peers as non-proficient in English, non-
rhetorical (NP) (VA)E can be seen as a non-confrontational method 
of undermining that tendency. 
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So within the perspective of Clarke et al.,(some parts of) 
rhetorical (NP) (VA)E can be seen as a form of both ŮŠŲWÙȘŸŮŠWŸŬŪĚ
and resistance. In this context, there is particular appropriacy 
in Hebdige's characterisation of subcultural style as 'a form of 
resistance in which experienced contradictions and obJections to 
the ruling ideology are obliquely represented in style' (1979: 
133, my ŤÜŮUŠVŸVĞĦĚ Also that subcultural bricolage 'opens up the 
world of (normative) objects to new and covertly appositional 
readings' (my emphasis). In an interethnic peer-group, members 
are differentially exposed to racist ideologies and a good deal 
of peer-group activity continues with these differences sub-
merged. Also, full resistance to the racism in society requires 
considerable effort and independence. As covert and oblique 
criticism of dominant definitions, rhetorical (NP) (VA)E may be 
said to express concern about racism without TŤVWŲŬXŸŪŦĚthe peer-
group in this ŨŬȘŠŨŸWXĚas a relatively unified ÙŪWŤŲŤWUŪŸȘĚinsti-
tution. Methods of direct confrontation would run that r1sk. In 
fact, we may hypothesise that in exclusively intra-ethnic Asian 
peer-groups, such uses of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E would be fewer. 
Likewise amongst groups with fully developed stances of politi-
cal opposition to the dominant culture, uses of rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E which invoked babu would be surprising. 
So far then the function of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E as a col-
lective resource has been characterised in terms of theor1es of 
resistance and subcultural style. Yet by no means all rhetori-
cal (NP) (VA)E indirectly invokes babu, and it is 1ncorrect to 
view this rhetorical code as in orig1n having only negative 
connotations. 
There are a number of instances in which this v1ew seems 
analytically irrelevant to the use of the (NP) (VA)E code. There 
are psycho-socially significant people within the soc1al sphere 
of ethnically Asian youngsters who are perceived to talk English 
with Punjabi accents, and these will maybe be echoed in ways 
which do not (obliquely or otherwise) address majority society's 
linguistic preJudice. The cr1cket commentary (and comparable 
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instances) discussed in Chapter 19.5 are likely to have origins 
in ingroup activity and one reading of the use of (NP) (VA)E in 
requests is that it is a form of Punjabi foreigner talk, in 
which Punjabi bilinguals are making concessions to the linguistic 
non-competence of English monolinguals (or monolinguals do their 
best to use Punjabi). The Anglo stereotype is also irrelevant to 
the use of (NP) (VA)E by youngsters to eo-ethnic Asian adults as 
in Extract 7, in which ŸWĚwas hypothesised that (NP) (VA)E might 
exist as part of their repertoire of straight styles. 
Finally, the analytic focus of this study is itself likely 
to result in these latter TŸŤŪVÙŬŪVĚbeing underestimated in 
comparison with negative connotations of (NP) (VA)E. (NP) (VA)E 
does not exist in isolation as a rhetorical style in the peer-
group. It also exists next to frequent intra- and ȘŲŬVVĤŤWUŪŸȘĚ
uses of Caribbean Creole and Punjabi. Unfortunately, time and 
space constraints mean that only (NP) (VA)E has been fully ana-
lysed here and inevitably, by removing it from the larger socio-
linguistic ecology, the emerging portrait is vulnerable to par-
tiality and distortion. 
This applies particularly in relation to Punjabi and in 
most acute form, in connection with Punjabi-English code-mixing. 
Even the small quantity of data in Appendix 20 indicates that as 
in Leeds (Agnihotri 1979) and Birmingham (Chana and Romaine 1984), 
code mixing is a local linguistic practice. This raises the 
question: is any given item of Punjabi-accented English an in-
stance of code mixing or of rhetorical language learner language/ 
secondary foreigner talk? 10 Depending on the way in which an ac-
cented item is construed, one of several realms of cultural 
meaning swing into relevance. 
Seen as ESL talk, the conjured symbolic framework originates 
in ÜŠÚŬŲŸWXĚsociety perceptions of non-proficient English: the 
linguistic items in part index the ideology of babu and bilingual 
stigmatisation, although also of course, peer-group (NP) (VA)E 
bricolage. Already in this notion of bricolage, the subtractive 
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associations of (NP) (VA)E are being nudged towards a change in 
value (or at least towards simultaneous alternative resonances). 
A much more separate set of positive associations are relevant 
if accented English items are read as code mixing. 
It is regrettable that there has been no chance to analyse 
local code ÜÙẄŸŪŦĚmore fully, since it is necessary as a result 
to remain extremely tentative. However, it is worth adumbrating 
a few of the possible connotations that might emerge in this 
light. 
Conceivably the ratio of English to Punjabi in an utterance 
ŸVĚ important here (cf. Chana and Romaine 1984). If the bulk of 
it is Punjabi, with relatively few English intrusions, maybe the 
cultural values appropriate to home are the ones most active in 
utterance interpretation. Conversely, if the ratio is reversed 
and English is ŮŲŤTŬÜŸŪŠŪWHĚ the resonances could be more peer-
group-specific, with, for example, interethnic use of Punjabi 
normally occurring in association with stances and practices 
which in one way or another reflect and/or express the inter-
ethnic peer-group's partial independence from white adults at 
school (see Appendix 25). Other blends of Punjabi and English 
may imply different spheres of cultural relevance (see Agnihotri 
1979:175 on mixing being positively assessed in intra-ethnic 
peer-groups), and obviously besides language selection, other 
semiotic features will suggest an utterance's connotative scope. 
But two things should be clear. 
First, there is evidently scope for seeing rhetorical Indian 
English as more than the peer-group obliquely addressing issues 
originally framed ŴÙWUŸŪĚdominant VŬȘŸŤWXĦĚ Certainly, to the 
extent that peer-group (NP) (VA)E takes its momentum from the 
mixed code11 (or indeed Punjabi), the terms and manner of the 
symbolic TŸVȘŬẀŲVŤĚcan be viewed as (a) focused more around 
images of Asian power or autonomy than weakness. It can also 
be seen as (b) locally generated rather than taking a cue from 
the mass ÜŤTŸŠĦĚ
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The second point worth stressing is the complexity of the 
symbolic valency of Indian accented English linguistic items. 
It would not only be wrong to generalise and say that peer-
group (NP) (VA)E is e.g. 'they-' rather than 'we-coded'. It 
would also be simplistic to say that the value constituting its 
ambiguity can be adequately summarised by that kind of merely 
binary contrast. 
Such then are dimensions of (NP) (VA)E that would press 
themselves more fully into the analysis, if it had been ŮŬVVŸŞŨŤĚ
to examine the symbolic economy of peer-group language varieties 
more fully. Ideas about the spread and use of Punjabi and Creole 
are outlined in a bit more detail in Appendix 25. One further 
observation about rhetorical (NP) (VA)E in this wider socio-
linguistic context is necessary in order to round off this 
characterisation of it as subcultural style. 
It is important not to exaggerate the scale of rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E. While ŸWĚ indubitably exists in the peer-group's 
repertoire, only about thirty instances of it actually being 
used were recorded in the course of many hours of taped data 
and observation. Indeed, in comparison with Punjabi and Creole, 
it is not deployed with great frequency and it is reasonable to 
suppose that many youngsters make no use of it at all (cf. e.g. 
Clarke et al. 1976:16; Hebdige 1979:122). In my view, it is a 
complex and fascinating cultural phenomenon, but this should 
not be allowed to mislead the reader as to its incidence. 
Let us now turn to the final section in this chapter, in 
order to review the utility of the interactional framework de-
veloped in Chapter 16, to the increasingly ethnographic and 
macro social enterprise developed in the chapters which fol-
lowed it. 
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22.4 Subcultural Style, Interethnic Relations and the Model 
of Interactional Code-switching 
Clarke et al. (after Cohen 1972) repeatedly emphasise that 'in 
subcultures ••• there are no career prospects as such' (Clarke 
1976:191; Clarke et al. 1976:47): 
'Subcultures ••• address a common class 
problematic, yet attempt to resolve by means 
of an "imaginary relation" ••• the "real 
relations •• they cannot otherwise transcend • 
(1976:33) 
'There is no "subcultural career" for the 
working class lad, no "solution" in the sub-
cultural milieu, for problems posed by the 
key structuring experiences of the class. 
There is no "subcultural solution" to working-
class youth unemployment, educational disad-
vantage, compulsory miseducation .•• 
Subcultural strategies ••• "solve", but in an 
imaginary way, problems which at the concrete 
material level remain unresolved' (ibid., p.47) 
As far as (NP) (VA)E is concerned, the societal and edu-
cational forces promoting ẂŠŲŸŠŪWVĚof the babu stereotype are 
considerable. It would be unrealistic to propose that those 
rhetorical uses of the code which address these ẂŠŲŸŠŪWVHĚwill 
be VẀȚȚŸȘÙŤŪWĚto stop the denigration of ŪŬŪĤŪŠWŸẂŤĚNŪŦŨŸVUĚ
which is part of the 'monolingual ideology• (Saifullah Khan 
1985). But beyond offering a sobering and relevant note on 
the force of subcultures to change the dominant order, the 
quotations above indicate that the ŠŪŠŨXWŸȘĚconcepts used to 
describe micro-behavioural code-switching also offer a critical 
angle on macro-behaviours such as subcultural styles. 
Situational code-switching was originally TŤȚŸŪŤTĚas 
initiating frames which Lnterlocutors were expected to accept as 
the ŞŠVŸVĚ for ensuing (normally ego-identified) interactLon: 
they changed the interactional category that had until then been 
dominant. ŃŸŦẀŲŠWÙẂŤĚswitching in contrast introduced new frames 
which only supplemented and did not replace the main ones in 
operation. Of course, addressees could take up figurative ŸŪÙWÙĤ
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atives and jointly participate in figurative situations - indeed 
the definitions of the ordinary (and ego-identified) could be 
altered as a result of this process. The point implicit in 
Clarke et al. is however that 'dominant categor1sations' are 
not merely those categorisations accepted by two participants 
(as the basis of interaction) which figurative switches don't 
usually replace: dominant categorisations also exist at a much 
more general level, codified in the dominant culture and en-
sconced within a huge array of political, economic and social 
subsystems which ultimately it is very hard for any individual 
to ignore. In Clarke et al.'s analysis, subcultures entail 
joint participation in what are ultimately only figurative situ-
ations: activity within each may be elaborated and sustained for 
long periods by lots of people, but f1nally survival usually re-
quites a return to the institution constituting the dominant 
order/the 'real world' (cf. Chapter 16.3.5 above; also Hebdige 
1979:106 for 'bricolage' as metaphor). 
The analytic compatibility between the model of socio-
linguistic code-switching systematised above and these socio-
logical perspectives emerges in other definitions. Take, for 
example, Hebdige's 'spectacular subcultures' (1979:91,101). In 
challenging the dominant order, these constitute a form of multi-
item initiative design, and what at an interpersonal level en-
tails non-conformity to the expectancies attributed to the 
hearer, at a societal level can be seen as non-conformity to 
consensual def1nitions of the ordinary and normal. 'Cultures' 
and 'subcultures' are both forms of superordinate frame with 
which the model of code-switching developed in Chapter 16 can 
equally cope: if it is insisted that sociolinguistic analysis 
of code-switching must stick with 'act1vity types' as its only 
frames (see Chapter 16.3.4 above), an opportunity is lost for a 
systematic and coherent exploration of the relationship between 
micro and macro levels in the sociology of language. 
Beyond this analytic utility, the figurative vs situational 
code-switching d1stinction also focuses centrally on a major 
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issue of uncertainty and contention amongst interethnic actors 
12 themselves. Sections 16.3.5 and 16.3.7 have already suggested 
something of this but it is perhaps worth drawing out, for ex-
ample, the way in which a figurative initiative may be genuine, 
or alternatively, covertly situational, and how this ambivalence 
can be manipulated and interpreted from different socio-structural 
positions. 
An apparently humorous derogatory comment may be covertly 
intended/interpreted as a serious contribution to the definition 
of reality (= a masked situational initiative, along the lines of 
which it is implied that normal interaction should really pro-
ceed) or presented/taken as a merely tangential adjunct (= figur-
ative switch). The interpretation of a remark will be strongly 
influenced by actors' relative positions in the soc1al structure. 
It was proposed earlier that young people of Asian parentage 
could be invoking rhetorical (NP) (VA)E figuratively as a non-
confrontational way of challenging a dom1nant stereotype which 
monolingual friends might hold: here these might be oblique 
ideolog1cal designs. Where they are intimates and there is 
mutual conf1dence that a particular stereotype is jointly under-
stood as non-identifiable with the bilingual interlocutor, a 
monolingual may presumably return or initiate the persona in a 
joking relationsh1p, in which there is 'permitted disrespect' 
(cf. Labov 1972b:332 ff. on the necessity of ritual insults 
13 being understood as alter-identified for everyone). Indeed, 
this might generate the momentum for much rhetorical (NP) (VA)E 
interchange, with the ideological 1ntent merely attributed by 
the analyst. 
However, given a position of social dominance, a figurative 
init1at1ve which 1s derogatory to a minority, is likely to be 
(seen as) a non-confrontational way of proposing and enhancing 
the minority's subordinary. There are a number of graphic illus-
trations of pupils and teachers arguing about whether the status 
of an initiative is situational or figurative in Wright (1985) 
('How do we know that its a joke, in my opinion that was a dis-
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respectful thing to say, ••• those so-called jokes were no jokes 
••• teachers shouldn't make racist jokes' p.209; see also pp. 
213,216,227). In general, the social distance between them is 
probably too great for pupils to have any confidence that 
teachers didn't really ego-identify with the import of their 
remarks and more importantly, the power asymmetry and history 
of interethnic relations mean that whatever the teachers' per-
sonal intentions and views behind their comments, the meta-
messages implied by their institutional positions lead to their 
interpretation as covertly situational ('I can't hear what you 
are saying, what you are is speaking too loud'; ibid., p.205). 
Illustrations such as these at an interpersonal level have 
many counterparts at a societal level: for example, Honeyford 
described the comparison of an Asian parent with Peter Sellers 
as having 'a certain humour' (Sunday Times, 15.12.1985; cp. 
Dummett 1984:218; Hartman and Husband 1970; Husband 1977). It 
is hard to see the derogatory 'figurative' initiatives from this 
direction and in the mass media as anything other than racist, 
and given the currency of the pejorative stereotype in white 
culture and the ISA suggestion that monolinguals are more in-
clined to see Asian kids as straight (NP) (VA)E users, it would 
be surprising if white monolinguals did not need to have fair-
ly solidary relations before using (NP) (VA)E rhetorically (cf. 
Mitchell-Kernan 1972:177). Certainly, reported out of context to 
another white person, the use of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E may be 
felt to have offensive implications which then require the self-
justifications evidence in Extracts 9 and 10 (see also Ferguson 
1975:3,10). 
Certainly, the relationships of power and distance existing 
between actors are not always mutually understood and agreed on, 
but differing interpretations of the force of an initiative need 
not always result in conflict. Here is a final illustration, 
drawn from a different area and ȘŬŪȘŤŲŪŸŪŦĚa different racial 
stereotype, but ÙŪTŸȘŠWÙŪŦĚthe same kind of creative management 
of the ÙŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚuncertainties in figurative and situational 
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code-switching that has been described for rhetorical (NP) (VA)E 
in Bedford: 
'I was walking down the road at night, coming 
back from a meeting ŬŲŦŠŪŸVŤTĚby the Defence 
Committee for those arrested. I noticed two 
Afro-Caribbean youths walking towards me. As 
they reached me they parted and circled me. 
One of them stuck his hand deeply into his 
pocket and said "I want your fucking money man". 
I was terrified. As I was about to give them 
something, the guy drew his hand out and slapped 
me on the shoulder and said: "Don't be fucking 
silly, man. We're the fucking same. We're 
brothers man." You see, he knew that I probably 
held the stereotype that he was potentially 
dangerous. But he turned the whole thing upside 
down' (Muntaz Doast 23, reported in Gaffe 1985). 
22.5 Summary 
The perspective on youth subcultures developed at the Birmingham 
Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies has been influential in 
this ŠŪŠŨXVŸVĚof rhetorical (NP) (VA)E in a societal context. 
First of all, certain macro-social processes have been 
identified as affecting the sociolinguistic status of English. 
Looking from an intra-ethnic perspective, analysis first focused 
on the generational VŮŤȘÙȚÙȘŸWXĚof youngsters of Asian parentage. 
Their parents' migration entailed a shift in the sociolinguistic 
status of English, so that Indian English changed from being a 
high to a low prestige code. Although ŸŪĚÙŪWŲŠĤŤWUŪŸȘĚdomains, 
its prestige is preserved to a fair degree, in interethnic 
spheres the ȘUŸŨTŲŤŪĚof migrants encounter negative evaluation 
of VAE. More VŮŤȘÙȚŸȘŠŨŨXHĚ they encounter a babu stereotype 
which has historical roots in the British Raj and which has a 
good deal of contemporary vitality, even though currently dis-
puted. 
Informants of Asian extraction have not internalised this 
stereotype and they appear less linguistically insecure than 
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monolingual and bidialectal informants. In this respect, the 
preservation within intra-ethnic domains of high status for 
English spoken by people of Asian extraction perhaps serves as 
protection against processes by which many non-standard English 
speakers are said to lose linguistic self-confidence in standard 
English institutions. There was a suggestion however, that 
monolinguals rated the English of Asian kids less positively, 
although nobody subscribed to the image of ethnically Asian 
people as weak. 
The evidence suggests that rhetorical (NP) (VA)E is normally 
used in a good humoured way by and to youngsters of varying 
ethnic backgrounds. It appears to be a feature of interethnic 
peer-group unity. A more theoretical attempt to come to grips 
with the particularity of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E focused mainly on 
the negative connotations it had within dominant society, and it 
suggested several aspects of its function. Rhetorical (NP) (VA)E 
can be seen as bricolage, in which peer-group members take images 
of weakness and use them to their own purposes, thus converting 
them into sources of power. On occasions these transformations 
may be overtly appositional, but in general the form of its re-
sistance is more oblique. As an alter-identified figurative 
style, it declares the unreality of the babu persona, while at 
the same time acknowledging it and participating in the discourse 
of the wider society, from which the peer-group cannot ŲŤÜŠŸŪĚre-
mote. In this way the unity of interethnic ŦŲŬẀŮŸŪŦVĚis pre-
served, while the messages coming from certain directions can be 
queried. 
(NP) (VA)E as a rhetorical code also has positive conno-
tations and these are unlikely to ÙŪŸWÙŠŨŨXĚenter the peer-group 
from majority society. Instead, they will derive not only from 
intra-ethnic Indian and Pakistani domains, but also from the 
intra- and interethnic use of Punjabi and Punjabi-English mixed 
codes within the multiracial peer-group. So the cultural reso-
nances of ŲUŤWŬŲŸȘŠŨĚ (NP) (VA)E are likely to be complex and 
multiple, and a fuller understanding requires additional analysis 
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of the role of Punjabi and Afro-Caribbean Creole within the 
symbolic economy of local varieties. 
The relevance of the figurative vs situational code-
switching distinction to broader social analysis was affirmed, 
as well as its concentration on an important area of dispute 
amongst interethnic actors. Questions of power and social 
distance will affect the interpretation of interactional 
initiatives along this axis, and it was suggested that particu-
larly (white) monolinguals would need strong solidary relat1ons 
before using minority codes figurat1vely in cross-ethnic settings. 
Finally, the general relevance of the concepts and issues dis-
cussed here to other geographical regions was intimated. 
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NOTES 
1. On the basis of just a few, fairly unsystematic conver-
sations, it appeared that in general class-teachers were 
highly specific and gave particular instances of local 
non-standard syntactic or discoursal features. In con-
trast, the folk theory of 'deceptive fluency', which 
appears to derive from babu, normally rests on 1mprecise 
and vague linguistic descriptions (Rampton 1981,1983, 
1985). Naturally, there ŴŠVŸĚawareness amongst 
staff of the superficial fluency concept, but it is open 
to question whether or not it affected informants' 
schooling. In fact, while it is obviously nothing like 
a proper survey, it is perhaps interesting to note that 
the mean set placement in English for informants of 
Asian parentage (X:. = 1.97; ern= 0.76; n = 16), was 
a ŞŸWĚhigher, and certainly not lower, than the non-
Asian informants' ( ŸĚ= 2.33; ŸĚn = 0.94; n = 6). 
2. There is an incontrovertible possibility that my own 
interpretation of this persona has been channelled and 
misled by the dominant stereotype. 
3. There is a logical ŮŬVVŸŞÙŨÙWXĚthat aspects of the appreci-
ative and non-competent (NP) (VA)E persona have arisen in 
imitation of straight (NP) (VA)E users. Polite protest is 
maybe reported with regard to straight users in school set-
tings (Extracts 45 and 46), as is non-competent appreci-
ativeness perhaps (Extract 59) • Various forms of ĜTŬÜŠŸŪ­
specific) non-competence are also attributed to ȘŬĤŤWUŪŸȘĚ
adult uses of (NP) (VA)E (Extracts 48,51,53,55) and adult/ 
parental (NP) (VA)E is also regarded as comic (Extracts 52, 
56,66). However, two things undermine the suggestion that 
what are here being interpreted as babu features are ŸŪĚ
fact modelled on known straight users. Firstly, the 
manner and setting in which these data were elicited is 
likely to have induced a degree of congruence between 
rhetorical and straight uses. These are informant reports 
elicited around the school, where rhetorical uses are re-
latively common and quite likely to channellise informants' 
(recollection and) reporting of straight uses. Secondly, 
it is counter-intuitive to suppose that straight users 
generally use English only in the rather restricted manner 
implied by rhetorical (NP) (VA)E persona enactments (espe-
cially if their English is anything more than merely mini-
mal). Indeed, some of the data supports this- we have 
reports of straight (NP) (VA)E social competence (Extracts 
47,54) and swearing (Extracts 56,58). See also the dis-
cussion of the construct 'tough' vs 'weak' below, in which 
Punjabi bilinguals rate nearly all straight (NP) (VA)E 
users as tougher than 'English kids': the ŮŠVVŸẂŤĚelement 
perceptible ŸŪĚthe rhetorical persona is evidently out of 
tune with how bilinguals generally TŤȚŸŪŤĚ those entities 
who 'don't know much English'. 
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4. Characterising the monolinguals as being 'less ready to 
assert the normalness of bilinguals' English' is a 
fairly accurate representation of the neutrality on this 
topic wh1ch four out of the six monolinguals expressed. 
Four took up the zero option on the rating sheet - only 
two actually used the 'don't know much English' pole of 
the construct. It 1s also worth reporting We's comments 
apropos an ethnically Indian teacher in his school: 
'She you know ••• she could teach um transform 
some um [Sikh or Hindu] songs into English cos 
she speaks very good English ••• some people 
right, some Pakistani people, they can speak 
better English than um English people can 
and they they're more clever because they can 
speak more languages' (MS39:609) 
5. This dichotomy between monolingual and bilingual responses 
to Asian English is also found in a much larger study 
(with 124 and finally 180 respondents) by Smith (1979) in 
and around London. Newham whites rated an Asian English 
guise very negatively on a 'well-spoken' - 'badly spoken' 
axis, whereas ethn1cally Asian respondents rated it posi-
t1vely (1979:4). For research which endorses the view of 
linguistic 1nsecurity amongst youngsters of Asian 
parentage, see however Ganguly (1980); Ganguly and 
Ormerod (1980:63); Taylor and Hegarty (1985:183,272). 
6. It is interesting here to compare Smith (1979) on this 
issue of toughness. Asian 1nformants did not regard 
Asian Engl1sh as 'badly spoken', but they apparently did 
perce1ve As1ans as 'slightly gentle' (as opposed to tough). 
The Newham wh1tes thought that Asians were both 'badly 
spoken' and 'gentle', the babu stereotype thus concurring 
quite well with their sense of reality. In Bedford, th1s 
stereotype is more at odds with both monolingual and bi-
lingual perceptions, particularly with regard to tough-
ness. Whether temporal/h1stor1cal, or regional factors 
account for this difference LS unclear. Questions of 
actual social contact could also be relevant. 
7. E.g.: 'The media not only prov1de groups with substantive 
images of other groups, they also relay back to working-
class people a "picture" of their own lives which is "con-
tained" or "framed" by the (dominant) ideological discourses 
which surround and situate it' (Hebdige 1979:85). 
8. On reactionary cruelty 1n youth peer-group culture, see e.g. 
Bernstein (1960:73; Opie and Opie (1959:24); Labov (1972b: 
331,340}. 
9. Accord1ng to Barthes (1972:129), 'the very principle of myth' 
is that 'it transforms history into nature'. 'In ••• alibi 
••• there 1s a place which is full and one which is empty, 
linked by a relation of negative identity ("I am not where 
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you think I am, I am where you think I am not"). But 
the ordinary alibi (for the police, for instance) has 
an end; reality stops the turnstile revolving at a 
certain point. Myth is a value, truth is no guarantee 
for it; nothing prevents it from being a perpetual 
alibi' (123). 
10. More generally, in terms of the demarcation of sub-
disciplines within/around linguistics, the distinction 
between code mixing and language learner language 
(= interlanguage and L transfer) represents the differ-
ence between language researchers who say they are doing 
sociolinguistics and those who say they are researching 
SLA (second language acquisition). In fact, in an 
academic context, this dichotomisation is altogether 
sterile, blinding each to the other's contribution (see 
Le Page 1985; Rampton 1985, forthcoming). In this 
neighbourhood context however, the dichotomy points to 
different domains of symbolic meaning. The trouble with 
the scholarship is that in general, there is a tendency 
to unconsciously feed and participate in these separate 
realms, either celebrating the intricacy of implicitly 
discrete VŬȘŸŠŨĚunits or hammering away at non-standard 
code deficiency. There is too often a failure to reflect 
upon and analyse this very dichotomisation itself. 
11. Recollect that peer-group (NP) (VA)E is defined as a speech 
made up only of English words, though with Indian pro-
ŪẀŪȘŸŠWŸŬŪĚand sometimes non-standard grammar. The ÜŸẄŤTĚ
code can be defined as speech in which English and ÖẀŪÚŠŞŸĚ
words mix. 
12. In intra-ethnic (e.g. ĻȚŲŬĤĻÜŤŲŸȘŠŪĞĚ settings, this code-
VŴÙWȘUŸŪŦĚdichotomy is well documented as a site of un-
ȘŤŲWŠŸŪWXHĚmanipulation and dispute (e.g. Mitchell Kernan 
1972; Labov 1972b; Abrahams 1974; Kochman 1983). 
13. Work on joking relationships could be fruitfully drawn 
into the analysis of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E to a greater 
extent than I have done here. 
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CHAPTER 23 
REVIEW OF PART THREE 
I shall not here repeat in any detail the points and 'findings' 
made in early chapters. That would be to merely reiterate the 
summaries placed at the end of each (and to anticipate Chapter 
24}. However, it is worth explaining the ways in which all of 
the above aspires to make a contribution at the theoretical 
and descriptive levels. 
At the theoretical level, it is hoped that the analysis 
of figurative vs situational initiatives increases the scope 
for studies of interactional code-switching to address questions 
of social positioning. It has been argued that instead of ana-
lysing the effects of code-switching in merely descriptive, 
textual terms (e.g. addressee specification, interjections, 
reiteration etc., e.g. Gumperz 1982), the figurative-situational 
ŠẄŸVĚpermits systematic attention to social processes and out-
comes, such as play, covert subordination, oblique resistance, 
learning and the growth and inhibition of social competence and 
influence. By drawing in a fuller ĜŬŲÙŦŸŪŠŨŨXĚliterary) analysis 
of metaphor, WUŸVĚ switching dichotomy can be seen to focus cen-
trally on questions of the real vs the pretence, the literal vs 
the imaginary, and in some interactional contexts, on the compe-
tition to define reality and the respective social ŮŬVŸWÙŬŪVĚ
which this entails. 
Beyond implying some essential similarities between con-
versational style and 'art' (as per Mitchell-Kernan 1972), style 
has also been TŤŮŸȘWŤTĚas ŠTTŲŤVVŸŪŦĚideological issues in ways 
that do not merely entail we- or they-coded con- or divergence 
to (present or absent} in- or outgroups: in many cases it is 
not local people and accents which are the ŮŬŸŪWVĚof stylistic 
orientation. Instead, peer-group style has been seen in part 
as a dialogue around symbols originating in/existing within the 
TŬÜŸŪŠŪWĚculture. In this context, the symbol which I have most 
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extensively addressed has been one type of (NP) (VA)E persona, 
but much larger (as well as smaller) conceptual cluster1ngs 
within a culture might also be amenable to analysis in the 
idiom here. Moving between accounts of interaction and macro-
social processes is a complex business and there are doubtless 
dimensions of this relationship which the analys1s here has 
overlooked. Even so, the framework outlined serves as one means 
for the investigation of code-switching to draw in/expand into 
more sociological perspectives. 
Descriptively, this study can be seen as a contribution to 
the sociolinguistic (rather than linguistic) investigation of 
secondary Foreigner Talk (i.e. 'broken language' not used to or 
by genuine second language learners, but by native speakers in 
imitation of foreigners in comics, books, jokes etc.: Ferguson 
1975; Hinnenkamp 1984). Empirical data drawn from natural inter-
actional settings are apparently ŸVVÙŪŦĚ (Ferguson 1981; Valdman 
1981; Hinnenkamp) and on a number of points the analys1s above 
agrees with some general propositions about it. For example, 1t 
has been suggested that 
'The relation between the observable behaviour 
of ••• foreigners and the simplified var1eties 
of speech conventional in the community is not 
simple or direct. The historical origins of 
the conventional ••• foreigner talk of a speech 
community doubtless are complex and may reach 
back over long periods of time.' (Ferguson 1975:1). 
The convent1onal and ideological character of much secondary 
foreigner talk has been observed (Ferguson, Valdman), and 
Ferguson appears to be correct in identify1ng two of its im-
portant provinces: 
'A number of students recalled hearing examples 
of fore1gner talk in films or television. While 
this may be secondary source contr1buting in an 
occas1onal way to the acqu1sition of foreigner 
talk competence ••• my own speculat1on would be 
that many features of foreigner talk are acquired, 
along with practice in using it, during childhood 
playing in peergroups where children who know 
transm1t to children who know less well or not 
at all' (Ferguson 1975:11). 
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The last part of this quotation however, points to the ŸÜŮŬŲWŠŪȘŤĚ
of empirical studies since the gist of the analysis here has been 
that in settings of interethnic contact, children are ŸĚall 
placed in VŸÜÙŨŠŲĚpositions vis-a-vis Secondary FT, with the only 
TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪȘŤĚbetween them being that some know it better than 
others. It affects members of the peer-group differentially 
since by virtue of their ethnicity they are differently affected 
by the dominant ideology which generates so much of Secondary 
Foreigner Talk in the first place. 
There is truth in Valdman's observation that Secondary FT 
'constitutes a manifestation of the ethnocentrism in our society' 
(1981:51), yet this too ŸVĚ incomplete. Firstly, (NP) (VA)E used 
by and to normal English speakers is not always related to domi-
nant stereotypic personae (it may be viewed as a form of code 
mixing, or ŠŨWŤŲŪŠWŸẂŤŨXHĚ it may emerge from spheres in ŴUŸȘUĚ
'foreign' accents are neither stigmatised nor 'they-coded'). 
Secondly, the ethnocentrism entailed in Secondary FT is dependent 
on the relation of power and distance between interlocutors and 
their affiliations ŴŸWUĚthe 'foreigners' in question. In a 
mixed peer-group, its use can be viewed as a recognition of 
racism ȘŬÜŞŸŪŤTĚwith oblique (and indeed sometimes overt) re-
sistance to it. 
The complex issues involved in applying knowledge in practi-
cal settings are most effectively addressed by people engaged 
with them at local level, and there is a considerable risk that 
recommendations from those abstracted from such activity will be 
superficial and/or tangential. So no suggestions will be made 
about the implications of Part Three for educational ŮŲŠȘWŸȘŤĦĚ
However, its relevance to the general context in which ESL 
teaching in Britain ŸVĚ set, is worth drawing out since to date 
there are no ethnographies of non-formal settings (i.e. outside 
work and school) which focus on non-proficient English in par-
ticular. 
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The research here has not focused empirically on youngsters 
learning English as a second language, but it does portray the 
kinds of peer-group in which young ESL learners either live, try 
to enter or to which they simply accommodate themselves. Several 
features are relevant. 
There undoubtedly is stigma associated with ESL, and there 
is a widely agreed stereotype associated with it. But these do 
not cover all spheres of life: they are domain-specific. To 
the extent that interethnic domains admit values derived from 
intra-ethnic settings, that stigma is obviated. Secondly, the 
stigma of ESL in interethnic contexts doesn't merely derive from 
perceptions of ESL withdrawal classes. Kids are aware of much 
wider processes of sociolinguistic pejoration. 
There is a third point which has particular implications for 
the understanding of second language learn1ng itself. Fully b1-
lingual kids recognise the racist images which threaten them, but 
they are apparently not subjugated by them and rhetorical practi-
ces are developed which serve to keep these images at bay (cp. 
Mukherjee 1985:13,14 cited in Appendix 23). As ESL learners as-
similate into English-using interethnic peer-groups, it may well 
become necessary for them to convert the status of their non-
proficient English from that of straight to rhetorical code, 1 in 
line with w1der peer-group practice. This in turn raises several 
points. 
Firstly, learning need not only entail a shift from alter-
to ego-identification with cultural items, a move from seeing 
their init1ation as figurative to realising that they are situ-
ational (Chapter 16.3.5). As well as incorporation, language 
learning can also 1nvolve processes of dissociation, realised 
in efforts at insistence that what used to be straight is now 
only rhetorical. 
Secondly, not all social contexts will impel learners to 
thus redefine their interlanguage as Secondary Foreigner Talk. 
In societies in wh1ch particular ethnic groups are not stereo-
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typed as using non-proficient English, fully ŞŸŨÙŪŦẀŠŨĚspeakers 
are less likely to develop that kind of reactive Foreigner Talk, 
'foreign' accentedness may be less salient and ŪŬŪĤŮŲŬȚŸȘÙŤŪWĚ
speakers are likely to proceed along their 'interlanguage con-
tinuum' with less concern for its symbolic loading and inter-
actional interpretation. In contrast, where there is VŬȘŸŬ­
ŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚpejoration, attempts by means of ÙŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚstra-
tegy to redefine the relationship between the self and the 
symbolic connotations of linguistic code are likely to be more 
common. 
Indeed, they may also be of considerable psycho-social 
importance for such L2 learners, and it is a pity that L2 Ac-
quisition research, ŬẂŤŲŴUŤŸŪŦŨXĚpreoccupied with preposition-
al ÜŤŠŪŸŪŦĚ (and therefore largely decontextualised speaker-
hearers?), has so far taken so little ȘŬŦŪŸVŠŪȘŤĚof how learners 
experiment with symbolic connotation ŸŪĚinteraction. 
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NOTES 
1. Evidence of this 1s presented (and discussed along slightly 
different lines) in Rampton (1985) and (1987). 
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PART FOUR 
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CHAPTER 24 
CONCLUSION 
In this chapter I shall first offer an overview of language in 
the peer-group being VWẀTŸŤTHĚ focusing on English in particular. 
This will cover the analysis in both Parts Two and Three. Next, 
some observations will be made about ways in which these two 
central halves diverge: these will be accompanied by reflections 
on the relevance to this field of the quantitative and quali-
tative methodologies that each half adopts. In the section after 
that, attention will be given to continuities running through the 
thesis, beyond its empirical focus and despite the different 
methodological idioms which it embraces. Finally, the chapter 
concludes with brief suggestions for further research. 
24.1 Language in a Multi-ethnic Peer-group 
In important respects the findings in both Part Two and Part Three 
are preliminary. For example, in Part Two, larger and more sys-
tematic informant sampling is required before confidence can be 
placed in the emerging patterns of demographic variation (see 
Chapter 11). In Part Three (and in ethnographic sections in Part 
Two such as the domains analysis) , further dialogue with peer-
group members is needed to ratify and refine the account of local 
attitudes and practices (see Chapter 17.1). Having stated that 
clearly, we need now not be unduly distracted in the ensuing de-
scription by issues of statement modality. 
The peer-group which we have examined is situated in a 
neighbourhood of Bedford in which there are a large number of 
families whose male adult members came to Britain from Europe 
and the Commonwealth as immigrant workers during the 1950s and 
1960s. Most of their children have been born and/or educated 
in the locality (Chapter 2). 
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At least for boys of Indian and Pakistani descent, neigh-
bourhood settings can be clustered into four main domains - the 
ingroup adult community, the home, the peer-group and school. 
Roughly speaking, bilingual code selection is felt to shift in-
creasingly from Punjabi to English as one moves from settings 
comprising the adult community domain across to those in the 
school, and while they are ŬŞẂŸŬẀVŨXĚnot hermetically sealed 
off from one another, two meta-domains are broadly TÙVWÙŪŦẀŸVU­
able in terms of language selection, personnel and value 
orientation. These are the intra-ethnic and interethnic (meta-) 
domains (Chapter 6) • 
In peer and school settings, kids ŮŠŲWÙȘŸŮŠWŤĚmore than 
their parents in the interethnic meta-domain ·and there it seems 
that they identify psycho-socially as much ŴŸWUĚkids from other 
ethnic backgrounds as with peers from their own, and more than 
with the generic category 'ingroup adults'. However, though 
youngsters from all groupings mix with outgroup peers in school 
and in the peer-group, interethnic friendship associations are 
comparatively uncommon in the ingroup domains of home and adult 
community (Chapter 12). 
In at least one respect for Asian kids, movement between 
inter- and intra-ethnic domains entails a cultural shift of gear 
which bears vestigial resemblance to the larger adjustments en-
tailed in migration itself. Punjabi-accented English is 
prestigious in India and Pakistan but stigmatised in Britain. 
Comparably in the adult ingroup community and at home, these 
youngsters are supportive and solidary towards adults not fully 
proficient in English, viewing proficiency in it as an accom-
plishment. In contrast, in the peer-group and at school, atti-
tudes towards straight (NP) (VA)E users are TÙVŮŠŲŠŦŸŪŦĚ (Chapters 
21 and 22) • 
This apparently ambivalent situation appears to have two 
consequences. Firstly, the intra-ethnic ŮŲŤVWŸŦŤĚassociated 
ŴŸWUĚmoderate ŮŲŬȚŸȘÙŤŪȘXĚin English (and the even greater sue-
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cess in English wh1ch bilingual Punjabi youngsters ach1eve by 
comparison) arguably results in these kids being more lingu1stic-
ally self-confident than Anglo monolinguals and Afro-Caribbean 
bidialectals, who in contrast have stronger ties with traditions 
in which non-standard English is stigmatised (Chapter 22.2). 
Secondly, Asian English Secondary Foreigner Talk [(NP) (VA)E] de-
velops as a rhetorical form in interethnic peer settings. 
Code-switching from normal to (NP) (VA)E is a complex 
phenomenon, and monocausal analyses are inadequate. Used with 
straight-(NP) (VA)E-speaking adults, it is probably best seen as 
a form of responsive convergence (Chapter 18.6). Alternatively, 
it can sometimes be viewed as a shift to Punjabi in which major 
lexical adjustments are made for the interlocutors• sake (as in 
cross-ethnic requests perhaps; see Chapters 19.3 and 19.6). 
Sometimes it may be more accurately construed as Punjabi-English 
code-mixing than as non-proficient 'ESL 1 English and since the 
model of domains represents only a set of typifications, there 
are doubtless settings of interethnic contact in which success-
ful adult Asian participants provide kids with role models for 
straightforward, 'politically uninflected' imitation (Chapters 
19.5 and 21.4.2). However, quite a lot of rhetorical (NP) (VA)E 
use must be seen in connection with peJorative sociolinguistic 
stereotyping in the dominant society. 
A substantial proportion of English utterances foregrounded 
by Punjabi pronunciation project a persona which is appreciative, 
hospitable, non-competent and non-comprehending. Scatology also 
figures but this is comparatively polite and in general this 
persona seems non-tough and remote from the dominant values of 
interethnic peer culture. This all bears resemblance to the babu 
stereotype developed during the British Raj but still powerful in 
white cultural frameworks. 
There is however also a self-assertive element within the 
persona, although conceivably this emerges more directly from the 
contexts in which it is rhetorically enacted. Certainly, in con-
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trast to the 'weakness' which the persona ȚŤŸŦŪVHĚ its usage en-
compasses teasing, mocking, ŦŸẂÙŪŦĚoffence, ȘUŠŨŨŤŪŦŸŪŦĚand 
chivvying. Indeed, reports of its use suggest that it may be 
oppositionally used against white authority figures, as well as 
to get out of trouble (these reports may additionally/alterna-
tively indicate the entry into ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŨĚpeer folklore of rhetori-
cal (NP) (VA)E as some ÛŸŪTĚof trickster disguise) (Chapters 18 
and 19). 
This conversion of an image of weakness into a source of 
strength represents one response to derogatory stereotyping in 
acts designed to secure some personal advantage at least in the 
short term. In its cumulative effect however, rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E can be seen as an oblique form of collective resistance 
to ŲŠȘŸVWĚimagery, acknowledging its currency within dominant 
TŸVȘŬẀŲVŤĚbut in every ŠŨWŤŲĤÙTŤŪWÙȚŸŤTĚfigurative act, covertly 
ÙŪVŸVWÙŪŦĚon its unreality. While ŸVVẀŤVĚof power and social 
TŸVWŠŪȘŤĚare bound to restrict ŸWVĚuse, in this peer-group it 
generally seems to be freely and humorously used in interethnic 
settings and so would appear to be unifying it, ŲŤȘŬŦŪŸVÙŪŦĚbut 
ŪŤẀWŲŠŨŸVÙŪŦĚ (through ŸŪȘŬŲŮŬŲŠWÙŬŪĞĚ areas of potential inter-
ŤWUŪŸȘĚdissensus. Gauging the balance between accommodation and 
ŲŤVŸVWŠŪȘŤĚ is difficult, but it is at least plausible that in 
this way rhetorical (NP) (VA)E manages the ambivalence that bi-
lingual youngsters feel about straight (NP) (VA)E, involved as 
they are with two ways of evaluating it. As members of the 
interethnic peer-group, they acknowledge and play on the babu 
stereotype without confronting it. On the other hand, because 
of intra-ethnic language loyalty, they don't accept it and 
obliquely undermine it. Since the essence of metaphor is to have 
it both ways, it is clear why (NP) (VA)E has developed as a figur-
ative style (Chapter 22) . 
In addition to (NP) (VA)E, Creole and Punjabi occur as 
rhetorical codes ŸŪĚthe peer-group, at first glance realising 
rather different personae and having different privileges of 
occurrence. But it looks as though together these three 
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varieties may serve as a repertoire of 'voices' through which 
the interethnic peer-group enacts a symbolic dialogue around 
issues of status and group affiliation. Questions of group 
affiliation are however also reflected in more muted and less 
rhetorical aspects of linguistic behaviour. 
Within ethnic subgroups, there is a great deal of variation 
in use of the variables word initial ('6 ) and ( +) in normal 
(non-rhetorical) English. As a group, Punjabi bilinguals use 
retroflex [ ŸŖĚmore than monolinguals though even then, some 
ethnically Pakistani kids use none or hardly any, while some 
Angles use it a little. On other variants, the degree of sub-
group overlap is more striking than any level of ethnic stratifi-
cation. 
However, variants of (\ ) and ( -1' ) do 1ndicate degrees of 
ethnic group affiliation. Bilingual youngsters who have multi-
plex interactional association with non-Asian kids use [ ŸŖĚ less 
than those who don't have outgroup friends whose homes they 
visit. Also, amongst boys of Pakistani parentage, the use of 
[ ŸŖĚ relates to strength of psycho-social identification with 
eo-ethnic adults. Amongst non-Pakistani boys, the extent to 
which they have multiplex interactional ties with Pakistani kids 
is reflected in the use of [ d ] (Chapter 13) • 
In these cases, linguistic markers are not being used as 
foregrounded symbols in a rhetorical dialogue around matters of 
peer-group concern. Instead, they are best seen as traces of 
and clues to each speaker's ordinary everyday life, a map of the 
social entit1es who serve as significant points in each individu-
al's interact1onal and psycho-social landscape. Such entities 
need not of course be ethnic groupings, and given weak or dif-
fused ingroup identification, kids may diverge from the 
linguistic norms of their bio-ethnic ingroup towards standards 
agreed upon or merely amongst small ethnically heterogeneous 
groups of close friends. It is also possible that diverse peer 
ties and diffuse identifications result in ethnolinguistic non-
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conformity without any apparent alternative refocusing (Chapter 
14). 
This then has been the substantive account of language in a 
multilingual peer-group. It has covered language attitudes and 
both straight and rhetorical language usage, at the level of the 
individual and the peer-group respectively. It has also con-
sidered some inextricable aspects of sociolinguistic organisation 
nationally and within the neighbourhood. The methodological 
idiom has however been somewhat hybrid, in one part ŨŤŠŪŸŪŦĚto-
wards quantitative sociolinguistics and in the other towards 
interactional sociolinguistics and the ethnography of speaking. 
What sense has there been in this dualism and what are its conse-
quences? 
24.2 Two ÓŤWUŬTŬŨŬŦŸȘŠŨĚ Idioms 
It is worth reflecting on this partly in order to further sum-
marise the nature of the research here, but also to offer some 
remarks about how a wider epistemological debate looks from the 
point that this study has reached. 
An essential TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪȘŤĚbetween Parts Two and Three relates 
to the types of data which each has treated. In Part Two, the 
emphasis was on data control, making sure that for each informant 
TŠWŠĤŤŨÙȘŸWŠWÙŬŪĚwas as similar as possible and that samples of 
their speech were as comparable as could be managed (Chapters 7, 
8 and 9). Broadly speaking, in Part Three the intention was that 
data should be more or less 'natural' (Chapters 17.1 and 19.1). 
To a ȘŬŪVŸTŤŲŠŞŨŤĚdegree, this difference was appropriate to 
their separate ŬŞÚŤȘWŸẂŤVĦĚ They were (implicitly) working with 
different conceptions of the peer-group and different perspec-
tives on cultural form. In Part Two, the peer-group was viewed 
as an aggregate body in which individuals participated, carrying 
with them different types and degrees of primary affiliation. 
The aim was to see how analytically unproblematised cultural 
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forms (variants of ĜŸĚ) and (+))distinguished individuals in 
terms of the nature of their peer-group membership. In Part 
Three, the objective was instead to define a particular cultural 
form itself (the (NP) (VA)E persona) and the peer-group was 
viewed as the collective forum in which this form was given its 
shape. Ways in which different types of membership might affect 
its nature and use were suggested but not analysed systematical-
ly. Inter-individual comparison in Part Two necessitated data 
control, while in Part Three the analysis of a cultural item 
needed evidence that was as natural as possible. 
The diversity of methodological idioms in this thesis is 
then appropriate to the TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWĚobjectives it embraces. How-
ever, with the selection of each, different types of explanation 
are made available and WUŤŸŲĚscopes for connection with other 
types of data diverge. At this point we can take a more evalu-
ative stance on the issue of method. 
Part Two depends on quantification: how much are people 
tied to particular groups, and how much do they use particular 
linguistic items? Part Three rests on act by act analysis: what 
is the item and how ŸVĚit used? In addressing these questions by 
their respective methods, Parts Two and Three differ in the 
empirical window which they offer on human agency. 
There is no reason why the analysis of straight (non-
rhetorical) speech styles in essence requires quantification. 
Responsive speech acts repay interpretive investigation just as 
much as initiative styles (see Brown and Frazer 1979:37; 
Dressier and Wodak 1982; Coupland 1984; Hudson 1985; Huspek 
1986). It is out of empirical necessity that sociolinguistic 
surveys ignore this, but as a result speech processing remains 
an analytically impenetrable 'black box'. 1 There can be little 
doubt that the same is true of the account of ('b ) and ( + ) in 
Part Two in terms of psycho-social identification and inter-
actional association channellising and facilitating the ac-
quisition and use of particular ẂŠŲŸŠŪWVĦĚ It leaves detailed 
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linguistic processes unexplicated, and the speaker's meaning at 
the point of utterance is unaccounted for (see Chapter 5.3 and 
Chapter 15). In contrast, these are the central concerns of 
Part III. 
The interactional moment then, is the richest VŸWŤĚfor the 
analysis of speech processing. Paradoxically, it also gives 
the clearest view of how speech links with history and social 
structure (Brown and Levinson 1979), and this is also reflected 
in the differences between Parts Two and Three. 
In essence, Part Two offers only a synchronic snapshot. It 
is certainly set against an historical background of migration/ 
urbanisation, and diachronic issues are for example considered 
in relation to the model of domains out of which network indices 
are constructed (Chapter 6.2.2). Also, it defines group affili-
ation in ways wh1ch permit the identification of tensions and 
ÙŪVWŠŞÙŨŸWÙŤVĦĚ Even so, its analytic core compares states and 
conditions sampled at only one time and again this can be ŠWWŲŸ­
buted to the quantificational approach wh1ch it adopts. Much 
UÍVWŬŲŸȘŠŨĚdata is not amenable to ŪẀŲŬŤŲŸȘŠŨĚtreatment and there 
is therefore maybe inevitably a tendency to push it to the roar-
gins when comm1tted to computation. 2 After that, the lack of an 
historical perspective perhaps allows one to view social struc-
ture in somewhat static terms and to ignore soc1al processes 
themselves. 
Part Three resembles Part Two in so far as neither entails 
systematic ŨŬŪŦÙWẀTŸŪŠŨĚdata ȘŬŨŨŤȘWŸŬŪĦĚ However, its methods 
of analysis leave space for the ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚof historical and 
non-local echoes in peer-group cultural forms, and group values 
can be traced to TŸŠȘUŲŬŪÙȘĚprocesses. When scope is also given 
for human agency to enter the account, a picture emerges of cul-
tural activity ŴUŸȘUĚis not only sited at a ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲĚ juncture 
of socio-historical forces and events, but is also syrobol1cally 
engaged in debate ŴŸWUĚit. This has to be a much r1cher socio-
ŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘVĦĚ
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24.3 Continuities in Analytic Concern 
The research then, employs two methodological idioms and there 
are reasons for regarding the second as more fertile. But this 
view of the diverging approaches used within this study does 
not mean that it becomes ŸŪȘŬUŤŲŤŪWĚor self-contradictory. The 
object of its empLrLcal focus (uses of English in a multi-ethnic 
peer-group) most clearly draws its two halves together, although 
there are also analytic continuities which it is perhaps worth 
underlining. This will (again) serve two purposes: summarising 
what has gone before but also further clarifying its relation to 
other work in sociolinguistics. 
This investigation has been centrally committed to the 
analysis of empirical data. However, it can also, I hope, be 
characterised as (a) insisting on the definitional clarity of 
the conceptual apparatus being used in analysis, and (b) con-
cerning itself with sociological and psychological adequacy and 
implications more than with the purely linguistic. These pre-
occupations partially overlap. 
In Part Two, a major effort was made to improve the con-
ception of group membership empirically employed ŴŸWUÙŪĚquanti-
tative sociolinguistics. To some extent, this entailed cor-
recting existing formulations. Unacknowledged determinism and 
failure to properly handle the emic-etic distinction were identi-
fied in Milroy's use of network analysis, and Giles was criti-
cised for overlooking socio-cultural tradition. Once their sepa-
rate approaches had been differentiated, their complementarity 
was then specified, again paying particular ŠWWŤŪWŸŬŪĚto the re-
lation between analytic and local socio-cultural categories. 
This entailed some reference to social anthropological research, 
although the main connection outside VŬȘÙŬŨŸŪŦẀÙVWÙȘVĚwas with 
social psychology. Identity Structure Analysis is highly com-
patible with Le Page's theory conceptually, as well as providing 
an economical ŤÜŮÙŲŸȘŠŨĚ lever on certain of its central tenets 
(Chapter 5). 
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These were the clarifications and cross-disciplinary con-
nections which gave impetus to the empirical explorations in 
Part Two. A concern with the epistemological tension between 
on the one hand survey generalisation and quantitative methodolo-
gy, and on the other the subjectively mediated nature of beha-
viour (as well as the interactionally negotiated nature of 
meaning) remained as a consistent strand throughout the investi-
gation, which, though anxious for emic potentiality, was eventu-
ally content to claim only etic status for its findings. 
In Part Three, attention to definition focused on Gumperz's 
distinction between metaphorical and situational code-switching. 
Reference to studies of metaphor (most notably I.A. Richards) 
provided a useful analytic idiom as well as identifying key areas 
of uncertainty. More importantly, they permitted a formulation 
of the switching dichotomy which centred on the fundamental, even 
ethological, distinction between play and non-play, pretence and 
reality, ȚÙȘWŸŬŪĚand fact. In consequence, the relevance of 
Gumperz's terms to issues of learning, growth, change and margin-
alisation was clarified. The joint, interactional accomplishment 
of the meaning and consequences of code-switching was emphasised 
and systematic connections were made with Brown and Levinson's 
(1978) theory of politeness. The switching dichotomy has sig-
nificance for codes at any semiotic level and links were estab-
lished with sociological theories of youth subculture. So the 
final macro-social interpretation of the data along the lines of 
Clarke et al. (1976) and Hebdige (1979) was consistent with the 
ÜÙȘŲŬĤVŬȘÙŬŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚ framework formulated at the outset (Chap-
ters 16 and 22) • 
Such then were the features which realised this study's con-
tinuous concern with definition and ŴŸWUĚthe socio part of socio-
linguistics. Let us now very briefly consider the potential for 
further research. 
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24.4 Further Research 
Since it was largely intended as an exploration in methodology, 
Part Two concluded with suggestions for future research concerned 
with the relationship between patterns of psycho-social identifi-
cation, interactional association and language variation (Chapter 
15). Affiliation with a variety of different types of group 
might be examined by means of its combination of ISA with network 
analysis, although the present data base could very usefully pro-
vide material for more extensive examination of what in South 
London Hewitt aptly calls the multi-racial local vernacular 
(1986:151). Further linguistic items could be analysed and 
issues such as the ethnolinguistic origins of the invariant 
question tag 'innit' could be addressed. Hewitt (1986) descr1bes 
1 innit 1 as Creole in origin, yet there are precedents for it in 
both Indian English and interlanguage and its extensive currency 
in Bedford can be linked with speakers whose interactional and 
psycho-social affiliation with kids of Afro-caribbean parentage 
are comparatively weak. 
However, given the evaluation of methodologies in Chapter 
24.2 above, the priority should be for further research along the 
lines of Part Three rather than Part Two, and here a number of 
omissions and slants in this study could be very fruitfully reme-
died. 
First of all, girls and kids of Bangladeshi extraction 
should be included, along with more Afro-caribbean and Angle 
youngsters. Differential exploitations in the use of rhetorical 
codes and personae could be investigated, thus incorporating 
something of Part Two's approach to the peer-group into Part 
Three's (see Chapter 24.2). There is also a need to ratify 
findings about (NP) (VA)E by means of further local observation 
and interviewing. Clearly, there is call for further field-work 
in the Bedford research site, and in general there is consider-
able scope for connection with Hewitt (1986), published at the 
same time as th1s conclusion was being written. Finally, the 
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account of (NP) (VA)E must be extended to consider the roles 
of Punjabi and Creole (Appendix 25) , in order to achieve a 
comprehensLve view of the peer-group's multilingual symbolic 
economy. For that investigation, the current data base 
(Chapter 3) provides a valuable point of departure. 
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NOTES 
1. Since so much of Giles' work rests on linguistic quantifi-
cation, even his efforts away from the 'sociolinguistic 
automaton' are only partial. By the same token, the ac-
commodation processes which he posits are also crude. 
2. Age grading is of course one method frequently used by 
quantitative sociolinguists in the effort to draw in a 
diachronic perspective, and for very narrow purposes, it 
may be effective. However, it also entails massive ideal-
isation: for example, it ignores what is specific to aging 
processes themselves. More significantly, Weinreich's ISA 
incorporates a diachronic element by virtue of the entity 
'me as I used to be' (and 'me as I would like to be'). Of 
course this does not reveal how people actually were, but 
it helps to define how people see themselves in the light 
of their own temporality. 
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APPENDIX 1 
A MORE DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE METHODOLOGICAL 
COMPONENTS IN THE DATA COLLECTION 
Following the scheme laid out on pp. 65-67 , Chapter 3.1 in the 
main text, it is useful to describe each methodolog1cal procedure 
in turn. 
la. The Attitudes-to-Punjab11 Interview 
This was a sem1-structured interview with Punjabi-English bi-
linguals 1n pairs, in which I aimed to cover the following 
points: 
(i) what languages can you speak? What other languages 
are there around? Which can you understand? 
(ii) What types of Punjabi are there around? What are the 
differences? Why? 
(iii) Do you mix English and Punjabi or switch? Where, when, 
why? Is there a name for this mixed var1ety? 
(iv) Does it feel different us1ng one of your languages as 
opposed to the other? Do you act differently when 
you're talk1ng each of them? Do you talk about some 
things rather than others in one of your languages? 
(v) Do you have/Have you had/Would you like classes in 
PunJabi? Why? What are/were they like? Where? 
lb. The Attitudes to English Interv1ew 
A semi-structured interview with informants in pairs, a1ming to 
cover the follow1ng matters: 
(i) What different types of English are there around 
Bedford (e.g. West Indian)? Who uses them, where, 
how, why? 
(i1} And on TV? What do people notice? 
(iii} Some people change their accents, some people don't. 
What about you, do you change your accent, for example, 
if you're talking to an old Punjab1 speaker, or a West 
Indian kid? 
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(iv) How would you say you usually speak? What about me? 
(v) What accent (and ÙÜŮŲŤVVŸŬŪVĞĚ can you do? 
ĜẂŸĞĚ Do people get teased about the way they speak? Who? 
Why? 
ĜẂÙŸĞĚ Do the (ESL) Centre ÛŸTVĚget teased? Why? 
What is the Centre for? 
(viii) What do you think is bad English? What do teachers 
say? 
I also sometimes asked: what's the coolest way of 
VŮŤŠÛŸŪŦĹĚ The hardest? 
There was also quite a lot of discussion of mixed language 
swearing. It might seem that ȘŤŲWŠŸŪĚquestions were GŨŤŠŸŪŦGĚ
informants to particular types of response (e.g. ĜŸĞĚ and (vii)). 
Yet these ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪVĚwere generally carefully framed and sequenced 
ŴŸWUĚregard to ŰẀŸWŤĚa lot of my own local knowledge. If you 
take a completely ŪŠŸẂŤĚstance in your ŰẀŤVWÙŬŪŸŪŦHĚ you risk 
losing the quality of the information you ŠȘUŸŤẂŤĚif in certain 
respects and to some degree you can show you have ŸŪVÙTŤŲGVĚ
knowledge. 
With informants of ĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚparentage, this interview 
was expanded to include TÙVȘẀVVŸŬŪĚof Caribbean Creole along some 
of the ŨŸŪŤVĚof interview la (particularly the questioning de-
scribed under ĜŸÙÙĞĚ and (iv)). With all ŪŬŪĤŞŸŨÙŪŦẀŠŨĚŸŪ­
formants, this interview started ŴŸWUĚthe first questions 
(la(i)) from the ŠWWŸWẀTŤVĤWŬĤÖẀŪÚŠŞÙĚÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĦĚ
le. Language Preference and ÖŲŬȚŸȘÙŤŪȘÙŤVĚ
I asked informants 
ŴUŸȘUĚof your languages do you ŨŸÛŤĚbest, or are they 
both equal? Why? 
PUŸȘUĚare you best at? In speaking and understanding? 
In reading and writing? How good is your Punjabi? 
Also sometimes I asked if they knew people who couldn't speak 
English very well and how they got on generally. 
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As far as the language attitude components in the !SA procedure 
were concerned, in the rating booklet (4a(iii)) informants were 
asked to assess a range of people and groups in terms of 
whether they spoke 'normal English' or didn't 'know much 
English'. They were also asked to compare themselves speaking 
English with themselves when they were speaking Punjabi (and in 
the case of Afro-Caribbean informants, Creole). 
Details of how self-report data on bilingual code-
selection were elicited are as follows. 
2a. 'LUI'-Language Code Selection To and From Network Associates 
Taking the names on the ISM matrix (see 3e below), informants 
singly were first asked orally 'What language do you speak when 
you are talking to X? And to Y? And to Z?' etc. 
And then after they had answered that, they were asked: 
'What language does X use when she/he is talking to 
you?' etc. etc. 
Responses were jointly coded and written down by me on the matrix 
as eJ.ther 
(1) All Punjabi/Pakistani2 
(2) Mainly Punjabi/Pakistani 
(3) Equal Pun]abi/Pakistani and English 
(4) Mainly English 
(5) All English. 
2b. 'LUS'-Code Selection by Setting 
Focusing on the settings listed along the top of the ISM matrix, 
I asked 
'What language do you generally use when you're in 
setting P? And in setting Q?' etc. 
Foolishly, I did not keep this wording constant. I more often 
asked 
'What language is generally used l.n setting P? And 
Q?' etc. 
Answers were joJ.ntly coded as l.n LUI (2a above) . 
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2c. 'Oral Diary' 
I asked kids alone or in a friend's presence to think back to 
yesterday at the end of school and to tell me what they'd done 
since then. After they'd told me four or ȚŸẂŤĚ things, I went 
back to the start and asked them about the languages used in 
the course of these ŠȘWÙẂŸWÙŤVĦĚ After their replies, we would 
carry on until the present. ŐŬÜŤWŸŤVĚ I presented them with the 
ȚŬŨŨŬŴŸŪŦĚ list on a ŮŸŤȘŤĚof card: 
Stories, songs, 
jokes 
Games 
TV 
Video 
Radio 
Tapes 
Reading (homework, 
newspapers, books, 
comics, letters •.. ) 
Writing (letters, 
homework ... ) 
Telephone 
ŒÙVŸWŬŲVĚor ẂŸVŸWÙŪŦĚ
Shopping 
Jobs (at home, 
elsewhere) 
Clubs, 
meetings, 
classes 
Gurdwara/ 
Church/ 
3 Mosque 
Cafe 
Library 
I asked them if they'd done any of these WUŸŪŦVĚ in the course of 
the day, if they did them generally, and what languages they 
entailed. 
2d. Written Diaries 
Informants were given hard cover pocket TÙŠŲŸŤVĚcontaining these 
instructions: 
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Here are some pages for you 
to make notes about what 
you've done and what 
languages you've used in the 
day. 
If you want,you can write it 
like an ordinary diary where 
it says "Anything about 
languages thdt you've thought 
or notJ.ced". 
Don't worry about spelling, 
or if it's a bit messy. 
This isn't a test 1 
Thanks for your help. 
It contained four double-pages like this: 
c.;> 
DATE: z H 
ŸĚ
ŸĚ
'N!ffiN ',v'HEl\.E ',.(.-!0 WITH Dor=;G WHAT U) 
ŸĚ ŸŸĚŸŮĦĦĚ ŸĚ
£,;-;l. 
- ..... 
..... 3 ŸĚ..... 
:d 
- 0' 
- QJ 
.t: 
ŸĚ
, 
.... 
, 
c 
..... a.> 
.>l 
'l9 ŸĚ
,., ŸĚ ŸĚŸĚ
'2 ŨJËŸĚ
.... 
..... .. c 
ŸĚ ŸHĚ 0 :d ..... 
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And across the top of a fifth double page was the heading: 
ATI'E-!I:'lG ABOUT L.,.HGUAGES T:!P.T YOU'VE THOUGHT US. "JOTIC:D 
I gave some examples of how this had been done in the pilot, and 
suggested that informants filled 1t 1n bit by bit at e.g. the end 
of the day. They handed their diary 1n to me whenever they'd got 
someth1ng written, which I photocopied and handed back the same 
day. 
What of the elicitation of soc1al network data? This is 
critically reviewed in Chapter 7 of the ma1n text, and here the 
base essentials need only be descr1bed. 
3a. LTT - The List of Whom you Talk To 
Informants were first g1ven the forms shown overleaf. After 
be1ng shown an example of how I had myself f1lled it in for my 
own social network, each filled in his own. This was then 
tidied jointly w1th me (as far as 1nformational content, not 
presentation was concerned!), and often supplemented with more 
names drawn from a variety of other sources. Then, once more 
precise relationsh1ps, gender and kids' ages had been estab-
lished, informants classified their peers (kin and non-kin) in 
terms of 
{1) best friend 
{2) good friend 
(3) qu1te good friend 
(4} I like them 
(5) I don't like them. 
These options were presented on a small card. This was all done 
singly, not 1n pa1rs. 
3b. JUNE - Judgments of the Ethnicness of Network Associates 
This involved further coding. After telling informants about the 
d1fferent degrees of Scottishness and Engl1shness that I per-
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ceived within my own family and the varying degrees and types 
of ethnicness ŴŸWUÙŪĚmy network more generally, informants 
(singly) went over a list of their own network associates with 
me, classifying them as VŤŤÜŸŪŦĚ
(1) very (ethnically X, Y or Z) 
(2) ŰẀŸWŤĚ
(3) a little ŞŸWĚ
(4) not at all. 
From time to time I asked each why such and such a person did or 
didn't seem typically X or Y. 
3d. Frequented ŐŤWWŸŪŦVĚ
Informants (singly) were presented with the following list of 
settings/activities: (see overleaf) 
They were asked which of these they went to/did quite often, 
and an attempt was made to see how distinctive some of these were 
felt to be ('do you act differently when you're at from 
when you're at ?') 
3e. 'ISM' -The Interlocutor x Setting Matrix 
Informants were presented with two large 40 cm x 30 cm matrices. 
Settings commonly frequented by each individual (as ascertained 
in the procedure outlined ŸŪĚ3d.) formed the horizontal axis 
(usually about sixteen columns); the vertical axis, consisting 
of about twenty rows on each ÜŠWŲŸẄHĚ listed names selected on 
the basis of the LTT information (see 3a. above) • Alone or with 
me, informants ticked the cells to show whom they saw where. 
When they'd finished, I checked the entries against other in-
formants' ÜŠWŲŸȘŤVĚand other data sources, marked what I thought 
might be inconsistencies or errors, and later checked back with 
the informant about each query. 
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FREOUE1TTED ŐNØØŅŸÜVĚ
AT MY HOME 
VISITING SOI'lEONl::'$ HOU.;,:C: WITH MY DAD, MUM OH OLD.Elt Pl::OPLE i'hOM MY FAMILY 
GOING TO SOMEONE'S HOUSE ON MY rWN, OR WITH KIDS MY AGE 
JUST DUINC THINGS H• '1't!E PARK, OR IN 'rill:. ŸGŅGŎĦNĦŃJŨGĚ Oft ȚËÕǾŸẀĚTHE PLACE (NOT IN 
SCHOOL-TIME) 
AT THE MOSr.JJEf:.HURCo/ ClntDWARA 
CLASSES OUTSIDE SCHOOLTlME 
THE PHONE 
THE CLUB li'l'l:l\ ŸŨJÑÕÕÒĚ
PARTIES (NOT AT Sl.!liOOL) .,... 1/Jfll'l)lfo(er., 
SHOPPING 
STAYING IN \NOTHl:.ii ØÕŴÍŸĚ IN BRITAIN 
IN ANOTHER COUNTRY 
AT S(;HOOL It! LJ:;s.;ON5 
AT S(;HOOL IN :F'RU.'riME 
ŘĦĦĤÍĬŸĚ
ŸPŅĦĦĦĦĦǾŅÔĜJŲGĚ
ŸGĚCAC:t 1'" 'ft1'Mo"{_ovn ŸŸŸŸĚŸẀŲŬÜĦĦĦĞĚ
ŸĚrttl'S of" OV'f11'1{l"S ȘŸĚf.l.c-. ŐĿĦWĢŬŬŸĚ
ĜŊGŲŸNJĚ
Pt-Mvsv .• ŸĦĦĦŲŲĚ ŸŸŸĪĚ
........... 
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As far as eliciting data on patterns of psycho-social identifi-
cation is concerned, the ISA procedure is likewise discussed in 
detail in the main text (Chapter 8), much nearer an ŠŪŠŨXVŸVĚof 
the information which it is intended to reveal. So here the 
account can be again skeletal: 
4a(i) The ISA Personal Interview 
This was a semi-structured interview alone with me intended to 
elicit each informant's perceptions of themselves in the future, 
past and present and in relation to their friends and family. 
4a(ii) The ISA Group Interviews 
This was conducted with informants in pairs (and sometimes 
threes), and was designed to elicit perceptions of local styles, 
ethnic groupings, interethnic relations, and local values. 
4a(iii) The ISA ŎŠWŸŪŦĚProcedure 
Concepts emerging in the course of 4a(i) and (ii) were presented 
back to informants, together with the names of ÙŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨVĚand 
groupings that had emerged as potentially significant. In-
formants rated these people and groups in terms of these concepts 
on a nine point scale. 
4b GSC Group Self-categorisation 
A selection of fifteen to twenty ŮŬVVŸŞŨŤĚcategory memberships 
was made, from a total set consistLng of the following: 
West Indian, Kashmiri, Mirpuri, ŁŲŸWÙVUHĚ ÓẀVŨŸÜHĚ
Asian, Pakistani, Indian, Black, White, Brown, 
Coloured, Bains, Jat, Gujrati, Nankari, Paria, 
Grenadan, English, European, Bedfordian, Sikh, 
Jamaican, Christian, Catholic, Protestant, 
Church of England. 
Selections were made on the basis of what I thought each in-
formant ÜŸŦUWĚuse. This is the form presented to one Muslim 
boy of Pakistani extraction: 
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&;t ,1\.tC.W\ lKcuhMI(j 1 r(l;r,(). 
[Brit-ish IMiry\.lfi 1 &\Ajr...l:j , \ 
1 &:..1 .... 5 [ IS ŸÑŬĚr.l, 04\ ŨÓẀŸ·ŸĚ
[J:.SICll\ \ ĿȘŨŬĦĦĦĦĦĦĦĤŸĚ
[?o.k\!ato"i 1 'J""a.t ŔŁŨŬĦȘĦŸĚ
ŨŴŸĚ !"PunJabi 
ŨŊĒTĦÙŸŪĚ ( 8r-cw"' t:--.,ll3k: 
l r 
First of all, I asked which they hadn't heard of. Then I asked 
them ŴUŸȘUĚones could apply to them. PŸWUĚŴUŸȘUĚlabels could/ 
would they say 'I am a --- '? Were there some ŸÜŮŬŲWŠŪWĚones 
I'd left out and we could add. Informants then put a tick ŸŪĚ
the boxes that they felt were relevant to them ŸŪĚWUŸVĚway. 
After that, I asked them to look at the ȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸŤVĚ they had 
ticked, and to rank these ŸŪĚorder of importance (1 for the 
most, etc., using equals signs if needs be). 
The data on ŪŠWẀŲŠŨÙVWŸȘHĚ ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWŸȘĚand VŬȘŸŠŨĚ interaction 
came from t\vo sources: 
Sa. ŎŠTŸŬĤÜŸȘŲŬŮUŬŪŤĚŎŤȘŬŲTŸŪŦĚ
Each informant was ŦŸẂŤŪĚa pocket transmitter ȚŸWWŤTĚŴŸWUĚa 
Lavalier microphone on at least three consecutive ŬȘȘŠVŸŬŪVHĚ
on the logic that by the WUŸŲTHĚ and at least ŴÙWUŸŪĚparts of 
the first and second, they would cease to be self-consc1ous 
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about it (this was a strategy kindly advised by Roger Hewitt). 
They then could move around either the Summer School, the 
playground or the Youth Club with considerable freedom. 
Sb. Participant Observation 
Some aspects of the participant observation which I carried out 
are dealt with in the main body of the text. In particular, my 
role in the local socio-cultural environment is considered in 
some detail, since participant-observation preceded the intensive 
data collection outlined above and hence to a large degree framed 
it. Therefore, the validity of what emerged from the data-
gathering is extensively affected by the nature of my role in the 
field. After all, virtually all of it is obtained and ÜŤTŸŠWŤTĚ
through conversation and interaction ŴŸWUĚme. 
Here however, it is opportune just to present the written 
explanation which I gave to teachers and youth workers in order 
to negotiate and ŤẄŮŨŠŸŪĚmy presence (see overleaf) . 
Generally, some of the more 'factual' TŤWŠŸŨVĚof my par-
ticipant observation can also be outlined here. 
From 1978 to 1980 I taught in this neighbourhood of Bedford. 
I taught mainly in the ESL Centre but also ŮŠŲWĤWŸÜŤĚat the 
Upper School nearby. I also took boys' games lessons in the 
Middle School. I lived in the ŪŤŸŦUŞŬẀŲUŬŬTĚfor a year. During 
the summer of 1980 I was the leader in a local four-week holiday 
Summer School of a group in which many of the oldest informants 
participated (then aged about ŪŸŪŤĞĦĚ In July and August 1983, 
I attended another Summer School, this time not as a group leader 
but as a general extra helper. By this time my mind was much 
more coherently focused on the subsequent research and I recorded 
interviews with half a dozen local youngsters (aged 14 to 16) in 
order to improve and update my local knowledge. I was then also 
a bit more tuned to participant observation and kept a diary, 
concentrating on local ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚŮŲŠȘWŸȘŤVHĚ social ŲŤŨŠWŸŬŪVĚand 
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EXPLANATI011J OF TlfY PPOJECT GIVSN '1'0 TE.A-CHERS •VTD YOUT'I LEADERS 
Umversity of London lnstrtute of Educatron 
20 Bedford Way, London WC1 H OAL Telephone 01 636 1500 
Dnector Wllham Taylor. CBE BScEcon. PhD. DCL, DSc. lltt D. FCCEA, FCP 
Deputy O>rector Professor Den1s lawton, BA. PhD 
Department of Enghsh 
for Speakers of Or her languaQes 
LANGUAGE USE IN !' ULTILn;:;uAL Bl!:DFOPJl 
PnD proJect unaertaken by Ben R4mpton, lSOL Dept., London ǾŪÙẂŤŲVŸWXĚ
ŅŪVWŸWẀWŤĚof NTẀȘŠWŸŬŪĚĜVẀŮŤŲẂŸVŬŲJĚDr C.J. Brumfit) 
ProJect MŤVȘŲŸMWŨŬŪĚ
Themes: QŸĚresearch ŸVĚ concerned w1th the use o1 language and TÙŸŨŤȘWĚ
by young people 1n a mult1lingual commun1ty. More VŮŤȘŸȚÙȘŠŨŨXHĚ I am 
interested ŸŪĚhow people select a ŨŠŸŦŤĚor dialect accord1ng to the 
s1tuat1on that they're ŸŪĚ ; how ȚŸŲĚ1nd1V1duals resemble or d1ffer from 
one another in the1r patterns of language ana d1alect cho1ce and use ; 
ŸŪTĚfinally how they themselves see WUŤŸŲĚbll1ngual1Bm / b1d1alectalism. 
Inforrants: I am ma1nly, but not exclus1vely, 1nterested in these 
quest1ons as they apply to PunJab1-Engl1sh b1linguals, and in the first 
instance I env1sage work1ng w1th no more than 20 young people, aged 
between about ÍŸĚand 16, and often contacted ÙŸWÙŠŨŨXĚthrough ȚŲŸŤŪT­
shlp networks. 
Y.etnods: ?ract1cal constra1nts and the k1nd of ŮŸȘWẀŲŤĚ that emerges 
may lead to some mod1f1cat1ons, but at the moment I plan to approach this 
work in four connected ways. The f1rst w1ll be through a d1ary that I 
w1ll ask the OŸTVĚ to f1ll in on two or three ŬȘȘŠVŸŬŪVHĚ ŲŤŮŬŲWŸŪŦĚon 
WUŤŸŲĚ language use 1n the course of the day. ŴŸWUĚ that as the starting 
ŮŬŸŪWHĚ I then hope to draw up w1th them a map of vho they see most and 
who they generally go around ŴŸWUĦĚ Through conversat1on I a1m to get an 
idea of some of the1r soc1al ẂŸŤŴVHĚ and ȚŸŪŠŨŨXĚ to make a sociollngu1st1c 
analys1s of speech recorded 1n several VŤWWŸŪŦVĦĚ
It ŸVĚ ŸÜŮŬŲWŠŪWHĚ ŸȚĚ WUŸVĚprOJect ŸVĚgo1ng to be successful, that the 
young people involved feel relaxed aoout 1t, and see ŸWĚas ŸŪWŤŲŤVWÙŪŦĚ
and enJoyable. 
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EXPLANATION OF MY PROJECT GIVEN TO TEACHERS & YCUTH LEADERS (contd) 
ŸJĚM¥ intention 15 to work in the area of Eedford, 
------
ŸUŤŲŤĚI f1rst had the 1dea for this research. I worked at the ŸĚ-
Centre frcm 1978 to 1980, 4nd also at for one year part-t1me. 
I l1ved locally and have worKed At tvo Summer Schools there (1980 
and 1983). I am fam1liar w1tn the local1ty and greatly like it. 
General NTẀȘŠWÍŬŸŨĚOr1entation: In my exper1ence, some ch1ldren from 
bil1ngual homes can be at a l1ngu1St1c d1sadvantage at school ; yet 
wh1le the1r use of Engl1sh may somet1mes be weAk 1n certain respects, 
it may be strong in others and serve very ŸŤŨŨĚmany of the purposes to 
Whl.Ch they want to put 1t. ŲŸĚv1ew l.S that W11t1ng on education has-
perhaps focused too exclus1vely on ŸŤŠÛŪŤVVŤVĦĚ I have publ1shed an article 
on th1s top1c l.n the Journal of rult1l1ngual and 11ulticultural Develonment 
(Vel 4 No 1 1963) and parts of my argument are referrea to in V.K.Edwards 1 
book Lanl!'ual<e in ŲŸẀŨĚhcul tural ClassrOO'I\S. (1983). The proJeCt outllned 
here does not pursue the 1ssue of educational weakness ; it involves no 
assessments of lafiguage prof1c1ency or ach1evement, nor does it propose 
to invest1gate language 1ns1de the classroom. However 1t does set out to 
descr1be features of ch1ldren•s 1ndependent uses of language in a positive 
ŸXHĚand it lS mot1vated by tne v1ew that an understanding of 
language use outs1de school can be of great benefit to language educat1on. 
'Request: I wonder if 1t ŸŬẀŨTĚbe poss1ble for me to attend WUŤĤŸĤĶĤĤ­
Youth Centre. Th1s would be to get 1n touch with kids I know, and to 
meet others. Then, after a per1od, I hope it m1ght be possible for me 
to carry out some of the TŸŠŲXHĚ TŸVȘẀVVÍŬŪĚand recording work. 
(r...._ v..t.t NŸŬŬŬĚGff.UK) 
I have the permlSSlon of to make th1s request. He has how-
ever stressed that the establ1shments I approach must have freedom to 
dec1de whether or to what extent they can ass1st me, and of course I 
shall fully understand ŸȚĚyou feel you are not ŸŪĚa ŮŬVÍWŸŬŪĚto do so. 
However, any help you can g1ve w1ll be very much ŠŮŮŲŤȘŸŠWŤTĦĚ
Een Rampton 
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institutions, my own role and the lines along which subsequent 
methods and analyses might develop. 
From March 1984 on, I attended three clubs held in the local 
Youth Centre in the afternoons or evenings. Much of the member-
ship of these three clubs was the same, and the age of those at-
WŤŪTŸŪŦĚranged from 11 to 20+ ĜŸŪĚ fact, one of the clubs was for 
11 to 13 year olds only). Up until the start of the period of 
intensive data collection, I attended the Centre once or WŴŸȘŤĚ
(and sometimes thr1ce) a week, except during the school holidays 
when the Centre closed. Between March 1984 and March 1985, I 
worked at various clubs as a voluntary helper about forty times, 
although this became less frequent once intensive data collection 
began and once I started to use the Junior Club as a site for 
rad1o-microphone recording. 
Sometimes I discretely noted incidents in a pocket notebook 
as a rem1nder, but I always tape-recorded my observat1ons on 
people, events, language, institutions, ideas and my own role 
immediately afterwards (and often during my one-hour journey 
home), and organ1sed and wrote these up in a field diary the 
subsequent morning. The length of these d1ary entries var1ed 
(aga1n being more extensive prior to the per1od of intensive 
data collect1on). On average I filled about four or five pages 
of an exercise book per session. These were indexed under the 
main headings: 'Language', 'Ethnicity', 'Field Strategies', 
'Clubs and Schools', 'Norms and Behav1our', 'People' and 'The 
Neighbourhood' (each of these had a number of subheadings). 
The collect1on of demograph1c data ŲŤŰẀŸŲŤVĚ little further ex-
planation, though a few words may be in order about educat1onal 
performance data. 
7. Educational Performance Data 
(a) Each year the Middle School where all my ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚwent, 
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assessed its pupils ŴŸWUĚNFER (National Foundation for Educa-
tional Research) tests. These ŸŪẂŬŨẂŤĚvarious combinations of 
Nonverbal and Verbal Reasoning, English and Maths (some other, 
non-NFER tests had also been used) • For the youngest group of 
informants, the 11 to 12 year olds, I obtained tests results 
from January 1984 and January 1985. For the 12 to 13 year old 
group - 1983,1984 and January 1985. Results for the oldest age 
group (13 to 14 years) are from January 1983 and 1984. Nearly 
all these tests are standardised and could be compared with 
national norms. Also, I obtained the results of their peers, 
so informants could be placed relative to the others in their 
school. 
Of course, probably deeper cultural process influence and 
emanate from set-placements: the data on this was obtained 
from class lists. 
(b) I asked the Deputy Head to rate each of my informants for 
ŞŤUŠẂŸŬẀŲĚon a scale A to E (Good-Average-Bad) and I noted ac-
companying comments. I also asked Heads of Year and finally 
class teachers. During the period of field-work, some in-
formants transferred to Upper School: I relied on the ratings 
of their Middle School teachers, since most of the interviewing 
and recording with these informants was completed before they 
moved. I also asked the Games teacher about who had played in 
school cricket and soccer teams. 
After every ŸŪWŤŲẂÙŤŴĚwith informants, I listened to the tape-
recording and made notes about it using the following protocol 
(which of course greatly facilitated data retrieval later): 
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INTER.VIE\1 PROTOCOL 
eu.ttc. ŸĦĚ-- ŸĚ.. __ _ 
ŌĞŸĚ__ T-.: __ tw. ----- ŨĞŸHȚWŘĤĤĤ
PTO 
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HTIERVIEH PROTOCOL ( contd) 
lJ-,....: 
'laf'.: 
®ŸWŲĦĦȘWGŔŸĚĹŸĴŸĒĚȘĤŸŊŨŸĚŸĚ
- {,Slf--
IIJTERVIE\·T PROTOCOL (contd) 
N-. 
ØŸŸĚ
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NOTES 
1. I have called this the Attitudes-to-Punjabi interview, but 
where informants reported that they spoke Urdu or 
'Pakistani' rather than Punjabi, whatever term they used 
was employed subsequently. 
2. According to whichever bilingual informants described as 
their parents' main language. 
3. One of these only was presented accord1ng to the in-
formant's religion. 
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APPENDIX 2 
WEINREICH ON ISA DEFINITIONS 
(see Chapter 5.4.15 
.. 
3 DEFINITIONS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL CONCEPTS FROM WHICH THE IDENTITY 
STRUCTURE INDICES ARE DERIVED 
The concern of this section of the manual is to give the working 
definitions of the psychological concepts that form the theoretical 
foundation for estimating particular psychological parameters of an 
individual's self-concept called here identity structure indices. The 
derivation of the concepts and the theoretical propos4tions concerning 
processes of self-concept development and change, and the4r relationship 
to group allegiances and processes of social change are dealt with 
elsewnere eg. (Weinreich, 1975, 1977a, 1977b, 1978, 1979a, 1979b, 1979c, 
in press) • 
Algebraic translations of the psychological definitions given below are 
presented in ĻŮŮŸŪTŸẄĚA. There, details will be found of the way in 
which the psycholog4cal parameters are estimated from the empirical data 
for the individual. These are 'normalized' so that identity structure 
indices may be directly compared from ŸŪTÙẂÙTẀŠŨĚ to individual (and group 
to group) TŤVŮŸWŤĚÙTÙŬVXŪȘŲŠȘŸŤVĚ 1n such th4ngs as different styles in 
the use of rating scales, as well as the fundamental ones of differing 
construct and value systems. 
3.1 Ideal VŤŨȚĤŸÜŠŦŤHĚ values, and current and past VŤŨȚĤÙÜŠŸŤVĚ
3.1.1 Ideal self-Lmage (or ego-ldeal) 
A person's ideal self-image ŸVĚ defined as his construal 
of "me as I would hke to be". (Appendix A.l. 3) 
The person's 1deal self-image is the totality of all that to which he aspires 
and 1ncludes all the ȘUŠŲŠȘWŤŲŸVWŸȘVHĚ VÛŸŨŨVĚ and values he would wish to 
possess or work towards realizing PŨWUŸŪĚhimself, that 1s, ones which he 
would evaluate favourably. 
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3.1.2 
3.1.3 
Positive values 
A person's posttive values are defined as those personal 
charactertsttcs and gu1del1.nes for behavtour whtch he 
asptres to 1mplement for h1mself in accordance w1.th his 
1deal self-tmage. (Appendix A.l.3) 
Negat1.ve (or contra) values 
A person's negat1ve values are defined as the contrasts 
of n1s pos1t1ve values, that is, those charactertstLcs 
and patterns of behavtour from which he would wtsh to 
dissoctate. (Appendtx A.l.J) 
Positive and negattve (or contra) value systems refer to the tnterltnking 
of all the indtvidual's pos1.t1.ve and negative values respectively. 
From these definttions it follows that the individual's positive and 
negat1.ve values are esrabl1.shed by reference to his construal of h1s 1deal 
self-tmage, the pos1.tive values be1.ng those represented by the poles of 
h1.s btpolar constructs wntch he al1gns with "me as I would like to be" 
and the negattve values being those des1.gnated by the contrast1ng poles. 
The evaluative connotatlons of construct poles are therefore anchored in 
the indtvtdual's ideal self-tmage. When a person deems the occas1.onal 
construct to be inappl1cable to his 1.deal self-tmage, 1.ts evaluat1ve 
dtmension may be establ1.shed by reference to the way he construes some other 
admired person such as "a good fr1end", or, in contrasting fashton, to 
the way he construes someone from whom he aissoc1.ates such as "a bad 
person". In establ1sh1.ng the evaluat1.ve connotations of a person's ŸÙŮŬŨŸŲĚ
constructs, the emotlonal s1gnificance of the content aspects of the 
constructs 1s made apparent. In h1s soc1al encounters the person would 
w1sh to act 1n accordance wtth benav1our denoted by one pole of hts 
constructs, wh1lst WlSnlng to avo1d, or to remove himself from, behav1.our 
denoted by the contrast pole. 
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3.1.4 Current self-image 
A person's current self-image ŸVĚ defined as his construal of 
"me .as I am now" • 
Generally speaking, the ŸŪTÙẂÙTẀŠŨĚWLll not construe his current self-
image Ln the same way as his Ldeal self-Lmage. Few individuals will 
feel chat they currently possess all the desirable attributes to which 
they aspire, or have them eo the extent they would wish. Many individuals 
will admit to currently havLng characteristics they would prefer not to 
possess. 
3.1.5 Past self-lmage 
A person's past self-image ŸVĚdef1ned as h1s conscrual of 
"me as I used to be". 
If a person is aware that he is chang1ng, his construal of his past self-
image wtll differ from chat of his current self-image. 
3.L Pos1t1ve and ŪŤŸŠWÍẂŤĚ role models, and oos1tive and ŪŤŸŠWÙẂŤĚreference 
3.2.1 
3.2.2 
Posttive role model (and reference group) 
A person's posLtive role model (reference group) is defined as 
some other person (group) construed as having many of the 
attrtbutes and values to whtch he asp1res, that is, ones 
assoc1ated with his ideal self-Lmage. 
Segative role model (and reference ŸŲŬẀŮĞĚ
A person's negative role model (reference group) is defined as 
some other person (group) construed as possess1ng many of the 
attr1butes and contra values from which he wishes to TÙVVŬȘŸŠWŤHĚ
that is, ones aligned w1th h1s contra value system. 
3.3 Identificatton wtth another or wtth a group 
Group ident1f1cat1on and tdent1f1cation w1th another person may occur either 
w1tn respect to that to wh1ch tne tnd1v1dual asptres, or Wlth respect 
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to that whicn he currently Ÿ·Ě In terms of group identlfication this 
dist1nct1on corresponds to that between reference group identificat1on 
ĜŠVŮŸŲŠWŸŬŪĚtowards the ŸTŤŠŨĞĚ and membership group ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬẀĚ(the 
current reality). In terms of ÍTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚWlth another person the 
distinctlon is between 1dentif1cacion with the other as a positive role 
ŸĚand identification in an empathetic manner with another whose 
attributes are construed as be1ng similar to those of himself as he 
currently 1s. This TÙVWÙŪȘWŸŬŪĚis reflected in the following definltions: 
3.3.1 
3.3.2 
3. 3. 3 
3. 3 .4 
Current ldentification (perceived similarlty) 
The extent of a person's current identlfication with another 
is defined as the degree of ŐŨŸŨŠŲÙWXĚbetween the qualit1es 
he attrlbutes to the other, whetner 'good' or 'bad', and 
those ot nl.S current self-Lmage. (AppendlX A.2.8) 
Past 1dent1fication (perce1ved S1m1lar1ty) 
The extent of a person's past 1dent1fication w1th another is 
def1ned as the degree of S1mtlar1ty between the qualities he 
attr1butes to the other and those of h1s past self-lmage. 
(AppendlX A.2.8) 
Iaealistlc-identlflCatlon (pos1t1ve role model and reference group) 
The extent of a person's l.dealistlc-ldentification Wlth another 
1s def1ned as the degree of VÙŸŨŠŲÍWXĚbetween the qual1t1es he 
attr1butes to the other and those he would like to possess as 
part of UŸVĚ 1deal self-image. (Appendlx A.2.9) 
ĿŬŪWŲŠĤÒTŤŪWŨȚŨȘŠWŸŬŪĚ (negatlve role model and reference grouo) 
The extent of a person's contra-1dent1fication with another 1s 
def1ned as the degree of VŸÜWŨŠŲÍWXĚbetween the qualit1es he 
ŠȘWŲŸŞẀWŤVĚ to the other and those from wh1ch he would Wlsh to 
d1ssoc1ate. (Appendlx A.2.10) 
The ŰẀŠŪWŸWŠWŸẂŤĚ1na1ces for 1dentlf1cat1ons range from 0.00 to 1.00 max. 
1. All ÍTŤŪWÍȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚ1nd1ces 1ndicate the Proportionate strength of the 
1dentltlcatlon ln questlon, thus 0.60 ÙŪTŸȘŠWŤVĚ that the ÙŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨĚ
ÍŸŸŪWÍRÍŤVĚWltn tne person or ŸŲŬẀŸĚ concerned to WŸŤĚextent of ĬÌŸĦĚ
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2. Idealist1c-identif1cat1ons above 0.50 maybe regarded as indicating 
ŮŬVÍŨJÍŸȚŤŲŤŪȘŤĚmodels. likewise contra-ident1f1cat1ons above 
0.50 ŪŤŦŠWŨŸŤĚŲŤȚŤŸŤŪȘŤĚmodels. 
3.4. Ident1ficat1on conflicts and overall identitv diffus1on 
3.4.1 Identification conflicts 
In terms of the person's current self-image the extent of his 
ident1ficat1on conflict w1th another is defined as a multiplicative 
function of his current and contra-identlfications with that other. 
(Append1x A.2.11; the multlplicative funct1on in quest1on is the 
geometr1c mean.) 
A s1m1lar definition holds for 1dentificat1on conflicts in terms of the 
person's ŸVŤŨȚĤÙÜŠŦŤĚby subst1tuting past for current identification. 
As the person's current (past) and contra-identifications with ŸŪŤWUŤŲĚ
simultaneously increase so will his conflictin identification with that 
other become greater. 
The quantltative index for ident1f1cat1on conflict ranges from 0.00 to 
1.00 max. A confllct 1n ident1ficat1on Wlth another of 0.50 and above 
is substant1al. 
3.4.2 Overall ident1tv diffus1on 
The degree of a person's identlty diffusion is defined as the 
overall d1spers1on of, and magn1tude of, his 1dent1fication 
confllcts with s1gn1ficant others. (Appendix A.2.12) 
Th1s may be assessed both in relation to the person's current and past 
self-images. 
The quantitative 1ndex for identity diffusion ranges from 0.00 to 1.00 max. 
Analysis of about lOO ident1ty structures ind1cates that individuals w1th 
values above 0.40 have relatively h1gh levels of 1dentity d1ffus1on. 
3.5 Evaluation of others and self-esteem 
Samples of the computer print-out will be found in Section 4 of this manual, 
wh1ch give a person's computed indices of identification and identification 
conilicts w1th respect to signif1cant others, and that of his overall 
ident1ty d1ffus1on, both 1n relation to his current and past self-lmages 
(Taoles 4.9.1 & ŸĦĲĦÎĴĚ 4.9.3 & 4.9.4 on pages 30a and 3la respectively). 
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.3.5.1 
.3.5.2 
3.5.3 
Evaluation of another 
A person's evaluation of another is defined as his overall 
assessment of the other in terms of the positive and negative 
evaluative connotat1ons of the attr1butes he construes in 
that other, in accordance w1th h1s value system. (Appendix A.2.2) 
Evaluat1on of current (past) self 
A person's evaluation of his current (past) self is defined as 
h1s overall self-assessment 1n terms of the positive and negative 
evaluative connotations of the attr1butes he construes as mak1ng 
up his current (past) self-1mage, 1n accordance w1th his value 
system. ĜĻŮŮŤŪTÙŸĚA.2.3.) 
Self-esteem 
A person's self-esteem is defined as his overall self-assessment 
in evaluat1ve terms of the continuing relationship between h1s 
past and current self-images, in accordance with his value system. 
(Appendix A.2.4) 
This conceotualization of self-esteem arises from the defin1t1on of identity 
given in the Introduction of this manual, namely: 
a person's identity is defined as the totality of his self-construal, 
in wn1ch how ne construes h1mself in the present expresses the 
cont1nu1ty between how he construes himself as he was in the past 
and how he construes himself as he asp1res to be in the future. 
The definit1on of self-esteem delineates the evaluative aspect of the person's 
identity or self-construal, and that aspect onlv. It 1ncorporates the 
cont1nu1ty of his construal of how he was ÙŪŸĚpast (past self-image}, 
through the present (current self-image), towards the future, denoted 
by his value system (as he aspires to be in the future). 
Used as a single indicant of a person's psychological well-being, the 
self-esteem measure should be regarded as unreliable. For example, a person 
may evaluate his current self-image more highly than his past and thereby 
indicate greater satlsfaction w1th himself currently compared with oefore. 
A lower current than past self-evaluat1on W1ll reflect diminishing self-
satisfact1on. Whilst representing qu1te different psychological states, 
both may generate the same self-esteem values. In addition. all kinds of 
different identification patterns and magnitudes of conflicts in identificat1on 
can accompany a part1cular self-esteem value. In certain cases, a high 
level of self-esteem may be assoclated with a foreclosed identity assoc1ated 
with a defens1ve denial of confl1cts in identification. 
The quantitative indices for evaluation and self-esteem range from -1.00 
to +1.00, that ls, from wholly negat1ve to wholly pos1tive. Since there 
is a marked bias ln most individuals towards positive construals, estlmates 
of evaluat1on and self-esteem close to zero should be regarded as unfavouraole 
or poor. Sacple computer prlnt-out giv1ng a person's self-esteem and 
evaluat1ons of others can be found 1n Sect1on 4, Table 4.6 
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3,6 NŦŬĤÙŪẂŬŨẂŤŸŪWĚwith entities 
3.6.1 Ego-involvement with another 
A person's ego-involvement with another is defined as his overall 
responsiveness to the other in terms of the extensiveness both 
in quant1ty and strength of the attributes he construes the other 
as possessing.(Appendlx A.2.1) 
3.&.2 Self-involvement 
A person's ego-involvement in UÙŸŤŨȚĚis defined in like manner as above. 
but with respect to the various component facets of hia self-concept: 
A person's ego-involvement in himself as he aspires to be 
( or as he is now, or as he was in the past ) is defined 
as his overall self-responsiveness in terms of the 
extensLveness both in quantity and strength of the 
attributes of his ideal self-image (or current self-image, 
or past self-image). (Appendix A.2.l) 
Yhilst most people will be highly ego-involved in their ideal self-images. 
and hence oriented towards their future aspirations, this is not necessarily 
the case in all instances. A person may have an uncertain set of 
aspirations in 7hich self-construals and values are defined more in terms 
of negat1ve than pos1tive reference models. The person's ego-involvement 
in such models may be higher than in his ideal self-image. If a person 
is more highly ego-involved in his past self-image than in his current or 
ideal self-image, his thinking is likely to be TŬŸŪŠWŤTĚby his past 
experiences. 
the quantitative index for ego-involvement ranges from 0.00 to 5.00 max. 
where 5.00 represents that entity with which the person is most highly 
ego-involved. Sample computer print-out of a person's ego-involvement 
in self and others is given in ŐŤȘWÙŬŪŸĚ(Table 4.2). 
3.7 Ambivalence and ŤŸŬĤŠŸŞÍẂŠŨŤŪȘŤĚ towards an entity 
3.7.1 Ambivalence 
A person's ŸÙẂŠŨŤŪȘŤĚ towards an entity (e.g. another 
person, or a facet of self-conceot) when evaulated on 
balance in pos1t1ve terms LS defined as the ratio of 
negatlve to pos1tive att=lbutlons, and, conversely, 
when negat1vely evaluated as the ratLO of positive to 
negatlve at:nbutions. (.;ppendl.X A.2.5) 
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The ŰẀŠŪWŸWŠWŸẂŤĚ1ndex for amoivalence ranges from 0.00 to 1.00 max. 
where 1.00 represents total evaluatlve ambivalence towards the entity. 
Ambivalence towards 'ideal self' must, by definit1on, be zero, though 
ambivalence towards other facets of self, such as current self, past 
self, or self-for-others, etc. may ex1st. 
3.7.2 NŸŬĤŠÜŞÙẂŠŨŤŪȘŤĚ
Since it is frequently possible to have ambtvalences towards others and 
groups who are not particularly sign1ficant to oneself, a more instructive 
measure of the degree to which such ambivalences might dominate a person's 
self-concept is one which multiplies a person's ambivalence towards an 
entity by his ego-involvement w1th lt. 
A person's ego-ambivalence towards an entity (or entity 
dissonance) is def1ned as the product of his ambivalence 
towards it and h1s ego-involvement with it. (Appendix 
A.2.S) 
The quantitatlve index for ego-amblvalence (or ent1ty dissonance) ŲŠŪŸŤVĚ
from 0.00 to 5.00 max. Computed ind1ces of a person's ambivalences and 
ent1ty d1ssonances are given 1n the sample computer print-out in Table 4.6. 
3.8 Structural oressure on ȘŬŪVWŸẀȘWVĚ (stabilitv of their evaluative 
connotations) 
Cons1der a particular construct used by a person and the entities (people, 
groups, instttutions, ecc) which constitute his social world. Consider 
also that the evaluative connotation the construct has for him will be 
anchored 1n his value system (see Section 3.1), and further that his overall 
evaluation of each entity will depend on the specific constellation of 
characteristics he attributes to each (see Section 3.5). It follows that, 
in his use of the construct to attr1bute a characteristic to an entity, 
lts evaluatlon connotation for him may be ŸĚcocpat1ble ŸĚincompatible 
wtth hls overall evaluat1on of the entity 1n question. For example, he mav 
have a generally favourable opin1on of Jack to whom he attrlbutes several 
excellent cualltles, but on one po1nt he may construe in him a most unfortunate 
characteristlC. In this 1nstance, the evaluative significance to him of 
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the construct he uses to attribute the negative quality is incompatible 
with his overall positive feelings about Jack. Suppose also that his 
overall evaluation of another entity is negative, to which, however, he 
attributes a favourable characteristic. !hen,again, an evaluative 
incompatibility would exist between construct and entity. In many instances, 
of courae, there w1ll be compatibilities between the evaluative significance 
of construct and entity. Indeed, for a particular construct there is 
likely to be an excess of compatibilities over incompatibilities, if 
its evaluative significance for the person is to be at all stable. Such 
a state of affairs, in which 'pressures' towards stability arise from the 
person's-structure of evaluat1ve compat1bilities and incompatibilities, 
may be represented by a concept of 'structural pressure' defined in the 
following manner. 
!he structural pressure on a person's construct is defined as 
the overall strength of the excess of compatibilities over 
incompatibilities between the evaluative connotations of 
attr1butions he makes to each ent1ty by way of the one 
r.onstruct and his overall evaluation of each entity. (Appendix 
A. 2. 7) 
The more extensive are the compatib1lities compared with the incomoatibilities 
the greater is the structural pressure constra1ning the present evaluat1ve 
connotat1on of the construct 1n quest1on. The quantitative index for the 
structural pressure on a construct ranges from 100.00 to -100.00. Computed 
indices of these 'pressures' on a person's constructs can be found in the 
computer print-out sample in Table 4.3. 
High pos1tive values for a construct indicate strong pressures within the 
person to constrain the current evaluative connotation that it has for him. 
Negative values indicate an excess of evaluat1ve incompatibilities over 
compatibilities, hence possible pressures on the person to re-assess its 
evaluat1ve sign1ficance to h1m. Very large negat1ve values, however, may 
indicate that, e1ther he operates a "dual standard" in which he apnroves of 
some behav1our in h1mself ŸUÙȘUĚhe decries in others, or the evaluative 
TÙÜŤŪVŸŬŪĚof the construct has been Lncorrectly assigned ow1ng to errors in 
the emp1rical procedures. Values in the reg1on of zero represent a s1tuation 
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in which the ŤẂŠŨẀŠWŸẂŤĚdimension of his construct is not securely 
aligned with UŸVĚoverall assessments of the entities of his social 
world. In evaluative terms he uses such a construct inconsistently 
(though how he uses it to denote characteristics in others may well 
be ŮŤŲȘŤŮWŸẂŤĚand accurate). It is therefore a candidate for his 
re-assessment of its ŤẂŠŨẀŠWŸẂŤĚconnotations, that is, for a change 
in one of his value dimensions. 
3.9 ŐŮŨŸWWÙŪŦĚ in ȘȘŪVWŲŸŠŨĚ of ŤŪWŸJŸŤVĚ
In considering a person's conscrual of entities, occasions arise when 
his construal of a certain ŤŪWŸWXĚmay be subdivided into component facets. 
for example, a person's construals of French and English people are likely 
to encompass separate construals of the men and women of both nationalities. 
Or a ŊŠÜĻŸȘŠŪĚ adolescent cay construe himself as others see him ('me as 
others see me') in general WŤŸVHĚbut differentlate this aspect of his 
self-concept into ȘŬŪWŲŠVWŸŪŦĚconstruals of himself as blacks see him 
('me as blacks see me') and as whites see him ('me as whites see me'.) 
In these examples, the ŸŲŤĚdifferentiated construals may indicate an 
important splitting of the construal of the total. The person's construals 
of French and NŪŦŨŸVUĚwomen may be considerably more split off from one 
another than those oi French and English men, a ŮŬVVŸŞÙŨÙWXĚwhich would not 
be apparent from the ÖĦŸTŤŪȘŤĚof a lesser split beeween his overall 
construals of Frencn and English peoole. The Jamatcan youth's construal of 
himself as blacks see UŸÜĚmay be totally split off from that of himself 
as whites see him, yet ŸŬȘŸĚ these construals may be encompassed by his 
overall ccnstrJal of tne way others 1n general see htm. The 'split indices' 
are ŠŤVŸŦŪŤTĚ for the ŤGŸWŲWȘŠŨĚ exploration of such possibtlities. 
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In general, entities may be attributed positive and negative 
characteristics. The constructs used by the person in their construal 
may be the same, and the attributions, whether positive or negative, 
may also be the same, which would be a case of complete ȘŬŲŲŤVŸŬŪTŤŪȘŤĦĚ
He could also use the same constructs, but attribute polar opposite 
characteristics to the entities, demonstrating a total split in their 
construals. In addition, some of the constructs he uses could be 
different, indicating areas of no possible overlap. The extent of ' 
splitting will depend, therefore, not only on whether the person uses 
the same constructs to attribute ȘŬŪWŲŠVWŸŪŦĚcharacteristics, but also 
an the extent to which he uses different constructs. In either case, 
it is possible to consider the deficiency in overlap in the construals 
of both positive and negative ŠWWŲŸŞẀWÙŬŪVĚ in terms of the total number 
of positive and negative attributes jointly construed in the entities. 
The extent of splitting in a person's construal of two 
ŤŪWÙWŸŤVĚ is defined as the ratio of the deficiency in 
actual overlap possible between WUŤŸŲĚattributed 
characteristics to the total possible overlap, given 
the set of constructs he uses to construe them both. 
(Appendix A.2.6) 
The quantitative index for splitting in a person's construal of entities 
ranges from 0.00 to 1.00 max, that is, from no splitting, when he construes 
them ÙTŤŪWŸȘŠŨŨXHĚ to total splitting when there is nothing in common 
between his construals. Examples of the degree of splitting in a person's 
construal of ẂŠŲŸŬẀVĚentities are given in the two samples of computer 
print-out in Table 4.10 (self concept) and Table 4.11 (other entities). 
Section 4 of the manual, which follows shows how estimates of these 
indices may be directly and simply read from the ŮŲŸŪWĤŬẀWĚobtained when 
the computer program devised for this purpose is used. The mechanics of 
TŤŠŨŸŪŦĚwith the data from an individual in readiness for using the computer 
program and operational instructions are also given there. 
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APPENDIX 3 
tVEINREICH ON ISA COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
(see Chapter 5.4.2) 
APPENDIX A 
ALGEBRAIC TRANSLATial OF THE PSYOIOIDGICAL DEFINITIONS GIVEN IN 
SEcriON 3 AND CDMPt11'ATICt.JAL FURMULAE FOR CALCULATING EMPIRICAL 
ESTIMATES OF IIENTIT'l STRUcrURE PARAMETERS 
A. l. DATA: CaiVERSICN OF THE PERSCN' S CCNSTRUC'r RATING; TO 'SCORES' 
USED IN CDMPt11'ATICt-IS 
A.l.l. The data: examole of ŸŸŤĚ rating scale used to obtain a person's 
construal of ŤŪWÙWŸŤVĦĚ
An adequate sample of a person's bipolar constructs and a list of 
relevant individuals and groups of people may be elicited from 
him by any method (see Section 2). The person is then asked to 
systematically construe facets of UŸVĚself-concept and his VŬȘŸŠŨĚ
world ẀVŸŪŦĚeach of UŸVĚ constructs one at a ume. J\n example of 
the use of a centre-zero ŲŠWŸŦĚscale for this purpose is given here 
Al. 
(Exa'llple l). The two poles of the construct fights back - doesn't th::."'lk 
ŸWĚhelos are ŴŲŸWWŤŪĚat either end of the scale at the top of the 
ŲŠŸŪŦĚsheet. This reference scale is numbered w•th Lbe scale 
values ŴUŸȘUĚŸŪTÙȘŠWŤĚ the extent to which the one pole or the 
other ŠŮŮŨŸŤVĚ to the ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲĚentity being construed. No VẀŦŦŤVWŸŬŪĚ
is ŦŸẂŤŪĚȘŬŪȘŤÜŸŪŦĚthe evaluative connotation of ŸGŨŤĚ construct, and 
the construct could JUSt as well have been written ŴŸĚth 1 ts poles 
reversed. The scale ŸĚthe example is a ŪÙŪŤĤŮŬŸŪWĚone, but it 
could be seven, ȚŸĚve, or three ŮŬŸŪWVĚ long depending on the 
ŸVȘŲŸÜÙŪŠẀŬŪĚŸŪĚ ratings des•red. The reference scale labelled 
ŴŸWUĚ the construct ŸVĚpresented at the top slightly apart from the rest 
of the scales on the ŲŠWŸŪŦĚVUŤŤWHŠŰŸŪVWĚwh•ch are written the ŤŪWŸWJJĦŸVĚ r 
be construed. 
.. 
/OO 
EXAMPU: l. 
A nine-point centre-zero rat1.ng scale used to obta.J.n a person's 
construal of entl.ties. 
DIUDI 
dad 
sister 
friend 
NŪŦŸVUĚboys 
fights 
back 
west Indian g1.rls 
*me as I am now 
••me as I used 
to be. 
***me as I would 
lJ.ke to be 
Doesn' t think 
-4---3---2---1-0-1---2- --)- --4- l.t helps 
I 
0 
I 
-- -- -- -- ---- -- -- --0 
I 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --0 
I 
--------a---------
I 
------a-----
/ 
--------a---------
/ 
----o-------
I 
--------a---------
/ 
--------a---------
I 
A2 • 
app r::en ti ces 
---------- --------0 * current VŤŨȚĤÙÜŠŸŤĚ
** oast VŤŨȚĤWÜŠŸŤĚ
*** ideal self-ima2e 
etc. 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --0 
ihe person's construct ft£hts back- doesn't WŸWŪÛĚ tt helos is wr1tten 
LgaJ.nst the top reference scate, The ent1t1.es WŸŠWĚ ne construes are 
vr1tten alongs1de tne boav ot the scales on WŸŤĚ left hand s1de, Thev 
•ncluae the approprl.ate facets of ŸÍVĚ VŤŨȚĤÙÜŠŸŤĦĚ
ŸŠWŤĚ that the raw rat1ngs from a n1ne-pcint centre-zero scale are 
c.cnvertea to d1g1tS for co!!!puter process1n11: 1n accordance wtth the 
c.onve rs 1on s che!lle g1 ven tn Tab le 5. 3. (An ex a !"'D Le of tne resnonse 
ŸWWGŨÞĚ tnat ŲŤVẀŨŸVĚ free converstons of raw ratln£s of entitles Š£ŸÙŪVWĚ
c.onstructs LS g1.·1en tn the sample computer pr!nt-out 1n Table 4.l.lb). 
,. 
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The process of elJ.cJ.tJ.ng ÜŤŠŸẀŪŦȚẀŨĚ and relevant constructs from an 
indJ.vLdual is not always successful, nor is it possJ.ble for him 
to apply each of hJ.s constructs to every one of the entJ.ties he may 
be asked to construe. When thl.s is the case he has the clear 
opuon of using the mid-point zero category of the scale. A zero 
rat.ulg means 'no score' and is excluded from the calculations of 
identl.ty structure indices. 
A.l.2. Ego-ratJ.nos of constructs (aj) 
Another precuauon aga1.nst assUIIU.ng that all elicited 
constructs should receive the same status in computations 
consJ.Sts of asking the respondent to sort them into five 
categorJ.es corresponding to the1.r J.mportance to him. When 
t.>tis LS done they are ef:!:ectively ranked on a five point scale. 
The values obtaJ.ned are called the person's eoo-ratinos of his 
constructs. A value ŸĚ (ranked l to Sl desJ.qnates the ego-
J 
rating for the jth construct. Those regarded by him as 'the 
IDOSt l.mporta'"lt' receJ.ve the value 5, 'the least' the value l. 
If the person's ego-raungs are not obtaJ.ned all his constructs 
are gJ.ven equal weight J.n computatJ.ons. (In the computer print-out, 
ego-ratlngs are given alongside the constructs as shown in the 
sample in Table 4.3.) 
AJ. 
10'2... 
A 4, 
A.l.3. Destmation of a persons •1alue svstem. 
The oolaritv of each of a person's constructs 1s determined by how 
he rates his ideal self-Lmage (Section 3.1.1). Those poles he uses 
to describe his ideal self-tmage are defined as positive (e.g. 
•tights back" is deftned as the posittve pole of the construct in 
Example 1) (Section 3 .1.2), The alternatlve poles are as'!wred to 
represent contra-values, namely, ones whtch contrast with his ideal 
self-image (e.g. "doesn't tntnk lt helos") (Sectton 3.1.3), On the 
few occastons when he does not apolv a construct to his ideal self-
image, prox1.es such as "a good friend" or "a bad person" are used to 
def1.ne tts polartty, As a total set, the polar1t1es of a person's 
constructs are assumed to deftne his pos1t1ve and contra value systems 
(see Sectton 3.1). Constructs whicn are ne1ther personal nor soc1al, 
and whtch are wtthout evaluatlve connotatlons, are excluded from this 
set. 
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A.l.4. Conversion of a oerson's basJ.c ratJ.ng scale data to 'scores' used J.n 
comcutations (S j). l., 
'nte rating a person gives to an entity on a centre-zero construct 
scale cannot be converted to a 'score' to be used in computatJ.ons, 
until the polarity of the construct is known. 
For any construct there are two possible polari ties, depend1ng on 
whether the ideal self-1mage (or proxy) is rated to the left or the 
r1ght of the zero-po1nt. When the 1deal self-image is rated to 
the left of zero (as it is l.n Example l), the polarity of the 
construct is defined as P = 1. In this case, the convers1on of a 
rating for an entity E i on the j t.'t cons cruet proceeds as follows: 
For oolar1ty P ,. l. 
I 
Construct scale J : 
4 3 2 1 0 l 2 3 4 
Scores (Si • j) 4 3 2 l 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 
For example, a person construes entl. ty E1 at point 3 to the right of the 
zero po1nt u.s1ng his jth construct. This rating becomes a score 
(S jl of -3. 1, 
The second polar1ty, defJ.ned as P • 2, arises when the ideal self-J.mage 
is rated to the ŸĚof the zero mJ.d-point. canvers1on of ratings to 
scores l.S tnen as follows: 
For polanty P = ::!. 
I 
Construct scale J : 
4 3 2 l 0 l 2 3 4 
Scores (S ) 
.L,J -4 -3 -2 -1 0 l 2 3 4 
In thJ.s lnstance, a person's rat1ng of an entl.ty at point 3 to the 
rl.qht of the :!.era poJ.nt Lecomes a positl.ve score of 3. (An exall!Dle of 3 
GȘŬŪŸ·ŤŲWŤTĚ respcnse matrix', WŠÛÙJÍŸĚ tnto account the polarit•1 of each 
construct, is g1ven tn Table ŸĦÍĦÎĦĚ The ?olar1t1es of the ȘŬŪVWŲẀȘŸVĚ 1il: 
be fcund tn ȘŸŤĚ saoole prlnt-out Ln Table 4.3). 
A. 2. I IENTITY STRUCTURE IN DI a:s 
t\.2.1. NŦŬĤŸĦŪẂŬŨẂŤŸŲŤŪWĚwith entl.tJ.es (Gl.l 
A person's eqo-1.nvolvement Wl.th another is defined as h1.s overall 
responsl. veness to the other J.n tenns of the extensiveness both in 
quant.l.ty and strenqt:h of the attnbutes he construes the other as 
possess1.ng (Section 3.6). 
'lhe extensl.veness of a person's response to another (E
1
l depends 
on the number of c:haracten.stics he attnbutes to the other, the 
ego-ratings ĜŸŊŨĚ of the constructs he uses (See Section ĻĦŨĦŸĞHĚ and 
the magnitude ŸŪŬŸĚ the s1.gn) of the scores (S •. ) on these 
l,J 
characterlstlCS (See Section A.l.4), 1.e. 
Extensiveness of a 
person's response to Ei: a 
l. = 
Z:ll 
J J 
People's response patte%ns to the rat1.ng scales can vary a lot. Some 
use a narrow range of scale points, wh1.lst others use the whole range. 
An adjustment l.S made sa that 1.t becomes pass1.ble to make comparl.sons 
A6. 
Ill 
across l.nd1Vl.duals on t.h1.s measure. This l.s clone by findl.ng the maxl.mum 
value (max a) for the extensiveness of response to any entity, whl.c:h 
proVl.des an est1.mate of the person's most extreme involvement. Ris 
GŤŦŬĤÍĦŪẂŬŨŸÜŤŪWGĚ wl.th eac:n entl.ty l.S then defined relatively to the 
max1.mum 1..e. 
Ego- 1.nvol vemen t 
WJ.t.h entl.ty E 
l. 
a 
l 
max u 
ŴŨ•ŸŲŤĚ al. is g1.ven by expression (l). The value of 5 1.n express1.on (2) 
(2) 
is ŠŲŞŸWŲŠŲȚĦĚ It 1.s inserted for conven1.ence should one wish to compare 
a person's ŤŰŬĤÒŪGŊŠŨẂŤŸŲŤŪWJVĚWl.th entl.ttes w1.th h1.s dl.rect rat:1.ngs of thel.r 
llllportance to h1.m on a f1ve-po1.nt scale. (See Table 4.2 for the 
WŠŞẀŨŠWJŸŬŪĚ of Gin the sample ȘȘŸŮẀWŤŸĚĹŸŸŪŤĤȘẀWĞĦĚ
lo5 
Ego-involvement is an 1.mportant we1.ghtwg factor 1.n the calculation of 
certaw 1.dentity structure indices. For example, 1.n estimating the 
overall extent of a person's 1.dent1.t:y diffusion, the ego-involvement 
vaua.ble is used to we1.ght the contr1.butions of his conflicts 1.n 
idenUfl.cat.lon w1.th each ent1.t:y to the total. 
" A.2.2. Evaluat1.on of another (R(E )). 
l. 
A person's evaluat1.on of another 1.s defined as his overall assessment 
A7. 
of the other in terms of the pos1.uve and negat1ve evaluative connotatl.ons 
of the attr1butes he construes in that other, in accordance w1th h1.s 
value system (Sectl.on 3.5). 
In general, the evaluat.l.on of any ent:l.ty Ei is given by the extent 
to wh1.c:h pos1tive and negat.l.ve characteristics are att=buted to it, 
Le. 
Evaluation of Entity E 1 
R(E ) a 
1 
(J) 
where, 1f t.'le ent.l.ty obta1ns a score sl.,j • O, then \lj • O, otherwise 
v a a (See Sections A.l.2 and A.l.4). This means WŸŠWĚ the oerson's 
J J 
evaluat1.on of another is based onlv on those constructs he uses to 
construe him. Irrelevant ranngs (zP.ro ,cores) do not contribute to the 
c:alculatl.on. 
The problem of 1.nd.LV1dual differences 1.n response style arises aga1n. 
Compensatl.on for these dl.fferences is necessary for comparisons across 
· ind.Lv1.duals and l.S achl.eved by 'normalizwg' evaluatl.ons agcunst the 
max1.mum value (max R), 1.rrespect1.ve of sl.gn, obta1.ned for the set of 
ent.lt1.es construea by the respondent, 1..e. 
'Normal1.zed' evaluatJ.on 
of enu ty El. (4) 
In pract1ce the maXJ.mum value, max R, l.S generally the person's ŤẂŠŨŸŸWŨŬŲĦĚ
of h.L:i 1deal self-1mage. The 1.ndex of 'normalized' evaluatJ.on may r;moe 
from -1.00 to ŸÍĦÌÌHĚ f=om a wholly unfavourable to a wholly favourable 
ŸẂŠŨẀĦŸWŊĦĦŬŪĦĚ
AB. 
A.2.3. Evaluat1on of ȘẀŲŲŤŪŸĚ !past) self < ftcE l and R<E l l 
c p 
A person's evaluation of h1s current (past) self l.S defined as his 
overall self-assessment 1n terms of the pos1tive and negative evaluat1ve 
connotations of the attrl.butes he construes as maJunq up his current 
(past) self-l.maqe, 1n accordance w1th h1s value system (Section J.Sl. 
'Norm.al1zed' evaluauon of 
current self-Lmaae 
1\ 
RIE ) 
c 
R(E ) 
c 
max R 
(5) 
where R(E l is given by expression (3) in which i • c, the current 
c 
self image. 
'Normal1zed' ŤẂŠŨẀŠWŸŬŪĚof 
past self-imaoe 
1\ 
R(E l p 
R(E ) 
-----l:_ 
maxR 
(6) 
where R(E l is ŦŸẂŤŪĚby expression (3) l.ll ŴUŸTŨĚ i • p, the past self-image. p 
A.2.4. Self-esteem (S) 
A person's self-esteem 1s def1ned as h1.s overall self-assessment 
1.n evaluauve terms of the conun=ng relat1onsh1p between his 
past and current self-l.mages, in accordance w1th his value system 
(Secuon 3.5). 
A person's self-esteem 1S interpreted as a comb1.ned assessment of his 
evaluat1on of h1.s current and past self-images. It l.S defined here 
algebral.cally as the wel.ghted sum of his normalized evaluat1.ons of his 
1\ 1\ 
current self-l.mage, R(E l, and of h1.s past self-image, R(E l, 
c p 
i.e. 
Self-esteem s = 
G ŸĜNĚ ) + G ŸĜNĚ l 
c c 0 0 
G 
c 
+ G p 
(7) 
where G and G are hl.s ego-Lnvolvements in h1.s current and past self-imaaes 
c p 
respect1.vely. Refer to express1ons (5) and (6) for the calculation of 
hl.s normal1zed evaluauons and to express1.on (2) for the calculation of 
h1s ego-tnvolvernents. The self-esteem scale defined here ranges from 
-LOO to +1.00, Le. from negat1.ve self-evaluatl.on to positive. 
(See samole computer print-out Ln Table 4.6 for the tabulation of 
raw evaluations, 'normaltzed' evaluattons, and self-esteem.) 
cor 
A.2.5. ŸŨĦŒŠŨŤŪȘŤĚŸŠŴŠŲTVĚan entlty (AMB(Ell and OISS(Ell l 
A person's ŠÜŞŸẂŠŨŤŪȘŤĚ cowards an entity when evaluated on balance 
in pos.1t.1ve terms is def1.ned as the ratio of negatlve to P01ltlve 
attrLbutJ.ons, and, conversely, when ŪŤŸŠŸÙẂŤŨXĚevaluated as the 
ratJ.o of posit.1ve to negatLve attributes. 
A person's evaluatl.on of another, E , may often IIIASk anambJ.valent 
l 
construal of l1.ked and chslilc.ed characteristics. Both positive and 
negat1.ve scores (Si ,jl w1.ll then be included in the assessJDent of 
evaluat1.on (expression (3)). Ambivalence will be a function of the 
balance between the disliked and the liked. If the calculated 
ŸẂŠŨẀŠWŨĦŬŪĚof El. lS pos1.t1.ve, any negatJ.ve character1.stics, or scores, 
w1.ll have s1.gns J.ncorr.pat..lble Wlth t.hat positive evaluation. By 
compar1.ng the s1.gn of each product a s with the s1.gn of the 
l. l.,) 
evaluat.1on R(E l, alltavalence can be defJ.ned as a ratio of the 
l. 
incompat.ible (dissonant.) to the compatible (consonant) characteristics, 
J..e. 
Allinvalenoe towards ! (chssonant elements) i,j 
ŤŪWĦŊĦŸÍĚ E
1
: AMB (Ei) e 
= 
r (consonant elements)!. ,j 
j 
ra s j (l.nc:ompatl.ble Sl.gnS I j J l., 
!a Si j(compatJ.ble Sl.gns) j J , 
(8) 
If an evaluation R (E ) .. 0, then MlB (E. ) • 1 Sl.nce the dissonant l. l. 
and consonant. elements wLll be equally balanced. The 1.ndex for 
aai:u.valence ranges from 0.00 to LOO, from no ambJ.Valence to max1.mum. 
ŸÜŞÍĦẂŠŨŤŪȘŤĚ towards another may be of greater or less significance 
dependJ.ng on the person's ego-tnvolvement in that other. Combin1.ng 
ŸŸÍĦẂŠŨŤŪȘŤĚwl.th ego-tnvolvement results .1n a new varlable defined as 
• ŸŪWÒWXĚdl.ssonance'. 
ŸÒVVŬŪŠŪȘŤĚ cowards 
WĴJGĦĦŸËĦĚ:y :: t DISS (E ) -G. ĻŸĚ (E.) 
l l 1 
(0) 
A 10. 
Since "entJ.ty dl.ssonance" l.S the product of ego-1nvolvement Wl.th amb1valence, 
it lS also known as eao-antavalence. Its value ranges from 0.00 to 5.00 
ÜŸÜẀÜĦĚ (See Table 4.6 for the tabulatlan of amb1valences and ent1ty 
dissonances 1n the computer prlnt-out.) 
ĻĦÎĦĬĦŐŮŨŨWWÒŸŦĚ in construal of entl.ties (Ok,l} 
The extent of spl1tt1ng J.n a person's ȘŬŪŲĦŸŲẀŠŨĚof two entitles 1s 
def1ned as the ratio of the def1cJ.ency 1n actual overlap possible 
between theJ.r attrLbuted characterJ.stJ.cs to the total poss1ble 
overlap, g1wn the set of constructs he uses to construe them 
both (Secuon 3. 9 l. 
The index of split 1n a person's construal of two entitleS, Ek and'\, 
may be expressed algebraically as: 
Split 1n construal 
of Ek and E 1 
(El< u Ell - (Ek n E 1 l 
(Elt U El) 
(101 
ok,l may range free zero (no split) ea unttv (total split, or no ŬẂŤŸŨŠŸĚ
1.n a person's ȘŬŪVWŲŸŠŨĚ of the WŸŬĚŤŸWŨWŨŤVĞĦĚ Since it is of interest 
to ŸŬWŤĚ the extent of VŮŨÙȘŸÙŪŸĚÍŸĚ posit1ve and ŪŤŸŠWŊĦẂŤĚ attributtons, 
separate spllt 1ndices are calculated for positive and ŪŤŸŠWÙẂŤĚevaluations 
and the overall lndex is a ·ĦŬŸŤÙŦUȘŤTĚ S\llll of these. (See co!!!puter pnnt-out 
Tables 4.10 and 4.11 for tabulation of spl1t indices). 
A 2. 7. Structural oressures on constructs lstab1litv of the1r evaluative 
connotatl.ons) (J l 
] 
The structural flress1Jre on a person's construct 15 defined as the overall 
strength of the excess of ȘŬÜŮŠWŸŞÍŨŸWŸŤVĚover ŸŪȘŬÜŮŠWŨĦŞŸŨŨWŸŤVĚbetween 
the evaluatJ.Ve ȘŬŪŪŬWŠWŸŬŪVĚof attrJ.butJ.ons he makes to each ent1ty by 
way of the one construct and UŸVĚoverall evaluatJ.on of each ent1ty 
(Sec1!1on 3.8). 
For the )th construct ŸŪĚquest1on the set of ent1t1es construed are separated 
lnto two groups, those for ŴUŸȘŪĚ the1r overall evaluatlons R(E l have the same 
l 
s1gn as the construct scores s1 , J (consonant) and those for wh1ch they have 
dlfferent s1gns (dJ.ssonantl. The ŤŪWŨWŸŤVĚ 1n the consonant group are represented 
by NŨŸGĚ where ŸĚ 1s a summatJ.on var1able, and tne entitleS 1.n the dissonant group 
dre represented by Eq_• where t 1s another summat1.on variable. The total number 
of consonant ŤŪWŸWÍŤVĚ l.S put equal to A, and the total number of d1ssonant entit-
1t!S to u. 
The two 'Jroups of entltles cons1st cf. 
Ell' E ÍŸGĚ NŸŊĚ . . ..... . . . . . . . . El 'consonant' group 
A 
Ell' Ell' E ŸĚ3 .. . . . . . . . . .. El 
.. 
'd1ssonant' group 
'l't'e struc"::.ural cressure aqa1nst. re-e•rall..atJ..c.n of the )th construct 1s def1ned 
alc;ebraJ.calL'/ as ŸŬŨŨȘ·HŬŸV·Ě
ŐWŲẀȘŸẀŲŠŨĚprpssure 
on con.:otruct J 
\1 
1: 
t 1 
A 11. 
<ll) 
whe:te the ȘŬŪWŲĦŨŞẀŸŊĦŬŪĚ to the summat.lon is weJ.ghted by the person's P.:Jo-
J.nvolvement wJ.th each entJ.ty. ŸŊĚwJ.ll be posJ.tive if·the construct .1n 
quest.1on l.S generally consonant wl.th respect to each entry in tum l. . .!. 
if the SJ.gn of the rat1.ng of eadl ent1.ty on that ȘȘŲŸVWŲẀȘWĚis generally 
compat.l.ble w.1th the sign of the overall evaluation of that entity. 
+ ). u 
The sums: r..- E G. s. and n.- I: G. s. 
l 1.. 1.. J 1. 
' 
ŸĚJ j t( t<;J 
< 1 £ - 1 
are termed 'positJ.ve' and 'negatlve' pressures respectively. 
For compansons across 1.ndiV1.duals, 1.n wnJ.ch compensation is made for 
A.2. 8. 
dl.fferent response styles, the express1.on for struccural pressures 
reqmres 'normal.1zat1.on'. This 1.s done as follows. For each construct 
the total magnitude of 'pressure', irre!lpective of sign, is calculated. 
The maximum value thus obtained proVides the comparison base for 
'norma1J.zation' as represented J.n the followJ.nq algebraJ.c definitl.or.: 
'Normal.1zed' structural 
pressure on construct j (12) 
Th.ls .1ndex has a range from 100.00 to -100.00 where a value of 
100.00 ŴŬŸŨTĚrepresent a case 1.n which the evaluative connotat1.on of 
the construct in quest1.on is consonant w1.th the person's overall 
evaluatl.on of each entity .1n tum.('Posltive, 'negative', and GŪŬŲĦJŸŠŨÙYÙËTGĚ
structural(pressures are given aga1.nst thepolarJ.tl.es of constructs in the 
c:omouter print-cut as tn Ta!Jle 4. 3.) c p 
Current oast 1 l. .=en t! fl. cat.1cn w1 th anct.he r or grouo ('¥ 
1 
and '¥ .l l 
The extent of .l person's current. 1dent.1.flcation WJ.';h another 1.s def1nec as 
:J.e <kgree or S.llltl.l.lrJ.ty between the qual.1t.1es he attributes to t."le o::!".er, 
ŬŸUŤWŨŨŤŲĚ 'good' or 'bad', and t."luse cf hJ.S current self-J.mage, {Sect.lon J.J). 
current J.dentlflcatl.on 
w.1 th en t.1 t"/ El. '!' 
c 
l. 
Ec 
+ (E 
c 
n E 
t 
E 
c 
+ NŸĚl n E 1 l {E n ( 1)) c 
_ ... 
... E JĦŸĚ
-"1 lD 
Al2. 
where E denotes the person's construal of h1s current self-image, and 
c 
+ E ,E denote the pos1t1ve and negat1ve attributed characteristics of the 
entl.tY • 
For ŸŠVWĚ icentificat1cn with Ei,subst1tute Ep (past VŤŨȚĤÙÜŠŸŤĞĚ for Ec in 
expression (13). 
Example 2 1ndicaces how ŸÙȘĚ is calculated 1n practice. For simplicity 
the number of constructs is lim1ted to s1x. Associated with the person's 
jth construct is his ego-ratl.ng of it,a. (see Sect1on A.l.2). His 'score' 
J 
for the cur,ent self-image, Ec' using the Jth construct is indicated by 
5 (see Secc1on A,l.4). Likewtse, 5 .. refers to the 'score' entity 
c,J L,J 
Ei obta1ns. :hese 'scores' may be positive, ŪŤŸŠWÙẂŤHĚ or zero depending 
on wnether n1s rat1ngs correspond to posit1ve or contra values, or 
1rrelevance (refer to Sectlon A.l,4, above), On a n1ne point rating scale 
these 'scores' oay range from -4 eo +4. However, in the calculatlon of 
ŸĚ .c the ego rat1ngs of the constructs only are used in the computations. 
1 
The ego ratlngs of all of the constructs which contribute 'scores' to a 
person's construal of h1s current self-image contribute to the denom1nator 
of express1on (13) above. The numerator depends on whether the signs of 
the 'scores' for Ec and E1 match. If they are both posit:ive in relation 
to a partlcular construct, the person construes his current self-ima2e 
and the ent1ty 10 quest1on as snar1ng the same pos1nve att:nbute. If thev 
are both negative they are construed as shar1ng the same negat1ve attribute. 
!n e1ther case, an overlap in attrlbutes, or a match in 'scores', arises 
ŸŬŸUĦŤŪŤẂŤŲĚ the1r product is pos1t1ve. 
Ill 
AlJ. 
Exa.aple 2 
A oerson • s current J.dentJ.fl.catl.on w1.th another. 
Construct j Ego- raunq of Cur:nmt self- Entl.tY Ei 1 Sign of product 
constructs (a J} 1.maqe <Eel 1 (Sc,jl. (Si ,j>: 
scores 
scores sc,j 
si,j 
cols. ( 3} and (4) 
(l) (2} ( 3) (4) (5) 
l (ll 3 (all 4 + (al} 
2 az -l (azl -3 + (az) 
3 aJ 0 4 0 
4 a'+ 2 (a'+) -l 
5 as 3 (a 5 l 0 0 
& a -4 (a6) -3 + (a6) 6 
The danollll.nacor of expression (13) depends on the attriklutes of the current 
VŤŨȚĤJŸĦÜŠŦŤĚ shown in column 3 and the nlllllt=.rator on the 'matches' in attnbutes 
1.ndicated by +' s in column 5. The values to be 1.nserted into expression (13) 
are the ego-ratl.ngs g1.ven 1.n brackets under columns 3 and 5, Le. 
+ + 
frcm colwrn 5: (Ec n Ei l • 11 1 
and(E: r. E1 ) • az + a 6 
from col Ul!ll 3 E+ + E .. (Cl} + a'+ + as> + Cllz + a 6 l, c c 
hence, 
Current identl.fl.catl.on 
w1.th entl.ty Ei ĜNẄŸŨŤĚ2)' c (Ill + a2 + a6l 
,.1 • (al + az + a'+ + as + a6J 
The value for t.'le person's past l.dentl.fl.catl.on w1.th another 1.s obtcuned 1.n exactly 
the same way, except that the 'scores' for the past self-image (E ) replace those p 
for C.'le current sel!-Lrnage. 
Ill. 
The r=qe of values far a person's current and past Ldentificat.ions ranqe from 
ŸŲŬĚto ẀŪŸWXHĚ that is, an ansence of, to complete ÙTŤŪWŸȚŸȘŠWŸŬŪĚŴŸWUHWUŤĚ
entity 1.n question. (Current and past 1.dentificatlons w1ll be found tabulated 
1.n sample computer print-outs 1n Tables 4.9.2 and 4.9.4.) 
.9. Ideallst:J.c-J.denUflcatlon with ŠŪŬWŸŤŲĚor grouP 
A 14. 
The extent of a person• s ideal1.stic idenn ficat:J.on 1o11.th another is defined as the 
ŐŨĦËMĦŨĦŨŠŲŸWXĚ between the quall.tJ.es he attnbutes to the other and those he would lJ..ke 
to possess as p4rt of tus ideal self-l.mage (Sect:J.on 3. Jl. 
Let ! represent the ŸTŤŠŨĚself-J.mage attnbutes and E1 those of the other, then 
ŅTŤŠŨÙVWŸĚc Lden tifi ȘŠWŸĚon 
wLth encity E1 
f I 
L 
(14) 
where, 1.n practice the overlap between I and E 
1 
LS represented by the pos1.tive 
+ 
attr'-butes E1 , since the ideal self-l.ma!)e, I, is assUI!ed to be synonymous with 
ŸŤĚperson's ĴJŬVŨWJĦĦŨĦŒŸĚ_':'alue system (Le. the pos1t:J.ve poles of the construces). 
In example 2 ŤŪWŸWXĚE1 has two ŮŬVŨWŸẂŤĚattnbutes, corresponding to constructs 
l and 3. w1.th ego -raungs a1 and ŠŸŲŤVŮŤȘWŨẂŤŨXĦĚ The numerator of expressl.on Cl4l 
is therefore (a 1 + aJ l. The deno!D.l.nator is the sum of the ego-ratings of all 
s1.x constructs, i.e. 
ŅTŤŠŨŸVWŨĦȘĚÒTŤŪWŸȚŸȘŠWŨĦŬŪĚ
"i th entity El. 
f I 
l. 
The value for a person's idealistic ldentlfLCaL.un w1th another can range from 
zero to unity. (See sample prlnt-outs in Tables 4.9.2 and 4.9.4). 
-,13 
A2.10 Contra-identLftcatlon with another or erouo ĜŸŸĞĚ
1. 
The ŸẄWŤŪWĚof a person's contra-identification with another is defined 
as the S1m1.lar1ty between the qual1ties he attrl.butes to the other and 
those from which he would wish to dissoctate (Section 3.3). 
Let I represent the contra value system ĜWUŸĚpoles of the person's 
constructs contrary to those designating his ideal self-image) 1 then 
Contra-identification: 
Wl.th entity E. 
l 
ŸĚ I 
1. I nE. l 
I 
(15) 
I n E1 is represented by the negat1.ve attributes of Ei. In example 2 
these correspond to his constructs 2, 4 and 6, with ego-ratings a2, 
ŠŸĚ and a 6 • The negative poles of the s1x constructs represent his 
contra value system, hence 
-- ·conira-identlfication:-
with entlty E. (Example 2) 
1 
ĜŠŸĚ + ŠŸĦĚ + as) 
As Wl.th the other ident1ficat1on 1ndices, the value for a person's 
contra-ldentification with anocher can range from zero to unity. 
(See sample print-out in Tables 4.9.2 and 4.9.4.) 
Al.ll Identification conf11ct with ŠŪŬWŸŤŲĚor erouo ( K. ) 
l 
In terms of the person's current self-image the extent of his 
ident1ficat1on confl1ct Wlth another 1s defined as a 
multiplicative function of h1s current and contra-identifications 
wtth that other (Sectton 3.4). 
Algebraically, a person's conflict 1n identification with some other 
or wtth a group of people is defined as follows: 
Current conflict 1n 
tdentl!tcatlon w1th 
enttty E
1 
AlS. 
K: = ... r current 1acnt 1 f Lcat lon).(contra-l.dentltlcat 10n). 
l J. 1 
I ŸĤ
L 
where f c and ŸĦ ÍĚ are gtvcn by expresstons (13) and (15). 
1 L 
(16) 
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The square root of the product (i.e. the geometric mean) is taken so 
chat the index for 1dent1ficat1on conflict rema1ns a linear parameter. 
In example 2 the computational procedures for ŸĦȘĚ and t. 1 have already 
l l. 
been demonstrated. In order to obta1n an est1mate of the person's 
conflict 1n identlfication Wlth entity Ei the appropriate values are 
subatituted 1n ŤẄŸŲŤVVÙŬŪĚ (16). 
ldent1.fication conflict may range from zero to a maximum of 1.00. 
Note that moderate values of the 1dent1ficat1.on conflict index can 
occur under rather d1fferent circumstances as in Example 3. 
EXAMPLE 3 
Dlfferenc circunstances under ŸUÍȘUĚmoderate levels of identification 
conil1ct mav ar1se 
Conflict in 
1dentlfl.cat1.on 
with E. 
L 
(l) 0.45 
(::!) 0.43 
(J) 0.42 
current identification 
with E. 
l 
0.46 
(fairly close) 
0.95 
(ve-ry close) 
0.20 
(to some extent) 
contra-identiflcation 
Wlth E. 
L 
0.44 
(fairly high) 
0.20 
(low but distinct) 
0.89 
(strong) 
The extent of the person's ident1ficat1on conflict in the three cases 
1s ŨŪWŸŲŮŲŤWŤTĚ as follows: (1) the person perce1ves the other 
as snaring nearly half of the attrlbutes of his current self-image, 
when he would SLmultaneously w1sh to dissoclate from almost half of 
the character1stics of the other; (2) he closely identifies with the 
other, who however possesses some characterlStLCS from wh1ch he would 
wtsh to TŨVŸŬȘŨŠWŸĚ (thlS may be an analogue eo the anragontsm that 
often ȘUŠŲŠȘWŸŲŸYŤVĚ relationshLps betYeen those who belleve Ln 
largely common auns); (3) the person flnds that he shares certain 
A 1&. 
characten.stics with someone he very much dislikes. (Sae sample 
computer print-outs in Tables 4.9.2 and 4.9.4.) 
A2.12 Overall identity diffusion (6 ) 
c 
The degree of a person's identity diffusion is defined as the 
overall dtsperstonof and magnitude of his ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚconflicts 
with ŬWŸŤŲVĚ (Section 3.4). 
Ustng the ego-involvement vartable, G. (refer to ŐŤȘWŸŬŪĚA.Z.l), as a 
l 
wetghttng ȚŠȘWŸŲĚ for each entity, the overall extent of identity TŸȚȚẀVWŬŪĚ
in relation to a person's current self-image ts cefined algebraically as: 
Overall current identity 
dtffuston l:G.K7 4c •!........!..... 
ŸŇWĚ
l 
(17) 
where OŸĚŸVĚ the person's current conflict in tdenttftcatton with enttty Ei 
(see expresston (16)) and G is given by expresston (2). Overall identtty 
1 
dtffusion with raspect to the person's past self-image may be estimated in 
analogous fasnton by substttuting for past identtfications in expresstons 
(16) and (17). The index for identtty diffusion may range from zero to a 
maxtmum of 1.00. 
A further variable may be taken into account when weighting the 
contrtbutton of a person's conflicts in identification to his overall 
identity diffusion. In certain rather ÖŸWŲŤÜŤĚcases a person may 
construe his self-image as split off from his construal of others, 
ŸÙŨVWĚat the same time idealiztng them. The term 'remote tdealtzatton' 
is used to refer to this kind of situation, i.e. 
Remote idealizatton of entity 
E. tn relatton to a person's : 
ȘŸŲŲŤŪWĚ self-image (
split between 
current self-image 
and entlty Ei 
0 . 
c,l. 
) ( 
idealistl.c- ) 
identific.>tion 
Wlth E. 
1 
(18) 
ŸŞŤŲŤĚ0 and r. 1 are gtven by expresstons (10) and (14). 
c ,l l 
"'11' 
Tlte greater a person's 'remote 1dealizar1on 1 of another in relatlon 
to his current self-Lmage, the larger will be the value expressed 
by expression (18) - wh1ch has a range ȚŲŬŸĚzero to un1ty. The 
follow1ng var1able is def1ned so that the more the 'remote 
idealization' the smaller will be its value, i.e. 
c. {l _(remote idealization of entity E )l 
zi in relation to current VŤŨȚĤÙÜŠŸŤĚ
• < 1- e . • f.r) 
c' l l 
(19) 
As a person's 'remote idealization' of another approaches unitYr the 
var1able z.c approaches zero. 
l 
ŸŤŪĚth1s var1able is introduced as an ŸTTÍWÍŬŪŠŨĚwe1ghting factor, 
the overall extent of identity diffuslon in relatlon to the person's 
current self-image is given by (c.f. express1on (17)): 
Overall current identlty 
d1ffus1on (weLghted) 
rG.z.c 
i 1 l 
(20) 
The effect of the factor z.c is generally small and can therefore be 
l 
om1tted. But in exceptional cases, when a person 'remotely iaeal1zes' 
VŤẂŸÒŠŨĚothers, the effect of th1s factor w1ll be to reduce the 
contribution of the remotely ÙTŤŠŨÍYŸTĚothers to the overall identity 
diffus1on index. This means that somewhat greater weight will be given 
A 18. 
to the person's conflicted 1dent1ficat1ons with others who are not remotely 
idealized. (Identlty diffusion ind1ces in relation to the person's 
current and past VŤŨȚĤÒŸŠŦŤVĚ are tabulated in the computer prlnt-out 
ŸĚÍŸĚTables 4.9.1 dnd 4.9.2 ŲŤVŮŤȘŸŨẂŤŨXĦĞĚ
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APPENDIX 4 
BOISSEVAIN ON NETWORK CONCEPTS 
The ŸŪWŤŪWÙŬŪĚhad been to reproduce Chapter 2, 'Networks: 
Interaction and Structure' from Boissevain, J. (1974) Friends 
of Friends. Unfortunately this has not been possible, for 
copyright reasons. 
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APPENDIX 5 
SETTINGS WHICH WILL BE EXCLUDED 
FROM THE FOUR DOMAINS 
(see Chapter 6.3.1) 
I shall not try to assign the following settings to any of the 
four doma1ns (home, adult commun1ty, peer-group recreation and 
school) : 
'on the phone' (g); 'at friends' parties' (j); 'going 
shopp1ng' ( 1) ; 'staying 1n another town in Br1ta1n' (m); 
'in another country' (n); 'on daytrips and outings (not 
from school)' (s); 'at Videohire' (y) ; 'at parties' (in 
certain circumstances- see below). 
It seems fru1tless to try to classify 'on the phone', since 
by nature the telephone is communication across sett1ngs and 
therefore often across domains. Informants talk to school mates, 
recreation associates, k1nsmen and 1mmediate family on the phone, 
1n the ne1ghbourhood, in other towns and overseas. The domain 
into which it might best fit would be the home, but since inter-
locutors on the phone neither really interact with, nor observe 
or are observed by members of the other's household, it would 
seem rather stra1ned to say on the bas1s of telephone conver-
sations, that two interlocutors eo-participated 1n the home 
doma1n, that they were prepared to introduce/expose each other 
to the value systems operating in the1r homes. 
'At fr1ends' part1es' and 'at parties' are partly a casualty 
of my changing the wording 1n the course of field-work. On the 
bas1s of my p1lot run, I started out with just 'at parties', 
hop1ng to el1cit informat1on on family and adult parties. In 
contrast to my informants 1n the p1lot who had all arr1ved 1n 
England w1thin the last three years, it soon became clear that 
my Bedford 1nformants also attended k1ds' parties, and thus I was 
? 
1n danger of confounding peer-recreational· with home and com-
munity affa1rs. Even so, the new wording 'fr1ends' parties', is 
not as clear as it could be: are they fam1ly fr1ends or kids' 
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friends? So the wording makes 1t rather a messy category. In 
addition, kids' parties are on the whole not sufficiently 
1 frequent to merit inclus1on in my network indices (in which 
frequency of interaction w1ll be an element), and finally, which 
domain would they fit in anyway? Do they belong in the peer-
group or home domains? 
'Parties' then is a tricky label, but its value to doma1n 
analysis can however be partly salvaged, (a) if it is mentioned 
in connection with adult kin (which implies that it is a family 
(and adult commun1ty) party, not a kids' one), and (b) if 1t 
is mentioned 1n relation to eo-ethnic non-kin who are seen in 
at least one other adult commun1ty setting (in this latter case, 
eo-participation at parties can then be used as Ÿ£ŮŨŤŸŤŸWŠŲXĚ
evidence of eo-participation in the adult community, and a 
social contact can thus qual1fy under the 'two-setting criterion' 
outlined in section 7.3). 
'Going shopp1ng' can be w1th either immediate family, kins-
men or friends, and it is hard to see how it automatically en-
tails eo-participation in the value-systems of either home, com-
munity or peer-group. In contrast, 'staying in another town in 
Br1tain' and see1ng people 'in another country' are probably 
very important experiences in either home or commun1ty domains, 
or both (see Helweg 1979:133; Thomson 1974:246; Anwar 1979), 
and if the dependent variables that I was 1nterested in vis-a-vis 
network analysis were only values or a sense of ethnic identity, 
for example, it would be very sensible to 1nclude both 1n an es-
timate of multiplexity. In contrast however, the dependent 
variable I am concerned with is vernacular English language 
usage - more specifically, degrees of conformity to local Bedford 
speech norms. Focusing on distant and non-local experiences 
could be a distraction from this. 
The penultimate s1tuation/setting to be excluded from con-
sideration in relat1on to domains is 'daytrips and outings (not 
from school)'. I originally 1ntended this as an indicator of the 
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extent to which an ŸŪTŸẂÙTẀŠŨĚactively ŮŠŲWÙȘŸŮŠWŤTĚin family 
life (Rampton (in press)), but this is in fact invalid for 
several reasons. Firstly, what of communal ȚŠÜŸŨXĚact2v2ty 
inside the home, such as video-watching - why exclude that and 
include out2ngs? Secondly, in the course of fieldwork it emerged 
that a number of the outings on which informants had been with 
ȚŠÜŸŨXĚand kin, had been ŬŲŦŠŪŸVŤTĚby the Youth Club, and thus 
the problem of whether to assign it to peer-recreation, fam2ly 
or adult community TŬÜŠŸŪVĚarises. And finally, as with visits 
to other towns (which could in fact overlap with TŠXWŲŸŮVĚand 
outings) and friends' parties, outings and daytrips are probably 
too infrequent to ÜŤŲŸWĚ2nclusion in a network ŸŪTŤẄĚof the type 
I am intending to construct ĜŸĦŤĦĚ one 2n ŴUŸȘUĚfrequency of 
ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪĚis an important component) . 
Finally, 'videohire' ŴŸŨŨĚbe excluded: this relates to 
just one informant and as a place of ŮŠŲWĤWŸÜŤĚemployment, it 
fits none of the four doma2ns. ĻTÜŸWWŤTŨXHĚ a number of other 
informants also do newspaper rounds from WŸÜŤĚ to time, but WUŸVĚ
does not, I think, merit the ȘŲŤŠWŸŬŪĚof a separate work TŬÜŠŸŪĚ -
delivering newspapers ŸVĚ a fairly solitary activity and so 2s 
rather per2pheral to discussion of interactional co-partic2-
pation. 
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NOTES 
1. Fi reports going to about five a year; Jp to only about 
two ever; Hp mentions three (yearly) hosts; Lp says only 
one a year; Tm three; Ue six; Ve five; We three. Un-
fortunately I do not have data on frequency for everyone, 
so I cannot include some and cut others out. 
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APPENDIX 6 
DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE EVIDENCE ON 
INTERSUBJECTIVE AGREEMENT WITHIN A SUBSAMPLE OF 
THE ISM DATA, AND OF SOME DATA-HANDLING PROCEDURES 
DESIGNED TO INCREASE RELIABILITY MORE GENERALLY 
(see Chapter 7.3) 
Since informants often reported doing things ŴŸWUĚone another on 
their ISM matrices, it is possible to cross-check a subsample of 
the final data 
(a) to indicate the extent to which there is or isn't agreement 
on who sees whom where; and 
(b) on the basis of this at least intersubject1vely ver1f1ed 
subsample, to devise general indices and measures of net-
work involvement that are fairly conservative in so far as 
they accurately correspond to/reflect results that have been 
intersubJectively validated. In this way, the scoring of 
network involvement can itself be organ1sed in such a way as 
to increase the l1kelihood of accurately reflecting be-
hav1oural reality. 
TableA.6.1 below shows for each informant the number of 
other informants mentioned on the1r ISM matr1x who reciprocally 
include that informant on their own ISM (i.e.: if John ment1ons 
Mary and Jim, and Jim and Mary both mention John on the1r matri-
ces, in column A, headed 'No. of rec1procating 1nformants', the 
figure by John's name would be 2. John might mention Sam and 
Malcolm, who are also informants, but if Sam and Malcolm didn't 
include John on their matrices, those two wouldn't be counted). 
Also in the table, in column B, is information on the total 
number of peers (defined as anyone over 5, under 20 and un-
marr1ed) 1n each ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWGVĚ ISM, together with a figure in 
brackets wh1ch shows the percentage of these peers who are 
GŅŐÓĤŲŤȘÙŮŲŬȘŠWŸŪŦGĚ informants (i.e. column A entr1es as a % of 
column B) . Column C ind1cates the total number of entities 
(adult and peers, collective and singular) presented to each 1n-
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TABLE A.6.1 FOR EACH INFORMANT THE NUMBER AND PROPORTION OF 
OTHER INFORMANTS GIVING RECIPROCAL INFORMATION 
ON THE ISM MATRICES 
Column A: Column B: Column C: 
No. of reci- Total No. of Total No. of 
Informant procating peers on ISM; entities on 
informants and ISM; and 
(A as % of B) (A as % of C) 
A 7 24 (29.2) 39 (17. 9) 
B 7 18 ( 38. 9) 39 (17. 9) 
c 8 22 (36.4) 35 (22.8) 
D 8 27 (29 .6) 40 (20.0) 
E 6 28 (21. 4) 40 (15 .0) 
F 3 31 (9.7) 42 (7 .1) 
G 4 34 (11.8) 42 (9.5) 
H 7 27 (25.9) 39 (17. 9) 
I 5 33 (15.1) 40 (12.5) 
J 8 33 (24.2) 41 (19.5) 
K 9 32 (28.1) 43 (20.9) 
L 10 29 (34.5) 41 (24 .4) 
M 6 35 (17.1) 43 (13.9) 
N 7 37 (18.9) 43 (16.3) 
0 9 34 (26.5) 42 (21 .4) 
p 9 25 (36.0) 40 (22.5) 
Q 5 25 (20.0) 41 (12.2) 
R 3 30 (10.0) 41 (7. 3) 
s 8 30 ( 26. 7) 42 (19.0) 
T 6 35 (17.1) 42 (14.3) 
u 4 32 (12.5) 43 (9.3) 
V 5 32 (15.6) 39 (12 .8) 
w 10 33 ( 30. 3) 44 (22. 7) 
Totals 23 154 686 941 
Total of A 
as % of 22.4 16.4 totals B 
and C 
Mean of %s 23.3 16.4 
( c1' ) (8. 6) (5 .1) 
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formant on ISM, together with the GŅŐÓĤŲŤȘÙŮŲŬȘŠWŸŪŦGĚ informants 
as a percentage of all the entities on an informant's matrix. 
The table shows that the subsample of informants, whose 
answers it is possible to cross-check with one another, is actu-
ally quite large - about 23% of all peers mentioned in ISM, and 
16% of everyone (adults and kids) mentioned ŸŪĚ ISM. 
PŸWUĚregard to ŸŮŲŬẂÙŪŦĚits representativeness, a larger 
sample is generally better than one that is smaller; also the 
sample should ȘŬÜŮŲŸVŤĚsubjects who are as similar as possible 
to the 'population' that one ŸVĚ trying to make estimates about. 
Both of these general points are arguments for focusing only on 
peer-group relations when WŲXŸŪŦĚto use this subsample as a 
basis for ŤVWÙÜŠWŸŪŦĚthe proximity of ISM reports to ŞŤUŠẂŸŬẀŲŠŨĚ
reality. 
In addition, focusing on network ŲŤŨŠWŸŬŪVĚŴŸWUÙŪĚthe peer-
group allows one to ŸŪWŤŲVẀŞÚŤȘWÙẂŤŨXĚverify more of the data 
(just under a quarter as opposed to around one sixth). In sum, 
in order to increase the amount of confidence that one may have 
about ISM reports ŲŤȚŨŤȘWŸŪŦĚbehavioural reality, a sensible 
eventual tactic ŸVĚ to focus on peer-groups rather than on social 
networks in WUŤŸŲĚentirety. 
Table A.6.2 begins the task of ȘŠŨȘẀŨŠWŸŪŦĚthe amount of 
ŸŪWŤŲĤÙŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWĚagreement and disagreement revealed in the ISM 
data. Along the horizontal axis are all the ÜŠŸŪĚsettings 
covered in ISM; down the ẂŤŲWŸȘŠŨĚaxis are the informants. 
Each cell sets out the number of ȘŬŪȚŸŲÜŤTĚstatements about the 
people each ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWĚencounters in each setting, and ŠŦŠŸŪVWĚ
this figure ŸVĚplaced the number of non-agreements, such as when 
when X says he saw Y in the club, and Y ȚŠŸŨVĚ to confirm this. 
From this, the proportion of agreements to non-agreements 
can be shown both ŴŸWUĚregard to each setting and each informant. 
This is shown both as a ŲŠWŸŬĚand as a percentage ÙŪTŸȘŠWÙŪŦĚhow 
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much agreement there is. The ratio for agreements to non-
agreements is 930:223, which is an overall agreement rate of 
80.6%. 
This rate can in fact be improved in two stages, wh1ch both 
draw on earlier discussion of domains. The first step relates 
to the decision not to allocate some settings to any of the four 
doma1ns (Chapter 6.3.1). It was decided for example to exclude 
'go1ng shopping', 'on the phone', 'on daytrips and outings'; as 
well as 'at friends' part1es'. In fact, three of these settings 
make a disproportionate contribution to lowering the agreement 
rate: for 'friends' parties' the agreement rate is 55%, for 
'daytr1ps and outings' it is 50% and for 'going shopping' it is 
37.5%. Table A.6.3 sets out how much informants agree and non-
agree with regard to the ISM settings, and asterisked are those 
settings which largely on various grounds, it had been decided 
to exclude. Removing all these asterisked sett1ngs from con-
sideration 1n fact improves the agreement rate for all of my 
informants, and this is shown in Table A.6.4. Both the mean 
percentage of agreements and the standard deviation improve as 
a result. 
So, in tidying the data so that we can move from d1scussion 
of eo-participation in settings (in ISM) to an analysis of eo-
participation in domains, and thence to an analysis of the multi-
plexity of network linkages, we also find that the level of 
inter-informant agreement goes up. 
The next step continues th1s, both taking us further towards 
doma1ns from sett1ngs, and increasing inter-1nformant agreement. 
It entails rephrasing the question to date 
'do X and Y agree that they meet in setting Z?' 
so that it 1nstead becomes 
'do X and Y agree that they meet in domain Z?' 
In asking this quest1on we find that though informants may not 
agree w1th one another with regard to one setting (e.g. the 
club), they may concur with regard to another (e.g. the park) 
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TABLE A. 6. 3 INTER- INFORMANT AGREEMENTS AND NON-AGREEMENTS 
BY SETI'INGS 
Ratio of agree-
Settings ments to non- % agreement 
agreements 
Another country 4:0 100 * 
Another town 8:0 100 * 
In my home 68:26 72.3 
Going into their 
house on my own 66:26 71.7 
or with ÛŸTVĚ
Visiting with 39:4 90.7 
adults 
Mosque, Church, 32:17 65.3 Gurdwara 
Classes outside 2:2 50 
school 
ÖŠŲWŸŤVĚ 20:6 76.9 * 
Fr.1.ends' part.1.es 33:27 55 * 
Fanuly parties 29:7 80.5 
and ŴŤTTŸŪŦVĚ
Cr.1.cket team 6:0 100 
Club 26:11 70.3 
Young Ind.1.ans 2:0 100 
Church Club 8:2 80 
Evening Club 34:11 75.5 
Junior Club 83:4 95.4 
ŐŴÙÜÜŸŪŦĚ 3:0 100 
Amusement Arcades 16:14 53.3 
ÒŸŞŲŠŲXĚ 8:4 66.6 
Other recreation 4:0 100 
Park, street etc. 147:2 98.6 
School: free- 130:4 97 t.1.me 
School: lessons 102:16 86.4 
MŠXWŲŸŮVĚand 
out.1.ngs 8:8 50 * 
Shopping 12:20 37.5 * 
Phone 40:12 76.9 * 
Total 930:223 
Mean % 78.8 
cf"'n 18.59 
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TABLE A.6.4 INTER-INFORMANT AGREEMENT RATES BY INFORMANT, 
BEFORE AND AFTER REMOVING SEVEN SETI'INGS 
FROM CONSIDERATION 
Agreement rate Agreement rate 
Informant before removing after removing the seven the seven 
settings settings 
A 86.3 91.7 
B 75.7 82.8 
c 85.2 90.2 
D 90.6 92.1 
E 84.4 88.4 
F 88.2 93.7 ( +1. 2 SO) 
G 84.6 88.0 
H 70.4 77.5 (-1. 3 SD) 
I 77.4 80.0 
J 85.7 91.5 
K 84.0 88.7 
L 78.3 84.4 
M 71.4 83.3 
N 70.6 80.0 
0 72.0 80.6 
p 77.3 79.7 
Q 56.2 66.6 (-2.9 SO) 
R 95.8 95.8 (+1.5 SO) 
s 81.5 86.9 
T 82.3 87.5 
u 78.6 81.5 
V 90.6 90.6 
w 88.2 92.3 
ŸĚ 80.7 85.8 
o-n 8.5 6.5 
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which belongs in the same TŬÜŠŸŪĦĚ Thus, while they may not 
agree with regard to every particular, ŸȚĚthey do with regard 
to some (at least one), they will be taken to be in broad agree-
ment that they do eo-participate in that domain (you may say we 
play poker together, ŴUŸȘUĚI may deny. But if we both say we 
play each other at rummy, this is ŸŪWŤŲVẀŞÚŤȘWÙẂŤĚŤẂŸTŤŪȘŤĚ that 
we eo-participate in cards). Non-agreement in ȘŤŲWŠŸŪĚdetails 
1 
can be overlooked at a more abstract level. 
Table A.6.5 sets out the proportion of agreement to dis-
2 
agreement with regard to TŬÜŠŸŪVĦĚ
The mean level of agreement across informants is now 90.42% 
ĜŸJĬĦĲÍĞHĚwhich is clearly an improvement on the level of agree-
ment evident in the data on first examination: 80.7 ĜŸJĮĦĮĞĚ
(see Table A.6.4). It is however noticeable that the 
level of ŸŪWŤŲĤŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWĚagreement is much higher with regard to 
peer-group and school domains than it is for home and the adult 
community, and it must be admitted that by the criterion of 
intersubjective agreement, there ŸVĚ less basis in connection 
with home and adult community for supposing that our final net-
work scores will not merely replicate the psychological orienta-
tion covered in ISA (though some ways of compensating for this 
ŴŸŨŨĚbe ŬẀWŨŸŪŤTĚsoon) . 
The next task must be to show how these steps to improve the 
ŲŤŨÙŠŞÙŨŸWXĚof ISM-derived network measures can be carried out 
with regard to ISM responses which cannot be intersubjectively 
checked. How far can the same degree of reliability be ensured 
with regard to ISM responses concerned with the remaining 532 
peer- and 256 adult-related entities that cannot be cross-
checked? The first step of removing seven settings from con-
VÙTŤŲŠWŸŬŪĚin terms of TŬÜŠŸŪĚcan be enacted quite VŸÜŮŨXĦĚ The 
second stage is however more TŸȚȚÙȘẀŨWĦĚ With the verifiable sub-
sample data, this stage entailed ȘŬŨŨŤȘWŸŪŦĚseveral settings ŸŪWŬĚ
one domain, ŴUŸȘUĚmeant that though there were often some 
settings ȘŬŪWŠÙŪŸŪŦĚnon-agreements, other VŤWWŸŪŦVĚdid contain 
TABLE A.6.5 THE PROPORTIONS OF PEOPLE AGREEING AND NON-AGREEING WITH EACH INFORMANT 
THAT THEY CO-PARTICIPATE IN EACH DOMAIN 
No. of other' Adult Peer-group Proportion of 
Informant I informants Home Community recreation School agreements to % of agree-
on ISM non-agreements ments per 
in all four informant 
domains 
A 7 4:3 3:0 7:0 4:0 11 18:3 I 85.7 
B 7 5:2 4:0 7:0 5:1 21:3 87.5 
c 8 4:1 3:0 7:0 6:1 20:2 90.9 
D I 8 6:0 5:0 8:0 6:0 25:0 100 
E I 6 11 5:1 4:0 6:0 3:2 18:3 85.7 
--.1 
F I 3 1:0 1:0 3:0 3:0 8:0 100 
w 
..... 
G 4 3:0 2:0 4:0 3:0 12:0 100 
H 7 2:1 1:2 7:0 7:0 17:3 85.0 
I 5 2:2 2:1 5:0 5:0 14:3 82.3 
J 8 2:2 3:0 8:0 8:0 21:2 91.3 
K 9 6: 1 4:0 9:0 8:0 27:1 96.4 
L 10 4:1 6:2 10:0 9:0 29:3 90.6 
M 6 2:1 1:2 5:0 5:0 13:3 81.2 
N 7 4:1 3:1 7:0 5:0 19:2 90.5 
(contd) 
TABLE A.6.5 (contd) 
No. of other Adult Informant informants Home 
on ISM Community 
0 9 6:1 6:0 
p 9 6:2 3:1 
Q 5 2:2 0:3 
R 3 1: 1 1:0 
s 8 2:1 1:0 
T 6 3:2 2:0 
u 4 1: 1 1:0 
V 5 2:0 1: 1 
w 10 8:0 0:0 
Totals 154 81:26 57:13 
Percentage of agreements 75.7% 81.4% per doma1.n 
- ---
Peer-group School 
recreation 
9:0 6:0 
9:0 7:0 
5:0 5:0 
3:0 3:0 
8:0 8:0 
6:0 5:0 
4:0 4:0 
5:0 5:0 
10:0 10:0 
152:0 130:4 
100% 97.0% 
-
--
Proportion of 
agreements to 
non-agreements 
in all four 
domains 
27:1 
25:3 
12:5 
8:1 
19:1 
16:2 
10:1 
13: 1 
28:0 
420:43 
90.7% 
- - ---
% of agree-
ments per 
informant 
96.4 
89.3 
70.6 
88.8 
95.0 
88.8 
90.9 
92.8 
100 
L______ -
-------
-...] 
w 
1\.} 
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intersubjectively verified ȘŬĤŮŠŲWŸȘÙŮŠWÙŬŪĚand on that basis, 
the amount of overall agreement about (domain) eo-participation 
improved. The benefit derived from informants having several 
opportunities to express their eo-participation in a domain: 
they did make idiosyncratic statements with regard to some 
settings, but ŸŪĚthe light of agreements in others, these could 
be overlooked. 
What this suggests for the non-verifiable majority of ISM 
responses is that before we accept statements about eo-partici-
pation, we should perhaps sometimes require informants to say 
that they see X in at least two of the settings allocated to a 
domain. On the basis of the subsample, we know that some 
settings produce more consistent responses than others, and for 
settings ŴŸWUĚregard to which there is generally a high degree 
of agreement (such as the park, or school in free-time), one 
response may be adequate as evidence. It would not be ŴŸVŤĚto 
consider only these highly reliable settings, since there may 
be important members of an informant's network whose recreational 
interests for example are rather specialised, so that maybe they 
avoid messing around ŸŪĚ the park and only go swimming and fishing. 
However, with a less reliable setting it may be sensible to in-
sist that it should only be counted as evidence of ȘŬĤŮŠŲWŸȘŸ­
pation in a domain in tandem with another. 
Looking back at Table A.6.2 and A.6.3, it emerges within 
the home domain, both settings produce ŰẀŸWŤĚa lot of non-agree-
ment; apart from visiting with adults, all the settings within 
the adult community domain are also characterised by a fair 
degree of non-agreement. For convenience these are set out 
overleaf. 
Ratio of Overall ŲŠWŸŬĚof Overall % 
Domain Setting agree to % Agreement agree to non-agree agreement 
non-agree for TŬÜŠŸŪJĚ calcu- for domain 
lated with refer-
ence to setting 
In my home 68:26 72 .3'!. 
J 
Home I In their home 134:52 72.0% 
on my own 66:26 71.7% 
etc. 
-Visiting with 
adults 39:4 90.7% 
Adult I Mosques etc. 32:17 65.3% Community I 102:30 77.3% -.) w Classes 2:2 50.0% ,j:>, 
Family ŮŠŲWŸŤVĚ 29:7 80.5% 
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(a) What would be the effect if we were to insist on an in-
formant reporting that he encountered X in two settings within 
each of these domains before we accepted that he really eo-
participated in that domain? How different would the emerging 
picture be from the one that would be produced if 
(b) we did not insist on thLs double criterion, and simply ac-
cepted domain eo-participation on the basis of single-setting 
encounters? How would both of these compare with behavioural 
reality? 
It is useful to try out both of these scoring possLbilities 
on the intersubjectively verified data, using intersubjectively 
verified encounters (as analysed after step two) as our yardstick 
of truth (or 'criterion measure'). 
Table A.6.6 takes the home domain and on the left hand side 
sets out in detail whom each Lnformant personally claims to see. 3 
These are subdLVLded under I and X, which indicates whether or 
not a partLcular claLm has been intersubjectively verified or 
not. On the right hand SLde (under (2)), is the way Ln which 
claims would appear if we were only to accept as 'true claims' 
those whLch reported seeing someone in two settings. These are 
also classified under I . Those which would not qualify are 
placed under X - these are references to encounters only within 
one setting. The final column in the table sets out the pro-
portion of agreement between 'intersubjective realLty' and 
'reality' as defined by our two-setting criterion. From thLs 
comparison it emerges that there is an 81% correspondence between 
intersubjectively verified reality and what our somewhat arbi-
trary criterion reveals. 
Table A.6.7 does the same thLng with regard to the adult 
communLty domain, and here the correspondence is lower: there is 
an agreement betwePn intersubjective reality and reality as de-
fined by the two setting criterion of only 72%. 
As a result, we cannot claLm that to use this criterion on 
TABLE A.6.6 WHO REPORTS ENCOUNTERING WHOM IN THE HOME DOMAIN - A COMPARISON OF THE PATTERNS AS INTER-
SUBJECTIVELY VERIFIED (=1), AND AS IDENTIFIED USING THE CRITERION THAT DOMAIN CO-PARTICIPATION 
ONLY REALLY OCCURS WHEN AN INFORMANT REPORTS SEEING SOMEONE IN TWO SETTINGS (=2) 
( 1 ) (2) 
'REALITY' AS INTERSUBJECTIVELY HOW PATTERNS OF CO-PARTICIPATION 
ATTESTED WOULD APPEAR IF TWO SETTING EN-
COUNTERS WERE OUR CRITERION 
.; X .; X 
Verified eo- Non-verified, Ver1fied eo- Non-verified, No. of agreements and Informant participat1on falsely claimed participation falsely cla1med non-agreements between 
eo-participation eo-participation ( 1 ) and (2) 
A b c d l i r h b c d i r h 1 6:1 
B a c d e p n q a c d e n p q 6: 1 
c a b d e a b d e 4:0 
D a b c e o p a b c e o p 6:0 
E b c d g p m b c d g p m 6:0 
F g g 1:0 
G e f k e f k 3:0 
H i w 1 w 1: 1 
I h w h w 0:2 
J k 0 1 k 1 0 2:1 
K g i j 1 p w t g i j p 1 t w 5:2 
L a km w a m w k 4:1 
(contd) 
-.J 
w 
0'1 
TABLE A.6.6 (contd) 
(1) 
'REALITY' AS INTERSUBJECTIVELY 
ATTESTED 
.; X 
Verified eo- Non-verified, Informant participation falsely claimed 
eo-participation 
M 1 q 
N 0 p q t 
0 d j n p t w 
p b d e k n o c q 
Q m n bp 
R s 
s r w 
T n o w s 
--
u V 0 
V u w 
w h i k 1 0 S t V 
(2) 
HOW PATTERNS OF CO-PARTICIPATION 
WOULD APPEAR IF TWO SETTING EN-
COUNTERS WERE OUR CRITERION 
.; X 
Verified eo- Non-verified, 
participation falsely claimed 
eo-participation 
1 q 
p t 0 q 
j n p t d w 
c d e k n o b q 
m bp n 
s 
r w 
n o w s 
V 0 
u w 
h 1 1 0 S t V k 
-
Total 
Overall correspondence 
No. of agreements and 
non-agreements between 
( 1 ) and (2) 
2:0 
2:2 
4:2 
6:2 
3:1 
1:0 
2:0 
4:0 
2:0 
1: 1 
7:1 
78:18 
81.25% 
-...) 
w 
-...) 
TABLE A.6.7 WHO REPORTS ENCOUNTERING WHOM IN THE ADULT COMMUNITY DOMAIN- A COMPARISON OF THE PATTERNS AS 
(1) INTERSUBJECTIVELY VERIFIED AND (2) AS IDENTIFIED USING THE CRITERION THAT DOMAIN CO-
PARTICIPATION ONLY REALLY OCCURS WHEN AN INFORMANT REPORTS SEEING SOMEONE IN TWO SETTINGS 
(1) (2) 
REALITY AS INTERSUBJECTIVELY PATTERNS OF CO-PARTICIPATION No. of agreements and 
ATTESTED ACCORDING TO A TWO SETTING non-agreements between 
CRITERION (1) and (2) 
I X I X 
A b c d b c d 3:0 
8 a c d e a c de 4:0 
c a b d ab d 3:0 
D a b c e p a b c e p 4:1 
E b c d g b g c d 2:2 
--
F g g 1:0 
G e f e f 2:0 
H 0 1 ŸĚ 1 i 0 2:1 
---- 1-
I k 1 k l 1: 1 
J k 1 0 k 0 1 2:1 
K i j 1 p i j p 1 4:0 
L i j k m o V h m ẂUĦËŚÙŸ£Ě 3:4 
M 1 p q 1 q p 2: 1 
------ - ---
N 0 p d q 0 p q d 3:1 
0 n p t h j 1 n p J 1 t h 4:2 
--
(contd) 
--.1 
w 
00 
TABLE A.6.7 (contd) 
(1) 
REALITY AS INTERSUBJECTIVELY 
ATTESTED 
.; X 
p k n o q 
Q 
R s 
s r 
T n o 
-
u V 
V u 
w 
(2) 
PATTERNS OF CO-PARTICIPATION 
ACCORDING TO A TWO SETTING 
CRITERION 
.; X 
k no q 
s 
r 
n o 
--
V 
u 
Total 
OVerall correspondence 
--
-----
--
No. of agreements and 
non-agreements between 
( 1) and (2) 
4:0 
1:0 
1:0 
0:2 
1: 1 
0:1 
47:18 
72.3% 
--
- - - - -
-...I 
w 
1.0 
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all the ISM data would produce a picture of domain eo-partici-
pation that corresponds closely to reality at least in so far 
as we have been able to establlsh this ln our subsample. 
Would the correspondence between 'reality' and all the ISM 
report data improve if we dlspensed with this two-settlng crl-
terion? How would it be lf we slmply accepted as true all as-
sertions that informants made? Again, we can easily try out 
this possibility on our subsample, again using intersubjective 
verificatlon as our yardstlck of reality. With regard to both 
Tables A.6.6 and A.6.7, this is quite simply calculated by 
taking (1) in each, and assumlng that no statements are regarded 
as false (i.e. that there are entrles only under the I column). 
For the home domaln, the correspondence between reality according 
to this 'every-statement-is-true' crlterlon and reality intersub-
jectively defined, lS 
82:14, 
or 85.4%. 
For the adult communlty domains, these flgures are 
57:8 
and 87.7%. 
We can set this out systematlcally: 
Home 
domain 
Adult eo m-
munity domaln 
CORRESPONDENCE OF ESTIMATES WITH 
INTERSUBJECTIVELY VERIFIED 
REALITY USING: 
One-setting Two-setting 
crlterlon criterion 
85.4% 81.2% 
87.7% 72.3% 
Beyond their respective 'accuracy' levels, there is however 
an important difference between the results produced by the two-
setting vs one-setting scorlng procedures, and this must in 
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general lead us to prefer the tougher two-setting measure. 
Although the ŬŪŤĤVŤWWŸŪŦĚmeasure comes closer to the 'truth', 
in fact it over-estimates the amount of eo-participation in 
each domain: used on the subsample it produces a picture of 
domain eo-participation with a greater number of people than 
is intersubjectively attested. In contrast, the two-setting 
measure under-estimates the number of interactional partners 
that an informant has in a given TŬÜŠŸŪĦĚ In view of the at-
tempt being made here to try and differentiate behavioural as-
sociation from psychological identification, it is probably 
best to opt for the two-setting measure, for the ȚŬŨŨŬŴŸŪŦĚ
reasons. 
Regardless of how we construct network indices, there LS 
unavoidably some lack of correspondence between reported and 
intersubjectively attested social ŠVVŬȘŸŠWŸŬŪVĦĚ There is clear-
ly a ȚŠŸŲĚdegree of space for idiosyncratic psychological per-
ȘŤŮWŸŬŪVĚto enter the ISM data. The question then arises: are 
informants really only reacting to the ISM matrix as a kind of 
ISA questionnaire merely recording whom they would like to see 
in particular domains rather than whom they really see? Do the 
ISM results with regard to adult community and home domains 
really only reflect patterns of psycho-social identification? 
Of course, it is well to remember that while in both there is 
intersubjective disagreement there is also 4/Ss and 3/4s agree-
ment as well - the results don't simply reflect an aggregation 
of idiosyncratic 'hallucinations'. Even so, a fair degree of 
unverified reporting is taking place (on the evidence of the 
subsample) and this cannot be eliminated. What we ÜŸŦUWĚdo 
however, is to take steps to counteract the way in which par-
ticular types of identification might be expected to bias re-
ports of interactional involvement, and here the ŠẂŠÙŨŠŞÙŨŸWXĚ
of a one-setting and an ŠŨWŤŲŪŠWŸẂŤĚtwo-setting measure for un-
checkable data becomes ŮŬWŤŪWŸŠŨŨXĚuseful. Thus, when consider-
ing idealistic ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚwith a particular ŤŪWŸWXHĚwe ÜŸŦUWĚ
expect an informant to exaggerate his social connectedness: by 
employing the two-setting measure which in effect treats ŸŪĤ
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formant reports with greater scept1cism, we could hope to com-
pensate against th1s. Knowing that informants are not completely 
reliable, we could try to prevent private unrealised aspiration 
from gett1ng mixed up w1th data on behaviour by using a tough 
measure wh1ch appears to underestimate the amount of 1nterac-
t1onal contact. The ensu1ng network index probably would not 
very accurately reflect what people actually do, but 1n its in-
accuracy at least it is unlikely to reflect assoc1ations which 
people asp1re to but don't have. In this way, we can hope that 
the network measures w1ll not merely replicate ISA. 
Ideally perhaps, when it came to cons1dering contra-
identification in relation to particular entities, then the one 
setting criterion could be used. Th1s is because in relat1on to 
aversion, we would normally expect the 1naccuracy 1n people's re-
ports about soc1al assoc1ation to be due to under-reporting: if 
informants did not g1ve completely truthful accounts, the desire 
to forget/conceal etc. might be logically expected as the ex-
planation. In this context, the mention of an assoc1ation in 
only one setting might be counted, and generally to avo1d repli-
cat1ng ISA and merely reflect1ng people's (avers1ve) desires 
rather than their deeds, 1f we had to accept a level of 1naccu-
racy 1n our network index, we should prefer this inaccuracy to 
be in the d1rection of an ŸĤŤVWÙÜŠWŤĚof a person's social in-
volvement with disliked entities. In practice however, switching 
between these two types of measure would simply get too compli-
cated, and since anyway, most of the ensuing, empirical dis-
cussion of ISA concerns idealistic and current identification, 
the two-setting measure will be used throughout (1n relation to 
less reliable sett1ngs and domains). 
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NOTES 
1. Note that the criterion for agreement is complete con-
currence with regard to at least one setting within a 
domain: it is not enough for X to say he meets Y at the 
club, and for Y to say he meets X in the park, and this 
would not be counted as agreement even though they are 
within the same recreat1ons domain. This latter course 
would I think, perhaps rest the business of empirical 
validation too heavily on the analyst's conceptual frame-
work (1.e. that park and club belong in the same doma1n). 
2. Table A.6.5 is constructed on a slightly different basis 
from Table A.6.2. Table A.6.2 showed the proportion of 
statements in agreement or non-agreement; Table A.6.5 
involves collating statements across sett1ngs within do-
mains, and it produces a figure for each informant which 
shows the number of people (1.e. other informants) agree-
ing (and not agreeing that they eo-participate in at least 
one of the sett1ngs designated as belonging to the doma1n 
1n question. 
3. The data here does not match up precisely with Table A.6.5, 
since Table A.6.5 also includes for each 1nformant the 
number of other people claiming to see them even though 
that informant makes no cla1m himself. Thus Table A.6.5 
records apparent omissions: Table A.6.6 here only covers 
assertions. 
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APPENDIX 7 
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE ELICITATION AND 
SELECTION OF ISA CONSTRUCTS AND ENTITIES 
(see Chapter 8.1,8.2) 
1. The Elic1tat1on of Personal Constructs 
The constructs eventually used in the ISA rating procedure were 
collected from four sources. Two of these were spec1fically de-
signed for construct elicitation. 
The f1rst of these occurred in the first half of the ap-
proximately seven to ten sessions I had with each informant -
it varied between be1ng the second and s1xth sess1ons, mostly 
being the third or fourth. This was an interview with me alone, 
which I 1ntroduced by saying that I wanted to ask them a b1t 
about themselves, the things they liked doing, what they wanted 
to do when they were older and the things they generally felt 
were important (I shall refer to 1t as the ISA Personal inter-
view). These 1nterv1ews lasted between 20 and 45 minutes, and 
the questions wh1ch I had it in mind to cover were as follows: 
ISA Personal 
About the future 
About the past 
About the present 
would you like to change when you're older? 
what kind of person would you like to be? 
is there anyone 1n part1cular who you'd 
like to be like? 
what were you like when you were little? 
have you changed? 
were there 1mportant things that happened 
to make you change? What? 
have you ever l1ved in any other towns? 
What was it like? How d1d 1t compare 
w1th Bedford? 
was there a t1me when you were happiest? 
what kinds of thing make you happy and 
unhappy now? 
Friends 
Relatives 
ŅÜÜŤTŸŠWŤĚ family: 
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how would you say home and school compared? 
Which do you like best? 
how does this school compare with other 
ones you've been to? 
how do you generally enjoy yourself now? 
who were your friends when you were little? 
(who are they now?) What kinds of things 
do you do together? 
would you say you're similar or different 
from your friends? In what ways? 
what about arguments with them, and breaking 
friends? 
are you similar or different from your 
relatives? Who? How? 
which are you most VÙÜŸŨŠŲĚto, your dad or 
your mum? In what ways? How would you 
TŤVȘŲŸŞŤĚ them? 
are you VŸÙŨŠŲĚor different from your 
brothers and VŸVWŤŲVĹĚ Which ones? How? 
This schedule was not rigidly adhered to, and not always followed 
in the same order. But generally one topic flowed on quite 
naturally from the one preceding. Informants varied in how ex-
pansive they were (Ci and Ve being least) and sometimes questions 
were VÛŸŮŮŤTĚ (e.g. where I already knew who their friends were). 
The question arises, were the constructs derived the most 
relevant ones to the respondent, or do they represent the more 
accessible superficial categories of surface self-presentation 
(Weinreich 1980:Bl)? The starting questions about the future 
were I think generally the least successful in this, and in-
formants generally replied with information on JObs and celebri-
ties. However, the ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪVĚabout the past radically changed 
the tone to a more personal one - in particular the question 
'what were you like when you were little?' had WUŸVĚeffect. 
Normally interviews ȘŬŪWŸŪẀŤTĚafter that in a similar ẂŤŸŪĚand 
in my own VẀŞÚŤȘWŸẂŤĚview, were very ŸŪWŤŲŤVWÙŪŦHĚ often enter-
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taining and I think enhancing of the ŲŤVŤŠŲȘUŤŲĤŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWĚre-
lationship. 
Within personal construct psychology, the ŤŨŸȘŸWŠWŸŬŪĚof 
constructs often entails GWŲÙŠTŸȘĚsorts', ŸŪĚwhich the re-
searcher asks informants to comment on ŤŪWŸWÙŤVĚpresented to 
them in threes, the first two ŞŤŸŪŦĚdesigned to ŤŨŸȘŸWĚa 
judgment or TŤVȘŲŸŮWÙŬŪĚof VŸŸŨŠŲÙWXHĚ and the third being used 
to cue ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚabout difference (A and B are VŸÜÙŨŠŲĚin re-
spect of x, B and C are VŸÙŨŠŲĚin respect of y and therefore 
C and A are TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWĚŴŸWUĚregard tow). In this way, the con-
trast pole of a construct can be ascertained, ŸWĚŞŤŸŪŦĚŠẄŸŬÜŠWÙȘĚ
within the theory that constructs have two poles. 
This method ŸVĚnot however always adhered to (and ȘŬÜŮŲŸVŤVĚ
several variants - Fransella and ŁŠŪŪŸVWŤŲĚ1977:Ch.l; Salmon 
1976) and in fact, following Weinreich who comments on the ŠŲWŸ­
ȚÙȘÙŠŨŸWXĚof the 'triadic sort', the semi-structured ŸŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĚ
was preferred. As can be seen from its agenda, ŸWĚwas ŬŲŦŠŪŸVŤTĚ
around the ŮŲŸŪȘŸŮŨŤVĚof comparison and contrast: you ŸŪĚ the 
future, you now and you ŸŪĚ the past, Bedford and other towns, 
happiness and ẀŪUŠŮŮŸŪŤVVHĚ you and your ȚŲŸŤŪTVHĚ you and your 
family and ŲŤŨŠWŸẂŤVĦĚ However, I cannot claim that I always 
managed to elicit from ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚ a clear statement of the con-
trast pole, and thus when it came to the ŲŠWŸŪŦĚbooklet, 
I often needed to supply them myself (see below p 15'2.-3 ) . 
This was maybe partly because I am myself not personally very 
enthusiastic about the ŞÙŮŬŨŠŲŸWXĚof constructs axiom, and partly 
because it requires a lot of skill to elicit two poles naturally. 
During this ŸŪWŤŲẂÙŤŴĚthe priority was upon ŤŨÙȘŸWŸŪŦĚfluent 
VŤŨȚĤŤẄŮŲŤVVŸŬŪĚand, given my competence ŸŪĚŠVȘŤŲWŠŸŪÙŪŦĚcontrast 
poles, these were not always clearly ŠVȘŤŲWŠŸŪŤTĦĚ
The same caveats apply to the data to emerge from the second 
source from which constructs were TŤŲŸẂŤTĦĚ Usually WUŸVĚwas an 
interview later on in my contact ŴŸWUĚeach informant (between the 
ȚŸȚWUĚand n1nth contact VŤVVŸŬŪVHĚ though ŴŸWUĚM and N it was the 
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first and second) and informants ŮŠŲWÙȘŸŮŠWŤTĚin this in pairs 
and occasionally ŸŪĚthrees (Ci,Mp,Ei; Bi,Np,Qp). They were 
always ŴŸWUĚvery good friends (and sometimes with much liked 
cousins) • Seven involved informants from a single ŤWUŪŸȘĚback-
ground, while five involved ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚof different ethnicities. 1 
The interview (called henceforth 'ISA Groups') was introduced in 
terms of my wanting to ȚŸŪTĚout what they thought about the com-
munity generally, and about life in Bedford. It lasted between 
half an hour to an hour. The agenda I had for this ĜŴUŸȘUĚagain 
was not rigidly adhered to) was as follows: 
!SA Groups 
Local styles 
NWUŪŸȘĚgroups 
Ethnic relations 
General local social 
values 
what are the local styles around the place 
(clothes, behaviour, ÜẀVŸȘĚetc.)? 
who has which styles? 
which do you and ŴUŸȘUĚdon't you like? 
do people who can speak different 
languages act differently? 
what are Bangladesh1, English, Indian, 
Italian, Pakistani and West ŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids 
like - how do they compare (e.g. English 
vs West Indian ÛŸTVĴĚ Pakistani vs ŅŪTŸŠŪĚ
kids etc.)? 
what about Bedford School and Bedford 
Modern (two posh local ŮŲŸẂŠWŤĚschools)? 
what about Jats, Chamars, Churdas, Bains 
etc. (caste)? 
how do they get on? 
any rac1alism? Name calling? National 
Front? 
what about shaming up? 
VŮŨŸWWÙŪŦĹĚ
respect? 
getting VŮŬŸŨWĹĚ
ŠȘWŸŪŦĚhard? 
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In the current ȘŨŸÜŠWŤĚof ŲŠȘŤĤŲŤŨŠWŸŬŪVĚin Britain, ŸWĚ ŸVĚ
not always easy to talk about ethnicity but this format generally 
produced fluent TŸVȘẀVVÙŬŪĚand never any animosity, though I felt 
some awkwardness particularly ŸŪĚ two (with Ue and Ve, and Rw and 
Sw). Not all the WŬŮŸȘVĚwere introduced (for example, the 
ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪVĚabout caste were left out with ŪŬŪĤĻVŸŠŪĚŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĞĴĚ
as with the ISA Personal ŸŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴHĚ ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚdiffered in what 
they talked about most; and questions about ethnic groups were 
introduced so that informants were asked about WUŤŸŲĚown last. 
The first two topics - styles and ŤWUŪŸȘĚgroups - were organised 
in such a way as to elicit ȘŬÜŮŠŲŸVŬŪVĚand contrasts ŸŪĚ ŨŸŪŤĚwith 
construct theory principles, but ŸWĚseemed inhibitory (and some-
times pedantic) to push this all the way, and in the ŸŪWŤŲŤVWVĚ
of open TŸVȘẀVVÙŬŪHĚ ȘŬŪVŸTŤŲŠWŸŬŪĚof ŤWUŪŸȘĚrelations was uncon-
strained by these (as were ẂŠŲXŸŪŦĚdegrees of the earlier TŸV­
cussion). When TŸVȘẀVVŸŪŦĚ local VŬȘŸŠŨĚvalues, the ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪĚof 
contrast poles was however sometimes fairly ŤẄŮŨŸȘÙWŨXĚaddressed. 
Apart from content, the ISA Groups ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĚŬŞẂŸŬẀVŨXĚdif-
fered from the Personal one ŸŪĚ involving more than JUSt one in-
formant, and this has several possible consequences. 
Firstly, some ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚtalked more than others. General-
ly I VWŸŨŨĚmanaged to obtain enough constructs for the rating 
procedure though ŸŪĚ two cases, I had a second session ŸŪĚŴUŸȘUĚI 
covered VÙÜŸŨŠŲĚground ĜWUŸVĚwas with C and E, and 0 - there were 
no signs at all of boredom or staleness). Secondly, some pair-
ings were ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚÜŸẄŤTĚwhile others were not: would WUŸVĚ
make a difference? My view ŸVĚ that ŸWĚwouldu't since anyway I 
am ŴUŸWŤHĚmost of my ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚare not and all of the ŸŪWŤŲẂÙŤŴVĚ
except one were therefore ȘŲŬVVĤŤWUŪŸȘĚanyway. The WUŸŲTĚissue 
again centres on the ŰẀŤVWŸŬŪĚof whether the constructs ŤŨÙȘŸWŤTĚ
are the most personally relevant ones to the ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWHĚor 
'represent the more accesslble VẀŮŤŲȚÙȘŸŠŨĚȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸŤVĚof self-
presentation'. Having a member of the peer-group present ŸVĚ
ŨŸÛŤŨXĚto have influenced informants to express concepts more in 
ŨŸŪŤĚwith the peer-group's shared ideology than might have hap-
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pened in single interviews: it is more likely that this produced 
collective stock constructs and perhaps in clinical psychological 
uses of ISA this would be unacceptable. In the present context 
however, it need not be unduly worrying: firstly, the focus is 
after all primarily on the peer-group domain in which people may 
well use fairly stock collective constructs in running their 
lives. Secondly, this is not the only source of constructs: it 
could form quite good balance with the single interview data. 
Thirdly, informants are not committed to the constructs they pro-
duce in the company of their friends - the rating procedure 
allows them reassess these ŮŲŸẂŠWŤŨXĦĚ Finally, who says the con-
structs elicited privately with me are any more penetrating - the 
presence of close friends m1ght well prevent me from being taken 
for a ride. 
The third source of constructs, which was not as extensively 
used as these f1rst two, were other interviews which I had w1th 
informants. On the protocols which I used to analyse interviews 
immediately after they had been completed, one heading was 
'Constructs' and this rem1nded me to look out for (and helped me 
record) salient constructs that emerged in the course of dis-
cussion about languages, local networks etc. 
The fourth source of constructs was people and sources other 
than the informant himself. My own lack of prof1ciency in Pun-
jab1 and of first hand experience in ethnically Afro-Caribbean, 
Asian and white ŴŬŲÛŸŪŦĤȘŨŠVVĚȘŬÜÜẀŪŸWÙŤVĚmeant that I did not 
try to systematically explore or to rntegrate key Punjabi, S1kh, 
Pakistani Muslim, Grenadan or Angle constructs into each in-
formant's rating booklet, though I did ask about these where they 
appeared to cross-cut local peer-group values and concerns with 
quite wide currency. To this extent I drew on secondary ethno-
graphic sources (e.g. Purewal 1976; Helweg 1979; Eglar 1960; 
also Imtiaz Chaudhri personal conmunicat1on): for example, how 
far did 'shaming up' in the peer-group intersect with the concept 
'beizti'; similarly, how did what some kids reported about re-
spect for adults connect ŴŸWUĚ 'khidmet'; and did 'getting spoilt' 
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as a peer-group concern connect with wider adult preoccupations 
(Anwar 1976:37,38). For other constructs, I drew on the ŴŬŲTŸŪŦĚ
of other informants, particularly where this tied in with my own 
specific research concern. Th1s was the case for example w1th 
'speaks normal NŪŦŨŸVUĤ don't know much English'. 
These then are the four sources from which constructs were 
ŤŨÙȘŸWŤTHĚ together with something of the manner of their elicita-
tion. All of the interviews were taped, and the task of identi-
fying constructs to be used in the ŲŠWŸŪŦĚprocedure represented 
a separate stage of analysis, to which we can now turn. 
2. The Selection of Constructs and Entit1es for Inclusion 
in the ISA Rat1ng Booklet 
In order to prepare a ŲŠWŸŪŦĚbooklet, one may e1ther use con-
structs supplied by the researcher ĜŸŪĚ line with UŤŲIUŸVĚ inter-
ests), or use 1nformants' own. I used a combination. 
I orig1nally ŸŪWŤŪTŤTĚto insert six constructs which par-
WŸȘẀŨŠŲĚÙŪTŸẂÍTẀŠŨVĚm1ght not themselves have ÜŤŪWŸŬŪŤTĚin the 
course of discuss1ons (though ult1mately some of these were re-
jected by some). Despite this, I knew that at least some 1n-
formants did use them, and these guided their ŴŬŲTŸŪŦĦĚ
The six constructs which I intended to supply were: 
1. 'speaks normal English' vs 'don't know much English' 
This related to my concern ŴŸWUĚthe VŬȘŸŬŨÙŪŦẀÍVWŸȘĚstatus 
of English as a second language (see Part Three) and WUŸVĚ
kind of wording had been used 1n the language ŠWWŸWẀTŤĚ
discuss1ons. 
2. 'got a lot of advantages' vs 'haven't got a lot of advantages' 
This was 1ntended to broach the issue of social equal1ty: 
its wording suited most informants well enough to be used 1n 
the rating procedure, though 5 out of 21 rejected the con-
struct as one meaningless to them. 
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3. 'follow their tradition' vs ' 
This was intended to ŤŨÙȘŸWĚperception of ethnic continuity/ 
ȘŬŪȚŬŲÜŸWXHĚ and I asked informants immediately prior to the 
rating procedure what the contrast pole should be. In-
formants proposed a number of wordings for this: 'don't 
believe in God and that' (1); 'don't follow their tra-
dition' (14); 'follow the English' (1); 'change' (2); 
'follow white people's WŲŠTÙWŸŬŪGĚ (1). In fact, with all 
of these supplied constructs, I used informants' own wording 
if this came close to what I intended (so here some people 
used 'customs' instead of 'tradition'). 
4. 'racialist' vs 'not ŲŠȘŸŠŨÙVWGIGȚŲÙŤŪTŨXGĚ
Informants varied in how the contrast pole was phrased. I 
thought this could be an important construct in their per-
ception of entities. 
5. Respect. This seemed likely to be an Lmportant construct 
on a reading of ethnographic texts, though the wordings 
eventually included in booklets varied a lot and indeed 
might not be easily analysed in view of thLs variety. 
6. 'similar to me' vs 'different from me' 
I supplied this in order to see how people's explicit per-
ceptions of their comparability might compare with the 
eventual computed indices on the matter. 
SometLmes (as implied above), informants themselves volunteered 
these constructs. When they did not my motives in supplying 
these six were to try and ensure some kind of cultural depth 
beyond what the LntervLews might have achieved (3,5) or to pro-
vide a basis for more systematic analysis of themes of interest 
to me (1,2,3,4). In the event, I have only used the first of 
these for this type of specific analysis (see Part Three) . 
These were six constructs: given the constraints of the 
time available for completing it and concentration spans, there 
was space in the booklet for up to fourteen more (each booklet 
eventually contained between fifteen and twenty constructs -
Weinreich recommends a working maximum of about twenty constructs 
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and twenty entities) . How was this remaining majority selected? 
I listened to each of the ISA interviews twice (there was 
no time to transcr1be all of them) and noted down the precise 
wording of everything that could later be used as a construct. 
In fact in general, this did not result in a huge surfeit since 
much of these interv1ews was often taken up with narrative and 
anecdote as opposed to the descript1on and evaluation from which 
useful constructs are most easily drawn. 
With a l1st constructed in this manner (ma1nly from both 
ISA interviews) , the next task was to select the most appropri-
ate, and in deciding appropriacy for the rating procedure, 
several factors had to be borne in mind (see Fransella and 
Bannister 1977:14 for a slightly str1cter sett1ng of criteria). 
Firstly, constructs needed to be potent1ally appl1cable to 
more than the particular person or group in relation to whom 1t 
had been or1ginally expressed (in Kell1an terms, constructs need 
to be 'permeable', and must not have too narrow 'a range of 
convenience'). 
Secondly, constructs should be relatively permanent, not 
just emerg1ng for the first time in the course of the ISA inter-
views. Of course, to a degree it is hard to tell whether someone 
has just created a new construct for themselves or not, but if 1t 
has occurred beforehand, or recurs with some frequency, this may 
be some clue that it has had or does have a more than completely 
ephemeral role 1n structuring perception. 
Another factor to recommend a construct is the clarity of 
its contrast pole: as I have earl1er admitted, I was not always 
successful in getting these expl1c1t and as a result I sometimes 
used constructs with the contrast pole merely represented by a 
negative (e.g. 'explicit' vs 'not explicit'). Alternatively, on 
occasions I left the contrast pole blank, waiting until I en-
countered the 1nformant at the start of the rating procedure for 
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them to supply wording for the contrast pole themselves. 
Two further considerations informed the eventual selection: 
how closely two constructs resembled one another, and how many 
other constructs there were which seemed more likely to refer to 
a ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲĚset of ŤŪWŸWÙŤVĦĚ In the case of the former, I some-
times combined constructs when they seemed pretty similar (thus 
'posh' and 'shows off' were occasionally joined). As far as the 
latter was concerned, it seemed likely that the range of con-
structs applicable to ȚŠÜŸŨXĚmembers might not be the same as 
those relevant to school-mates, and I was eager that all of the 
constructs used should not be applicable only to one type of 
entity. The entities to be used fell intuitively into four broad 
categories -self, the family, friends and ŤWUŪŸȘĚgroups: I was 
particularly conscious that I ran the risk of selecting con-
structs which might be of little relevance to adult kin. Clear-
ly, in so far as Punjabi language constructs were not included, 
there probably is a bias towards those relevant to ŤŪWŸWÙŤVĚen-
countered in ŸŪWŤŲŤWUŪÙȘĚTŬÜŠŸŪVĚ (which is indeed appropriate to 
this study's central focus on the peer-group). In the event how-
ever, ego-involvement scores with the entities 'dad', 'mum', 
'uncles and aunts' are not ȘŬŪVŸVWŤŪWŨXĚ lower than ego-involve-
ments with peer entities, ŴUŸȘUĚis an indication that I succeeded 
in selecting constructs which TŸTĚhave bearing on adult kin. 
These then were the issues I considered in selecting con-
structs for each person's rating booklet and when it came to de-
ciding on wording, I made one or two grammatical modifications 
in order to encourage consideration of that construct across a 
wider range of people and groups (I often excluded pronouns, and 
changed active sentences into passives) • I also selected two or 
three more from each ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWGVĚ list, to hold in reserve if any 
of those initially selected should prove meaningless to informants 
later on. The constructs that each ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWĚ finally used in 
their ratings are given at the end of this appendix, together ŴŸWUĚ
reserves. Here it is perhaps helpful to try and give a summary of 
some of the ÜŠŸŪĚthemes that were covered. 
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This summary cannot ÙŪTŸȘŠWŤĚwhat everyone used, since all 
were to ŰẀŸWŤĚa degree idiosyncratic. It also summarises themes 
at a level of ŠŞVWŲŠȘWŸŬŪĚgreater than that actually presented -
it unites constructs ŸŪĚa way that may very well reflect only my 
own construct system, not my informants'. Even so ŸWĚ is helpful 
to indicate some of the ŤẂŠŨẀŠWŸẂŤĚand descriptive TŸŤŪVŸŬŪVĚ
that ŸŪȚŬŲÜĚthe final ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚÙŪTŸȘŤVĚ (although they cannot 
be VŠŸTĚto be representative of them all) . 
The 'supplied' constructs (together with the number of in-
formants ẀŨWŸŠWŤŨXĚusing them) related to : 
± speaking normal English (21) 
± having advantages {16) 
± following WŲŠTÙWŸŬŪĚ (19) 
± being ŲŠȘŸŠŨŸVWĚ {21) 
± respect {18) 
± VŸŸŨŠŲŸWXĚ (21) 
Some of the GŤŨÙȘŸWŤTGĚ constructs can be placed in the ȚŬŨŨŬŴŸŪŦĚ
very ŠŮŮŲŬẄŸŠWÙẂŤĚÜŠȘŲŬĤȘŠWŤŦŬŲŸŤVJĚ
± cleverness ĜŞŲŠŸŪŸŪŤVVHĚ intelligence) (13) 
±toughness (17) 
± ÜŠÛŸŪŦĚtrouble (21) 
± ŞŤŸŪŦĚbad (going with bad people, (11) 
stealing, smoking) 
± messing about (9) 
± ŸŪTŤŮŤŪTŤŪȘŤĚ (being told what to do, (11) 
being VẀŮŤŲẂŸVŤTĞĚ
± VWŠXŸŪŦĚŸŪĚ (6) 
± being posh and VUŬŴŸŪŦĚoff (12) 
± ŞŤŸŪŦĚŲŤŨŸŦŸŬẀVĚ (14) 
± being solidary (trust, VWŸȘÛŸŪŦĚup (15) 
for people) 
± ŞŤŸŪŦĚdecent ĜVUŠŲŸŪŦHĚ generosity, 
car2ng, helping, be2ng 
kind) 
That covers the selection of constructs. What about enti-
ties? As indicated in the ÜŠŸŪĚtext ĜVŤȘWŸŬŪĚ5.4.2, pp.111 ŸĚ ) , 
five ŤŪWŸWŸŤVĚare mandatory - 'me as I am now', 'me as I would 
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like to be', 'me as I used to be', 'a person I admire', 'a person 
I dislike'. The first three are the anchors for the computation 
of identity indices, the latter two are safeguards in the event 
of the ideal self being given a zero rating. There is also a 
facility for including two situational selves, and this was taken 
up with ethnically Indian, Pakistani, Afro-Caribbean and Mixed 
informants in the form of the entities 'me speaking English' and 
'me speaking Punjabi/Pakistani/West Indian'. During the language 
interviews, informants had been asked for example whether they 
thought they acted differently when speaking different languages, 
and these two entities provided a way of taking that question a 
little further, in order to see whether informants evaluated 
themselves differently according to their linguistic 'guise', and 
whether they felt that when using their ethnic language, they 
were more or less sLmilar to the people around them than when 
using English. 
In fact, neither of these two situational selves form any 
part of the analysis here, nor do a number of the entit1es still 
remaining to be outlined (in contrast to this of course, poten-
tially all the constructs are used in the current idealistic and 
contra-identification indices). Even so, it is an opportune mo-
ment to introduce and briefly gloss those that will remain in the 
background as well as those that w1ll inform the immediate analy-
sis. 
Eight 'generic' entities were supplied to virtually all the 
informants, all of which had been ratified as having local cur-
rency in the course of preced1ng discuss1ons. These were (as 
presented in alphabetical order) 
'Bangladeshi kids' 
'English kids' 
'Indian kids' 
'Italian kids' 
1 Pakistan1 kids' 
'West Indian kids' 
'Teachers' 
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Ingroup 'adults' ('Pakistani' for Pakistani informants, 
'English' for Anglos etc.) 
'Kids' were preferred to 'adults' Ln terms of fLlling the ethnic 
slot for several reasons: 
(a) kids are more likely to be e.g. reference models, at least 
as far as some outgroups are concerned. Ego-involvement 
with kids LS lLkely to be greater and there will be more 
dLrect comparability between informants and outgroup kids, 
in school and peer-recreational domains; 
(b) since network analysis here will focus on peers, ŸÒVĚISA 
attention to kids LS complementary; 
(c) as far as speech modelling is concerned, it Ls kLds who 
universally use English, not adults, and therefore this 
focus on youngsters is germinal to the question of contact 
varietLes of English (see the dLscussLon Ln sectLon 7.4.1, 
Ln the main text) • 
Gender dLfferences had not consLstently formed a part of ISA 
discussions, and therefore 'kids' was preferred to 'boys' or 
'girls'. Neither had generational differences, yet 'kids' was 
preferred to 'people' since there were likely to be key gener-
ational differences Ln English language usage and for this reason, 
'adults' and 'kids' could not be merged. 
In fact, the inclusion of e.g. 'Pakistani adults' wLth 
'Pakistani kLds' gave informants the chance to make Lngroup 
inter-generational comparisons. Ingroup adults are much more 
likely to form a regular psycho-social reference point than out-
group ones, except where these are teachers: this further ex-
plaLns the LnclusLon of the final two entitLes above. In fact, 
the entLty 'Teachers' can be probably read as 'adult mLddle-class 
whites'. 
The remaLning entLties which were used were more intLmately 
connected with informants. These were: 
'Dad' 
'Mum' 
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Favour1te brother or sister, or best friend 
Other brother(s) and sister(s) 
'My main friends' 
'My uncles and aunts round Bedford (real ones)' 
'My real cousins (round Bedford)' 
'My "kind of" cousins (round Bedford)' 
'Dad' and 'Mum' were 1ncluded separately, mainly because of 
their likely importance but also because language shift might for 
example be occurring at different rates for each. With the next 
ent1ty, 'favourite brother or sister or best friend', a choice 
was made of one from the three. If a favourite brother or sister 
had emerged in the course of previous discussion, they were in-
cluded, usually by name. If, on the other hand, an informant 
only had little brothers and sisters, 'my best fr1end' was used 
instead, on the assumption that small siblings might not serve 
as such powerful reference models. 
The next slot, 'other brother(s) and s1ster(s) ', comprised 
whatever siblings remained, and these were again sometimes re-
ferred to by name. 'My main friends' might be the only oppor-
tunity for informants to rate friends - for some however it 
might supplement the 'my best friend' ent1ty. From the LTT 
elicitation, I usually had a fairly good idea of who these 
friends were. 
The next entity was des1gned to elicit attitudes to close 
adult kin and hence 'real' was added (and explained). Beyond 
paternal and maternal siblings, many adults in ethn1cally Asian 
(and in Afro-Caribbean?) social networks are regarded as kin (see 
e.g. Saifullah Khan 1976; also several of the references cited 
in Chapter 6.1), as well as 'Uncle' and 'Auntie' being widely 
used as courtesy titles. Hence the need to define more precisely 
the 'uncles and aunts' to be considered, on whom it was hoped 
there would also be data on interactional association (it was 
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specifically 1n order to ach1eve comparability between the !SA 
and network data that 'round Bedford' was also added). The same 
log1c appl1ed to the 'real' and 'k1nd of' 'cous1ns' distinction, 
which again aimed to distinguish the children of parental s1b-
lings from wider 'b1raderi' relat1onships. It was hoped this 
time however that the ISM data might also reveal patterns of 
interactional association w1th 'k1nd of' as well as 'real' 
cousins, and in some cases th1s further complementarity may have 
been achieved. This is however uncertain, s1nce 1t appeared in 
fact that some 2nformants were us2ng the kind of cousin desig-
nation to refer to adult members of the 'biraderi' or 'r2shtadar'. 
Here 1s a complete list of the entities with which in vari-
ant forms informants were presented: 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi kids 
English kids 
Indl.an kids 
Italian kids 
Pakistani. kids 
West Indian k1ds 
Teachers 
(In group adults) 
(Me speak1.ng English) 
(Me speaking PunJab1/Pakistani/West Indian) 
A person I d1.slike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
Favourite brother or s2ster or best fr1.end 
(Other brother(s) and Sl.ster(s)) 
'My ma1n fr1ends' 
'My uncles and aunts round Bedford (real ones)' 
'My real cous1ns (round Bedford)' 
('My "k1nd of" cous1.ns (round Bedford) ') 
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In addition, very occasionally 'my nan(s)' and 'American kids' 
were used: see below for a complete list of the entities used 
with each informant. 
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3. The Constructs and Entities Used ŴŸWUĚEach Informant 
in the ISA Rating Procedure 
A list of the constructs used for each informant ŸŪĚthe rating 
procedure is ŦŸẂŤŪĚÙÜÜŤTŸŠWŤŨXĚbelow. This is followed by lists 
of each informant's entities. 
Ai's Constructs 
hard weak 
don't want to go in the ȚŠVUŸŬŪĚ
ŲŠȘÙŠŨŸVWĚ
follow the fashion 
you can trust what they say they make up VWŬŲŸŤVĚ and lies 
start trouble keep out of trouble 
got a lot of advantages 
act posh, show off 
haven't got a lot of advantages 
VÙÜŸŨŠŲĚto me different to me 
look after WUŸŪŦVĚ don't take care of WUŸŪŦVĚ
don't know much English speak normal NŪŦŨŸVUĚ
clever not clever 
follow their WŲŠTÙWŸŬŪĚ
sticks with you ŸȚĚ there's trouble walks away from you 
naughty well-behaved 
look bad in the street 
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Bi's Constructs 
sticks with something 
till it's over and done 
doesn't take 
it seriously 
dress badly - dress normally 
trust them and 
rely on them 
doesn't know 
much English 
hard shows off 
don't trust 
them 
speaks normal 
English 
shouts at you talks to you and tells 
you not to do it again 
friendly racialist 
thick brainy 
similar to me different from me 
kind, keeps cool gets mad 
picks on people 
and makes trouble 
peaceful, 
don't make trouble 
follow their tradition 
respect them don't respect them 
hang around with bad 
people and get spoilt act normal 
got a lot of 
advantages 
respect them 
feel a disgrace 
with them 
Reserve: 
haven't got a lot 
of advantages 
don't respect them 
like being with them 
feel like your brothers 
and sisters 
don't feel like your 
brothers and sisters 
Ci's Constructs 
gets ŸŪẂŬŨẂŤTĚŸŪĚsmoking, 
stealing and that 
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VŸÙŨŠŲĚto me TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWĚfrom me 
listens to people talk about what they 
want to say 
cheat in games - play ȚŠŸŲĚ
wouldn't shame a person up ÜŸŦUWĚshame a person up 
starts a lot of trouble walks away from fights 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
loudmouths keeps ŰẀŸŤWĚ
only fight people their size pick on little kids 
doesn't know much English speaks normal English 
gets angry about just about anything 
complains a lot don't ȘŬÜŮŨŠŸŪĚmuch 
racialist friendly 
can be respected 
it's up to them what 
they want to do 
high up not high 
Reserve: 
don't respect them much 
have to do what 
they're told 
religious not religious 
Ei's Constructs 
likes indoor 
sports best 
cruel kind 
would like to 
live in India 
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likes outdoor 
sports best 
wouldn't like to 
live 1.n India 
they compla1.n a lot they don't say noth1.ng 
pick on people and 
boss them around 
go around nicking 
and smoking and that 
don't know much English 
weak tough 
don't make trouble 
don't go around 
thieving and that 
speaks normal English 
let you join in with them tell you to go away 
their parents are very str1.ct 
with them, don't given them 
the right money, and that 
their parents expla1.n 
things, give them the 
right money etc. 
shows people respect don't show people respect 
similar to me different from me 
racialist friendly 
walks away from 
trouble 
gets into 
fights 
follow their tradition 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
Reserve: 
reads a lot and watches a lot of TV doesn't read much or watch 
much TV 
doesn't like going out to places l1.kes go1.ng out to places 
helps at home doesn't help at home 
likes computers doesn't like computers 
goes read1.ng doesn't go reading 
ŃŸGVĚConstructs 
kind, care about people 
listen don't listen 
like people to WUŸŪÛĚ
they're good 
racialist friendly 
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don't care about people 
don't care what 
people think 
works hard rests a lot 
don't know much English speak normal NŪŦŨŸVUĚ
share things, 
give you WUŸŪŦVĚ don't give you things 
brainy not ŞŲŠŸŪXĚ
mess about don't like ÜŤVVŸŪŦĚabout 
know the ÜŤŠŪŸŪŦĚof money 
follow their WŲŠTŸWŸŬŪHĚ
act in their way 
make trouble, act hard 
ask other people 
all the WŸŤĚ
not ŲŤŨŸŦŸŬẀVHĚ
don't care in God and that 
tough weak 
don't know the ÜŤŠŪŸŪŦĚof money 
don't make trouble 
know it's up to them 
ŲŤŨÙŦŸŬẀVĚ
haven't got a lot of advantages got a lot of advantages 
similar to me TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWĚ from me 
Reserve: 
steal things, tell lLes and that 
show respect don't show respect 
like another country better than England - like England best 
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Gi's Constructs 
scrooge generous 
keeps it under control go over the limit 
weak tough, hard 
it's up to them 
what they do 
do what people 
tell them 
follow their tradition, 
take their own way 
like dossing about 
think respect is important 
ill-mannered and cheeky 
don't care about respect 
speak normal English don't know much English 
like to go out stay in 
ŲŤŨÙŦŸŬẀVĚ not ŲŤŨŸŦÙŬẀVĚ
make trouble, act hard 
care about other people, 
try to help them 
got a lot of advantages 
racialist friendly 
don't care about other people 
haven't got a lot of advantages 
like schoolwork best ŨŸÛŤĚother work more than school work 
VŸÜÙŨŠŲĚto me different from me 
treat you ŨŸÛŤĚ an adult 
Reserve: 
will grass on people, 
make comments about them 
to other people 
treat you like a kid 
won't make comments about you 
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Hp's Constructs 
keep their mouth shut tell other people 
show respect don't show respect 
get w1ld, blow their top 
like to go out with friends 
strict kind 
think they're hard, don't really 
do b1g things and that do a lot of things 
similar to me different from me 
don't know much Engl1sh speak normal English 
have a laugh, muck about posh, snobbish 
do what they want to do have to do th1ngs 
weak tough 
follow their trad1t1on 
make trouble keep away from trouble 
not rell.gious ŲŤŨÙŦŸŬẀVHĚ reads, go to Mosque etc. 
help people out ŸȚĚthey're ŸŪĚTŸȚȚÙȘẀŨWXĚ
haven't got a lot of advantages got a lot of advantages 
racialist friendly 
would like to live ŸŪĚanother country 
Reserve: 
not rich 
likes to live 1n 
England 
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Ip's Constructs 
sticks up for you 
use their strength use the1r m1nd 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
act hard don't say nothing to nobody 
greedy and selfish - unselfish, lends you things and that 
similar to me -different from me 
don't split on people 
look bad in the street 
speak normal English 
make fun of people 
or shame them up 
don't know much English 
fun to be w1th not fun to be w1th 
gets 1nto fights walks away from f1ghts 
follow the1r trad1tion 
racialist 
can go out have to stay in 
listen to big people 
would like to live in 
England 
Reserve: 
religious, reads a lot 
don't listen to them 
would like to live in 
Pakistan and visit England 
gets angry - doesn't complain 
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Jp's Constructs 
p1cks on some people and lets 
other people get away with it fa1r 
brainy not brainy 
copy other people 
got a lot of advantages 
stay in go out 
don't know much English 
get a lot of money, buy 
expens1ve things and that 
haven't got a lot of advantages 
speak normal English 
not r1.ch 
similar to me different to me 
get 1.nvolved 1.n th1.ngs like steal1ng, 
tak1.ng money off people and that 
religious not relig1.ous 
split on people, tell tales keep quiet 
learn a lot from them don't learn a lot from them 
have to do what they're told can do what they want 
tough weak 
rac1.al1.st fr1.endly 
act posh, show off, pose 
have got respect don't have respect 
follow the1.r tradition 
make trouble 
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Kp's Constructs 
don't like waiting for things don't mind waiting for 
things if they have to 
act posh, pose 
follow their tradition 
have a lot of money don't get a lot of money 
talk about people behind WUŤŸŲĚback 
clever not clever 
racialist friendly 
make trouble, say bad things and that 
show respect don't show respect 
explain things 
to people 
tell them to go away 
if they don't know VŬÜŤWUŸŪŦĚ
don't know much NŪŦŨŸVUĚ speak normal English 
on the good track on the bad track 
weak tough 
kind, care about people don't care about people 
complains a lot don't complain 
helps people out don't help people out 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
similar to me different from me 
religious not religious 
Reserve: 
shy of talking not shy of WŠŨÛŸŪŦĚ
likes life in England best - ŨŸÛŤVĚ life ŸŪĚanother country best 
can go out when they like 
like to mess about 
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Lp's Constructs 
likes to be top don't ÜŸŪTĚ
she, weak tough 
follow WUŤŸŲĚown customs and that 
brainy WUŸȘÛĚ
VŸÜŸŨŠŲĚto me different from me 
get jealous don't get Jealous 
racialist 
stick ŴŸWUĚa person go ŴŸWUĚpeople ŴŸWUĚbetter things 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
think they're good and that 
(put on an act, show off) 
help you out 
fair pick on people 
out of hand 
don't know much English 
don't look for trouble 
posh 
Reserve: 
religious not religious 
speak normal English 
look for trouble 
good at sport not good at sport 
shames people up 
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Mp's Constructs 
generous not generous 
think they're hard, 
make trouble stick to their own business 
intelligent not intelligent 
racialist friendly 
want to be top, 
can't take it if they lose 
follow their tradition 
give good advice 
got a bad temper got self-control 
speak normal English don't know much English 
can do what they want - have to do things 
gets on well with people 
don't concentrate on work, 
lazy 
th1nk they're great 
naughty not naughty 
tease people, try to shame them up 
religious not religious 
similar to me different from me 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
Reserve: 
talk too much 
want to look smart don't want to look smart 
have respect don't have respect 
weak tough 
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Op's Constructs 
ŞŲŠŸŪXĚ not brainy 
follow the ȚŠVUŸŬŪĚ don't WUŸŪÛĚ fashion is important 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
have fun ŴŸWUĚthem 
ŐŨĦŅŅŨŸŨŠŲĚ to me TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWĚ from me 
act hard and 
trouble people 
help people out if 
they're in trouble 
scared, or weak tough 
speak normal English don't know much English 
would like to have a big house, 
and be rich 
boss people around ask people what they want to do 
racialist 
smokes, steals, ŨŸŤVĚ and that 
walks away from trouble gets ŸŪWŬĚ ȚŸŦUWVĚ
follow WUŤŸŲĚtradition 
try hard to ŸŮŲŬẂŤĚ mess about 
act posh, show off and that 
naughty not naughty 
ŲŤŨŸŦÙŬẀVĚ not religious 
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Pp's Constructs 
brainy dumb 
says if he's done wrong blames things on other people 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
posh, 
tries to show off normal 
does something boring 
and says it's not bad 
likes to do something really 
good and say it's good 
scared will fight their own battles 
do what they want to do are made to do things 
might talk behind your back can rely on them 
explain what's 
right and wrong 
deserves respect 
shout at people and 
tell them not to do it 
doesn't deserve respect 
ŲŠȘŸŠŨÙVWĚ friendly 
goes out with friends stays at home 
doesn't know much English speaks normal English 
don't cause trouble starts trouble, 
and acts normal swears at people and that 
go with their tradition change 
knows what he's 
saying and TŬŸŪŦĚ
smokes and thieves 
similar to me 
Reserve: 
don't know what 
they're TŬŸŪŦĚ
different from me 
gets on with things messes around 
thinks Pakistan is better 
than Bedford 
thinks Bedford is better 
than Pakistan 
in the fashion not in the fashion 
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Qp's Constructs 
show respect doesn't show respect 
dopey brainy 
makes trouble, n1cks money 
bullies and that doesn't make trouble 
kind and fair str1ct and gives you no chances 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
go about with anyone they like their parents care for them 
weak tough 
jealous tries to do as good as other 
people without making excuses 
can be trusted can't be trusted 
don't know much English speaks normal Engl1sh 
racialist friendly 
sits down and th1nks hard about th1ngs 
follow their tradit1on 
dresses normal dresses bad 
poor 
similar to me different from me 
Reserve: 
got a link with you haven't got a l1nk w1th you 
feel shameful going round with them 
knows about things 
like banes 
don't want to learn 
the1r own language 
doesn't know about things 
like banes 
want to learn their 
own language 
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Rw's Constructs 
Bossy 
tough, likes a fight weak and scared 
won't lend things to people lends things to people 
follow their own tradition and that 
gentle and kind 
show-off and think they're good 
speak normal Engl1sh 
can do what they like 
get blamed for things 
don't know much English 
do what they're told 
don't get the blame 
racialist friendly 
goes after the girls 
want to go to the1r parents' country 
get carried away don't get carried away 
get people into trouble 
got a lot of advantages 
argues, or sulks and that 
haven't got a lot of advantages 
takes it, plays fair 
similar to me different from me 
religious not religious 
Reserve: 
has got respect don't have respect 
make fun of people, shame them up 
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Sw's Constructs 
like making things and ȚŸẄÙŪŦĚthings 
can't take a )oke 
ŲŤŨŸŦŸŬẀVĚ not religious 
give people WUŸŪŦVHĚ
and lend them WUŸŪŦVĚ
not clever clever 
speak normal NŪŦŨŸVUĚ
strict soft 
don't ŦŸẂŤĚpeople things, 
or lend them 
don't know much English 
follow their tradition don't follow WUŤŸŲĚWŲŠTÙWŸŬŪĚ
got a sense of ŞẀVŸŪŤVVĚ - haven't got a sense of business 
get ŸŪĚtrouble keep out of trouble 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
prefers ŠȘWŸẂŤĚWUŸŪŦVĚ likes quiet things 
don't mess about mess about 
do things for the fun of it do things to ŴŸŪĚ
racialist ȚŲŸŤŪTŨXĚ
weak tough 
VŸÜÙŨŠŲĚto me different from me 
ŸWGVĚhard to understand 
why they do things 
Reserve: 
think mostly about playing think about work 
get blamed for WUŸŪŦVĚ get away with Lt 
got respect haven't got respect 
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Tm's Constructs 
Like mak1ng things 
got self-respect and respect for others 
weak tough 
don't spend their money spend their money 
not religious religious 
listen to other people don't listen to other people 
l1ke going out, playing 
games, talking and that 
racialist friendly 
don't know much English 
don't ask for trouble, 
go their own way 
don't know what's happening, 
do anyth1ng they like 
follow the1r own traditions, 
and fashions and that 
speak normal English 
make trouble 
know what they're doing 
got things to do got nothing to do 
well-dressed not well-dressed 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
takes it ser1ously can take a joke 
similar to me different from me 
helps at home don't help at home 
Reserve: 
shame people up 
don't look after things look after things 
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Ue's Constructs 
act silly, do things they're 
not supposed to do 
don't worry about little th1ngs 
act posh, show off, pose 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
brainy, know a lot not brainy, don't know very much 
get away w1th it get caught, get told off 
share things tight 
don't know much Engl1sh speak normal Engl1sh 
tough weak 
like learning not 1nterested in learn1ng 
relig1ous not rel1gious 
clean not clean 
like to mess around, and have a laugh 
often change what they like best stick to one thing 
cause trouble don't cause trouble 
not racialist racialist 
like peacefulness 
different from me similar to me 
follow the1r tradit1on 
k1nd, help people 
Reserve: 
can do what they want to do what they're told 
can be respected 
interested 1n g1rls not 1nterested 1n girls 
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Ve's Constructs 
tell tales keep quiet 
religious, believes in God and that 
tough weak 
behave well 
a good laugh 
gets in a mood 
can do what they want 
racialist firendly 
get caught, get told off 
don't know much English 
have to do what they're told 
get away w1.th it 
speak normal English 
let you do things boss people about 
similar to me different to me 
posh 
tease people, try to shame them up 
got a lot of advantages 
follow their tradition 
Reserve: 
smoke and that 
swear don't swear 
haven't got a lot of advantages 
got respect haven't got respect 
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We's Constructs 
muck around a lot don't muck around a lot 
likes another country 
better than England likes England best 
have got respect don't have respect 
ȚŸŦUWĚtheir own battles get other people to help them 
racist friendly 
religious not ŲŤŨŸŦŸŬẀVĚ
complains a lot don't ȘŬÜŮŨŠŸŪĚ
ŨŸÛŤVĚtaking the mickey 
don't know much NŪŦŨŸVUĚ speak normal English 
kind, do things for you 
follow their tradition 
weak tough 
want to be the best 
in the world 
don't mind if they're 
not the best 
clever VWẀŮŸTĚ
gets mad keeps ŸWĚsoft 
got a lot of advantages haven't got a lot of advantages 
causes trouble, bullies people 
similar to me different from me 
Reserve: 
posh, WUŸŪÛĚthey're good 
don't care about ȚŠVUŸŬŪĚ care about fashion 
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Ai's Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi kids 
English kids 
Indian kids 
Italian kids 
Pakistani kids 
West Indian ÛŸTVĚ
Teachers 
Indian adults 
Me speaking English 
Me speaking Punjabi 
A person I dislike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
My brother 
My sister 
My main ȚŲŸŤŪTVĚ
My uncles and aunts 
round Bedford (real) 
My real cousins 
{round Bedford) 
My 'kind of' ȘŬẀVŸŪVĚ
(round Bedford) 
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Bi's Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi ÛŸTVĚ
English kl.ds 
ŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids 
Italian kids 
ÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚkids 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
Indian adults 
Me speaking English 
Me speaking ÖẀŪÚŠŞŸĚ
A person I TŸVŨŸÛŤĚ
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
t-1y brother and sister 
My best ȚŲŸŤŪTĚ
My other main friends 
My uncles and aunties 
round Bedford (real) 
My real ȘŬẀVŸŪVĚ
(round Bedford) 
My ŸŸŪTĚof'cousins 
(round Bedford) 
Ci's Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi k1.ds 
English k1.ds 
Indian kids 
Italian kids 
Pakistani. kids 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
Indian adults 
Me speaking English 
Me speaking Punjabi 
A person I d1.slike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
My brother 
My uncles and aunts 
round Bedford 
My cousins 
(round Bedford) 
My sort of cousins 
(round Bedford) 
My main friends 
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to be 
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Ei's Ent1t1es 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladesh1 k1ds 
Engl1sh k1ds 
Indian k1ds 
Italian k1ds 
Pak1stani k1ds 
West Indian k1ds 
Teachers 
Indian adults 
Me speak1ng English 
Me speaking Punjab1 
A person I d1sl1ke 
A person I adm1re 
Dad 
M tun 
Sister 
My brothers 
My main friends 
My uncles and aunties 
round Bedford (real) 
t-1y real COUSlnS 
(round Bedford) 
My 'kind of' COUS1nS 
(round Bedford) 
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Fi's Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi. kids 
English kids 
Indian kids 
Italian k1.ds 
Pakistani kids 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
Indian adults 
Me speaking English 
Me speaking Pun]abi 
A person I d1.slike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
My brother and Sl.sters 
My best friend 
My other main fr1.ends 
My uncles and aunt1.es 
(round Bedford) 
My cousins 
(round Bedford) 
My 'kind of' COUSl.nS 
(round Bedford) 
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Gi's Ent1.ties 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would l1.ke to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi kids 
English kids 
Ind1.an k1.ds 
Italian k1.ds 
Pak1.stani k1.ds 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
Indian adults 
Me speak1.ng English 
Me speaking Punjab1. 
A person I dislike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
Brother 
Sister 
My main fr1.ends 
My uncles and aunties 
(round Bedford) 
My COUSl.nS 
(round Bedford) 
My 1 kl.nd of' COUSl.nS 
(round Bedford) 
Hp's Entities 
Me as I am now 
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Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
ŁŠŪŦŨŠTŤVUŸĚkids 
English ÛŸTVĚ
Indian kids 
Italian k1.ds 
Pakistan1. ÛŸTVĚ
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
Pakistani adults 
Me VŮŤŠÛŸŪŦĚEnglish 
Me speaking Punjabi 
A person I dislike 
A person I adm1.re 
Da:i 
Hum 
Brother 
Brother 
My main friends 
Real Uncle and Aunt 
'Kind of' Uncle and Aunt 
'Kind of' cousins 
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Ip's Ent1.ties 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would l1.ke to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshl. k1.ds 
English k1.ds 
Ind1.an kids 
Italian kids 
Pak1.stani kids 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
Pak1.stani adults 
Me speaking Engl1.sh 
Me speak1.ng Punjabi 
A person I dislike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
My big brother 
My other brother 
and sisters 
My ma1.n fr1.ends 
My uncles and aunts 
(round Bedford) 
My 'kind of' COUSl.nS 
(round Bedford) 
My real cousins 
(in other towns) 
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Jp's Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi kids 
English kids 
Indian kids 
Italian kids 
Pakistani kids 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
Pakistani adults 
Me speaking English 
Me speaking Pakistani 
A person I dislike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
My big brother 
My other brother 
and sisters 
My uncles and aunties 
(round Bedford) 
My cousins 
(round Bedford) 
My 'kind of' cousins 
(round Bedford) 
My other main ȚŲŸŤŪTVĚ
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Kp' s Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
ŁŠŪŦŨŠTŤVUŸĚÛŸTVĚ
English ÛŸTVĚ
Indian ÛŸTVĚ
Italian kids 
Pakistani kids 
West ŅŪTŸŠŪĚÛŸTVĚ
Teachers 
ÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸĚadults 
Me speaking English 
Me speaking Pakistani 
A person I TŸVŨÙÛŤĚ
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
My brother 
My best ȚŲŸŤŪTĚ
My other ma2n friends 
My uncles and aunties 
round Bedford (real) 
My real cousins 
(round Bedford) 
My 'k2nd of' cousins 
(round Bedford) 
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Lp 1 s Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi kids 
English kids 
Indian kids 
Italian kids 
ÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸĚkids 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
ÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸĚadults 
Me speaking English 
Me speaking PunJabi 
A person I dislike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
My big brother 
My sisters 
My main friends 
My uncles and aunts 
round Bedford (real) 
My real cousins 
(round Bedford) 
My 1 k1nd of• cousins 
(round Bedford) 
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Mp's Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would ŨŸÛŤĚto be 
Me as I used to be 
ŁŠŪŦŨŠTŤVUŸĚÛŸTVĚ
English kids 
Indian kids 
Italian kids 
Pakistani kids 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
Pakistani adults 
Me speaking English 
Me VŮŤŠÛŸŪŦĚPakistani 
A person I dislike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
Two younger brothers 
Other brothers and sister 
My uncles and aunties 
(round Bedford) 
My cousins 
(round Bedford) 
My main friends 
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Op's Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi kids 
English kids 
Indian kids 
Italian kids 
Pakistani kids 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
Pakistani adults 
Me speaking English 
Me speaking Punjabi 
A person I dislike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
My favourite brother 
My other brothers 
and sisters 
My main friends 
My uncles and aunts 
(round Bedford) 
My 'sort of' cousins 
(round Bedford) 
My real cousins 
(in other towns) 
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Pp 1 s Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi kids 
English k1.ds 
Indian kids 
Italian k1.ds 
Pakistani k1.ds 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
Pakistani adults 
Me speak1.ng English 
Me speaking Punjabi 
A person I d1.slike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
Older brother 
My sisters and other brother 
My main friends 
My uncles and aunties 
round Bedford (real) 
My real cousins 
(round Bedford) 
My 1 kind of• cousins 
(round Bedford) 
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Qp's Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi kids 
English kids 
Indian kids 
Italian kids 
Pakistani kids 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
Pakistani adults 
Me speakJ.ng English 
Me speaking Punjabi 
A person I dislike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
My brother and sisters 
My best friend 
My other maJ.n friends 
My uncles and aunties 
round Bedford (real) 
My real cousJ.ns 
(round Bedford) 
My 'kind of 1 COUSJ.nS 
(round Bedford) 
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Rw' s Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi klds 
English kids 
Ind1.an kids 
Itallan kids 
Paklstani klds 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
West Ind1.an adults 
Me speaking English 
Me speaklng West Ind1.an 
A person I dlsl1.ke 
A person I admlre 
Dad 
Mum 
My brother 
My sister 
My best friend 
My uncles and aunties 
(in Bedfordshlre) 
My cousins 
(1.n Bedfordshire) 
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Sw's Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi kids 
English kids 
Indian kids 
Italian ÛŸTVĚ
Pakistani kids 
West ŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids 
Teachers 
West ŅŪTŸŠŪĚadults 
Me VŮŤŠÛŸŪŦĚEnglish 
Me speaking West Indian 
A person I dislike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
Brother 
My other brothers 
and VŸVWŤŲĚ
My best friends 
My uncles and aunties 
(in Bedfordshire) 
My cousins 
(in Bedfordshire) 
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Tm 1 s NŪWÙWŸŤVĚ
Me as I am now 
Me as I would ŨŸÛŤĚ to be 
Me as I used to be 
ŁŠŪŦŨŠTŤVUŸĚkids 
English ÛŸTVĚ
ŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids 
Italian ÛŸTVĚ
ÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚkids 
West Indian ÛŸTVĚ
Teachers 
Me VŮŤŠÛŸŪŦĚWest ŅŪTŸŠŪĚ
Me speaking NŪŦŨŸVUĚ
A person I TÙVŨŸÛŤĚ
A person I ŠTÜŸŲŤĚ
Dad 
M tun 
My older brother 
My other brother 
and VŸVWŤŲVĚ
My best friends 
My uncles and ŠẀŪWŸŤVĚ
(round Bedford) 
My ȘŬẀVŸŪVĚ
(round Bedford) 
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Ue's Entit1.es 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would l1.ke to be 
Me as I used to be 
Bangladeshi kids 
English kids 
Indian kids 
Italian kids 
Pakistani kids 
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
English adults 
A person I dislike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
My sister 
My best fr1.end 
My other main friends 
My uncles and aunties 
(round Bedford) 
My cousins 
(round Bedford) 
My nans 
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Ve's Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
ŁŠŪŦŨŠTŤVUŸĚkids 
English kids 
Indian kids 
Italian kids 
ÖŠÛŸVWŠŪŸĚÛŸTVĚ
West Indian kids 
Teachers 
English adults 
A person I dislike 
A person I ŠTŲŪŸŲŤĚ
Dad 
Mum 
Brother 
Sister 
My nans 
My uncle and ŠẀŪWŸŤĚ
in BJ.rmingham 
My cousins in Birmingham 
My maJ.n friends 
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We's Entities 
Me as I am now 
Me as I would like to be 
Me as I used to be 
American kids 
Bangladeshi kids 
English kids 
Indian kids 
Italian kids 
Pakistani kids 
West Indian k1.ds 
Teachers 
English adults 
A person I dislike 
A person I admire 
Dad 
Mum 
Older brother 
Younger brother and sister 
My ma1.n friends 
My uncles and aunts 
(round Bedford) 
My COUSl.nS 
(round Bedford) 
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NOTES 
L The ŮŠÙŲŸŪŦVĚwere: 
Ci, Mp and Ei (then Ci and NŸŶĴĚ
Bi, Qp, JVp; 
Op and Pp; 
Op and Lp; 
Ai and Ip; 
We and Tm; 
Jp and Kp; 
Hp and 2w; 
Rw and Sw; 
Fi and Gi; 
Ue and Ve. 
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APPENDIX 8 
EGO-INVOLVEMENT RANKINGS FOR THE SIX ISA ENTITIES BEING 
USED IN THE ANALYSES OF PSYCHO-SOCIAL IDENTIFICATION IN 
PART TWO (see Chapter 8.4) 
The entities 'English kids', 'Indian kids', 'Pakistani kids', 
'West Indian kids', Ingroup 'adults• and 'Teachers' have been 
selected in the course of setting out to compare patterns of 
psycho-social identification with language and network inter-
action. How far do these entities appear to matter to in-
formants? How salient are they wLthin their psycho-socLal 
landscapes? To assess this, it is useful to draw in the sib-
ling entities (which we can assume are likely to be important) 
and to look at ISA ego-involvement scores for all seven. 
Ego-involvement in ISA says nothing about whether identifi-
cations are posLtive or negative, but it does summarise how much 
of a response an entity elicited during the rating procedure (see 
section 5.4.2, p.117). One of the ego-involvement indLces pro-
duced by the Idexidio programme gives a clear idea of the 'im-
portance• to each informant of an entity relative to the rest by 
means of a rank: the programme splits the range of the in-
formant's scores from maximum to minimum into five equal dLvi-
sions and then assigns a rank posLtion to each entity, from 
5 (high) to 1 (low) (Weinreich et al. 1983:15). Using this data, 
Table A.8.1 sets out the ranking by each informant of the six 
entitLes selected here (together wLth the sibling entity with 
the highest ranking) • It also gives the mean ego-involvement 
rank for each entity across the group as a whole. 
This table usefully puts these entities into perspective. 
At least on the evidence of the ISA rating booklet, they are 
not the entities about which informants have the strongest 
ŸÙŤŴVGĦĚ On average, sibl1ngs elicit more of a response, and 
in the ensuLng discuss1on it should not be thought that these 
s1x entities have been selected as, for example, the most salient 
or urgent points of reference in local psycho-social space: they 
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TABLE A. 8.1 EGO-INVOLVEMENT RANKINGS OF THE SIX SELECTED 
ENTITIES, BY INFORMANT WITH SIBLINGS INCLUDED 
AS A POINT OF COMPARISON 
I 
Ai 
Bi 
Ci 
Ei 
ŃŸĚ
Gi 
Hp 
Ip 
Jp 
Kp 
Lp 
Mp 
Op 
Pp 
Qp 
Rw 
Sw 
'I'm 
Ue 
Ve 
We 
Mean 
() 
II I III IV V VI VII 
4 4 5 4 5 4 
5 4 4 2 3 3 
3 3 3 3 3 4 
4 1 1 4 4 2 
3 3 3 2 4 3 
4 3 2 3 1 1 
2 2 2 4 2 1 
4 4 4 2 5 4 
3 2 3 3 4 3 
3 3 3 3 4 2 
2 3 3 4 2 2 
1 1 1 1 1 3 
1 3 2 3 4 1 
2 3 1 1 4 3 
3 3 3 2 2 2 
4 2 3 4 4 1 
0 0 0 1 2 2 
2 2 3 3 5 
1 1 1 1 3 5 
4 3 3 5 1 2 
0 0 0 1 2 2 
2.6 2.4 2.4 2.7 3 2.6 
1.4 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 
5 = high involvement, 1 
0 = too low to be ranked 
low ŸŪẂŬŨẂŤÜŤŪWHĚ
Key: I Informant 
II = 'English kids' 
III 'Indian kids' 
IV 'Pakistani kids' 
V = 'West Indian kids' 
VI In group adults 
VII = 'Teachers' 
VIII = Siblings 
VIII 
2 
4 
5 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
5 
5 
3 
2 
3 
4 
3.6 
0.9 
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have been chosen for analytic reasons and there are other enti-
ties around who clearly matter more (on this empirical defi-
nition). Even so, this table can be seen as justifying this 
selection of entities in the way that for the large majority 
of informants (16 out of 21), at least one and usually more 
entities are ranked equal withorhigher than siblings. Evident-
ly there are a ȚŠŸŲĚnumber of generic entities here that are 
either as or more 'salient' than the intimate entity 'siblings'. 
The ŤŪWÙWŸŤVĚselected here may not generally be the most im-
portant for informants, but neither are they generally the most 
inconsequential. 
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APPENDIX 9 
WHICH PEER-GROUP ENTITIES DOES EACH INFORMANT 
IDENTIFY WITH MOST, AND WHICH DOES HE LEAST 
IDENTIFY WITH? VERBAL IDIOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISATIONS 
(see Chapter 8.5.2) 
This appendix g1ves a verbal account of how each 1nformant's ISA 
ident1fications are dlstributed w1th regard to the entities 
'English kids', 'Ind1an kids', 'Pakistanl kids' and 'West Ind1an 
kids'. These character1sat1ons are based on the numerical data 
on patterns of current, 1dealist1c and contra-1dentification 
wh1ch are presented in Table 8.4 in the main text. 
Ai: A identif1es equally with all groups. His current ldentlfi-
cation with each 1s strong, his contra-identif1cat1on weak. 
Bi: B's strongest ident1f1cat1on is w1th 'English k1ds' (h1ghest 
current and ideal1st1c 1dent1ficat1on, and weakest contra-
ident1f1cat1on). After that, he next 1dent1f1es most w1th 
'Pakistan1 kids'; then 'Ind1an k1ds'; and 'West Ind1an 
kids' least (the lowest current and 1deal1st1c 1d; the 
h1ghest contra-id) . 
Ci: C identifies equally strongly w1th 'Pak1stan1 k1ds' and 
'Indian k1ds'. Hls current, idealist1c and contra-ld. 
1ndices all show less 'positive' identif1cat1on w1th 
'English kids'; and least with 'West Ind1an k1ds'. 
Ei: E's 1dentificat1on is broadly comparable across all four 
entities. H1s current 1dentif1cat1on w1th Afro-Carlbbean 
kids is highest, but so too is his contra-ld. H1s contra-
ld 1s h1gher w1th 'Engl1sh k1ds' than 'Ind1an k1ds' and 
'Pakistan1 k1ds', but 1deal1stic and current 1d w1th 
'Engl1sh k1ds' is higher than with 'Ind1an k1ds'. 
E's entit1es are not eas1ly graded, and call1ng them equal 
is a l1ttle bit of a compromise perhaps. 
F1: F's strongest 1dent1fications are with 'Ind1an k1ds' and 
'Pak1stan1 k1ds' (on the former, the current id score is 
lower but the 1dealistic index higher) . Current ident1fi-
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cation with 'English kids' is lower than with 'West Indian 
kids', but idealistic identification is much higher. So 
maybe 'West Indian kids' can be described as the entity 
least identified w1th. 
Gi: G's strongest identificat1ons are w1th 'West Ind1an k1ds': 
these are however rather marginally so, and as a result we 
can say his identif1cations are about equal. 
Hp: H's strongest ident1ficat1on is w1th 'West Indian kids' 
(highest current and ideal1st1c id, lowest contra-id). 
His weakest is with 'Engl1sh kids'; 
'Pakistani kids' come 1n the middle. 
'Indian kids' and 
Ip: I's identification can be summarised as roughly equivalent 
for 'Ind1an k1ds' and 'Pakistani kids' (slightly higher 
idealistic 1d and lower contra-id w1th 'Pakistani kids' 
than with 'Indian k1ds'). After these, 'Engl1sh k1ds' and 
finally 'West Ind1an k1ds'. 
Jp: J's strongest idealist1c 1dentification 1s w1th 'West Indian 
kids': the difference between identification scores 1s 
however fairly evenly spread and his identification can be 
summar1sed as fairly evenly spread. 
Kp: So can K's - h1s current ident1f1cation with 'Pakistani 
k1ds' is strongest, but so marg1nally 1s h1s contra-
1dentif1cat1on. 
Lp: L's idealistic and contra-1dent1f1cation w1th 'West Ind1an 
kids' is the same as for 'English k1ds', but h1s current 
identificat1on is much stronger, so 'West Indian kids' can 
be described as h1s strongest identif1cation. H1s 1dentifi-
cations w1th 'Indian kids' and 'Pak1stan1 kids' can be 
classed together as weakest. 
Mp: M's current identif1cat1on w1th 'English kids' 1s a bit 
stronger than w1th the others, but his contra-identificat1on 
1s also a lot more marked, and his 1dealist1c ident1fication 
is weaker. He can be said to 1dent1fy most w1th 'Ind1an 
kids' and 'Pakistan1 k1ds' (marg1nally); then 'West Ind1an 
kids' and 'English kids' least. 
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Op: O's strongest ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚ is with GŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids'; his 
weakest ŴŸWUĚ 'English kids'. 
Pp: P most strongly ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙŤVĚwith 'Indian ÛŸTVGĴĚ then 
'English ÛŸTVGĴĚ then 'Pakistani kids'; then 'West Indian 
kids'. 
Qp: Q's ŸTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪVĚare equal with regard to 'English kids', 
'Indian ÛŸTVGĚ and GÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸĚkids'. 
least strongly ŸTŤŪWÙȚÙŤTĚwith. 
'West Indian ÛŸTVGĚ are 
Rw: R's strongest ŸTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚ is maybe ŴŸWUĚ 'West Indian 
kids' (due to UŸVĚcurrent and ȘŬŪWŲŠĤÙTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚscores), 
though 'English kids' are not easily separable, nor indeed 
are the entities GŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids' and GÖŠÛŸVWŠŪŸĚÛŸTVGĦĚ So it 
is probably best to TŤVȘŲŸŞŤĚhis ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪVĚas evenly 
TÙVWŲŸŞẀWŤTĦĚ
Sw: S chose the zero ŲŠWŸŪŦĚon too many ŬȘȘŠVŸŬŪVĚwith 'English 
kids', GŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids' and 'Pakistani kids' for the ISA pro-
gramme to produce ŸTŤŪWŸWXĚŸŪTÙȘŤVĦĚ NŦŬĤŸŪẂŬŨẂŤÜŤŪWĚŴŸWUĚ
'West Indian kids' is also extremely low, so we can say 
that, from an ISA perspective anyway, 'West ŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids' 
also appear to be a ẂŸŲWẀŠŨŨXĚŪŬŪĤVÙŦŪŸȚÙȘŠŪWĚŤŪWŸWXĦĚ It 
is safest to class S as not TÙVWÙŪŦẀŸVUŸŪŦĚbetween these 
ŤŪWŸWŸŤVĦĚ
Tm: T's UŸŦUŤVWĚŸTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚappears to be with ŸŠÛÙVWŠŪÙĚ
kids', ȚŠŸŲŨXĚclosely followed by 'West Indian kids' and 
'English ÛŸTVGĦĚ Contra-id and ÙTŤŠŨÙVWŸȘĤÙTĚÙŪTŸȘŤVĚprompt 
one to place 'Indian kids' last. 
Ue: U's strongest ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚis easily ŴŸWUĚ 'English kids'; 
then 'West Indian kids'; and ȚŸŪŠŨŨXĚ 'Indian kids' and 
GÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸĚÛŸTVGĦĚ
Ve: V ŸTŤŪWŸȚŸŤVĚto roughly the same degree ŴŸWUĚ 'Indian kids' 
and GÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸĚÛŸTVGĚ ĜVŨŸŦUWŨXĚmore ŴŸWUĚthe former). Then 
come GNŪŦŨŸVUĚkids' and ȚŸŪŠŨŨXĚ 'West Indian ÛŸTVGĦĚ
We: Like S, we have to VẀÜÜŠŲŸVŤĚW's identifications as equally 
ÙŪTŤWŤŲÜŸŪŠWŤĚ for all four ŤŪWŸWÙŤVHĚ ŸŪĚẂŸŤŴĚof the very low 
ego-involvement ŴŸWUĚ 'West ŅŪTŸŠŪĚÛŸTVGĚ and ŸWVĚ low indices. 
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APPENDIX 10 
GRIDS FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL CLASSIFICATION 
PHONETIC VARIANTS OF ( ŸĚ) AND ( + ) 
(see Chapter 9.4) 
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APPENDIX 11 
THE INFLUENCE OF PHONETIC ENVIRONMENT ON THE USE 
OF VARIANTS OF ( + ) AND WORD-INITIAL ĜŸĚ) 
(see Chapter 9.4) 
MŸTĚŮUŬŪŤWŸȘĚŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWĚŸŪȚŨẀŤŪȘŤĚ the use of ẂŠŲŸŠŪWVHĚ and would 
the uneven representation of particular environments distort the 
overall scores ŴUŸȘUĚemerge when ŮUŬŪŬŨŬŦŸȘŠŨĚcontexts are com-
bined? 
For ŴŬŲTĤŸŪŸWÙŠŨĚ ( "fl ) , the main environments were 1\- _, 
ẂŸĠĒĤHĚ ÍŸÍËÍĴŸĤ ŸĚ IŸIWËĚŸĤ , 
for ( +) they were \j- C. V_ ŸĦWWĚC. 
(this latter ŞŤŸŪŦĚVXŨŨŠŞŸȘĞĚ. To ŤẄŠÜŸŪŤĚWUŤŸŲĚpossible influ-
ence, every ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWGVĚ% score on each variant in each environ-
ment was taken from the WŲŸŠTŸȘĚÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴHĚ and across all (9-18) 
informants, a mean % score was calculated for the use of each in 
all these ÜŠŸŪĚcontexts. Tables A.11.1 to A.11.3 show the 
emerging patterns ŴŸWUĚregard to ĜŸĞĦĚ For the group as a whole, 
the post pausal, post vocalic and post /t/ and /d/ environments 
are broadly comparable ŸŪĚ terms of their ŸŪȚŨẀŤŪȘŤĚ :m [ '6 ] and [ d ] • 
TABLE A.11 .1 MEAN % USE OF [ ŸĚ] BY PHONETIC ENVIRONMENT 
[ '0 ] 
-
:X.. 
o-
* n 
1- ŒÍĠŸĤ ỲŸIÙWŸĤ IÙȚŸŸĤ ÍĜŘIŸŊȚĤ
65.0 57.6 59.1 40.8 41.4 
23.1 17.5 20.1 27.1 17.7 
18 17 16 16 18 
* Where an informant used variants of ĜŸĚ) ŸŪĚ an 
environment less than five WŸŤVHĚUŸVĚ% score 
was not included in the ȘŠŨȘẀŨŠWŸŬŪĚof means. 
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TABLE A 11 2 MEAN % USE OF [ d ] BY PHONETIC ENVIRONMENT . . 
[ d ] 1- ẂŸŸĤ IÙȚŸŸĤ ËŸËĔŸĤ IŪIWWŸĤ
-se. 32.4 38.5 28.3 19.4 22.4 
(j 24.2 18.1 20.2 20.0 18.3 
* n 18 17 16 16 18 
TABLE A.11. 3 MEAN % USE OF Zero TH BY PHONETIC ENVIRONMENT 
Zero TH 1- ŘŶŸŨWĤ UËŸŸĤ ÛŨŸWŨȚĤ /t'\1 ŸGĠĒĤ
ŸĚ 2.7 3.9 11.9 39.8 35.9 
t:r 4.6 5.4 6.5 25.9 22.0 
* 18 17 16 16 18 n 
The environments (1./ t:tli- and /n/ ŁĦŸĤ clearly favour [ 'S ] less, 
and Zero TH more. With [Q ] it also looks as though there is a 
difference in the effect of the post vocalic environment as op-
posed to /l/JA,.\f - In sum, phonetic environment does appear 
to influence the selection of variants. 
Tables A.11.4 and A.11.5 present the mean% use of variants 
of (+) according to the three most common environments. 
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TABLE A. 11 . 4 MEAN % USE OF Vocalic L and [ t ] BY PHONETIC 
ENVIRONMENT 
\/oc..o.Jv\c L [ J + 
Post ŒŬȘŠŨŸȘĚ ŐXŨŨŠŞŸȘĚ Post Vocalic Syllabic 
_(. ĤŸŸĜĚ ĤĒĤŸĿĦĦĚ -C.. ĤŸĚt:t: c. ĤŸŸĜĚ
-de. 43.3 41.5 46.2 36.9 27.5 30.8 
o-o'\ 21.8 24.3 27.2 22.8 15.9 15.2 
* 18 17 9 18 17 9 n 
TABLE A .11 . 5 MEAN % USE OF [ \ ] AND [ k ] BY PHONETIC 
ENVIRONMENT 
-ŸĚ
()If\ 
* n 
-
* 
ŸŘŖĚ Cll 
Post Vocalic ŐXŨŨŠŞŸȘĚ Post ŒŬȘŠŨŸȘĚ Syllabic 
_c... ĤŸŸȘĦĦĚ ĤŸWJŘJĿĚ _(_ 1- ŸŨWĿĦĦĚ
-
ŸWĢĿĦĦĚ
5.9 17.6 3.2 13.9 12.7 19.7 
9.1 14.9 6.7 17.9 17.5 19.2 
18 17 9 18 17 9 
n's vary VŸŪȘŤĚany case in ŴUŸȘUĚthere were less 
than five ŸWŤŲŪVĚwithin a given ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWĚwas 
excluded. 
I 
The ŸŪȚŨẀŤŪȘŤĚof ŮUŬŪŤWŸȘĚŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWĚ is not as marked here 
as ŸWĚwas for ('b). However, for ÙŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨĚspeakers environment 
may still systematically affect ẂŠŲŸŠŪWĚusage, and so it is as 
well to impose controls with regard to overall <+> scores as 
well. 
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APPENDIX 12 
ADJUSTING OVERALL LANGUAGE SCORES TO CONTROL FOR 
THE INFLUENCE OF PHONETIC ENVIRONMENT (see 
Chapter 9.4) 
The use of variants of word-initial ĜŸĞĚ appears to be influ-
enced by their phonological context, and since for some indi-
viduals environment might ŸŪȚŨẀŤŪȘŤĚ <+) use as well, some 
means of ȘŬŪWŲŬŨŨŸŪŦĚthe contribution of particular environments 
to overall scores needs to be introduced (see Appendix 11). 
One way of doing this ŠŲWŸȚÙȘÙŠŨŨXĚreduces the contribution 
of over-represented environments while at the same time pre-
serving the ŮŲŬŮŬŲWŸŬŪŠWŤĚdistribution of variants within each 
context. For example, if the environment /n/##_ were to repre-
sent 50% of all uses of ĜŸĞHĚwe could reduce WUŸVĚ to 20% while 
still maintaining the same relative occurrence amongst the ẂŠŲŸ­
ants ŔŸŖHĚ [d] and Zero TH. Imagine that post-/n/ ĜŸĞĚ's repre-
sented 50/100 of a person's uses and that amongst these 50, 
25 were [d) and 25 Zero TH. To reduce post /n/ settings to 20% 
of the total, we would have to say that we would accept only 
thirteen [13/63 = 20.6%], yet we could preserve the ŬŲÙŦŸŪŠŨĚ
ratio of [d] to Zero TH ŴŸWUŸŪĚthat environment by accepting 
6.5 [d)'s and 6.5 Zero TH's in our final overall count. In 
WUŸVĚway we could prevent any unusual preponderance of one en-
vironment from unduly influencing overall scores, ŴUŸŨŤĚbene-
fiting from the originally much larger sample of instances we 
had in that particular ŮUŬŪŬŨŬŦŸȘŠŨĚcontext. 
The question of course ŠŲŸVŤVHĚwhat limits do we impose on 
the contribution of ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲĚenvironments to overall scores? 
Should /n/##_ be accepted as 10%, 20%, 60% of the total? 
The limit ŸÜŮŬVŤTĚon the acceptance of particular environ-
ments was partly decided with reference to the distribution of 
environments across the group of informants as a whole. For 
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word ŸŪŸWÙŠŨĚTH, the commonest environments were post pausal, 
post vocalic, and post post-dental/alveolar stops, ȚŲÙȘŠWŸẂŤVĚ
and nasals. Amongst these, the commonest was post /n/ (often 
due to the frequency of the phrase ' n that' In the group 
style, WUŸVĚranged from 51.6% of one person's uses to 16.9% of 
another's [:&. = 27.3; n = 18; a-n== 8.7]; only very rarely 
did post- pausal, ŮŬVWĤẂŬȘŠŨŸȘHĚpost /J.,tj and post /z,s/ en-
vironments represent more than 20% of the total. For this 
reason, it seemed sensible to fix a 20% limit on the acceptance 
of /n/## (it should not be excluded altogether, since not all 
ÙŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨVĚare necessarily disposed to using it ŮŲŤTŬÜŸŪŠŪWŨXĚ
ȚŬŲŸĚŲŤŠŨÙVŠWŸŬŪVĚof TH). Indeed, a ÜŠẄŸÜẀÜĚlimit of 21% was 
placed on all environments, so that we can be relatively confi-
dent that the overall scores represent a reasonable cross-
section of ŮŬWŤŪWŸŠŨĚVŸWŤVĚof occurrence. 
The _c environment ranged from representing 25 to 66.6% of 
the environments ŸŪĚwhich informants used variants of <+> 
( :i.: 31.8 ., n : 18 , CJ"n : 8.4). The syllabic ## C ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWĚ
contributed little in comparison. In fact, I finally fixed a 
ÜŠẄŸẀÜĚlimit of 40%, ŴUŸȘUĚwas much easier to fix in terms of 
the ȘŠŨȘẀŨŠWŸŬŪVĚ ŸWĚŲŤŰẀŸŲŤTĚthan say 35%; this lower limit 
could also be justified ŸŪĚso far as the conditioning effect of 
_c on <+> was much less striking than the effect of /n/##_ 
and /J/ tt.tt _ on ( >c5 ) • 
ÑŠẂŸŪŦĚclassified the reasons for ȚÙẄŸŪŦĚthese limits, ŸWĚ
ŸVĚ now necessary to ŬẀWŨŸŪŤĚ the way ŸŪĚwhich this led to the 
adJustment of ÙŪTŸĚẂŸTẀŠŨĚscores. Let us take ( ŸĚ) ȚŸŲVWĦĚ
For the ŸŪWŤŲĤÙŪTŸẂÙTẀŠŨĚȘŬÜŮŠŲŸVŬŪĚof (fb ) use in the 
group ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴVHĚ the scores of all informants needed to be at 
least partially adJusted so that no ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWĚȘŬŪWŲŸŞẀWŤTĚmore 
than about 20% to the overall scores. Table A.12.1 presents the 
raw ȚŲŤŰẀŤŪȘŸŤVĚwith ŴUŸȘUĚthe ÜŠŸŪĚenvironments occurred in the 
WŲŸŠTÙȘĚÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴVHĚ after they have been adjusted to meet WUŸVĚ
21% limit. The ŬŲŸŦŸŪŠŨĚȚŲŤŰẀŤŪȘŸŤVĚare shown in brackets. 
TABLE A.12.1 FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF THE MAIN ENVIRONMENTS FOR WORD INITIAL ĜŸĞĚ IN THE 
GROUP INTERVIEW, AFTER ADJUSTMENT (ORIGINAL FREQUENCIES IN BRACKETS) 
Environments 
/i/ti \\- f;./tt li- 1{\1 ŸGŅĠĤ I Informant Post pausal Post vocalic Total 
' 
A 26 35 ( 39) 26 11 35 (52) 172 (193) 
B 27 ( 36) 27 (29) 16 13 23 129 (141) 
c 8 9 7 5 12 (14) 59 (61) 
E 19 (21) 7 12 6 19 (82) 94 (159) 
H 17 25 19 17 30 (42) 148 (160) 
I 21 19 8 9 21 (29) 104 (112) 
J 20 26 (27) 11 9 26 124 (125) 
K 19 25 18 15 28 (48) 136 (156) 
L 34 ( 37) 34 14 20 34 170 (173) 
0 10 ( 15) 8 4 5 9 48 (53) 
Q 14 25 (29) 13 10 25 (31) 123 (133) 
R 8 10 (11) 6 4 10 (26) 50 (67) I 
s 8 (10) 8 (10) 5 5 8 (18) 39 <53> 1 
T 19 25 18 13 28 (44) 137 (153) 
u 20 33 (41) 13 23 33 (39) 160 (174) 
V 6 3 2 3 6 (8) 30 (32) 
w 24 23 22 15 26 (28) 130 (132) 
2 6 7 (8) 5 4 7 (19) 35 (48) 
CD 
..... 
-...J 
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With ( 1- ) , the number of ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWŠŨĚoccurrences which 
needed to be artificially reduced in order to meet the 40% limit 
was fewer. Table A.12.2 presents the frequencies with which the 
two main environments occurred, after adjustment. Again, 
original ȚŲŤŰẀŤŪȘŸŤVĚare shown ŸŪĚbrackets. 
TABLE A. 12 • 2 FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF THE MAIN ENVIRON-
MENTS FOR ( +) IN THE GROUP INTERVIEW, AFTER 
ADJUSTMENT (ORIGINAL fREQUENCIES IN BRACKETS) 
-C. ĤŸGWJŨĿĦĦĚ Total 
A 24 25 63 
B 20 18 55 
c 6 7 ( 9) 18 (20) 
E 6 (20) 6 (7) 15 (30) 
H 41 ( 4 7) 25 102 (108) 
I I 14 15 42 
J 26 20 72 
K 14 17 49 
L 20 I 16 59 
0 7 (8) 7 18 (19) 
Q 11 15 (21) 38 (44) 
R 10 6 25 
s 10 5 25 
T 25 24 65 
u 21 17 53 
V 5 ( 7) 3 13 ( 15) 
w 32 31 89 
2 8 ( 11) 5 20 (2 3) 
Of course, as was ÙŪTŸȘŠWŤTĚat the outset, the process of re-
TẀȘŸŪŦĚthe number of environments counted ŸŪĚthe analysis does 
not actually affect the ŮŲŬŮŬŲWŸŬŪŠWŤĚuses of variants ŴÙWUŸŪĚ
each; what happens ŸVĚ that the capacity of any ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWŠŨŨXĚ
favoured variant to contribute to overall scores is limited 
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whenever their environments are unfairly over-represented in 
the original data. As a result of these controls, the following 
overall % scores emerge for the use of variants of ( ŸĚ) and ( + ) 
in the group session (see Table A.12.3). In brackets are the 
variant scores that would appear without these adjustments. In 
Table A.12.4, in a similar format, the overall frequencies on 
which these %1 s are based, are shown. 
For (+) the effects of adjusting% scores to control for 
the influence of phonetic environment are generally slight 
(though maybe this wasn•t knowable till the adjustments had been 
done?); for ĜŸĞĚ however, these adJUstments make quite a differ-
ence to particular cases, notably R and E. 
'!'ABLE A. 12. 3 OVERALL % SCORES FOR THE USE OF VARIANTS OF ( +-) AND ( ŸĚ) IN THE GROUP INTERVIEW, 
AFTER ADJUSTMENTS (% SCORES PRIOR TO ADJUSTMENT ARE SHOWN IN BRACKETS) 
Vocall.c L [ ,. ] [ I l [ ŸŖĚ [ '6 ] ( d 1 
A 39.7 31.7 9.5 19 .o 66.7 (67.4) 21.9 (21.8) 
B 54.5 23.6 3.6 18.2 48.8 (49.6) 33.3 (33.3) 
c 10 ( 10) 21.1 (20) 8.3 (10) GO .5 (60) 79.3 (78.7) 5.1 (4. 9) 
E 34 (36.7) 28 (26.7) 12 (6. 7) 26 (30) 47.3 ( 38.4) 22.4 (18.2) 
H 34 (34.3) 58.2 (58.3) 7.7 (7. 4) 0 59.9 (58. 7) 7.9 (7.5) 
I 23.8 47.6 9.5 19 29.6 (29.5) 51.6 (50.9) 
J 13.9 41.7 9.7 34.7 78.4 (78.4) 11.9 (12.0) 
K 26.5 20.4 4.1 48.9 40.9 (39.1) 33.0 (33.3) 
L 83 13.6 0 3.4 30.4 ( 30.6) 53.8 (53.8) 
ŸĚ
0 58.3 (57.9) 10.5 (10.5) 25.5 (26.3) 5.5 (5. 3) 26.5 (26.4) 54.8 (56.6) 
Q 36.6 ( 36. 4) 33.4 (34.1) 10 (11.4) 19.5 (18.2) 47.2 (48.1) 29.6 ( 30.1) 
R 20 56 24 0 45 ( 37. 3) 25.2 (19.4) 
s 28 72 0 0 78.5 (77.3) 12.8 (11.3) 
T 52.3 30.8 16.9 0 49.8 (48.4) 29.6 (27.4) 
u 39.6 58.5 1.9 0 56.6 (56.9) 4.7 (5. 2) 
V 76.9 (80) 15.4 (13.3) 7.7 (6. 7) 0 57.3 (56.2) 9.0 (9.4) 
w 48.3 37.1 13.5 1.1 45.6 (45.5) 44.8 (44.7) 
2 26 (26.1) 35. 5 ( 39. 1) 38.5 (34.8) 0 28.3 (29.2) 48.3 (50.0) 
-----
Zero TH 
11.2 (10.9) 
16.9 (15.6) 
15.4 (16.4) 
30 .1 ( 4 3. 4) 
31.5 (33.1) 
18.7 (19.6) 
9.7 (9.6) 
22.7 (24.4) 
15.8 (15.6) 
18.7 (16.9) 
23.1 (21.8) I 
29.4 (43.3) I 
8.7 (11.3) 
20.7 (24.2) I 
38.6 (37.9) 
33.3 (34.4) 
9.6 (9.8) 
23.1 (20.8) 
- - --
CO 
N 
0 
TABLE A. 12. 4 OVERALL FREQUENCIES FOR THE USE OF VARIANTS OF ( 1--) AND ( ŸĚ) IN THE GROUP INTERVIEW, 
AFTER ADJUSTMENTS (FREQUENCIES PRIOR TO ADJUSTMENT ARE SHOWN IN BRACKETS) 
Vocalic L r+J [ I J [ ŸŖĚ ŔŸĚ l [ d ] 
A 25 20 6 12 114.7 ( 130) 37.6 (42) 
-
B 30 13 2 10 62.9 (70) 43 (47) 
c 1.8 (2) 3.8 (4) 1.5 (2) 10.9 (10) 46.8 (48) 3 (3) 
E 5.1 (11) 4.2 (8) 1.7 (2) 3.9 (9) 44.5 (61) 21.1 (29) 
H 34.7 (37) 59.4 (63) 7.9 (8) 0 (0) 88.6 (94) 11.7 (12) 
I 10 20 4 8 30.8 (33) 53.7 (57) 
J 10 30 7 25 97.2 (98) 14.8 (15) 
K 13 10 2 24 55.6 (61) 44.9 (52) 
L 49 8 0 2 51.7 (53) 91.4 (93) 
0 10.5 (11) 1.9 (2) 4.6 (5) 1 (1) 12.7 (14) 26.3 (30) 
Q 13.9 (16) 12.7 (15) 3.8 (5) 7.4 (8) 58.1 (64) 36.4 (40) 
R 5 14 6 0 22.5 (25) 12.6 (13) 
s 7 18 0 0 30.6 (41) 5 ( 6) 
T 34 20 11 0 68.2 (17) 40.5 (42) 
u 21 31 1 0 90.6 (99) 7.6 (9) 
V 11 (12) 2 1 0 17.2 (18) 2.7 (3) 
w 43 33 12 1 59.3 (60) 58.2 (59) 
2 5.2 (6) 7 .1 (9) 7.7 (8) 0 9.9 (14) 16.9 (24) 
Zero TH 
19.6 (21) 
21.9 (22} 
9.1 (10) 
28.3 (69) 
46.7 (53) 
19.5 (22) 
12 (12) 
30.9 ( 38) 
26.9 (27) 
9 (9) 
28.45 (29) 
14.7 (29) 
3.4 (6) 
28.3 (37) 
61.7 (66) 
10 ( 11) 
12.5 (13) I 
s.1 (1o> I 
ro 
tv 
.... 
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APPENDIX 13 
A COMPARISON OF THE USE OF ( ŸĚ) AND ( -1'- ) ACROSS 
TWO ELICITATION CONTEXTS 
(see Chapter 9.2) 
In order to increase the speech sample on whLch subsequent socLo-
linguistic analyses would be based, Lt was origLnally Lntended to 
examine uses of ĜŸĚ) and ( +-) in two separate interviews. Ulti-
mately the emerging patterns were too diverse and irregular to 
permit the Lncorporation of data from both in any readLly manage-
able way. Any attempt to explicate the patterns they revealed 
would present a maJor and complex distraction from the main ana-
lytic concerns of Part Two. So finally only the triadLc ISA 
Groups interv1ew provLded the phonological data examined in re-
lation to 1nteract1onal associatLon and psycho-socLal identifL-
catLon. 
Because of thLs, the comparLson of speech Ln the dyadic vs 
triadic Lnterviews was treated only parenthetically in Chapter 
9.2. Here however there LS an opportunity to discuss it in some 
detail. 
1. DifferentLatLng the Two IntervLews 
Both interv1ews were primarily concerned with personal construct 
el1c1tation and neLther contained speech elicitation devLces such 
as word lists or read1ng passages. However, as already LndL-
cated, the two interviews took place at different stages in my 
contact with each Lnformant, the dyadic LntervLew coming rela-
tively early on and the triad1c one normally coming towards the 
end. In this respect, I thought that informants• phonological 
behaviour would differ: the earlier dyadLc style being more 
'formal' as I got to know informants, and the later triadic 
interview beLng more informal, SLnce by that tLme we knew each 
other quLte well. The fact that a frLend (or two) was present 
was also thought likely to inclLne the triadLc Lnterview to 
greater informality. 
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The topics covered also differed: the dyadic (ISA Personal) 
ŸŪWŤŲẂÙŤŴĚcovered informants' perceptions of themselves now, in 
the future and in the past; WUŤŸŲĚfriends, WUŤŸŲĚrelatives and 
their immediate family. The triadic (ISA Groups) interview 
covered local styles, fashions, VŬȘŸŠŨĚand ethnic groupings and 
relations, and shared peer-group values (see section 8.1 in the 
main text for a more TŤWŠŸŨŤTĚaccount). This orientation of the 
triadic session to ŨŸȚŤĚ in the peer-group was also thought likely 
to mean greater ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŨŸWXĚand certainly the mood in the two 
interviews differed a good deal. The dyadic ŸŪWŤŲẂÙŤŴĚcan be 
summarised as being generally more VŤŲŸŬẀVĚ and thoughtful, ŴŸWUĚ
pauses while informants thought. The triadic session was not 
I hope lighthearted or frivolous, but in general it was ŪŬÙVŸŤŲĚ
and there were more JOkes and many inter-informant interruptions 
(and interruptions of me) . 
When it came to the transcript1on of these two types of 
interview, not all of both were used. Sometimes the moods, 
topics and events 1n one might resemble the other so in order 
to TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWÙŠWŤĚ them as much as possible in the final speech 
data, I excluded, for instance, external interruptions and dis-
cussions of my proJect from both. In the dyadic (ISA Personal) 
ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴVHĚphonetic transcription was only ŦŸẂŤŪĚto discussion 
focusing on personal relationships, personal and family ÜŤÜŬŲŸŤVHĚ
personal aims and, within these contexts, comparisons of past 
and present. Discussion of general social topics (e.g. the 
miners' strike) was excluded, as well as talk about general 
social ȘŬŪẂŤŪWŸŬŪVĚ (e.g. telling tales). In the group interv1ew, 
talk about social relationships, social groups, common values, 
styles, shared memor1es, 'vernacular' themes (theft, fights, 
trouble), and local social institutions (YTS, the Youth Club, 
rival schools) were transcribed, while personal relationships, 
personal information about e.g. job and non Bedford-based activi-
ties were not counted. 
Another dev1ce to try to different1ate these two interviews 
concerned the selection of tokens for phonetic analysis. In the 
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dyadic interv1ew about 100 ĜŸĞĚ tokens were counted 1n from the 
start, whereas in the tr1adic/group interview, the count started 
at the back. In this way it was hoped to get the most formal 
part of the more formal interview (1.e. wh1le informants settled 
in), and the least formal bits of the less formal sess1on (i.e. 
when informants were more l1kely to be 1nto the swing). Of 
course this was a very approximate strategy as far as getting 
data wh1ch reflected d1fferent moods, and in some cases where 
there were less than 100 tokens, I transcr1bed all the session. 
(For (+),all 1nstances were analysed 1n both sess1ons.) 
These then were the ways in wh1ch 1t was hoped that the 
dyad1c !SA Personal 1nterview would elic1t speech that d1ffered 
systematically from the triadic !SA Groups sess1on's. Before 
moving to an account of the results, it 1s now necessary to de-
scribe the way 1n which compos1te score for the use of variants 
of ĜŸĞĚ and (+) were adJusted in order to prevent the over-
representat1on of certain phonet1c env1ronments biasing the 
results. 
2. Adjust1ng Overall Scores on ĜŸĞĚ and (t) to Control for 
the Influence of Phonet1c Env1ronment 
The main body of the text refers to the way in wh1ch controls 
were imposed to prevent any part1cular env1ronments being unduly 
over-represented. Appendix 12 expands on this. 
In fact, the approach taken w1th regard to the comparison 
of data from the two interv1ews differed from the approach 
adopted when it came to compar1ng 1ndiv1duals w1th1n a single 
elicitat1on context (the triadic interv1ews). In the latter, 
no env1ronment for ĜŸĚ ) was allowed to constitute more than 
about 20% of the final compos1te ind1ces; for (+),the upper 
l1mit for any single environment was 40%. In analys1ng stylist1c 
var1ation across interv1ews, the approach was d1fferent, because 
the first a1m was not to contrast ind1v1duals across the group, 
but to make 1ntra-1nd1v1dual comparisons: thus, rather than 
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having the problem of one person using a given environment much 
more than somebody else, we had the intra-individually based 
problem of one style containing many more ŸŪVWŠŪȘŤVĚof a particu-
lar environment than the other style. 
For example, O's use of post /n/ environments was 35% in the 
dyadic interview, but only about 17% in the triadic. How validly 
could overall scores in each be compared in these two interviews 
if within them environments were differentially represented in 
this way? My course of action here was to reduce to within 
about 10% the difference in the extent to which a particular en-
vironment contributed to the overall score on each session. 
Of course the ȚŬŬŨŸVUĚthing about having two separate ap-
proaches to score-adjustment, one for 'style' ȘŬÜŮŠŲŸVŬŪĚand the 
other for cross-sectional analysis, is that it prevents the use 
of the famous ÒŠŞŬẂŸŠŪĚgraphs which showed, for example, LMC 
speakers exceeding UMC speakers in their use of ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲĚẂŠŲŸ­
ants in the most formal styles. It is not ŮŬVVŸŞŨŤĚhere to com-
bine (a) the description of variable use ÙŪWŲŠĤÙŪTÙẂŸTẀŠŨŨXĚ
across styles with (b) the description of one speaker's usage in 
each style relative to another's. Fortunately however, this com-
bination of stylistic and social ẂŠŲÙŠWŸŬŪĚdescriptions was not 
required in this project, and so ŸWĚwas eventually unnecessary 
to revise the adjustment-procedure worked out for the stylistic 
comparison. Having said that, the ÙÜŮŨŤÜŤŪWŠWŸŬŪĚof these con-
trols for the stylistic analysis can now be ŬẀWŨŸŪŤTĚŸŪĚmore de-
tail. 
In the dyadic and WŲŸŠTÙȘĚŸŪWŤŲẂÙŤŴVHĚ three informants used 
environments for ĜŸĚ) ŴUŸȘUĚdiffered from one another in their 
relative frequency by more than about 10%. These were Bi, in 
whose dyadic speech the post pausal ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWĚrepresented 7.8%, 
whereas in the WŲÙŠTŸȘIŦŲŬẀŮĚŸŪWŤŲẂÙŤŴĚit was 25.5%; Op with 
14.5% of post pausal ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWVĚ in the dyadic, 28.3% in the 
other, and 35.4% dyadic post /n/ ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWVĚvs 16.9% in the 
triad; and lastly Rw, with 23.8% dyadic post nasal environments 
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as opposed to 38.8% in the group context. For the rest, the 
analysis of stylistic ẂŠŲÙŠWŸŬŪĚcould proceed using occurrences 
of ĜŸĞĚ exactly as they appeared in the interviews. Table A.13.1 
summarises the % ȘŬŪWŲÙŞẀWŸŬŪĚof each major ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWĚto over-
all scores for ĜŸĞĚ in each interview: in brackets it VŬÜŤWŸÜŤVĚ
shows ŬŲÙŦŸŪŠŨĚproportions before they had been adJUSted to 
ŴŸWUŸŪĚthe 10% range of each other. 
For ( +), the same controls were also applied. The 10% dif-
ference limit needed to be imposed for five speakers: 
Speaker NŪẂŸŲŬŪĤ MXŠTŸȘĚ Group Difference 
ment Session ŐŤVVŸŬŪĚ
A I ##C 23.1% 39.7% 16.6% -
c c 42.8% 30% 12.8% 
-
E ##C 42.6% 30"o 12.6% 
-
E c 33.3-6 66.6% 33.3% 
-
0 c 26.5% 42.1% 15.6% 
-
u c 25% 39.6% 14.6% 
-
This resulted in Table A.13.2. 
TABLE A. 13.1 EACH OF THE MAIN ENVIRONMENTS AS A % OF ALL WORD INITIAL ( ŸĚ) ENVIRONMENTS IN DYADIC AND GROUP 
A 
B 
c 
E 
H 
I 
J 
0 
R 
s 
u 
w 
-
STYLES, AFTER ADJUSTMENT TO ENSURE THAT THE DIFFERENCE IS NOT MORE THAN ŸĚ10% (ORIGINAL % IN BRACKETS) 
l- \Jt!"- ŸWȚWJWĚŸĚ
-
A. ŅĔŸĤ !'(\I u. tt= -
• 
Dyadic 
14.6 
7.8 
8.2 
12.3 
7.9 
13.5 
26.2 
17.9(14.5) 
20.6 
23.4 
16.2 
11.2 
-----
Group Dyadic Group Dyadl.c Group Dyadic Group Dyadic 
13.5 20.8 20.2 14.6 13.5 6.2 5.7 25 
17.3(25.5) 23.3 22.8(20.6) 5.5 12.6(11.3) 5.5 10.2 (9.5) 26.7 
13. 1 10.2 14.7 10.2 11.5 4.1 8.2 24.5 
13.2 15.3 4.4 5.9 13.2 2.5 3.8 45.8 
10.6 22.2 15.6 14.3 11.9 7.9 10.6 19 
18.7 21.8 16.9 17.3 7.1 8.3 8.0 17.3 
16 21.4 21.6 10.7 8.8 7.1 7.2 17.8 
20 (28. 3) 21.3(17.3) 16.7(15.1) 10. 1 (8.2) 8.3 (7.5) 6.7 (5.4) 10.4 (9.4) 20 
16(11.9) 14.3 22 (16.4) 4.8 12 (8.9) 9.5 8 ( 5. 9) 23.8 
18.9 14.9 18.9 12.1 9.4 9.3 9.4 24.3 
11.5 31.2 23.6 12.5 7.5 5 13.2 13.7 
18 19.8 17.4 12.9 16.7 6.9 11.4 23.3 
L__ __ 
--------
* In the process of reducing the total number of environments contributing to overall ĜŸĞĚ scores- a process entailed in reducing the contribution of particular environ-
ments - the proportionate representation of other environments was also often altered. 
(35.4) 
Group 
26.9 
18.1(16.3) 
22.9 
51.6 
26.2 
25.9 
20.8 
18.7 (6.9) 
20 (38.8) 
33.9 
22.4 
21.2 
* 
* 
* 
ro 
1\.) 
-....! 
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TABLE A.13. 2 THE TWO MAIN ENVIRONMENTS FOR ( +) , EACH AS A 
A 
B 
c 
E 
H 
I 
J 
0 
R 
s 
u 
w 
Dyadic 
30.8 
31.3 
% OF ALL ( + ) ENVIRONMENTS, OCCURRING IN DYADIC 
AND GROUP SESSIONS, AFTER ADJUSTMENT TO ENSURE 
THAT THE DIFFERENCE IS Nar MORE THAN ABOUT 10% 
(ORIGINAL % IN BRACKETS) 
V-C ŘŊĤŸŸȘĦĚ
Group MXŠTŸȘĚ Group 
32.5(38.1) 23.1 32.5(39.7) 
36.4 34.6 32.7 
38.5(42.8) 30 38.5(35.7) 45 
35.2(33.3) 40(66.6) 39.2(42.6) 40 (30) 
40 43.5 26 23.1 
38.8 33.3 38.8 35.7 
29.7 36.1 26.6 27.8 
26.5 35.7(42.1) 30.6 35.7(36.9) 
33.3 40.0 26.7 24 
31.1 40.0 20 20 
25.0 34.7(39.6) 38.6 34.7(32.1) 
40.9 35.9 24.6 34.8 
Table A.13.3 shows the results of these adjustment processes 
for ( 'cS ) • It shows the overall % score on the use of each 
ẂŠŲŸŠŪWHĚ and in brackets it shows the % for each variant that 
would have appeared if phonetic environments had not been con-
trolled to within the 10% limit. The table also shows the actual 
total number of tokens used in the ŠŪŠŨXVŸVĚof each style, both 
after adjustment and, ŸŪĚbrackets, before. 
For B and 0 th1s adjustment process has made little differ-
ence, but for R, reducing the frequency of occurrence of the post 
nasal ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWVĚ ŸŪĚboth ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴVĚ to within 10% of each other 
has ŰẀŸWŤĚTŲŠÜŠWŸȘŠŨŨXĚreduced UŸVĚ% score for Zero TH in the 
triadic session. For ĜŸĞĚ WUŸVĚadJUStment process has been ÚẀVWŸ­
ȚŸŤTHĚ and we are now comparing like with ŨŸÛŤĚ to a greater degree 
than ŬŲÙŦŸŪŠŨŨXĦĚ
TABLE A .13. 3 % USE OF VARIANTS OF ( ŸĚ) IN TWO SESSIONS, AFI'ER ADJUSTMENT FOR THE INFLUENCE OF 
PHONETIC ENVIRONMENT (IN BRACKETS, % USE OF VARIANTS, WHICH WOULD HAVE APPEARED 
WITHOUT THESE ADJUSTMENTS) 
["'b 1 [ d 1 U...oTI-\ 
Informant Dyadic Group Dyadic Group Dyadic Group Dyadic 
A 68.7 67.4 16.7 21.8 14.6 10.9 48 
B 58.9 47.8(49.6) 23.3 33.3(33.3) 15.5 17.3(15.6) 90 
c 61.2 78.7 22.4 4.9 16.3 16.4 49 
E 24.1 38.4 26.1 18.2 49.7 43.4 203 
H 66.7 58.7 3.2 7.5 30 .1 33.1 63 
I 43.6 29.5 42.1 50.9 14.3 19.6 133 
-- - --- ŸĚ
J 77.4 78.4 11.9 12 9.5 9.6 84 
ŸĚ
-
No. of tokens over 
used in analysis 
Group 
193 
127 (141) 
61 
159 
160 
112 
125 
0 47.5(47.3) 26.5(26.4) 42.9(44.5) 54.8(56.6) 9.5 (8.2) 18.7(16.9) 89 (110) 48 (53) 
R 39.7 45 (37.3) 20.6 25.2(19.4) 39.7 29.4(43.3) 63 so (67) 
s 71.0 77.3 12.1 11.3 16.8 11.3 107 53 
-
u 63.7 56.9 5.0 5.2 31.2 37.9 80 174 
w 49.1 45.5 39.6 44.7 10.3 9.8 116 132 
all 
I 
I 
I 
<Xl 
N 
1.0 
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Table A.13.4 shows the results of these adjustments for 
( +) • It agaJ.n shows the overall % score on the use of each 
variant and in brackets the % for each varJ.ant that would have 
appeared if phonetic environments had not been controlled with 
the 10% limJ.t. LikewJ.se, the table also shows the actual total 
number of tokens used in the analysJ.s of each style, both after 
adjustment and, in brackets, before. 
Here the adjustments have been rather more inconsequential 
than they were w1.th ( ŸĚ) . 
These then were the ways J.n whJ.ch scores were adjusted in 
order to permit a valid compar1.son of phonological 'style' 
across two interv1.ews. We can now proceed to the analys1.s of 
stylistic varJ.abJ.lity itself. 
TABLE A.13.4 %USE OF VARIANTS OF (+) IN TWO SESSIONS, AFTER ADJUSTMENT FOR THE INFLUENCE OF 
PHONETIC ENVIRONMENT (IN BRACKETS, % USE OF ŒĻŎŅŸŸŐĚWHICH WOULD HAVE APPEARED 
WITHOUT THESE ADJUSTMENTS) 
-
Vocal1.c L [ +] [ I 1 [ l-] 
Dyadl.C Group Dyadic Group Dyadic Group Dyadl.C Group 
A 2 3.1 39.2(39.7) 38.5 30 ( 31. 7} 23.1 6. 7 (9.5) 15.4 24 (19.6) 
B 69.1 54.5 13.6 23.6 12.3 3.6 4.9 18.2 
c 13.8(14.3) 10 0 (0) 20 13.8(14.3) 10 71.8 (71.4) 60 
E 41.8 ( 40.7) 34 (36.7) 29.2 (29.6) 28 (26. 7) 17.4(16.7) 12 (6. 7) 13.1(12.9) 26 (30) 
• H 28 34.3 64 58.3 8 7.4 0 0 
I 32.8 23.8 50.7 47.6 14.9 9.5 1.5 19 
J 17.2 13.9 31.2 41.7 21.9 9.7 29.7 34.7 
- e--- -
jO 42.9 55.7(57.9) 12.2 9.3(10.5) 34.7 27.9(26.3) 10.2 7.1 (5.3) 
R 16.7 20 80 56 3.3 24 0 0 
s 42.2 28 48.9 72 8.9 0 0 0 
u 22.7 39.4(39.6) 77.3 58.6(58.5) 0 2.0 (1.9) 0 0 
w 78.7 48.3 20.5 37.1 0.8 13.5 0 1.1 
--- -- --- ------- - - - -- ------- - - -- - -- -
I 
No. of tokens overall . 
used in analysis I 
I 
Dyadic Group 
I 
13 40 (63) 
81 55 
13 (14) 20 
51 (54) 15 (30) 
so 108 
67 42 
64 72 
49 14 ( 19) 
30 25 
45 25 
44 49 (53) 
122 89 
-
CO 
w 
...... 
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3. The Evidence of Variation in the Use of ( ŸĚ ) and ( +-) 
From One Interview to the Other 
After making adJustments so that no environment was represented 
in the data from one ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĚ10% more or less than ŸŪĚ the 
other, the ȚŬŨŨŬŴŸŪŦĚŸĚ scores emerged for the use of variants 
of ( + ) and ĜŸĚ ) across the two speech contexts (Tables A.13. 5 
and A. 1 3 . 6) . 
Table A.13.7 below shows the% and raw frequencLes for word 
initial Zero TH after dental and alveolar consonants (because 
the focus was on broadly comparable environments merged ŸŪWŬĚone 
- i.e. Lt was much less of an environment non-specifLc overall 
score than the rest - the adJustments descrLbed above were not 
applLed). 
TABLE A.13.7 %USE OF WORD INITIAL Zero TH AFTER DENTAL 
AND ALVEOLAR CONSONANTS IN TWO SESSIONS 
(RAW FREQUENCIES IN BRACKETS) 
ŸĚ
Word initial Zero TH after 
dental alveolar consonants 
Informant DyadLc Group 
A 9.5 (2) 11.2 ( 10) 
B 23.5 ( 8) 32.7 ( 17) 
c 21.0 (4) 26.9 (7) 
E 72.7 (80) 56.0 (56) 
H 38.5 ( 10) 50.0 (39) 
I 21.0 (12) 26.1 (12) 
J 19.3 (6) 13.0 (6) 
0 5.5 (3) 22.2 (4) 
R 62.5 (15) 72.2 (26) 
s 30.6 (15) 25.0 (7) 
u 60.0 (15) 56.0 (42) 
w 22.0 ( 11) 16.9 (11) 
TABLE A. 13. 5 % USE OF VARIANI'S OF ( +) IN TWO SESSIONS, AFTER ADJUSTMENT FOR THE INFLUENCE OF 
PHONETIC ENVIRONMENT 
Vocalic L [ + ] [ I ] 
" 
[ ŸŖĚ
Dyadic Group Dyadic Group Dyadic Group Dyadic Group 
A 23.1 39.2 38.5 30 23.1 6.7 15.4 24 
B 69.1 54.5 13.6 23.6 12.3 3.6 4.9 18.2 
c 13.8 10 0 20 13.8 10 71.8 60 
-- -- -
E 41.8 34 29.2 28 17.4 12 13.1 26 
H 28 34.3 64 58.3 8 7.4 0 0 
I 32.8 23.8 50.7 47.6 14.9 9.5 1.5 19 
J 17.2 13.9 31.2 41.7 21.9 9.7 29.7 34.7 
0 42.9 55.7 12.2 9.3 34.7 27.9 10.2 7.1 
R 16.7 20 80 56 3.3 24 0 0 
--
s 42.2 28 48.9 72 8.9 0 0 0 
u 22.7 39.4 77.3 58.6 0 2.0 0 0 
w 78.7 48.3 20.5 37 .1 0.8 13.5 0 1.1 
ĤŸĚ
--- - --
No. of tokens overall 
used in analysis 
Dyadic Group 
13 40 
81 55 
13 20 
51 15 
50 108 
67 42 ( 
l 
64 72 
49 14 
30 25 
45 25 
44 49 
122 89 
TABLE A.13.6 % USE OF VARIANTS OF (1) IN TWO SESSIONS, AFTER ADJUSTMENT FOR 
THE INFLUENCE OF PHONETIC ENVIRONMENT 
ŔŸŖĚ [ d ] '2rwo Tt-\ 
Informant Dyadl.C Group Dyadic Group Dyadic Group 
A 68.7 67.4 16.7 21.8 14.6 10.9 
- -
B 58.9 47.8 23.3 33.3 15.5 17.3 
c 61.2 78.7 22.4 4.9 16.3 16.4 
E 24.1 38.4 26.1 18.2 49.7 43.4 
H 66.7 58.7 3.2 7.5 30.1 33.1 
I 43.6 29.5 42.1 50.9 14.3 19.6 
J 77.4 78.4 11.9 12 9.5 9.6 
--
0 47.5 26.5 42.9 54.8 9.5 18.7 
r- -
R 39.7 45 20.6 25.2 39.7 29.4 
s 71.0 77.3 12.1 11.3 16.8 11.3 
u 63.7 56.9 5.0 5.2 31.2 37.9 
w 49.1 45.5 39.6 44.7 10.3 9.8 
No. of tokens overall 
used ŸŪĚanalysis 
Dyadic Group 
48 193 
90 127 
49 61 
203 159 
63 160 
133 112 
84 125 
89 48 
63 50 
107 53 
80 174 
116 132 
--
-------
OJ 
w 
""' 
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It was thought that the organisation of each interview in 
terms of topics, interlocutors and timing during the period of 
field-work contact might result in each sampling a different 
part of informants' linguistic repertoires, the first dyadic 
interview beLng more formal and the second triadic interview 
being less. In fact, for the group oftwelve informants as a 
whole, mean % scores on each variant show extremely little vari-
ation from one session to the next. These scores are shown in 
Tables A.13.8 and A.13.9. 
All the group means are within 4% poLnts of one another. 
However, individuals of course differed from one another in 
the extent to which their uses of variants of c+> and ĜŸĞĚ
changed across these two contexts. Table A.13.10 shows in per-
centage points the difference between informants' usage of c+) 
in each interview. Table A.13.11 does the same with regard to 
variants of ĜŸĞĦĚ In both tables, a plus sign indicates greater 
proportionate use Ln the dyadLc sessLon, and a mLnus means 
greater relatLve use in the group interview. 
<+) produced the greatest shift - 30% points on W's use of 
Vocalic L. But otherwise neither variable shows much cross-
situational varLability. All of the other Vocalic L users have 
a shift of wLthLn 17% poLnts, and of these, six speakers' pro-
portionate uses in the two sessLons are within 10% of each other. 
The shift on [+] is always within 25% and for SLX it is also 
within 10%; on [I ] all shift is ŴŸWUÙŪĚ21% and here eight are 
within 10%. On [ ŸŖĚ all are within 18% and half of those are 
within 10%. On ŔŸŖĚ all VUŸȚWĚŸVĚwLthin 25%, and in seven out 
of twelve cases within 10%; on [ d] it is all within 20%, and 
ten out of twelve within 10%; on overall Zero TH, all shifts 
are within 11% and on Zero TH in post dental/alveolar consonant 
ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWVHĚall are within 17% and nLne are ŴÙWUŸŪĚ10% (see 
Table A.13.12). 
TABLE A. 13. 8 MEAN % SCORES FOR ( + ) , ON EACH VARIANT IN TWO INTERVIEWS, FOR ALL TWELVE INFORMANTS 
Vocalic L [ .... ] [ I l [ ŸŖĚ
Dyadic Group MXŠTŸȘĚ Group MXŠTŸȘĚ Group MXŠTŸȘĚ Group 
int. int. int. int. int. ŸŪWĦĚ int. int. 
Mean % score 35.7 33.4 38.8 40.2 13.3 10.5 12.2 15.8 
--
er 19.7 14.3 24.8 17.9 9.7 7.9 19.9 17.8 
-
--
n 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
ŸĤĤĤ ------ ĤĤĤĤĤŸĚ
------
ĤĤŸĤĤĤĤ ĤĤĤĤŸĚ
TABLE A. 1 3. 9 MEAN % SCORES FOR ('Jb ) , ON EACH VARIANT IN TWO INTERVIEWS, FOR ALL TWELVE INFORMANTS 
ŔŸĚ ] [ d ] Zero TH Zero TH after dental/alveolar C 
Dyadic Group Dyadic Group DyadJ.C Group MXŠTŸȘĚ Group 
int. int. int. ŸŪWĦĚ ŸŪWĦĚ int. int. J.nt. 
Mean % score 55.9 54.2 22.2 24.1 21.5 21.4 32.2 34.0 
(T 14.7 17.7 13.0 17.1 12.6 11.2 20.8 18.9 
-
n 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
OJ 
w 
0'1 
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TABLE A.13 .10 AMOUNT OF SHIFT IN THE USE OF VARIANTS OF 
( + ) FROl-i ONE SESSION TO THE OTHER 
V 
A - 16.1 
B + 14.6 
c + 3.8 
E + 7.8 
H - 6.3 
I + 9 
J + 3.3 
0 - 12.8 
R - 3.3 
s + 14.2 
u - 16.7 
w + 30.4 
[+ = TXŠTŸȘĚsession favoured this variant; 
group VŤVVŸŬŪĚfavoured this variant] 
[ +] [ I J [ ŸĚ] 
+ 8.5 + 16.4 - 8.6 
- 10 + 8.7 - 13.3 
- 20 + 3.8 + 11.8 
+ 1.2 + 5.4 - 12.9 
+ 5.7 + 0.6 0 
+ 3.1 + 5.4 - 17.5 
- 10.5 + 12.2 
-
5 
+ 2.9 + 6.8 + 3.1 
+ 24 - 20.7 0 
- 23.1 + 8.9 0 
+ 18.7 - 2 0 
- 16.6 - 12.7 - 1.1 
TABLE A.13 .11 AMOUNT OF SHIFT IN THE USE OF VARIANTS OF 
( 'fl ) FROM ONE SESSION TO THE OTHER 
'b 
A + 1.3 
B + 11.1 
c 
-
17.5 
E - 14.3 
H + 8 
I + 14.1 
J - 1 
0 + 21 
R - 5.3 
s - 6.3 
u + 6.8 
w + 3.6 
[+ = dyadic session favoured WUŸVĚvariant; 
- = group session favoured this variant] 
d ŸØĢŘĚ Zero TH after 
dental/alveolar c 
- 5.1 + 3.7 - 1.7 
-
10 - 1.8 - 9.2 
+ 17.5 - 0.1 - 5.9 
+ 7.9 + 6.3 + 16.7 
- 4.3 - 3 - 11.5 
- 8.8 - 5.3 - 5.1 
-
0.1 - 0.1 + 6.3 
- 11.9 - 9.2 - 16.7 
- 4.6 + 10.3 - 9.7 
+ 0.8 + 5.5 + 5.6 
- 0.2 - 6.7 + 4.0 
- 5.1 + 0.5 + 5.1 
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So the actual quantum of shift on these variables for indi-
viduals is generally small; beyond that, there is usually no 
unanimity in directions of shift (it is this which produces such 
a small difference between group means for the two settings). 
For some ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVHĚ usage of a ẂŠŲŸŠŪWĚincreases ŸŪĚthe TXŠTŸȘĚ
interview, while for others that variant is used more in the 
WŲŸŠTÙȘĚVŤVVŸŬŪĦĚ Charts A.13.1 to A.13.8 plot the amount and 
TÙŲŤȘWŸŬŪĚof shift for each informant on each variant. In ad-
TÙWŸŬŪHĚ the ethnicity of informants is indicated. 
TABLE A. 13. 12 AMOUNT OF SHIFI' IN % POINTS IN USE OF ( ŸĚ) AND 
( +) ACROSS THE TWO INTERVIEWS (total No. of 
informants = 12) 
No. of ŸŪĤ No. of ŸŪĤ No. of in-
formants with formants ŴŸWUĚ formants ŴŸWUĚ
less than less than less than 
25% shift 20% VUŸȚWĚ 10% VUŸȚWĚ
Vocalic L -+ 11 6 
[ + ] 12 -+ 6 
[ I 1 12 -+ 8 
(no. of in-[ l] formants 8 4 
= 8) 
[ 'S ] 12 -+ 7 
[ d ] -+ 12 10 
Zero TH -+ 12 11 
Zero TH after 
dental/ 12 9 
alveolar C 
In terms of direction of shift there appears to be most 
agreement on [ I ] and [ d ] : the dyadic VŤVVŸŬŪĚ favoured [ I ] for 
all eight informants of ĻVŸŠŪĚparentage, whereas with the ex-
ception of two ŐŸÛUĚboys and one boy of ĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚparentage, 
the triadic VŤVVŸŬŪĚ favoured [d] (though two speakers showed 
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ẂŸŲWẀŠŨŨXĚno shift at all). In terms of ŤWUŪŸȘĚsubgroups, the 
pattern for their variants of <+> is very TŸȚȚẀVŤJĚ there is 
agreement within ŸĚsubgroups as to which VŤVVŸŬŪĚfavours which 
variant, and the disagreement is sometimes ŰẀŸWŤĚpronounced. 
For word ini WŸŠŨĚ ( 'cS ) , the four ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚboys are 
ȚŠŸŲŨXĚunanimous about r1] being used more in the TXŠTŸȘĚinter-
V1ews, about [ d] ŸŪĚthe group VŤVVŸŬŪHĚmaybe along ŴŸWUĚoverall 
Zero TH (though for Zero TH after dental/alveolar consonants, 
they TŸȚȚŤŲĚagain in directions of increase). The patterns of 
shift are much more TŸȚȚẀVŤĚ for Sikh boys on ĜŸĞĚ and while the 
two ethnically Afro-Caribbean informants concur on ŔŸĚ ] , as do 
the two ethnic Anglos, these two pairs differ as to which situ-
at1on favours WUŸVĚ ȚŲŸȘŠWÍẂŤĚvariant. 
To sum up these results, we can say that in general there 
1s not much cross-contextual difference 1n the use of variants 
of ( ŸĚ) and ( + ) , and that there is even less consensus on which 
ŸŪWŤŲẂÍŤŴĚfavours which var1ants (the ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚPak1stan1 boys 
are more un1f1ed 1n terms of shift direction than the others) • 
Why? 
ÕŞẂŸŬẀVŨXĚthe approach to 'style' ŞŤŸŪŦĚtaken here cannot 
adequately investigate this 1ssue: I am making no attempt to 
consider interpersonal speech accommodation (e.g. Thakerar et al. 
1982); there is no exam1nation of var1ant selection 1n the light 
of speakers' rhetorical,commun1cat1ve or expressive intent1ons 
(cf. e.g. Dressler and Wodak 1982; Brown and Frazer 1979:37). 
However, ŴŸWUĚa pract1cal eye to the sampling concerns which di-
rected th1s cross-s1tuational comparison, there are obv1ously two 
poss1ble lines of response. 
Firstly, the 1nterviews were VŸŮŨXĚtoo similar to one an-
other to elic1t greater and more systematic var1at1on (here the 
absence of reading ŤŨÙȘÍWŠWŸŬŪVĚetc. may be criticised, though 
one m1ght have thought that the differential presence of a peer 
ÜŸŦUWĚhave compensated for this (cf. Bell 1984)). Alternatively, 
none of the var1ants here are Labov1an 'markers' (1972a:237) 
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(whether they are 'indicators' or not is a question that requires 
cross-sectional analysis). 
It would be more convenient here to opt for the second view, 
which would in theory permit ŴŸTŤĚgeneralisation about linguistic 
repertoires from a relatively small data base, without the need 
for situational ŰẀŠŨŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĦĚ Indeed if a wider range of 
linguistic ẂŠŲŸŠŞŨŤVĚhad been studied, and some had indeed been 
found to vary systematically across these two interviews, there 
would be firmer grounds for VŠXŸŪŦĚWUŠWĜŸĞĚand<+> were not 
markers. However, whether the patterns of ĜŸĞĚ and <+> usage 
to emerge here reflect inadequate elicitation or intrinsic 
linguistic properties must ŲŤÜŠŸŪĚan open question. 1 
From a practical point of view however, the lack of sys-
tematic difference across these two interviews justifies the use 
of just one interview in the cross-sectional analysis. In ẂŸŤŴĚ
of the fact that (a) ŸWVĚ themes and participants probably draw 
it closer to peer-group life than the dyadic ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴHĚ and 
(b) due to the ready ȚŠȘŸŨÙWXĚŸWĚprovides for including six more 
informants, the interview selected for analysis in relation to 
the data on interactional association and psycho-social identifi-
ȘŠWŸŬŪĚis the triadic/group session. Thus, in the main text very 
little reference is made to ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚdata from the dyadic ISA 
Personal discussions. The percentage scores on ĜŸĞĚ and <+) 
usage ŸŪĚthe group interview (adjusted specifically for the pur-
poses of ȘŲŬVVĤVŤȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚanalysis), are the exclusive focus when 
it comes to an analysis of the ŲŤŨŠWŸŬŪVUÙŮĚbetween language, 
interactional ŠVVŬȘŸŠWŸŬŪĚand psycho-social identification. 
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NOTES 
1. It ŸVĚperhaps worth noting in relation to ŐŸÛUĚinformants 
on ĜŸĞĚ that ĻŦŪŸUŬWŲÙĚ (1979:250) reports that [d] is 
not used in style shift, that it is an indicator rather 
than a marker. His ŤŨÙȘŸWŠWŸŬŪĚmethodology followed the 
Labov1an model more closely than ÜŸŪŤĚ (he also did not 
control for the effects of phonetic ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWŨĚ. 
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APPENDIX 14 
SCATTERPLOTS DISPLAYING THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN 
MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL TIES AND ISA IDENTIFICATION 
WITH ETHNICALLY AFRO-CARIBBEAN AND ANGLO KIDS 
(see Chapter 12.3) 
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SCATTERPLOT ŸĦÍTĦÍĚ TTIJLTIPLEX r:rT"'R..A.CTIONAL ASSOCIATION x CUR?ENT 
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SCATTERPLOT A .14. 3: MULTIPLEX ŅŸØØNŎĻĿØŅÕGØĻÒĚASSOCIATION x CONTRA-
IDE1'ITIFICATIOIT tTITH AFRO-CARIBBEAN PEERS 
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SCATTER.PLOT A. 1.1 • .1: HULTIPLEX I''"TERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION x CURRElTT 
IDEITTIFICj_Tio:r 'liTq AITGLO KIDS 
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ŐĿĻØØŸÖÒÕGŨGĚA. 1 4.. 6: '·!ULTIPLEX I::TTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION x CONTRA-
IDEITTIFICATION IHTH ANGLO KIDS 
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APPENDIX 15 
ANALYSIS OF ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN MULTIPLEX 
INTERACTIONAL TIES AND Vocalic L, Zero TH AFTER 
DENTAL/ALVEOLAR CONSONANTS, [ J ] AND ŔŸĚ ] 
(see Chapter 13.2) 
1. In Chapter 9.1.1, it was suggested that the main users of 
Vocalic L would be ethnically Anglo. A degree of support for 
this emerged in Chapter 13.1. Here we can ask whether multi-
plex interactLonal links wLth ethnically Anglo peers influence 
Vocalic L use. 
Table A.15.1 shows the dLstribut1on of Lnformants (by 
ethnicity) above and below the medians for Vocalic L use and 
for multiplex interactional assoc1ation wLth ethnLcally Anglo 
peers. 
Across the polyethn1c peer-group as a whole, there does 
appear to be some assoc1at1on between Vocal1c L use and multi-
plex Anglo ties: 1f one 1gnores fixed ethnicity completely, 
the pattern to emerge is as below: 
TABLE A.15.2 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR 
MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION WITH 
Use of 
Vocalic 
L 
2 
7 
ETHNICALLY ANGLO PEERS AND FOR Vocalic L 
USE (IGNORING FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Mult1plex Anglo T1es 
6 
22 75 
Median 
2 
78 25 
Med1an 
However, th1s patterning is not susta1ned within ethnic 
subgroups: all three ethnically Anglo 1nformants both use 
TABLE A.15.1 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL 
ASSOCIATION WITH ETHNICALLY ANGLO PEERS AND FOR Vocalic L USE 
Use of 
Vocalic 
L 
a 
b 
0 
V 
ŸĚ
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
In. 
1 
33 
2 
67 
Multiplex Interactional Association with Ethnically Anglo Peers 
MEDIAN 
(=8.3) 
Pa. AC En Mi In. Pa. AC En Mi 
1 
4 
* 
** 
1 1 3 1 
zo* 100 50 100 (lOO) 
1 1 1 
so** 100 50 100 
lower higher 
MEDIAN 
: includes informant with vertical median scores, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
: ditto, for informant with horizontal median score 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
D 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
36) ( 
en 
Ln 
...... 
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Vocalic L more than average and have a greater than average pro-
portion of multiplex Anglo ties. Not many of the informants of 
Indian and Pakistani parentage join them in this, so one cannot 
say that lower use of Vocalic L in combination ŴŸWUĚless Anglo 
networks is counterbalanced ŴÙWUŸŪĚthese two subgroups by UŸŦUŤŲĚ
Vocalic L use ŠȘȘŬÜŮŠŪŸŤTĚby more interaction. In other words, 
the association in Table A.15.2 for the ŮŬŨXŤWUŪŸȘĚgroup as a 
whole largely results from the particular ȘŬÜŞŸŪŠWŸŬŪĚof ethnici-
ties ȘŬÜŮŲŸVÙŪŦĚŸWĦĚ That it ŸVĚnot a constant ŠVVŬȘÙŠWŸŬŪĚrun-
ŪŸŪŦĚthrough the peer-group irrespective of ŤWUŪŸȘŸWXĚŸVĚ ȚŸŪŠŨŨXĚ
ÙŪTŸȘŠWŤTĚin Table A.15.3, where the non-Anglo cell in the top 
right corner scarcely contains more informants ŤŸWUŤŲĚ than the 
bottom left, or the cell for non-Anglos ŴŸWUĚa below average 
proportion of ÜẀŨWŸŮŨŤẄĚAnglo ties but above average ŒŬȘŠŨŸȘĚL 
use. In sum, the patterns here cannot be seen as ŠWWŤVWŸŪŦĚthe 
ŸŪȚŨẀŤŪȘŤĚof ÜẀŨWŸŮŨŤẄĚAnglo ties, ŤŸWUŤŲĚŸŲŲŤVŮŤȘWÙẂŤĚof ethnici-
ty, or ŴŸWUÙŪĚspecific ŤWUŪŸȘĚsubgroups (see also Scatterplot 
A.l5.1). 
TABLE A.lS. 3 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR 
MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION WITH 
Use of 
Vocalic 
L 
ETHNICALLY ANGLO PEERS AND FOR Vocalic L 
USE (ANGLOS AND NON-ANGLOS COMPARED) 
Multiplex Interactional Association 
with Ethnically Anglo Peers 
Anglo Non-Anglo 
2 
22 
7 
78 
lower 
MEDIAN 
(=8.3) 
Anglo 
3 
100 
MEDIAN 
Non-
Anglo 
a 
3 b 
0 
60 V 
e 
b 
2 e 
1 
40 0 
w 
UŸŦUŤŲĚ
MEDIAN 
(=36) 
'/ ...... 
"' Ve<.L 
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2. One of the hypotheses about ( ŸĚ) and ethnicity concerned 
?.ero TH, firstly after dental and alveolar consonants, and 
secondly, in all ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWVĦĚ It was hypothesised that in 
both cases (though particularly in the former), Zero TH would 
be ŠVVŬȘŸŠWŤTĚŴŸWUĚAnglo ethnicity. In the data on group means, 
the Anglo means were ȘŬŪVŸTŤŲŠŞŨXĚreduced by W who can in vari-
ous way be regarded as ethnically exceptional (see Chapter 14 in 
the main text): even so, Anglo means were higher than the rest. 
Table A.15.4 ŤẄŠÜŸŪŤVĚthe association between the post-
consonantal variant of Zero TH and multiplex interactional as-
sociation ŴŸWUĚethnically Anglo peers. 
This is rather a messy ŮŸȘWẀŲŤĦĚ What happens if non-Anglos 
are separated from Anglos? The result is Table A.15.5, ŴUŸȘUĚ
further indicates that in this group of informants, ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪŠŨĚ
association ŴŸWUĚethnically Anglo peers is not systematically 
connected with use of Zero TH in this post-consonantal environ-
ment (a glance at scatterplot A.15.2 also indicates that it is 
not worth ŲŤTŤȚÙŪŸŪŦĚthe medians to the exclusion of ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚ
Anglo informants). 
TABLE A.15.5 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX 
INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION WITH ETHNICALLY ANGLO 
PEERS AND FOR USE OF WORD INITIAL Zero TH AFTER 
DENTAL AND ALVEOLAR CONSONANTS (ANGLOS AND NON-
ANGLOS COMPARED) 
Use of 
Zero TH 
after 
dental 
and 
alveolar 
consonan ts 
Anglo 
lo r we 
Multiplex Anglo Ties 
MEDIAN 
(= 8) 
Non- Non-
Anglo Anglo Anglo 
4 2 3 
so 67 so 
4 1 3 
50 33 50 
l-1EDIAN UŸŦUŤŲĚ
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
lb 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(= 33) 
TABLE A.15.4 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION 
WITH ETHNICALLY ANGLO PEERS AND FOR USE OF WORD-INITIAL Zero TH AFTER DENTAL 
AND ALVEOLAR CONSONANTS (BY ETHNIC SUBGROUPS) 
MEDIAN 
(:;: 8) 
In. Pa. AC En Mi In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
Use of 
Zero TH 
after 
dental 
and 
alveolar 
consonan ts 
2 1 1 2 2 1 
67** 25 100 67* 67 (lOO) 
1 3 1 1 1 1 
33 75 lOO 33 100 33 
------ ĤĤĤĤĤŸĤ - -- - - - - -- - - -- - -
* 
** 
lower MEDIAN higher 
includes informant with score on the vertical median, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
includes informant ŴŸWUĚscore on the horizontal median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(= 33) 
CO 
l.n 
l.n 
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What about overall use of word-initial Zero TH ĜŸĦŤĦĚ in 
all ŤŪẂŸŲŬŪÜŤŪWVĞĹĚ Table A.15.6 presents the data on this, 
breaking informants down into fixed ŤWUŪŸȘĚsubgroups. Table 
A.15.7 considers the same data, but distinguishes only between 
Angles and non-Angles. 
TABLE A.15.7 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX 
INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION WITH ETHNICALLY ANGLO 
PEERS AND FOR THE USE OF WORD-INITIAL Zero TH 
Use 
of 
Zero TH 
IN ALL ENVIRONMENTS 
Multiplex Anglo Ties 
MEDIAN 
(=8.33) 
Anglo Non- Anglo Non-
Anglo Anglo 
4 2 2 
44 67 40 
5 1 3 
56 33 60 
lower UŸŦUŤŲĚ
MEDIAN 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(18.7) 
Again there are no grounds here for ŠVVẀÜŸŪŦĚan association 
between ÙŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚŸŪẂŬŨẂŤÜŤŪWĚŴŸWUĚAnglo peers and Zero TH: 
on this ŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚẂŠŲŸŠŪWHĚ ŠŪŠŨXVŸVĚŸŪĚthe light of network 
data lends no support to the tentative ŸŪȚŤŲŤŪȘŤVĚmade on the 
basis of subgroup means ŸŪVŮŤȘWÙŬŪĦĚ
TABLE A.15.6 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION 
WITH ETHNICALLY ANGLO PEERS AND FOR THE USE OF WORD-INITIAL Zero TH IN ALL 
ENVIRONMENTS (BY FIXED ETHNIC SUBGROUP) 
Use 
of 
Zero TH 
In. 
1 
33 
2 
67 
Multiplex Interactional Association with Ethnically Angle Peers 
MEDIAN 
(= 8.3) 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. 
2 1 1 2 
40 100 50 67 
3 1 1 1 
60* so** 100 33 
Lower Higher 
MEDIAN 
Mi. 
1 
(100) 
* Includes informant with vertical median scores, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin. 
** ditto, for ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWĚwith hor1zontal median score. 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
D 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=18. 7) 
CD 
U'l 
-...! 
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3. What of the ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚbetween [ I ] and Punjabi bilinguals 
suggested in secondary texts? 
Table A.lS. 8 presents data on the association of clear [ 1 ] 
usage with multiplex interactional association with Punjabi bi-
linguals, for the polyethnic peer-group as a whole. 
TABLE A.15.8 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX 
INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION WITH PUNJAB! BILINGUAL 
PEERS AND FOR CLEAR [ I ] USE (ACROSS THE POLYETHNIC 
PEER-GROUP AS A WHOLE) 
Use 
of 
[ I l 
4 
5 
Multiplex ŸŪWŤŲŠȘWÙŬŪŠŨĚ
association with Punjabi 
bilingual peers 
MEDIAN 
( == 87) 
5 
44% 62% 
3 
56% 38% 
below above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(==9.5) 
The pattern is indeterminate, and ŲŤÜŠŸŪVĚ so when this data ŸVĚ
broken down into fixed ŤWUŪŸȘĚsubgroups, as in Table A.15.9. 
In sum, the data here ÙŪTŸȘŠWŤVĚthat there is no association 
between [I ] and multiplex WŸŤVĚwith Punjabi bilingual peers. A 
glance at scatterplot A.15.4 ȘŬŪȚŸŲÜVĚthis. 
TABLE A.15.9 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION 
WITH PUNJAB! BILINGUAL PEERS AND FOR CLEAR [ J ) USE (BY FIXED ETHNIC SUBGROUPS) 
Use 
of 
[ J l 
I In. 
1 
1oo* 
Multiplex Interactional Association with Punjabi ŁÙŨŸŪŦẀŠŨĚPeers 
Pa. 
1 
so 
1 
50 
* 
** 
AC En. 
1 1 
so 33 
1 2 
so 67 
lower 
Mi. 
1 
MEDIAN 
(:::: 87) 
(100) 
MEDIAN 
In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
2 3 
67 6o** 
1 2 
33 40 
higher 
Includes informant with vertical median scores, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin. 
ditto, for informant w1th horizontal median score. 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
D 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(:9.5) 
ro 
m 
0 
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SCATTEB.PLOT A.15.4: MULTIPLEX IITTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION IHTH 
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4. In the ŠŪŠŨXVŸVĚof group means, ethnically Indian informants 
emerged as the greatest users of ŔŸĚ]: no great significance was 
attached to that finding, though it can be used as a pointer oc-
ȘŠVŸŬŪŸŪŦĚthe question, is ÙŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪŠŨĚassociation with ethnic-
ally ŅŪTŸŠŪĚpeers ȘŬŪTẀȘŸẂŤĚ to [ ŸĚ] use? By VWẀTXŸŪŦĚ four 
speakers of ŅŪTŸŠŪĚparentage directly it was not ŮŬVVŸŞŨŤĚto link 
[ 'b ] and Ind1an ŤWUŪŸȘÙWXHĚbut can we find such a connection 
reflected across the ŮŬŨXŤWUŪŸȘĚpeer-group as a whole? Table 
A.15.10 examines the association between ŔŸŖĚ and multiplex 
ethnically Indian peer ties. 
The pattern ŸVĚclearly highly diffuse and there is nothing 
to confirm any suggestion that ŔŸĚ ] and Indian ŤWUŪŸȘŸWXĚmight 
be ŨŸŪÛŤTĦĚ
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TABLE A.15.10 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND MEDIANS FOR MULTIPLEX INTERACTIONAL ASSOCIATION 
WITH ETHNICALLY INDIAN PEERS AND FOR ŔŸĚ) USE (BY ETHNIC SUBGROUP) 
Use 
of 
ci> J 
In. Pa. 
2 
50 
2 
50 
* 
** 
Multiplex Interactional Association with Ethn1cally Indian Peers 
MEDIAN 
(= 4.5) 
AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. 
1 1 3 1 1 
50 (lOO) 75** 100 IDO 
1 1 1 3 
100 so 25 100* 
lower higher 
MEDIAN 
Includes informant with score on the vertical med1an, whose 
classification was decided on the toss of a coin 
r--
Includes informant with score on the horizontal median, whose 
classification was decided on the toss of a coin 
Mi. 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=48.8) 
CO 
0) 
w 
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APPENDIX 16 
ANALYSES OF THE ASSOCIATIONS ŁNØŸŒNNÔĚPATTERNS OF 
PSYCHO-SOCIAL IDENTIFICATION ŸŸMĚVocalic L, [+], 
[ ŸĚ] , ( d ] AND Zero TH 
Chapter 13.3 describes the most substantive findings to emerge 
from an ŤẄŠŲŪŸŪŠWŸŬŪĚof the ŠVVŬȘŸŠWŸŬŪĚbetween group ÙTŤŪWÙȚŸ­
ȘŠWŸŬŪVĚand ( +) and ( "b ) • It also draws out the key methodo-
logical and conceptual issues. In this appendix a variety of 
ŦẀŸTÙŪŦĚhypotheses (generated both before and during the analy-
sis) are investigated. The ȚÙŪTŸŪŦVĚhere are ÙŪȘŬŪVŤŰẀŤŪWŸŠŨHĚ
but completeness and VXVWŤÜŠWŸȘÙWXĚrequire their ÙŪȘŨẀVŸŬŪĦĚ
1. PŸWUĚthat ȘŨŠŲÙȚŸŤTHĚwe can turn to the first variant, 
ŒŬȘŠŨŸȘĚL and see how ŸWĚ relates to patterns of ÙTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚ
ŴŸWUĚthe GNŪŦŨŸVUĚÛŸTVGĚ UXŮŬWUŤWŸȘŠŨŨXĚ linked with ŸWĦĚ Table 
A.16.1 sets out the data on Vocalic L and current ŸTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚ
with 'English kids'. 
The ŮŸȘWẀŲŤĚhere ŸVĚvery TŸȚȚẀVŤHĚas a summary table 
ŸŦŪŬŲÙŪŦĚfixed ŤWUŪÙȘŸWXĚdemonstrates. 
TABLE A .16. 2 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR CURRENT 
IDENTIFICATION WITH 'ENGLISH KIDS' AND FOR 
Vocalic L USE (IGNORING FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
ŒŬȘŠŨŸȘĚ
L 
Current ŅTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚwith 'English ÛŸTVGĚ
3 
43% 
4 
57% 
below 
MEDIAN 
ÓNŸŅĻÔĚ
(=.797) 
5 
62% 
3 
38% 
above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=36%) 
TABLE A.16.1 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 
'ENGLISH KIDS' AND FOR Vocalic L USE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
Vocal 
L 
ŸȘĚ
In. 
1 
100 
Current Identification with 'English kids' 
Pa. AC 
2 
50 
2 1 
50 100 
lower 
En. 
1 
100 
MEDIAN 
Mi. 
MEDIAN 
(=.797) 
In. Pa. 
2 1 
** 67 33 
1 2 
33 67 
hi g 
AC En. Mi. 
1 1 
100 (100) * 
* Includes informant with vertical ÜŤTŸŠŪĚscores, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
** Ditto, for informant ŴŸWUĚhorizontal median score 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=36%) 
()) 
Cl\ 
Ul 
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In the same way, there is no systemat1c associat1on between 
Vocalic L use and idealistic identification with 'Engl1sh kids', 
and Table A.16.3 indicates this. 
Ethnically Ind1an informants are distributed diagonally, but 
there is nothing in the scatterplot for this data (A.16.2) to 
suggest a systematic relat1onship and anyway there are so few. 
With contra-identif1cation with 'English kids' however, there 
seems generally to be more of an association. Th1s is shown 1n 
Table A.16.4. 
Ignoring fixed ethnic1ty this produces the following table: 
TABLE A.16.5 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION WITH 'ENGLISH KIDS' AND 
FOR Vocalic L USE (IGNORING FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
Vocal1 
L 
c 
Contra-identification w1th 'English kids' 
5 
71% 
2 
29% 
below 
MEDIAN 
(=.258) 
2 
25% 
6 
75% 
above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=36%) 
Can we therefore say that amongst these informants, the less 
they want to be d1ssimilar to 'Engl1sh k1ds', the more they use 
Vocalic L? Can we hypothes1se that avers1ve 1dent1fication with 
'English kids' acts as some kind of brake on the acqu1sition/use 
of Vocal1c L and when th1s is reduced, these Anglo variants are 
used more freely? In fact, there are three reasons for avo1ding 
such speculation, and for concluding that we have no ev1dence of 
any such assoc1ation. Firstly, the range of scores on contra-
identification w1th 'Engl1sh kids' 1s really too narrow for us 
TABLE A.16.3 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION 
WITH 'ENGLISH KIDS', AND FOR Vocalic L USE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
Vocalic 
L 
In. 
2 
100 
Idealistic ŅTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚŴŸWUĚ 'English kids' 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
1 1 1 2 1 1 
25 100 100* 100 33 100 
3 
75 
* 
** 
lower 
MEDIAN 
(=.471) 
2 1 
67** 100 
UŸŦUŤŲĚ
Includes informant with score on the vertical ÜŤTŸŠŪHĚwhose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
Ditto, for informant with UŬŲŸYŬŪWŠŨĚmedian score 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
36%) -c 
(X) 
(j\ 
-...! 
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SCATTERPLOT A.16.1 Vocalic L "C CURRENT IDENTIFICATION vfiTH 
11 E:-TGLISH KIDS" 
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SCATTERPLOT A.16.2: Vocalic 1 x IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATIO:T 1Hl'H 
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TABLE A.16.4 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION WITH 
'ENGLISH KIDS' AND FOR Vocalic L USE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
Voca 
L 
lie 
Contra-identification with 'EnglLsh kids' 
In. Pa. AC 
2 1 
100% ĨĨŸĚ
2 ** 
67% 
lower 
En. 
1 
100% 
Mi. 
1 
100% 
MEDIAN 
(=.258) 
In. 
1 
100% 
Pa. AC 
1 * 
3 1 
75% 100% 
higher 
En. 
1 
100% 
* Includes informant w1th score on the vertical median, whose 
classification was decided on the toss of a coin 
** DLtto, for informant w1th hor1zontal median score 
ML. 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=36%) 
OJ 
-J 
0 
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to put much confidence in the association displayed in Tables 
A.16.4 and A.l6.5. Secondly, the theoretical reasoning is too 
sophisticated too soon: it implies a complex negative psycho-
linguistic process before there is any evidence of a connection 
between positive Angle identification and language use (such 
that current and ÙTŤŠŨÙVWŸȘĚ identification would be actively 
ȘŬŪTẀȘŸẂŤĚ to Vocalic L use). Finally, the same kind of rela-
WÙŬŪVUŸŮĚbetween the use of this variant and contra-identifi-
cation virtually ŤẄŸVWVĚwith regard to the entity 'Indian kids' 
for example, so the ISA data here provides no evidence that 
Vocalic L is specifically marked as an Angle variant. 
Table A.16.6 shows the association with contra-identifi-
cation with 'Indian kids'. 
TABLE A.16.6 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION WITH 'INDIAN KIDS' AND 
FOR Vocalic L USE (IRRESPECTIVE OF FIXED 
ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
Vocal 
L 
1C 
ĿŬŪWŲŠĤŸTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚŴŸWUĚ 'Indian k1ds' 
5 
63% * 
3 
37% ** 
below 
MEDIAN 
(=.294) 
2 
29% 
5 
71% 
above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=36) 
* Includes informant with score on vert1cal median, 
whose placing was decided on the toss of a ȘŬŸŪĚ
** Ditto, for informant with hor1zontal median score 
Adm1ttedly the associat1on here is sl1ghtly weaker, but a 
comparison of the scatterplots for Contra-identif1cat1on with 
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'English kids' and 'Indian kids' and Vocalic L Use (Scatterplots 
A.16.3 and A.16.4) reveals that neither are they VẀȚȚÙȘŸŤŪWŨXĚ
TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWĚto enable one to speak of a special link between 
Vocalic Land the Angle entity. We must conclude therefore 
that we have ŪŬWUŸŪŦĚof consequence to say about Vocalic L use 
and ĜȘŲŬVVĤVŤȘWŸŬŪŠŨĞĚ patterns of ÙTŤŪWŸȚŸȘŠWŸŬŪĚŴŸWUĚ 'English 
kids'. 
2. In the section on group means (Chapter 13.1), it was noticed 
that the ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚAfro-Caribbean informants on average used a 
dark [+] most, but it wasn't possible to explore WUŸVĚ further in 
relation to interactional ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚwith ethnically Afro-
Caribbean peers, VŸŪȘŤĚ there were generally too few in my in-
formants' ÜẀŨWŸŮŨŤẄĚnetworks, and the data on merely frequent 
(rather than multiplex) associations were too unreliable. Here 
however, a possible ȘŬŪŪŤȘWŸŬŪĚbetween Afro-Caribbean ŤWUŪŸȘŸWXĚ
can be explored in terms of psycho-social ÙTŤŪWŸȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĦĚ Do 
the people who use velarised [ ] most have the strongest current 
and ÙTŤŠŨŸVWÙȘĚ ŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪVĚwith 'West Indian' ÛŸTVĹĚ Table 
A.16.7 sets out the data on current ŸTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĦĚ
ŅŦŪŬŲŸŪŦĚinformant's fixed ŤWUŪŸȘŸWXHĚoverall this results 
ŸŪĚa pattern, 
5 3 
55% 38% 
4 5 
45% 62% 
which ŸŪTŸȘŠWŤVĚno VXVWŤÜŠWŸȘĚŠVVŬȘŸŠWŸŬŪĦĚ Similarly, there ap-
pears to be no ŲŤŨŠWÙŬŪVUŸŮĚbetween [ + ) and ŸTŤŠŨÙVWÙȘĚŸTŤŪWŸȚÙ­
cation with 'West ŅŪTŸŠŪĚÛŸTVGHĚ see Table A.16.8 (and also 
Scatterplots A.16.5 and A.16.6). 
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SCATTERPLOT A.16.4: COnTRA-IDENTIFICATION W'ITH "UTDIAN KIDS" 
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TABLE A.16.7 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 
'WEST INDIAN KIDS' AND FOR dark ŔŸŖĚUSE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of [ + ] 
In. 
2 
100% 
Current Identification with 'West Indian kids' 
Pa. I AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. ML 
2 
1 
* 
** 
2 
67o, 100%* 
33% 
lower 
1 
50% 
1 
MEDIAN 
(=.564) 
2 
2 1 
50% 100-o 
2 1 
100%** 50% 100% 
higher 
Includes informant with score on the vertical medlan, whose placing 
was declded on the toss of a Coln 
Includes informant Wlth score on the horizontal medlan, whose placing 
was declded on the toss of a coln 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
.0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(= 32) 
o:J 
'-l 
ŸĚ
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SCATTERPLOT A.16.5: CURRENT IDE:i'ITIFICATION WITH 11\•TEST IN'DIAN KIDS" 
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SCATTERPLOT A .16. 6: IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH "I-TEST HIDIAN 
KIDS" x USE OF DARK ( +) 
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TABLE A.16.8 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION 
WITH 'WEST INDIAN KIDS', AND FOR dark [t] (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of [ + ] 
In. 
2 
100% 
Idealistic Identification with 'West Indian ÛŸTVGĚ
MEDIAN 
I Pa. AC En. ML. In. Pa. AC En. 
2 
1 
1 1 
67% 100% 
1 
33% 
lower 
50% 
1 
50% (100%)* 
MEDIAN 
(= 
1 
1 
2 1 1 
** 50% 50% 100% 100% 
2 
50% 50% 
h1gher 
* Includes informant with score on the vertical median, whose 
classificat1on was decided on the toss of a co1n 
** Includes informant with score on the horizontal median, whose 
classification was decided on the toss of a coin 
Mi. 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(= 32) 
OJ 
-...) 
0"1 
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There is nothing here to support the suggestion that [ +] 
might be connected with Afro-caribbean ethnicity. 
3. When it comes to cross-sectional ȘŬŪŪŤȘWŸŬŪVĚbetween psycho-
social orientation and the ẂŠŲŸŠŞŨŤĚ ŨŸĞĚ , we can start with the 
fricative variant which was initially proposed as a standard 
variant and then briefly considered as possibly being locally 
linked most closely with ŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids. Using the entity 
'Teachers' as representing those speakers most likely to use RP 
variants (and intuitively the use of ŔŸŖĚ by teachers is greater 
than their use of [+]),Tables A.16.9 and A.16.10 show the as-
sociation between [-'& ] use and current and idealistic identifi-
cation. 
These yield the respective overall patterns 
3 6 4 5 
37% 67% 44% 62% 
5 3 5 3 
63% 33% 56% 38% 
neither of ŴUŸȘUĚÙŪTŸȘŠWŤĚ a VXVWŤÜŠWŸȘĚŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚ ĜŴŸWUĚregard 
to the first (or current identification) , this needs perhaps to 
be confirmed by a glance at Scatterplot A.16.7). 
The data on ȘŬŪWŲŠĤÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚwith 'Teachers' is shown 
in Table A.16.11. 
There could be an association here between ȘŬŪWŲŠĤÙTŤŪWÙȚŸ­
cation with teachers and ŔŸĚ ] for ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚPakistani informants, 
but once again the particular difficulties associated with ex-
clusive dependence on contra-identification w1th regard to this 
type of finding deter one from ŠWWŠȘUŸŪŦĚ importance to it. 
TABLE A.16.9 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 
'TEACHERS' ANI) FOR [ '6 ] USE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of [ 'b ] 
In. 
1 
100% 
Current ŅTŤŪWŸȚŸȘŠWÙŬŪĚwith 'Teachers' 
MEDIAN 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. 
1 
2 
1 1 
33% 50% 50% 
1 1 
* 67% 50% ĪÌŸĚ
lower 
ĤŸĚ
MEDIAN 
(=.549) 
3 
100% 
1 
** 
3 
1 
25% 100% 
75% 
higher 
* Includes ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWĚŴŸWUĚscore on the vert1cal ÜŤTŸŠŪHĚwhose 
classification was decided on the toss of a coin 
-
** Includes informant with score on the horizontal median, whose 
classification was decided on the toss of a coin 
Mi. 
1 
(lOO%) 
-
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=48.8) 
C)) 
-.J 
C)) 
TABLE A.16.10 !REQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION 
WITH 'TEACHERS' AND FOR ŔŸĚ] USE {BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
ĜŸĚ1 
In. 
1 
50%* 
1 
50% 
Idealistic Identification with 'Teachers' 
MEDIAN 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
1 
2 
* 
** 
1 1 
33% 50% 50% 
1 1 
67% 50% 50% 
lower 
MEDIAN 
{=.383) 
2 
100%** 
1 
3 
1 1 
25% 100% (100%) 
75% 
higher 
Includes informant with score on vertical median, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a cain 
Includes informant with score on horizontal median, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
r 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=:.48.8) 
ro 
-.] 
ID 
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SCATTERPLOT A.16.7: ĜŸŖĚ x CURRENT IDE:t-lTIFICATION HITH 11 'T'EACHERS" 
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SCATTERPLOT A.16. 9: ŔŸŖĚ x CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION WITH "TEACHERS" 
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TABLE A.16.11 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION 
WITH 'TEACHERS' AND FOR ŔŸĞĚUSE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
ŔŸĚ] 
In. 
1 
100%** 
Contra-1dentificat1on with 'Teachers' 
MEDIAN 
I' 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
2 
1 
* 
** 
1 
67% 50% 
1 
33% 50% 
lower 
1 
1 
50% 
50% 
MEDIAN 
(= .167) 
2 1 1 
67% 100%* ( 100%) 
1 4 
33% 100% 
higher 
Includes informant with score on vertical median, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant with score on horizontal median, whose plac1ng was 
decided on the toss of a co1n 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
o-
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=48.8) 
CO 
CO 
N 
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4. There is no systematic ŠVVŬȘÙŠWŸŬŪĚbetween ŔŸŖĚ use and 
current and idealistic identification with 'Indian ÛŸTVGĦĚ
That is shown ŸŪĚTables A.16.12 and A.16.13. 
Respectively, these result in the overall patterns: 
3 4 4 4 
43% 50% 50% 57% 
4 4 4 3 
57% 50% 50% 43% 
(see also Scatterplots A.16.10 and A.16.11). 
5. For [d ], the stopped variant of word initial ĜŸĚ), 
measures of ÜẀŨWŸŮŨŤẄĚinteractional association indicated a 
connection with the extent to which informants had contact ŴŸWUĚ
ethnically Pakistani peers. This connection was ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲŨXĚ
clear for those not of ÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸĚparentage. Table A.16.14 and 
Table A.16.15 take the medians for all seventeen informants on 
current and idealistic identification with GÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸĚkids' and 
on [d] use, and set out their TÙVWŲŸŞẀWÙŬŪĚaround them. 
These yield the overall patterns: 
2 5 2 5 
29 62 and 25 71 
5 3 6 2 
71 38 75 29 
In both cases (though more so in the second, for idealistic 
identification) it looks as though there m1ght be an ŠVVŬȘÙŠWŸŬŪĦĚ
However, when one turns to the Scatterplots A.16.12 and A.16.13, 
it emerges that scores are very broadly and ŸŲŲŤŦẀŨŠŲŨXĚspread 
about the lines rising from left to right that Tables A.16.14 
and A.16.15 might suggest, and it ŸVĚnecessary to conclude that 
there is really no demonstrable ŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪĦĚ
TABLE A.16.12 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 
'INDIAN KIDS' AND FOR [l] USE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
[ ŸĚJ 
In. 
1 
100% 
Current Identification with 'Indian kids' 
MEDIAN 
Pa. AC En. Ml.. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
1 2 2 1 1 
33% 100% 67% 25%* ( 100) 
-
2 1 1 3 
67% 100% 33%** 75% 
lower higher 
----- -· 
(=. 704) 
* Includes 1.nformant with score on vertical median, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
** Includes informant with score on horizontal median, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
:0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=48.8) 
OJ 
OJ 
.t:. 
TABLE A.16.13 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROillJD THE MEDIANS FOR IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION 
WITH 1 INDIAN KIDS 1 AND FOR { ŸĚ] USE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
[ '& 1 
In. 
1 
100% 
Idealistic Identification with 'Indian kids' 
MEDIAN 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
1 
2 
* 
2 1 
33% 100% 
1 
67% 100%* 
lower 
( 100) 
MEDIAN 
(=.388) 
3 
too** 
1 
25% 
3 
75% 
higher 
Includes informant with score on vertical median, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
** Includes informant with score on horizontal median, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
.b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=48.8) 
ro 
ro 
Vl 
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SCATTERPLOT A.16.10: CURREIJT IDEJTIFICATION 1-TITH "HIDH.N KIDS" 
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TABLE A.16.14 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 
'PAKISTANI KIDS' AND FOR [ d J USE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY} 
Use 
of 
[ d ) 
In. 
1 
100% 
Current Identification with 'Pakistani kids' 
ME IAN 
Pa. AC I En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
2 
1 
* 
** 
67% 
1 
33 100*>1 
lower 
2 
100 
MEDIAN 
(;;;.704) 
1 
2 
3 1 
33 75 (100) 
1 
67 25* 
higher 
Includes informant with score on vertical median, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant with score on horizontal median, whose placing was 
decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(= 25) 
en 
en 
-J 
TABLE A.16.15 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH 
'PAKISTANI KIDS' AND FOR [d 1 USE (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
[ d 1 
In. 
1 
100 
Idealistic Identification with 'Pakistani kids' 
MEDIAN 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
2 
2 
* 
** 
so* 
1 
50 1oo** 
lower 
2 
100 
MEDIAN 
(=.412) 
1 3 1 
33 100 (100) 
2 
67 
higher 
Includes ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWĚwith score on vertical median, whose placing was 
TŤȘŸTŤTĚon the toss of a co1n 
Includes informant w1th score on horizontal median, whose placing was 
dec1ded on the toss of a co1n 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
D 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(= 25) 
00 
00 
00 
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What if ethnically Pakistani informants are excluded from 
the analysis (as they were when we looked at [d] and inter-
actional association) and the medians are reset, taking into 
account only non-Pakistani informants? This is done ŸŪĚTables 
A.16.16 and A.16.17: 
TABLE A.16.16 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND MEDIANS FOR CURRENT 
IDENTIFICATION WITH 'PAKISTANI KIDS' AND FOR [ d ] 
USE (OVERALL BUT EXCLUDING INFORMANTS OF PAKISTANI 
EXTRACTION) 
Current ŅTŤŪWŸȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚwith 'Pakistani kids' 
Use 
of 
[ d ] 
2 
50 
below 
HEDIAN 
(=.745) 
3 
75 
above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
D 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=15. 4) 
TABLE A.16.17 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND MEDIANS FOR 
IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH 'PAKISTANI KIDS' 
AND FOR USE OF [ d] (OVERALL, BUT EXCLUDING 
INFORHANTS OF PAKISTANI PARENTAGE 
Idealistic Identification with 'Pakistani ÛŸTVGĚ
!As e. 
cf 
ŸŖĚ
ŸĚ
50% 
2 
50% 
below 
MEDIAN 
(=.437) 
ŸĚ
50% 
2 
50% 
above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=15.4) 
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SCATTERPLOT A.16.12: CURRENT IDEnTIFICATION UITH "PAKI::::TANI 
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As do indeed the scatterplots, Tables A.16.16 and A.16.17 
ind1cate no association between current and idealistic identifi-
cation w1th 'Pakistani kids' and [d J use amongst ethnically 
Indian, Angle, Afro-Caribbean and Mixed informants. Patterns of 
psycho-social identification do not replicate the network data 
in this regard. 
6. The last linguistic variants requiring this kind of attention 
are word-initial Zero TH overall, and after dental and alveolar 
consonants. Does use of these variants relate to identification 
with Angle kids? Tables A.16.18 and A.16.19 set out the associ-
ations for Zero TH after dental and alveolar consonants. 
Merging fixed ethnicit1es, this results in 
4 3 5 2 
50 43 71 25 
4 4 2 6 
50 57 29 75 
Is there genuine association in the second of these, con-
cern1ng idealistic identification? When we look at the scatter-
plot for th1s, Scatterplot A.16.15, we are forced to conclude as 
we were with [ d] and idealistic identification with 'Pak1stani 
kids' across all informants (Table A.16.15 and Scatterplot 
A.16.13), that the association in Table A.16.19 1s not supported 
by the visual display, which again shows a diffuse and irregular 
scatter of scores. 
7. Turning to word-initial Zero THin all environments, we get 
the follow1ng patterns: 
TABLE A.16.18 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 
'ENGLISH KIDS' AND FOR WORD-INITIAL Zero TH AFTER DENTAL AND ALVEOLAR 
CONSONANTS (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use of 
Zero TH 
after 
dental 
and 
alveolar 
consonants 
In. 
1 
50 
1 
50 
Current ŅTŤŪWÙȚŸȘŠWŸŬŪĚwith 'English kids' 
MEDIA 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
1 
3 
* 
** 
1 
25 100 
75 
lower 
1 
(1 00) * 
MEDIAN 
(==.471) 
1 
2 
1 1 
33 100 100 
2 
67 1oo** 
higher 
Includes 1nforrnant with score on the vertical median, whose plac1ng 
was dec1ded on the toss of a co1n 
Includes informant with score on the horizontal median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a co1n 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
0 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(= 34) 
<Xl 
1.0 
N 
TABLE A.16.19 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION 
WITH 'ENGLISH KIDS' AND FOR WORD-INITIAL Zero TH AFTER DENTAL AND ALVEOLAR 
CONSONANTS (BY FIXED ETHNICITY) 
Use of 
Zero TH 
after 
dental 
and 
alveolar 
con son an ts 
In. 
1 
lOO 
Idealistic Identification with 'English kids' 
MEDIAN 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. 
2 
2 
* 
** 
1 
50 100 
50 
lower 
1 
100 
MEDIAN 
(=.797) 
1 
100 
3 3 
100 1oo** 
higher 
Includes informant with score on the vertical median, whose 
classification was decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant with score on the horizontal median, whose 
classification was decided on the toss of a coin 
Mi. 
1 
( 100) * 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(= 34) 
CO 
1.0 
w 
z..-
ŸÙŨŨĚ
ĤŸĚŸWĚ
c.JIA 
c 
u 
Sl 
"" 
}il 
IO 
0 
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SCATT8RPLOT A.16.14: Zero TH AFTER DENTAL/ALVEOLAR COUSOUAl'JTS 
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SCATTERPLOT A.16.15: Zaro TH AFTER DENTAL/ALVEOLAR COTTSOUMJTS 
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TABLE A.16.20 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND MEDIANS FOR CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 
'ENGLISH KIDS' AND WORD-INITIAL Zero TH IN ALL ENVIRONMElnS (BY FIXED 
ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
Zero TH 
In. 
1 
100 
Current Identification with 'English k2ds' 
MEDIAN 
Pa. AC En. ÓŸĦĚ In. Pa. AC En. 
1 
3 
* 
** 
1 1 
25 100 
75 
Lower 
100 
1 
* (100) ** 
MEDIAN 
(=.797) 
2 1 
67 
3 1 
100 33 
Higher 
Includes informant with score on the vertical median, whose 
classification was decided on the toss of a coin 
100 
Includes informant with score on the horizontal median, whose 
classification was decided on the toss of a coin 
Mi. 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=20. 7) 
()) 
\,0 
U1 
TABLE A.16.21 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND MEDIANS FOR IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH 
'ENGLISH KIDS' AND WORD-INITIAL Zero TH IN ALL ENVIRONMENTS (BY FIXED 
ETHNICITY) 
Use 
of 
Zero TH 
In. 
1 
50 
1 
50 
Idealist1c Ident1fication w1th 'English k1ds' 
MEDIAN 
Pa. AC En. Mi. In. Pa. AC En. Mi. 
1 1 
25 
3 
75 
lower 
1 
100 
t* (100) 
MEDIAN 
(==.471) 
2 1 1 
67 100 100 
2 1 
100 33 
higher 
* Includes informant with score on the vertical median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a co1n 
** Includes informant with score on the horizontal median, whose placing 
was decided on the toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
D 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=20.7) 
CO 
\.0 
0"\ 
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These produce the following patterns when fixed ethnicities 
are merged: 
4 3 4 4 
50 43 50 57 
4 4 4 3 
50 57 50 43 
There is evidently ŪŬWUŸŪŦĚhere either (see also Scatter-
plots A.16.16 and A.16.17). 
- 898 -
SCATTERPLOT A .16 .1 6: Zero TH x CURREliT IDENTIFICATIOn vTITH 
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APPENDIX 17 
SCATTERPLOTS DISPLAYING THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN 
dark [+J AND CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION WITH INGROUP 
ADULTS, 'ENGLISH KIDS', 'INDIAN KIDS', 'PAKISTANI 
KIDS' AND 'WEST INDIAN KIDS' 
SCATTERPLOT A.17.1: CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION WITH INGROUP ADULTS 
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SCATTERPLOT A.1 .2: COTJTHA-IDENTIFICATION \HTH 11 ENGLISH KIDS 11 
x USE OF DARK + 
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SCATTERPLOT A.17.4: CONTRA-IDENTIFICATION WITH "PAKISTANI YIDS" 
x USE OF DARK(+] 
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APPENDIX 18 
SCATTERPLOTS DISPLAYING THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN 
RETROFLEX [ L ] AND CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 
'INDIAN KIDS' AND 'PAKISTANI KIDS' 
SCATTERPLOT A.18.1 l\J x CURRENT IDENTIFICATION HITH 
"PAKISTANI X:IDS" 
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SCATTERPLOT A.18.2: ĜŸŖĚ x ClJRREliT IDE11TIFICATION WITH "INDIAN KIDS" 
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APPENDIX 19 
CLEAR [ I ] AND PATTERNS OF IDENTIFICATION WITH 
'PAKISTANI KIDS' , PAKISTANI ADULTS AND 1 INDIAN 
KIDS' (see Chapter 13.3) 
In the ÜŠŸŪĚtext, it looks as though amongst ethnically Pakistani 
ÛŸTVHĚ the use of clear [I ] ŸVĚnegatively ŠVVŬȘŸŠWŤTĚŴŸWUĚpsycho-
social ŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĚwith West ŅŪTŸŠŪĚkids. The suggestion ŸVĚ
that maybe clear [ I ] has lost its connotation as an Afro-
Caribbean variant for these kids, that it has been retagged as 
Punjabi and has developed in some kind of opposition to ŤWUŪŸȘŠŨ­
ly Afro-Caribbean peers. 
For this interpretation to be given credence, evidence 
would be needed of a ŮŬVÙWŸẂŤĚŠVVŬȘŸŠWÙŬŪĚbetween Pakistani (or 
Indian) ŤWUŪŸȘŸWXĚand (I ]. Table A.19.1 takes the medians on 
both current ÙTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWŸŬŪĚwith 'Pakistani kids' and [ ( ] use 
for ethnically Pakistani informants and shows how they are TŸV­
WŲŸŞẀWŤTĚaround them. Table A.19.2 does the same for ideal-
ÙVWŸȘĚŸTŤŪWÙȚÙȘŠWÙŬŪĦĚ
TABLE A. 19. 1 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS 
FOR CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 'PAKISTANI 
KIDS 1 AND FOR CLEAR [ ( ] USE , FOR 
INFORMANTS OF PAKISTANI PARENTAGE ONLY 
* 
** 
Current Identification with 'Pakistani ÛŸTVGĚ
Use 
clea 
[ ) 
of 
r 
2 
67% 
1 
33% 
below 
MEDIAN 
(=. 704) 
2 
50%** 
2 
50%* 
above 
Informant placed on toss of a coin 
Informant placed on toss of a coin 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=9.5) 
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TABLE A .19. 2 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH 'PAKISTANI KIDS' 
AND FOR CLEAR [ I J USE , FOR INFOR1-1ANTS OF 
PAKISTANI PARENTAGE ONLY 
Use 
of 
[ I J 
* 
** 
Idealistic Identification with GÖŠÛÙVWŠŪŸĚkids' 
-
2 
50% 
2 
50% 
below 
-
** 
* 
MEDIAN 
(=.407) 
1 a 
b 
33% 0 
V 
e 
D 
2 e 
1 
67% 0 
w 
above 
Informant placed on toss of a coin 
Informant placed on toss of a coin 
MEDIAN 
(=9.5) 
There is no ŠVVŬȘÙŠWŸŬŪĚbetween [ I ] and current and ideal-
istic identifications with 'Pakistani kids', as Scatterplots 
A.19.1 and A.19.2 confirm (these scatterplots also show the as-
sociations for informants from the other ethnic backgrounds). 
How about identification ŴŸWUĚingroup (i.e. ethnically 
Pakistani) adults? The data on the associations of [ ll with 
current and idealistic identifications ŴŸWUĚ 'Pakistani adults' 
are shown in Tables A.19.3 and A.19.4. 
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SCATTERPLOT A.1a.1 [t] X CUR..>l.E;JT IDEllTIFICATION VJITH IIDPKI'"'IT'MTI 
KIDS" 
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TABLE A.19. 3 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 'PAKISTANI ADULTS' 
AND FOR CLEAR [ \ 1 USE , FOR INFORMANTS OF 
PAKISTANI EXTRACTION 
* 
** 
Use 
of 
[ I 1 
Current Identification with 'Pakistani adults' 
2 
2 
50%** 
50% 
below 
MEDIAN 
(=.723) 
2 
67%* 
1 
33% 
above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(9.5) 
Includes informant with score on vertical median, whose 
placing was decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes 1nformant with score on horizontal median, whose 
plac1ng was decided on the toss of a co1n 
TABLE A. 19.4 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH 'PAKISTANI ADULTS' 
AND FOR CLEAR [ I 1 USE, FOR ETHNICALLY PAKISTANI 
INFORMANTS ONLY 
* 
** 
Use 
of 
[ ' 1 
Idealist1c Identification with 'Pakistani adults' 
2 
67% 
1 
33% 
below 
MEDIAN 
2 
50%** 
2 
50%* 
above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(9.5) 
Includes informant with score on vertical med1an, whose 
plac1ng was decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes informant with score on horizontal median, whose 
placing was decided on the toss of a co1n 
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There is noth1ng here either (see also Scatterplots A.19.3 
and A.19.4). 
Finally, has [I ] in some way become linked w1th ethn1cally 
Ind1an kids in the m1nds of these Pakistani informants, so that 
the negative association between [I] use and strength of 
identificat1on w1th 'West Ind1an k1ds' represents their opt1on 
for psycho-soc1al affiliat1on w1th ethnically Indian peers in 
contra-distinction? Tables A.19.5 and A.19.6 set out the data 
on the use of [ 1 ] by ethn1cally Pakistani informants and their 
current and idealistic identifications w1th 'Ind1an kids': 
TABLE A.19.5 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH 'INDIAN KIDS' AND FOR 
CLEAR [I ] USE, FOR ETHNICALLY PAKISTANI INFORMANTS 
* 
** 
Use 
of 
[ I l 
Current Ident1f1cation with 'Ind1an k1ds' 
2 
1 
67% 
33% 
below 
ÓNMÙŲẀŸĚ
(=.704) 
2 
50%** 
2 
50%* 
above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
b 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(9.5) 
Includes informant w1th score on vertical median, whose 
placing was decided on the toss of a coin 
Includes 1nformant with score on hor1zontal med1an, whose 
placing was decided on the toss of a coin 
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SCATTERPLOT A.19.3: (J) x CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH IUGROUP 
ADULTS 
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TABLE A. 19.6 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND THE MEDIANS FOR 
IDEALISTIC IDENTIFICATION WITH 'INDIAN KIDS' 
AND FOR CLEAR [ I ] USE, FOR ETHNICALLY 
PAKISTANI INFORMANTS 
* 
** 
Use 
of 
[ I J 
Idealist1c Identif1cation with 'Ind1an k1ds' 
2 
67%** 
1 
33% 
below 
MEDIAN 
(=. 403) 
2 
50%* 
2 
50% 
above 
a 
b 
0 
V 
e 
n 
e 
1 
0 
w 
MEDIAN 
(=9.5) 
Includes informant w1th score on vertical med1an, whose 
plac1ng was dec1ded on the toss of a co1n 
Includes 1nformant w1th score on horizontal median, whose 
placLng was dec1ded on the toss of a coin 
NothLng here either (see also Scatterplots A.19.5 and 
A.19.6). 
In sum none of the !SA data prov1des any hint that clear [ I 
use is partLcularly associated with PunJabi bilinguals. The ex-
planation proposed for th1s negative association between ( 1 1 and 
LdentLfication w1th ethnically Afro-Caribbean clearly lacks sup-
port. 
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SCATTERPLOT A.19.5: (I] x CURRENT IDENTIFICATION WITH "INDIAN 
KIDS" 
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APPENDIX 20: (NP) (VA)E TEXTS 
A INTERVIEW REPORTS OF RHETORICAL (NP) (VA)E 
(see especially Chapter 18) 
B TRANSCRIPTIONS OF RHETORICAL (NP) (VA)E IN USE 
(see especially Chapter 19) 
i. ŅŪWŤŲŠȘWŸŬŪVĚclearly focused on the microphone 
ii. Other radio-microphone data 
iii. Rhetorical (NP) (VA)E occurring ŸŪĚ interviews 
iv. Observational data 
C INTERVIEW REPORTS OF STRAIGHT (NP) (VA)E 
(see ŤVŮŤȘŸŠŨŨXĚChapter 21) 
(For notational conventions, see ŮĦĨĨ·ĨŸĚat the front 
of WUŤVŸVĦĚ
Phonetic ØŲŠŪVȘŲÙŮWŸŬŪVĚ in WUŸVĚappendix have been 
corroborated by Ms G. Ball of the UCL Phonetics 
Department (see also 9.3) .) 
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A INTERVIEW REPORTS OF RHETORICAL (NP) (VA)E 
1. Lp in an ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĚwith Ben 
Ref: MS35: 185:5 
Ben: and what about the fact that people often you know 
put on a kind of ••• very Punjabi accent when they're 
saying things, have you noticed that, or not. 
Lp: yeah, people like ••. urn ••• 01p 
Ben: yes yes 
Lp: he's erm urn when yesterday um when (my) teacher ••• he 
Ln: ) calling me names and then I called him names 
Lp: back and teacher told him to go ( ) out and he goes 
Lp: •• he he .• he spoke a .•• a Pun]abi accent and a 
Lp: English accent and 
Lp: he '>said urn 1you 1tell 1this 1stupid 'fool .• (you Kt\ow) 
f. 
\_ J"' l"'E:u+ '6u VŨJŸẀŮŲŊĚ .f"':c;. J 
Lp: 1to ,get out and all ,that 
I. 
ŸTẀĦĚ
td Ÿ£ŨHĚ ŸJẀŨĚ\ ae""- :>: ŸŸŨGŊĚ
Ben: he said that to who 
Lp: me 
Ben: uhuh 
'tell Lp: he goes. >first he (started going) • you 
-=------rf. LJU 
Lp: this 1stupid ""fool 1to get out then I I -
'· VWŸŮŲȚĚ ŸẀJĜŨĞĚ tu ŸWĦŨŸĚ ŸWŸĚ\ clen 
he >goes 
tp: miss 1what 
... 
about 'him 'ain't ŸŦŤWWÙŪŦĚ 1out 
Ben: uhuh 
Lp: and he and he and he was 1calling 
Ben: why did he switch like that 
.... 
me 
1
names 
2. 
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Lp: He wanted, he wanted he ... um ••• when he saw that 
Lp: ÓŸVVĚwas um telling him to get out, he changed the 
Lp: accent, I don't know why, so she could understand 
Lp: it more clearly and said 
Ben: to her 
Lp: Yeah, and to tell the teacher to throw me out as well. 
Ben: But why TŸTĚhe use the ÖẀŪÚŠŞŸĚace .•• I mean normally 
Ben: when he speaks to you, he doesn't use that more 
Ben: Punjabi accent 
Lp: He was trying to be funny 
Ben: He was trying to be funny was he? 
Lp: He was trying to make the class crack up. 
Ben: Oh was was he was he 
Lp: Yeah and they use, they use a TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWĚaccent ••. 
ǾŸŪĚ an ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĚwith scussing a 4th yr boy ntre. f: MS35:380:6 Ben (same as in 1). They are 02p who had been to the ESL 
Lp: And 1we 1make 'fun of him we ')go, _he 'sweeps ŸĜŲUŬŮĚ
0·1 
Lp: name)) 1floors 
Ben: he what 
Lp: he 'sweeps the /loors at 
...... 
and 
(i: S'-J i: ps a fb:z. ŸWĚ 1 
Lp: of him 
Ben: Oh he doesn't really, he doesn't really 
Lp: And 01p calls him 
Ben: he doesn't really 
Lp: he does 
Ben: oh he does 
and 'o 11p ' 1got he goes • er you I 
we make fun 
he I sweeps rp, 
vu ŸĒGWUĚl "'' .2 hi: . ŸĚŐŸŊŅGĦGÖŐĚ
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the 1floors at "' h "' 'd e stup1 
I UÙŸĚ VŨẀŸŮJŲTĚ
Ben: Olp does that 
Lp: Yeah he teases him 
Ben: and does he put on that Punjabi accent to tease him or 
Ben: what 
Lp: yeah he don't use the West Indian, you know, he only 
Lp: uses the Punjabi there. 
3. Ip and Hp in interview with Ben 
Ref: MS41:252:2 
Ip: Olp, he went to Mrs ___ _ 
Hp: shouts 
Ben: yes 
I : Mrs ___ was strict too 
Ben: yes 
I : and noone messes about with her 
Ben: yeh 
I but Olp, she's scared of him ... 
I this to her [rude gesture] like 
I face and 
Ben: blimey 
H 
she never done noth1ng 
... 
and he was going like 
that in front of her 
I and )she goes • er .•• 'Olp 's1t 1down _he 
I )go. 1what 1did 1you 1say 'I 1did 1not 1hear 
lw-ot \t\ j'-l se. .... ar c\,t{ ŸŶWĚ h£d 
I ,,you 'I 'am 1in 1 de' pendent 1and 1all this 
. a. I. ŸĒĒĚ ŅĒỲŸŲ£ŘGŘȘWŸĒĚŨŸĚ d.fl, ?t IS J JU. 
H : [laughing] 
Ben: he sa1d he said what he's 
I : yeah he's saying all these Indian words 
Ben: I'm ind in de 
4. 
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I Indi a er 1nde,pendent 1Indian 
ŔJŲWŘWÙŸŮNĦWŘTŠŪWĚ Il'\J.tjoh\] 
Ben: he said what 
I I don't know something l1ke that 
H Ind1an 
I my VŸVWŤŲĚknows 
Ben: No I JUSt d1dn't hear, what d1d she 
I : inde,pendent 1Indian 
[rn drpe:nd -;" rnJ:t jdn] 
H : Indian you know 
Ben: Oh I see did he I see .. and your sister what does 
Ben: she say 
I she's always laughing at h1m and she tells me when 
I she gets home 
Ben: oh he does that, so Olp does that when he's be1ng 
Ben: naughty 
H 
I 
mm 
yes 
Ip and Hp in an interv1ew with Ben (same as 1n 
extract 3) 
Ref: MS:41:252ff. 
H (well) in the 'first ,year . . ,Ip 1and • a 1nother 
H 
1person 
H were 
1
getting ,chased [laughs] 
Ben: yeh 
H : and I was )Cscar1ng) then I )gO 1 what 11s 'the 
dec.. 
ŘŚŸĚl'L 'SOl 
H Í ÜŠŸWŤŲĚ [laughs] 
I'Y\De.cthd 1 
I It was OSi he start look1ng in WUŸVĚg1rl's penc1l case 
I he goes come on guys let's n1ck someth1ng 
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Ben: yes yes 
I : and it was ) lost property box and 
Ben: uhuh 
I 
I 
he start looking 
goes 1what are 
in it 
you 
and 
lot 
a girl comes and she 
ŸŬÙŪŦĚ .•• it was a big 
[ wol ;;.> J"' \1)1 
I fourth year girl right it was a white one .•• 
I and she said 1what are you 1 'd . d ot o1ng .•. an 
[w-ol ŸĚ
I •.• and then Hp comes over from his •.• class 
H [laughs] 
I and and and and we were 'shouting at her an 
ĜŊȘŤĦTŨŲŸĚ ŸŨŖĚ
I ŸŤẂŤŲXWUÙŪŦĚ . and he • goes 1what 'are 
l '""'Ot -e. 
I a 1bout • 1what 
1
what 1what 
1
what 
db:>th \ "-'"ot \N"'t w'Ot W'Ot ) 
Ben: yes yes yes yes 
I : and she did(n't) beat him up after that 
Ben: Uhuh did she yeh 
1you ,talking 
. t ::»k:t \'\ jll 
I Cos he didn't know what was going on he just come and 
I he start talking like this. 
Ben: Is it now which is •. I mean is it is it tough 
Ben: using that kind of Indian Indian voice or 
H 
H I practise at night to my brother 
Ben: Oh do you 
H : I make him really curse 
Ben: You make him what? 
H : Wild 
Ben: yes yes curse oh sorry. 
5. 
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Ip and Hp in an ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĚwith Ben (same as in 
extracts 3 and 4) • 
Ref: MS41:252ff:1 
Ben: Yes I see yeh yeh is there now so people do kind 
Ben: of jokey Indian ẂŬŸȘŤVĚŰẀŸWŤĚa lot do they? 
Ip: Yeh like yesterday our next door neighbours ... my 
Ip: VŸVWŤŲVĚwas banging on . . . they were fighting .. it 
Ip: was 12i she starts they're next 
Ip: 
Ben: They're what 
I they're ____ .. they' re Indian race ... but they' re 
I Christians 
Ben: oh yes 
Hp: yeh ĿUŲŸVWŸŠŪVĚ
I and they had had a girl called 12i and she starts 
I VȘŲŤŠÜŸŪŦĚat night and so we .... heared what we 
I were saying I think ŸWĚ ) my sisters and then they 
I start banging on the walls so we listen ) what 
I they VŠXŸŪŦĚ ... and ... and 
I we >go ,'shut up you GÙTŸŬWVĚ and 
- f 
\j;}.d}p 1 
H [laughs] 
I my GVŸVWŤŲVĚwere GVŴŤŠŲŸŪŦĚ at them 
Ben: uhuh 
I : and he and he '>goes 'I 1don 't know 1what ŸXŬẀĚ
ÒŸĚI: ŸŅGŘĚ \: ŸTǾGRĦĦĚ \ 0.1 ȘWŸĚ'\,0 ŸWĚj\.\w 
- Ě
I are 0 talking a, bout • it was '04i 
d t"' '): krn GTŞŸẂŨĚ r PGĴŸŖĚ
Ben: yes 
I : he ( ) he knows what we're WŠŨÛŸŪŦĚabout 
( l"'?: kr"' TŘJHŸẀĚ21 
6. 
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I really but he just tried to be an Indian 
H I use it sometimes 
Ben: This was the guy next door 
I : Yeah 
Ben: Yeh 
I : yeh ••• they keep on banging on our wall so my brother 
got up and start swearing at them. 
Np and Bi in an ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĦĚ
Ref: MS49:264:9 
Ben: like um people •.• I have heard people saying, you 
Ben: know, 
Ben: playing a game and saying good shot 
\_9ud S ĤŬWŸTĚ1 
Bi: 'yea 'sometimes they 1do 'init good ,sho1t • 
ŔŸŸŤWĚ ŐĤŬWȘŸĚ\ 
Bi: good ,shot good ,shot 
ŸẀGŘHĚ S'Ot \ 5v<\ sa.t 1 
Np: 'very 1good 'shot 1very 1good 'shot 
[vt:ri ŸWŲỲĦĚ ȚĤŬŨŸĚ \ ve.ri ŸĒŨŲỲĚ VŸWUĚJ 
B 'very 1good 
[ VE..ti ŸWŲỲŖĚ
Ben: yes 
B : ,that's what they 1 say 
Ben: have you heard any other examples of that 
N no 
B when, you 1know this 1bloke 1called 'Olit, 
1
when he 
B ,what he >said 'what 1do 1 you ,mean ,what 
[ "-J"'O 2] 
B do you mean • 1 and '13i ŸĚ 'what 1do 1you 1mean 
1, \ ) 1 ( ba. c{IA j\.\ ŸÙËŸĚl 
7. 
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N [laughs] 
B they 'kind of ... you "know like er ,..if a 0 Indian 
B 0 person didn't "know 0 English GŸŸŲÙŦUWĚ he would> speak 
r ,what ŸŨŤŤĚ[\]a. 0do tl-' 0 you ju HÙŪŸWĚ (its people) like o.tL 
,that ŸŪÙWĚ thats B 1how 1other 1people 1try and 
B 1make ._pretend ŲŸŦUWĚthat, they didn't 1know 'English 
B right and they go 
B ,what do you 0 mean all that 
1.\. :1 [va.: ( )J 
N they >go 'what do you 
·u J 
Bi: ,what do you 1mean ,what 
N 
Bi: 
and they go 
Bi, Pp, Qp in an interview 
Ref: MS5:300:18 
0 mean 
""i" J 
do you 1mean 
) 
we. 
Ben: ... somebody said to me ŸŪĚLuton that if they were 
Ben: talking to a ... an old Punjabi person, they they 
Ben: they're I mean not .• ŸŪVWŤŠTĚof just ȘUŠŪŦŸŪŦĚto 
Ben: PunJabi completely, sometimes, while speaking NŪŦŨŸVUHĚ
Ben: they'd JUSt talk ŴŸWUĚa more Punjabi accent. Do you 
Ben: WUŸŪÛĚthat's right, or , you aware of that or not. 
Ben: Have you heard 2t 
Pp: Yea some people do yea 
Bi: Some people do 
Ben: Ya ... ÒŸÛŤĚwhere or who 
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P well, well near you know .. heard some people what's 
P the name talking like that you know .•• talking English 
P right and then they ... they 
P what's its name, if they were saying, road, they you 
(...\o:d'-1 
P know they start to say road ŸŪĚyou know as if they were 
P : saying it in the ÖẀŪÚŠŞŸĚ
Ben: yes 
P: it would be ŨŸÛŤĚif they said road, like ... their 
ŸTẂTŸÍĚ
P what's its name it looked if WUŤŸŲĚ tongue got twist 
r ŲŸŦUWĚand they said • road VŬÜŤWUŸŪŦĚlike that ( WŬJTŸ£ÍĚ
Ben: yea yea 
P JUSt peo you know people JUSt start ȘUŠŪŦŸŪŦĚwhat 
P what they say like •.. you know .. you can hear 
P some people say like instead of saying 
1ho"tel they say lho 1tel and things like that ĜŸŠẀWĒWWĚ1 ĜŸŬWŤŨĚ1 
[laughter] 
Ben: like scottish hotel [to the others] are you ... 
Ben: have you heard that as well 
Q yea quite a few 
B yea quite a few 
Ben: like where ... I mean is it 
B 
B 
(London) well 
and was asking you 
that old man that you know 
where's your dad and all that •.. 
B and if you want to say he gone to work you say ŸŪĚ
B a TŸȚȚŤŲŤŪWĚway. So that they ... you know start •.. 
B ÛŸŪTĚof understanding 
Q Yea in ÖŠÛŸVWŠŪÙĚusually .. er ... when somebody comes 
8. 
9. 
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Q and asks .•• you know ... for where my dad is, cos I 
Q don't always talk that much Pakistan1 right •.• so I 
Q talk a little b1t Pakistani and I just say where the 
Q place 1s in English or something like that and 
Q they don't ..• 1t doesn't sound that much l1ke Engl1sh 
Q a b1t different though •.. so they could understand 
Q lt ... 
Ben: yeh yeh 
Rw and Sw in an interv1ew 
Ref: MS42:448ff 
Ben: do you ev, do you ev, do you ever do an Indian voice 
Ben: to be funny 
I Sw: yeh ( 
Ben: l1ke what 
) 'done 
')go) ?'very 0 very 0 good (very good) 
[ ve.ri VE.L' ŸŨVŸĚ1 
R : [laughs] 
Ben: who, where, who do you do that WLth 
S : I (only) 1do 1that with the 'teacher 
Ben: Oh yes yes and what does the teacher, teacher do 
S : JUSt vtells me 'off. 
Tm, We and Ole in an 1nterv1ew. They are discussing 
imitations of Punjabi 
Ref: MS38:556:38 
Ben: so tell me ... so .. give me another example of what 
Ben: you were saying ••. you were say1ng We 
We: what 
Ben: about about about 
Tm: (.ba'i, GŸŬ·ŠĦỲĚ] 
0 1 e : ['b 1.1' d ' b ·a cl h] 
there 
Ben: about some people doing 1t as a JOke and some people 
Ben: doing 1t as swear1ng 
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w well 1some 'people 'could lbe 
(v1 ŸȚGÙJŲWÍĚ
'racialist 1doing it ŸÍĚ (i:rst) 
W like 1that 
T yea 
Ben: yes yes 
W : 1if they 'don't want ŸWĚ here 
(av) 
T [overlapping] black man, nigger 
w in this ,country but 1some lpeople 
T nigger arseholes 
Ben ]: hang on hang on one second 
W but 1some of the 1Pak?stan 1boys , 1they 1call 
w theJselves 'pakis 
'b1 
--- [later] 
Ben: what about other accents that you can imitate what 
W : hey man, take it to me Mr T 
Ole: that's black though 
T : that's black though 
Ole: that's black 
Ben: what other ones can you do what what 
Ole: we've already done that 
'*r 1 bud 1 bud 
T : we call UŸĚ
Ole: [ GGŬŸŸĚ ''oa{ J 
W (please try) 
' curry 
T I call my brother fat goat 'cos he's so fat and 
T horrible 
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r w please tr taste of I ' some my cu 1rry and,I I 
" l ȚĒGĬÙŸĒRĦĚ tr \ t. \.,e. .t s VŠŸĚ d Mai 'l(la,ti \ ae..n ŸWĚ
w 1will ŦẀŠŲŠŪŸẀŤŤĚ 1when 1you ÍȚŸŪÙVUŤTĚ my ,curry 1you 
ŸŸĚ \ ... wil GĨŸĦŊĚdV\t\..1'. wrn J"' .f-rn'IJ M6.t k,ati \ ju 
w 1will 1need 1to ,go 1to 1the HWŬŸŨŤWĚ
ŸŅŘĚ nid t.\4 ŸÌĚ tL..i.\ ĒÍŊŸĚ t"n l£ WŸĚ] 
[laughter] 
Ben: and do you say that to, I mean you say that to 
Ben: everybody and people say it to you or or or 
well ' call ,dumpling and and 1that w : they me 1peas [p\I) L""' £.: ŸÍĚ ÒÛŸŸJĢŖĚ
10. Ue and Ve in an ŸŪWŤŲẂÙŤŴĚ
Re£: MS56:319:47 
Ben: anyway, just ȘŬÜŸŪŦĚback to this ŞẀVŸŪŤVVĚof 
Ben: what I VŠŸTĚabout Olp, do people ever use, speak 
Ben: English ŴŸWUĚan Indian, accent, you know as an 
Ben: impersonat1on or ..• 
Ue: ((nonsense lillitation of PunJabi)) 
Ve: yeh [laughter] 
Ue: yes [laughter] 
Ben: what's that, what's that ŔŲŤȚŤŲŲŸŪŦĚto 1mitationl 
Ue: It sounds like an English accent but I don't know what 
Ue: it means, it's just .. what the Indian speaks ŴUŸȘUĚI 
Ue: can't make head or WŠŸŨHĚ if someone's •.• VŮŤŠÛŸŪŦĚ
Ue: ŅŪTŸŠŪĚ .•. you know to WUŤŸŲĚȚŲŸŤŪTVĚ
Ben: yes yes 
(I go ) past) I )go 
Ben: uhuh I see yes, yes 
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B TRANSCRIPTIONS OF RHETORICAL (NP) (VA)E IN USE 
i INTERACTIONS CLEARLY FOCUSED ON THE MICROPHONE 
For Extract 11, see between 15 and 16. 
12. Participants: Np, Bi, Qp, Ben 
13. 
Setting: as in extract 11. B and N have interrupted 
Ben and Q in an interview. 
Ben [to Band N]: Right go 
finish this 
out you go gents, I want to 
r 
Q 
Are you ŲŤȘŬŲTŸŪŦĚ Ben he"llo 
l_h£.\ GĴĞJŸĚ1 
No he ain't 
Participants: Np, Qp, Ben 
Setting: as above. Bi has left. Q has been talking 
about N's ŤẄȘŸWŤÜŤŪWĦĚ N sees Q's ISM 
matrix, on ŴUŸȘUĚa number of friends and 
relations are listed. 
N [looking at Q's matrix]: _Ben, am 1I going to 1do 1that 
as 'well 
Ben: yes you are 
r. ŔŸŸJĚ I 1good 1audty ,aunty 1very T' WŸHĦŚĚ ve-ri: ŸÍĦÍŸĚ ·a.'\.tt] a.tt; i:: 
Ben: yea go on out you go 
N ((In Punjabi: N isn't there)) 
Q You want a bet. 
14. Participants: Tm,06i, Anon 1, Anon 2 
Setting: The dinner queue. Tm is wearing a radio 
microphone. Ben is at the receiver end 
(a distant overhearer) 
Ref: RM25:311ff:24 
Tm: speak some Pakistani language ŸŪĚthere [into the radio-
mike] 
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06i: what? 
Tm: speak some Pakistani [shouting:] language 
06i:['i Í ŮUẂÍ«ŨŘĦĦĦẀŸĚ ĴŸĦĞĚ Tm 
((Trans: Tm's a (vulgar) )) 
Anon 1: Wait a minute [starts to s1ng:] I want to do 1t, 
ĴŸŬŪĚ1: I want to do it w1th you 
06i: T' r t:·· 
' fW\ l_, 'J 
( (trans: Tm you're a ___ _ , Tm you're a 
bastard)) 
a6i ĜGŞŤĤŸÍGÍĦĚ ,el.l ,r""-u.:cl·a. ,'Ma)'d'\a,\e.] 
((trans: Ben you're a vulgar vulgar )) 
Tm: [laughs] 
06i: (let me do something last word) One word 
Tm: go on 
06i: Ben I' m ŸVŬŲŲXĚ to " say "thls 
Tm: 
Anon 2: no I'm not you're friend 
t" _you're ,a (j ŸJŲĚ d1 
Anon 3: let me do lt 
06i: 
-
a "what do you ŸȘŠŨŨĚ it 0 again 1do 
la w'l)\:1 ŸŒĚ \<" ,;j Il ŸŸWĦĒĚ \ ad 
061: ltoi let 1of 
1ten 1do 1 you 
c"':> Ldt ŸŊĜTGŘHĚ\ ȘŨKŸĚ ... J"' 
I 06i: 1no 1no booo 
ŸĚŸĚ 'o\;:: ŸẀŸŘĦŨ·ĦÍĚ
1you 
ji4 
I go 
ŸĒGÌĚ
Anon3: Í ŬĬŸĚ 1let me 'too .. your 1 bum A stinks 1 boy 
--------------- ĤŨŸŸĤŸŸŖĚ
Anon3: you )fuck 1t 0 here 1you 1donkey 1breath 
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06i: You ,fucker 1 Ben lis 1 a 'bastard 1Ben lis 1 a 
(bG.:s\:a\ j 
06i: ŔHÛŨȚŨU·ŸŖĚ
(( trans: dog ) ) 
15. Participants: 03p, Anon, Gi 
Setting: in the playground, at the end of break 
Gi is wearing the radio-microphone 
Ben is at the receiver 
Ref: RM28: 120 
03p: Ben you ff good man [school bell rings] 
Anon: Why do, whenever people have the microphone on, why 
Anon: do people always say silly things in it 
Gi: they're so stupid, typical 03p , typical 03p , 
Gi: typical 03p 
03p [singing out from a little way off] jingle bell 
03p: jingle bell 
ŸJŲŸŸŠŨTĚ 'ot-\ J 
Gi: (at ·ŠĦWŸĤŲ·ŠĦŖĚ
(( trans. ? )) 
Participants: Np, Pp 
L ŸŅŸŸŸĚ 'ot\ 
all day 
Setting: playground during Summer School. An 
interlude during a cricket game 
Ref: 
Np: This microthing's quite good init 
Pp: what 
Np: this 
Pp: yeah 
Np: l {.\dgi :) "" €. .c ·a. 1\. 0..: 1'1\ ht 1 
( (trans: my name is .. ) ) 
Pp: Pp 
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Np: I live )at 
t_ar \rv ŸWĚ
Pp: I live at • A Road [-ot \rv ŸÍŖĚ (( eo .. ŸHŸVĚ )) (£.] for/U/ [n) [JodJ 
Np: Did you hear that Ben he was as he was saying address 
Leb] 
Np: in Pakistan{ ) .. he said his name is Pp right 
ŸŸĴŨŸËŊŊĚ
Np: and he lives at er ·J·ŸĶĶĶĶŸŸŸĶĶĶĶŸŸŎŸŬŸŠŸTŸĚ
l'\) ['(o\ 1 
over and out (already 
( ( trans: okay okay)) ŸGŨTŲĚ" ·a:uth 1 
ii OTHER RADIO-MICROPHONE DATA 
11. Participants: Np, Bi, Qp, Ben 
Setting: Ben is interviewing Q, alone in a room 
during Summer School. N and B come 
along the corridor and then interrupt 
to ask about a trip to Lord's cricket 
ground. 
Refs: MS23:392-420:10+11 
' _Ben 
f. f. 
ĜŞWWGŘTŸŸŨĚ
({calling from outside)) 
Bi: Ben, got the list .. can we have that thing 
Ben: No not now, I'll give it to you later 
Np: I told you not now 
Qp: He's gone really excited and everything 
16. Participants: Jp, Sw, 01b (ethnically Bangladeshi), 
Lp, Kp 
Setting: the playground at dinner time. Jp and Sw 
01b, who is reported to have given Rw, S's 
relative, some trouble. Jp and Lp are 
wearing radio-microphones. 
Ref: RM17:120-131:7 
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Jp [to Olb]: you fucking fat cunt, what did you UŸWĚRw for 
Olb: what 
Jp: what did you hit Rw for 
Olb: because I like to hit people, that's why 
Jp: yeah and you wouldn't like it when I •• when I give 
you a punch in the face 
Olb: you? 
Jp: yeah 
Olb: When? 
Jp: Now 
Olb: Come on then 
Jp: .•. you JUSt cause trouble ÙŪŸWĚ
Olb: No I'm not 
Jp: yes you are 
p: 1you 'cause 1(trouble) . lyou 1cause I (trouble) 
\c>z ( ) ( a. ) l . JU 
I I 
cause trouble Lp: 1I 1cause 1 (trouble) • ŸXŬẀĚ
Lp: 1we 'get 1trouble 
Kp: 
\ .· . 
""'. 
If he gets his cousin 
on the floor 
k-:>-z.. WŸĚŸĚb'lr \ 
) , right, you are dead 
Olb: Listen I was running in the corridor right 
Kp: You not meant to run in the corridor 
Lp: You 1not 'meant lto 1run in I corridor 
f.f. 
((not clearly 
(NP) (VA) E here) ) 
Lp: (you boy you 
Kp: 'school 'rules .. 'listen 'school'rules • 'not 1to 
f.t 
Kp: ,fight ŸŦŠÙŪVWĚ ÍWŤŸȘUŤŲĚ 'not to 1 run in 
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the 1 corr1.dor 
( ( not clearly (NP) (VA)E here)). 
Lp: 'not to 1beat 
[ '\,-ot,_}"' 1 1teachers 1 up ĜWJÙJŸŸĴŪĚ.. ] 
Jp: Yeah and not to bump people 
yeah not to bump people, in school 
'golden 1 rule • 1 do 1 not 1 bump 1 tea'cher 
ff. ŔŨÍ ÙŸŠĚ·.] 
[laughter] 
Kp: ) you are not allowed to play on the 
grass 
Lp: I love peace and peace loves me. 
Sw [indl.cating another boy] Look, look at him, look at him, 
02b 
Jp: Shall we get 02b. 
17. Part1.c1.pants: Np, Bi, Tm, Mr 16i [20 year old class 
teacher at Summer School] 
Setting: a game of cricket in the playground during 
Summer School. N and B are wear1.ng radio-
ml.crophones. 
Ref: RM3:110ff:l2,14,16 
17a. Np: Oi , I got four runs 
[lj 
Bi: yeah we know 
Tm: I'm batting third you know 
Mr 16i: Okay lads 
Np: 0 1kay ,lads • .Jbi the ĜŸĴJHHŘẀJȚŖĚ IS HŞŸWŞĻĤĲĚ11'\ow Jof 
((t(W\.). ĹŪJŸĹĞĞĚŔŞ·YŤËŲŸĚ "na.uf:)r 
and 1Kap1.l 1Dev 1is Í ŞŠŸWÙŪŦĚ ,now • 
IV\drja ŸWĒŘĚ ÛHŠĦŲŸWĚ cl.e." .rz.. ŞŸŲŒŘĚ ŸẂĚ\ l 
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Np: 1and ,N,p (.) is the 1wicket1 kee 1per 1for 
ŸŸȘŨŸÍŸŸĚ.tZ. ŸTĚ ŘÔŅGĦKĒËWGOŸÙ·ĦĚŸŠWĚ f--o.C 
Np: Pakis,tan • 1 oh 'what a 1save ,by 1the 1wicket 
ŸGĤGŠÛWVGWŸJQŘĚ \ t ) w"'t\... d St:V ba1 (.)a ( ) 
Np: 1kee,per 
( ).c 1 
Bi: Oi yours went ŲŸŦUWĚup there yesterday 
Np: Oi thats it •.. 
ŸŅŨŨĚ
) want batting (1 IY\] 
(Oi >what la 1shot GĞŸŸĞĚ
[5!1 ["'t 51 j 
Bi: oh no, oh no 
Np: you're bad 16i (what wrong with you) .• ŬŸĚ '16i 
[)t1 
Np: 'come 1on 1man ,'that's 'bad •.•. 
116i you're 
ŨŚŞŠŠTĦŸĚ
Np: 'rubbish 1man youre 
1 rub'-bish 
(( trans: he's 
rubbish ) ) 
----- [later] -----
17b. Np: Tm Ŕ ÍŘŪĦGŸŸWUĚ (h ) GÚŠĦŸ Í WĴĴŶĚ ,h':;·I] 
(( trans: going to lose a wicket)) 
0 very 0 good 0 wicket0 keeOper 
V£.Cl. ŸGŒĚ \)I kl..'d tk"'i: pa.c 1 
Bi: Catch it 
Np: •• 'T'm 1you're 1absoVlute 1 ly GŲẀŞŞŸVUĚ • 1 you are 
fee.. ÒÚŸËTĚ ae. 'os d \ \) ŸĚ1 \I:: ..A a: 'u1) \ ... ŸĚJY. 
1 abso"lute 1 ly . you I are 1 abso 1lute 1 ly 1rub 1bish 
at'v:lsdl i.l .?\ i :: \ o.c.c.. .. ce.'osd\,U WŸWĚ ta 'orj 1 I. Y"' a 
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( 't" .. Np: "" 
(( trans: you're dirty, a real bastard)) 
Np: ĜĶĶĶĶĶĶĶŔŸŮUĶŸĶŸĶÚĶŨËÍĶĶĶĶĶĶĶŊĚ
(( trans: you're vulgar )) 
----- [later] -----
17c. 1bowll.ng 'next 1.n' 1.t Bi 
ȘŞŸÍŊUŸĚ QŘȚŚŸWÍĚ ŸŸĒŸŸŸĚ)) 
'k1 a
11
r.ta ''"E.kst ŸĒUŤJWŖĚ
(( Trans: I'm bowling next right ) ) 
----- (later] -----
17d. Np: What a 'rubb1.sh 1shot by B" ..... '1. \.dt.·. '>bvr.i . d£ 
[Jo1 b JWWŸÙŸŸĜĚŸĚ ŔŸĞĚ approx. trans: that 
Np: GŸNĦĚ lb I • \.1. -'' GȚŬWŸĚ 'ba1.1 HŸĦÙHĚ ŸĚI j€. ,b ŸĚ1\ HŤĦȘŸĚE. ÍJŸĚ
was a bad shot by was born 
here in 1967 he's lost ? he was 
Np: ' 
. '\.."" 
·a,s , .. "I;£ • 
born and grew up in Karachl. ? ) ) 
[later] 
17e. Np [to Pp]: ŸŨŤWĚme 0 borrow your ,gloves to/day .. 
I • 
O.J 
o.t.e.. 
(( trans: can I borrow your gloves today)) 
Pp: I'll ,think about it 
( ŸWȚÚĚ ) 
t' 1Th1.nk albout 1it /Ch ll ĞËŸĒĒĚĒTGŬŸJWĦŲWÍĚrt )IJ I I ' I watch th1.s lads • he 
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Np: won't even 'able to GUŸWĚ
... these HŸVŮÙŪŪŤŲVĚ
----- [later) 
17f. Pp: \Oh 'my 1god 
( ĞŔŸŸÏŊĚ
Np: 'oh 'my 1god ( ) [laughs] (o f'l\ a.I ŸĒŸŊĚ
----- [later] 
[ 1 I •• 'I ŅŸĚŅŸĦHĦĦĚ.C 1 7 g • Np : \'\ I 3, r"l ·a_ £. ŸĚŸĚf\1\ 'Z. t.7" r7 
(( trans: you're a bastard and a ŮŸŦŨŤWİĞĞĚ
h,...,£ )il ŸĚo"o 'out ŸĚ••• T m was 1for 
================- ŸĜŸÍÍWȚĞŶWŴŸÎĚ ·ŸẀWŸĚ\ f j: 
ŸĚÍTŸTŪGWĚ 1run Np: I a golden 1duck .. 
d ŸŸẂŘŠŠŸĚa a. 'K\.] (( trans: 
Np: ŸĴĤJŸĚ ( ) Gtja. \eh h"Odja_ .. "'E ŸĮĤŨÙĚ 6-,\\:.h 
come on)) (( trans: come quickly 
Np: ( ) ··I 1··'1-r··\ "'a ŸĚ ... a'ja J 
I've got a lot to talk to you about, okay)) 
Ill 11 Q 1 1u . h Np: T m • • a ŲŸŦĚ t 
----- [later] -----
17h. Bi: , forty ,four ,runs ,sir . not ,out 
[f'=>: ir f,: l.l a. 1\"Z. ŐŸJĚ f\'bl ŸWŲÍŖĚ
t' 1forty 1four ' 1not ' Lp what are you runs out [fJ:1 f -,: ŸĨĤŒŘĜĞĚ '\.,"'Ot ŠẀWŸÍĚŸĚ
Np: trying to do you bum chum head 
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18. Part1cipants: Pp, Np, Ai, Di, Ci, Anon 
Sett1ng: outs1de lunch break dur1ng Summer School, 
eating dinner on and around a bench in the 
playground. Ci is wearing the radio-
microphone . 
Pp is recalling an 1ncident on a recent 
school tr1p. Someone apparently p1cked up 
some vom1t, fr1ghtened a girl and then 
chased D1, Pp and others. 
Ref: RM4:426: 15 
Pp: I'll be alright •• alright •. let me just .•.• 
Pp: something now 
A1: Ah yeah 
Pp: I'd qu1te l1ke to digest it you know 
Di: Shouldn't do that, fucking puke you out mate 
[humorous vomit1ng noise] 
A1: all over Di 
Pp: has anyone done th1s to you .. [laughter] .. has anyone 
ÖŸJĚ got fucking puke and put it near your face 
D1: er no 
Pp: ) go and p1cked up ( 
Di: oh yea yea yea 
[laughter) 
Pp: She was fuck1ng scream1ng, she go [screams]. 
Pp: I I ' down by your feet man .. I was 1there in the (d] 
Pp: ,background 
Anon: Who 
p: the >guy goes • 1 this 1s for 
--------------------------ŸŠĦGŨŲÒĚ J '6 r. s rz.. 1 'lch:.} ŸĚ'\. fa 
Pp: ,me 1di 1 c1ne 1very 1 good 
vtrr HĤĴĤŸJŸĚŸĚ1 
Np [laughter]: ) we were on the tra1n to 
IT?: York right 
Di: And afterwards he chased us init 
Pp: Yeah man, he chased us 
Di: 
19. 
Pp: 
Np: 
Di: 
Qp: 
Qp: 
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(he )goes )he goes) • this is • Indian medicine 
ŔŸTVĚ dZ ( t{i )) 
1Indian 1me 1di,cine 
ŸŪȘŨŲŠQŘĚ ME.d.r:sdl"] 
were you there 
1very 1goo ,d 
[ v £ri ŸẀŸŁŖĚ
Participants: Qp, 06p 
Setting: playground during Summer School. Qp is 
ȚŸŤŨTÙŪŦĚduring an informal cricket game 
and either 06p, who is younger and smaller, 
comes near, or Qp approaches 06p. 
Ref: RMS:619:19 
(dumb) 
You /(damn) 'tool . 1why I you 1no 'catch [sings:] the 
[ jv-- ŸŸŸŸĴĚŘĤĦŸĴĢŚŘŚŸŠĦŸĚĤŊŸĤ -f\b- ŸĴŚŦĚ
ŅŊŸŸĚ say monkey came from ŅŪTŸŠĚ India •. they 
ÓGǾĦJŸÛŨJĚ ŘĦKŘËŸĚ f.J."'M .t"a ŨŸŠŸĚ rJ1:a:1 
[ 
1.-Qp: .o J 'e.: ,twlA,; GÛĦHŸĚ ,n'Ci: 'l 1 1what 
ĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶŸĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĶĚ
( ( trans: oi you what's your name ) ) (w·at 
Qp: do you 1think 1you 11doing 
eta j\4 WŨŸĚ j\A fwxJ1 
06p: [laughs] 
,what ,is ,your ""name 
ŔŴGKLŸĚ l'Z. J=> tE.rt•-'\ J 
06p: uh? 
1what 1is 1your 'name 
( w"' WŸĚ rz. J-=> 'Le:M] 
06p 
1you I want I to ,..die 
[j'u "-1"0\.. fu c{arj 
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06p: no 
Ÿ·Ě[::r 'is 'my /name l'l. ""ai ŸŅWẂŘĚ1 
06p: Q 
Qp: ŸÙŦUWĚ I 'm the /king 
[ ŸĚ0.11 "e"" ŸŸĚ ÛŲŸĚ1 
06p: er 
Qp: 'Man lwho 'see 'per 1fection • lperlsist 1on 1walkers' 
ŔȚĴJŸĤŸHĤĤVŸĤĴŸȚNĤÛVŸŸĤĤĤȚĴŸŸWĤ ĤĤŠŸĤŸŸŸŸĴĴŚĚ
GŸŸÙŸŸĤĶŸVŬŚÍŚËĤŠV ÍŚĪŸĚ ŸŸĚÍ ÜŸŪŸÛĦĶŲŚĚ [laughs] 
f. f. 
ŸGŸ«·Ě
Qp: 
so se; 
Qp: 1Mon'keys ŠŨŸŴŠXVĚ 0 eat 0 wal0 kers 0 for ŸŲÒVŮVĚ ..•. 
ŸÙĴŸŸÙJĤŲĤĤJLŸŸJÎĚĤÙJWHĤĤŸŸŸÛTĤYĤĤȚŸĤĤŘJŸĴĴŲŖĚ
Qp: [sings:] they say he came from India 
20. ParticLpants: 03i, 02e [female helper, 15 years old], 
03e, Ben, Anon, BL 
SettLng: craftwork perLod during Summer School. 
ParticLpants are walkLng around, looking at 
completed and ongoing work. BL is wearing 
the radio-m1crophone. 
Ref: B557:134:20 
02e: If you did it like this right you'd never get ( 
would you 
-If you 1 done Lt like"" this, it would be ...,beauti 1 ful 
Anon: Imine's 'beautLful 
03e: you mean like this 
----- [later] -----
Anon: Try and mix thLs 
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03i: ŸẂŤŲXĚ ( Q 0 
[ V£, . nl 
Ben: uh? 
ei· 1very I good good I 1like .t-hat one [ ve.yh ŸẀỲĚ VE.(I ĪÍŲỲŸĚ 1 'E latl 'bat2 wan 1 
21. Participants: 03i, Mr 17i (Summer School teacher), 
Bi, Ben, others. 
Setting: outside during a Summer School cricket 
game. 03i and Mr 17i are in the same 
cricket team. Bi is wearing the radio-
microphone. 
Ref: 21 
Mr 17i: 03i 
03i: 1yes ŸVÙŲĚL jts sd1 
Mr 17i: If you ldon't 'make ev at \least \twenty v'runs 
ŸĞÙHĚ
cwtr.l1I ran 'Z.] [rf . J'-' lis 
yes >Sir 
[J £ s ÌĦĦŸĚ1 
Mr 17i: I '11 'punch your 1 nose • and ,flatten 
ŸĞÙHĚ (yes VŸŲĞĚ \very 1good ŸŤŲXĚ 1good [v £. ft 5v:{ 1 ẂŸŲĚr ŸHŠHŊĚ
[turns 
to Ben] 
03i: Sir lguess how much I 'made this 1mor
1ning 
0..C(.. I{ (sa ŸWVĚ UŸĚ '""aJ ; ME.:ra ĜŸJWĞĚ n.,,:r\IV\1 
22. Participants: Ai, Hp, 07i, Anon, 08e and others, Ip. 
Setting: school dinner time outside. An informal 
game of football is being ŬŲŦŠŪŸVŤTĦĚ
Ai is wearing the radio-microphone. 
Re£: RM14:82Sony:25 
Ai: You ain't playing. No fouling lads I've got a 
Ai: microphone. Ip tell em no fouling, I've got a micro-
Ai : phone on me 2e right 
23. 
24. 
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Hp : hello Ai , ŸĚ.J:.o m1.ke : ] hello ŁŸĚ
Ai: you th1.nk I'm 
..... ..... "')-
Anon: ( .. : Vo.: ( ) I 
- - -
( ( trans: ? ) ) 
ŔŸÖĚor. 1me 1want 1to GŮŨŸXĚ071. . 
ŔŸÙĚ \)3-r\t WŸĚ pi WĦĦŸ£ĦJÍĚ
Ai: Come on 
Participants: We, 02b [an ethnically Bangladeshi boy], 
Ben 
Setting: at the end of dinner time, We is hand1.ng 
back the radio-microphone to me. We and 02b 
(and others) have been in trouble w1.th the 
Head of Year. 
Ref: RM9:430Sony:40 
Ben: And they were up there and you weren't supposed to be 
We: 1No I lweren't sup1 posed to be up 'there w1.th 1that, 
We: 1only when I'm HŬẀŸVŨĦTŤĦĚ
Ben: oh well and what happened 
We: 'nothing . it's JUSt 1that 'he 0 got 1.n 1troub
1le 
o2b: 
r·, 
We: 
Ben: 
ŔŪŠĦȚŲŸŨĚ
but 'I didn't fdo 'anything 
ŔŸĚŸĚcl1"' ÙŸĚŸŸŲŸJËŊŖĚ..,.,._ 
1He didn't 1do ' nothing .• 1see ,Ben I have to you 
[h"l·. ŸŲŸĴŸŒŘĚ {lA ŸŲWĞWĚŸŸĚ1 o..c.c... 
'go to 'English 'riow 
okay. cheerio. right. bye bye. 
Participants: Tm, Rw, 05e [male, 17 year old youth 
club helper] 
Setting: Jun1.or youth club, after school. Tm is 
try1.ng to get a team together. He l.S 
wear1.ng the radio-microphone. 
Ref: RM24:420:55 
Tm: Ain't it, ain't 1.t Rw's supposed to be playing on our 
I 
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TM: side ••• [to OSe?:] go and wank a sausage ••• Rw, I 
Tm: thought you said you was playLng 
Rw [shouting] : 'I 'said 'no 1 thing f. ŇŠJĮŲŸÍĚ
Tm: Yes you did 
Rw: I 1did not 1say 
f. 
'nothing 
c*Q.C.. 
Q.C.C.. ["'a.:·. e z ŸĚl 
Tm: yes you dLd 
e· 'No'thing (don't you) 1un1derlstand 1EnJlish Ț·ŸŤȘĦĦĚ '·o.cc.. ŲÚŨŸŐÍĚ[1'\ a. Gr:j ( ) ŸŸŠTVWKŎĦŲĦĚ
'I'm: No 
t' 1don't 1you 1un 1der'stand 1En4lish ({of\t ji.\ ĨWŸVWŸŒŘĚ JWJŸĚGŸVĚJ 
Tm: No 
Rw: V move 1then 
Tin: don't push me right 
Rw: I aid 
'I'm: do you want me to push you again then 
Rw: 'Go on /then •••• 1doesn't \do /much to 'me [d] 
Rw: just 1push me in the 1same 1di{eCtLon 
Tm [to someone else]: where's the ball for this. 
25. Participants: GL, OSe (17 yrs old), 06e (17 yrs), 
07e (17 yrs) 
Setting: Youth Club at dLnner time. 
Gi has come through to the maLn sectLon of 
the club to get some coffee from the 
counter for hLmself and FL. 07e is 
playing pool nearby, and 05e and 06e are 
close at hand. 
Gi is wearing a radio-microphone. 
Ref: RM27:204 
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Gi: Tottenham lose, Tottenham lose 
OSe: What do you support 
Gi: Liverpool 
OSe VUŸWUŤŠTVĚ
Gi: pass the ( 
06e: Did you watch ŸWĚ
Gi: yea 
06e: good game wasn't it 
Gi: It was good, Hoddle went off he's a nutter 
OSe: they fucking kicked him ŸŪĚ the kidneys, you ever had 
OSe: a ÛŸȘÛĚŸŪĚyour kidneys? 
Gi: [laughs 1 
06e: Lucky 
OSe: You ever had a kick in your ÛŸTŪŤXVĚ06e 
06e: yea once 
OSe: ȚẀȘÛŸŪŦĚyou're like that 
06e: fucking nearly ÛŸŨŨŤTĚme 
OSe: you're like that, can't move 
06e: I know it's like a ȚẀȘÛŸŪŦĚ
Gi: that other guy was good 
06e: it's ŨŸÛŤĚgetting ŴŸŪTŤTHĚonly when you're 
06e: winded you can't breathe even 
OSe: yea 
07e: on what 
06e: oh 07e 
? : 
06e: kiss my arse I WUŸŪÛĚyou're over ( ) me. I 
06e: think you're over doing the act a bit 
07e: 1put the 'coffee 
ŸŮŘĦẂĚl ( Jd 'r< \."Ut 'I 
1put 'the 1cdffee 1on 
ĜŮŸTWĚJ.1: \<'it; Vvt1 
06e: 1 put the 'coffee Ion 
26. 
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Participants: Gi, Fi, Olw and Anon 
Setting: school breaktime. Olw is playing on a 
pocket electronic game. Gi and Fi both 
want to have a go. The bell has gone. 
Anon comes up close to them. Gi and Fi 
both have radio-microphones. 
Ref: RM28:600 
Gi [to Olw]: (you're) a ,jew ..•. Ycome off it, 'don't 
frt1 ŸŸẂŸĚ
Gi: / be so cruel ..•. 1go for the 1 ice' cream .... 
ri [to 
Anon: 
Gi: 
Gi: 
(who) 
' 
\ 
'what 1do Anon h ' (what) do you want you 
ŲŸŸĞĚ{)a W;l'\th ŸĚ"o t c\., j '-' 
ŪŬWUŸŪŦĚ I'm hiding from somebody 
well 1don't 'hide 
diseases 
' (a1 
, 
1want 
ŒŊ·ŠŸHWĚ1 
Fi [to Olw]: when you've cleared alright, give it to us, 
you're going to take 100 years. 
Gi: Come on Fi, give us a sweet, don't mess about 
27. ÖŠŲWŸȘÙŮŠŪWVJĚ Fi, Anon, Jp, Sw and others 
Setting: TŸŪŪŤŲĚqueue at school. Anon and Jp have 
been playing GVŤŨȚĤÙŪȘŲŸÜÍŪŠWÙŬŪĚtraps' 
(Opie and Opie 1977:86). What other 
parts 'refer to is not clear. 
Ref: RM26:556 
Anon: I went uo•-r, stair 
Jp: Just like me 
Fi: Sw, you're here 
Anon: Looking through the w1ndow 
Jp: Just like me 
Anon: I saw a great ŞŸŦĚgorilla 
Jp: Just like er •• [laughs] 
Fi: 
Anon: 
Fi: 
Anon: 
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What's wrong ŴŸWUĚyou 
nothing 
ou (face then) 
y facety 
so TŸTĚ I 
ŃŸJĚ I do the VUŸWVHĚ I do the VUŸWĚ in my pants .... 
Fi: 
Anon: 
Jp: 
Jp: 
so did I 
So did I 
So did I 
. . . . . ( 
Fi [sucks teeth]: blerd clart what you ( 
Anon: ras cla t 
Anon 2: rasclart 
ŃŸJĚ ŸŸŪŸĚ_ ŸŸẄĚ__ h.=: __ ŤŚXŸŸŸŸĚ
ÒŞ·ŸÛŸĚ
An: 
Fi: (hke ,that) • under1 stand • you 1know lwhat 'I ŸŸŸŅĚ ae_!] [i-j 
Fi: 11 mean .. [sucks teeth] 
rJn l 
Fi: ah she's 'melted it .... 
Fi: could you 
[ t\'\ £-u1 ËŸĚ:t !j 
' move out the 
Y\a'lf war -u 
,i: ŘŸÍŸNĚ) 
( ( trans: ? ) ) 
1way 
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(iii) RHETORICAL (NP) (VA)E OCCURRING IN INTERVIEWS 
28. Participants: Jp,Kp,Ben 
Setting: interview about the neighbourhood (ISA 
groups) • Ben has asked about shaming 
up. Kp is answering: Jp has been 
niggling him quite frequently in the 
course of this session, though they are 
best friends. 
Ref: MS62:619:8 
Kp: •. you 1drop from your 'charac 1ter ŔWŸÍĚ
Ben: uhuh •. what you get a bad reputation you mean 
Kp: ,yeah 
Jp: yeah 
Ben: how do you mean, drop from your character 
Kp: Like if ... 1say if you'velbeen 'good Vright, 1 people 
Kp: 1know you as ,good 
Ben: and then after .... [to Jp:] shut up, shut up 
Ben: [laughter] .. and afterwards urn yes, and then you 
Ben: drop from your your reputation, yes I see yes yes .•• 
Ben: ya 
Kp [referring to Jp]: 'he's 1kind of 'dumb 
Jp: 
Ben: 
Kp: 
Ben: 
Jp: 
shut up ŪŸŦŦŤŲĚ
anyway 
I think that's actually about .•• also somebody told me 
[E. p'nvdi: ] 
===!::::===== 
[laughter] 
(( trans: he's a (vulgar) )) 
Ben: what about 
Kp [to Jp]: it's recorded 
Jp: big ȘŸJLJŲĚJ ŞŸŦĚŸĚ
(( trans: ŸÙĲĚ Ÿ•ŤĦȚĚ , ŞÙĲWŸHGŤȚĚ )) 
Ben: oi, oi, psst what about 
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(( trans: J's a big thief)) 
Jp : [ M e. .c i ŸĚt E. fY\ d ŸĚE ) 
(( trans: ? My ? ŸVĚ )) 
( ( trans: J's a ŞŸŦĚWUŸŤȚĚ ) ) 
Ben: what about 
Jp: do you know what he VŠŸTĚ
Ben: no, say it again 
Kp: Jp ŘĦĒŞŲŸĚ HŸĚ?: r J 
(( J's a big thief )) 
Ben: no I don't know 
Jp: he said I'm a big WUŸŤȚĚ [laughs] 
>big ÌWŸÜŤĚ 0 thief 
[bhrj, ȚŠŲŸĚ 9i·.f] 
Jp: 1b1g 
1time 'thief 1what 1di 1blerd 1clert 1na 'ras 
--------------------------------------
[brj t"' aiM \:T:\:.1] 
Jp: 
Ben: okay yes, now listen what about .• 
Kp: ['oi ŸŸŖĚ
((=nonsense creole?)) 
29. Part1cipants: Bi, Ben 
Setting: interview. Ben 1s ask1ng Bi what languages 
he speaks to various people in his social 
network (L.U.I) 
Ref: MS49:264:17 
Bi: five 
Ben: five he speaks some PunJabi does he 
B1: four to f1ve 
Ben: four to five 
Bi: he speaks nothing 
Ben: he's Indian is he 
Bi: no he's English 
ŔŲŸŸWJŸJŊÍĚ
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Ben: he's Engl1sh but you speak some PunJabi with h1m 
Bi: swearing words, he don't understand them 
Ben: Okay, we'll say that's five ..• 
Ben: 'aunty in 1Bradford and )uncle in °Bradford ŔŬĦJŸWĒWĚĦŅŸĚ ŞĦŊŠWŊĦȚŸWËĚ f\ GÙĦŸÛWĚ "In 'o.J?Uf;& 1 
1Aurity in 1Eng
1land 1Unfle in 
1Brad 1ford 
ŸWWŸĚ ';\ ÍĤŸŸŸŠĤŸŠĚ ÍGŨŸĚŸĚŲĤŸĚ ŞŲŸŲĿŨỲĚ
Bi: 'all 
Ben: all Punjabi, both 
Bi: yup. 
30. Participants: Ue, Ve, Ben 
1very 
Setting: interview. Ben is asking them about the 
ne1ghbourhood (ISA Groups). 
Ref: MS80:299ff:46 
Ben: what about what about the k1nd of way 1n which 
people who speak kind of Indian languages act, would 
you say 
Ue: ((nonsense imitation of Punjabi )) 
Ve [laughs]: ( ( nonsense Pun]abi ) ) 
Ue: (they) wear these . . . (they) ŸŴŤŠŲĚthese 0 white ,hats 
Ben: yes yes 
' ,I 1going 1to 1church 1eve.ry day [ a1 ŸŬÙPÚĚ ŸŠĚ ŸŸJŸĚ £ vr i et E. i ŸĚJ 
Ben: yes yes 
I I 
' I go to Mosque 
( ) 
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Ue: (they) I ' go to the mosque and 1everything hke 
ȘŸŸẀŸĚWŸĚ ŸTĚ M"oSk Y\ 'C...\I.J. WNUŸĚk. la"l:! 
Ue: 1that 
'dae..?J 
Ben: ŨŸÛŤĚ so they're quite, quLte quite relLgLous LS 
Ben: that or 
Ve: mmm 
Ue: all thLs rubb rubbish they eat 
Ve: yea 
Ue: ugh, stink 
Ve: ȘUŠŮŠWWŸVĚ [laughs] 
Ue: eugh 
Ben: you don't like that 
Ue: guess what, eugh, right 
iv. OBSERVATIONAL DATA (NOT TAPE RECORDED) 
31. ÖŠŲWŸȘŸŮŠŪWVJĚ Jp, chLldren from rival Summer School, 
32. 
others? (Ben - observer) . 
SettLng: Summer School, after a crLcket match which 
Jp's Summer School team had won. The 
defeated opposition were assemblLng to go 
off by mLnLbus, and from a distance, Jp 
shouted out at them 
Jp: [s'aJ!: ju \u·.z.] 
Ref: fn.5.8.85.51 
PartLcipants: Anon [i or paged 15? or older], Mr 04e 
[adult, youth worker], and others (Ben 
- observer) . 
Setting: FrLday evening Youth club: 04e and other 
youth workers were closing the club, and 
askLng people to leave. Anon came back in, 
and said in a very PunJabi accent 
Anon: I go toLlet 
04e heard this, and called out after him, as 
he went downstairs to the WŬŸŨŤWHĚ in a very 
PunjabL accent 
04e: Oh you bloody loony you 
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There was a further response from the kid 
from downstairs but I didn't catch it. 
Ref: fn:6.4.84.157 
33. Participants: Mr 04e [adult youth worker], Mrs 09i 
34. 
[female youth worker], others Anon 
Anon (Ben - observer) 
Setting: Youth club on Friday evening, again at 
ȘŨŬVŸŪŦĚtime when the youth workers were 
trying to empty the ŮŲŤÜŸVŤVĦĚ
04e called out to some ÛŸTĚ
04e: 'Come on you fool' in a very PunJabi 
accent. 09i was VWŠŪTŸŪŦĚnearby and 
laughed at this: 04e explained that 
he was WŲXŸŪŦĚto 'sort out this Asian 
lingo' 
Ref: fn.22.9.84.217 
Participants: OSe [17 yrs old] with UŸVĚ friends (02i 
[male], 07e [m], 06e [m]) (Ben-
observer) 
Setting: Youth club (evening) . 
05e was playing pool; he played a bad shot and said 
in a Punjabi accent 
OSe: I make fuck-up 
Ref: fn.13.6.84.205 
35. Participants: 01i [male, 15 yrs], 02i [male, 16+], 
others around (Ben - observer) 
Setting: Evening Youth club. 
01i was sitting on a table next to Anon, 
watching 02i play pool. 02i did a very bad 
shot and 01i said in very Punjabi accent 
01i: 02i, very good shot 
Ref: fn.5.10.84.219 
36. Participants: Kp, Ben, Np [at this stage, Kp had not 
become a regular informant] 
ŐŤWWŸŪŦJĚ Corridor at school. 
Kp came up to me, keen to join his friend 
who was coming ŴŸWUĚme for an ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴHĚ and 
said, in a very PUnJabi accent 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
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Kp: Ben can I come 
Ref: fn.4.10.84.222 
Participants: Gi, Ben 
Setting: Junior Youth Club. 
Towards the end of the sess1on, around the 
time that I was prepar1ng to leave, Gi came 
up and asked 
Gi: you could take me in your car 
This was in a very Punjabi accent: the 
intonation contour was fairly stra1ght, it 
was clearly syllable tuned and there was an 
unusual degree of consonantal asp1rat1on. 
Ref: fn.17.1.85.II3 
Participants: Mr 08i [adult youth worker], Ben 
Setting: Youth club. 
I was standing behind the snack-bar counter. 
Mr 081 needed to come in past me. In a very 
Punjabi accent, he sa1d 
08i: excuse me please 
Ref: fn.9.5.84.190 
Part1cipants: Mr lOi [Indian, adult youth worker], 
06e [16+] 
Setting: Friday evening club. 
06e came up to Mr lOi who was behind the 
counter serving, and asked for some cr1sps 
in (NP) (VA)E. Then, when he was given his 
change, he started count1ng out 
06e: [ :tk 
Ref: fn.15.3.85.II14 
Participants: Op, 03p, Ben 
Setting: Junior Club. 
I was talk1ng to Op, and 03p came up to Op 
to say let's go home. In normal E, he sa1d 
to Op 'my kabab w1ll be getting cold'. Then 
he turned and addressed me and sa1d, 1n 
(NP) (VA) E I 
03p: 'I eat1ng nan kabab', and the 
conversat1on progressed. 
Ref: fn.4.10.84.220 
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41. Participants: 04p [19 yrs, male], Mr 11i [adult youth 
worker] (Ben - observer} 
Setting: Youth Club 
04p came up to 11i and, ŤŪŰẀŸŲÙŪŦĚabout games 
equipment etc. being put away, asked 
04p: you no pack yet 
Ref: fn.11.4.84.163 
42. Participants: 05p [15 yrs, male], others 
Setting: Cricket match at Summer School. 
In reply to e.g. questions about what order 
someone had in the batting order, 05p said 
asp: L ŘŬĦĦ·ĦVWŸŖĚ
Ref: fn.14.8.84.209 
43. Participants: Ben and Punjabi informants 
Setting: non-specific, during Summer School. 
On two or three occasions, I have said 'oh 
blimey', in my usual accent, and this has 
been taken up and reproduced in (NP) (VA)E. 
Ref: fn.2.8.84.208 
44. Participants: Lp and Ben 
Setting: outside school office, in the corridor. 
Looking at a mark made on a shelf by a 
damaged plant pot, Lp in (NP) (VA)E remarked 
Lp: 1Goodness lgra\cious 
Ref: fn.10.12.84.231 
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C. INTERVIEW REPORTS OF STRAIGHT (NP) (VA)E 
45. Lp 1n an 1nterv1ew, tell1ng about how Jp and 01p make 
trouble with ethnically Bangladeshi kids. 
Ref: MS35:352:6 
Lp: ((some Bengali swearwords)) 
Ben: that's Bengali 1s it 
L yeh then that makes them angry .• and they 
1shut 'up 10
11p 
( j'at '-" ap 1 
say 
L : 
Ben: 
because they can't speak properly, and there's 
uhuh uhuh 
L : and there's th1s boy called 02p 02p 
Ben: wh1ch kids can't speak properly, the ones at .. the 
Ben: ones I mean ones in the school 
L : Bengali k1ds 
Ben: Bengali kids in the school or Bengal1 k1ds at the 
Ben: ESL Centre or where 
L: at both ..• and Italians and 
Ben: and Italians at the ESL Centre I mean at at 
L : 
L 
Ben: 
L : 
L : 
Ben: 
they 'speak lt • you ,know 
1morning 
""): i\ .t ŸĚ
uhuhuh 
)and er 
1to 1 day 
t"u.de.] 
(butter ) • 1\ 1' Benga 1s 
like • 1r 1have 
[
cie.c.. 
lal ?j..V 
' they they but the [4e.I. ŸŸWĚ
-,. h 0. 0 V w at 1s your name 
cJ.u..ClOe.c.. J ŴĤŬẄĦJĞ£ŸĚ I" j.,·.i ne.r:M 
....._, 
1they 
mmhmm 
I 
say th1ngs ' like that 
1 bread 
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L: because 1 they 1they 'always go. [x: ŸŖŸŴUŠWĚ 0is 
ŸHĦŠẀĦĦĚ
L: 0 your Vname 
J'J:')( ŪŸŲŲGWGŘĚ1 
ŔŸJĦÕWŸĚ :tz. 
Ben: uhuh [laughs] I see yeh yeh 
L they can't say the words properly so they say slowly 
L what would take ... em .. us lot around five seconds 
L to say a sentence 
46. Lp in an interview (same as in extract 45). 
Discussion concerns 02p, a fourth year boy who had 
been to the ESL Centre 
Ref: MS35:352:6 
Ben: you said that VŬÜŤWŸŤVĚhe makes .... he makes •..• 
Ben: I don't know 
,yeah.he go he go _you lcu'cum 1ber lhead 
ŔÚŸTĚ 1 :r ŸŸẀĚr ŸŸÍÍĚ\ ÚŸĚ Ț·ÛÚẀÛ·ŠĦŸŸ·ŠĦĚ hed"' J 
Ben: does he do that as a Joke or deliberately or what 
Ben: or by mistake 
r he he valways says that 
L and 1all 1that 
Ben: do people tease him 
L : yeh they call him (( 
47. Lp in an interview 
Ref: MS50:495:62 
Ben: Your mum watches a lot of 
Lp: Only when she's got spare 
(he _says) 
o..u.. 
WŸŤĚ
)). 
' / • shut up you 
a lot of TV does she? 
Ben: And what's what her what's her English like 
L : Her English 
48. 
Ben: 
L : 
L 
L 
Ben: 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
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Yes 
It's better than any er •..••.••.. (( 1nterruption 
from outs1de and short d1scussion concern1ng 1t )) 
my mum's English 1s much better .• she's got a •• 
English she's got first class Pakistani Engl1sh 
Has she yes •.. like how 
She speaks English but she .•. urn um look ... when we 
say th1ngs to her she she sometimes don't understand 
em but yesterday •.• erm ••• erm the man from 
Bedfordshire ØŸŤVĚcame to give the newspaper and 
collect the money and er she spoke she spoke quite 
good Engl1sh but you know in a Pakistani accent. 
Op in an 1nterview 
Ref: MS63:338:68 
Ben: Do you know people anybody who doesn't know ••• well 
Ben: Some people here ... who don't speak much •.. much 
Ben: English. How do they get on 
Op: English? People 1n the ESL Centre they don't know. 
Ben: What about people, are there people you know well 
Ben: Does your mum mind that I mean she speaks 
Ben: mainly PUnJab1, is that because she does •.• she 
Ben: likes to speak PunJabi 
0 : Urdu 
Ben: or doesn't speak much English 
0 : She speaks ma1nly Urdu 
Ben: Ma1nly Urdu sorry yes yes 
0 : Cos she don't know English that's why 
Ben: Would she like to to I mean, 1s that is that a 
Ben: problem, 1s that a .•..• would she like to to to 
Ben: learn English or not 
0 I don't know .•.. I would like to 1f I didn't know 
0 English 
Ben: Yes well you're lucky you've got .. 
0 : [laughter] school. 
Ben: But do think it's .•. I mean do you th1nk 1t's a 
Ben: problem not for you know 1f you don't know English 
49. 
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0 yeah if my mum's (there on her own), if she don't 
0 know .• what er what ••• if someone comes round for 
0 my brother or some of what he's on about, for she 
r would go no no no no she ain't in ŲŸŸGŅŊĒĚ 1'\) "' t\) r\) s r e..rnl ŸŒŘŖĚ
Ben: yeah yeah 
Jp in an interview. Discussion concerns his little 
sister. 
Ref: MS70:240?Sony:69 
Jp: when we used to ..• when she was really small and she 
J : never knew English 
Ben: uhuh 
J : and we used to say and she used to copy us 
Ben: uhuh uhuh in English 
J : yeh 
Ben: so when do kids, when did she start to learn English 
J : When she went school 
Ben: That was the first time was it. You didn't teach her 
J : No, we did a bit 
Ben: yah yah 
J Like to say Goodbye, because when we used ... say our 
J cousin came or something 
Ben: Yes, yes 
J : she knew some words yea ••• 
50. Hp and Kp in an Lnterview. Discussion concerns 
language mixing. 
Ref: MS76:434:65 
Ben: .• (do) some people sometimes say good .•. good shot 
(J't>th -al 
Ben: playing cricket 
Hp: heh? 
Ben: some people sometimes just say good shot 
L S1)l,1 
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H: that's 13p ŸŪŸWĚ .... because ..•. 
1oh 
[o 
H: yeah 
Ben: like when, like what, that's 13p is it K, or what 
K: no loads of Pakistani men go like that 
H: like on that match you know ŠŦŠŸŪVWĚLondoners .. at 
H: the ȘŲŸȘÛŤWĚ ••• 
K: \the 'Bedford 1Young 1Asians I took the 'trophy 
[ei\1 ŔŸŲŊĚ
51. Jp and Hp in an ŸŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĤ same as extracts 3,4 and 5 
Ref: MS41:252:1 
Ben: Which of the kind of accents or voices that you hear 
Ben: on TV do people ÛŸŪTĚof ... or do you or people kind 
Ben: of imitate most 
Ip: Indian kind of ... 
Hp: mnnn 
r 
H 
,try and 1speak ,English ( 
1black 1bir'die) 
[war V\ spi:k ÍJŸŸĚlrJ ŞŘĦWŸÛĚŞGĴŸȚŸŖĚ
) ŨŞŸŠĦGȘŸHĤŸŸÍĚ (you know) 1an 'that 
( jd" ŸĚŸĚ :>:\ de.!] 
Ben: who does that •.. sorry where on the TV do you 
Ben: see that 
I Asian Magazine 
H yes 
Ben: oh 
H 
I (You should) watch it, Asian Magazine it's on 
I 10 o'clock Sunday 
H On Sunday's, Sunday morning. 
Ben: Ya what um ... so and so that people watch that and 
Ben: what about other, any other programmes. 
52. 
I 
H 
I 
I 
Ben: 
I : 
Ben: 
I 
Ben: 
I : 
Ben: 
I : 
Ben: 
Ben: 
Fi: 
r 
F 
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L driver, that lady, in the car 
dunno 
She goes ••• she's ••. she don't know .•• er 
they say that people with language problems 
yeah 
and how to teach them •.. people 
oh yea 
The Instructor says go .••• less of the gas and ( 
don't know what it means 
he says what 
less of the gas 
uhuh 
and she was going faster 
Fi and Gi in an interview 
Ref: MS55:370:78 
what about mixing actually kind of mixing in a 
sentence English words and and Pun]abi words 
That's what I do sometimes •• like my mum she makes 
a mistake .•. like last time she said something ••• 
she put first she said it in Indian and then she 
started saying it in English 
Ben: what TŸTĚshe say what did she say 
F I can't think what it was ••• forgotten what it was 
F •.•.• yea that's it she goes first she ')goes 
F 
ŸŮẀWĚthe .. )hang on •• 
ŸŤĦȘĦĦĚ
(pv1 ŠŸŖĚ
you ,know • 1put the 1m1.lk 
'"". [p1Jt ŸTŖĚ
Ben: milk bottles yeh 
1 bottles out,side • 
'o "0 I t-z. ŸGŨŲÍWĦVŠÙŠĚ1 
1bottles ŬẀWŸÙTŤĚ
[b"'ltz. adlsa.r&1 
F : she said some of ŸWĚ in English 
Ben: so what did she .• just tell me .• tell me exactly 
Ben: what she sa1.d 
F ŨŸÛŤĚ I th1.nk ŸWĚwas when we were going to sleep she 
F goes .•• erm (Just) she goes erm 
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F put the ÒŸGŨȚTĚJ 
ÒÖGŨWŸĚ ad ŊHŸĚ
bottles outs1de 
b"'t! \--z ŸŸŨVŠŲȘŨÚĚ
F then we started laughing 'cos she's .. cos I .. last 
F t1me I think it was my mum who sa1d something ... 
F start urn all of us start laughing ... don't know what 
F 1t was 
53. Fi in an interview 
Ref: MS75:370:80 
Ben: do you know anybody who doesn't •.• whose um you know 
Ben: got problems w1th Engl1sh and that kind of thing 
Fi: No, not 
Ben: Anybody personally or .. anybody you know in your .•. 
Den: I mean your mum, your mum, how, is your mum's English 
Ben: quite good ... 
F : No, not very good 
Ben: Now is that a problem at all, or not 
F : Yea 
Ben: Like how how 
F Really it's a problem to her that if like if she 
F wants to go shopping by herself when we at school, 
F and she has to ... and she wants looking for someth1ng 
F she really don't know every single word for the food 
Ben: Yea yea yea 
F Like grapes, she knows the grapes, and she knows ah 
F 
F 
. • . all the .. mostly all the fruits 
know l1ke she knows sugar, she knows 
but she don't 
erm she 
F don't know Daz l1ke that, she's just says Daz but she 
F don't know 
53a. Fi in an 1nterv1ew. He 1s talking about his mum, as in 
extract 53. 
Ref: MS75:370:80 
Ben: Do you actually kind of teach her any teach her any 
Ben: English or 
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F Not real, don't teach her. Cos she used to have this 
Ben: 
woman that used to teach her English. 
Yea yeah 
F 
F 
And she used to live down, I think, I don't know 
where it was, that she used to teach her English, she 
used to come round house, and she used to take in our 
family out to zoos and all this 
Ben: Oh really 
F She used to play play as their child, she used to 
ŸĚ play, let us play ŴŸWUĚall the games all this, ride 
F the bike, to give us, used to stay there, eat food 
F everything. Used to be kind. Teach my mum. But 
F now she's sort of don't teach my mum no more. We've 
F 
F 
F 
forgotten her, but I ain't forgotten her, because I'm 
really looking for her address and telephone number 
but I can't really find in the books ... 
54. Fi, Gi and Olw in an interview (as in 55 and 56) 
Ref: MS79:314:81 
Fi: like some people that came from India em ••. right, 
F and ••. they don't know lot of English right, they 
F just put some Indian and and English in mixed 
F together ••• like my mum right, there's this •• em 
.. 
Fi: potato man came right • and 'she just ')goes 1 can I 
(katY\ a.r 
Fi: 1have a 1 bag of 'aloo and she said half of it in 
ŃŸJĚ English and half in Indian 
55. Fi, Gi and Olw in an ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĚ- the same as extract 54 
Ref: MS79:510:81 
Fi: like if I go to my mum, buy me chocolate right, she 
r says what ki ... she don't say what kind of chocolate, 
F she just buys any one •.• if you tell her to buy a 
F Marathon, she go and buys Mars ... 
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Gi and Olw: [laugh] 
Fi: she don't really know the dLfference you know, even 
F : though she could ... she knows she's good at maths ... 
56. Fi, Gi and Olw in an Lnterview - as in extract 54 
and 55 
Ref: MS79:314:81 
Fi: .•. I don't know with my dad, he's ... think he's 
F been travelling round all the world 'cos he mixes up 
F his England, English Indian, Bengali he swears .. 
F knows all these words like 
Ben: uhuh [Olw laughing] 
Fi: and when he sort of Ln ... when after he seen a 
Fi: film rLght ( he goes ŔĦĦȚŠĦŸŸẀĚ\a} 
FL: and when he I starts ' coughing 1 right he> goes • 
)fuck 1off [laughs].
1when he 'starts 'coughLng he 
[fa: k -or J 
Fi: 1says ,fuck ,off and all 1this 
lfa:k -ot] 
[laughter] 
Ben: when you start coughing 
Fi: no him you know when he starts coughing init he 
says >fuck 1 off 
Ben: [laughs] what does he .. why does he say that 
Fi: you know ... you know when he coughs rLght, he's 
trying to get Lt away JUSt goes )fuck 1 off 
Fi: that's what happened yesterday 
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Fi: right, started ȘŬẀŦUŸŪŦĚ
Ben: he says that to UŸVŤŨȚĚ
Fi: yeah ••• to his cough 
Olw: no he says it to his cough 
Ben: he says that to his cough does he, oh that's rather 
good, start a new fashion, rather good 
[laughter] 
he's going .when he coughs he goes • )ofuck 1 off • ŲŸŦUWĚ
(fak "of 1 
F and then after he's seen, half-way in this film 
F he goes, 
' 
saying all these words 
57. ŇŸĚand Fi ŸŪĚan interview, as in extract 52 
Ref: MS55:377:78 
Gi: My mum says things like his mum. Cos once I was in a 
bad mood so she VŠŸTĚ you silly fool 
ŸĤĤĤĤĤĤŸĤĤĤĤĤĤ[ ŲŸĚ sxl:t fu'l ] 
G : then I said what? and then she said .. oh I forgot. 
Ben: she said what she said she said it in English 
G Yes in English cos she learns off me of= ŸXĚbrother 
G and my sister ... cos me ... I have ••. I mostly have 
G fits with my brother and my sister cos I used to 
G when I was a kid I used to swear really badly then •. 
G she picked it up from then when I first swore at my 
G brother •.• right then I never swore at him but 
G I still do ..• because if, cos he's my older brother, 
G he's a nutjob anyway .• 
Ben: what .. what's he ..... 
58. Gi and Fi in an ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴĚ- as in 52 and 57 
Ref: MS55:390:78 
Ben: and your mum ŮŸȘÛVĚup English from you. 
ŇŸJĚ and my brother and my VŸVWŤŲĚcos I 
59. 
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Ben: 
G : 
and and and does she some .. were you ŦŬŸŪŦĚto say 
that she sometimes picks up VŴŤŠŲŸŪŦĚwords as well 
yes, cos once I said 
Ben: Does she know yea yea 
G 
G 
Once I said to 14i to my brother ÍÏŸĚ fuck off ŲŸŦUWHĚ
and (she) said I'll tell you what ... WUŸVĚer 
r 
G : 
Ben: 
G : 
Ben: 
G : 
di ] 
means I'll give you fuck off 
she said that to you 
yes she said half in half each 
aha I see 
and I was astonished 
Sw and Rw ŸŪĚan interview 
Ref: MS42:448:33 
fuck off and that 
Ben: Can you tell me about the ESL Centre 
Rw Yes 
Sw I don't know about the ESL Centre 
R I do 
S yea but they come to, they come into our school 
R to have dinner 
Ben: yea yea, well what can you tell me about, about, 
Ben: about that 
S they don't speak, and know English ... they speak in 
S their own languages 
R only when they're talking to the er 
S dinner ladies 
R dinner ŨŠTŸŤVĚ
r 
they >go • ''yes "yes 
I. ŔÚŸĚŸVĚ jE:s1 
R : they point and they say yes 
Ben: uhuh, what language do they do they do they speak 
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60. Qp 1n an 1nterview. Bilingual code selection with 
different interlocutors are being d1scussed. 
61. 
Ben: 
ŸĶĚ
Q 
2 
Ben: 
Q 
Q 
Q 
q 
Q 
Ben: 
Q : 
Ben: 
Q 
q 
Q 
Q 
Ben: 
Ref: MS23:352:72 
? (( Q's sister )) 
equal ((PunjabL and English usage)) yea because you 
know at home right (we only) usually talk English, 
we sometimes talk Pak1st in Punjab1 
when do you decide to use Punjabi 
•• hm •• we usually talk ••• when we're together 
right you know we usually just talk em ••. Engl1sh 
r1ght but you know when our mum's there you know 
we don't really get told off talking English right 
but 
it's 
yea 
it's n1cer if you 
yea yea with them, supposing I was to her right 
then my mum you know, sometimes when I'm saying 
something, and I want my mum to know what I'm saying 
so I just talk in Pakistani, but usually English 
yea yea 
Bi in an interview, reporting bilingual code selection 
with different interlocutors 
Ref: MS26:620:76 
Ben: when you're at the Gurdwara do you speak ••. which of 
Ben: these do you speak mainly 
Bi Well I speak to my friends right I speak English, 
B but to whoever I know in the Church or Gurdwara, I 
B speak 1n Punjabi 
Ben: I see okay. All Punjab1 or 
B It feels bit a bad speaking them 1n English cos .. 
B well not bad right, but cos they don't understand it 
B init and I feel a bit sad cos when they don't 
B understand it and (you) just and they th1nk that 
B you're swear1ng at them init. 
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Ben: ŸȚĚyou speak English 
B : yes, cos some people don't understand, understand it 
Ben: Uhuh, that's right they think it's rude ŸȚĚ
B : they WUŸŪÛĚit's really 
Ben: yes yes 
B That's why mum tells me to speak NŪŦŨŸVUĚ .. I mean 
B speak PUnJabi at home and at school you can speak 
B NŪŦŨŸVUĚ .. 
62. Ai in an ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴHĚ ŲŤŮŬŲWŸŪŦĚon his ŞŸŨÙŪŦẀŠŨĚcode 
selection the day before (oral diary) 
Ref: MS84:540 
Ben: What language did you talk in the car, language 
Ben: languages did you talk 
Ai: English with my brother, and my dad said to me don't 
A talk NŪŦŨŸVUĚand talk Punjabi so we know what you're 
A saying. 
63. Ei in an interview ŴŸWUĚPp and ŁŸĚ (oral TŸŠŲXĞĚ
Ref: MS3:460:73 
Ei: just got home you see and my dad was ŴŠŸWÙŪŦĚfor .. 
E : cement and that see we ordered some cement 
Ben: Oh yea 
E : And he VŠŸTĚto me 
Ben: Are you TŬŸŪŦĚsome, you TŬŸŪŰĚ some building are you? 
E My dad is, he's cementing our garden to make it all 
E flat and that 
Ben: Oh right yeah 
E And he saLd you know they said that they were goLng to 
E bring it about one to two o'clock, and he said to me 
E in Punjabi, telephone them and that, ask them why 
E hasn't it come yet ... and they saLd that sorry about 
E Lt we were JUSt a bLt late and that. So I tell you I 
E told him hLID that in Punjabi about the cement 
Ben: And what about when you phoned .. did you speak 
Ben: EnglLsh or PunJabL when you phoned 
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E : I spoke English •.• (to him see) 
Ben: Was that was that could they speak English KJ: yes 
Ben: could they speak Punjabi 
E : No 
(later) -----
Ben: do you often do a lot of phoning 
E : yea for my mum and dad and that ... 
64. Ai and Ip in an interview 
Ref: MS34:246:57 
Ai: somet1me my mum asks me something that she wants to 
A know to go to work like ... em just words so she can 
A tell the ... 
Ben: Oh yes l1ke what 
A : manager 
Ben: Oh yes yes and she what she asks you in Pun]abi, yea 
65. Ai in an interview 
Ref: MS37:71:74 
Ben: do you know, do you know some people who don't who 
Ben: don't speak ..• kind of ••. er •.• who don't know 
Ben: much English. Well I mean some people here 
Ai: My grandmother 
Ben: And is that is that difficult for her 
A Difficult, she never learnt it. My mum help .. I 
A learn my mum . . my mum learns ne Punjabi, I learn 
A her English 
Ben: What you sit down, how do you do that, what you just 
Ben: tell her words and that kind of th1ng or 
A One hour she tells me Punjabi, one hour I tell her 
A English 
Ben: Oh really you do you do you just you do talk I mean 
Ben: what do you mean you tell her 
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A Tell her these words that she has to know in work ... 
A and 
Ben: And what ... (that's yours, that's yours) 
A Yea ..• and I could tell her the WUŸŪŦVĚ that you need 
A in the shopping centre, what you say up there ... 
A That's all yeah 
Ben: Oh I see 
A : And she learns me oora ŠŸŲŠĚ eerie sirsa haha 
Ben: Does she ȚŸŪTĚit, does she find ŸWHĚ does she find it 
Ben: kind of she needs it does she at her work 
A : yea she does. 
66. Bi ŸŪĚ an ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴHĚ ŲŤŮŬŲWŸŪŦĚŞŸŨÙŪŦẀŠŨĚcode 
selection ('-141). 
Ref: MS26:356:76 
Ben: when you talk to your mum, what do you talk to 
Ben: her in 
Bi: All PUn]abi 
Ben: All Pun]abi 
Bi: Yea 
Ben: And what does she ... you talk to her all ŸŪĚPunjabi 
B : Yea 
Ben: What does she speak to you in 
B : Sometimes she can speak NŪŦŨŸVUĚbut I laugh 
Ben: Do you .. why do you laugh, what do you er 
B : She can't say it properly man ... 
Ben: Why, why do you why do you take the mickey of her 
Ben: when she speaks English? 
B : I don't take the ÜŸȘÛŤXĚout of her 
Ben: you laugh at her, you laugh at her 
B She bloody laughs herself when I laugh cos she 
B speaks it a bit ŨŸÛŤĚ that Mr was ŸŠĚ local 
adult known to both of us ŸĚ
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67. Qp in an ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴHĚ reporting on bilingual code 
selection, as in extract 60 
Ref: MS23:343:72 
Ben: ((brother aged 4 )) .. what do you speak to hLm in 
Q : Mainly 
Ben: Mainly 
Q : Punjabi right 
Ben: Mainly Punjabi right 
Q Cos he don't know much, but he's learning you know 
Q so I try sometimes try and learn him. 
68. Np and Op in an interview 
Ref: MS12:339:67 
Np: My mum she can't speak English at all, so I have to 
N speak when I go down ((the road to the shops )) , I 
N have to speak mainly WUŸŪŦĚ (( ÖŠÛŸVWŠŪŸĚ )) and you 
N feel sort of shameful 
Op: If someone hears you 
Ben: Do you, speaking Urdu 
N Yea you feel sort of shameful in front of sort of 
N your friends and that 
Ben: Do you 
N yes but with my dad I speak English when I go down 
N town. 
69. Np and Op in an ŸŪWŤŲẂÙŤŴĚ (the same as in extract 68) 
Ref: MS12:341:67 
Ben: What how about do you agree with that Op, feel a 
Ben: bit shameful 
Op: Yeah, when I'm with my friends who can't speak 
0 English that much, I feel shameful, cos my ȚŲŸŤŪTVĚ
0 go past all the WŸÜŤĚ ... and girls go past sometimes 
0 and all that ŸŪĚour school. 
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70. Lp 1n an interview {same as in extract 45,46) 
Ref: MS35:595:60 
Ben: what do you think is bad English apart from 
Lp: All this I eat1ng bread today and all that .. 
Ben: yea yea yea 
L : Yea r1ght we were go1ng to town .. do you know Mp 
Ben: And what ... yes yes 
L Um we were going town and we were on the bridge and 
L he said a sentence like er ... he said something like 
L I eating bread today and I corrected UŸĚ
Ben: Uhu 
L : and he got angry 
Ben: D1d he 
L : He goes we ain't in school now 
Ben: D1d he, did he yes yes and what do you think that 
Ben: do you think he's right or do you think do you think 
Ben: you were r1ght to correct him or 
L Yea I was r1ght to correct UŸĚcos he's always 
L boast1ng that he's 1n group 1 for English and Maths 
71. Lp in an interview 
Ref: MS50:555:62 
Ben: And do you know people anybody who who has ... who 
Ben: doesn't speak much Engl1sh ... who doesn't speak 
Ben: English well ..• you know and who has problems with 
Ben: English 
L : the one in the 3rd year 
Ben: He's got problems actually w1th Engl1sh 
L : Yes 
Ben: I mean he's go I mean he's good at Pakistan1 but 
L Yes he's brilliant at Pak1stan1 because he's goes to 
L Mosque and if you ... 1f you ... hm er ... he he's 
L been he reads Urdu wh1ch is the posh language ••. and 
L um he's you know ..• he knows a lot of that because 
L his parents ... you know ... they're very .•. they're 
L you know they're they're they're regarded as holy if 
L you know what I mean 
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APPENDIX 21 
PROBLEMS WITH THE !SA DATA ON 'don't know much 
English' vs 'speaks normal English' AS A BASIS 
FOR EXTRAPOLATION ABOUT WHO SPEAKS STRAIGHT 
(NP) (VA)E (see Chapter 21.2.1) 
These problems are of two types, one concerning the meaning of 
the numbers offered on the rating scale, and the other being a 
matter of the wording. 
The first problem involves two queries: 
1. (a) I hope that the opposite pole 'don't know much English' 
prompted informants to give a proficiency rating when they 
used the 1,2,3,4 rating scale under the construct 'speaks 
normal English' (i.e. interpreting 1 as 'a bit'/'a few'; 
2 as 'quite'/'some'; 3 as 'very'/'a lot'; 4 as 'very 
very'/'all'). It is possible however that informants con-
strued the numbering in terms of frequency - 'a few times', 
'sometimes', 'often', 'always' - and if this were the case, 
the results could not be read as proficiency ratings: in-
formants might have been thinking in terms of how often 
various entities spoke normal NŪŦŨŸVUĚ (as opposed to 
Punjabi, or West Indian etc.), not what type of English it 
was that they used. This seems unlikely, but it cannut be 
ruled out. 
(b) Comparably, because in the ISA rating scale the 1 to 4 
ŪẀÜŞŤŲÙŪŦŸĚbe interpreted in terms of quantity ('a few', 
'some', 'a lot', 'all'), we cannot be sure ŴŸWUĚcollective 
entities that e.g. a score of 2 for 'my cousins' under 
'speak normal English' means 'my cousins speak quite normal 
English' (the 1 to 4 scale ŞŤŸŪŦĚinterpreted in terms of 
intensity). It could mean 'some cousins speak normal 
English and some cousins speak no English at all'. 
Both of these are matters of ambiguity, and though it is perfect-
ly possible that informants meant what I would prefer them to 
have meant, it is also possible that they didn't. 
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The second problem is a matter of wording: 
2. Moving from an account of NP (non-proficient) English to 
an account of an ethnically marked English cannot be 
achieved at one go. NPE ŸĚ (NP) (VA}E, because people who 
'don't know much English' may be ŮŤŬŮŸŤĚŸUŬĚŪŤẂŤŸĚŸŸŤĚŸŸ­
Indeed, maybe they can undexstand a ŸÙĦWWŸŤĚGŤĻŸHĚŪŸŸĚGŨĦJŸĚ.. '\..'\\.e'i 
do not speak ŸŪĚEnglish, they cannot be xegaxded as ŬŸŸŤŸŸŪŸĚ
any VAE models. 
In fact, this problem is ȘŬÜŮŠŲŠWŸẂŤŨXĚtractable, though it 
involves the VŨŸŦUWŨXĚ laborious process of consulting other data 
in order to establish whether those regarded as 'not knowing much 
English' ever speak it, and two sources come to hand. The first 
data source is the ÙŪWŤŲẂŸŤŴVĚ (some of the relevant data is cited 
in detail elsewhere), and the second is the Language Use by 
Interlocutor (LUI) procedure, in which informants were asked, 
among other things, what languages particular people spoke to 
them in (more VŮŤȘŸȚÙȘŠŨŨXJĚ 'all Punjabi' (=1), 'mainly Punjabi' 
(=2}, 'equal Punjabi and English' (=3), 'mainly English' (=4), or 
'all English' (=5)). 
. 
With these two sources, we can look at those informants who 
VŠŸTĚthe1r fathers, mothers, uncles and aunts and cousins didn't 
know much English, and see what evidence there is that entities 
are perceived never to speak English. 
MATRIX SHOWING WHICH INFORMANTS SAID WHICH ENTITIES DIDN'T KNOW 
MUCH ENGLISH 
Jp Op Mp Pp Qp Ip Ei ŇŸĚ ŃŸĚ Ai 
Father I I I I I I I 
Mother I I I I I I I I 
Uncles 
and I I I I I I 
aunts 
Cousins I I I I I 
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Interview data shows that at least some of these entities are 
perceived to speak English at least sometimes by Op, Qp, Ei, Gi, 
Fi and Ai. Let us adapt the matrix accordLngly, using brackets 
to show that English is sometimes spoken, and either giving the 
appropriate tape references, or referring to data extracts cited 
elsewhere in this section ĜŸŰÍŬĞĦĚ
The LUI data is a little harder to use, and several things 
need to be saLd in advance. 
(i) Obviously, reports of bilLngual L use given in LUI 
could be biased by my presence. In politeness to me, 
informants might conceivably exaggerate the extent to 
which they really perceived varLous people to speak 
English. 
(ii) I only asked what languages various individuals spoke 
in when talkLng to the informant: the results there-
fore do not mean that the informants necessarily think 
that the people involved never speak English to anyone: 
they might, to other people. 
These two points balance each other out: caution in view 
of (i) would require one to assume that people actually spoke 
less E than LUI data suggested, while a cautious response to 
(ii) would be to allow for more. 
(iii) The scoring with regard to aunts and uncles, and then 
cousins, needs a little explanation. The scores pre-
sent the mean for each group: I have gone through the 
list given me on e.g. all of a particular informant's 
cousins, summed the coding numerals and divided by the 
number of cousins involved. The range is from 1 to 5, 
with only 1 beLng exclusive use of Punjabi. Any number 
larger than 1 (e.g. 1.5) indicates that some English is 
used by cousins in interaction with the informant. 
J 0 M p Q I E G F A 
Father I I I I (I> I (I> 
MS15:218 extract 
57 56 
Mother I (I> I I (I> (I> (I> (I> 
extract MS3: 460 extracts extracts MS34:246i(56) 
48 73 57,58 52,53,54 MS37:71 
55 
Uncles 
and I I I I I I 
aunts \.l) 
-.J 
0 
Cousins I I I I I 
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So let us present the matrix again, as before using brackets 
to indicate that some English is used, and this time using the 
LUI coding system to indicate how much -
1 = exclusive use of Punjabi 
2 = use of Punjab1 mainly, but some English 
3 = equal of Punjabi and English 
4 = English mainly used 
5 = exclusive use of English (see overleaf) 
If we put these three matrices together, showing the quali-
fications we have added from the interview and the LUI data, we 
can see that there are grounds for supposing that well over half 
(61.5%) of the individuals or groups classified as not knowing 
much English in the ISA rating procedure, are perceived as using 
English in speech production: 
J 0 M p Q I E G F 
Father .; .; .; .; ( /) .; ( /) 
A 
Mother .; ( /) .; .; ( /) ( /) cl> <I> 
Uncles 
and (/) ( /) I <I> cl> ( /) 
aunts 
Cousins cl> (.;) .; cl> (.;) 
This percentage might in fact be larger, since we have only 
arrived at this figure inductively, and we did not actually set 
out to probe the poss1bility exhaustively. But even as it is, it 
stands as reasonable evidence that there are people within in-
formant•s kinship networks who are classed as not knowing much 
English but who are nevertheless seen as offering models of NPE. 
With ethnically Bangladeshi kids classified as •not knowing 
much English•, it 1s not necessary to be so laborious in estab-
lishing that they too may provide speech models for metaphorical 
(NP) (VA)E. This is simply because they are kids and not adults: 
J 0 M p Q I E G F A 
Father I I I I I I <I) 
1 1 1 1 2 
Mother I I I I I I <I> <I> 
1 1 2 3 
Uncles 
and <I) (I) I (I) (I) (I) 
aunts 1.9 1.25 1.3 2.0 2.0 
Cousins (I> <I> I (I) (I) 1.0 
3.2 3.8 3.0 3.5 -.J N 
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(a) the ŨŸÛŤŨŸUŬŬTĚof any ȘUŸŨTĚin the UK ŦŲŬŴŸŪŦĚup ŴŸWUŬẀWĚ
ever using English seems small; (b) I personally know of a 
number of NŪŦŨÙVUĤVŮŤŠÛŸŪŦĚBengali children at my in-
formants' schools; (c) ŸŪȚŬŲÜŠŪWVĚ themselves refer to 
English-speak1ng Bangladeshi children. 
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APPENDIX 22 
INDIVIDUAL RAW SCORES ON THE CONSTRUCT 
'DON'T KNOW MUCH NŲŸŇÒŅŐÑĚ• vs 'SPEAKS 
NORMAL ENGLISH' 
'1'/\Dl E A.22 l!JDIVIDllAL RrSPONSCS TO TilE ISA BIPOLAR C'ONS'rRUCT 'DON'T KNOW MUCH ENGLISH' ( 1) -
V. I SPI 1\I'S tlC HW\L CNGLISII I ( 9) 
1 2 3 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 3 14 15 16 17 10 19 20 21 2/ 
- t--- - 1-
-- -
g 9 g 9 9 5 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 5 1 5 5 
-- ---- -- - -- -- -- -- --
<) 7 3 9 9 9 7 3 9 3 3 3 9 9 3 9 9 
r- f--- -- -- - - --- --1-
9 9 9 9 9 9 5 2 9 9 9 8 9 9 3 6 7 9 
--
-
-
-
- - -- -- -- -
1--- ---- - --
8 8 7 0 8 9 9 6 9 6 6 6 4 9 3 2 2 8 
-- - - - --
- - -- - - -- -- -- -
9 <) 6 9 u 8 6 2 9 8 8 8 9 9 1\ 4 1\ 
-
- - -
- - - - -- -- --
7 (l 6 8 4 0 2 6 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 2 2 7 
-
- -- -
- -- -- -- - -- -
J ) 3 9 1 5 5 1 9 4 4 4 9 'l 1\ 9 8 9 
- - - -- -- -- -- - -- - - -- - -
fJ 9 4 1 7 5 5 2 9 7 7 6 6 9 1 2 3 7 
f- - - - -- -- r-- -- -- -- - -- -- - -- --- -- --
8 0 '1 9 9 9 1 4 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 1 1 9 
1---- -- - --1- -- --1---1-- --- --f-
!J 'J 7 A 4 (l 5 3 8 8 3 8 8 9 6 9 7.5 0 f- - - - -- - - -- -- -- -- - -- --- -- --
0 9 7 8 3 8 6 3 7 6 1 6 6 5 4 7 6 9 
- f- - f- --
,_ 
--f- --
C) C) 8 8 8 5 5 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 3 9 2 f- -- -- --
--
1--- -- - f- --f- --
9 9 1 9 9 9 9 1 9 8 9 8 9 9 1 1 1 9 
-
- - - - 1-- ----t- -- -- -- --
8 0 4 8 0 0 a 4 9 a 8 8 8 9 7 4 4 8 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --1-
9 9 9 9 9 8 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 
- -- -- ----
23 24 25 26 
ŸĚ---- --
9 
9 9 
9 
-- -- - '----
8 8 
-
-
8 0 
- --
8 8 
--f- -
9 9 
- -
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9 
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8 
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9 4 
-- -
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9 9 9 
-- - --
9 9 
7 8 
-
8 9 
--
27 28 29 
1 
9 9 
7 
7 
1--1-
9 4 
-
8 
7 9 
'---1-
5 
9 1 
8 8 
6 
1-- --
2 
f-- -
1 
t--
7 
- -
9 1 
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30 31 
5 9 
9 3 
9 9 
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6 
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-
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--
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-
-
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2. Ideal Self 19. Dad 0"-
3. Past Self 20. Mwn 
7. Admir<-d Person 21. Brother (favoun te /b1.g) 
8. D1.s llkPd Person 22. S1ster (favounte/big) 
9. Me speak1ng Cngl1.sh 23. Brother and sl.ster(s) 
10. Me speak1.ng MT 24. Other s 1bll.ngs 
11. Banglaueshi k1.ds 25. Best fn.end 
12. Engll.sh k1.ds 26. Ma1.n friends 
13. Indtan k1.ds 27. Other main fr1.ends 
14. Italian kids 28. Uncles and aunts 
15. Pakistani k1.ds 29. Uncles and aunts 
16. West Indian kids 30. Real COUSl.nS 
17. Teachers 31. Kind of cousins 
32. Nans 
33. l\mer1.can k1.ds 
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APPENDIX 23 
DOMINANT SOCIOLINGUISTIC STEREOTYPING 
OF INDIAN ENGLISH 
(see Chapter 22.1) 
References have been made in the main text to the babu stereotype 
ŴŸWUÙŪĚdominant British cultural frameworks. Although what fol-
lows is not a complete socio-historical account, it is worth 
elaborating on this in a little detail to indicate its origins, 
the ideological contest currently surrounding it and strands of 
it within the education system. The close connection in this 
context between questions of language and politics will also 
emerge. 
Historical and National Context 
The Oxford English Dictionary reports the first use of the term 
'babu' in English at the end of the eighteenth century, and gives 
the ȚŬŨŨŬŴŸŪŦĚTŤȚŸŪÙWŸŬŪJĚ
' ••• A native ÑŸŪTŬŬĚgentleman; also (in 
Anglo-Indian use) , a native clerk or official 
who writes English; sometimes applied dis-
paragingly to a Hindoo or, more ŮŠŲWŸȘẀŨŠŲŨXHĚ
a Bengali with a superficial English education.•1 
In this definition, its links are evident both with ȘŬŨŬŪŸŠŨĚ
2 
service and with disparagement by the colonial class. Around 
the same time, and in the same context, ESL teaching to Indians 
began which resulted in 
'the production of "Babus" (clerks) ••. to 
sustain and service the bureaucratic machinery 
of domination, control, subJugation and 
ŤẄŮŨŬŸWŠWÙŬŪGĚ (Mukherjee 1985:12; also 
Martin-Jones 1984:7; e.g. Spear 1965:162,223, 
224). 
During the period of post-war migration to Britain in which 
many people from the Indian subcontinent (and elsewhere) came to 
fill jobs in the lower end of the employment market left by the 
indigenous workforce (for whom more attractive work was then 
available) , the babu myth could find new relevance ŴÙWUŸŪĚŁŲÙWŠŸŪĚ
itself (cf. Brah 1982:13). Supplemented with ŠŨŨŤŦŠWŸŬŪVĚabout 
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ŸŨŨŤŦŠŨĚLmmigrat1on and social secur1ty scrounging (Dummett 1973; 
Hartmann and Husband 1970), 1t doubtless accreted new context-
3 
specific elements, and there may well have been other variants 
of it which a full analysis would need to record. However, the 
babu remains a well-formed category within the framework of wh1te 
British culture, readily ava1lable as a means of rationalising 
(and enhanc1ng) the subordinate structural position of many As1an 
Britons. 
Dominant societies often classify minorit1es as either 
threats or clowns (Hebdige 1979:2,88; Dummett 1973:212; Carlin 
1976; Walvin 1982; Verma 1985) and 'babu' represents a case of 
the latter (Carlin 1976; Verma 1985). Babu has often been the 
implicit frame for the way in wh1ch Asian people are d1scussed 
and presented. Commentators have variously remarked on the way 
1n wh1ch f1rst generat1on m1grants and their ch1ldren are charac-
terised as half-educated (Salma Khan 1986; Woodford et al. 1984; 
Matthews 1986), stup1d (Dummett 1973:218), dependent, deferential 
and passive (Dummett 1973:279; Gaffe 1985; Heron 1984), and 
finally as a source of comedy and laughter (as practised by Jim 
Davidson, Peter Sellers etc.; cf. Dummett 1973; Blishen on 
Han1f Kureishi 1986; Lawrence 1982:73,74). Pronunc1ation and 
language have been closely involved in this (babu refers both to 
person and speech var1ety) , and 1t has been through the stereo-
types about non-proficiency 1n English that the denial of rights 
has sometimes been JUStified (e.g. the Verdict of the Swann 
report against bil1ngual teaching DES:1985:407; Taylor and 
Heagarty 1985:230,231; Ronald Butt 1985; cp. Saifullah Khan 
1985:19; on not allow1ng visits to Ind1a and Pakistan, see 
Honeyford T.E.S. 30.12.1983; on lack of access to train1ng pro-
grammes, see Herman 1986; Rees 1986; and on language 1nabil1ty 
as a pretext for job discr1mination, Newnham 1986:24) . 4 Not sur-
prisingly, such stereotypes in the mass media are often seen as 
h1ghly offensive by Asian Britons themselves (As1an Times 22.12. 
1983; Matthews 1986; Hartmann and Husband 1970:269). 
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In the last few years, the contest around this ideological 
ŸŠŦŤĚof Asian Britons has become particularly acute, with 
language again a focal topic. Increased news coverage of Asian 
industrial and youth activism (e.g. through the trial of the 
Newnham Seven and their slogan 'Self-defence is no offence'; 
industrial disputes such as at Grunwicks; and the confrontations 
in Southall with the police and National Front in 1981) have 
challenged the picture of Asian passivity (cf. Brah 1982:20), and 
the consensus about the necessity and value of ESL has been dis-
rupted by charges of racism (Mukherjee 1983), which have concomi-
tantly highlighted questions about the nature and reality of 
language non-proficiency. Finally, a forceful proponent of 
ŲŠȘŸVWĚstereotypes was sacked from his post as Headteacher for 
expressing himself in this way and so losing the confidence of 
the parents of children at his school. 
Reactions to this challenge have tried (a) to restore the 
babu image or to recast Asians as unruly and Asian youth as 
hooligan; (b) to reassert the natural decency and ŪŤȘŤVVŸWXĚof 
ESL WŤŠȘUŸŪŦĴĚ and (c) to portray the Headteacher (Ray Honeyford) 
as the victim of totalitarian anti-racism. 
With regard to the first strategy, Salma Khan (1986) writes: 
'The British ÜŤTŸŠHĚnot satisfied with stereo-
typing the Asian community as "submissive", are 
now on the ŬȚȚŤŪVŸẂŤĚagainst the younger gener-
ation of Asians. 
The London Standard of 24 March carried a front-
page story entitled "MENACE OF ASIAN GANGS -
WARRING GANGS BRING TERROR TO THE STREETS". The 
article quoted at length from a "police co-
ordinating committee" set up to deal ŴŸWUĚthe 
"gangs". ĒŐŸÛUĚpeople", readers were told, "by 
history and evolution, have an excitable, 
aggressive and spontaneous nature ••• It is 
said that strong family ties coupled ŴŸWUĚthese 
qualities impose a heavy burden on the often ill-
educated sons of one-time village peasants now 
resident in the UK. Rejected by the host com-
munities, the poor achiever of the Sikh community 
seeks solace in the security provided by the 
gang". 
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This coverage is an exact repl1ca of the k1nd 
of treatment that Afro Car1bbean youth have 
faced for a decade. The media had prev1ously 
placed an emphasis on how pass1ve and hard-
working the youth were. Then the r1ght w1ng 
press had a f1eld day classing Afro-Car1bbean 
youth as "muggers", "rap1sts" and "trouble-
makers". Now the turn of Asian youth has 
come'. 
(cf. also Lawrence 1982:79; Walv1n 1982 on black car1cature; 
Honeyford's remarks (Matthews 1986); the highly selective and 
extensive news coverage g1ven to p1cket1ng during the Honeyford 
affair; and an 1850 citat1on in Yule and Burnell about hearing 
'bombastic baboos enjoy1ng under our Government the highest 
degree of personal liberty ... rave about patriotism, and the 
degradation of the1r present pos1tion' (1886:44)). 
Replacing an 1mage of subm1ssion with one of purposeless 
menace can be seen as an alternative route by means of which 
public attention remains distracted from questions of soc1al 
just1ce: by th1s means, the terms of the debate rema1n con-
fined to law and order, ultimately work1ng towards the ma1nte-
nance of dom1nant justifications of ex1sting soc1o-econom1c 
structures (cf. e.g. Hartmann and Husband 1970:270,271 and 
Hebdige 1979:85 on the media's role in this). However, other 
commentators see a reassertion of the co-operative stereotype, 
which then underm1nes any suggestion that Afro-Caribbean and 
As1an youth could have a JUSt cause in common. After r1ots in 
Handsworth in 1985, one local remarked on police talk about 
'Afro-Caribbean jealousy towards As1ans', and then: 
'Look at who the media have gone to for 
representation. They have gone to (Conserva-
tive) Asian shopkeepers and made no attempt 
to talk to As1an youth. They have done th1s 
because they are responding to their own 
stereotype, which states that Asians are too 
passive to be involved in rebellion' (Gaffe 
1985) . 
Viewing Asians and Afro-Car1bbeans as ent1rely different in the1r 
stances towards the dominant soc1ety undermines the case that 
there 1s widespread rac1sm: for example, the Rampton Report's 
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assessment of racism in education (D.E.S. 1981) was consistently 
rejected in terms of its failure to explain their differential 
success at school. So while the increased public prominence of 
Asian political activism produces some uncertainty in the mass 
media's use of clown or menace images, there is st1ll some in-
vestment in the stereotype closely linked to babu, which remains 
influential as a result. 
The suggestion that ESL teach1ng was racist has met with 
vigorous rebuttal, with demands be1ng made by 'quality' news-
papers for Government action aga1nst the proponents of this view. 
Mukherjee (1983) argued in a small professional journal that ESL 
was assimilationist and carried out by an inherently racist and 
5 paternalist white middle class. This article received a good 
deal of public1ty within the educational press (e.g. T.E.S. 
21.10.1983), and a subsequent talk by Mukherjee at an education 
conference was attacked by a Conservative commentator in The 
Times (Ronald Butt, The Times 1.5.1986). At the same time, it 
was linked to the case of an ESL teacher in Bristol who was 
fac1ng disciplinary charges for writing in the ultra-right 
Salisbury Review (The Times 23.5.86; T.E.S. 30.5.1986). 
One of the strik1ng features of this response from the press was 
its reassertion of the normalness and natural rightness of ESL 
teaching. For example: 
[Savery's] 'real offence is that, as a teacher 
employed by the centre, he thinks it is his 
duty to do the job for which he was appointed, 
namely to teach English to ethnic minority 
children instead of propagating an angry and 
disruptive creed known as ant1-racism' (Butt, 
in The Times 1.5.1986). 
'Mr Savery ••. holds that his job is to teach 
English to children d1sadvantaged by the lack 
of it' (The Times leader 24.5.1986). 
'In ten days' time .•. Jonathan Savery will 
walk back into Merrydown Boys' School in 
Bristol, sit down with a small group of 12-year-
olds whose first language is Urdu and get on 
with teaching them English. Or so he hopes' 
(Michael McCarthy, The Times 23.5.1986). 
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In all of these, the plaLn commonsensicalness of ESL act1v1ty is 
strongly implied. If hegemony entails the dominant class in 
trying to achLeve consensus about the 'naturalness' of the 
existing social order (Clarke, Hall, Jefferson and Roberts 1976; 
Hebdige 1979:16), clearly ESL has recently become a site of in-
tense ideologLcal contentLon, with the establishment struggling 
to reassert hegemony. 
Finally, the contest became most intense around the case of 
a Bradford Headteacher, Ray Honeyford (who was subsequently in-
vited by the PrLme Minister to advise her on education and was 
voted Britain's fourth most popular man in a 1985 radio poll 
(BBC Radio 4's 'Today' programme, cf. T.E.S. 24.1.1986)). 
Honeyford wrote in mockLng terms about Asian linguistic incompe-
tence and descrLbed this as a threat to white children Ln multi-
racLal schools (cf. Ronald Butt's: 'Yet it LS surely self-
evLdent that in a school where the majority has language diffi-
culties in varying degrees and LS not helped to overcome them 
through daily immersion in British culture, the EnglLsh-culture 
mLnority is bound to be disadvantaged. Anyone who thinks the 
contrary should consider whether they would be eager to send 
theLr own children to such a school.' (T.E.S. 24.5.1985); cp. 
extensive dLscussLons in the 1960s about dispersal policies 
(D.E.S. 1985:192), and for research evidence whLch contradLcts 
thLs view, see McEwen, Gipps and Sumner 1975). This received 
banner headlines and extensLve feature articles Ln the tabloid 
press as well. Honeyford's subsequent dispute wLth his local 
authority then resulted in hLs beLng cast as the champion of 
the 'English tradit1on' of free speech, to which his opponents 
were presented as posLng a threat, along wLth anti-racLsm gener-
ally (the dimensLon of politLcally inflected lLnguLstLc prejudice 
becomes clear when media images of noLsy and unruly picketing are 
contrasted wLth JOurnalistic accounts of the speech styles of 
Honeyford (descrLbed 1n the Sunday Times Colour Supplement 15.12. 
1985 as 'speaking (as always) quietly and carefully') and Savery 
('undogmatic', 'Bristol born and bred with a soft West Country 
burr' -The Times 23.5.1986); see also the art1cle 'The illusion 
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of British Gentleness' by Blishen in T.E.S. 18.4.1986). The 
essential connection of the dispute here about freedom of ex-
pression with linguistic stereotyping becomes clear when 
Matthews (1986) observes how the parent whom Honeyford ridiculed 
as sounding 'like Peter Sellers' Indian doctor on an off day', 
had in fact visited the school about a serious matter. Even 
when Asian speakers are not typed as 'hysterical', the cultural 
frame of the amusing babu disenfranchises anyone with an Indian 
accent (and maybe more) by focusing attention on the form not the 
content of what is said and by prepackaging any encounter in re-
ductionist comicality (on language prejudice and disenfranchise-
ment in educational encounters, see Rampton 1981,1983,1985; 
Edwards 1983:29). (NP) (VA)E has then been the site of consider-
able ideological contention recently, as white cultural stereo-
types linked with babu have been challenged. At the same WŸÜŤĚ
ESL teaching, which can be viewed as the benign white response 
to its perception of babu, has been losing some of its confi-
dence. The description that has been given here relates to the 
most public arenas of national debate: it is worth looking 
further into the influence of this stereotype within the margin-
ally quieter waters of debate within the education system. 
The Stereotype of Babu within the Education System 
Some children of Asian parentage are not able to speak English 
well enough to succeed in the British Education system. This 
point is admitted clearly by Mukherjee in the earliest article 
to receive widespread attention: 
'Neither am I arguing that we should cease to 
teach ESL, for I am perfectly aware that in the 
context of the dominant society, to succeed, 
command of the second language must be equal 
to that of the first' (1983). 
However, precisely what type or level of proficiency in English 
is ŲŤŰẀŸŲŤTĚis a much more uncertain ŸVVẀŤĦĚ It ŸVĚ fairly well 
recognised that firstly, there is an absence of obJective 
measures of language proficiency in English that can ŤŸWUŤŲĚ
adequately assess how much English is needed for success (or at 
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least ŮŠŲWÙȘÙŮŠWŸŬŪĞĚ, or ŠŨWŤŲŪŠWŸẂŤŨXĚdiagnose where weaknesses 
actually lie (Rudd 1975; MŤŲŲŸȘÛĚ1977; Rampton 1981,1983; 
Taylor and Hegarty 1985:192,194,195,201,180,559). Secondly, it 
is clear that the ESL sector Ln the Education system has been 
remarkably unaccountable and unscrutLnised (Brumfit 1982, 1985: 
52; Alladina 1985:22). MŤVŮŸWŤĚ the technical expertise some-
times (though not uncontroversially) attributed to the ESL 
teaching ŮŲŬȚŤVVŸŬŪHĚ judgments of proficiency ŸŪĚEnglish remain 
very subjective (see e.g. McEwen, Gipps and Sumner 1975:103; 
Rampton 1983:17; Taylor and Hegarty 1985) and there is ȘŬŪVŸTŤŲ­
able scope for diverse and not easily detected ideological 
factors to influence the classification and treatment of children 
with bilingual backgrounds. Some ethnically ĻVŸŠŪĚyoungsters may 
have doubtless been correctly ȘŨŠVVŸȚÙŤTĚas ŪŤŤTŸŪŦĚESL assis-
tance, but for others this categorisation has also undoubtedly 
been m1sapplied. 
Resemblances to the colon1al babu stereotype can be detected 
in var1ous aspects of the discussion of As1an children, both out-
side and within quest1ons of linguistic prof1ciency. But whereas 
in the mass-media the debate has been much more overtly polemical 
/political, within the education system these have often had the 
stamp of solid and received wisdom. 
The image of babu deference finds an echo in the widespread 
stereotype of Asian pupils as industrious and keen to learn (DES 
1985:23), though Anglo perceptions of the pretentiousness of babu 
(Dummett 1973:207,227) look rather VŸÍŨŠŲĚto the widespread and 
more derogatory picture of Asian British children as having 'un-
realistLcally hLgh career asp1rations' (DES 1985:15; Taylor and 
Hegarty 1985:316,317; cp. Bhachu 1985). This view of Asian com-
pliance doubtless in part allowed ESL at least in the 1970s to 
continue unconcerned about its teacher-centred methodologies and 
the standard language norms 1t was promulgat1ng: w1thin English 
Mother Tongue teaching a much more radical reappra1sal was in 
progress, probably partly due to the obverse stereotype of pupils 
of Afro-Car1bbean parentage as 'd1fficult' (cf. Rampton 1983: 
22-24) . 6 
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Within language teaching materials themselves, the image 
of Asian people has sometimes been demeaning (cf. Manji 1985:8; 
T.E.S. 19.10.1984; also extract 51 Appendix 20), and at the 
level of methodology, functional and situational approaches to 
language teaching have been criticised as perpetuating the sub-
VŤŲẂŸŤŪWĚunderclass that McCaulay's ÜŸŪŠȘWŤĚof 1831 aimed at 
(Mukherjee 1983, 1985:12; Smith 1985:70; Bourne 1985:3,4; 
Shan Rees 1986; on an ELT textbook published for Bengal in 
1797, see Howatt 1984:68). Strong critics of ESL teaching hold 
that, 
'The process affects behaviour, stifles and 
cripples mental development and our people 
are anaesthetised to accept and internalise 
the coded message of powerlessness ȘŬŪWŠŸŪŤTĚ
in the ESL package. When they begin to unpack 
the "cuddly and comfortable" pack, they realise 
that what they have learned has a direct re-
lationship to their location within the struc-
ture' (Mukherjee 1985:13,14). 
Finally, the extremely frequent use of the term 'superficial 
fluency' to describe Asian Britons' English (for references see 
Rampton 1983:15; also Taylor and Hegarty 1985) might itself be 
viewed as a contemporary transformation of the babu stereotype, 
which as indicated above, is defined in part in the OED as a 
person with a 'superficial English education'. 
ĻȘȘŬŲTŸŪŦĚto Taylor and Hegarty's ȘŬÜŮŲŤUŤŪVŸẂŤĚreview of 
7 
research, English has always been the central issue in the edu-
cation of children of Asian parentage (1985:146) and will ap-
parently always be so, so that not only will ĻVŸŠŪĚBritons need 
special ESL assistance throughout their school careers (1985: 
201,105,209,280,554), but also beyond into second and third 
generations. In view of the insubstantiality and highly im-
pressionistic nature of the language disability being referred 
to here, it is not difficult to see this as the continuation from 
the late eighteenth century onwards of the babu ŸÜŠŦŤHĚ carrying 
the suggestion that however hard Asians try, they ŴŸŨŨĚnever suc-
ceed in ŞŤŸŪŦĚproper Britons. The implication seems to be 
ĻVŸŠŪĚBritons need to be given ESL teaching as long as they main-
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tain any kind of TÙVWŸŪȘWĚcultural identity: only once they 
seriously start eating 'prunes' and 'porridge' will they have 
the right vocabulary to be able to write GÙÜŠŦŸŪŠWÙẂŤŨXGĚ (D.E.S. 
1985:416), though maybe a large 'crusade' of educational home 
visitors might speed and successfully accomplish GȘŬŪẂŤŲVŸŬŪGĚ
(Taylor and Hegarty 1985:281). 
This account may seem to be unfairly ȘŠŲŸȘŠWẀŲŠŨHĚyet it is 
hard to deny that many Asian children are pathologised through 
ŨÙŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚ judgments (for example, ILEA now has a third stage of 
ESL (Taylor and Hegarty 1985:206,274), the definition of which 
only appears on assessment instruments. When fourth, fifth and 
sixth stages will emerge is as yet unclear. On the woolliness 
of the second, see Rampton (1981 ,1983)). ĻVŸŠŪĚŁŲÙWŸVUĚnon-
proficiency ŸŪĚEnglish really seems to be a means of justifying 
the school system's insensitivity to cultural difference (cf. 
Eggleston 1985). Where ŴŸWUĚAfro-Caribbeans, parents are typed 
as ŲŤVŮŬŪVŸŞŨŤĚfor WUŤŸŲĚȘUŸŨTŲŤŪGVĚ failure because of their 
values and family structures, the gist of the ESL debate is to 
8 blame Asian ȚŠÜŸŨÙŤVĚ for their languages. A lack of NŪŦŨŸVUĚ
can be used as an excuse for the abrogation of responsibility 
for more VŤŲŸŬẀVĚ ȘẀŲŲŸȘẀŨŠŲĚ (and othen ŲŤẂŸŤŴH ĲĚ and in general, 
this must lie at the heart of the critique of 'deceptive fluency' 
as an ŤTẀȘŠWŸŬŪŠŨĚconcept. 'Deceptive' and GVẀŮŤŲȚŸȘÙŠŨĚ fluency' 
turn questions of fairly VXVWŤÜŠWŸȘĚfailure in certain education-
al spheres (Taylor and Hegarty 1985:253-277) into a technical 
matter of language proficiency, UŸTÙŪŦĚthe extent to ŴUŸȘUĚnorms 
are relative and negotiable. If it was rephrased as cultural 
difference (as some teachers correctly see it - Taylor and 
Hegarty 1985:200), then whole areas of ȘẀŲŲŸȘẀŨŠŲĚre-examination 
would become relevant in a way ŴUŸȘUĚthe current conceptualisa-
tion ÙŪUŸŞŸWVĦĚ
There is probably no unanimity within the WŤŠȘUŸŪŦĚpro-
ȚŤVVŸŬŪĚabout GTŤȘŤŮWŸẂŤĚ fluency', the use of the concept is 
anyway hardly ever motivated by ÙŨŨĤŴŸŨŨĚand generally there 
ŸVĚŰẀŸWŤĚa high level of ŠŪWŸĤŲŠȘŸVÜĦĚ Yet the notion of 'de-
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ceptive fluency' does have the vagueness, multi-purpose ȚŨŤẄŸ­
bility and pervasiveness to allow us to class it as an interpre-
tative sense-making device which maintains institutional reali-
ties in much the same way as Heritage's (1984) description of 
Wieder's analysis of the convict code. And it doubtless also 
inherits some of its efficacy ŸŪĚthis respect from its histori-
cal roots in the ideology of Empire. 
Such then is the general background ŠŦŠŸŪVWĚwhich some uses 
of ŲUŤWŬŲŸȘŠŨĚ (NP) (VA)E can be set. In its own ÙTŸŬÜHĚ the peer-
group can be seen as addressing key issues in educational and 
national dispute. 
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NOTES 
1. Note the use of the term GVẀŮŤŲȚŸȘÙŠŨGĚ and ŸWVĚ VÙÜŸŨŠŲÙWXĚ
with the dominant contemporary educational view of the 
English of children of Asian parentage as 'superficially 
fluent' (see below). Yule and Burnell (1886) used the 
phrase 'superficially cultivated'. As far as the idea of 
ŮŠVVŸẂÙWXĚŸVĚconcerned, Yule and Burnell have a citation 
from 1873 ŸŪĚwhich the 'babu' is characterised as 'pliable, 
plastic, ŲŤȘŤŮWŸẂŤGĦĚ
2. Currently, there is much comment on the way in which labels 
applied to ŤWUŪŸȘĚÜÙŪŬŲÙWŸŤVĚstart out as a break from some 
earlier derogatory term but end up with exactly the same 
stigma (cf. e.g. the current discuss1on about 'ESL learner' 
vs 'bilingual'). Whether or not the term 'babu' followed 
exactly the same path (on which ŨÙŪŦẀŸVWÙȘĚŤŪŦŸŪŤŤŲÙŪŦĚtr1es 
but fails to compensate for/mask structural inequity) 1s not 
clear. However, babu did start out as a term of respect and 
end up as one of d1sparagement (Yule and Burnell 1886 (re-
printed 1969:44)). On similar processes of TŤŪÙŦŲŠWŸŬŪĚŸŪ­
volved ŸŪĚanother sector of ŅŪTŸŠŪĚsociety's contact with 
ȘŬŨŬŪŸŠŨĚBr1tish Rule, see Spencer (1966:59-60) on Anglo-
Indians, for whose NŪŦŨŸVUĚthe derogatory term Chee-chee was 
evolved. 
3. Though one of the OED entries dated 1866 clearly ÙÜŮŨŸŤVĚthe 
dece1tfulness and greed ŤẄŮŨŸȘÙWĚ in these later realisat1ons. 
See also the ŰẀŬWŠWŸŬŪĚfrom Yule and Burnell on p. 
also Brah 1982:12. 
4. Other aspects of the stereotype have also encouraged violent 
racist action: cf. e.g. Bery (1985). 
5. See also e.g. ÒŸYĚHeron's ŲŤẂŸŤŴĚof a retrospective book 
about Neighbourhood English classes: 
'It's a ŮŸWXĚthat with rare exceptions the 
contr1butors fall into the trap of self-
congratulation and tend to lose sight of where 
a project like this ȚŸWVĚ into the scheme of 
WUŸŪŦVĦĚ It ŦŸẂŤVĚ the ÙÜŮŲŤVVŸŬŪHĚ however un-
w1tt1ngly, that immigrant ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸWÙŤVĚare sim-
ply pass1ve rec1pients of ph1lanthrop1c kindness 
and are not taking charge of their own needs' 
(1984); 
also Bhanot, T.E.S. 19.10.1984. 
6. Though see Mukherjee (1985:12), ĻŨŨŠTŸŪŠĚ (1985:24), D.E.S. 
(1985:23) and in particular Wright (1984) on how such 
stereotypes of ĻȚŲŬĤĿŠŲŸŞŞŤŠŪĚchildren work to their dis-
advantage in education. 
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7. At times below, my criticisms c1te Taylor and Hegarty (1985) 
as evidence. This is not because these two authors seem 
particularly culpable: rather, it is because they give such 
a good summary of research in this area. They have un-
doubtedly done an excellent job, wh1ch greatly facilitates 
academ1c dispute. 
8. Quite what language they are ideally supposed to have is 
less certain - see the endless d1scussions about Angle 
linguistic d1sadvantage. It sometimes seems as if only 
homes in which parents talk about the English heritage in 
the register of exam rubric will do: 
'It would appear that in many cases communi-
cative competence 1s considerable, but is th1s 
sufficient for an apprec1at1on of, for example, 
the English linguist1c and literary heritages?' 
(Taylor and Hegarty 1985:281); 
'a lack of vocabulary to cope with, for example, 
external examination questions, is often the 
problem' ( 1985:20 1) • 
9. E.g. the NAS/UWT (the second largest teacher's un1on) stated 
that language not racism accounted for Asian underachieve-
ment (T .E. S. 11.1.1985) . 
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APPENDIX 24 
ISA RATINGS OF TOUGHNESS 
(see Chapter 22.2) 
On this, the ISA data relating to the construct 'tough' vs 'weak' 
1 provides a useful lever. It does not correspond exactly to the 
terms in whlch I have delineated the rhetorical (NP) (VA)E per-
sona, but comes close enough and also relates to an important 
peer-group value from which I hypothesised the persona to be 
remote (toughness). Table A.24.1 presents mean ratings on this 
construct by ethnlc subgroup, and then by 'language groups' 
(again 'monolingual' vs bilingual). Graph A.24.1 represents the 
data on language group means in more accesslble form (converting 
the 1 to 9 scale back lnto +4 to -4) • 
From thls data lt lS clear that non-billnguals on average 
rate 'Pakistani kLds' as tougher than 'English kids' (this ob-
tains also Wlthin the Anglo subgroup itself), and 'Indian kids' 
are rated by monollnguals as only marginally less tough. Be-
sides their current and ideal selves, 'Pakistani kids' are rated 
by monolinguals as second only to 'West Indlan klds' in tough-
ness. 
Amongst bLlinguals there ls also no evidence that ethnically 
Asian people are Vlewed as deferential or submissive ĜŸ·ŴŤŠÛGĞĦĚ
On average, bilinguals see both Paklstani and Indlan klds as 
quite a lot tougher than Anglo kids, and not only lS the gap 
between current and ideal selves small, but also current selves 
are rated on average as tougher than virtually every other (non-
self) entity. 
Finally, there seems to be lLttle connection here between 
perceived non-profLclency ln Engllsh and weakness: generally 
all of the entities seen by blllnguals as 'not knowing much 
English', are rated as tougher than 'English kids' (=the entlty 
given the highest mean ratLng on 'speaks normal English'. The 
TABLE A.24.1 MEAN SCORES (ON A 1 to 9 SCALE) ON THE BIPOLAR CONSTRUCT 'WEAK' (=1) 
vs 'TOUGH' (=9), BY ETHNIC AND LANGUAGE SUBGROUP 
OVERALL LANGUAGE GROUPINGS ETHNICITY OF INFORMANTS 
Punjab1. 'mono- Afro-ENTITIES bilinguals linguals' Indian Pakistani Caribbean Mixed 
n=17 (n = 11) (n = 6) n=7 n=4 n=2 n-1 
Current self 7.3 7.2 7.7 6.7 7.4 8.5 8.0 
( (1" =2 . 0) ( 0" =0. 9) 
Ideal self 7.6 7.5 7.8 7.5 7.6 8.0 8.0 
( 0'=2.2) (0"=1.5) 
. 
Past self 4.9 5.2 4.5 5.7 4.9 3.5 4.0 
(e.-=2.6) <a=2.4) 
A person I admire 5.9 6.2 5.5 5.2 6.8 4.5 4.0 
( 0"=31; (o--1.5) 
n =10) 
- -
A person I dislike 5.6 6.1 4.7 7.0 5.6 5.0 4.0 
( a-=2 .0) (0"=3.1) 
Me speaking 6.1 6.4 4.7 7.0 6.1 5.0 4.0 
English (o-=1.2) 
Me speak1.ng Punjabi 5.6 5.6 5.7 4.7 6.1 6.5 4.0 
/Pakistani/West (er =2. o) 
Indian 
Bangladeshi kids 5.8 5.7 5.8 5.7 5.7 7.0 7.0 
( cr-=1.6) ( cr-=2 .2) 
---
------
(contd) 
Anglo 
n=3 
7.0 
7.7 
5.3 
6.7 
4.7 
4.7 
I 
I 
\.0 
\.0 
..... 
TABLE A.24.1 (contd) 
OVERALL I LANGUAGE GROUPINGS 
PunJabi 'mono-ENTITIES bilinguals linguals' 
n=17 (n = 11) (n = 6) 
English kids 5.9 5.6 6.5 
(cr=l.Bl (cr-=1.1) 
Indian k1.ds 6.6 6.8 6.3 
(o-=1.6) (cr=l.2) 
Italian kids 6.1 6.1 6.2 
(o-=2.0) (o-=1.9) 
- --
Pakistan1. k1.ds 6.9 6.7 7.2 
( 0'" =2 . 1 ) (o-=1.7) 
West Ind1.an k1.ds 7.3 7.2 7.5 
(0'"=1.8) (o-=1.6) 
Teachers 5.1 5.0 5.3 
( 0'"=1.9) (er =0. 9) 
Ingroup adults 6.1 5.9 6.6 
(0'"=1.5) Ur=l.6; 
n =5) 
Dad 6.8 7.0 6.5 
(o-=1.9) (0"=2.0) 
Mum 6.1 6.1 6.2 
(cr=1.6) (cr=1.7) 
- ---------- -- ---- - -- - ---------
Indian 
n=7 
5.2 
7.0 
6.7 
ŸĤ
7.0 
7.2 
5.2 
5.2 
7.0 
5.7 
L__ ____ 
ETHNICITY OF INFORMANTS 
Afro-
Pakistani Caribbean ÓŸẄŤTĚ
n=4 ' n-2 n=1 
5.9 6.0 7.0 
6.7 5.5 8.0 
5.7 6.5 8.0 
6.6 7.0 7.0 
7.1 7.5 7.0 
4.9 5.5 4.0 
6.3 7.5 
7.0 8.0 4.0 
-
6.3 8.0 4.0 
(contd) 
Anglo 
n=3 
6.7 
6.3 
5.3 
7.3 
7.7 
5.7 
6.0 
6.3 
5.7 
1.0 
1.0 
1\..) 
TABLE A.24.1 (contd) 
OVERALL LANGUAGE GROUPINGS 
ENTITIES Punjabi 'mono-
bilinguals linguals' 
n=17 (n = 11) (n = 6) 
Siblings 6.9 6.9 7.0 
(0""=1.7; (0""=1.9; 
n =19) n =11) 
Friends 7.0 7.0 7.1 
(o-=1.5; (0'""=1.5; 
n =14) n =7) 
Uncles and aunts 6.2 6.2 6.3 
(()=1.1; ( o-=1. 8) 
n =12) 
Real cousins 6.4 6.2 6.3 
(0'"=1.4; ĜŸĤÍĦÎĞĚ
n =10) 
Kind of cousins 6.4 6.4 
(C=1.7; 
n =7) 
-
ETHNICITY OF INFORMANTS 
Afro-
Indian Pakistani Caribbean Mixed 
n=7 n=4 n=2 n=l 
7.3 6.7 9.0 5.5 
( =1.5; 
n -2) 
7.0 7.0 7.5 7.0 
6.7 5.9 8.0 4.0 
6.7 6.2 6.5 4.0 
7.0 6.3 
Anglo 
n=3 
6.0 
7.0 
6.0 
7.0 
I.D 
I.D 
w 
4 
3 
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entities variously rated as not ÛŪŬŴŸŪŦĚmuch NŪŦŨŸVUĚby ethnical-
ly Indian and Pakistani informants were: ingroup adults, mum, 
dad, real cousins, kind of cousins, uncles and aunts and Bangla-
deshi kids). The dominant culture may cluster ŪŬŪĤŮŲŬȚŸȘŸŤŪȘXĚ
in NŪŦŨŸVUĚwith weakness ẂŸŠĚits babu stereotype, but this is 
not regarded as an adequate reflection of reality by any of the 
subgroups within the peer-group. The rhetorical (NP) (VA)E per-
sona ŸŪĚ the peer-group ŸVĚclearly alter-identified for bilingual 
informants - indeed, 'me speaking English' is rated tougher than 
'me speaking Punjabi/Pakistani' - and on the toughness axis at 
least, monolinguals would ŤẂŸTŤŪWŨXĚagree. 
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NOTES 
1. Generally these were exactly the terms used on the ŲŠWŸŪŦĚ
sheets: however, occasionally 'hard' (Ai) or 'will fight 
their own battles' (Pp) were used instead of 'tough' (Ai); 
sometimes 'weak' was supplemented with 'shy' (Lp) or 
'scared' (Op,Rw) (or replaced by 'scared' (Pp)). Once, 
'tough' was also supplemented wLth 'likes to fLght' (Rw). 
The construct 'really hard' vs 'thinks they're hard' was 
excluded from this analysis (Bl) • 
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APPENDIX 25 
A REPERTOIRE OF VARIETIES IN THE 
MULTIRACIAL PEER-GROUP 
There is much more to the peer-group's repertoire than rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E alone. In comparison with Punjabi and Creole, 
(NP) (VA)E provides a source of material for subcultural ex-
ŮŨŬŸWŠWÙŬŪĚwhich is relatively restricted and arguably more 
closely (though of course not exclusively) tied to derogation by 
the dominant culture. 1 In addition, while youngsters evidently 
do not accept the media's image, in the case of rhetorical 
(NP) (VA)E, it does look as though to quite an extent, the local 
peer-group is reacting to issues which have been originally 
framed by the TŬÜŸŪŠŪWĚculture. In contrast, certainly with 
Punjabi, the terms and manner of the symbolic debate are primari-
ly framed at local level. To a much lesser extent than with 
(NP) (VA)E, subcultural exploitation of ÖẀŪÚŠŞŸĚtakes its cue from 
- can be seen as a response to - dominant societal ŸŠŦŤVĦĚ The 
form and momentum for the peer-group's use of PunJabi is locally 
generated. 
There is another reason for seeing (NP) (VA)E as only one 
part of the subcultural repertoire: to the extent that it is 
adequately explained as subverting the babu stereotype, the ex-
clusive focus here on (NP) (VA)E exaggerates peer-group concern 
with images of Asian weakness. Asian and Afro-Caribbean power 
is much more overtly coded ŸŪĚthe peer-group's uses of Creole 
and PunJabi, which are more frequent and also used partly irre-
spective of the ethnicity of peer-group members. 
It is worth ŦŸẂÙŪŦĚa sketch of what a preliminary scan of 
my data-base ŸŪÙWÙŠŨŨXĚsuggests as ŞŤŸŪŦĚthe sociolinguistic 
dynamics of the use of these two varieties in the peer-group. 
Broadly speaking, together with English, migration has ex-
posed Punjabi to a reversal in its sociolinguistic status so that 
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from being an unmarked or prestigious language in the Indian sub-
continent (Khubchandani 1979), in England it is marked and has 
low status outside the confines of the ethnic ȘŬÜÜẀŪŸWÙŤVĦĚ Yet 
it looks as though young bilinguals do not simply switch one set 
of evaluations for another as they move from intragroup to inter-
group domains, and the linguistically ÜŸẄŤTĚpeer-group appears to 
provide Punjabi ŴŸWUĚa relatively stable set of ŸŪWŤŲŤWUŪŸȘŠŨŨXĚ
validated functions and ŴŸWUĚpositive vernacular prestige. It 
seems to have entered the peer-group linguistic repertoire of 
youngsters of English and Afro-Caribbean parentage, who partici-
pate with Punjabi bilinguals in verbal activities such as non-
sense rhymes and verbal traps (Opie and ÕŮŸŤĚ 1959:Chs 2 and 4), 
and who have ŨŤẄŸȘŬŪVĚof Punjabi abuse that in some cases may be 
very extensive (Opies Ch.9). Perhaps more importantly, ÖẀŪÚŠŞŸĚ
ŸVĚ an excellent •secret language• (Opies Ch.14) and bilinguals 
often report using it in the presence of teachers, who are ŴŸTŤŨXĚ
felt to disapprove of its use at school. In WUŸVĚ respect it ap-
pears that in the peer-group Punjabi may have a well recognised 
ŬŮŮŬVŸWÙŬŪŠŨĚfunction. It would be hard to argue that this re-
presented an ŤẄWŤŪVŸŬŪĚdue to migration in the functional range 
of the language, since in other spheres migration has resulted in 
large-scale shift to English and in some areas of South ĻVŸŠHĚ an 
ethnically reactive aspect in the use of Punjabi is already well 
documented (Pandit 1981; Khubchandani). Yet the peer-group 
clearly does not straightforwardly push bilingual children to-
wards English (contrary to LMP 1985:365-366), and it may be 
making a TÙVWŸŪȘWÙẂŤĚȘŬŪWŲÙŞẀWŸŬŪĚto the symbolic ẂŸWŠŨÙWXĚof 
Punjabi. 
The role of Punjabi as a 'secret language• ŸŪĚ intergroup 
contexts may have further VŸŦŪÙȚÙȘŠŪȘŤHĚparticularly with regard 
to the issue of ethnolinguistic •crossover• and its use by 
youngsters of non-Asian parentage. Secret languages are devices 
of exclusion, yet ŤWUŪŬŨŸŪŦẀÙVWŸȘĚboundaries are by no means co-
terminous with social and affective ones. Thus the use of 
Punjabi to exclude e.g. teachers and ȘUŸŨTŲŤŪĚ from rival schools 
could also exclude monolingual English and Afro-Caribbean class-
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and team-mates with whom the bilingual 1s otherwise in alliance. 
The logical solution to this is for monolingual ch1ldren to learn 
at least 'survival' Punjabi and there is evidence of this happen-
ing to some degree. But this is not a simple matter and the 
differing extents to which monolinguals do so is presumably not 
only med1ated by these youngsters' independence of the powerful 
value systems which rate Punjab1 negatively, but also by the 
willingness of Punjabi bilinguals to permit access to their 
language, which could devalue it as a pr1vate code and could be 
used aga1nst them should the bases of alliance shift. Yet cer-
tain ind1viduals of non-As1an parentage are reported to have ex-
ceptional ability in Punjabi, and not1ceably, these youngsters 
have a good deal of vernacular prest1ge. 
Creole occup1es a rather different position in the symbolic 
economy of the peer-group and seems to be used for rather differ-
ent purposes. It clearly d1ffers from Punjabi in be1ng 
lingu1stically closer to English and thus it 1s probably not as 
readily exploited as a secret code. It also obviously has a much 
higher profile and status 1n mass youth culture and at first 
glance, 1mputed expertise in 1ts use by children of Asian and 
English parentage does not appear to der1ve from close friendship 
to the same degree. Superior skills in Creole may similarly be 
associated w1th higher peer-group prestige, but rather than age-
mates, its use by children not of Caribbean extraction is per-
haps modelled also on the language of older adolescents and media 
figures. It may be that Creole has been incorporated into the 
verbal games character1stic of preadolescent schoolch1ldren to a 
lesser degree than Punjabi and it seems that both the persona and 
the functions wh1ch it typ1cally enacts are the obverse of those 
served by rhetor1cal (NP) (VA)E. Whereas rhetor1cal (NP) (VA)E can 
entail the projection of pol1te verbal and other non-competence 
strateg1cally deployed to extr1cate oneself from trouble and to 
ask favours, the Creole persona seems to encompass features such 
as verbal invent1veness, strength and self-assert1veness and ap-
pears to be used in e.g. boast1ng and 1n threats. 
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NẂŸTŤŪWŨXĚthe account of (NP) (VA)E in the main text refers 
to only a relatively narrow aspect of subcultural multi-
lingualism. Other additional, VŬȘŸŤWŠŨĚforces and social pro-
cesses influence the selection and ÜŠŪÙŮẀŨŠWŸŬŪĚof linguistic 
codes within the peer-group. Issues of sociolinguistic privi-
lege and cross-ethnic exchange are more sharply raised. And the 
range of peer ŠȘWŸẂÙWÙŤVĚŸŮŨÙȘŠWŤTĚin these cross-ethnic uses 
is broadened (secret codes, swearing, overt self-assertion, 
verbal games). Yet despite the complexity and intricacy of this 
symbolic economy, certain of the analytic ŮŤŲVŮŤȘWŸẂŤVĚdeveloped 
in the course of VWẀTXŸŪŦĚ (NP) (VA)E are likely to retain their 
utility (see Chapter 22.4). 
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NOTES 
1. For these reasons, it seems perhaps unlikely that (NP) (VA)E 
would form a sustained element in cross-ethnic relationships 
in the way that Creole or Punjabi might (cf. Hewitt 1982; 
and very parenthetically Verma and Bagley 1982:xi). In the 
idiom here, it is more likely to be used in figurative 
switches than situational initiatives (or in 'figurative 
situations' - see Hewitt's 'fictive social relationships'). 
